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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Computational aircraft performance prediction is with no doubt the final ioal of all the fundamental research in
Aerodynamics because computational methods are indispensable to define and above all to optimize the aircraft we
have to build.

Today, even more than in the past, one wants to define as quickly as possible with minimum recourse to experiments,

economically optimized configurations having good performance up to the limits of the flight envelope and to know in
advance their absolute level of performance.

Obviously, to accomplish this, one needs to take all the features of the flow into account, especially its viscous
character.

Apart from the Navier-Stokes approach in the whole flow field, which will not be useable on three-dimensional
practical shapes for several years, the only way to do this now is to take advantage of the huge amount of work done on
the parts of the flow where viscosity plays a major role - the boundary and the shear layers - as well as on those where
the perfect fluid assumption can be made and to find adequate methods and algorithms to link the viscous and the
inviscid parts of the flow.

2 This symposium was consequently organized to review the search for coupling procedures. It appears that the
situation is quite satisfactory for 2D flows. Very good correlations can be found between the computational results and
the experiments provided that the methods include the wake displacement and curvature effects, and adequate treatment
of the trailing edge region and of the shock boundary layer interactions. If so, useful and reliable tools are available for
engineering purposes.

However, the agreement generally deteriorates with the extension of separated regions or when the shock intensity
increases and further improvements are still needed, for example, for single or multielement airfoils near maximum lift
or at high Mach numbers. In addition it must be stressed that the quality and the accuracy of the experimental data
become questionable as the capability of the computational methods to adequately describe more and more complex
situations increases. Therefore precise and reliable code validation requires more and more well documented benchmark
data.

For 3D configurations, the work is much less advanced; on!y a few studies have been made and a lot of work has
still to be done, especially in the transonic regime. However, the first results obtained using the ideas which have proven
to be efficient in 2D are encouraging. The problem of separation with formation and rolling-up of vortex sheets which
is specific to 3D flows is of primary importance and the studies already made on this subject will have to be pursued
and extended in the compressible and transonic regime. Finally, it has been recorded that the need for detailed bench-
mark experiments is even greater in 3D than in 2D.

B.MONNERIE
B.QUINN
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CALCUL DES ECOULEMENTS A FORTE INTERACTION VISQUEUSEI.

AU MOYEN DE METHODES DE COUPLAGE

J.C. LE BALLEUR

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherchas Atdrospatiales (ONERA)
29, avenue de ia Division Leclerc - 92320 ChAtillon - FRANCE

RESUME§

Lesuan l'dcarth dn 4culmen de fluide parfaitx spes. a Ce e pohe pemet de taitse appoxilm-
tivdgemetr lea in eau pressio nomaxon et 'lmer loneat cmprenmetaisuriique a ulatns 
Cdnrooleses dle aintet des duac isqu intr le simpe.O passeit onanale en revue lea principaes

techniques numdriquea de couplage actuelles. Les possibilitda globales et lea espoirs des mdthocees sont
examinds au vu des calculs de profils d'ailes. Des rdsultats nouveaux sur le ddcollement de bord de fuite
sont prdsentds, ainsi qu'une m~thode approchde originale pour traiter numdriquement l'interaction au pied
des ondes de choc.

COMPUTATION OF FLOWS INCLUDING STRONG VISCOUS INTERACTIONS WITH COUPLING METHODS

SUMMARY

The calculation of vi~cous flows with coupling methods is surveyed. The approximation levels and
concepts are firstly outlined, as well as the generalized formulations of the viscous displacement for the
inviscid flow. Then, the strongly interacting methods that are based on thin viscous layers approximations
are discussed.

On this way, a matching formulation of the viscous flow, calculated as a difference with the
inviscid overlaying flow, is suggested, in order to reatitute approximately the normal pressure gradient
inside of the layers, as wall as to remove the supercritical behaviours, in the Crocco-Lees sense. This
analysis maintains simple viscous integral equations. A review is then given of the main numerical
techniques presently available for the coupling problem. The global state of the art and possible extension
are looked at through the viscous methods for airfoils. New results are pre3entad for trailing-edge
separation, and an approximate method is suggested to capture numerically the viscous interaction under the
shock-waves.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lea 6coulements A grand nonbre de Reynolds se caractdrisent par l'existance de phdnombnes localiads A A-volution
tr~s rapide, associant ftroitement d'une part lea effets de la viscosit6 et dea Ia turbulencelgdndrlenent
confinds dana des couches minces, d'autre part leur rdpercuaaion sur la structure de 1'dcoulement non diasipa-
tif. L'exemple typique d'une telle situation eat celui de l'interrcction choc-couche limite.

CaB phdnomanes concentr~s et A petite dchelle peuvent conditionner 1'culmn macroscopique dana a totalitd
en raison du caractbre non lindaira des dquations qui le r~gissent et donnar na'ssance A des r~gimes complexes,
dits de forte interaction visqueuae, par opposition aux rdgimes de faible interaction fondamentalement diffd&

rents et conduisant A des solutions proches de l'approximation clasaique du fluide parfait.

Mslgr6 lea progrbs importanta de m4thodes num~riquas adaptdes A la r4solution des dquations de Navier-Stokes
complftes, en principe capables de traiter ces r4gimes de forte interaction, une approche purercant mathidma-
tique du problbme a~rodynamique reste difficile dana Ia mesura oCt elle desicure largement tributaire de Is pr~ci-
sion des techniques numdriques, de l'dlsboration de modbles de turbulence suffisaiiaent g~ndraux, du racours
nicess ire'A des maillagas tras fins supposant l'amploi de moyens de calcul-tr~s puissants et pas encore
disponibles.

Une approche plus physique eat de ca fait prdsente dana toute lla~rodynmique nums-riqua pratique. Ella appa--
ratt entra autras dana l'introduction d'6quations, de conditions aux limites ou de "modbles' beaux simpli-
fids, dana l'dlaboration de m6thodes de rdsolution comcposites fonddes sur le couplage de plusieurs m~thodas

numdriques diatinctea,dans le recours n~cessaire A des maillages adaptda aux circonatances locales de
1'6coulement. II eat clair qua l'origine de telles mdthodea eat 6troitement associde A la structure en dchelle
multiples de l'6coulemant sinai qu'h l'cxistence d'dquationa anprochdes at de m~thodes numtriquea approprides
A chaque dchelle. L'adaptation de cea zrdthodes A In physique des phdnombnes sls bian souvent riv~lde cosine
una source d'efficacitd, notammnt pour des niveaux d'approximation viaqueuse ralativemant modastes. Un
exampla typique eat fourni par le calcul difficile des profVs tranasoniques pour lasquela les m6thodes
fonddes aur des analyses de fluide parfa:! at de couche limite en interaction poseadnt encore des perfor-
mances meilleures qua les analyses de type Navier-Stokes, A la fois quant au coOt des calculs at quant A leur
prdcision.

A plus long terme, on paut peneer qua Iladaptation des m~thodes de couiolaee aux aspects physiques spicifiques
des grands noinbras de Reynolds devrait conduire, parall~lemant au d~veloppement des mithodes da rdsolutioc

diractes, soit A une dconomie pour des performances 4gales, soit au traitement de probl~mes plus complexes

_M -M-7t



1-2

pour un coOt de calcul donnd, en tridimensionnel par exemple, soit enf in au ddveloppement indirect de
techniques numdriques nouvelles pour rdsoudre lea dquations de Navier-Stokes.

Nous allons examiner ici succinctement, dana lee parties 2 et 3, lea niveaux d'approximations et lea
concepta Rdndraux qui paraisaent s ddgager dea mdthodes de calcul actuellea, en r~gime de forte
interaction visqueuse. Les parties 4, 5 at 6 seront consacrdesa fux m~thodes a'appuyant sur dea approxi-
mations viaqueuaea simaples, obtenuas A partir dthypothbaes de Prandtl ou de couche mince. Apr~s discussion
de leurs r~percussions sur un mudble de calcul par couplage avec le fluide parfait, nous passerons
bribvement en revue lea mdthodes numdriques actuellement capables de rdsoudre un couplaga de ce type,j
problilme do base dont l'6tude eat encore copondant rdcente at limitde. Noua examinarons enf in) sur
lexemple de synth~se des profile tranasoniques o4j divers phdnom~nes d'interaction visqueuse intarferent,
quelles sont lea possibilitds et espoira des mdthodes de couplage de cette catdgorie.

2. APPROXIMATION NUMERIQUE DU FLUIDE VISQUEUX :NIVEAUX GENERAUX D'ANALYSE ET METHODES
DE COUPLAGE

11 eat hors du propos de cetta brbve onalyse de passer en revue les diverses m~thodes en usage pour Ie
calcul du fluide visqueux, l'objectif e'tant ici seulement de ddgager qualitativement lea grandas vois
d'approche, lee niveaux d'approximation ivossibles. ainsi oue lea limites d'utiliaation.

Cosine l'indiciue la figure l,uno classification en Quatre niveaux varaft concevable, le niveau I
rearouoant des avvroches varides, mais fonddes sur une rdsolution directe, tandis que lea niveaux 11,
III, IV correspondent aux principalas approches indirectes ou mdthodas de couplage. Bien que, pour chaque
niveau, des approximations plus ou momns fortes puissant intervenir, ce qui exclut de ce classement une
hidrarchie stricte, la gdndralitd des mdthodes lea plus compl~tes de chaque catdgorie eat croissante dtns

le sans allant de IV vera I.

2.1. Mthodes de r~solution directes

La nivaau I correspond aux mt~thodes de rdsolution directes at inclut en particulier la rdsolution compl~te
des Equations de Navier-Stokes, ainsi qua lea rdsolutions limitdas flux structures turbulentes A grando
dchella, avac moddlisation des etructurea lines. D'u point de vue plus orientE vera lea mdthodea actuellement
utilisables dana lea applications, le nive~u I correspond & una approcha qui paut 8tra quclifide de
globala [I i 4] dana la meaure o~i elle adopta una mime m~thode numdrique et un mime sysama d'dquations,
uniformdment valables dana tout le champ d'dcoulement. II a 'agit aoit des Equations de Navier-Stokes
moyenndes, associias A un modale de turbulanca,aoit des Equations de Navier-Stokes tronqudes par des approxi-
mations de coucha mince [5, 6].

2.2. Mthodes directes avec ainmutation d'Eiutiw~

Una premibre extension de l'approche globale consists A conservex une m~thode numdrique unique, mais h
commnuter lea dquations rdsolues, en fonction des zones de calcul, sur des systbmas completa ou simplifi~s
[7], figure 2. Cette approcha, voisine dana sea motivations d'ns mfithodes de couplage par zones, ne paut Itre
considdrde comie identique. 11 eat clair an effat qua Ics frontib res de comutation d'6quationsa inai
mises en jau na matdrialisent nullement des domaines de calcul numdrique disjoints, raccordis par laura
seules conditions aux limites, mais qu' au contraire une COtktinuitd numdriquo des ddrivdes normales aux
frontiares do commautation eat implicitement postulde. L'approche d.a coimmutation d'Equations par zones
correapind donc esaentiellement A un allbgement des calcula,obtenu er supposant a priori l'annulation
d'unc partie des tarmes des dquations dana certaines r~gions, A le pricision de la technique de rdsolution
numdrique. Cat all~gement petit Otra compldtE par une optimisation de la gdomtr.e des frontiares de

2.3. W~hodes de cowulaws fort avec dissociationa pardcale

L'approche par commnutation d'6quations paut conduire h l'apparition de problbmas mtthdmatiques ou num~riques
nouveaux par rapport A une apprcche globale avec Equations de Havier-Stokes compl~tes, en cas de troncature
importanta de ces dernibrcs. 119 saront par example aasocids aux changaments d'ordre des fqusations aux
dirivfes partialles, aux changements de domasins de ddpendance sinai qua desconditions aux limites n~cessaires.

Ainsi eat-on conduit au ni~eau II at A l'approche de couplage par dissociation do domaines de calcul,
figure 3, dana laquelle lea probl~mas mathdriatiques at numdriques sont trait~s inddpendaimment, tandis qua
le probl~me global eat reconstitud par le biais d'un couplage rigoureux, dit couplage fort, entre lea condi-
tions aux limitas des divers sous-domaines, le long de lours fronti~rea cdnmmunes. Les dquations utilisdes
dana les divers sous-domaines sont en gdn~ral, soit les 6quatiotts de lPavier-Stokes conpl~tes, soit des Equa-
tions tronqudas dans des approximations de couche mince, de Prandtl ou d'Euler [8, 9, 10 , Ill.

Las changemants d'ordre at de nature des Equations aux ddrivies partielles avec lea sous-domaines de calcul
contraignent I modular en consdquence Is nombre des conditions de couplage le long des fronti~res de raccorde-
ment, at A opdrer des choix guidds par Ia physique des phdnomnet ainsi quo Ia nature des dquations locales
Le couplage des parambtres a~rodynamiques sur une frontibro de raccordement no conduit plus ici, en particulier
au raccordamant de laura dirivdes normales &i cetta frontibre, le difaut do roccordueaont risiduel itant
raprdaentatif de la prdcision du modble de couplaga, pour un ddcoupage de zones et d'Equations diterminE.

11 eat A noter qua le passage du niveau I au niveau 11 fait surgir un problema numirique nouveau. 11 slagit
de rdaliser, par des mdthodes itdratives ou implicites, en stationnaire commeaen instationnaire, le couplaga
fort des conditions aux limites assocides aux divers sous-probl~mes. 11 eat clair qua cette difficulti
majeure, qui ne saurait se rdsumer I l'Etablissement dtun organigrasue de calcul, n'a fait l'objet au
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aui niveau de l'adrodynamique que d'un nombre encore restreint d'dtudes, motivdes essentieliement par le
raccordement des dquations d'Euler et de PrandtI,(cf paragraphe 5).

2.4. I~thades de-couplage fort avec discainpa Tain

La technique prdcddente de dissociation par domaines suppose que dans chacun dVentre eux lea dquations
rdsolues d~crivent A elles seules le comportement local de lVEcoulevent. En cas de niveaux d'approximation
assez modestes, coimne par exemple celui des dquations de Prandtl, tine telle situation petit conduire A
des limitations importantes. On doit remarquer par ailleurs qu'une telle technique de raccordament eat
dvitde dana les m~thodes analytiques de d~veloppements asymptotiques raccord~a, dans lesquelles lea
domaines de calcul associds aux diverses dchellea se trouvent superposds dans un mnme .domaine physique.

Nous avons troivd [3, 12 A 15] que Vintroduction de domaines de calcul en recouvrement, figure 4, dana
la formulation de m~thodes composites coupldes pour le calcul du fluide visquetix h nombre de Reynolds
dlev6, pouvait condtiire A tin progrbs important, relid physiquement AIis poasibilitd de traiter l'Ecoulement

-~ de fluide visquetix en tenses d'dcarts A 1'dcoulement de fluide parfait fictif dont ii eat le plus voisin.
Cette analyse constitue tine g~ndralisation des m~thodes de cotiche limite, classiques oti bien avec fort
gradient normal de l'Ecoulement externe. Si nous consid~rons par exemple tin repare curviligne X !y
le long d'une paroi, que nous supposerons plane pour simplifier 1'expos6 si ~Z at F sont lea compo-
santes de is vitesse, F. la masse volumique et Tis pression, si , e4yt sonk laura homologues
pour l'dcoulement de fluide parfait superposE, les quations du jjud iqs notdes Q13+ © seront
dissocides en tin systlme d'Aqtiations de fluide parfait, notdes (Q) , et en tin systme d'dqutitons
d~ficitdires visquetises notdes ©Lea dquations dynamiques atationnaires deviannent sinai

Px C

edev,

Ox I ydx d

II
deX'Pii dycv.~ d*X 4x _ _

,7 d ' dy

reprdsentant lea composantes dti tenseur des contraintes. Catta formulation dificitaire

enrio uculg fr uXot*r ,liEeta e e odiin u iie 1
du probilme visquetix conduit A tine rdsolution sanaibiement du m~me type que dana lVapproche de cou I e par

poar que

on notc toutefois qua l'importance du choix, relativeinent arbitraire dana l'approche de couplaga par
raccordemeentdeomis, de/la [/oni7] (215)e cuhsvsqessv= (),et lmne

inemdarsetecelles de Prandtl at cellas des Equations de Navier-Stokes an couches minces. Ii

dX

')PL_____ )F Ipsr -z Z - - (2.4)

Ca qui, d'aprba (2.3), fournit (Zy.'X ) Cette approximation stir Is preasion eat beaucoup momns

'WWI



restrictive que cells qui serait ddduite des Equations de Prandtl dans un couplage par raccordetaent de
a doanaines:

0L- (2.5)

aiors que ia rdsolution du syst~me parabolique (2.4) avec A( Ir I , e' donnda par (2.1) eat d'une

complexit6d quivalente A is rdsolution des simples Equations de Prandtl.

En cas de simplifications mains importantes que (2.4), ou d'application des Equations de Navier-Stokes
(2.2), is choix de la formulation ddficitaire (2.1) (2.2) devient intimement liE au choix et au condition-
nament des techniques numdriqus appliqudes A (2.1) et (2.2), sinai qu'A leur couplage. Nous noterona
enfin qu'au niveau d'approximation II de Is figure 1, is dissociation effectude en systbsae d'Equations
viaqueuses et non-viaqueuaes suppose une analyse de couplage en forte interaction, qui correspond & Is

-~ . r~solution atricte de (2.1) (2.2) (2.3), et qui prend en compte l'influence exercde par l'aval de
l'6coulement sur l'aiaont. Des approches de ce type, bien que plus ou momns aimplifides, ant dtd
rdcernaent expdrimentdes [16, 17, 18]. D'autres approches maintiennent en revanche des approximations de
systmea d'dquations paraboliques, rdsolus directettent d'anont en aval, ce qui lea rapproche des mdthodes
de couche limite en faible interaction du niveau IV (19, 20].

2.5. Mthodes den oulagefaible

Lea niveaux d'approximations I et II correspondent A une moddlisation du fluids viaqusux capable de ddcrire
au momns quslitativement lea r~gimes de forte interaction visqususe, soit en raison des dquations
visqueuses rdsolues, soit grAce A un effet de couplage fort au fluids parfait, dans le caa des dquations
visqususes lea plus simpls. 11 sat toutefois important de considdrer que cette capacitd de traiter lea
zones de forte interaction suppose l'utilisation de maillages fins approprids pour 9tre effective, quelles
qua soisnt lea Equations rdsolues. En rdgime turbulent, mgma pour lea syatbmes d'dquations lea plus simples,
lea Echelles de rdsolution nie sauraient en particulier Otrs plus grossibres qua l'dpaisseur locale des
couches "-isqususs miasa en jeu.

Les niveaux: III at IV correspondent A des analyses simplifides dont ls gdndralit6 d'application eat momns
grands, mais qui reatent is support de is plupart des applicationa actualles. Lea plua rdpandues sont
lea n~thodes de couches limites du nivesu IV, en utilisation conjointe avec des calculs en fluids parfait
traditionnela, rksolus de mani~rs d~couplde. L'absencs de rdsolution couplE provient du concept d'interac-
tion ou de couplags foible, qui a 'associe & is thdorie asymptotique du second ordre de is couche limits
dana s lec lazninairs (21], at A des th~ories de mfma nature dana is cas turbulent [22, 23],

La figure 5 achdmatisa Is simplification apportde au niveau du couplage. En premibrs approximation, ls
champ de fluids parfait eat obtenus inddpendamnent de touts couche limite. 11 d~termine pour cella-ci
un champ de preasion simplifid qui permat is calcul d'une prsmiare approximation de ls ccuche limits at
de eon Epaissur de d~placament. Celle-ci suffit A d~terminer l'approximation finale du fluids parfait,
sinai qua cells du champ de pression de is couche limits. Une approximation de second ordrs psut alors
ftre calculde pour is couche limits, qui alora posde taujoura un gradient de prassion nozanal priditerminE
mais non nul en cas de courbure de is paroi. Le couplags eat "faible" dana Is meaure ott is couche visqususe
eat entiarement conditionnies, h un ardrs d'ataoroximatinn donnEd, par un dcoulement de fluids parfait our

lequel tie s 'exerce aucune influence r~ciprpquc.

Dana cette analyse, l'idde d'ittration aur l'dpaisseur de diplacement visqueuse eat absents at se trouve
remplacde par une correction directs at unique. L'insuffisance Eventuelle d'une tells correLtion unique
marque prdcisdment l'spparition de phinombnas de forts interaction visqusuas, lids aux d~collementa, ondes
de choc, bard de fuite, sinai que a isndcassitd de modtles I couches multiple&sSi lion veut maintenir
l'smploi de thdories asymptotiqus (23 A 31], sans toutefois pouvoir Eliminer l'apparition d'un problams
de couplaga fort.

line propri~ti caractdristique du couplage faible asymptotique sat de conduirs, pour is probltms visqusux,
A is r~solution d'un sysame parabolique dena lequel on ignore l'influence qua peut axercer l'aval de
l'dcoulement sur l'amont. line tells influence nie paut donc Itre retrouvde qua par les conditions aux
limites imposdes par is fluida parfait, at se trouva de ce fait totalement aupprimde pour un Ecoulament
axterne aupersoniqus, ou encore dans l'apprcximation d'un Ecoulemant de fluids parfait subsoniqus
monodimensionnel.

La simplification carrespondante apportde I is rdsolution, qui peut alors procider en merchant de l'amont
vera lVsval, a fait l'objet de transpositions dana des m~thodes abandonnant lea Equations simples de 4
Prandtl au profit d'Equations mains rastrictives, qualifides au niveau IV de is figure 1 d'approximstions
paraboliqus des Equations de Navier-Stokas. Dana ce cas, lea EquatiOns de Navier-Stokes soutt d'abord

assujettis I des approximations de couches minces, qui consistent A Eiliminer lea termas visqueux de
dif fusion suivant Ox , si Ors reprdsente is direction de 1'Ecoulement principal. Cette simplification
des niveaux I ou II nie suf fit ps cependant & als seutle, dans ls cas g~ndral, pour paraboliser totals-
ment is syst~ms d'Equations dens Is direction des XC positifa, notannent en prisence de r~gions
d dcoulement subsonique (32, 33]. On peut alors parler de systimes d'Equations elliptiques A cause du
champ de prassion, dans Is assure o(1 lea syat~mes redaviennent paraboliqus soit loraque is pression sat
figdE, soit loraqus son Evolution longitudinale moyenne selon X eat figde mais qua a variation aecondaire
dena is plan Y Oj eat calculde [34], soit enfin loraque l'dvolution longitudinale de is pression st
als sussi calcudEs d'amont en aval mais au prix d'une approximation quaai-monodimensionnelle at d'una
altdration de is pressian dena l'Equation de qluantitE de mouvement scion 0: (35].

Dana tout lea cas, ls passage d'un tel probl~me parabolisE de couplage faibie A un probl~ms elliptique
de couplage fort du niveau I Cu 11 suppose laddition d'une itiration sur Is pression, capable d'iliminsr
A convergence lea diverses approximations misc. an jcu A chaque itiration paraboliste (16, 17, 34, 36].



2.6. ?tjhodes intenn6iare entre a,.vlage faible et fort

La figure 1, au niveai III$ fournit des exem~loa d#- ce type d'analyse. Le premier peut etre fourni par
1'extension progressive des m~thodes de calcul de profils d'ailes. Partant de !linsuffisance dvidente
d'une approc'he de couplage foible, une extension allant dans le sons de la recher ne d'un couplage fort
at dtd progressivement ddveloppde, par le biaja d'itdrations aur l'effet de d~placement visqueux. Bien
que lea niveaux d'approximation obtenus diEffbrent senaiblement entre lea diffdrentes mdthodea, par
exemple [15, 29,,37 A 40],soit en raison du recoura A des lissages ou A des moddlisations relativement
arbitraires de 1 dpaisseur de d4i .'cement, soit en raison de techniques de couplageo incomplbtes, numdri-
quement. -u, .nalytiquement, s51 n-veaiu d-ts adcollements, des bords de fuite, des interactiong couchea

t limiter - c6ndes de choc ou wos -illages te calcul, il eat clair que l'dvolution d'enaemble devrait
d~boucher A terme aur dej -.6thinden -. csu.plage fort du niveau II.

Une seronde c t~gori' d. mdthodcs irvtcrmddiaites entro couplage faible et fort eat :nurnie par Ia
moddli~i.it;.on des ddcjllements er 'luil2- ouc.aaxt. Un premier exomple eat donnd ici pa le calcu? d'dcoulements
de flui-lo pArfait comportant des n. -c tourbillornairea issues de lignes de ddcolletaent prdddtermindea

* [411 T0 ecpnn. :Aemp~e not .tkui ci', .. ii,"lisationa do grands ddcollements par calcul de frontibrea libres
iaobareai done un dcoulement de -. uie ~ 'ises notatuw't dana lea problfmea de ddcrochage [42].

3 . CONDITPI L.S IMX LIMITES DL PU., 7V 1)n FA-T -- EPLA. ZMENT

UsA iuthodes Se calcul en fluid? parfait b're.td'u'te part sour la condition de gliasemenL, qui traduit
* limr'ermdabilit paroir, a~t ceatitro part .iur 1%i condition dc Joukowski qui, loraqu'elle eat miae en

Jeu, tparatt seule' rappiuler qu- ''objectif ebt Ia mof~iearion d'un Zluide visquoux. Le calcul fait en
ouLre Ppne a~'tre, au titre dez -1 --ions faibles, ti nappea de glissement au travers desquolles la
vjtitjse noma. t !a pressi"' sonL contiueus.

tIC Le: !as (: 'iditions dL itli.emet. devien, ent im:s ibler quel que doit le nombre de Reynolds et

S'3f' ka V ( tone asvmptoL..'Ie u-. L couche I imite qu ,Lcuz ir.dique quo l'dcoulement extorne non-viaqueux
c v.iqidf'- eot a -cujerti. , r p (e.A6-e approx.aati,-., a :, conditions de gliasement prdcddentes. Celles-ci

t cqoibre*. . de f ait uuie oni *.ie ,it It la v, jcci.. . P, ,er-ond ordre d'approximatic,, une vitosse nonmale
non nis'll, 6, - parois , ai ;' qu' ri, , or.:inu2xte ae vi'.esse normale et de prossion sur lea nappes
de g~ i-3,einet, trauuisent 1'r :tet .,'--ement Ai quwtx aur le domaine de fluids parfait rdsiduel. Si lea

ndicc s 1 Ct d&.si: -it lea - rdrers d' tppeo. -.ion succeasifa, on a par exemple

trcis1postion de ces condi.tions aux Problames de couplage A nombre de Reynolds fini a dtd initide par
e r~ t Lees [43] pour le celcial de.; d.' 111ements aupersoniques, dona une approche de couplage fort par

rw~ cordement do domaines, figure 6, util Ls~nt des dquationa de Prandtl pour 0 4 f(X) , j Etant
U. d~aisseur physique do la couche limito. Dana le cao le plus habituel oil uno souls condition aux limites
d.)nigine visqueuse en yc J(x) suff it A ddterminer 1e fluide parfait, la relation appliqude par Crocco
et Lees eat gdndrals, puisqu'elle s'appuis seulement sur l'intdgration en y do la seule Equation do
continuitd. Si /((Z) eat la courbure de Ia paroi

To7 f L /4 dl (X ,' 1)al

'44ICetle formulation du ddplacoment (z) es; oxempto d'approximation autne que celle attachde au calcul
do

D'autres fagorvs d'introduino la condition do couplage (3.2) dana le calcul du fluide parfait aon. frdqueur
mont utilisdes. Il peut p~r oxemple parattne plus commode do considdner, soit qu'il nly sit aucun ddbit b
travers la frontibno du fluide parfait, et V'on parlo alors do concept do ddplacement, Soit quo cetto
frontibre s'appuio simplemont sur la paroi. Dana lea doux cas uno certaine Equivalence avec (3.2) pout
Atre obtenue on conaiddrant un report analytiqus approchd do (3.2) doey 6 ()e (z) .Ldut
do continuitd non visquese donne(Y /..Len Y).Lquio

[+J(,Y) [-hLJ)- e~ dz 3.f

Y)I
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ce qui conduit A une condition de glissement si Y~ Jft, d'jnjection si Y0=, et A des expressions
correspondantes pour 4 z

6)

(eVhX e14~']X.' (3.6)

- Les formulations du d~placement (3.4) (3.5) (3.6) sont toutefoja approchdes, de mgrne que 1'dquivalence avec
(3.2). La validitd asymptotique de cette Equivalence lorsque I -..v n'est pas automatique dans la mesure oa
l'ordre du d~veloppement (3.3) dUpend par exemple de l'ordre de dt4aldx ,quantitd souvent non bornde
lorsque i'.f dane lea thdories asymptotiquea A couches multiples. Lea formulations (3.*4) (3.5) peuvent
toutefois 9tre ddgagdes de toute approximation par le choix de nouvelles d~finitions pour d'4).

3.2. 29W~age fort avec dcmaines en reoouvrerrnt

Un tel changement de d~finitiont de J#() apparait aisdment par introduction, figure 7, de domaines de
calcul a~n recouvrement, sur leaquels sont dissocids lea Equations visqueuses cotmme indiqud au paragraphe
2.4. Dane ce cas, la simple int~gration en y de l'Equation de continuitE (2.2) fournit, puisque

(](7) 1) fl [AIV"0

(Xl/{f(, ) eLq(x') Ij ~t]x

Cette gdndralisation de la d~finition de 6 (z) tient compte en particulier des gradients de pression
normaux internea A la couche visqueuse, A travera lea variations en du terme visqueux j5AZ et du
terme non visqueux eu , celles-ci pouvant Eventuellement a tre rapidla, voire discontinues, A Ia diffirence
des analyses de couche limite. Une illustration achdmatique en eat donnde figure 8, dana le cas oti

( Zm) =(0(x, ) eat supposde 11tre une fonction continue.

Une formulation de oJ(t) adaptde au concept de ddplacement peut de mOme aCtre ddfinie

141z6~ i#J" dx } (a
IV fes(X/

Au total il importe de considdrer que l'utilisation d'une Epaisseur de d~placement pour formuler un

probl~me de couplage n'est nullement synonyme du recours & des approximations de couche limite.

4. APPROXIMATIONS SIMPLES DU FLUIDE VISQUEUX - INFLUENCE DU COUPLAGE FORT

Tant pour des raisons historiques que pratiques, lea mdthodes de couplage actuelles ont surtout EtE
d~veloppies en s'appuyant sur des hypothbses de type couche limite. Nous nous limiterons dana la suite
A cette classe de m~thodes, utilisant soit lea Equations de Prandtl, soit l'extension voisine des Equa-
tions de couche mince, indiqude au paragraphe 2.4, dana laquelle la pression Vj,4) eat identifi~e
A celle du calcul non visqueux

4.1. Dco11anent at zones A ourants de retour

Le problbme de couche limite, assujetti aux dquations de Prandtl et ddcouplE du fluide parfait, doit atre
fermE par une condition aux limites externe, pour laquelle on a longtemps utilied la pre sion )t (X, X)
de la m~ne fagon que dana lea thdories asymptotiques de faible interactior.. On connaft alors le comportement
aingulier de Goldstein [441, en'lracine carrde", que prdsentent lea solutions au voisinage du point de
frottement nul en Ecoulement bidimensionnel stationnaire, comportement reproduit Egalement par lea
m~thodes intdgrales de couche limite 11. En Ecoulement instationnaire [45] ou tridimensionnel [46], lea
mdithodes intdgrales font apparattre des singularitds d'un type diff~rent, czwiititudes des diacontinuit~s
d'dpaisseurs intdgrales assocides aux solutions faibles des systtmes d'dquations, dont la localisation
ne a 'attache plus h l'origine des zones I courant de retour, et qui pourraient expliquer certaines
anomalies numriques, rencontrdes dana la rdsolution des Equations de Prandtl inatationnaires avec couranta
de retour et champ de pression imposE.
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on a pu montrer cepondant que ces comportements singuliers irrdalistes ne doivent Pas Itre confondus avec
line limite de validitd des dquations de Prandtl, ou encore avec une separation brutale de la couche
visqueuse et de la paroi, mais qu 'us rdsultent du choix de Ia pression pour condition aux limites
externe . Loraque la pression deviant une inconnue du calcul, soit en formulant un problbme inverse
assujetti h une autre condition externe, soit par couplage au fluide parfait, des solutions rdgulibres

et rdalistas vie A via des petits ddcollements ont dtd obtenues (12, 47 A 55]. Le Time comportement
est observd en instationnaire [45]. Il eat clair toutefois que le problbme de Prandtl en couplage fort
avac le fluids parfait externe ne constitue plus un syatbme parabolique exempt d'influenca de l'aval,
mitme en l'absance de courants de retour, en raison de la condition aux limitas inconnue a priori que

constitue la distribution de preasion extern, avec effet de couplage, figure 6.

4.2. Influence de l'aval stir l'am, en supersoniocue et en transoie

Une question essentielle soulevde par le calcul raccord6 d'dquations de Prandtl et d'Euler eat toutefois
- la suivante :la nature elliptique des dquations de Navier-Stokes stationnaires est-elle aussi ratronvde

par le modble de couplage loraque l'dcoulement de fluide parfait eat localement supersonique et que
l'influenca de Vaa sur l'amont ne peut plus avoir une origine axciusivemant non visqueuse? Depuis le
travail initial de Crocco-Lees, une longue investigation a Wt mende [12, 14, 56 A 591 Ia rdponse itant
positive pour une couche visqueuse dita I"subcritique", nfigative pour une "couche aupercritique".

Dana la cas subcritique, le couplage d'dquationa non-visqueises hyperboliquas avec des dquations visqueuses
paraboliques conduit A un problbme de conditions initiales qui eat mal posd, dons Ia mesure oti une amplifi-
cation exponentielle des perturbations initiales dventuellea ae produit our une 6chelle courte, de l'ordre
de l'dpaisseur de la couche limite, salon un procesaus de solutions de branchement . La caractbre de
probleme atal pos6 eat dlimind si l'une des conditions aux limites eat transf~rde de l'amont vera l'aval,
ce qui rdvble la nature elliptique du modble. En plus, le processus de branchement parmet en gdndral
d'introduire une telle condition aux limites A l'aval cosine line contrainta puramant exc~dentaire qui eat
le reliquat dana le modble de couplage des conditions aux limitas couranmmant imposdes A Vaa des calculs
de type Navier-Stokes. L'apparition d'une influence de l'aval aur l'amont par effet de couplage trouve en
outre un support thdorique dons lea thdories asyleptotiques de forte interaction, telle que par axemple
le modale laniinaire en triple couche. On a pu d'ailleurs v~rifier num~riquement qua lea solutions super-
soniques des Equations de triple couche sont Egalement solutions asymptotiques du modble da couplaga,
loraque le nombre de Reynolds tend vers l'infini [27], figure 9.

Dana le cas supercritique, is nature elliptique des Equations visquelises n'es qua partiellement retrouvde
dans le modble de couplage de Crocco-Lees, par le biais de solutions foibles dont lea sauts de pression
tranaforment soudainement lea couches aupercritiques en couches subcritiques, toutes lea fois qu'une
influence de l'aval aur l'amont eat localement indispensable. La comportement supercritique eat alora
retrouvd vera l'aval aprbs franchissemrnt d'un "point critique"~, o4 la rdgularitd n~cessaire de Ia solution
jolie la r8le de condition aval exc~dentaire pour la zone subcritique [59]. Une interpr~tation simple des

comportements du niodble eu voisinage des salits at des points critiques peut 9tre directement ddduite des

comportements locaux des solutions de branchement, Sinai qua des conditions aux limitea stabilisatrices

ndceasaires, voir figures 10, 11.

Las lacunas prdcddentes du mod~le de Crocco-Lees ne sont pas lides, cosine il a parfois Wt imagind, aux
approximations utilisdes pour rdsoudre lea Equations de Prandtl par une mdthoda intdgrale, inais en fait
au champ de pression simplifid X(x) = ),t (.r,c) de Ia couche visqueuse. Dana una indthode intdgrale, la
relation (3.2) conduit h line relation quasi-lindaire entre la ddflexion viaquelisa (l)atl
gradient de pression en 

et Isx

A lnueaux d~collemants ou recollementsoLl rdin epesonn et9r qualconque, mais

tel qua 60"('I/x) a - (0D,/D ) , pour as urer la r46gularitd des solutions. 0D2 a'annule aux points
critiques, oti la rdgularitd impose 09 a N/0,) On peut noter, pour le mod~la de couplaga par
raccordament, la sym.~trie des singularitds da Goldstein at de Crocco-Lees. La relation (4.1) ou
aimplement

dct

eat ddterminante pour lea solutions de branchement, stables salon X si 3 < 0 , instables si 3~ >
Pour una couchr' attachdej le cas instable correspond au comportament subcritique at A un problbme de
tyna elliptique. Notons cependant qu'an cas de O.eQllement, Dj change de signa, donc 8 , ca qui conduit '

A des solutions de branchamant stables dona la zoftt ddcollde, Vifuec de av o ur l'amont rdsultant
alors de la saula s~lection des solutions r~gulibres au point de recollament, figure 12. En cas de

rdsolution locale des Equations de Prardtl, une relation anialogue h (4.2) subsista [57], d~montrant
l1importance dui nombre de Mach local VI dana lea comportemants aupercritiquesI

B9a//IN (4.3)

La limita eK.. 0 dtant ,ouvant singuli~re, le comportement des solutions da branchament na se ddduit

gdndralament pas da fagon directa de (4.3), voir [3, 12, 15]. 1l reasort toutefois de (4.3) qua lea 1
comportemants supercritiquas (e0) ne peuvent rdsultar qua de la prfisence de regions visqueusas super-

soniques, at qu'elles d~pendent fortamant du choix de la frontibre S dans le modbla de raccordament.
Tout couplage subcrit~.que peut sinai 9tre transfornd an un couplage supercritique, par s~lection d'une
frontitra (xs) plus 6loignde de Ia paroi [3].

intrinsaque de la couche visquelisa, mais plut~t du modble de couplage par raccordement [3, 15]. Son
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interpr~.tation physique doit donc faire appal au fluide parfait extarne. on peut ainai noter qua le
comportement supercritique d'un d4collement auperaonique A nombra de Machi croissant n~apparatt qua lorsque
l'onda de choc de focalisation a'est rapprochde jusqu'& l'atteindre de la frontibre externe de la couche
visqueuse, toute pdndtration A l'intdrieur de la couche visqueuae dtant exclue par le modble de calcul,
at devant atre simulde par un saut de preasion, figure 13.

4.3. Traitement ME2rodi du gradlient dle Pression rorm. Forrulation d~ficitaire

Lea inauffisances prdcddentaa du modble simple da Crocco-Lees pour le traitamant daa dcoulaments A forte
interaction visquauae en suparsonique, ainsi qu'an transsonique (M 1,20), proviant du champ da pression
exagd1rdm&ent simplifi6 f(z) .~ A(x,J) . Nous avona toutefois trouvA [3,'12, 13, 15] qua cas inauffisancas
sont dlimin~ea de mani~re ralativement aimple, si Von Etablit une formulation d~ficitaire du calcul
viaquaux, corraspondant A des domainas de calcul visquaux at non visquaux an racouvrament, figure 7,
comma indiqud au paragraphe 2.4, at si 3'approximation aur la prassion deviant ,Ct'-y.= ~* (.r-y

Na gardant dana le systbme (2.2) qua le terme viaquaux de Prandtl, on obtiant par int~gration an
de lVdquation de mouvemant salon X at da son premier moment par rapport A 4

T //, 0'c~)dj fx] ) yX,o0) - . " /I(y) ' (4.4)

wi I Z~(X~Y) dj.4e4uI(X~O) -2] df [A, Z] Z ___ f (45

tandis qua l'dquation de mouvamant en [X, 4~x)I fournit l'dquation d'entranment

ar f [eu 7 (4.6)

avac:

(P.z 2 ) /Z/
7i I ~ (., e'da.)aJ x

L'approximation , (z~y) z (,y) 6limina an outra e Isdarner tense dans (4.4) at dana (4.5). Si V'on
ddfinit des dpaissaurs intdgralas de mouvamant at d'dnargie cindtiqua gdndralis~es, d'una manitre analogue
A calle adoptda pour l'Epaissaur de d~placaniant dana (3.7)

On obtiant des dquations intdgralas trbs voisinas de calles issues des 6quations de Prandtl

IO S"2I d0 &4 40/ Ile)
Lx~. Tx e ]J(XI0) Z2

[don 8o 0ea d4 (4.9)

On note capandant qua l'dquation d'6nergie cindtique (4.9) damanda la moddlisation dtun tense de gradient
de pression normal 4t 9 lid dans (4.5) & la variation en de J1%/dz, tandis qua l'4quation daentraine-
ment (4.6) penset de s'en dispensar. Une cartaina approximation eat toutafois prdsente si 116quation
d'antratnement (4.6) est transformde pour na faire intervanir qua e (x, 0) ,.hxO (x

-~ (4310)

Outra l'avantage de prendre an compte un gradient de preasion normal approch6, la formula ion dfificitaire
(3.7) (4.7 A 4.10) nous a conduit, your l'analyaa des comportamenta supercritiquas A subs: ituar & l'intd-
grale B de (4.3) une intdgrale 15 (12]

0 - ino. vis quux

8~ I;,,, k54) Viiqueu.x (.

Un premier progr~s, cossnun A (3.7) (4.7 A 4.11) eat d'dliminer totalament le r~le relativament arbitraire
da 15 front1~re de reccordament yj T() .En second lieu, le terme I 1...1) de (4.3', g~ndrateur des
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comportements supercritiques loraque )T> f eat remplack par (N. ),terme vraisemblabiement toujours
positif. Nous avons sinsi Pu conclur [11 que le couplage par recouvrement de domaine conduit toujoura A
des comportements subcritiquea, ot) 1'infiuence de 1'avai stir 1'amont eat pleinement respectde, et oaz les
distributions de pression sur les parois, (x,O) sont touijours continues. En consequence, lea andes de
choc Eventuellea prennent toujours naissance par focalisation interne au domaine de caicul non visqueux
ceile-ci pouvant toutefois se produire A 1'intdrieur m~me des couches visquetises, figure 14. Dans ces cas

de gradient de pression normaux intenses, tine correction de second ordre peut 9tre appliqude a posteriori

A( (x)est tine courbure moyanne des lignes de courant, qui ne petit 9tre confondue avec cells des parois
ou des lignas moyannes des sillages que doe lea zones de foible interaction. A la paroi ou au centre
d'tin sillage, on obtient :

Pt (X, 0) - , (x' 0) /Q)fSr, ()](.3

On doit enfin remarquer que lea comportements stipercritiques, dliminds dans le couplage par recouvrement
precedent, seraient encore possibles dans ie couplaga par addition d'une dpaisseir de d~placement, is

relation (4.11) devenant :_,_I

intdgrele dans 1P -ef es premier teeme petit taujours 9tre ndgatif, le seuil de passage au comportament
supercrit.qtie El- i .-ors sensiblement M - 2 pour une couche turbtilente de plaque plane.

5.* METHODES NUMERIQUES DE COUPLAGE FORT

Las simplificationsaepportdes A la. resolution du fluide visqueux, eau niveaa II de la figure 1, au mayan

contrepartie a isgeneration artificielle d'un problbme numdrique de coupiage fort. Dana le ces du couplage
prraccordement de domaines, ii s'agit d'assurer la compatibilitd rigoureusa des conditions aux limites
dsdivers sous-problmaes stir laura frontibres commeunes. On petit admettre, puisqa en pratique is non-

lindaritd des equations visqususes rend ineluctable tine resolution iterative, qua is probi~me rests sensi-
blament de muse nature dana ls coupisge par dissociation d'dquations, avec domaines de calcul an recotayrement.

Ccouplage fort des conditions sux limites stir lea interfaces des divers calcuis constitutifa exige
uerigusur de resolution numdrique au mains comparable A cells utilis~e dana chaque sotis-prablb.me, sous
piede fairs ddgdn~rer is traitement du couplage fort en tine approximation de couplage faible. Cet

imp~ratif se trouva renforcd par is grands sensibilitd des calculs en fluido parfait A is precision du
traitement num~rique des conditions aux limites. 11 V'est encore davantaga si V'on considbre qua, dens
lea problbmas visqusux de couiches minces, l'sffet de coupiage petit A iui saul changer is nature math~ma-
tiqus dui comportement des divers sous-prob~Hmes, par i'intermddiaire des solutions de branchement rappeldes
aui paragraphe 4.2 et conduire A des differences d'ordre unite entre lea solutions assujetties & tan
cataplage rigaureux at ceiles issues d'un couplage approchd.

En cas d'emploi de m~thodes aux differances finies, par example, la coupiage doit etre rdalisE en cheque
noetid de discr~tiaation de l'interface avec des schemas ntim~riques consiatants, comparables b caux
utilisds dana chaq. .omeine. L'interpoiatian stir i'interface oat concevabie en cas de maillagas disconti-
ntis, A condition qu'alle soit coh~rente avec l'ordre des schemas numdriquas, sinai qu'avec lea domains
d'influence mathdmatique . L'application de lissagas oti filtrages eat en revanche A rejater, exceptd si
is technique petit se rduire A l'implantation d'une dissipation ntimdrique, 6vanescente laraque ie ps
de discrdtisetion tend vera zero.

Si V'on envisage Is resolution de problernes d'dvoiutions, is mgme difficut du cauplage fort doit 8tre
surmontde A chaque pas de tampa sous peine de procdder A tine resoltition visquatise inconsistante en tampa oti
bien A tine approche de foible interaction. Dane is cas de m~thades itdratives de relaxation oti pseudo-
inatationnaires, dana leaquelles seule is solution finale importe, is consistence en tampa petit Etre
negligee. En revanche, lea erreurs de ccupiags A chaque iteration ne doivent pas s'ampiifier at tins etude
de stabilitd particuli~re doit 8tre envisag~e. La spdcificitd at is difficuitd de ceile-ci provient du
fait que, bien qu'il faille analyser des grandeurs confin~es stir l'interface de coupiage, l'amplification
des erreurs eat gdr~e par tin opdratatir faisant appal h ia resoluition des sous-probiames adjacents A cetta
interface, ce qui d~finit tin probilnae mathdmatique sur tan espace ayant tine dimension de pius que celtii de
i'interface oi lea erreurs de couplege sont dttidi~es.

11 eat clair toutefois qua, sauf circonstancas exceptiannelles, is definition d'une m~thode de cotaplage
iterative ne petit se r~duire, en cas de cooplage fort, h Ia simple definition d'u organigramme de
calcul. En premier lieu, ii eat n~cessaire pour is couplaga de choisir des schemes numdriques consistants,
ea mains en espace, respactant non seulement lee domeines de dependences des equations de cheque saus-
domains prises isol~ment, mais encore ie domaine de dependence reel dui problbme mathimatique couple,
cotapte tenu notsaastnt d'dventuelles soltitions de branchement. A titre d'exempla, Ia consistence na sera
pas obtenue potir is couplage des equations d'Euler et de Prandtl le lang d'tine frontibre localement
stipersonique, avec tine cauche iimite attachde subcritique, si des schemes aux differences totalement
d~centr~s vera l'amant sont utilisds et 51, au momns pour discr~tiser iea reiations de couplage, l'un
d'entre eux n'dchappe pas A ce choix. Nous evans montrE ati contraire, dona ce cas, l'int~rat d'un
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ddcentrement vers l'aval [13].

En second lieu, la gdndralitd d'une m~thode de couple -tdrative suppose ia mattrise du probl~ae complexe
de stabilitd, doe la but d'adapter des techniques de relaxations, c'est-&-dire de moduler la coefficients
de relaxation stabi'.isateurs en fonction des pas de temps at d'espaces locaux, ainsi que des grandeurs
a6rodyna.--jues. Cette contrainta eat voisine, par exemple, de la ndcessitd de calculer, dans uni mdthode
num~rique instationnaire explicite, le pas &he temps local maximum compatible avac Is stabilitd du calcul,

en fonction du pas d'espace local.

Le rejet de cette contrainte a longtamps conduit A des itdrations instables pour la calculs de couches
limites sur profile d'ailes et au recou~s relativement arbitraire A des techniques de lissage. Ces instabi-
litds, purament numdriques, sont influancdus par le caractare de foible ou de forte interaction du couplage
visqueux local, mais alias ne sont jamais absentee si le pas de discrdtisation est suffisamment petit. Elles
apparaissent en particulier pour des couches linaitas de plaque plane [60]. La figure 15 en donne une
illustration relative au couplag- fluide parfait - couche limite en instationnaire [61] au voisinage d'un
dcoulement uniforme sur plaque plai'e ; elle montre que, toutes choses dgales par ailleurs, une ldgare
r~duction du pas d'espaca ou augmen~ation du pas de temps suff it A passer d'una itdration de couplage
stable A une itdration instable.

Bien 4*,idemment enfin Ia rdduction des instabilitds numdriques des techniques itdratives simples de couplage,
A caract~re explicite, peut Itre recherchde dans le ddveloppement de m~thodes traitant A chaque itdration
le couplage de manitre plus implicita, ou bien a 'appuyant sur des techniques num~riques non-lindaires plus
gdndrales.

5.2. Ioi de ca~rtement de la cuche Lindite sationnaire -

La plupart des mdthodes numdriques de couplage visqueux - non viaqueux ddveloppdes ont un caract~re foible-
ment implicite, pour des raisons dvidentes de simplicitd, de gdndralitd d'application et d'interchangeabilitd
de modules visqueux et non viaqueux. La recours A des modules visqueux utilisant des dquations de Navier-
Stokes, compl~tes ou done l'approximation de coucbe mince, resta rare dane lea m~thodes de couplage
[8 A 11, 32 A 34], lea techniques numdriques correspondantes semblant 8tre encore relativement heuristiques
pour la partie propre au couplage. Des mdthodes plus prdcises se d~gagent au contraire dane le cas des
approximations viaqueuses simples du paragraphe 4.

Dans le cas des m~thodes intdgrales de couche limite, le problbme A rdsoudre eat essantiellement celui
d'un 6coulement de fluide parfait dont lea conditions aux limites ne sont plus connues A l'avance. Celles-ci
deviennent au contraire lee solutions d'un systbme d'dquationR diffdrentielles ordinaires our Ia fronti~re,
comme par example (3.7) (4.8) (4.9), liant Is pression A (x,01', ILt direction angulaire de l'4coulement

@(X,) , sinai qua lea dpaisseurs visqueuses. Apr~s quelque dlimination, on peut en extraire la relation
entre '(x, 0) at fL(zo) effectivament appliqude au fluide parfait

X eat mesurd le long de la frontibre du fluide parfait - '9 9 ~ ddpendent des autres
dquations diffdrentiellas, des valeurs initiales des dpaisseurs visqueuaas ainsi qua des dvolutions non
visqueuses 6Ocx) at Aft) . L'dquation (5.1) conduit & des comportement fortement non-lindaires;
11, s'annule aux d~collements ou recollements, h.~ s'annule aux points critiques loraque ceux-ci n'ont

pas dtd dliminds. La terms de petite dchelle cP conduit aux phdnombnes de solutions de branchement, dont
l'importance a dtd rappelda at qui conduisent A l'addition de conditions aux limites exc~dentaires & l'aval.

Dana le cas ott lea mdthodes int~grales de couche limita sont remplacdes par lea dquations viaqueuses locales
de Prandtl, le comportament de la couche visqueusa, en tent que condition aux limites du fluide parfait,
reste aenaiblement de mlie nature qua (5.1), au momns si V'on se limite A une analyse de perturbation
autour d'une solution /O( X,O),

relation A rapprocher de (4.2) (4.3) (4.11) (4.14). L'utilisation de I& relation fondamentale (5.1) comme
condition aux limites de fermeture d'un calcul en fluide parfait reprdsente donc sous forms schdmatique
Ie problbme de couplage A rdsoudre, dana Ie cas de couches visqueuses minces. On note qua Ia relation
viaqususe (5.1) n'accorde pas un r~le symdtrique aux variables G(xzo) et A (XPa) , ia pression seule
y intervenant sous forme de ddrivde, cette diffdrence majeure avec le problbme non visqueu:c rdsultant A~
sans doute plus du caractbre de couche mince qua des approximations visqueuaes utiliades.

5.3. Mfithodes de oonclitions initiales en supersoniaue

Le caractbre local de is relation (5.1) avait initialement conduit A la recherche de solutions superso- -

niques au problame de couplaga fort. Dana ce cas, Is simplification apparente des m6thodes de conditions
initiales, procddant de l'amont vera l'aval avec rdsolution simultande de (5.1) a dtd largenient utiliada
par Crocco-Lees at de nombreuses successeura [32, 33, 43, 59, 62 A 66] notanuient en cas d'onde simple.
On sait cependant qua lea solutions de branchemant instables donnent naissance & un problime mat poos, qui
axige une technique de rdsolution par titonnementa succesaifa sur une perturbation initiale, de fagon A
adiectionner A convergence une solution ayant un comportement ou une rdgularitd appropride A l'aval.
Comae le schdmatise Ia figure 16, la perturbation initiale e dtait clasaiquement apportde A la preasion
done lea cas subcritiques, tandis qu'alle portait sur is position initials du saut de presaion parmettant
A La solution, dans lea cao supercritiquea, de franchir sans singularitd on point critique situd plus en
aval.

En pratique, one telle rdsolution eat extrImament difficile at manque de gdralit6. Ellk eat A peu pras



irrdalisable dbs que la zone de dfibut d'neato forte, c'est-A-dire de la zone de perturbation, nlest
pas connues A l'avance, ou dbs qua des interactions fortes aucceasivas sont prdsantes, a fortiori si elles

jnterf~rent entre alias.

5.4. Yhthodes 2eu-instationnaires

line premibre amdlioration importante a dtd suggdrde par Werle-Vatsa [67 A 69] pour lea couleaents externes
supersoniques du type onde simple, dans lesquels le calcul non-visqueux se rdduit A une simple relation
algdbrique locale antre pression et direction de l'6coulement. Moyannant un couplaga par glissamant sur Ia
surface de d~placement, on obtient:I

L'id~e de base de Werla-Vatsa consiste simplepent A substituar au robl~me de couplage un problbma d'vou
tinfcif bau nrmlaatl tre , par [J' X* et A calculer l'tat aymptotique

implcit en(Y~t) ,le ecod en(x~ ) Sinous conaiddrons par example l'dcuation de mouvemant en

on obientschdmatiquement pour passer dutemps ?,. au tamps (?It 1

fe~~ ~eu ,If?74) 2 ( foa a] t# 41#

Le premier dami-pas de tamps se r~duit A un calcul clasaique de coucha linite oli donc X~ eat
imposdo II eat rdsolu d'amont en oval, una lin~arisation des dquations faisant appal au pas de temps
prdc6dent dtant introduite pour dviter lea comportaments singuliars aux d~collements. La second demi-pas
de tamp se r~duit h &

ae qui conduit, aprbs diacrdtisation, A la simple rdsolution de matrices tridiagonalas pour 6r'V ff
Lm~thode a dtd 6tendue aux dcoulements axternes incomprassiblas semi-illimitds par Napolitano, Werle,

Davis [69] dans le cadre des dquations de triple couche laminaire. Dana ce cas, la relation algibrique
(5.2) doit 9tre renplacde par una int~grale de Cauchy (5.6) qui rend plus complaxa le second dami-pas
da tampa (5.7):

" j (5.6)
ZZf

Apras discrdtisation (5.7)conduit pour A un syst~me alg6brique pr~sentant une matrice pleina,
mais A dominance diagonala. line itdration de relaxation eat donc n~cessaire, en incompressible, pour
r~soudre la second demi-pas de temps par inversions successives de simples matrices tridiagonales.

line in6thode pseudo-instationnaira touta diff~rerte a dtd proposde par Briley, Mc Donald [70] at utilisde
par Gleyzes, Coustaix, Bonnet [71] pour calcular lea bulbas courts de d~collement transitionnels dea borda
d'attaqua, en incompressible, par une approche simplifide de couplage fort local. L'idde da base eat
d'utiliser lea dquations instationnaires vWritables de la couche limite, tout an conservant des dquations
de fluide parfait atationnaires. La rdsolution eat ella aussi psaudo-instationnaire, dana la mesure ob
la couche linita eat calculde A partir du champ de pression non visqueux de l'instant antdrieur, le
fluida parfait dtant ajust6 a posteriori coimne un dcoulament stationnaire subissant Ileffet de d~placement
le plus r~.cemment calcul6. Catte technique simple n's 6t6 encore justifide qua par l'obtantion affective
de solutions atationnaires asymptotiques loraque t v

5.5. F~thodes de relaxation directes ou inverses

La principe de cotte classe de mdthodes repose sur une formulation plus rigoureuse at una extension des
m~thodes itgratives traditionnelles, utilis~es pour amdliorer lea techniques de couplage faible au prix
de quelques approximations succeasivas sur 1'6paissur de d6placament.

La couplaga fort eat ici obtanu A convergence rigourause de rdsolutions succassives ddcoupldes des
probl~mas de fluids parfait at de couches Unmites stationnairest toute technique de lissage arbitraire
6tant exclue. La stabilitd do l'itdration eat gde~ par sous-relaxation [3, 13, 15, 39, 72, 73].
L'enchatnemant de calculs visqueux at non viaquaux dissocids conduit A une granda c'-ninditd et une

grande g~n~ralitE d'enploi, en subsonique, tranasonique ou supersonique. L'influence de l'aval sur



l'amont en supersonique peut *Stre obtenue die fagon sutomatique [3, 13, 15], commie dans lea techniques
pseudo-instationnaires, par imposition directe des conditions aux limites approprides A l'aval, que soient
mis en jeu des interactions fortes successives interfdrant entre ellas, ou des dcoulements ne se rdduisant
pas A une onde simple. La contrepartie de cette gdndralitd apparatt, pour certaina cas, dana ia lourdeur
des calculs a priori ndcessaires & l'itdration de couplage. N~anmoins, 1'expdrience a montrd [3, 13, 15
39, 77] que cetta itdration de coupisge pouvait 9tre aisdment mende de front avec celles n~cessaires au
calcul du fluids parfait, dana ls cas des m~thodes de relaxation subsoniquss ou tranasoniques. Dans ce
ces, l'trto de couplage apparaft comme une technique de relaxation explicite de is condition aux
limites visqueusa (5.1) appliqude au fluide parfait, et l'augmentation du coft des calcula li~e A is
viscositd est limitde.

Considdrant qua is relation (5.1) s'identifie A une rdsolution de la couche limite, l'itdration de couplage t
eat dite dire, te ou inverse salon que V'on rdsout au cycle ( n fl ) un prohilme non visqueux de type
direct ou inverse:I

Direct* f A 7 3 (S8
Direct~ ~ 1 W-1 ,.. 5a

I I x 41
Inverse 49n~. - 4,(S.9)

Pour la m~thode directe, si V'on admet que le fluide parfait eat un op~rateur qui associe une pression

P '(X) & une distribution angulaire 9*(Z) donn~e, l'addition de (5:18) conduit A l'opdrateur
associd 1 iitdration de point fixe globale

De mtme, loraqus fi peut s'annuler en raison d'un d~collement, la rdsolution (5.8) doit Atre dvitde at,
admettant qu'un opdrateur de fluide parfait inverse associe eV X) A la donnde de )t5 4X) , on obtient
In ajoutant la relation (5.9), intdgrde en Xr une itdration de point fixe dite inverse

6ftbo~z}

L'adoption de l'une des deux techniques (5.10) (5.11), ou m~me leur emploi conjoint dana une m~thode mixte
alternant (5.10) ou (5.11) en fonction de domainas prdfinis sur is fronti~re OX , oat EtA utilises par
Lock [39], Klineberg, Stager [74], La Balleur [61, 72], Carter [73], Melnik, Chow, Mead [26, 29],parmi de
nombreux autres auteurs. Dane tous ces cas, la m~thode dtait atabiliade par une sous-relaxation importante
6) , ind~pendante de X , d~tarminde sans critbre autre qua l'expdrience numdrique prdalable

La manque de gdndralitd de l'approche prdcddente a toutafois Pu 8tre dliminde par is pr~sent auteur grAce
&une Etude de stabilitd approchde [13] permettant un calcul local de ( x) . L'6tuda montre qua l'opdra-

teur IF de (5.10), lindariad autour de e9 (x) , admat sensibiement des distributions harmoniques de
pertrbaton 91±)- G"x)] conune fonctiona propres et qua i'approximation correspondante des

valeurs propres complexes de F eat AID ,clad tn ' ,ae

/1ddsigne Is nombre de Mach local de l'Ecouiement non viaqueux, c4 is frdquanca de l'harmoniqua,
eat un paramltre de forme viaqueux en relation avec fi' dana (4.11), ou encore (-It~ /6',) dans (5.1). La
plus grande valeur propra A40 (z) ou ,~ (t) parmet de d~terminer o.'(x), fortemant d~pendant de X
commeap ou /1Lz (voir E13]),une surrelaxation locale n'dtant ps & exclure.

Si 4R 6.) It 1(4t) d~signent lea parties rdellas et imaginaiies de ADV par example, Ia stabilitd de
(5.12) sara obtenue si:I

2'x) (2op (Cmi A f.A 77 ~ .~

Dans Ie cas diru--t (5.10), un pas de discrdtisation Ox petit accrott is plus grande frdquance OC deq
perturbations posx.)hles at rdduit is valeur de 4) (zr) , l'Echalle de r~fdrence Etant PW() . Las rigions
tranasoniques at cellus de d~collement conduisent aussi & r~duire ((z) dana is problbme direct (5.10), h
Cd devant 8tra nul aux points de ddcoliament ou de recollemant otl 4f& 0 , 3 V ap - cc

Dana le mode inverse (5.11) au contraira, Vanlto de A*l conduit an ces points 40 1

Numdriquemant is calcul local de WJ(x) montre qua Is relaxation en mode direct (5.10) eat bien condi-
tionnde pour lea ccuches limitas attachdas, is relaxation inverse aur Is pression (5.11) l'Etant & son -
tour au voiainags des couches ddcolles ou procha de l'Otre.

5.*6. !Mthode lin~aris~se invlicit

Outre is dualit6 de comportament pr~c~dents, relie physiquement A une influence dominante du fluids
parfait ou de Ia coucha limite aur la d~termination de Ia prassion, salon qua is couche limits eat plut8t
attachE ou plut8t ddcolie, is recours A uns sous-ralaxation (5.12) d'autant plus forte qua Jz eat

plspetit traduit la caractbra axplicita de is mdthods (5.10) sinai qua l'intdrat probable d'una m~thods
plus implicite. L'id~e d'une m~thods de Newton pour rdsoudra l'Equation (5.10) diacrdtiode a Atd sugg~rde
par Brune, Rubber , Nark [60]. On doit alors & ghaque itiration d~terminer lea matrices d'influance du
fluids parfait I It de is couche limits &I ~ Elles a'Ecrivent, si P'on choisit pos~ aibe

I(~ t,, (r discrdtisdes an Aj at'~~ dana Ie flaids parfait, en e at , dana Is
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couche limite

On peut alors adopter, b Zitato n lsouindprbmecp1'W id qui s'dcrit, sous
forme matricielie

Si lea effets non lindaires sur R! et A sont foibles, la convergence doit atre ride. Chaque
-- itdration eat cepandent complexa, Yemandant 1 'inversion d'une matrica pleina [I. -PflL at surtout

i'utiiisation est cepandant indiqude par Thiede [54], sont actuallement disponibles. Una technique assez

relaxation de type mixte, diractes ou inverses par r~gions, nous a conduit Ai mro od i(3te 13A1 e 5

uneitdatin d reaxaionnouell por la rgios d cochelimts dcoldeouproche de l'Itre. Ce:te
m~thde eutBtr qulif~e e smi-nvese one a msur ot sol l prblbe d cochelimits est trait6

de mairetinvese, a done d t an ePoat directio i6olemeioriCOteUfe (),s lec a e de
d~plaement Slx) . coma l'indique In figure 17, 01(x) fournit A cheque itdration un double prddicteur
de ls prassion, i'un donn6 par le fluide parfait ?tM(x) , l1autre fourni par Ia couche limite fX)
le probilime dtant de corrigar it~rativament 6)*(-) da fagon A ce qua t5(z) converge vera

L'anaiyse de stabilitd approcbde des itdrations de couplage directes ou inverses qua nous avons dvoqude aui
paragraphe 5.4 nous a permis de fo rnir tine solution Ai -t problna. On petit en effet remarquer qua, si la
correction choisia 9'x 0(~ a telle 1u I erurea~n [ n( -Ofdsleluepaai
soit prdcisdment I %a novel ditiuin 6~() 'identifie au rdt~ultat d'un

celcul inverse de f uide parfait assujetti A * Lenchainement d'un tel caicul inverse simtild pour l
fluida parfait, at d'un caicul inverse v~ritable pour Is :-ouche limito, reproduit done l'itdrotion (5.11)
at petit Etre stabiiisde comma ceile-ci, par le celcul local d'un coefficient Je relaxation w (z~) , d'epr~bs
(5.13) (5.14). L'analysa doit toutefois 8tre compldtde par tine technique appropri6e 0 rsoudre le probltme
de pacites perLurbations inverses, de type Prandti-Glaertb permettant de cculer q~~c
partir de [,X/z)- AAIJ Nous avons montrd [13] qu'une analyse harmoniqu permet de se ramenar, pour

cheque mode de fr~quence ac A Zi ne relation alibriqua locale dont l& combinaison avec ia relaxation (5.13)
(5.14) conduit, si I/~x at 0(t) ddaignent lea vitesses assocides aux prassions ,*'(x) at (x
aux corrections

Points subsoniques '1 1.. e. d f o,

Points supersoniquas eaff/'z~ (~f

Ia ddpendance par rapport & 1X des corrections locales prdcdntes stir 49A dtant enfin diiminda, sans
ait~rer leur astab i 1it 6, en adoptent a x Z,sx z( 77z) . On remarque qu'entre aut res avantages, 1'i t drat ion
semi-inverse (5.17) exige saulemant Ia d~tection des arreurs de couplaga stir le gradient de pression. Ella
permat de ce fait d'alterner aisdment son utilisation avec cella de i'itdration directe (5.12), en fonction
du parambtra de forme local do is coucha visquausa, sans jemais conduire A des distributions de pression
discontinues ati cours de la convergence, quel qua soit le noiabra des zones rdsolues au mode inverse, oti leur
modification au cours des itdrations.

Cette m~thode mixte a par example dtd utiiisde pour calculer le d~collement supersonique sur tine rampe de
compression, en laminaire oti turbulent, dane 1'hypothbse d~nd simple, en rdsolvant directement un
probilime bien pood avec tin gradient dea pression nul eti derniar point de caicul, figures 18 at 19. Ella a
6td dgalement appiiqude aui caicul de profils transsoniquas symdtriques en thdories des patites perturbations

avec d~coilement de choc oti de bord de fuite, at capture numirique sur mailiage fin de 11neato forte
aui pied du choc, figures 20 A 22.

uremdthoda de correction semi-inverse ldg~rement diffdrente a Etd plus8 ricemment proposte par Carter [78].
A cheque itdration, ia correction porte stir 11Epaisseur de d~placement Pizr) at non sur la direction angu-

laire de Il'couiement f9"(X,) . Doe le cas incompressible, par example, !a correction eat Acrite sous is
forme alg~brique locale:I

doen laqulle fl eat tn coefficient de relaxation, voire de surrelaxation (1 < n2 < 2). Cette mdhodeI

a Etd r~cansuent utilisde par Kwvon, Pletcher [79], Whitfield et al. [80].

- ~A-
1.... -~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ...--..............--. 5------ - ___
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11 eat intdreaaant de remarquer qu'une analogie exiate entre (5.18) et (5.17) dana le caa aubaonique. Si

I ,S/.) ,la ddrivation de (5.18) donne directement

L'ident:drigoureused~ des .fomlain (.17 (51)sri ocotne nicmrsildn ecs

das(5.17) aeuleigent au niveau dea concepts, Is aurrelaxation n1 de (5.18) dtant ponddrde par le facteur
multiplicatif Sg
Rappelons enfin que l'emploi de techniquea non-automatio~ea du type semi-inverse a Wt mentionn6 initiale-
ment par Kuhn [81, 821.

:1 5.0. Mfthodes semi-inmplicites

Dea tentativea rdcentes ont enfin Wt effectudes pour dfivelopper des mdthodes partiellement affranchiea
du caractare explicite dea techniques de relaxation dea paragraphee 5.5 et 5.7, mais conduiaant A des
rdaolutiona plua simplea que la mdthode de Newton au paragraphe 5.6.

Une premibre analyse a Wt auggdrde par Veldman [83] dana le cas des dcoulementa incompresaibles illimit~s
pour lesquels, si le coupiage eat obtenu par distribution de sources A la paroi, la vitease de perturbation
induite par la couche viaqueuee eat donnde par une int~grale de Caushy homologue de (5.6)

~,~J t~3~ ~d, '.a6 ~ (5 2o)

Apras discrdtisation, la distribution de vitesse al~ ou de pression Ni ae trouve relide en vertu de ( 5.20)
A Is distribution d'6paisseur de d6placement Si par une forme lindaire dont lea coefficients A'i A
dominance diagonale, sont directement calculablee. On peut dcrire

fluide parfait Atl-,* tI q f z(.)

Schdmatiquement, la couche limite apparaft sous forme discrbte conme un opdrateur de matrice B3j, sensible-
blement triangulaire inf~rieure

couche limite (5.22)

Il eat clair que lee indices d'itdrations X et (xf1) ont dt choisis dane (5.21) (5.22) de fagon telle
qu'une resolution proc~dant de l'amont vera l'aval puiese rdsoudre implicitement lee premiers membres A Is
station 4. , lea seconds rembrea dtant connus, selon une technique de type Gauss-Seidel. Coma cette
dernibre, la m~thode (5.21) (5.22) peut en outre ttre surrelaxde.

Une seconde analysb semi-implicite a dt ddveloppde par Wai, Yoosbihara (84] nour le calcul des profils
tranesoniques dans l'approximation des petites perturbations. Le problame potential:

I-mt0 (S.23)

est rdsolu, en fluide parfait oDL 49z 0 ,par la mdthoie de relaxation de Murman-Cole, implicite
par colonnes a elon , semi implicite ou implicite en .r scion le d~centrement appiiqu6 A
et .En fluida viequeuxj la relation de comportement 4c la couche limite (5.1) fournit

reltio dan laqualie5.(5)
Siea cun at fa ctue/x et cj'z) duivent 8tre caiculds par lea autree dquations de couche limite.

Si e clcu es efectd'damont en aval en mflme temps que le balayage par colonnee pour fP j il eat
clair qua (5.25) (5.23) peuvent fitre rdsolus eimultandment de manitre semi-implicite, exactement cosmic en
fluida parfait, avec la mgme diacrdtieation pour (fy et VEz . Le principal avantage eat que le
traitemant interactif (5.25), m~me discrdtied de manibre semi-implicita pour fz en eubsonique, diimine
toute singularitd au d~collement. La convergence du coupiage viaqucux (5.25) en subsonique reste apparentde
A calle d'une technique de relaxation en raison des schdmas centris appiiqu~s A le progrba dtant
ceiui d'une technique de Gauss-Seidel, en ansiogie avec (5.21) (5.22).

La relaxatioi simultange des dquations int~grales de couche limnite et de Is fonction de courant, au coure
da baisyages aucceseifa implicites par colonnee, avair Wt dgalemcnt indiqude par Moses, Jones, O'Brien
[85) dane le cas d'Ecouicmenta aubsoniques ddcollds. Elia eat utilis~a par Ghoee, Kline [86] dane le calcul
der diffuseura.

6. EXEMPLE DE SYNTHESE - CALCUL DES PROFILS W'AILES

Parmi lee m~thodes de calcul dee dcouiements corepreasiblee de fluide viequeux autour de profile dailes, au
moyen d'approches de couplaga correspondant aux approximations dee paragraphes 4 et 5, on peut citer celles
de Bavitz [37], Bauer, Korn [381, Lock, Collyer, Pirmin, Jones [39], Melnik, Chow, Mead [29.], Wai,



Yoshnihara [84], Nandanam, Stanewsky, Ingar [40J, Le Balleur [15], une telle lista n'Atant toutefois pas
limitative. Nous ne nous intdressons pas ici aux performances compardes des mdthodes d'u point de vue
pratique, la plupart faisant encore l'objet de ddveloppements en cours at fournissant en gdndral des
rdsultats plus prdcis que lea solveurs Navier-Stokes actuellement utilisables [87]. Nous recherchons i*ci
seulement un exemple de calcul de synth~se, directement utilisable dans les applications, rdunissant
diversas interactions visquetises s'influengant mutuallement (bord de fuite, interaction choc-couche liite
ddcollment), et rdvdlant l'dvolution des m~thodes d'une part Vera un traitament effactif des couplages
forts, at d'autre part vers tine m~thodologie suffisamment compliste pour ddcrire en totalitd le fluide
visqueux A grand nombre de Reynolds, en extension directe des techniques numdriques d~veloppdes pour le
fluide parfait.

6.1.* M66thcdes de Bavitz, de Bauer. Korn eta.

Dane ces premnires m~thodes de calcul des profils en fluide visqueux, lea approximations utiliades pour le
couplage sont encore prochee des mdthodas de couplage faible. Le sillage n'est pas pris en compte. L'effet
de ddplacement des couches limites est obteni par modification de la gdomdtrie du profil, apras addition
de l'6paisseur de ddplacement. La stabilisation et la convergence des itdrations de couplage sont relative-
ment incertaines et incorporent des lissages ou extrapolations de S w (r) , tin traitemant empirique de
la rdgion de bord de ftiite 6tant utiliad en compensation dens la m~thode 'je Bavitz. Le fluide parfait eat
calcul6 par la mdthode potentielle de Garabedian, Korn. La forme non conservative eat le plus eouvent
prdfdrde en raison d'une certaine compensation d'erreur avec l'absenca de prise en compte des effete
visquaux au pied du choc, la meillage dtent prdcisdment sdlectionn6 de fagon A dtaler stiffisamment Ie
compression sous le choc pour dviter tout ddcollement dane le calcul de couche limite [37].

6.2. Mthodes de Collyer, Lo~ck et al.

Inddpendamment des performances pratiques de ces analyses, la recherche de m~thodes plus compl~tes via A
vie des phdnombnes de forte interaction a dtd initide par Loch~ et ses collaborateirs en rdsolvant le fluide
parfait d'abord par des techniques de petites perturbations transsoniques, figure 23, puis par la mdthode
pbtentielle de Garebedien at Korn. La figure 23 rappelle que la effets de sillage ont dt6 introduits, sous
forme d'un eatit de vitesse normale, correspondant A l'effat de ddplacement (3.5) at d'tin saut de vitese
tangantielle oti de pression, associ6 A tin effet de courbure du sillage dti type (4.13). La courbure des
lignes de courant considdrde est tottfois tine courbure moyanne. De plus, dane le cas de l'dquation du
potential compl~te, lea conditions de sillage sont appliqudas sur tine ligne de maillage at non stir le
sillage visquatix lui-m~me. Las ddcollements na sont pas traitds.

Per rapport atix m~thodes prdcddentes, otitra le traitement du sillage, lea progr~s essentials sont le recoure
A tine vitesse normale stir la paroi du profil pour traduire l'affet dc d~placement sans modification de
gdomttrie, l'itdration simultan~e cur la effets visqueux at stir le calcul potential, l'abandon des
tac..niques de lissage eur S" au profit d'tine sous-relexetion visqueise uniforue, d~termin~e empiriquement
mais n'eltdrant pee Ia solution A convergence. La dernier progrbs a consist6 A simuler ati mieux la saute
de prassion des ondes de choc ddlivrds par le celcul potential, ati mayan d'une pond~ration des techniquep
numdriques conservatives at non conservatives . Auctin treitement visqtieux spdcial nWest tottfois introduit
pour 1 interaction choc-couche limita.

6.3. W~hode de Melnik, Chow, M~ead.

Comma la mdthode pr~cddente, cette analyse s'appliqua aux profils exempts de ddcollements, a apptiie stir Ia
mdthode intdgrale de Green pour la calculs de coucha limita at de sillage, at n'nrdi aucun traitement
particulier potir Vitrato forte ati pied dee ondes de choc. La figure 24 rappelle qua, hormis In r~gion
de bord de fuite, lea conditions eux limites visquatises appliqudes ati fltiide parfait sont samblebles A Ia
m~thods de Lock at al., la conditions sur le sillage dtant toujoure appliqudes cur una ligne l~g~rement
diffdrente du sillage rdel.

Las progr~s apportds par la m~thods consistent d'une part en l'utilisation dti calcul potential de Jamson
sous iorms conservative, at d'autre part d'un traitemant glabor6 de 11neato forte turbulente ati bord
de fuite :celle-ci s'appuie sur tine analyse asymptotique multi-couche, figure 25t, at garantit tin comporte-
ment rationnel du modble A le limite infinie du nocibre de Reynolds. D'un point de vus pratique, on doit
remarquer stir Ia figure 25 qua le modbls de calctil visqueix incorpore, dans 18 couche axterne, Ia prise
en comprte d'un gradient de pression normal non-irrotationnal. Celtii-ci eat traduit dans le calctil potential '

par tine modulation locale aui bord de fuits des conditions atix limites de couplege traditionnelles, figure
24. Il conduit en gdndral A des sauts de pression majords stir le sillags ati voisinege isunidiat du bord
de fuite.

6.4. Mthode da Nandamran, Stanewsky, Iqr

Cette m~thods est plus simple qucu lea deux: prdcddentes, A l'excsption du traitement ds Vitrato choc-
couche limits. Elle utilise la m~thode potentielle de Jameson, sous forms conservative oti non conservative,
ainsi qu'uns mdthods intdgrals pour La couche limits. La sillage n'sst pas calculd. Las dicollements ne sont

pastratds Lecouplage est obteni en modifiant Is gdomdtrie dti profil par addition d'une dpaisseur

4 d~placement assujettie a u"a lissags important, notamment dana la rdgion dti choc.

La mdthods sersit donc It rapprocher de cells dti paragraphs 6.1. Si tin traitement plus dlabord de l'ihtersc-
tion choc-couche limits n'Etait incorpord. Celui-ci apparatt comme tin module s~pard, qui a pour r8le d'une
part de d~terminer avec tins meilleure pricision l'Etat de I& couche limits apbas choc, et d'autre part de
fournir uns estimation plus rialists de Ia pression I I& paroi dans Is rdgion dti choc. Ce msodule s'appuia
stir I'analyse non-asymptotique multi-coiche da Inger [883. Les rdsuitats sont amdliords si Is compression -

44 -,

op m._
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appliqude au module de Inger, thdoriquement celle d'un choc droit, est cells du choc oblique de ddflection
maximale.

6.5. V4thode de WA.L, Yosiaa

La mdthode, d'un ddveloppement rdcent, utilise pour I'culmn potentiel un simple calcul de petites
perturbations transsoniques. La couche limite et le aillage sont caiculds par uns mdthode intdgrale, ddcolls-
ments inclus. La premi~ire particularitd consiste en une rdsolution simultande des dquations de petites
perturbations potentielles et de la condition aux limites visqususes (5.1), au cours de ls relaxation par
colonne associde A la technique de Murman-Cole. Ce procdd6, dvoqud au paragraphe 5.8, eat semi-implicite
dana Ia mesure ob lea balayages par colonnes doivent 8tre rdpdtds pour assurer la convergence. En revanche,
le traitement interactif du calcul visqueux dlimine lea probidmes de singularitd au ddcollement.

La seconde particularitd de la mdthode, eat de substituser une moddlisation, dite de ramp; visqusuas, au
calcul intdgral de couche limite danfs ia rdgion de choc, en cas de ddcollement, faute dIe rdsoudre le couplage1. fort avec un maillage suffisamment fin. La moddlisation consists schdciatiquement A imposer pour surface de
ddplacsment une zamps, dont l'angle correspond Sur Is polaire de choc A un niveau de recompression prdd6-
termin6, l'empirisms conduzisant A sdiectionner une valeur intsrmddiaire entre is d~viation sonique et Is
ddviation maximale [89]. Cette moddlisation de T*eat ndcessaire non seulement pcur aliorer is comparsi-
son A l'sxpdrience, mais encore pour assurer Is convergence du calcul.

6.6. M~thode de Le Balleur.

La mdthode utilise pour le fluide parfait le calcul potentiel de Chattot, Coulonbeix, Tom6 [90] qui rdscut
l'dquation sous une forme conservative, avec la viscositd artificislie de Jameson. La couche limite, lami-
naire ou. turbulente, sinai que le sillage sont calculds par une mdthode intdgrale incluant lea dcoulaments
de retour, is sillage pouvant 8tre calculd avec ou sans Ileffst de dissymdtrie. La formulation ddficitaire
du paragraphe 4.3 conduit pour ls fluids parfait A des conditions aux limites sur ls paroi et aur le sillage
analogues A celles de Lock et al. ou de Melnik et al..* Toutefois is gdomdtris de Is ligne de sillage eat ici
adaptde pdriodiquement au cours du calcul pour co-Incider avec Is ligne moyenne du sillage visqueux. La
mdthode ne comports pas de traitement apdcial au bord de fuite, mais y respecte atrictement le couplage fort
associd A ls formulation ddficitaire ; l'effet de courbure appliqud (4.13) incorpore enfin des estimations
moyenndes de /fx) , distinctes pour lea demsi-sillages supdrieur at infdrieur.

La coupiage eat rdalisd par une itdration de relaxation, directe ou semi-inverse, en fonction du paramltre
de forms local instantan6 de ls couche visqusuas. Cette itdration, expoade aux paragraphes 5.5 at 5.7, eat
mende de front avec cells utilisde pour le calcul du fluids parfait, figure 26. Ls gradient de pression is
long de Is paroi est estimd dana is fluide parfait par des schdmss centrda en subsonique, ddcentrds vera

Vvlen supersonique. Le passage de is couch: limits au sillage eat assimil Aun processus cotn pou

automaiqueme tamodification apportde aux distributions de pression par Is viscosit6 dana le voisinags
immddiat du bord de fuite, pourvu qus lea mailles soient de l'ordre de l'6paisseur locale de Is couche
viaqusuas, qu'il y sit ddcollement ou non.

Lea figures 27 A 32 montrent i'utilisation de Ia mdthode aux basses vitesses at aux grL.tdes incidences, pour
ls prof ii NACA 0012. Sur ce prof ii, ls calcul approche l'incidence de ddcrochage, avec un ddcollement
d'extrados A 70 Z de ia cords at un recollement dana is sillage. Dana l'dtat actual de dfiveloppement de
Is mdthode, ce calcul A l'incidence de 160 n'e5t possible qusen respectant ia dissymdtrie du sillage, lea
figures 27 at 31 montrant is changement d'aapect associd de as ligne moyenne. Les figures 39 A 41 montrent
enfin, par le trncd de lignes de courant at de lignes iso-Mach que a ismf hads de caicul restitue non
seulement l'Ecoulement de fluids parfait lointain, mais encore l'dcoulement moyen de fluids visqusux dans
son ddtail.

Lea figures 33 at 34 montrent l'utilisation ds is mdthode dana lea cas tranasoniques subcritiquss sur is
profil RAE 2822, expdriment6 par Cook, Mc Donald, Firmin [91J. Dans lea cas tranasoniques supercritiques,
contrairement aux calculs effectuds dana l'approximation des petites perturbations, figures 20-21, ii
demeure actuellement impossible de capturer numdriquement i'interaction forte au pied des ondes de choc
our un maillags fin appropri6 aux: dpaisssurs locales des couches limites, en raison de difficultds numdriques
dana is rdsolution de l'dquation du potentiel aur de tels maillagas. Paute de cette rdsolution coinpilte
du couplage visqusux local, la compression sous Is choc eat surestimde par Is mdthode conservative appliqude
au fluids parfait.

Pour pallier catte difficult6, une m~thods approchde a dtd ddfinie pour l'interaction choc-coucha limits.
Come is schimatise is figure 36, cette m~thode consists simplarsent A rdsoudre une interaction locale fictive
A 1'6chelle agrandie G$z , compatible avec le mailings. Celle-ci eat une imaga homnothdtique de l'interaction
rdelle d'dchelle 6f obtenue par sixaple dilatation de l'dpaisseur locale de is couche visqueuse dans
ls rapport ( et /6, ) sans toutefois altdrer le nombra de Reynolds df . La couplage fort rdalisE sur is
r~gion d'interaction fictive el conduit d'une part A una estimation interactive plus rdalists de
i'Apaississczaent de is couche limits, et d'autre part h is r~duction attendue du niveau do recompression,
coimme is montra Is figure 37. En revanche, ls traitement eat essentialiement une approximation dana Is
meaura oax I'altdration subia par is fluids parfait dana is domains 6z st incohdrente avec i'Ecsi.alle C
du calcul global. Pour ceiui-ci, uns rEsolution numdrique de qualitd ne sara donc maintanue que si
elc C , et mime d4al , L ddsignant 1'dtendue de is poche supersonique. on pout observer sur is

figure 38 qua is calcul prdvoit, grace au saul effat de couplage viaqueux un nombre de Mach aprbs choc
faiblement infdrieur A l'unitd, plus prcoche de 1'expdrience. On constate an outra qua is structure numdrique
du choc. du calcul potential est remplac~e par une compression visqususe continue, relativement dtalie en
raison du maillage utiliad, figure 37. Lea figures 42 h 44 montrent enfin 1'aspecC des lignes iso-Mach et

des lignes de courant dana I'dcoulement de fluids visqueux cale-uld.



7. CONCLUSIONS

Un effort spectaculaire a dt6 consenti ces derniares anndes dans le domaine du fluide parfait en vue de
renforcer l'efficacitd et 1. gdndralit6 des techniques de calcul. Il est important de souligner en premier
lieu la valorisation majeure que peut en pratique apporter le couplage de ces techniques A des calculs
visqueux Lcompldmentaires, A condition tautefois de se d~gager des approximations trap restrictives du
couplage faible. L'tdvolution des mithodes de prdvision des caractdristiques locales et globales des profils
et des ailes eat rdvdlatrice le cette tendance.

Dana cette optique, on doit noter is canjugaison de progras d'ordre analytique effectuds sur le calcul
viaqueux interactif des phdnombnes fondamentaux tels que dcoulements do bards de fuite, d~collement en
couche mince, interaction couche limite - onde de choc, et de progrbs d'ordre numdriqueayant consistd
essentiellement A d~velopper des techniques nouvelles originales de couplage fort. Ces progr~s ant permis
de d~pasaer le stade du traitement des phdnombnes ponctuels ou locaux, et de synth~tiser des mayens de
de calculs apprbprids aux dcoulements complexes rencantrda dans lea applications industrielles, en compdti-

-* tion avec lea mCthodes globales de rdsalution directe du fluide visqueux.

11 eat clair cependant que lea deux approches des phdnom~nes d'interaction visqueuae, l'approche glo~'ale et
l'apprache par couplage fart, sont en fait plus co~apldmentaires que comp~titives. Le choix actuel d'approxi-
mations visqueuses relativement simples dana lea mdthodes de couplage nWest en effet guid6 oque par le souci
d'utiliser des maillages de discrdtisation mains fins que ceux indispensables dans l'apprache globale paur
rdsoudre numdriquement lea couches et saus-couches viaqueuses. Lea mfithodes de couplage A dquationa
visqueuses simples, et notamment celles mettant en jeu des dquations int~grales de type cauche limite,
eiatdrialisent en pratique lea densitds de maillage minimales compatibles avec la rdsolution numdrique des
phdnombnes de couplage fort. Ze telles densitds, intermddiaires entre cellos utiliades en fluide parfait et
celles des calcula de type flav~er-Stokest conduisent A une dconomie qui paut Atre mise A profit pour calculor
des dcoulements plus complexes, incarporant par oxemple des interactions visqueuses multiples ou des phdno-
mbnes tridimensionnels.

Sur des maillagea mains restrictifs, lea progrba effectuds dana l'approche globale posadent des r~percus-
sion.s dvidentes sur le calcul des r~gions visqueuses dana 1'approche de couplage par domaines. 11 eat enf in
concevable 4galement d'tlie des solveurs Navier-Stokes dana des mdthodes de couplage en substitution
des calculs do fluide parfait actuels et aur des maillages analogues. tUne telle technique permettrait, en
tridimensionnel par example, de capturer lea phdnom~nes visqueux macroscopiques par une rdsolution locale
des Equations de Navier-Stoles avec modible de turbulence, tandia que lea phdnomtnes concentrds de couche
mince prbs des parois, leur interaction avec l'dcoulement externe ainsi que leur impact sur la g~ndration
de nappes tourbillannaires continueraient A bdndficier de traitementa mains coOteux, en extensions des
mdthodes intdgrales de couche limite interactives actuellement d~veloppdes pour lea profils d'aile at lea

voilures de grand allongement.

D'un point de vue plus ponctuel enfin, quelques iddes marquantes ou bosomns nous paraissent se d~gager des
m~thodes de couplage actuelles:
(Mn la rtialisation de calculs couplds de forte interaction pr~sente deux voies relativement diffdrencides. La
premiare utilise un concept do domaines raccordds par leurs conditions aux limites, avec la poasibilitd
d'incorparer directement des modules existants de type Navier-Stokes. La seonde a' appuie sur Vidde d'un
recouvrement des damaines de calcul visqueux et nan-visqueux, avec l~a possibilitd de d~velopper des m~thodes
num~riques ariginales pour r~soudre lea 6quations do Navier-Stokes par une technique d'Eclatement
d' Equations.

(ii) L'abandon n~cessaire des approximations do cauplage faible au profit d'un couplage fort zigaureux
conduit au besain imp~ratif de d~velopper des m~thodas numdriques spdcialisdes, soulevant des problames au
mains aussi complexes que ceux associds aux techniques num~riques constitutives de fluide parfait et de
fluide visqueux. Ce besoin eat apparu clairement pour lea probllMes de bard de fuite, de d~collement et
d'neato choc-couche limite. L'analyse eat particulinlrement peu d~velopp~e pour le couplage entre
dquations d'Euler et de Navier-Stokes.

(iii) Le traitement des interactions couches limites - ondes do choc apparatt comie lPun des probllmes lea
plus ddlicats des techniques de calcul, non seulement en raison de l'incertitude attach~e aux mod~lisations
de la turbulence, mais encore A cause des 6chelles r~duites qui devraient Ptre mises en jou localement,
mame pour le calcul du fluide parfait dana le cas d'une m~thode de couplage A maillage minimal. Des difficul-
t~a analogues d'Echelles multiples do rdsolution sont prseantes dana lea d~collemcnts de couches viaqueuses
au voisinage des bards d'attaque. 

k'
(iv) Parmi lea am~liorations relatives au calcul des profils d'aileso la substitution des dquations d'Euler
A I'Equation du patentiel devra 8tre examinde, notamment aux r~gimes tranasoniques supdrieurs, en cas de
d~collement naissant sous le choc, avec 10 bdn~fice ultdrieur d'une application directe aux Ecoulements
internes. La rdalisation de comparaisons calcul-expdrience ddgagdes des incertitudes de corrections paroisI

des souffleries, serait Egalement fort souhaitable jour llfinmn d~s indthodei dn calcui existantes.

(v) Lea calculs de profils dana lea rigimes extrames, proches du dicrochage ou du d~collement sous 1C

choc par exemple, rdvllent In trbs grande sensibilitd de 1 Ecoulement global A ia pr~cisirn du ---lcul
des couches visqueuses depuis l'origine do celle-ci. Le d~veloppement de modlles de turbulence eat donc
important, miame sous lea formes siaiplifides rencontrdes dana lea m~thodes intdgrales.

:i A;
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A REVIEW OF METHODS FOR PREDICTING VISCOUS EFFECTS
ON AEROFOILS AND WINGS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS

R. C. Lock
Aerodynamics Department

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hampshire, UK

SUMMARY

Methods are reviewed in which the problem of viscous-inviscid interaction is

treated by assuming that the effects of viscosity are confined to thin boundary layers
and wakes. With this assumption, an iterative procedure may be set up in which the
inviscid flow is calculated first and the result used to specify the pressure distribu-
tion from which the development of the viscous layers can be determined. The inner
boundary condition for the equivalent inviscid flow is then modified to allow for the
displacement effect of the viscous layers; and the procedure is repeated until conver-
gence is obtained.

In the first section of the paper two alternative mathematical models for the
displacement effect are derived, valid to second-order accuracy. After a brief histori-
cal review of the subject, an account is then given of the principal methods that are
currently available for the two-dimensional problem (single aerofoils) at transonic
speeds. Next, some of the corresponding methods for three-dimensional wings or wing-body
combinations are briefly reviewed; and finally some general conclusions are drawn, with
suggestions for future needs and possibilities.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a speed of sound

c chord length

CD drag coefficient

CL lift coefficient

Cf skin friction coefficient

C pressure coefficient

8P boundary layer shape parameter (see Ref 40)

M free stream Mach number

M1  Mach number upstream.of shock wave

p static pressure

Re Reynolds number

(s, n) curvilinear coordinates
t thickness of wing or aerofoil

(u, v, w) velocity components

(x, y, z) Cartesian coordinates

XT (or Xtr) value of x/c at transition

angle of incidence (aT: theory, aG: experiment)

6 thickness of boundary layer
6* displacement thickness

y ratio of specific heats

K surface curvature
curvature of displacement surface
parameter in VGK method

e momentum thickness
* velocity potential

p density

Suffices [
e value at edge of boundary layer

i inviscid

0 value on surface

W wake
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1 INTRODUCTION

At a Conference having the present title, there is no need to stress the importance
of viscous effects on the fiow about aerofoils and wings, or the necessity of being able
to predict these effects theoretically if results of practical usefulness are to be
achieved. The aspect of the subject reviewed here is the development of methods which
involve separate calculations of the viscous shear layers - laminar or turbulent - over
the wing and in its wake, and of the inviscid flow external to these layers, together
with a matching process which enables the mutual interaction of these flows to be deter-
mined. This approach has proved extremely successful for a wide variety of cases,
provided that the boundary layers remain attached until close to the trailing edge and
that any shock waves that are present are not so strong as to cause separation. We shall
concentrate on methods applicable to problems of transonic (high subsonic) flow, since
these are in many ways the most difficult to solve and involve viscous effects which are
frequently large and hence of major practical importance.

The considerable effort that is currently being devoted to the alternative approach
of solving the full Navier-Stokes ecuations, with appropriate turbulence modelling, is of
course of great importance; but nevertheless it seews certain that methods of the present
type will continue to hold a practical advantage, in both speed and accuracy of computa-
tion, for solving the problems to which they are best suited. These could also include
cases with restricted regions of separated flow, provided that suitable modifications are
made to the viscous matching technique. Thus it is only when gross flow separaticns are
present that it will become essential to make use of numerical solutions to the Navier-
Stokes equations.

In the present paper, we derive in section 2 the basic concepts required for tile
matching process referred to above. A brief historical survey of the subject is given in
section 3, and section 4 then describes the principal methods that are currently in use
for calculations on two-dimensional aerofoils in transonic flow. The application of
similar principles to general three-dimensional wings and wing-body combinations is
reviewed in section 5. Finally, in section 6, some remarks are made about the future
prospects for methods of the present type - involving the 'thin shear-layer' assumptions -
about various aspects in which they are currently deficient and ways in which it might be
possible to improve them.
2 BASIC PRINCIPLES

Before describing any of the particular methods that have been developed for
solving problems of this class, we shall first show how two alternative mathematical
models of the 'displacement effect', that are needed in the process of solution, may be
derived.

We suppose that methods are available for calculating (a) the development of the
viscous layers - the boundary layers over the wing and the wake behind it - for given
external boundary conditions: and (b) the inviscid flow external to these viscous layers,
for given internal boundary conditions. Of course, it would b2 possible in principle
(and is being tried in practice by Bradshaw and his colleagues ) to determine the
direction of flow at the edge of the boundary layer from (a), and to use this information
as the required inner boundary condition for (b). But it is much more convenient -

because it leads to boundary conditions of a simpler type - to consider an analytic I
continuation of the inviscid flow into the regions where viscous effects are important;
we shall call this (where it differs from the real viscous flow) the 'equivalent inviscidflow'.

2.1 Conditions on the wing

These simple boundary conditions can be derived by integrating the equation of
continuity across the boundary layer for both the real flow and the equivalent inviscid
flow, and matching the two flows at the edge of the boundary layer. In doing this there
is no need to make the usual assumption of first-order boundary layer theory, that the
pressure is constant along a normal to the surface.

In the following higher-order treatment, it is necessary to use curvilinear
coordinates as defined in the sketch below.

nW, w i

-e e of b.Z, n=6(s)

n=const
curvature K
(negative in case shown)

S, U, Ui

Sketch (a)

1;a
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The coordinates (s, n), parallel and normal to the surface respectively, have met3:ic
coefficients (I - Kn,l), where K is the curvature of the surface (positive when this is
concave). The equation of continuity for the real viscous flow is then

(Pu) + n(1 -Kn)ow} = 0 (1),as a

where p is the density. Integrating Eq.(1) across the boundary layer, we obtain

(-- - ..i. (pu)dn (2)
e e as

where suffix e denotes values at the edge of the boundary layer, defined by n = 6(s)
Denoting by (ui, wi) and pi the corresponding values for the equivalent inviscid flow,

and integrating the equation of continuity from n to 6 , we obtain

6

(I - Kn)piwi = (I - K6)PieWie + f (Piui)dn (3)

n

(Piui need not be assumed to be constant across the region occupied by the boundary

layer). Now the matching condition gives Piewie = Pewe , so that from Eq.(2) we obtain

6 f
(1 - Kn)piwi = f (Piui)dn- (pu)dn (4).

n

We are now in a position to derive the two types of boundary condition that we
require for the equivalent inviscid flow.

(A) 'Surface transpiration' model

Putting n = 0 into Eq.(4), we get (since piui = pu when n 6)

6
Pi = A (piui - pu)dn (5)

where suffix 0 denotes values on the wall.

If we now define a displacement thickness 6S by

6

A u (piui - pu)dn (6),

then Eq.(5) can be written
I d ()

wio = Pi0 ds (Pi0ui0
6l) (7).

This fundamental result, analogous to one due to Lighthilll, was first obtained by
Gersten 2 . It states that the mass flow normal to the wall in the equivalent inviscid
flow is equal to the streamwise rate of change of the 'mass flow deficit' in the boundary
layer.

(B) 'Solid displacement surface' model

We want to find a surface, n = 6*(s) , which is a streamline of the equivalent
inviscid flow. For this we need B

wi I d6

u 1 - ,6* dsi n=6* B
B

Using Eq.(4), we obtain

d6B* 6~ (a
(Piui)n=6* T- Jas iudn- (,udn;

BB

J- VRMMW
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d6*
(PU -B d r n fu

(PiUi n=67 Is Ts PUidn- pudn + (Pi ) n =
6 * Bd

B B

This is satisfied if

6 6

f PUd = / pudn (8),

which provides the required definition of 6* (cf Myring3 ). It is simply an expression

of the fact that the mass flow between the displacement surface and the edge of the
boundary layer in the equivalent inviscid flow must equal the total mass flow in the real
boundary layer.

In cases where the assumptions of first-order boundary layer theory are valid, we
have 'iui = constant = Peue , and both Eq.(6) and Eq.(8) reduce to

the standard expression for displacement thickness.

In the general case, when the variation of (Piui) across the boundary layer should

be taken into account, the three alternative definitions of the displacement thickness
(Eqs. (6), (8), (9)) will normally give different values. A first approximation to the
relationship between them can be obtained by expanding (Piui) as a Taylor series with
respect to n

+u n - (piui) + 0(n 2 ) (10).PiUi 3- Pi0Ui0 + n 1 Pu ) n=0

Now

a 2 2 ua-n0 (PiUi)Iln=0 = Pi0 (I" M 2 0 )uan n=0

where M0  is the Mach number at the surface for the equivalent inviscid flow; and since

this flow is irrotational,

aWi [Ui(i - Kn)]as an

so that

aui  dwi0n=0 = d-- + KU i0
an n0 = +K i

where wi0  is given by Eq.(7).

Hence

aM2
S(Piu n= kpiouioIl - M0) (11)

+1dw i0 1 I.
where k K u + (12).

U io ds

Thus Eq.(10) becomes

0±Ui - Pi0Ui 0{I + k(l - M 2)n (13).

Substituting this relation into the equations (6) and (8) which respectively define 6*
and 6 , we obtain the following expressions, correct to second order (in 6 ):

i!
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surface transpiration (

6* = 6. kk{1 M 2)6 (S, 6 (14)

solid displacement surface

6* = P. - hk -*2 (15).

Here 6* has the standard first-order definition, Eq.(9), while from Eqs.(7) and (12),

k = Ki +L I L d (0u06*) (16).
uio Us io ds oo Ie

If Pi0' ui0  can be considered as 'slowly varying' functions of s , then

d2 6*k = + _ (16a),
ds

2

which is the curvature of the displacement surface.

For a typical aerofoil at high Reynolds number, the parameter k will be small
except in two regions: near the leading edge (where K is large); and towards the

d 26*
trailing edge (where d--- may become relatively large) In the leading-edge region,ds2

however, the boundary layer is so thin that the second-order terms in the expressions
(14) and (15) for 6* and 6* may nevertheless be neglected; but they may become just

appreciable near the trailing edge where the boundary layer is thickest and increasing
most rapidly. Note that the difference between the two second-order displacement
thicknesses is

6* - 6*= k - M 2)6*2  (17),A B 0k1- .

and since 6*2/62 is numerically small (less than about 0.1, say), even for boundary
layers approaching separation, this means that the alternative second-order definitions
differ less from each other than they do from the first-order definition 6*

The arguments given above provide two alternative inner boundary conditions which
can be used in the calculation of the equivalent inviscid flow over the aerofoil surface:
(A) a 'transpiration' condition for non-zero normal velocity, specified by Eq.(7); or
(B) the condition that the displacement surface is a streamline. Which of these mathe-
matical models is chosen in any particular application depends on the convenience or
preference of the user; either of them is an equally valid representation of the displace-
ment effect of the boundary layers on the external flow. Normally, only the first-order
forms of the boundary ;onditions will be used, namely

Wio =Pio ds (io io6 .  7

and 6

6* 1 J (1 0ud (9)
0

2.2 Conditions on the wake

The displacement effect of the wake is precisely analogous to that of the boundary * 1
layer over the solid surface of the wing. Thus it can be represented either (A) by a
source distribution over an infinitesimally thin surface, leading to a discontinuity in
velocity normal to this surface given by

w s[ w(18),

where the suffix W refers to conditions on the wake surface; or alternatively (B) as a
streamtube of thickness 6w . In either case the normal first-order definition of 6*

will suffice, since the effect of the wake on the pressure distribution of the wing is
small (though by no means negligible).

A further condition is required to fix the position of the wake; this can be
considered at two levels of approximation. As a first approximation, in which the
curvature of the wake is neglected, we have simply the condition that the pressure change
across the wake is zero - whether it is considered as a thick flexible streamtube or a
thin source sheet. But because the curvature of the wake close behind the trailing edge
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tends to be relatively large, it is desirable to use a higher approximation which takes
into account the pressure change across the wake in the real flow, and matches this change
in the equivalent inviscid flow.

n

We mak us0eo ta in d f P 4 inviscid

curvature .

/6 -p -ficud

6W- 1I  1 2 3 14 1 5 16n

1 I

Sketch (b) Sketch (c)

We make use of the fact that in invsc d flow, and approximately in viscous flow(neglecting normal stress terms)

p = PU2  (19)
Dn

where K is the streamline curvature.

Integrating this across the wak s e sketch (b)), we hav the wke real viscous flow

P6 - P1 f - Kpu 2dn

22

pP(= i 2 (20)-i =,W

where eW is the momentum thickness, f Pu (1 - -u) dn adw aiaepu ob

andw usingaEq.(20)athisbecomes
the means of the values of P and u on either side of the wake (or the mean values of

Pin ui for the equivalent inviscid flow).

The corresponding variation of pressure across the wake is shown in sketch (c). in
the inviscid flow models we find that for
Model (A): a jump in pressure acrosse by repres.nw the wake must be introduced,
given by wa 2

'P(= P14 -P13 )  =(P6 -PI ) +  PwUw~'

and using Eq.(20) this becomes

2,4p = rp W~ + W ) (21).

Since Ap is small, this is equivalent to a jump in tang(intial velocity

AU = (u4- ui3 KU -UW + 0W )  (22).

For Model (B), the corresponding pressure difference is

A-9 = P15 - P12 = 'PwUww (2)

The effect described ab(- is similar to that of a 'Jet flap', but of opposite sign,
with the jet momentum coefficient replaced by (6* + 0W). Now the curvature of the wake

of a lifting wing in inviscid flow has in general an inverse square root singularity at
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the trailing edge. The viscous interaction will remove this singularity and reduce the
curvature to a finite value, but in the near wake this may remain large; so that although
(W + 0W ) is generally small, the overall effect of the wake curvature on the lift and

pressure distribution is often appreciable, and should if possible be taken into account
when calculating the interaction.

2.3 Calculation of surface pressure

When the equivalent inviscid flow has been calculated, using boundary conditions
given by either Model (A) or Model (B) described above, the pressure will then be known
(for this flow) either (a) on the wing surface or (b) on the displacement surface. We
now need to consider how to adjust these calculated pressures in order to obtain the

1* p
vsos e slope=-cPU 2

0 I*

Sketch (d)

The effect of the curvature of the wall on the normal pressure gradient is
precisely analogous to that of the wake, discussed in section 2.2. The same argument
leads to the following expressions for the wall pressure p

Model (A: 20=~i ~p~(0 + 5*) (24),

PO - Po-'ioi

2Model (B): P0  = Pis* - KOi6'ui6*- (25).

[For a convex wing surface, Kc is negative - this is the situation shown in the sketch.)I
Now for a typical wing K will be large only near the leading edge, where the boundary
layer is extrem'ely thin; so that the corrections to the pressure given above can usually
be neglected (ICP < 0.01, say).

However, Eqs. (24) and (25) are correct only to first order in 5* , and potentially
important second-order effects are present because (a) the full equation for ap/an
contains terms, other than icpu 2, of order W5), (b) the curvature of the equivalent
inviscid flow near the wall differs from that of the real flow by an amount of order

indi25*\

6* 66

The magnitude of these effects may become appreciable towards the trailing edge on
the upper surface (or on the lower surface of a rear-loaded aerofoil), where the boundary
layer is relatively thick and highly c rved. A full second-order theory for turbulent
flow has been derived recently byoEasw. His full expression for the pressure correction
is complicated but by making simplifying approximations likely to be valid for boundary
layers approaching separation, it can be shown that Eq. (24) may be replaced, to .1
reasonable approximation, by

2

PO = Pio - K ioUio (5* + 0) (26)

where ao = K + dng is the curvature of the displacement surface - as might perhaps have
dx

been expected intuitively. There is an obvious analogy here with the corresponding treat-
ment of the second-order displacement effect, given in section 2.1 (of Eqs.(16) and (16a ;
neither effect is appreciable unless is relatively large.

2.4 The Kutta condition

The condition that has to be applied at the trailing edge, to fix the circulation
and hence the lift, depends on the degree of approximation used to calculate the surface
presence. If only a first-order theory is used, so that pressure variations across the
boundary layer are neglected, then the pressures on the upper and lower surfaces must

reasnabl appoximtion by.
_ , 2 4 -
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approach the same value at the trailing edge for the equivalent inviscid flow, just as
they do for the real viscous flow. Thus the form of the Kutta condition is unaltered.
But if second-order effects are taken into account, as described in the previous section,
then the pressure correction at the surface will be different for the upper and lower
parts of the boundary layer at the trailing edge,. because of the differences in the
thickness parameters e and 6* and in the effective curvature of the flow. This

implies that the equivalent inviscid flow should have a non-zero pressure difference at
the trailing edges, which must be chosen so that the corrected pressures in the real
viscous flow are in fact equal.

Because the standard first-order theory - both for the viscous-inviscid matching
process and for the calculation of the turbulent boundary layers and wake - may no longer
be sufficiently accurate in the t a ling-edge region, an alternative approach has been
proposed recently by Melnik et aZ r . In this an asymptotic solution of the Navier-Stokes
equation for high Reynolds number, with appropriate turbulnnce modelling, is obtained for
the immediate vicinity of the trailing edge, and is then matched with a standard first-
order treatment upstream on the wing and downstream in the wake; a suitable form of
the Kutta condition is included. An account of this method will be given in section 4.

3 HISTORICAL SURVEY: METHODS FOR SUBCRITICAL FLOW

The general principles by which the displacement effect of the boundary layers on
an aerofoil affects the pressure near the trailing edge and reduces thg lift, compared
with their values for inviscid flow, were first established by Preston in the 1940s (see

i Ref 9, Ch. V). His mathematical treatment involved the use of a conformal mapping of the
aerofoil shape onto a flat plate to solve the inviscid part of the problem (for

incompressible flow), together with a matching process based on the transpiration Model
(A) described in section 2. Measured boundary layer thicknesses were used to provide the
necessary information about the viscous part.

Preston's work was simplified and extended by Spence1 0 in the early 1950s, who
incorporated a method for calculating the development of the turbulent boundary layers.
He was able to determine theoretically the scale effect on the reduction in lift due to
viscosity for a typical symmetrical aerofoil (12% thick Joukowski), showing that this
varied from about 15% at a Reynolds number of 5 x 106 to 5% at 50 x 106.

None of the work mentioned above made it possible to calculate the effect of
viscosity on the complete pressure distribution of an arbitrary cambered aerofoil, even
for incompressible flow; this would have been impracticable in the era of hand calcula-
ting machines. Further progress had to wait for the advent of the modern electronic
computer. An advance in this direction was made in about 1965 by Powell11 . His method
put into practice for the first time the idea of organising the computation as an
iterative process, involving successive calculations of

(a) the inviscid pressure distribution over the displacement surface of the aerofoil
(and wake) and

(b) the boundary layer development for a given external pressure distribution.

12
For stage (a), the small-perturbation method of Weber , with empirical compressibility
corrections suggested by Wilby1 3, was used and for stage (b) a simple integral method
for turbulent boundary layers due to Nashl4 . Since the latter method did not permit the
calculation of the wake, an empirical extrapolation procedure had to be used to estimate
its displacement effect; the wake curvature effect was neglected. In spite of these
crudities, good agreement with experiment was generally obtained up to the critical Mach
number, as can be seen from the example shown in Fig 1 (taken from Ref 15). The 14%
thick cambered aerofoil NPL 3111 combines a 'roof-top' type of upper-surface distribution
with some rear loading; it was tested at a Reynolds number of 15 x 106 in the 8 ft x 8 ft
wind tunnel at RAE Bedford. Note particularly the standard of agreement on both surfaces
as the trailing edge is approached, which rivals that achieved by even the best modern
methods (of section 4). It should however be pointed out that these calculations have
been made for the same values of the lift coefficient as in the experiment; there is a
small discrepancy in the angles of incidence which suggests that the method slightly
underestimates the magnitude of the viscous effects. 1

Further progress was made a few years later by Firmin . He used a similar method
for the inviscid part of the calculations, but incorporated the entrainment method of
Green 17 for compressible turbulent boundary layers and wakes; it was therefore possible to
calculate prol..rly the displacement effect of the wake, thus removing the empiricism
present in Powell's method. He also introduced an allowance for the curvature of the
wake, approximating it by a vortex sheet lying on the continuation of the chord line of
the aerofoil. This wa-. found to produce a further contribution to the reduction of lift
due to viscous effects, which could be appreciable particularly in the case of rear
loaded aerofoils. A typical example is shown in Fig 2; the aerofoil, RAE 2822, is 12%
thick and the calculations were made at M = 0.67, Re = 6 x 106. The reduction in lift
coefficient, compared with the value for ioviscid flow, is 20% if wake curvature effects
are neglected, and 23% if they are included. A comparison with experimental results from
the RAE 8 ft x 6 ft wind tunnel for a similar, but just supercritical, example is given in
Fig 3. The standard of agreement is very good; the only appreciablG liscrepancy, on the
upper surface near mid-chord, is probably due to approximations made in the inviscid part
of the method. In this case the comparison has been made at an effective angle of
incidence, aeff I obtained from the nominal value set up in the wind tunnel by applying a
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correction for wall interference based on measurements on models of different sizes. A
critical assessment of the method, made recently by Engineering Sciences Data Unit 18 ,
concluded that it could predict lift and lift-curve slope (for subcritical flow) with an
accuracy better than 5% in most cases, though there were some exceptions probably caused
by anomalies in the wind-tunnel measurements.

An illustration of the use of the method in the prediction of scale and compressi-
bility effects on the lift of a standard symmetrical aerofoil, NACA 0012, is given in
Fig 4. This shows the variation with Reynolds number and Mach number of the ratio of the

d-C- for viscous flow to the corresponding inviscid value; transition is assumed to be

fixed at 5% chord in all cases. It can be seen that the reduction in lift due to viscous
effects, though small (about 5%) at low speeds and full-scale Reynolds number (40 1 106),
can increase to 15-20% at a Mach number of 0.7 and Reynolds numbers typical of many wird
tunnels (i to 5 x 106).

In drawing an arbitrary line between historical and -ontemporary matters, we can
also make the more fundamental distinction between the field of subcritical flow - to
which all the methods considered so far have been restricted - and that of supercritical,
transonic flow, which is the main subject of this review.

4 METHODS FOR TRANSONIC FLOW OVER AEROFOILS

The restriction to subcritical flow of the methods mentioned in the previous section
was almost entirely due to limitations on the methods that were then available for calcu-
lating the inviscid part of the flow. It was the development of modern finite difference
methods for computing the complete compressible flow field past an aerofoil, inspired in
particular by the solution of the transonic problem by Murman and Cole 19 , just over 10
years ago, that provided the tools necessary for extending our techniques for the predic-
tion of viscous effects into the true transonic regime. In 1972 Jones and Firmin2 made
use of certain improvements to Murman and Cole's basic transonic small perturbation (TSP)
method suggest. oy Krupp20 and Albone et a123 , and incorporated an approximate allowance
for the displacement effect of the viscous layers and the curvature of the wake. Two
examples of the application of their method (with some improvements described in Ref 22)
to the RAE 2822 aerofoil are given in Fig 5; the Reynolds number of the experiments is
6 x 106. For subcritical flow (Fig 5a) the standard of agreement between theory and
experiment is slightly poorer than for the earlier method of Ref 16 (cf Fig 3); but the
important point is that for a supercritical case (Fig 5b) the position and strength of a
marked shock wave are predicted with reasonable accuracy.

The approximations, both to the flow equation and to the boundary conditions, that
are inherent in the TSP methods make them unreliable for applications to general aerofoil
shapes at arbitrary free stream Mach numbers. Fortunately, efficient methods for solving
the full potential (FP) flow equations with exact boundary conditions are now readily
available. The earliest (1971) of these, probably still the best and certainly the most
widely used, is that of Garabedian et al, described with various developments in
Refs 24 to 26; it will be referred to hereafter by the initials 'G & K'. The G & K
method is too well known to need detailed description here. It will suffice to mention
that the coordinate system is derived from a conformal mapping of the region exterior to
the aerofoll onto the interior of a circle, in which a uniform grid in r and e is
set up; and that the full equation for the velocity potential * is then solved by a
relaxation technique analogous to that used by Murman and others for the TSP equation; the
novel feature of which is the replacement of a standard central difference scheme for sub-
sonic flow by 'retarded' (upstream) differencing when the flow is supersonic. Because the
mapping is singular at a sharp trailing edge, the only condition required to fix the
circulation is that the transformed velocity in the circle plane shall be zero at the
image of the trailing-edge point, leading to a finite velocity there in the physical
plane. This condition is usually carried over without alteration when viscous effects are
included.

The G & K method is nominally exact for subcritical flows, or for shock-free super-
critical flows. When shock waves are present, however, there are two potential sources of
error and uncertainty:

(a) the assumption is made, in using the .potential flow equations, that the flow is
everywhere irrotational and isentropic. As a result, the correct jump conditions across
a shock wave cannot be satisfied; mass and total energy can be conserved, but not
momentum. The effect of this on the pressure ratio (p2/Pl) across a normal shock wave is

shown in Fig 6. We see that the pressure rise for an 'isentropic shock' is always
greater than that for a true (Rankine-Hugoniot) shock, by an amount which becomes appre-
ciable when the upstream Mach ntmber MI exceeds about 1.2 - a value well below that at

which shock-induced boundary-layer separation would be expected (M1 = 1.3 to 1.4):

(b) the numerical solution of the equations will depend on the finite difference scheme
used to solve them, in particular on the way in which the switch, from retarded differen-
cing in the supersonic flow upstream of the shock to central differencing in the subsonic
flow downstream, is introduced.

In the original version of the G & K method 24'25 no attempt was made to conserve mass
across shock waves, and this so-called 'non-conservative' (N-C) scheme leads t) solutions
in which the shock pressure rises are much less than the 'correct' values (for isentropic

*0I
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flow). Subsequently Jameson 26 ,27, developing an idea of Murman28 , introduced a special
form of the difference scheme at the 'shock point' (the first subsonic point downstream
of the shock), which gives 'quasi-conservative' (Q-C) solutions in which mass is conser-
ved with adequate accuracy arnd a good approximation to the 'correct' pressure ribe is
predicted.

It is found that these two alternative options, N-C and Q-C, lead to results in
which the position, as well as the strength, of the shock waves can differ appreciably.
Very recently, accurate solutions of the full Euler equations have been obtained29 , which
suggest that the truth lies somewhere between these two extremes, generalLy closer to the
first (N-C) than to the second. The implications of this situation on the calculation of
viscous effects will be discussed further when the individual methods are described below.

Before we proceed to do this, one further point should be mentioned. The inter-
action between a normal shock wave in transonic flow over the surface of an aercfoil and
the boundary layer at its foot is a complicated subject which has received considerable
theoretical attention (see Ref 30 for a critical review). In the methods which are the
subject of the present review, however, no attempt has been made to treat this inter-
action in any special way, but merely to regard it as a region in which an ordinary
turbulent boundary layer is subject to a local rapid pressure rise, followed by a milder
(but usually still adverse) pressure gradient. This approach is due originally to
Green31 , who suggested that, provided that the pressure jump through the shock wave is
spread (if necessary artificially) over a few boundary-layer thicknesses, then any
reliable method for calculating turbulent boundary layers (particularly one which takes
the 'lag' effect into account) might be expected to predict the main effects of the
interaction on the subsequent development of the boundary layer downstream, at least when
the flow remains attached. The relative success of this procedure can b; judged froin the
examples which follow.

We have selected four methods for description in some detail, all of which are
currently in use for the solution of practical aerofoil problems in transonic flow.

4.1 Bauer, Garabedian, Korn and Jameson (BGKJ)

Appropriately enough, the originators of the inviscid G & K method were the first32
to incorporate into it an allowance for v~scous effects. The resulting computer program
has been published in Ref 26, and we shall therefore refer to it by the initials of the
authors of that book, BGKJ. The procedure adopted is basically very simple, and makes
use of the solid displacement surface model of the viscous-inviscid interaction; the
effects of the wake are neglected completely. The development of the turbulent boundary
layer is calculated by the integral method of Na3h and Macdonaldl4 ; this is based on the
assumption of local equilibrium conditions, and may therefore lose accuracy if departures
from equilibrium are large, as is likely to occur at the foot of a shock wave or in the
adverse pressure gradient on the lovler surface of a strongly rear-loaded aerofcil.

The calculations start with a few iterations of the basic inviscid method,
sufficient to establish a reasonable approximation to the pressure distribution. This is
used to calculate the displacement thickness, 6* , of the turbulent boundary layer,
starting from specified transition positions. A suitable proportion of 6* is then
added to the aerofoil ordinates to define a new effective shupe, which will now have a
trailing edge of non--zero thickness. At this stage it is necessary to perform a new
mapping onto the inside of the circle - a feature which sounds inefficient but can in
fact be done very rapidly with the aid of fast Fourier transforms. Next, a few further
iterutions of the inviscid flow calculations are performed; and the whole procedure is
repeated until convergence is obtained.

As in most methods of this type, difficulties are generally encountered at an early
stage in the iterative proceiss near the trailinq edge, where the adverse velocity gradient
_du1 \
ds ) predicted by the inviscid part of the program is much h~gher than it will be in

the final converged state - theorgtically infinite in fact for the purely inviscid flow,
as has been pointed out by Melnik . As a result the boundar"-layer method will predict
the onset of separation before the trailing edge is reached ..:I it may be impossible to
continue the calculations. It is therefore necessary td incorporate scme artificial
'safety valve' which will inhibit the breakdown of the method past separation. In the
BGKa method this is done by examining the parameter u-.d- 3nd restricting its value +

to the maximum 0.004 that indicates separation; thus if - dui/dx becomes too great the

growth of the boundary layer is automatically reduced. This device is also advantageous
in passing through a shock wave. In addi-ion, some smcothing of the displacement thick-
ness 6* is introduced, and an extra~olation proceditre is used to determine the variation
of C very close to the trailing edge.p

Some applications of the method to examples where experimental results are available
for comparison are shown in Figs 7 to 9. The two 'supercritical' aerofoils were designed
by the hodoc:Rph method of Garabedian and Korn25,26 to give shock-free flow at a Mach
number of 0.75 and lift coefficients of 0.6 and 0.7; they were respectively 11.5% and
14.5% thick and are designated by the codes 75-06-12 and 75-07-15. Models of 12 inch
chord were tested 33 ,34 in the 60 inch x 15 inch wind tunnel at NAE Ottawa, which has
perforated top ant bottom walls with open area ratio 20%. The Reynolds number of the
tests was 20 % 10 ; transition was not fixed but probably occurred close to the leading

-- _ _
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edge. For the first aerofoil we have chosen an off-design case, M. 0.727, CL= 0.787,

where there is a shock wave of moderate strength (Ml a 1.25) on the upper surface at

about 50% chord. The calculations have been made in this and other cases for the same
value of CL as in the experiment; the discrepancies in a may be ascribed partly to
the effects of wall interference (for which no correction has been made), partly to short-
comings in the viscous modelling. In Fig 7a the experimental pressure distribution is

compared with the result of a calculation by the N-C version of the method. The agreement
is fair over most of the aerofoil, and the position of the shock wave is estimated quite
well; but the pressure level behind it is much too low and a slightly supersonic plateau
is indicated where in fact the flow ie well subsonic. The Q-C version (Fig 7b) does
better in this respect, but the pressure distribution ahead of the shock is now in poor
agreement; this may explain the considerable underestimation of the drag, which was pre-
dicted well - possibly coincidentally - by the N-C version. The variation of CD with

M. at A lower value, 0.6, of CL is shown in Fig 8. %.n this case the method (N-C)
predicts the drag creep quite well, but underestimates the Mach number at which the rapid
drag rise occurs by about 0.02; part of this discrepancy could be due to a negative
blockage effect in the wind tunnel.

Results for the thicker aerofoil, 75-07-15, are compared in Fig 9. Fig 9a shows a
subcritical case; here the agreement is excellent everywhere except near the trailing
edge where the pressure is considerably overestimated, no doubt mainly because of the
omission of wake effects in the BGKJ method - though a similar, but less marked, trend
has been found with methods which do take the wake into account, for thick heavily rear-
loaded aerofoils like the present one - see section 4.3. We have chosen an interesting
(though difficult) supercritical example (Fig9b&c) in which the experiment shows a ehock
wave at about 60% chord followed by a marked expansion before the final compression to
the trailing edge. This feature is predicted qualitatively by the N-C version (Fig 9b),
although the suction level is slightly too low &head of the shock and too high behind it.
With the Q-C version (Fig 9c) it was found necessary to reduce M by 0.008 - a
plausible blockage correction for this wind tunnel - in order to get reasonable agreement
on shock position; but then the shock upstream Mach number is underestimated and a
spurious adverse pressure gradient is predicted over the forward part of the upper
surface. In view of this the good agreement found with regard to drag may be misleading.

4.2 Bavitz

A method that is in many ways analugous to the previous one is due to Bavitz; this
is descriLed in Ref 35 which contains a listing of the computer program. The main point
of difference concerns the calculation of the bou.idary layers, here the method is that of
Bradshaw et a136 . The turbulent energy equation is turned into a partial differential
equation for the turbulont shear stress using empirical relations derived from measure-
ments in incompressible flow, and this is solved along with the mean continuity and
momentum equations by the method of characteristics. Te additional assumption is made
tnat the turbulent structure is essentially unaltered by comprescibility, and for the
moderate Mach numbers encountered in transonic flow calculations this should be entirely
adequate. The method should be accurate for all types of pressure distribution, provided
only that separation is not apprc.,-hed too closely. However, a calculation of the wake
development is :ot included, and this omission will limit the overall accuracy of Bavitz's
method.

As with the BGKJ method, the solid displacement surface model is used to provide the
matching between the inviscid and viscous parts of the calculation. Inevitably, some
empirical features have to be introduced to deal with the trailing edge region. In this
case they include (a) strong smoothing of the shape of the displacement surface before the
inviscid flow calculations are pcrformed; (b) modifications to the predicted inviscid
pressure distribution (for rear-loaded aerofoils) when calculating the boundary layers, as
shown in the sketch below; (c) linear extrapolation of the shape of the displacement
surface from a predicted separation point, rearward to the trailing edge.

-C
p

x/c T E.

Calculated (inviscid flow)

C TT Modified (input to b.z.)

Sketch (e)
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Although (b) could be held to provide an empirical allowance for likely pressure

changes across the boundary layer on the upper surface, it does appear to some extent
incompatible with (c,, since the latter removes the curvature of the displacement surface
thai is the cause of these pressure changes; while (b) will also surely exaggerate the
tendency of the boundary layer to separate before the trailing edge is reached and hence
bring (c) into operation earlier than would otherwise have been the case.

To illustrate the use of the method we have chosen the second (thinner) of the two
supercritical aerofoils described in section 4.1, designated 75-06-12. Comparisons with
the same experiments, made at NAE Ottawa, are shown In Fig 10. In the first example
(Fig 10a), for well subcritical flow, the agreement is excellent everywhere except just
ahead of the trailing edge on the upper surface - probably a symptom of the neglect of
the wake effects in the calculation. In the second example (Fig 10b) there is a shock
wave at 35% chord on the upper surface, behind which the suction level is overestimated -
no doubt because the N-C version of the inviscid flow program has been used. The nextcase (Fig 10c) shows a double-shock pattern on the upper surface; this type of flow is
always difficult to predict, but the agreement between theory and experiment is good.
Finally, Fig 10d shows that when the shock wave is further aft (about 60% chord) both its
position and the pressure level behind it are reasonably well predicted. This indicates
a trend which is consistent with experience with the BGKJ program: that a N-C version
gives satisfactory results for shocks aft of (say) 50% chord 'lut a conservative version
may be preferable for shocks on the forward part of the aerofoil.

Comparisons of Fig 10a-d show inconsistencies in the shape of the predicted pressure
distribution just ahead of the trailing edge on the upper surface; sometimes there is a
'flat' (Fig 10a&d), sometimes a nearly uniform gradient (Fig 10b&c). In all four cases
the real flow would be expected to be well clear of trailing edge separation, so that the
prediction of a pressure plateau is doubtless a vagary of the empiricism involved in
treating the trailing-edge region.

The general standard reached by this method appears to be similar to that of the
previous one. In view of this it scarcely seems justified to have introduced a much more
sophisticated method for the viscous part of the calculations; but on the other hand the
typical computation times quoted remain satisfactorily short - about 5 to 10 minutes on
a CDC 6600 computer.

4.3 Collyer and Lock (VGK)

As a natural extension of previous work on the subject at NPL and RAE (cf section 3)
it was decided to develop a new version of the G & K method in which viscous effects were
taken into account. The resulting method, known as 'VGK', of which a full account is
given in Refs 37 to 39, differs from its predecessors in sections 4.1 and 4.2 in a number
of ways, the most important of which are briefly described below.

(i) The turbulent boundary layers and wake are calculated by a development of the
entrainment technique, the 'lag' entrainment method of Green et a140 . In this an
empirical relation for the entrainment is replaced by a further ordinary differential
equation, derived from the turbulence energy equationalong the locus of maximum shear
stress in the boundary layer. As a result, improvements in accuracy are achieved for
'relaxing' pressure gradients, typical examples of which are the flow through a shock wave
or on the lower surface of a rear-loaded aerofoil.

(ii) The surface transpiration model ((B) of section 2.1) is used to represent the dis-
placement effect of the boundary layers and wake on the equivalent inviscid flow. This
was chosen in preference to the solid displacement surface model normally employed
because the boundary condition is applied on the actual surface of the aerofoil; so the
numerical mapping of the contour onto the circle need be performed only once and does not
have to be repeated after each new calculation of the boundary layer.

(iii) Both the thickness and curvature effects of the wake are taken into account, as
specified in section 2.2. Here the simplification is made of applying the appropriate
boundary conditions, not on the true line of the wake but on the transform in the
physical plane of the line 0 = 0 in the circle plane; this should not introduce
significant errors since the wake effects are in any case relatively small.

The boundary conditions implied by (ii) and (iii) are summarised in the sketchbelow.

IU=grad n 0 n 1 d
n =Z 0s(iui '*)

A,0 , _I d .,
n - (PwU w6

~.-- -line 0 = 0

- (0) = - wUw(6* + O)

(KW = flow curvature)
Sketch (f)
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(iv) An empirical modification is introduced into the G & K method with the aim of
improving the prediction of shock waves in the inviscid flow. The need for this stems
from the discrepancy between results obtained respectively by the N-C and Q-C (or fully
conservative) vtrsions, in cases where the shock wave is relatively strong (M > 1.2,
say) - as remarked at the beginning of section 4. When the VGK method was being developed
similar (though less marked) discrepancies were observed in predictions of viscous flows:
that is, with the N-C version the pressure level downstream of the shock is too low while
with the Q-C version it is too high. A similar trend has been found with the BGKJ method
(of section 4.1). Clearly an intermediate scheme would be desirable. Such a scheme can
be produced very simply by modifying the difference operator used at the shock point to
represent the lead...g term in the partial differential equation eor the velocity potential.
in the N-C version a central difference expression is used, while in the Q-C version this
is replaced by the sum of central and upwind expressions. The modification consists of
taking instead the sum 'central' + X x 'upwind', where X is ani arbitrary parameter

• beiween 0 and 1; thus X = 0 gives the N-C version and A = 1 the Q-C version, while
values of X between 0 and 1 naturally give intermediate solutions, as required. This
scheme has been czled 'partially conservative' (P-C); full details are given in Refs 38
and 39. It has been found that, for a number of cases in inviscid flow, values of X
between 0.25 and 0.5 give a reasonable approximation to the true (Rankine-Hugoniot) shock
pressure rise. A typical example is shown in Fig 11 for the RAE 2822 aerofoil; this
illustrates both the large difference between the N-C and Q-C solutions, and also the
apparently satisfactory result obtained with X = 0.5 . Further confirmation of the
efficacy of this device has been obtained recently by comparison with numerical solutions
of tiRe full Euler equations due to Sells 41 . Fig 12 gives results for the NACA 0012 aero-
foil lat M = 0.85, a = 0 . in this case the value A = 0.3 has been found to simulate
the true solution as regards both the position and strength of the shock, while the drag
is also well predicted; on the other hand both the N-C and conservative solutions of the
potential flow equations (particularly the latter) have significant errors in all respects.
Both these examples are admittedly somewhat extreme (M1 is between 1.3 and 1.35), and in

any case one would not always expect such good results from the P-C scheme; but neverthe-
less it does seem likely to provide a sounder basis for calctlations of viscous flow than
either of the extremes used previously.

Applications of the VGK method to the calculation of transonic flows with shock
.iaves are given here for twg aerofoils, both tested in the RAE 8 ft x 6 ft wind tunnel at
a Reynolds number of 6 x 10? . The first of these, the 12% thick RAE 2822, has been
referred to previously in section 3 (of Figs 2, 3, 5); a selection of experimental results
has been published in Ref 42. Theoretical and experimental pressure distributions are
compared in Fig 13 for Cases 7 and 8 of Ref 42; a small positive blockage correction
(AM. = 0.004) has been applied to the experimental results to match the calculated
pressure at x/c = 0.4 on the lower surface. In the first case (Fig 13a) the agreement is
good in most respects, particularly as regards the position of the shock wave and the
pressure at its foot; the wiggle near the leading edge is probably the effect of the
roughness band used to fix transition (at x/c = 0.03). In the second case (Fig 13b) the
shock is stronger (M1  1.30) and the pressure is slightly overestimated at its foot,
possibly because the boundary layer is close to separation. There is also a similar dis-
crepancy, in both cases, just ahead of the trailing edge (x/c > 0.95) on the upper sur-
face; this feature will be further discussed below. The predicted variation of CD with

CL at M= 0.73 is in good agreement with the experimental measurements (Fig 14).

For the second aerofoil: the 14% thick RAE 5217, a selection of piessure distribu-
tions is presented in Fig 15. The general standard of agreement between theory and
experiment is good, particularly as regards the position and strength of the shock wa,. ,s.
There is however a tendency to overestimate the pressure towards the end of a long
adverse pressure gradient; this is most marked on the lower surface near 80% chord.
Discrepancies of this type are usually found with the present method, whenever the
boundary layer shape parameter R exceeds about 1.8; predicted values of H are marked
at appropriate points on Fig 15 and it can be seen that the same conclusion is valid here.
This is now believed to be due to underestimation of the displacement thickness under such
circumstances by the form of the lag entrainment method that has been used in the calcula-
tions. Possible modifications which should improve the situation in this respect (see for
example Ref 43) are currently being investigated. No doubt for similar reasons, the drag
of this aerofoil is somewhat underestimated (see Fig 16). However, the general nature of
the drag 'creep' is well predicted, and so is the Mach number for rapid drag rise,
particularly if a plausible blockage correction (AM = 0.005) is applied. The figure also
shows the calculated variation of drag coefficient 'ith Mach number for a typical full-
scale Reynolds number (50 x 106); an appreciable reduction in drag creep is predicted.
4.4 Melnik

The most recent, and certainly the most sophisticated, published method for the
solution of the viscous transonic problem for aerofoils has been developed over the past
few years by Melnik and his colleagues (see Refs 6, 7, 44, amongst others). A full
account of this work will be given by Melnik later in the Conference, so that we shall
concentrate here on pointing out the principal features in which the method differs from
and improves on its predecessors.

In many respects there is a close resemblance to the VGK method (section 4.3). The
same method (lag-entrainment) is used to calculate the boundary layers and wake, while the
basic matching between the viscous and inviscid parts is again effected by the transpira-
tion model (A) on both the aerofoil surface and the wake (the position of the latter is

X-
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approximated in an identical way). Two options are available for solving the inviscid
flow equations: a N-C siheme equivalent to that of Garabqdian et at2 5,26, and a fully
conservative scheme following the suggestions of jameson'7 , in which the equation of
continuity is written explicitly in conservation form (for Cartesian coordinates)

_ (pu) + 8z (pw) = 0 (27)ax 3

where u =x w = z and

S2 (u2 + w2) (28).

This differs from the Q-C scheme given in Ref 26 (and used in the VGK method), where the
corresponding equations take the so-called 'quasi-linear' form

(a2 - u2l0xx + (a2 - w 2)zz - 2uv xz 0 (29)

with

a M2 = 2 
+ - 1)(I - u2  w2  (30).

In both cases the switching from central to retarded differencing in going from subsonic
to supersonic points is achieved by using Jameson's concept of adding artificial
viscosity in conservation form; and it has been found that in most examples almost
identical numerical results are obtained. Although the fully conservative approach is
perhaps more satisfactory from a mathematical point of view, tiere is a time penalty due
to the recurrent need to evaluate a non-integer exponent (compare the auxiliary equations
(28) and (30)); and it would also be difficult to modify it to obtain a 'partially-
conservative' scheme along the lines adopted in the VGK method, if that were thought
desirable.

The most fundamental point of difference lies in the way in which the ne.Lghbourhood
of the trailing edge is treated. In the VGK method Lhere is no special treatment, apart
from a rough allowance for the change in pressure across the boundary layer (cf section 2,
Eg.(26)); and as a result it has been found necessary to incorporate some smoothing of
the inviscid pressure distribution before the viscous layers are calculated. Thz. partic-
ular feature of Melnik's method is a new solution for the trailing edge region, based on
asymptotic theory of turbulent shear flows in the limit Re -) - . The normal assamptions
of first-order boundary-layer theory no longer apply in this region, and in particular
the transverse variation of the pressure must be properly taken into account. A full
derivation of the theory is given in Refs 6 and 7; it turns out that a 'multi-deck' model
is required, as indicated in Sketch (g) below.

ed e f v o ent a
oncoming outer
boundary layer inviscid
layer -rotational

0(c)

er a e O(e Wake

Sketch (g)

Two length scales are involved, the thickness of the approaching boundary layer, 6,

which is 0(c) with c = Vf = 0(log- Re) and the thickness of the wall layer, which is

a fraction of 6 with = 0 Re 0 The length of the special trailing-

edge region is also taken to be 0(e) , so that it is assumed to extend about one
boundary-layer thickness upstream and downstream of the trailing edge. The particular
feature of the solution, which makes it feasible to use in practice, is that the flow in
the outer layer is governed to a consistent approximation by a linearised Poisson equation
for inviscid, but rotational, flow whose vortictty is identical to that in the outer part
of the oncoming boundary layer. It is this outer layer wnich determines the displacement
effect of the viscous flow on the outer inviscid flow, and in which most of the transverse
variation of pressure takes place; so that it is unnecessary to obtain a solution for the
inner layers (which would involve the assumption of some particular turbulence model)
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unless the local variation of skin friction is required. By using complex variable theory
for a transformed incompressible flow, Melnik et aZ7 were able to obtain an explicit
analytical solution to the Poisson equation, and to derive from it matching conditions for
the equivalent inviscid flow precisely analagous to those used over the rest of the aero-
foil and wake. The solution ensures that the corrected pressure reaches identical values
as the trailing edge is approached either from upstream on the upper or lower surfaces, or
from downstream in the wake; thus the Kutta condition is automatically satisfied.

This analysis represents an entirely self-consistent model of the flow, without the
need to introduce any arbitrary treatment near the trailing edge. The only feature that
might be questioned is the accuracy to which the basic assumption, that the vorticity in
the outer part of the viscous layers may be regarded as 'frozen' as the flow traverses the
trailing-edge region, is actually satisfied at the moderate Reynolds numbers encountered
in practice. Unfortunately, it would be extremely difficult to verify this directly by
experimental means. Thus, as with other methods, the main justification must be by
comparison of results with measured pressure distributions and overall forces.

The aerofoil for which the most extensive calculations have been published is again
the G & K 75-06-12 referred to previously in sections 2.1 and 2.2. Comparisons for a
selection of typical pressure distributions are given in Fig 17; the calculations were
all made at the same values of C1  as in the experiments, using the conservative version

of the method. In the first example (Fig 17a) the flow is subcritical, and as expected
the agreement is very good except for a slight tendency to underestimate the pressure over
the central part of the upper surface. In the second case (Fig 17b), for M = 0.75 at a
low value (0.1) of CL , there is a shock wave at about 30% chord on the lowor surface,

which is well predicted provided that a jmall negative blockage correction (AM = 0.004)
is applied; the overall agreement is then excellent. In the final example (Fig 17c), with
M. 0.7, CL = 0.82 , there is a fairly strong shock wave (M1 2 1.28) on the upper surface
at aoout 35% chord. The position of this is well predicted (with the same blockage
correction), but the pressure level behind it is slightly underestimated - somewhatsurprising in view of the fact that a conservative difference scheme is being used.

The estimation of the influence of wind-tunnel interference on the effective angle
of incidence is a notoriously difficult and controversial subject, particularly for
ventilated walls under supercritical conditions. Nevertheless, Melnik et a17 , have made a
thorough investigation of the subject for the NAE transonic facility in which the 75-06-12
aerofoil was tested, and deduced a correction to the angle of incidence which is
extremely plausible. A comparison between the measured and calculated lift curves, for
M -4 0.75, is shown in Fig 18. The agreement between theory and experiment is remarkably
good, even as regards the fall-off in lift which occurs for CL > 0.8 (due no doubt to

the rapid growth of the boundary layer near the trailing edge under conditions approaching
separation).

The variation of drag with lift for the same Mach number is illustrated in Fig 19.The general shape of the drag polar is well predicted (by the conservative version of the
method), particularly as regards the increase in wave drag which occurs for CL > 0.6

tof < 0.1 . The drag is however appreciably underestimated (by nearly 15%) L
for intermediate values of CL , and this is difficult to explain since the flow is only

just supercritical, the pressure gradients are relatively mild and the Reynolds number is
high - conditions under which all aspects of the method would be expected to be reliable.
There could perhaps be an undetected source of error in the drag measurements, but if so
it must be a consistent one since there is little scatter in a large number of experimen-
tal points.

The last two figures also show the results of calculations by a numerical solution

of the Navier-Stokes equations, due to Deiwert 4 5. The agreement with both the corrected
wind-tunnel data and the present theory is generally poor; this may be due to the use of
an insufficiently refined computational grid, but it is a point which should be checked
before much reliance can be placed on such methods for practical purposes.

Returning finally to the present method, the evidence that has been presented for
its verification (here and elsewhere) is generally satisfactory. There is however a
dearth of published results for cases in which the shock wave lies well back along the
chord (x/c ; 0.6, say), where the use of a fully conservative difference scheme might be
expected to cause appreciable errors in the inviscid part of the calculation (of Figs 11
and 12, also Ref 29). It is in such cases that the VGK method, with its option of using
a 'partially conservative' scheme, would be expected to have an advantage. It is also
probable that the accuracy will deteriorate (for the same reason as with the VGK method -
cf Fig 16) for aerofoils with long adverse pressure gradients under which the boundary
layer is approaching separation; to remedy this deficiency improvements in the boundary-
layer method will be needed.

Strictly speaking, all the work on two-dimensional problems reviewed in the

previous sections should be regarded as a preparation for an attack on the most important
practical dspect of our subjsct, namely the prediction of viscous effects in transonic

4flow on threc-dimensional wings, and Aventually on wing-body combinations and complete
aircraft configurations. Fortunately, most of the concepts that have been established
from two-dimensional considerations can be carried over into three dimensions without
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much alteration, though some new ideas are of course required. In particular, it is
obvious that any satisfactory overall method must continue to depend on the availability
of methods of adequate accuracy for predicting separately:

(a) the inviscid flow about the configuration in question;
(b) the development of the boundary layer, and preferably also the wake, on at least

the wings; together with
(c) a matching condition whereby appropriate boundary conditions for (a) and (b) can be

supplied, and
(d) a global iterative procedure in which the linked viscous and inviscid calculations

are successively repeated so that their mutual interaction can be gradually built up.

With regard to (a), we are limited at present to the assumptions of potential flow,
so that the experience that has been gained in two dimensions about the relative merits of
non-conservative and conservative formulations of the difference equations (when shock
waves of appreciable strength are present) should be taken into account; although this
will not be of much help for some of the complex shock patterns (eg a triple shock system)
that can occur on swept wings. It may also be convenient, at least as an interim measure,
to make the additional assumptions involved in transonic small perturbations (TSP)
theory, since this will enable complicated configurations to be treated more easily and
without excessive increases in requirements for computer storage and run time, while still
retaining reasonable accuracy for a variety of wing or body shapes.

Turning now to (b), the calculation of the viscous layers, an even greater variety
of choice is available than in two dimensions, ranging from the use of a quasi two-
dimensional 'strip theory' approach, through the so-called 'integral' methods to the more
sophisticated (and time-consuming) 'differential' methods - which still of course involve
the assumption of a suitable turbulence model. Additional problems, that are not present
in two dimensions, will occur in corner regions (such as wing fuselage junction) and near
the wing tips, where the normal assumptions of boundary-layer theory are no longer valid,
while the cross flow in the wake and its eventual rolling up also present extra complica-
tions. Up to the present, such problems have either been ignored or overcome by
arbitrary means.

With regard to (c), the matching between the viscous and inviscid parts of the flow
can be effected by means of the same two alternative mathematical models that have been
described in section 2. For three-dimensional problems there is even more justification
for preferring the 'surface transpiration' model (A), since it is the one which derives
most directly and naturally from the equation of continuity. This can be seen as follows:

Neglecting surface curvature and using for simplicity rectangular coordinates
(x, y, n), with n normal to the surface, the equation of continuity is

an (Ow) - (Pu) - (pv) (31).

Integrating with respect to n from 0 to 6 , and subtracting the corresponding equa-
tions for the viscous and equivalent inviscid flows, we obtain (with the suffix notation
of section 2)

Piowi0 = a-J (Piui - Pu)dn + (pivi - pv)dn

0 0

which may be written

WiO = i- (ioqio*) +2- (pioqi6*) (32)

Pi0  ax 1 ay ii2j

2 2
where qi0  = 4T + v0

10 io

is the surface speed (in the inviscid flow) and

1 pioqo 6 (iu i - pu)dn

6

2 pq (piV i - pv)dn

and the components of the mass-deficit integral.

In order to obtain the displacement thickness, 6* , however, it can be shown57 that

it is necessary to solve the partial differential equation

IL 1-
_ ..--. - i,-
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,)33)
T- (PiUiol +a (PioVio*) = PiOWiO (33).

There are additional advantages in being able to use a boundary condition on the
body shape itself; this applies particularly if the method of solution of the inviscid
flow problem involves a mapping process (or if a 'panel' method is used). Nevertheless,
the solid displacement surface model seems to remain the favourite!

After this preamble, we can now proceed to review what appears to be the most impor-
tant of the (relatively few) published methods for the three-dimensional wing problem.
Three of these will be described in a little detail, while others will be mentioned
briefly at the end of the section. Unlike the two-dimensional case, there does not seem
to be a natural order of p-esentation- on either chronological or technological grounds-
so that our choice in this respect has been largely arbitrary.

5.1 Mason et aZ46F The inviscid part of this well-integrated computational procedure is provided by a
development of TSP theory due to Ballhaus et a1t" Special features include the addition
of extra nonlinear terms to the basic partial differential equation to improve its
accuracy for swept wings, coupled with a coordinate system which is 'tailored' to the
wing planform over most of the span. The boundary condition for the wing are applied on
the wing reference plane z = 0 , using a standard linearised approximation. The normal
first-order expression is also used for the pressure coefficient. In order to take into
account the important effects of the fuselage on the flow field over the wing, approximate
boundary conditions (based on the ideas of slender-body theory) are satisfied on a
rectangular box of streamwise-constant cross section over which the appropriate flow
inclination can be specified.

The characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer (on the wing only) are calcula-
ted by means of a 'strip-theory' technique using the two-dimersional turbulent energy
method of Bradshaw36, modified to simulate the flow on an infinite swept wing with the
appropriate local chordwise pressure distribution and sweep angle. Such an approximation
may be reasonably satisfactory (at least in the present context of modelling the gross
effects of the viscous-inviscid iteration), provided that the flow in the boundary layer
is not dominated by strongly three-dimensional effects emanating from the regions near
the root, the tip or a crank in the planform. With this simplification there is no
difficulty in calculating 6* , and the boundary condition on the plane z = 0 can then
be modified by adding the streamwise slope of the displacement surface to that of the
wing.

In any practical method for calculating viscous effects on wings there is an urgent
need - even greater than in the two-dimensional problem - to incorporate some suitable
device for inhibiting any catastrophic effects on the overall computational process that
may be caused by the predicted onset of boundary-layer separation, whether this is a
spurious symptom occurring only in the early stages of the iterations or a genuine
feature of the converged solution. In the present method, a scheme similar to that
suggested by Bavitz35 (of section 4.2) is adopted, in which the shape of the displacement
surface is extrapolated linearly from a predicted point of separation to the trailingedge. This device has proved extremely effective and could be quite acceptable provided

that only small craces of it remain in the final converged solution.

As an example of the application of the method to a practical configuration, a

comparison is given in Fig 20 with pressure distributions measured on a model 8f an
'advanced technology' fighter. This has a wing of aspect ratio 5.5, with 42.5 basic
leading-edge sweep and extensions to both the leading and trailing edges at the root; the
design involves the use of'supercritica2 aerofoil sections. The Reynolds number of the
tests is not stated. A reasonably good prediction is achieved (over the outer part of
the wing) of the general shape of the pressure distribution on the upper surface and of
the position of the shock wave, except at the innermost station. Over the lower surface
the agreement is poor; this could be partly due to a failure to model properly the shape
of the bottom part of the fuselage. It is naturally impossible to tell whether the
deficiencies revealed by this example (and by others in the same paper) are mainly due to
the approximations involved in the inviscid part of the program or to faults in the
modelling of viscous effects.

5.2 Kordulla48'49

For the inviscid part of the calculations, the modified TSP formulation of Bailey
and Ballhaus, referred to in the previous section, is again used. In this case an
allowance for the effects of a fuselage is not included; when one is present a vertical
reflection plane through the wino-fuselage junction is assumed. The principal feature of
the method is the use of a new finite-difference scheme for solving the fully three-
dimensional boundary layer equations, for either laminar or turbulent flow. For the
latter case, the scalar eddy viscosity model of Cebec150 for the Reynolds stresses is
used to provide the necessary turbulence closure conditions. As in all numerical methods
for solving the three-dimensional boundary-layer equation, care has to be taken to
satisfy the domain of dependence principle; if this is not doge instability will usually
result. In the present case an implicit scheme due to Krause51 is used, which provides
the ability to march outwards along the span, even when the cross-flow is in the negative
(inwards) direction, and yet retain (conditional) stability. The Krause scheme is
second-order accurate for constant step lengths, although a variable computational grid,
growing with the boundary layer, is normally used for increased efficiency.
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It is consistent with the approximations made in the TSP method to assume that the
boundary layer develops on a plane coincident with the wing planform (z = 0). In this
plane, the natural (non-orthogonal) coordinate system is formed by lines of constant y

and constant 4 = x-y) (where c is the local chord and xLE the coordinate of

the leading edy:). With any three-dLmensional boundary-layer method it is necessary to
provide input from the inviscid flow solution of both the magnitude and direction of the
velocity vector over the whole wing plane. Special starting solutions are also required
along the wing root, y = 0 , where symmetry conditions are assumed to apply, and along
the leading edge, t = 0 , which is taken to be the attachment line; along both theselines quasi-two-dimensional forms of the equations result.

The matching between the viscous and inviscid parts of the program is achieved by
first calrulating the displacement thickness, 6* , of the boundary layer (by integrating
a partial differential equation analagous to Eg.(33)), and then adding its streamwise

derivative, , to the slope of the wing surface to form a new input for a further

inviscid solution. A fully iterative procedure has been set up, the convergence of which
is judged by examining the variation in C Pbetween successive iterations. In order to

avoid breakdown of the method in cases where boundary-layer separation is predicted 
either in the early stages of he iterations or as a feature of the final solution -
drastic measures have to be taken. As soon as the chordwise wall shear stress becomes
negative, the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer is gradually increased until the
separation is suppressed and the solution can continue. In addition to this, it is some-
times necessary to make further modifications to the shape of the displacement thickness
towards the trailing edge in order to avoid unrealistic predictions of the pressure
distribution in that region. As remarked in section 5.1, the plausibility of such
devices has to be judged according to the degree to which their effects still remain in
the final solution.

Two examples have been chosen to illustrate the use of the method. The first of
these (Fig 21, taken from Ref 48) concerns the ONERA M6 wing, a half-model of which was
tested in thg S2 wind tunnel at Modane at a Reynolds number (based on root chord) of0
about 3 x 10 (see Ref 42, Paper BI). The wing has a leading-edge sweep angle of 30
aspect ratio 3.8 and taper ratio 0.56; the streamwise section (RNERA 'D') is uncambered
and about 10% thick. This particular example (M = 0.92, a = 3 ) presents a difficult
problem, since relatively strong, almost unswept-shock waves are observed towards the
rear on both surfaces, while there is also a highly swept forward shock on the upper
surface. Preliminary ihviscid calculations using the two options, non-conservative (NCR)
and fully conservative (FCR), available in the program, showed that the latter produced a
shock wave very close to the trailing edge on the upper surface, and so strong as to
render any boundary-layer calculations impossible. Even with the N-C option it was found
necessary to bring into play the inhibiting devices mentioned in the previous paragraph.
As can be seen from Fig 21, the inclusion of viscous effects does improve the prediction
of the position of the main shock wave on the upper surface. On the lower surface there
is little difference between the viscous and inviscid solutions, and both of them
indicate a shock that is too far forward towards the wing tip. The pressure is consider-
ably overestimated towards the trailing edge on both surfaces; this may be due partly to
the 'damping' of the viscous effects mentioned previously, partly to the omission of the
effects of the wake.

The second example (Fig 22) refers to a transport aircraft wing, of fairly conven-
tional design, tested by the Lockheed Georgia Company at a Reynolds number (based on root
chord) of 11 x 106 and a Mach number of 0.8. The wing has a net aspect ratio of about 7,
27.50 leading-edge sweep, a taper ratio of 0.34 and is 11% thick. It was mounted in high
position on a fuselage and had nacelles suspended from the lower surface. Neither the
fuselage nor the nacelles could be allowed for in the calculations, and this may be
partly responsible for the poor agreement between theory and experiment for the pressure
distribution on the lower surface of the wing. On the upper surface, there is a
considerable difference between the inviscid solutions obtained with the two alternative
options (NCR and FCR). In this case, it was found possible to obtain a converged viscous
solution witn the FCR option, in which the position of the shock wave is well predicted;
but to achieve this it was again necessary to introduce an artificial modification to the
predicted shape of the displacement surface, in this case over about the last 20% chord.

5.3 Lynch
52

This method, developed at the Douglas Aircraft Company, appears to have been the
first to incorporate a solution of the full equations of potential flow, with exact
boundary conditions, in preference to the more approximate TSP approach. The program
selected was that of Jameson and Caughey52 , known as 'FLO-22'. A non-orthogonal
coordinate system is used, combining a sheared grid in plan view having a coordinate line
following the leading edge, with a parabolic 'unwrapping' transformation applied to the
wing sections in chordwise planes y = constant . In this particular system spanwise
coordinate lines are parallel to the leading edge, so that for a tapered wing the trail-
ing edge is not a coordinate line; and as a result the number of chordwise points on a
wing section diminishes towards the wing tips, leading in some cases to poor flow
definition in the tip region. Because of the parabolic transformation, the grid spacing
in the chordwise direction becomes progressively coarser as the trailing edge is
approached; thus shock waves lying on the aft part of the wing tend to be severely
'smeared', while the flow in the trailing-edge region is poorly defined leading to
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uncertainties in the representation of the Kutta condition. However, all these features -
though inherently unsatisfactory in themselves - do combine to alleviate the problems
(mentioned in the previous section) that beset three-dimensional boundary-layer methods
behind strong shock waves and in the neighbourhood of the trailing edge and the wing tips.
For a similar reason, a 'non-conservative' formulation of the finite-difference scheme
was adopted; and this certainly seems preferable to a 'fully-conservative' system if no
other option is available.

At the time when the paper was written, it was not possible to take account
explicitly of the effects of the fuselage on the flow. Instead, a vertical reflection
plane is assumed at the side of the fuselage - particularly suitable for a low-wing

configuration; while a correction to the mean Mach number, based on calculations by a
panel method of the flow field due to the isolated fuselage, is applied to the oncoming
flow over the wing to allow approximately for the gross effects of the fuselage.

For the calculations of the three-dimensional boundary layers on the wings, a
development of the 'differential' method of Cebeci et a154 is used. The basic equations
are essentially the same as those considered by Kordulla (section 5.2). They are solved
numerically by the well-known Keller 'box' finite-difference technique, incorporating a
modificati3n suggested by Stewartson to take into account the domain of dependence
principle, which is essential to avoid the instability that would otherwise occur when
marching spanwise in a region where the cross flow is in the opposing direction. As in
the similar method of Kordulla, edge conditions are required along the leading edge
(strictly, the attachment line) and the root, but not at the tip. The displacement
thickness is again calculated by solving the appropriat,, partial differential equation,
and is then added to the wing surface ordinates to provide the equivalent shape for a new
inviscid calculation.

All the ingredients are thus available for the development of a fully-integrated
method for solving the viscous interaction problem. However, at the time of writing
(1978) it appears that this had not actually been implemented. Instead, the calculations
shown in the following example (Fig 23) were made with only a single0 iteration of the
overall process. The wing is of high aspect ratio (10.8), with a 30 sweep of the
quarter-chord line, and the average thickness/chord ratio is 12%; wind-tunnel tests were
made at a Reynolds number (based on mean aerodynamic chord) of 2 x 106. There is
considerable rear loading, and the experiments also show a reasonably satisfactory
supercritical flow development over the forward part of the wing, with a shock wave lying
between 30% and 40% chord over the central portion of the semi-span, strongest in the
neighbourhood of the trailing edge crank. The calculations (unlike some of those shown
previously) show good agreement with experiment over most of the lower surface. On the
upper surface, the suction levels near the leading edge are well predicted except close
to the tip; but the shock wave is so severely 'smeared' that it bears little resemblance
to what is actually observed. Towards the trailing edge the agreement is remarkably good,
considering - or more likely because of - the crudity of the treatment of that region. It
is claimed that the boundary-layer method provided a satisfactory guide to the onset of
separation, and it was in fact used in developing this wing to give an improvement in
performance over an inferior predecessor.

5.4 Other methods

Other work in this area, no less worthy of mention than that described above,
includes the following:

(a) A collaborative research programme between FFA (Stockholm) and Dorniers, described
by Hedman55 . This involves a coupling between a version of the TSP technique due to
Schmidt56 with the entrainment 'integral' method for three-dimensional turbulent boundary
layers of P.D. Smith57 .

(b) A method developed at the Boeing Company, described briefly in Ref 58, whose
principal components are: the Jameson-Caughey 'FLO 27' program 59 for the full potential
flow equations, using a finite-volume technique; and the differential method of McLean60

for three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers.

(c) Research at RAE led by Firmin, combining a recent TSP method for wing-body
combinations61 with Smith's integral boundary-layer method 57 , modified to include 'lag'
effects. This work, which includes for the first time an allowance for the thickness
effects of the wake, has not been reported previously but will be described in a later
paper at this Conference.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this final section, we conclude with some remarks on the 'state of the art' of
the subject, and make some suggestions about the needs and potentialities of future work
along the same lines.

(i) The general principles are now well established of determining viscous effects (at
least for basically 'attached' flows) by a procedure involving separate calculations for
(a) an equivalent inviscid flow and (b) the viscous flow in thin shear layers over the
wetted surfaces and in the wake, and combining them through a matching process, derived
from the equation of continuity, which can be extended (if necessary) to include higher-
order effects. There is reason to expect that many of the inadequacies that still exist I
in current methods could be remedied by further attention to the component parts ((a)
and (b)).
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(ii) Therefore, much of the need for the future is for improvements - % h in accuracy
and efficiency - to methods for calculating inviscid transonic flows about increasingly
complicated configurations, and viscous flows - laminar and turbulent - both of the
relatively simple 'boundary sheet' type and of the more complicated variety occurring in
corners, near edges (trailing and tip) and in wakes. For the inviscid methods, provision
should be built in to the program for a specified, non-zero value of the velocity normal
to the surface, so as to allow the 'tr,. spiration' boundary condition (Eq.(32)) for the
viscous matching to be implemented.

(iii) Special treatment may be needed of the shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction
phenomenon; this must involve both the inviscid flow calculations (so that a 'realistic'
shock wave is produced at the correct position in the external flow) and the local inter-
action region. However, it has been shown in two dimensions that reasonably satisfactory
results can often be obtained without such special treatment; and this is fortunate since.4 to provide it in three dimensions would cause considerable complications. The samE also
applies to the trailing-edge region, though here a 'quasi-two-dimensional' extension of
Melnik's ideas to three dimensions might be both feasible and adequate.

(iv) In two dimensions, the standard of achievement for the best methods currently
available is generally satisfactory. The chief shortcomings appear to be in the predic-
tion of pressures and drag in cases where the adverse pressure gradients bring the
boundary layer close to separation. The causes probably lie mainly in inadequacies in
the boundary-layer methods, which should be possible to rectify provided that some second-

order effects are taken into account.

(v) The situatJon in three dimensions is at present less satisfactory, largely due to
the sheer complexity of organising the operations involved in the full iterative process,
relatively simple though the basic concepts may be. There are additional difficulties,
peculiar to three-dimensional boundary layers, associated with high cross-flow angles
occurring near the wing tips (particularly if no attempt is made to model the tip
vortices) or towards a swept trailing edge. Future work should also consider the effects
of the boundary layer on the fuselage and its interaction with that on the wing.

(vi) Although the prediction of flows with gross boundary-layer separations may even-
tually require the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, there is some potentiality in
extending the 'classical' methods of the present paper to deal with mildly separated
flows, and thus usefully increase their range of applicability. In order to do this some
modifications will be needed to the viscous part of the calculations, so as to operate in
an inverse mode (cf Ref 43) - and hence also to the inviscid part; while second-order
effects in the matching process should be taken into account.

(vii) In order to provide adequate means of verification of this (or any other) thecreti-
cal approach to the problem of predicting viscous-inviscid interactions, it is important
that additional careful experiments should be made, involving at the least measurements
of the mean flow in the viscous shear layers as well as the surface static pressures;
this applies particularly to three-dimensional configurations62 , although any such
experiment is of course bound to be both time-consuming and expensive.
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INVISCID-VISCOUS INTERACTIONS IN THE
NEARLY DIRECT DESIGN OF SHOCK-FREE SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOILS

by
H. E. Nebeck and A. R. Seebass

University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721and

H. Sobieczky
DFVLR

G6ttingen, West Germany

SUMMARY

An especially simple procedure for finding airfoil shapes that have desirable aero-
dynamic characteristics and that will be shock free at Mach numbers close to the highest
values possible is described. The procedure accounts for overall inviscid-viscous
interactions that are weak and includes the locally strong interaction at the trailing
edge as incorporated in the Grumfoil algorithm.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade substantial progress has been made in the computation of aerody-
namic flow fields in which the global inviscid-viscous interaction is weak. For two-
dimensional transonic flows the fundamental interactions, carefully delineated nearly a
decade ago by Green (1), are now adequately modeled by computational analysis, provided
that the global interaction is weak and that the boundary layer suffers at most mild
separations. This is accomplished by coupling a numerical analysis of the inviscid flow,
which assumes the main body of the flow is irrotational, hence derivable from a single
scalar potential, with a numerical solution of an integral formulation of the boundary
layer equations. Much more sophisticated computational tools, such as large eddy simula-
tion, are becoming available but they are not yet efficient enough for their application
to design problems.

The application of these analysis tools in design can take many forms. Perhaps the
most basic is that of prescribing a pressure distribution and determining the airfoil
that will generate this pressure field. This inverse problem is not well-posed and
extensive computations are usually required in order to obtain useful results. A variant
of this procedure is to prescribe desired changes to an already existing pressure field
that is generated by a given airfoil. Here the inverse problem may be linearized about
an existing flow and the resulting problem is more amenable to analysis. Another proce-
dure is to use numerical optimization tc find which of a family of possible airfoils will
provide the best airfoil performance. Here the main limitations are the family of air-

foils considered and the computational expense of exploring incremental changes for
improvements in performance that are only marginally larger than the errors in the compu-
ted performance parameters. A third, but more limited, possibility also exists, namely,
determining the changes required in a baseline airfoil to make the flow past it shock
free at a prescribed lift coefficient and Mach number. This presumes that an airfoil
baseline which me3ts performance goals for subcritical Mach numbers is known. One then
invokes the "fictitious gas" procedure of Sobieczky (2) to find a new shape for the upper
surface of the airfoil that will produce shock-free flow at the prescribed conditions.
This shape is not unique, nor is it possible to find such shapes for all flow conditions.
For a prescribed lift coefficient and airfoil thickness, there is a freestream Mach number
above which a shock-free shape is pot possible. While the feasibility of this procedure
has been amply demonstrated for inviscid flows, indeed, even for three-dimensional flows
(3,4), its success for flows with inviscid-viscous interaction has not previously been
documented.

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the ability of the fictitious gas proceaure
to design advanced shock-free airfoils at little computational expense even when inviscid-
viscous interactions are taken into account.

ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS

A number of numerical algorithms have been developed to calculate the transonic flow
past an airfoil in the presence of weak inviscid-viscous interactions. One of the early
successes was the algorithm of Bauer et al, (5), which we will call BGKJ. It employs a
nonconservative formulation of the potential equation, coupled with t e integral boundary
layer code of Nash and MacDonald (6) and a constant thickness wake model. The nonconser- j
vative difference scheme fails -., conserve mass and underpredicts the irrotational shock
strength. As a consequence, the inviscid version of this algorithm gave results that
agreed well with experimental results for the pressure coefficient when compared at the
same Mach number and lift coefficient. Collyer and Lock (7) modified the inviscid
analysis portion of this program to include a combination of concervative and nonconser-
vative differencing in order to better capture the correct shock pressure rise, and
coupled it with rn lag-entrainment method (8) for computing the turbulent boundary
layer. They included the modification of the inviscid flow due to wake curvature but did
not model the strong interaction that occurs at the trailing edge. Nandanan, Stanewsky,
and Inger (9) have used Jameson's conservative version (10) of the BGKJ algorithm toge-
ther with Rotta's integral dissipation method (11) and Inger's modal of shock-boundary
layer interaction (12) to compute flows with weak embedded shock waves. Perhaps the most
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advanced algorithm of this type in the U.S. is that due to MelnLk, Chow, and Mead (13).
They coupled Jameson's inviscid algorithm with Green's lag-entrainment method for the
boundary layer. The effects of the strong interaction near the trailing edge are also
included in the algorithm. This is accomplished by incorporating the results of Melnik
and Chow (14) for the multi-layered turbulent boundary layer at a cusped trailing edge.
This coupled calculation provides a self-consistent result for the inviscid flow, the
boundary layer, and the wake. It also removes the singularity in the inviscid pressure
associated with the trailing edge of the airfoil. Wake curvature effects are included
and are found to have a significant effect on the results. This algorithm has been
called "Grumfoil" by its authorb, and we will use the same appellation here. While no
shock-boundary layer interaction model is included, the algorithm seems to be accuratefor shock strengths for which the irrotational approximation is itself satisfactory.

SHOCK-FREE DESIGN

Inviscid analysis algorithms such as those discussed above have amply demonstrated

the generality of Morawetz's (15) result of the mid-1950s, namely, that shock-free flows
are mathematically isolated one from another. Despite this isolation they have played
an important role in providing moderate increments in aircraft performance. Wind tunnel
research by Pearceyat the National Physical Laboratory (16) and Whitcomb (17) at NASA
Langley Research Center first demonstrated that such flows could be realized and would
have important applications. Subsequently, Garabedian and Korn (18), Nieuwland (19),
Boerstoel (20), and Sobieczky (21) developed analytical tools for the prescription of
shock-free airfoil shapes. These tools relied on the hodograph transformation, and
viscous effects could only be accounted for to the extent that the boundary layer could
be computed independently of the inviscid flow. The extension of this capability to the
physical plane by the intr,duction of a fictitious gas for a preliminary calculation of
the supersonic portion of the flow field makes it possible to design shock-free airfoils
with a proper accounting of the coupled nature of the inviscid and viscous flow fields.
This capability requires one crucial approximation that has now been justified by
numerical experiment, namely, that the boundary layer displacement thickness is not
altered in any consequential way by the difference between the pressure field of the
fictitious gas and that of the real gas. Given no essential differences in the boundary
layer displacement thickness in the supersonic domain due to the difference between the
real and fictitious pressures there, nor any due to the minor change in airfoil thickness,
then the inviscid and viscous flow fields must be correct and correctly coupled.

We begin the design process with the selection of abaseline airfoil. Normally, this
would be an airfoil that meets subcritical design goals and that has a reasonable amount
of upper surface curvature. Here we have used a supercritical section, both for conve-
nience and to see if we can improve its performance somewhat. Our goal here, however, is
not advanced airfoil design, but rather, to show that the fictitious gas design procedure
is feasible in the presence of coupled inviscid-viscous interactions. We then modify
the Grumfoil algorithm to incorporate a fictitious density-flow speed relation when the
Mach number exceeds one. Both the baseline airfoil and the fictitious density relation-
ship are at the investigator's disposal and they interact in a way that allows the
generation of a limited family of candidate airfoils. Because our concern is with demon-
strating the feasibility of the proposed procedure we limit our attention to the simple
relation

p/p* = (a*/q)P , (1)

where P and q are the fictitious density and real flow speed and p* and q* are their real
sonic values. The exponent P is a parameter that varies the gas law (1). For values of
P less than one relation (1) insures that the governing equation, namely,

div(ps) - 0, (2)

where v V, and o is the velocity potential, remains elliptic. For such relations the
fictitious mass flow in the supersonic domain is greater than it would be for a real gas.
The solution to this fictitious flow problem is used to provide values for the flow
deflection on the embedded sonic line. To insure the accuracy of this data we generally
insist on convergence to a maximum residual of 10-6 on a 160 by 32 grid. This data on
the sonic line is used to compute the velocity potential and stream function there. A
simple characteristics routine is then used to march down from the sonic line to find
the streamline consistent with stream function values at the sonic line airfoil juncture.
(This must be done in a way that is consistent with the mass flow added to the flow by
the boundary layer displacement effect.) This defines the new body streamline if the
characteristics calculation succeeds. It may not, but may rather signal the intervention
of a limit line and indicate the failure of the sonic line data to be consistent with
shock-free flow. In this event the baseline airfoil and fictitious density law can be
modified in an attempt to circumvent the failure. The new airfoil surface will be
thinner than the baseline airfoil because the real density is less than the fictitious
density and, hence, for the fixed mass flow entering the sonic line, the real gas requires
more area. The amount that the airfoil's vertical coordinate is thereby reduced can be
added to the baseline airfoil and the process repeated until the baseline airfoil thick-
ness is retained in the shock-free design. Changes in the choice of the gas law, here
simply limited to changes in P. also have an effect on airfoil thickness, albeit a small
one. Further progress in airfoil design requires an understanding of the relationship
between the baseline airfoil and the fictitious gas law chosen. We do not explore that
question further here.

LI
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The designed airfoil must now be analyzed by the ori inal algorithm to see how well
it performs. The boundary layer calculation used in the esign process was based upon
the pressure gradient of the fictitious gas calculation. The designed airfoil will have
a somewhat different pressure gradient. If the displacement thickness were correct, then
only the pressure field in the supersonic domain is altered. However, this change in
the pressure field alters the boundary layer displacement hickness and, to some degree,
the extent of the supersonic domain. We find in practice, however, that the error in
the displacement thickness is so small that we need not correct for it.

RESULTS

We selected the VFW airfoil Va2 for our baseline as characteristic of the wing
sections that will be used on future commercial transport aircraft: This airfoil, which
is 12.5% thick, has a design Mach number, M., of 0.73 and a design lift coefficient, Ct
of 0.525. Our coordinates are slightly different from those for the Va2 and we have
used our own designation, 47070M, for this baseline airfoil. As this airfoil is already
an advanced design we only examined a modest increment in design conditions, namely, M.-
0.75 and C4 - 0.550 at a flight Reynolds number of 35 million. Figure I depicts the
pressure distribution and sonic line- shock wave shape for the baseline airfoil at the
new flight conditions. It has a drag of 67 counts. When we repeat this calculation
using t e fictitious density law (1) with P - 0.9, we find results like those depicted
in Figure 2. Because we are solving an elliptic equation we obtain a smooth pressure
dlz.!ibution and well behaved sonic line. Although it has no physical meaning we note
the drag is now 61 counts. None of this can be wave drag because we solved an elliptic
equation and we mubt attribute it to viscous effects. The undulations in the upper
surface pressure near the leading edge are due to irregularities in the airfoil shape
and the boundary layer's transition to turbulent flow.

We now use the flow speed and deflection angle on the sonic line to calculate the
flow in the supersonic domain ir. the manner described above. This defines the new body
surface. Since it is thinner than the original body, we choose to repeat the process
with a baseline airfoil shape that is the original airfoil plus a multiple of the differ-
ence between the original and the shape calculated using the design procedure outlined
above. The pressure distribution and sonic line for the fictitious flow pazt this air-
foil are depicted in Figure 2. Performing the design process on this new baseline
results in an airfoil that has essentially the same thickness as the original baseline
airfoil. We now compute the flow past this new airfoil (47073) Lo see if we have indeed
found improved performance.

The results of this final calculation are shown i. Figure 3. Shock-free flow has
been achieved. The calculation was done with the lift coefficient set to 0.550. The
drag coefficient, not too surprisingly, is tht same as that calculated using the
fictitious gas. Figure 4 compares the rededigned airfoil and the original baseline air-
foil with the vertical scale magnilied five times so that the small differences between
the two airfoils can be observed. The improvement in lift to drag ratio over the base-
line at M. - 0.75 is 10%. The entire design process required about 500 CPU seconds ot, a
CDC 7600. It could be repeated to recover the very small loss in airfoil thickness.

The success of the design procedure deven6,. on the boundary layer displacement
thickness for the fictitious gas analysis being essentially the same as that for the
real gas analysis of the new airfoil. i*,ure 5 compares the displacement thickness forthe original airfoil, 47070M4, that for te fictitious gas flow east a thickened airfoil

L7070B, and that of the final design, 47073. There are very minor differences
between the displacement thickness for the 47070B and the 47073 airfoils at about 62% of
the chord This is more readily noticed in Figure 6, which compares the skin friction
coefficients for the three airfoils. This small difference in the displacement thickness
manifests itself in a small difference in the subsonic portion of the pressure distribu-
tions of Figures 2 and 3 just downstream of the sonic line airfoil juncture. The differ-
ence is so imall that it can really only be discerned when the two pressure distributions
are overlayed. The supersonic pressure is, of course, always different.

If we :ompare the off-dosign perforan,, of the two airfoils we discover that the
improvement jn the drag divergence Mach numver is not even 0.01. Figures 7 and 8 comparethe pressure distributions and the sonic line shapes for the two airfoils at M. - 0.74and 0.76. From these results it is easy to see how the new design achieves the modest

improvement in !rag at M. = 0.75. The variation in the drag coefficient with Mach
number at the design lift coefficienL and ,'.th the lift coefficient at the design Mach
number for the two airfoils is depicted in Figures 9 and 10. If we repeat the design
procecs -t a higher Mach number, and with a somewhat thicker baseline airfoil, we find
another new airfoil, 47081, which achieves a 0.015 increment in the drag rise Mach
number. The d:ag coefficient as a function of Mach number for the 47081 is also shown
in Figure 9. Fiure 11 depicts the pressure distribution and sonic line shape for the
47081 air foil an Figure 12 compares this airfoil with the 47070M baseline a rfoil.
Wbile the improvement in drag rise Mach number is very small, there can be no doubt that,
other thngs being ennal, such small Imprivements are of major importance in the design
of a ommercial t',-.s; -rt. There is a limit to the Mach number at which shock-free
desig.s can be Lo'znd for a fixed lift and airfoil thickness. With the 47070M as a base-
line this would seem to be about M. = 0.77 for C1 = 0.550 and 12.5% thickness. A

We have described a computationally efficient method for z.nding airfoil shapes
with desirable aerodynamic properties that are also shock-free at supercritical Mach I

°___A,
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numbers. The process of making them shock free can be successfully carried out even in
the presence of coupled inviscid-viscous interactions. The shock-free design process is
as reliable as the analysis algorithm used to compute the flow field. A wide range of
airfoil shapes can be found, depending on modifications to a selected baseline and onthe choice of the gslaw. There is alimit to the maximum dadiegneMach number
that can be achieved for a prescribed airfoil thickness and lift coefficient. Our expe-

rience with this process in inviscid flow gives us confidence that these limits can be
achieved with an artful selection of baseline airfoils and fictitious gas laws.
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Figure 9. Drag coefficient as a function of Mach number for the
47070M, 47073, and 47081 airfoils at Ck = 0.55,
Re = 35.106.
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I Figure 11. Pressure distribution and sonic line shape
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Figure 12. Comparison of the 47070M and 47081 airfoils.
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THE COUPLING OF A SHOCK BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION; MODULE
WITH A VISCOUS-INVISCID COMPUTATION METHOD

by

E. Stanewsky* and M4. Nandanan**
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt Gdttingen

ttingen, FRG
and

G.R. Inger+Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061, USA

SUMMARY

In the preseft approach to transonic airfoil flow analysis. limited to non-separating
turbulent flow, an analytical solution for near-normal shock boundary layer interaction
is coupled with a state-of-the-art viscous-inviscid computation code. This paper gives a
brief description of the present method and its components and compares results obtained
with (D the combined boundary layer/shock boundary layer interaction code and (D the
complete viscous-inviscid method with corresponding data from boundaryA1ayer and surface
pressure distribution measurements, with emphasis, however, placed on (a). Present results
are, in addition, compared with data obtained by other methods. From the results discussed
in this paper one may conclude that in transonic airfoil flow analysis it is generally
necessary to incorporate a physically correct treai ient of the interaction of a shock
with the bounidary layer.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c airfoil chord x/c non-dimensional chord
cD dissipation coefficient a,ag corrected and geometric angle of attack,

cf *.%in friction coefficient respectively

C lift coefficient 6 boundary layer thickness

Cm pitching moment coefficient 6* displacement thickness

0 momentum thickness
C pressure coefficient, (p-p.)/q.

H shape factor, 6*/0 0 energy thickness
H ae fp 

lensity

M. free stream Mach number

M I corrected free stream Mach number Subscripts

M local Mach number B boundary layer

p static pressure e edge of boundary layer

S dyna1ic pressure 1 immediately upstream of the shockq dynamic pressure.,

free stream conditionsRe Reynolds number based on free
stream conditions and chord

Re 61 local Reynolds number based on 61"

U velocity at the edge of the boundarye layer

x, y rectangular coordinates

* Research Scientist ** Research Scientist, National Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore,
India, on deputation to DFVLR

+ Professot of Aerospace and O,.an Engineering
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) plays an evr.r increasing role in the design and
analysis of aerodynamic shapes for transonic application. Appreciable progress has been
made in this field; however, one major obstacle to complete CFD success remains: Viscous
effects. Unfortunately, transonic airfoil (or wing) flow is largely influenced by these
effects and here two of the more crucial flow phenomena are the interaction of the shock
wave and the interaction of the sustained rear adverse pressure gradients with the bounda-
ry layer on the upper surface of an airfoil.

To demonstrate this, the experimentally determined displacement thickness 6* (the expe-
riments will be discussed in Section III) is plotted in Figure 1 for various prominent
positions on the airfoil, i.e., upstream and downstream of the shock and at the trailing
edge, as a function of the shock upstream Mach number, M1 , for two different initial boun-
dary layer (displacement) thicknesses. The initial difference in 6, was obtained by placing
transition strips at 7% and 30% of the chord, respectively. The initial difference - lower1. left hand side diagram of Fig. I - is relatively small, amounting to 0.05% of the air-
foil chord. Considering a shock upstream Mach number of M1  1.30, for instance, this
difference is amplified by the shock - upper left hand side diagram - to about 0.25%c and
subsequently by the sustained rear adverse pressure gradients - diagram on the right hand
side - to 1.4%c. The amplification factors for the shock and the rear adverse pressure
gradients are here 5 and 5.6, respectively, resulting in a total amplification of an ini-
tially small difference by a factor of 28. (Note that the amplification factor is one
- but not the only - indicator for the sensitivity of an airtoil to viscous effects.)

These results have a strong bearing on CFD. They suggest that because of the amplifi-
cation of small errors the boundary layar properties upstream of the shock and the change
in boundary layer properties across the shock must be predicted with a high degree of
accuracy. The former can certainly be accomplished by a state-of-the-rrt boundary layer
method; however, considering shock boundary layer interaction, the physics of the flow are
not well represented by boundary layer theory and it is doubtful whether such a theory can
predict the change in boundary layer properties due to the shock with the accuracy required
for transonic airfoil flow analysis, even if artificial means such as smearing of the
pressure rie'i due t., tle shock are introduced.

In the presen, app;-oach to transonic airfoil flow analysis, limited to r-n-separating
turbulent flow, we have adopted a special solution for normal shock wave boundary layer
interaction and incorporated it as a module within a state-of-the-art visco's-inviscid
computation code. In this paper the present method will be briefly described - more details
having been given in Ref.1 -and theoretical results will be compared with corresponding
data from boundary layer and surface pressure distribution measurements on three transonic
airfoils with emphasis, however, placed on the latter. Present results will; in addition,
be compared to results from two other computational methods. It will be shown that in
transonic airfoil flow analysis it seems generally necessary to incorporate a physically
correct treatment of the interaction of a shock with the boundary layer.

o TRANSITION at 30%c
&TRANSMTION at 7%c 4c0_ _

SHM%c 83J

35
I

ADVERSE PRESSURE10F M ..n/,.,,, GRADIENT

05 2, 0- 0- -

SHOCK-

0. 5 6f 12-N 1~Ei U1.2 13 Mt 1.4 .

12 13 MI1  1

Figure 1. Amplification of an Initial Difference in Displacement

Thickness. Airfoil CAST 10-2/DOA2. M, = 0.765,
Re = 1.95 x 106

II. THEORY

In discussing the present method, we would like to start out with a short description
of the computational procedure, identifying the individual componentsof the method as we
go along and give, subsequently, a brief account of these components and their coupling.

Computational Procedure

The viscous flow analysis is based on the displacement surface concept. The computa-
tional procedure starts, Figure 2, with an initial guess for the displacement thickness
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I I

INITIAL OUESS

IoCAI.CULATED

jPXR

1) Inviscid theory: Jameson's fully conservative or non-conservative

scheme [2]
2) BSBI-code: Rotta's integral dissipation method (4] plus Inger's

triple deck solution for shock boundary layer interaction [51

Figure 2. Components and Computational Procedure of Present Viscous-Inviscid
Method

distribution generally represented by the analytical relation

c- Ck (xc) 1)
k

with the proper choice of Ck and Ek. The displacement surface is added to the geometric
airfoil contour and the effective airfoil shape submitted to the inviscid computation code.
Here, we utilize Jameson's version2 of the relaxation method of Bauer et al. (BGKJ-method3)
either in fully conservative or non-conservative form. The non-conservative scheme is usual-
ly employed in low-lift cases thus eliminating the need for a more careful modelling of the
"bump" in the displacement thickness distribution due to the interaction of the boundary
layer witn the shock.

The pressure distribution calculated after a certain prescribed number of iterations by
the inviscii code is ur'd as input to the Boundary Layer/Shock Boundary Layer Interaction
code (BSBI-code) which uetermines a new displacement surface. T1e BSBI-code consists of
Rotta's integral dissipation method4 and Inger's triple deck solution for transonic shock
wave boundary layer interaction . The displacement surface thus obtained will be approxi-
mated analytically by Eq. (1), smoothing over the more rapid change in displacement thick-
ness due to the shock (see Fig. 2), then added to the geometric contour of the airfoil and
the inviscid computation repeated. This procedure continues until the required convergene
is achieved.

Components and Coupling
Inviscid code: There is no need to give here details of the well known relaxation

method of Jameson 2 employed for the computation of the outer inviscid flow field. The code
provides solutions to the quasi-linear equation for the velocity potential (non-conservative
scheme) and the equation for the conservation of mass (fully conservative scheme). The
inviscid calculations are carried out in a computational plane obtained by conformally
mappinn the effective airfoil contour into a unit-circle. The solution is established by
employ: g d sequence of mesbes using Jameson's accelerated iterative scheme2 to speed up
convergence. The viscous wake is represented, although very crudely, by a semi-infinite
parallel displacement body extending downstream of the trailing edge3 .

Boud r ode: Here Rotta's integral dissipation method4 is employed. This
method d ines the boundary layer properties by simultaneously integrating the von
K~rmfn momentum equation

do rH+2 dUe + L_ dpxel Cf (2)
3X+0Ue T- 0e U~ Y

and the energy equation

do*__3 i dU e +e (2-y) dPe] cD(3)

These equations are solved by utilizing add tional relations for 1 the shape factor

H, (the skin friction coefficient, cf, and 3 the dissipation coefficient cD . TheseI- i
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are obtained from 0 a certain group of power law profiles, ( the Ludwieg-Tillmann formu-
lation 6 and (3 an extended form of the dissipation law based on Nash's equilibrium bounda-
ry layer relation which accounts for upstream history effects7 .

Interaction code: To handle the transonic shock boundary layer interaction problem,
Inger's analytical triple deck solution for non-separating turbulent boundary layers is
used. The method and some of its applications have been thoroughly described in the lite-
rature5 ,8 ,9, so here only a brief look at the flow model on which the solution is based
shall suffice.

The model, Figure 3, consists of a mixed flow layer outside the boundary layer comprised
of an incoming uniform supersonic flow in Region 0 and a subsonic potential flow in
Region (2 separated by a shock discontinuity whose strength is given by the shock upstream
Mach number, M.* Situated below Regions (D and 3 is the non-uniform boundary layer (Re-gior. ) that'contains a highly rotational mixed transonic disturbance flow. Near the wall
exists a viscous disturbance sublayer that contains the upstream influence and the skin
friction perturbation.

UNEARIZED SUPERSONIC LINEARIZED SUBSONIC

SHOCK WAVE

MI >.10,
DISPLACED BLEDGE

aySONIC LINE~~ ~*viscous SUBLAYER 60

ROTATIONAL DISTURBANCE FLOW

Figure 3. Model of Shock Boundary Layer Interaction

A solution is obtained by assuming linearized disturbances ahead of and behind the shock
with the shock being considered as a simple discontinuity across which the Hugoniot shock
jump relations are satisfied. To simplify the problem the shock jump conditions are only
imposed at the boundary layer edge neglecting the details of the shock penetration into
the underlying non-uniform flow region. The resulting equations are solved by operational
methods. Note that in the present version of the code, we have replaced the nor.al shock
jump relation by the jump condition for maximum stream deflection which gives, as is shown
in Ref. 1, better agreement with experiment. The input necessary to initiate the inter-
action code and the quantities computed by the code are given below.

Couplin of boundary layer and shock boundary layer interaction codes: The domains of
application of the BSBI-code (boundary layer/shock boundary layer interaction code) are
sketched in Figure 4. For a given pressure distribution, obtained either by experiment or
by inviscid theory, the boundary layer code computes the boundary layer properties in

Cp GNENDISTRIBUTION REGION® a Ren!®25 %  Region @@

% OMPUTED INTERATION Boundary layer theory

OJ8 REGON (A)REGEONOC 20L ,~woN® - I- 20

_ - Region ®: Shock boundary
0 layer interaction theory

-Q2 'COMPUTEoVISTRIB.ION . .0

CQ12 01 -, a 08 IfLJ JM1,;R;H1Jq 1 . 1
QIWT I INTERTION CODE Cp FROM EXPERIMENT OR
OUrPUTOFJ INVISCID THEORY

Figure 4. Domains of Application of BSBI-code

Region A, providing at the upstream interface of the interaction region ( .n ®) the
i nput necessary to start the interaction module, viz., the local Reynolds .,ber based on
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the displacement thickness, Red*1 , and the shape factor H. The required shock upstream
Mach number, 1 " and the shock location are obtained from the given pressure distribution.
Within Region (B) the interaction code determines the displacement thickness growth, the
shape factor (hence the momentum thickness 0 ) and the skin friction together with the
interacting surface pressure distribution.To reinitiate the boundary layer code in Re-
gion @, che momentum thickness, 0, and the energy thickness, e*, are required. With 0and 6 given by the interaction code, the energy thickness is determinedl by a semi-empi-rical relation for the shape factors H 6*10 and H - 0*/e, viz.,

= 1.26 H / (H - 0.39) + 0.26/H (4)

which is based on a relat'on for a certain group of power law profiles I0 and results from
the boundary layer measur.ments described below. The boundary layer computation in Re-
gion C) is carried out down to the trailing edge with no special trailing edge solutionbeing ncluded.

III. EXPERIMENT

The theoretical results to be discussed are compared to experimental data from boundary

layer and surface pressure measurements on three "supercritical" airfoils conducted in theDFVLR wind tunnels 1 x 1 Meter Transonic Wind Tunnel G6ttingen (TKG) and Transonic Wind

Tunnel Braunschweig (TWB) and for DFVLR in the Lockheed-Georgia Comp. Compressible Flow
Wind Tunnel (CFWT}. In the following we will briefly outline characteristic features of
the experimental investigation, beginning with the airfoils tested.

Airfoils and Test Program

Airfoils: The transonic airfoil sections considered here, Fiqure 5, are the DORNIER
designs CAST 7/DOA1 and CAST 10-2/DOA211 and the VFW design VA212. The thickness ratios of
these airfoils are 11.8, 12.1 and 13 percent, respectively. Other distinguishing features
are the large trailing edge angle of CAST 10-2/DOA2, the latter being about 140, and the
increased upper surface curvature over the last 30% of the chord of this airfoil. Both
features are likely to make the airfoil more sensitive to errors in the viscous computation.
The airfoil VA2 is characterised by a relatively large rear loading.

CAST7/DOA

CAST 10-2/0 A2

017191 .wa *l c IOo;(tlc)TES*O5 
M I026;CL.573;o.*

CASEIO-JO. 'cul2J*/at& / cl/c)TE-.5*/ M..7;,CL0
5
95, aQ

3

Va2

Vo 2:tksr/t 
32  c;(tk)TE'OS2% M.Q 73; C1.(24;aa7'

Figure 5 . Transonic Airfoils Investigated

Test program: Extensive boundary layer and flow field measurements were carried out on
the upper surface of the airfoils CAST 7/DOA1 and CAST 10-2/DOA2. Here, the free stream
conditions were such that the shock upstream Mach number, representative of the shock
strength, varied between M = 1.23 and M1 = 1 40 centered about the vaguely known Mach
number for the onset of shack induced se~aration, i.e , M1 = 1.30. Boundary layer and
wake measurements were also conducted on the airfoil Va2 Itarting, however, with the
boundary layer surveys only at x/c = 0.60, i.e., downstream of the shock. Surface pressure
and wake rake measurements were carried out on all three airfoils testing one, viz.,
CAST 10-2/DOA2, at Reynolds numbers up to Re w 31 x 10°. The complete test program is
given in Table 1.

I .
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Table 1. Test Program

~Wind Tunnels, Test Set-up and Data Reduction

Wind tunnels and test set-up: The boundary layer measureaents on CAST 7/DOAI and
CAST 10-2/DOA2 and the boundary layer and surface pressure measurements on the Va2 quoted

in hispapr wremade in the 1 x 1 Meter Transonic Wind Tunnel (TKG). This tne13 is
equipped with a fixed porosity, 6%-open perforated test section with a cross sectioi of
I meter x 1 meter. The holes of the perforation are slanted 300 to the flow direction. The
models generally have a chord of 200 to 250 mm and span the entire width of the test section,
Figure 6. The buundary layer probe plus drive mechanism, Fig. 6, was mounted for these
tests on a sting usually employed to hold complete aircraft models. This allowed to change
the inclination of the probe so that it could always be set tangential to the model sur-
face and traversed normal to it. The probe itself consisted of a 0.15 mm flattened pitot
piote, a cone-cylinder static probe and a directional pcobe made of two tubes cut-off
under 450. More details concerning the boundary layer maasurements are given in Ref. 14.

Front view. Probe positioned for Side view. Probe positioned for
measurements on the lower surface measurements on the upper surface

1 Drive unit encasement; 2 Airfoil model; 3 Probe support; 4 Probe;
5 Strut; 6 Sting; 7 Turn-table; 8 Schlieren window; 9 Steel insert
to carry model loads; 10 Perforated test section walls; 11 Pressure
leads

Figure 6. Model and Boundary Layer Probe Installation (1 x 1 Meter Transonic Wind
Tunnel GOttingen)

The experimental surface pressure distributions for CAST 7/DOAl to be presented for
comparison were obtained in the Transonic Wind Tunnel Braunschweig (TWB). This tunnel1 5 has
a slotted, 2.35%-open test secticn (slots are only in the uop and bottom walls) optimized
for zero blockage effects at CL = 0. Tests with different size models of the same transo-
nic airfoil have also indicated that at the Mach numbers of interest here (M, = 0.76}
only minor corrections to the angle of attack seem to be required. The cross section area
of the tunnel is 0.34 meter x 0.60 meter. The model chord in the present tests was
c 200 mm.
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The high Reynolds number measurements.on CAST 10-2/DOA2 were conducted in the Lockheed
Compressible Flow Wind Tunnel (CFWT). The tunnel16 is equipped with a variable porosity
perforated test section with a cross section area of 0.51 meter x 0.71 meter. The holes
of the perforation are, as in the case of the TKG, slanted 300 to the flow direction. In
the present investigation, the model chord was c = 177 mm and the wall open area ratio
4%. The model installations in the TWB and the CFWT were similar to the one shown in Fig.
6, however, with the boundary layer probe and probe support replaced by a wake rake.

Data reduction procedure: Here only two remarks concerning the boundary layer measure-
ments are deemed necessary: ( To obtain velocity and density distributions in the boun-
dary layer from the measured pitot and static pressures it was assumed that the total
temperature is constant across the viscous layer. Q The boundary layer integral para-
meters were determined by integration after having added to the measured data points,
where applicable, i.e., generally in the thin boundary layer upstream of the shock, the
laminar sublayer. Details of the data reduction procedure are given in Ref. 14.

IV. RESULTS

In the following discussion we will mainly concentrate on results obtained with the
complete viscous-inviscid method. However, we will begin with considering two representa-
tive test cases computed with the boundary layer/shock boundary layer interaction code
(BSBI-code) using the experimental pressure distribution as input. A more extensive cover-
age of test cases concerning the theoretical and experimental boundary layer development
was given in Ref. 1.

Comparison of the Boundary Layer Development

It was shown in the Introduction that the boundary layer development can be severely
affected by the upper surface shock and the subsequent sustained adverse pressure gradients.
The question of main concern here is whether conventional boundary layer theory can pre-
dict this development.

Shown in Figure 7 is the displacement thickness distribution over the upper surface of
the airfoil CAST 7/DOAl for a relatively thick initial boundary layer, the displacement

-1.2o JARFO(. CAST 71A 1

Cp mm 1146

-100 -g.

START OF I1fER- Re =2Ax0
6

10 ACTION CODE . Troiton at 7%c 
-O610 -4

o REINTIATION OF L. t- • L
.OO-U B0LDRY LAYER- MEMIO OtLY

-020-10

0 
1 , -

Q- Fo 020 0 C s 0gure 8 a xpedmen - SWoc w Isure duetointerotion method-Burcy kIyer/shock l.hiteroction method -.- Boundary layer method used tfoughout

Figure 7. Comparison of 6*-distributions Obtained by Boundary Layer
Code, BSBI-code and Experiment. Airfoil CAST 7/DOAl

thickness upstream of the shock being about 0.1% of the chord. Applying the boundary layer
code, with the experimental pressure distribution as input, throughout, i.e., also in the
interaction region, results in an overprediction of the experimentally determined jump in
displacement thickness due to the shock, a subsequent underprediction of the decrease in
6* in the area of the relaxed pressure gradient downstream of the shock and a considerable
underestimation of the experimental value at the trailing edge. Refering back to the first
figure with its experimental demonstration of the amplification phenomenon, one may con-
clude that the large discrepancy at the trailing edge is a direct consequence of the small
difference in 6" at the beginning of the plateau region downstream of the shock.

Applying the BSBI-code results in a considerable improvement in the agreement between
the experimental and the theoretical 6*-distribution.

A closer look at details in the interaction region, Figuie 8, shows that the interaction
code, initiated at x/c = 0.38, quite accurately predicts the jump in displacement thickness
due to shock impingement with good agreement between experiment and theory occuring not
only in the magnitude of the 6*-jump but also in the gradient. The same holds-for the
interacting surface pressure distribution. The overprediction of 6 in the interaction
region and the underestimation in the plateau region when applying the boundary layer
code are clearly indicated.
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t'igure 8. Details in the Interaction Region. Test Case of Figure 7
Figure 9 presents the experimental and theoretical displacement thickness distributions

for the airfoil CAST 10-2/DOA2, which exhibits more severe rear adverse pressure gradients
than CAST '7/DOA1, under conditions similar to the preceding test case. Using the boundary
layer code throughout again results in an underpred'ction of the experimental displacement
thickness distribution downstream of the shock. Note that the discrepan-:y in the trailing
edge region is here much more pronounced than in the CAST 7/DOAl case, Fig. 7, which can
mainly be attributed to the afore-mentioned more severe rear adverse pressure gradients.
(For the two test cases considered, the factors by which the errors downstream of the
shock are amplified are 11 and 20, respectively.) Treating the interaction in a physically
correct way by applying the interaction code leads to excellent agreement with experiment
in the interaction region and, reinitiating the boundary layer computation with the correct
values, down to the trailing edge.

420 V -- N :12 2 AIRFOIL CAST 10-210 A21
Cp mm N...0765-too20 Re35

START OF I TEf TrasItion at 7%c

*oaO&YHT MWTNL
I In .

-020 IC0

-0 20 2 AGTATO O F 06 xk .ONAYL
-WO~ L 1.
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-Boundry toyerlshock h b.i m fn w thod -.-- Bund,/y mthodud twuihout

Figure 9. Comparison of *-distributions Obtained by Boundary Layer
Code, BSBI-code and Experiment. Airfoil CAST 1i-2/DOA2

Comparison of Surface Pressure Distributions

It was shown in the preceding subsection that treating shock boundary layer interaction
by conventional boundary layer theory results in an underprediction of the experimental
displacement thickness development between shock and trailing edge. In this section wewil compare experimental and theoretical pressure distributions, the latter obtained by

13 the present method, treating the in eraction by the interactign code and by the
boundary layer code, respectively, and 23 the methods of Bousquet' ', and Collyer and
Lock 8 .

As in the case of the boundary layer comparisons, we start out with the generally less
demanding airfoil CAST 7/DOAl. In Figure 10 surface pressure distributions computed by
the present method and by the method of Bousquet17 ,1 9 are compared with experimental re-
sults20 at a free stream Mach number of M. = 0.760 and a lift coefficient ofC L , 0.650.The Reynolds number is Re = 5.9 x 106 and transition fixed at 7% chord. The agreement
between the present method (non-conservative version) and experiment is very good, in-
cluding the agreement in shock location, and minor differences occur on.y near the trail-
ing edge. Bousquet also predicts the shock location accurately; however, there is a noti-
ceable overprediction of the pressure over the forward part of the upper surf-.ce and therear part of the lower surface. The discrepancy in pressure near the trailing edge on the
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-1.2
Cp AIRFOIL CAST7/DOA1

EXP PRESENT BOUSQUET
METHOD [19]

Mw 0.760 0.760 Q760
Xo l . 1.00 0.50 0.15

Q2 O8 CL 063 0.650 0.645/Q$1 Cm -. 131 -0.137 -0.14.5

Oh Re =5.9x10 6

TRANSITION at 7%c
WIND TUNNEL: DFVLR -TWB

0. 1 Surface pressure due to
interaction codeL/

Figure 10. Comparison of Present Method with Experiment and the Method
of Bousquet. Airfoil CAST 7/DOAI

upper surface is, in comparison with the present method, confined to an area closer to
the trailing edge. Both methods give approximately the same lift; however, there is a
marked difference in angle of attack, the latter being 0.50 for the present and 0.150
for Bousquet's method. The experimental value is a = 1.00.

It should be remembered (see Section III) that the wind tunnel TWB15 utilized for the
present experiments has a slotted wall test section optimized for zero blockage at

CL = 0 and that tests with different size models of the same airfoil have indicated thatat the present Mach number only minor corrections to the angle of attack seem to be re-
quired (also see Ref. 20).

Bousquet's method17 is similar to the present approach in its use of the displacement
surface concept. It employs for the inviscid computation the method of Garabedian and Korn
(non-cpservative) and for the boundary layer computation the integral method of Michel
et al. l

In Figure 11 the test case of Fie 10 is compared to results obtained by the method
of Collyer and Lock (VGK-method)1 " '. The most pronounced disagreement with experiment .'

-1.2
Cp AIRFOIL CAST 7/DOA 1

EXP THEORY
PRESENT VGK

04 METHOD E19]

" M, 0.760 0.760 0.760 *1
0. Q2 0. "0 1,00 Q50 0.05

CL a630 0.650 0.630
Cm -0.131 -0.137 -0.145

Re- .9x10 6

0/ iTRANSITION at 7%c
WIND TUNNEL: DFVLR -TWB

/ / Surface pressure due to
interaction code

Figure 11. Comparison of Present Method with Experiment and
VGK-method. Airfoil CAST 7/DOA1
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- and as a matter of fact with the present method - occurs on both the upper and the lower
surface over the forward part of the airfoil and in the shock location. The angle of attack
used for the computation is even lower than the one used by Bousquet's method, viz.,
0.050, probably causing the discrepancies over the first 30 % of the chord. Note, however,
that here the experimental lift coefficient is matched. The VGK-method shows better agree-
ment than the other two methods considered in the trailing edge region, which may be due
to the wake treatment incorporated in the former.

Basic ingredients o: the VGK-method 18 are: The Garabedian and Korn method for the in-
viscid and the lag-entrainment method of Green et al.22 for the boundary layer and wake
computation. Unique to this method is the treatment of the shock in the inviscid computa-
tion involving an arbitrary parameter X which allows one to proceed smoothly from a non-
conservative version ( X = 0) to a quasi-conservative version ( ' = 1.0). The method applies
the transpiration concept.

Staying at the same Mach number of M. = 0.76 but going to a lower lift coefficient, we
reach in the case of CAST 7/DOA1 conditions where a double shock appears on the upper sur-
face of the airfoil. Figure 12 shows that the experimentally observed double shock system
is well predicted by the present method (non-conservative form). Both, Bousquet's method
and the VGN-method, only predict a single shock. The discrepances between these methods

-1.2Cp I AIRFOIL CAST 7/DO Al
A A *J

-0.8 M. W CL Cm

EXP 0.760 0.50 0.523 -0.124
Q4 __ PRESENT 0.60 0.10 Q521 -0.123.

METHODJ 1
VGK 0.760 -0.40 0.520 -0.127

xC BOUSQUET 0.760 -0.40 0520 -0.134

Q2 0.4 " i8 0 Re=5.9x10 6

TRANSITION at 7%c
0.4.-' WIND TUNNEL: DFVLR -TWB

A Experiment
0.8- Present theory

VGK .......... Bousquet

* Surface pressure due to1.2 interaction code

Figure 12. Comparison of Present Method with Experiment and Other
Methods Under Double Shock Conditions. Airfoil CAST 7/DOAI

and experiment in the pressure distribution over the forward part of the airfoil are
similar to the ones in the preceding test case (Fig. 10 and 11), an overprediction of
the pressure on the upper and an underprediction of the pressure on the lower surface. The
angles of attack also differ similarly: a = 0.10 for the present anda = -0.4° for the
other two methods considered; the experimental value is s= 0.5*.

The test case of Fig. 12 was rerun at the same free stream conditions, however, with
the boundary layer code used throughout, i.e., also in the shock boundary layer inter-
action region. As a consequence, Figure 13, the double shock system merged into a single
shock and the lift increased from CL = 0.521 to CL = 0.573.

It was shown earlier that treating the interaction by boundary layer theory leads to
an underprediction of the displacement thickness between shock and trailing edge. The
present analysis has indicated that the same occurred.here causing the changes in
pressure distribution as a result of a combination of local and global effects, the latter
due to changes in the flow conditions at the trailing edge. Reducing the angle of attack
to reduce the lift coefficient to the experimental value did not restore the double shock
pattern.

Reconsidering now the previous comparisons between experiment and the method of Bousquet
and the VGK-method, it seems that the discrepancies observed - and the low angles of attack
used in the computations -were mainly due to an underprediction of the displacement thick-
ness between the shock and the trailing edge.
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Figure 13. Comparison of Results Obtained by Applying BSBI-code and
BL-code Under Double Shock Conditions. Airfoil CAST 7/DOAI

The pitching moment is one of the more sensitive aerodynamic parameters one may use
when comparing results from experiment and/or theory. To conclude the CAST 7/DOAI compari-
sons, we have plotted this parameter in Figure 14 for the preceding test cases as function
of the lift coefficient. The trend in the experimentally determined pitching moment coeffi-
cient (Cm) with increasing lift coefficient is, in the range investigated, well predicted

-0.1 --a--iXPERiMENT I ...... --BOUSQUET

Cm - PRESENT METHOD---- VGK

-0.12 ... '

-0.13 0.760,

Re 5.9 x10 6
-0.14 -TRANSITION at 7%c - ,

WIND TUNNEL:DFVLR -TWB. *-oI I I I ..
0.1 0.2 0.3 0A 0.5 C0.6 0.7 Q8

Figure 14. Comparison of Pitching Moments from Experiment and Variots
Theoretical Methods. Airfoil CAST 7/DOA1

by the three methods considered; however, quantitative agreement is only obtained by the
present method reflecting, of course, the good agreement in the pressure distributions.

It was already demonstrated in comparing the experimental and theoretical boundary layer
developments that CAST 10-2/DOA2 is more sensitive to small errors in the displacement
thickness immediately downstream of the shock than is CAST 7/DOAI. To demonstrate the
effect of the underprediction of 6* on the overall pressure distribution for this airfoil,
we are comparing in Figure 15 the experimental c -distribution at a Mach number of
M. = 0.765 and moderate lift (CL = 0.574) with theoretical distributions obtained by 1I)
applying the BSBI-code and ( utilizing the boundary layer code throughout. (For the in-
viscid computation the non-conservative scheme is used.) Here, the Reynolds number is
Re = 10 x 106 and transition fixed at 7% chord. As before, there is quite good agreement
when properly accounting for shock boundary layer interaction; however, just using the
boundary layer code, keeping the free stream conditions the same, completely fails to pre-
dict the experimental pressure distribution, the difference clearly reflecting the under-
prediction of the displacement thickness over the rear of the airfoil. The resulting in-
crease in lift is here almost 20%. The increase in the CAST 7/DOAl-case of Fig. 13, al-
though under slightly different conditions, is about 10%.

M]
_ _ _ _.. ...... ... .. 4

_-,_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _r_ r- -- l lrI
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Figure 15. Comparison of Results Obtained by Applying BSBI-code and
BL-code Throughout, Respectively. Airfoil CAST "i0-2/DOA2

The last test case we will consider, Figure 16, concerns the transoni9 VFW design Va 2
at a Mach number of M.0 = 0.734 under high lif conditions (CL = 0.780) l. The Reynolds
number here is rather low, viz., Re = 2.4 x 10 ; however, transition was tixed at 40% c
on the upper and 25% c on the lower surface resulting in a relatively thin initial bounda-
ry layer, at least on the upper surface. The theoretical pressure distribution was computed
using the fully conservative version of the inviscid code. The agreement between experiment

-1.60
Cp AIRFOIL Va 21

-120- . " THEORY EXP
M.c 0.730 0.734
aO 1.93 20

-0.8 - CL 0.787 0.772
Re= 2.3x 106  I '

-0.,0_ _TRANSITION

Upper surface at 40%.cLower surface at 25%c
0 - o oWIND TUNNEL: TKG

\ - Theory

00- Experimer*
* Surface pressure

due to iteraction
code

Figure 16. Theoretical and Experim.ntal Pressure Distributions for
the Airfoil Va2

and theory in this high lift case is quite satisfactory. The slight overprediction of the
jump in pressure due to the shock by the fully conservative scheme is a consequence of the
smoothing of the displacement bump in the interaction region. This overpredi tion can, as
shown in Ref. 1, be avoided by properly modelling the displacement thickness in this region.

In Figure 17 the experimental displacement thickness distribution corresp .Lng to
the test case of Fig. 16 is compared to the 6*-distribution 0 added to the geometric
airfoil contour for the computation of the final pressure disETribution and (i' computed
by the BSBI-code with the final distribution as i~iput. The agreement on the Tower surface
is axcellent reflecting the good agreement in the corresponding pressure distribution.

r:: " ' I
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This also holds for the upper surface except in the region very close to the trailing
edge where the computed 6*-distribution shows a slight decrease which is, of course, due
to the "hook" in the corresponding input pressure distribution, fig. 16. This type of

6* 1 0  UPPER SURFACE -- ARFOILVc2
_m THEORY EXR

2- _ Mc 0.730 0.734
a* 1.93 20

1.- - _Re =2.3x10610TRANSITION

01___ Upper surface at 40%/c

0 60 (70 080 x/c 090 100 Lower surface at 25%c
WIND TUNNEL: TKG

1.0 -

2D ___ - 6 ExpefimentFi c
mm -'added ttion Ompu-

3- LOWER SURFACE --6*conued
30

Figure 17. Theoretical and Experimental Displacement Thickness
Distribution for the Airfoil Va2

behaviour may be attributed to not correctly treating the trailing edge interaction. Note,
that the displacement thickness added generally ignores such irregularities and is of the
form shown in Fig. 17 by the solid line.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper a brief description of a computational method for transonic airfoil flow

analysis which incorporates an analytical solution for near-normal shock boundary layer
interaction into a state-of-the-art viscous-inviscid computation code was given. Theore-
tical results obtained with the present method were compared to representative data from
boundary layer and surface pres3ure measurements on three transonic airfoils. The agree-
ment between theory and experiment in both, the boundary layer properties and the surface
pressure distributions, was, for all test cases considered, quite good.

Treating the shock boundary layer interaction by conventional boundary layer theory .
generally lead to a slight underprediction of the displacement thickness immediately down-
stream of the shock and, due to the amplifying effect of the sustained rear adverse pressu-
re gradients, to an appreciable underestimation of the displacement thickness at the trail-
ing edge. The latter was also clearly reflected in the pressure d~stributions and aero-
dynamic coefficients compared.

Considering these results, one may conclude thor it is generally necessary to include
a physically correct treatment of shock wave boundary layer interaction in the analysis
of transonic airfoil flow.
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COUPLAGE FLUIDE PARFAIT-FLUIDE VISQUEUXV::
EN ECOULEMENT INSTATIONNAIRE BIDIMENSIONNEL

INCOMPRESSIBLE ET TRANSSONIQUE

par A. DESOPPER et R. GRENON

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Arospatiales
29, avenue de la Division Leclerc

92320 Chatillon - FRANCE

R V S U M E

Parall~lement aux dtudes expdrimentales entreprises par VONERA danb le cadre des recherches sur le
dcoulements instationnaires, una mdthode de calculs couplds fluide visqueux - fluide nor, visqueux en dcoule-
ment bidimensionnel instationnaire a dcd ddvcloppde.

On ddcrit tout d'abord Ia mdthode de calcul qui comprend
- pour le calcul en fluide parfait, soit une mdthode de singularit~s en rdgime incompressible, soit une

mdthode rdsolvant l'4quation des petites perturbations en rdgime transsonique
- une mdthode int~grale pour Is d~termination des caractdristiques de la couche limite instationnaire

- une technique de couplage du type couplage A la paroi ne prenant pas en compte lea rdgions d~colldes.
On prdsente ensuite des r6sultats obtenus par cette mothode. En dcoulement incompressible, lea forces

adrodynamiques sont calculdes pour un profil supercritique muni d'une gouverne de bord de f-ite oscillante
des r~sultats concernant un profil oscillant en tangage sont dgalement pr~sentds. En 6coulement transsonique
on ddtermine les caractdristiques adrodynandiques dun profil NACA 64 A 006 muni d'une gouverne oscillante ;

de plus, quelques cas correspondant A un profil oscillant en tangage et A une section de pale d'hdlicoptre
en configuration non portante sont traits.

Les rdsultats obtenus mettent en dvidence l'influence des effets visqueux sur lea r4partitions de
pression locale, sur les coefficients adrodynamiques, sur 1 intensitd et sux la position des chocs. Lea
r~sultats de calcul sont compards A divers r=sultats exparimentaux disponibles.

VISCOUS-INVISCID COUPLED CALCULATIONS IN UNSTEADY TWO-DIMENSIONAL

INCOMPRESSIBLE AND TRANSONIC FLOW

SUMMARY

At ONERA, both experimental and theoretical works are performed on unsteady aerodynamics. A calculation

method in which viscous effects have been taken into account has been developped.
We first describe this method ; it uses :

- for the inviscid flow calculation, a singularity method in incompressible flow or a small disturbances
method in transonic flow ;

- an integral method for the calculation of the unsteady boundary layer
- a coupling technique called "coupling at the wall" not taking into account the problem of separation.

Then, some results obtained by this method are presented :
- in incompressible flow for a supercritical profile with an oscillating flap and for a profile oscillating

in pitch ;
- in transonic flow for a NACA 64 A 006 profile with an oscillating flap and come results for a profile

oscillating in pitch and for a helicopter blade section in a nonlifting case.
These results show the influence of the viscous effects on the unsteady pressures, on the total force

coefficients, on the strength and on the location of the shock waves. When it is possible the results are
compared with the experimental ones.

NOTATIONS

. : vitesse du son (m/s) a : incidence du profil (0)

masse volumique (kg/M 3 : braquage moyen du volet ()

V vitesse de l'dcoulement (mis) : amplituoe des oscillations du volet (o)

Moo :nombre de Mach A l'infini amont : temps (a)

: corde (m,)

Etude effectude avec is participation financibre du Service Technique des Programmes Adronautiques I
du Ministtre de Is Ddfense.
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pulsation dui mouvem--nt harmonique (radis)
F- frdquence des oscillations (H~z)

K I(Wc..2c. fr~quence rdduite

P pression instantande (Pa)

Pn pression moyenne (Pa)

A P fluctuation de pression (Pa)

(P= -P offetd preto ntna. o ttonie11 coffcin depesinisana (usaionie4.. t coefficient de pression instationnaire
C modu~r du premier harmonique du coefficient de preasion

1%P valeur de 4p loraque MR . 2.

CZ. coefficient de portance inatantande

C m coefficient de moment de tangage instantan6

cz, coefficient de portance instationnaire

CM coefficient de moment de tangage instationnaire

C rr~c 6coefficient de moment de charnitre instationnaire

LPangle de phase(0

angle de phase du premier harmonique(O)

R. nombre de Reynoli

6 Edpaisseur de Ia cowthe limite (in)

U composante longitudinale de Ia vitesse dans Is couche limite (en m)
o=J V(114.j paisseur de quantit6 de mouvement de Ia couche limite (en m)

e l._gV~ dpaisseur de diplacement de I& couche limite (en .1)
.0 e'U' J

H facteur de forme de Is couche limite

coefficient de frottement local.

INDICE:-)

valeurs locales (a, V§ M)

.0 valeurs I l'infini amont (a, V, M)

I INTRODUCTION-

Au cours des derni~res anndes deux motivations principales ont conduit it in diveloppement rapide des
recherches concernant lea icoulements instationnaires * tant dui point de vue expfrimental que thdorique,
ii S'agit:

- du'd~veloppement des techniques de contr8le actif gidralisd qui ndcessi-te l'esiploi de gouvernes j-
I court temps de rdponse.

- de Iloptimisation des performances des rotors d'hdlicoptbre qui demande une meilleure connaissance
de Ilcoulement instationnaire autour des palnas.

Dana le cadre de ces recherches, 1'ONERA a entrepris I'6tude exp~rimentale ddtaillde d'un profil
supercritique muni d'une gouverne de bord de fuite oscillante et l'Etude de l'Ecoulement autour d'une
pale de rotor d'hdlicoptbre.

ParolItlement 1k ces Etudes expdrimentales, des mithodes de calculs instationnaires permettant de
rendre compte des phdnom~nes obsorirs ont dtE Itudides. line premiare mfthode de calculs coupldtu
fluide visqueux-fluide non visqueux en 6coulement bidimensionnel instationnaire a itf d~veloppie.

On dicrit tout dtabord la mithode de calcul qui comprend

*pour le calcul en fluid., parfait, soit une mithode de singu'larltds en rigifte incompressible, soit
une mfthode rdsolvant l'Equation des petite. perturbations en rigine transsonique

*une mithode intdgrale pour Is d~termination des caractdristiques de Is couclie limite instationnaire.I
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tine tech tique de covpisge du type coupli.ge A ls paroi ne prenant pas en compte lea r4gions ddcoll~es.

On prdsenti ensuite des rdsultats obtenus pa.r cette mdthode

- en dcoulement incompressible pour le profil stpercritique avec: gouverne et pour un profil NACA 0012f oscillant en tangage.

- En dcoule~ncnt tran~soniqtie pour lea expdriences du NLR stir tin profil NACA 64A006 muni d'une gouverne
osciliante, pour tin profil I4ACA 64 A 010 osciliant en tangage et pour urte section de pale d'hd1icop-
tbre en configuration non portante.

Les rdstiitats obtenus mettent en dvidence i'infltience des effets viequetix stur les repartitions de
pression locale, stir les coefficients int~grds, Stir l'intensitd et stir is position des chocs. Les
rdsultats de caicul sent compar~s sun: r~suitats expdrimentsux disponibies.

2 - METHODF Dr. CALCUL -

Corane indiqud pr~c~detmment on s t intdresse aux dcouiements bidimensionnels instationnaires.

2.1 - HMthcodes de caicul en fluide parfait -I

Chacune des m4thodes de calcul titilisdes sera bri&ement prdsentde. Pour plus de d~tails, on se
reporters aux ouvrages citds ett r~fdrence.

Pour traite-. les Ecotzlements instationnaires on petit utiliser Is thdorie iindaris~e de Is plaque plane.
Une m~thodt- couranment employde pour les calculs de structures & l'OERA utilise tine technique de
rdpartitio'i de doublets [1]. iLe profil est en fait assimild h tine ligne sans Epsisseur ni cambrure,
seule is 7.!ponse instationnaire est obtenue et l'infiuence de l'Ecotilement moyen (effet d'incidence

moyenne, di braquage moyen du volet) stir i'instationnaire n'Cst pas prise en compte.

Cette m~thode est donc insuffisante pour tenir cotupte des phdnom~nes d'dpaisseur oti d'interaction
avec: 1'Ecotilement moyen en incompressible et bien Evidemmsent ne fait pas apparaftre d'onde de choc:
en subsonique ElevE ; on s'est donc: plut~t intdressd A des m~thodes non-lindaires.

- coulenient incompressible

Pour reprdsenter i'infli-ence de i'Ecoulement moyen stir i& rdponae instationnaire aux basses vitesses
on utilize tin programme de calcul en Ecouiement instationnaire incompressible d~veloppd par la GocidtE
BERTIN [2] et basE stir is mfihode de GIESING [3]. Le profil est reprdsentd par des sources et des
puits Sur son contour et des tourbillons stir is ligne moyenne. L~e sillage est constitu6 de tourbil-
ions libres dmis A chaque pas de temps pour conserver Is circulation totale de Ilcotilement. Cette
mfithode tient compte de is forme et du mouvement exacts du profil, ainsi que de ia dfiformation du
sillage tourbillonnaire.

- couiement transsonipue

Les m~thodes de calcul non lin~Sires actuelleatent utilisdes en regime supercritique instationnaire sont
basdes soit stir Is r~solution des dquations d'EULER [4] A [81,soit stir l'hypothase d'dcoulement poten-
tial :resolution de l t 6quation du potentiel instatiofnaire comaplbte (9] oti rdsolution de Viquation

dans I'spproximation des petites perctirbationc trenssoniques 110], [11].

Jusqu'A maintenant, seulesies utithodes basfes stir Is rdsolution de V46quation du potentiel des vitesses
avec lapproximstion des petite$ perturbations transsoniques sont d'un coOt relativement raisonnable.
on s'est donc: servi d'un programme initialeisent ddvelopp6 pour 116tude des dcoulements stir paler.
d'hdlicopt~re par F.X. CARAD0ONNA 111] et qui a fiti adaptd ati cas du profil oti du ,dlet oscillant par
J.3.THIBERT de i'ONERA. Ce prograome rdsout lliquation du potentiel instationnaire des vitesses dans
lea hypothtses de petites perturbations transsoniques et de faible friquence rfiduite.

Les dquations finslement adoptdee pour Is configuration hdlicoptare [11] et pour Is configuration
profil ainai que lea conditions limites sont prdcisdes ci-dessous.

FOR1MLATION HELICOPTERE

Pale

al.
ZI
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entre lea effets d'dpaisseur et de cambrure dune part et ceux de Ia vi,cositd d'autre part, effete
qui jouent en Sens contraire d~jh enqusi-tationnaire [12]. La prise en compte des effets visqueux
eat alors apparue n~cessaire.

Depuis 1974 le Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches de Toulouse poursuit des Otudes d~tailldes Sur lea

couches linites turbulente3 instationnaires :couche limite de plaque plane [131, (14] ou en prdsence
de gradient de pression d~favorable [151. Lea 6tudes expdrimentales entraprises portent sur iasatruc-U ture de ls turbulence et lea rdsultats obtenus ont permis de tester difflrantea m~thodes de calcul.
Des m~thodes basdes =u is rdsoluion des Equations locales et une mdthodte int~grale ont sinai Etd

vifes au point [13 j I'dJ.

-Calz.A! de la .ouc- _,._te turbulente:

Pow- ie coupla~e on a u ittet! Is mdth-.de ilst~grale de calcul des couches lirtes turbulentes en dcou-
lnnent cowpessile -*.ni. tire. 11 sagit d'une methode intdgrale basde auir la r~solution de
)P4quatioo globale or qjatkt'. 4di mouvement ou dquation dn. VON KARMAN (1) et de l'Equation globale
%,e cc!,tinuitE ou .5quati,'t d'entc'ne-. -. (2):

(1t) t ~~- er 4 lie -1 d ' ___

JF b

Les r sationa 4e fermeture a(!ceaE3i'rea a : l. dt :trc'n 0. .e systtme d'Equations sont identiques A

celiA. utilisd a er qctL nneire 117]. s?- -appo:z A !a ic.i.,ulation atationnaire on remsrquera la
ur' -ence d' un t.. -e x.,.. , x.onnair,. dana chat n- dpo; 'quation..

L'1er jEt.m. fodri: prv uil ta14, 0 c r uide parfait, lea Equations (1) at (2) sant rdooluce
p - -.o'thode difc oce! i -~ de t i- 2),<tcie. Lea conditions initittles sont lea valeurs de 14-

e1 de tu en fonct ion t. s - .gn. x x., %qbecise initiale du celcul fi.udearbitrairement A 7% dtiIbord V~art!q-.e et e. foantt wc. x -1i I- ligne t -t. (instant initial). Lea *'ileurs de H et e en xxo
scnt calc.'l, es A chaque iF stan' A i'3rtir des relations de plaque plane en util (. .nt lea conditions locales

-d ,ilesse et de Reynolds. A V' nsta-ic initial lea Equations (1) et (2sont rdtolues de fagon quasi-
stat ionnaire.
Lea rdsultats pi~sent~t; sur 'a 3i;ir concernent l'dvolution du point de d~collement de la couche limite
turbulerite (C = o) pour un profil oscillant en tangage A basse vitease. uls montrent I'importance des
effets instatir:,iirc pour le ralcul en fluide parfait et p-ur celui de la couche limite. On remarquera
en particitlier qvie par rapport A l'ulili'atior) d'une m~thode de calcul stationnaire de la couche limite
celia d'utit uAthode je calcul instationnaire donne une r~gioi ddcollde moins importante loraque Vin'ci-
dcivo augmente. un retard de phase du point de d~collement va.ximum et un ddcollement plus important
loraque l'incidence d~croit. Ces phdnomsbnea sont A rapprocher de ceux observds dana lea configurations
de ddcrocha~c dynamique.

- Traitement de la r~gion du rhoc

Loraque le choc eat de faible intensitE6 Is recompression A Is traversde du choc eat prise en compte
dans le caicul de is cnuche limi.~e corese un gradient de vitesse. Un braitement spdcial eat employd
pour lea choca d'intensiLtl pl. t r. (M > 1,2) afin d'6viter lea difficultds lides A l'apparition V-
d'un d~collement en pied de choc. co

En amont du choc (point A) on fait
un calcul class ique de couche
limite :dana Is rigion du choe couche

(r~gion AB) on s uppose que l'Epais- . limite
sissement de is couche limite eat A a~x .
6gal A l'angle de is d~viation T
qui pour un Hach devant choc Ml
donnei,it un coulevient sonique
ins.bdi.temat en aval du choc. En aval du choc (point B) le calcul de couche limite reprend avec des

alaurs HB ec eB d~duites des valeurs HA e~t eA par lea relations de RESHOTKO et TUCKER (181.

-.3 - echnique ae coupisge

La m~thode utilisde eat une mdthode de couplage foible, lea effete viaqueux sont suppos~s ne concerner
qu' une r~gion trba limitde autour du profil, seul 1 effet des couches limites qui se d~v'-loppent our le
profil eat pris en compte en supposant ces couches linites non d~colldes et d'Epaisseur b faible devant
IS dimension du prafil.

Le domaine de calcul eat sinai divisE en deux isl r~gion des couches limites entourant le profil et
la r~gion extdrieure oO lion fait l'hypotthbae de fluide parfait. Lea conditions A imposer A IS fran-
tibre y - entre lea deux domaines sont :(ec~j(e)j / (V~s UsJ et (TO \fl'
(lea grandeiirs indicdes e provenant du domaine fluide parfait et celles non indicdes correapondant A
is couche linite). Lea deux premi~res relations sont v~rifides puisque lea r~partitions UecjX,i)
et ecxI- obtenues par le calcul en fluide parfait aervent de conditions aux unites dana le
calcul de is couche unmite. Ii reste donc A imposer la condition aur is vitesse verticale ('),JC

- ou (21) L
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Par integration de i1dquation de continuitd

+ ~e v -- 0 ey on obtient -V L (e-Vh t
1) i*~ +) X ev It (evA) 31

ot) Sj eat l'dpaisseur de d4plncement.

La relation de couplaga stricte en y 6
s'4crit donc ,) I

En fait on n'utiljse paa cette relation de couplage atricte mais on proc~e comme en stationnaire [191
A tin cotiplage dit cotiplage A la paroi en tiiiant tine relation Acrite h ia pairoi (y-o)

Le caictil en fluida parfait eat done effectud jaqu'l la paroi du profil (y 0) et la condition
de glisaement fanit intervenir lea pentes gdom~triqntes localea du profil modifides de la quantitd

(,/e. pour tenir compte du ddveloppemant de le couche limite. Concrhtement, cela se traduit
par tin ddbit de fluide h travera la paroi carnctdriad par tine vitesae normale Ve dana le programme de
aingtilaritds et par tine modification dea pentea localea dti profil de la qtiantitd (VI(J)p dane le
programme de petitea perttirbationa tranasoniques \r, et aV) ont donnhe par

-eE' (3)

lor'ensemble dea rdsultata prdaantda le tarme instationnaire V5P r'al KY
ndgligd, mA-me en comprasaible. 11 faut remarqtier qua lea caa traitds correapondent A des valeura
faiblea de in frdquence rdduite et qtie dea premiere calcula effectuda en tenant compta de ce tarma
n'ont paa montrd de diffdrence notable.

A chaqtie paa de tempa on effectue daux ou trois itdrations fluide parfait-coiche limite avec
dventuellement Ilutiliaation d'una m~thode de relaxation. Concrbtament, h l'instant t.+db, le calcul
a effectue de la fagon suivance:

I) Calcul du fluide parfait avec comm parnmbtre intervenant dana Ia condition aux limites stir le
profi :i In pente gdomfitrique locale du profil corrigde de la cotiche limite caiculde h l'inatantt
s'il s'agit de Ia premibre it~ration oti de celia calculd5e I l'itdration pr~c6dente (cf. dquation 3).

2) Calcul de la cotiche limite & partir des caract6riatiques de Ia couche limite h l'instant pr~eddent
et des distributions de viteass et de masse volumique d~termindea par le calcul du fluida parfait
en I ; pti3 retour en 1 pour tine nouvelle it~ration.

Lea principaux problbmea rencontrds dana la calculs aont essentiellement lids A l'apparition de ddcol-
lementa ati bord de fuite et &1 la prdsence de chocs d'intensitd non ndgligeable. Dons certainas confi-
gurationa tin ldger d~collement apparaft vera le bord de fuite pendant tine partie du mouvemant at dana
ce cas lea grandeurn de cotiche limite sont aimplament extrapoldes afin de pourstiivre le calcul. On voit
donc apparattre daux limitations majeures de cea calculs :le traitement de fagon simplifide de l'in-
te'raction onde de choc-coucha linite at calui des r~gions ddcolldes.

3 - RESULTATS OBTENUS - INFLUENCE DES EFFETS VISQUEUX-

3.1 - Ecoulement incompressible-

a) Profil supercritique RA 16 SC 1

Des Etudea exp~rimentalea d~tailldes ont Etd men~es par i'ONERA stir tin profil supercritique de 16 %
d'dpaisseur relative ddveloppE par in Soci~tE Mhrospatiale, (profil RA 16 SC 1). Le profii eat muni A
d'une gouverna de bord de ftiite da 25% de profondaur pouvant oscillar; tin sch~ma du montage est

pr~spntd stir la figure 4.

Suir la figure 5, tirde de Ia rdf.[21] la pressions inatationnaires obtanues expdrimentalemant
(module at phase) pour tine configuration faiblement chargde ( S,,m 6) sont compards aux rdsultats
fournis par Is thdorie lindarisde. on remarquera qua cette thdorie lindaire donna des prassions insta-
tionnairas infinies aui bord d'attaque at A l& charn,*.ra.

-Influence de Ia viacositE stir lea rEartitions de pression. instationnaire

Stir Ia figure 6, lea rdstiltats axpdrimntauA. prdsantds aur Ia figure 5 sont Lompfris aux ristiltats du
programme de calcul par singularit~s en fluide parfait incompressible avec at sana couplage. La caicul
en flijide parfait prdvoit des modules da pression instationnaire plus forts qua is thdorie lindarisde
(voir figure 5) mais il diffdrencia bian Vetao de lintrados at donne tine mpilleure reprdsentation
qualitative das phdnombnes instationnairas notaunant aui voisinage du bord d'attaque at da Is charnibra.
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La prise en compte de ia couche limite se traduit par une diminution des modules de pression
instationnaire, lea phases sont pratiquement inchangdes sauf au voisinage du bard de fuite ot) apparaft
un trbs Idger ddcoliement durant une partie de Ia pdriode.

L'influence du couplage apparaft encore davantage our is figure 7 qui reprdsente tin cas de forte

interaction visqueuse, avec tin braquage mayan du valet de 50 en effet, lorsque le volet eat
braqud de 5* en sLationnaire, un d~coilement apparait aui bard de fuite extrados , vera %r -0,95.
La caicul en fluide parfait donne des niveaux de preasion instationnaire entre le bard d'attaque et is
charni~re nettement supdrieurs A ceux observds axpdrimentalement. Le couplage avec prise en compte de
is couche limite rdduit de pr~s de 70% l'dcart stir lea modules des pressions instationnaires at fait
dvoluer iea phases done le sans d'une 16gbre avance. La calcul coupid reprdaente assaz bien l'dvoiution
des pressions inatationnaires le long de Is curde jusqu'btxc- 0.9 environ :on observe I l'extrados
une trbs forte avance de phase derribre la charnibre et tine augmentation des modules des pressions
ins tationnaires vera le bard de fuite. Cependant lee dix derniers pour cent de Is cards ne peuvent 4

pas 9tre caiculda de fagon rdaliste en raison du traitement simplifid de is zone ddcallde et cela
- entraine tine imprdcision des valeurs des modules et des phases des pressions instationnaires stir

i'ensemble du profil. Le programme coupid fonctionne done ici A is limite de sea poasibilitds.

-Influence de ia viscositd sur lea coefficients intdgrds:

Si V'on considbre l'intensizd dee pressions inatationnaires entre le bard d'attaque at is charni~re
par exemple (fig. 5 et 6) ie caicul non lindaire coupld petit parattre ddt'evant en regard de is thdorie
lindarisde. Cependant, en supprimant lea infinis du bard d'attsque et de ia charnibre, en donnant des
rdsultats bien meilleurs que ceux de is thdorie lindariade our le valet et en rendant compte de
l'infltience des psrambtrea de i'6coulement moyen, is caicul non lindaire coupld donna des rdsultsts
nettement plus intdressants du point de vus des coefficients giobaux. Cleat ce qua montrent lea
figures 8 A 10 aD sont prdsentds des rdstiltsts obtenus par le programme BERTIN avec et sans couche
limits, par la thdorie lindarisde at des rdsultats expdrinmntaux.

L'dvolution des trois coefficients instationnaires (portance, moment de tangage & 25% at moment de4
charnibre) en fanctiou de la frdqtiance rdduite dane des configurations oa is braqusge mayan de ia
gotiverne eat nul eat prdsntds stir ls figure 8. L'influence de is ,iacoaitd se traduit par tine dimi-
nution de l'amplitude de ces coefficients, lea phases dtant pratiquement inchangdss. A l'exceptian
de le phase du moment de charnibre is programme coupld daonse de milisurs rdsultats que is thdorie
lindariade, le gain dtant particuibrement important sBur i'amplitids du moment de tangage at stir
celie du moment de charnibre. Ca rdsultat n'est pas surprenant dana Is mesure oa lea couches limites

sont lea plus 6paisses aui niveati du bard de fuite et interviennent donc directement stir i'efficscitd
ins tationnaire de la gauverne.

La figure 9 montre i'dvoiution des trais mimes coefficients globaux instationnaires en fonctian du
braquage moyen de is gotiverne pour tine friquance rdduite k - 0,167. Lea coefficients donnis par is
thdorie lindiariade sant constants puisque Far hypothbse i'dcoulement inatatiannaire ne d~pend pas de
i'dcouiement mayen. Lea coefficients donnda par is programms de singularitds en fluids parfait variant
trbs faiblament loraque ie braquaga mayan de ia gouverne vanie de -10* A + 10%. Lea rdaultats obtanus
par is calcul couplE indiquent A nouveau tine matte diuiinution de l'amplitude des coefficients par
l'effet des couc~hes limits at lee coefficients de portance at de moment de tangage instationnaires
saint assaz proches des rdsultats des coefficients expdnimentsux at dvoiusnt de is mime fagon avec is
braquage mayen isl module ddcrott de plus en plus vite loaque la charge moyanne de 1'aile augments
et ia phase dvoiue dans is sans d'une avance loraqu'on approche des conf~igurations aDt apparaissent
des ddcolaements. La calcul coupld n's pas dtd poursuivi au-del&A de Sm- 50 en raison de l'importance
des zones ddcolides. On paut donc conclura que le phdnombne non lindairs de ddpendance aui braqusge
mayan qui affects la performances inststiannairss des gouvernes aux basses vitesses eat essential-
lament d' origins viaqususe. La mdthoda non-lindaira parmet de privoir dgalamaent lee valaura moyannas
des coefficients intdgnis canine le montre is figure 10 oOD Von a tre lea valeurs moyannes du
coefficient de portance en fonction du braquaga mayan de is gouverne.

En ca qui concerns is moment de charnibre, is calcul caupld montre tine fivolution an fonction du
braqusge mayan plus importanta qua is caicul en fluids parfait mais lea valours thdoriqtias s'dloignent
de plus an plus des valeurs expdrimentales pour lea grando braquages. Ii faut toutafois remsrquer
qua is d~termination expdrimentale du moment de charnibrs instationnaire manque de prdcision du fasit
du nombre limitd de captaurs de prassion stir is volet (10 aui total),

La mithode de calculs couplds non-lindaireoi parmet donc de d~terminer A is fois lea caractdnistiques
adrodynamiquss mayenins at instatiannairas CU fagon corrects at de prendre en compte l'interaction

du stationnaire stir l'instationna-re. Las calculs affactuds pour des configurations faiblement chargdes
ant en outre fait rassortir qua lea effete d'dpsisseur at de cambrure d'une part at la ffets
visqusux d'autre psrt jotient en sens contraire at qu'il eat done indispensable de tenir compta des
effets de couche limits lorsqti'on utilise tins mdthods non lindairs.

Des rdsultats expdnimentatix at thdariqsesB plus ditailids encore concarnant ce prafil supercritiqus
peuvent fitre trouvds dana lea rdf~rences [2C] at [211.

b) Profil NACA 012 osciliant en tangage

NACA 0012 oscllant an tangaga h tins frdquence rddtite k -0,1. L'dvoiution de is portance montra
qua lea effets visquatix diminuant is valaur moyanne de Is portance at son amplitude de variation.4
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Pour cette valeur relativement basse de la frdquence riduite (k -0,1) le caicul en fluide parfait
ne fait apparaitre aucun ddphasage entre i'dvolution du Cz et is variation d'incidence, la courbe
d'dvolution Cz ( ok ) est done parfaitement lindsire l a prise en compte de la couche limite introduit
un ldger dephasage qui se traduit par la pr4sence de deux lobes sur la courbe d'dvolution Cz ( a )
Cette caractdriatique encore plus marqude pour une frdquence rdduite plus dlevde (figure 12) correspond
qualitativement A ce qui eat observE expdrimentalement [22]. L'infiuence de la viscositd eat particu-

librement sensible sur la boucle d'dvolution du coefficient de moment de tangage.

Pour lo configuration prdsentdie sur Ia figure 12, il apparait un ddcolletsent de is couche limite au
bord de fuite et lea rdsultats obtenus par le calcul couplE ns convergent pas vets une solution par-
faitement pdriodique. Ces rdaultats sont donc A prendre comiue une tendance qui irndique que, pour ls
cas considdrd, le dd-phasage introduit par ia couche limits eat Ia principals cause de Is largeur de is

- boucle du coefficient de portance. tins mrthode de calcul incluant des ddcoilements iimitds devrait
permettre de traiter lea cas h is limits du ddcrochage dynamique dans lesquels le point de d~collement
oscille entre x/c -9 0,7 et is bord. de fuite.

3.2 -Ecoulement tranesonique -

a) Prcfii NACA 64 A 006 avec volet osciliant -

Des Etudes expdrimenteles d~tailldes ont EtE mendes au NLR sour tin profil NACA 64 A 006 muni d'un volet
de bord de fuite oscillant autour d'un axe situE A 75% de is cords [23]. Lea configuravions dtudides et
les rfisultato obtenus ont servi de base de comparaison pour lee caiculs effectuds avec is m~thode de
rdsolution de l'Equation des petites perturbations du potentiel instationnaire des viteases avec et
sans couche limite dana is domains tranasonique.

Pour une incidence et un braquage rnoysn du volet nubs, un noumbre de Mach A l'infini M.0 - 0,875 tin
dcoulement supersonique se d~veloppe sur is profil entre Is bord d'attaque et une onde de choc situde
A 'X/c2x,6. Les pressions instationnaires sous Ia forme du module et de is phase du premier harutonique
du a1C1 (Up extrados - Cp intrados) sont prdaentdes sur is figure 13 pour une oscillation du valet
de 1V d'smplitude et de frdquence rdduite K - 0,234 (f - 120 Hz). Lea rdsuitats expdrimentaux font
apparattre un Pic stir Is courbs des modules correspondent A l'osciliation du choc ; is hauteur do ce
Pic caractdrise i'intensitd du choc et sC largeur i'ampiituds de l'oscillation de i'onde de choc.Pour
atteindre ia r~gion supersoniqus lea perturbations crds par Is mouvemsnt du volet doivent contourner
i'onde de choc ; ceci se traduit par un retard do phase trbs important et un niveau de pression insta-
tionnaire foible en amont du choc et tin saut brutal de is phase A s traversde.

Les rdoultats obtenus par Is thdorie iindarisde ne permsttent pas de rendre compte des phdnos*&neg
locaux observds, en particulier du~caractbre de ainguleritd trbs inarqude caractdrisnt i'onde de choc

?t aon d~placement .Malgri cette incapacitd ds prdvoir i'exiatence des choca iea coefficients

intdgrda obtenus par is m6thode iindaire ne sont pourtant pas totalesient irrdelistes.

Influence de is viscositd aur lea rdpartitions de pressio0. instationnaire

Stir is figure 14, lea rdsultats expdrimentaux prdsentds iur Is figure 13 sont compards avec iee
rdsultats du progratmme petites perturbations avec et sans couplage. Le caicul en fluids parfait
permet de retrouver la singularitd du choc :tin Pic sur ia courbe des modules, un ddphasags important
dana ia rdgion supersonique et tin saut de phase A ia traverade du choc. on observe que is choc eat
d'intensitE plus forts et positionnd plus en oval que done l'expdrience et qus is retard de phase
doe ia r~gion supersonique sat plus important. L'effet de is couche limits eat de diminuer is module
des preasions instationnaires en aval du choc, de diminuer l'intensitd du choc et de ls positionner
plus en amont. La couche limite, en diminuant ls taille de Is zone supersonique, source de retard,
diminue idgbrement is retard de phase devant le choc.

Dana l'snsembls, Is prise en compte des couches limites donne donc des risuitats plus proches des
rdsultata expdrimentaux, particulibrement en eval du choc, bien que lVon observe un diphaaage trop
important dons is region supersoniqus, tin choc um Paui trop fort et situd plus aval que dana l'exp6-
rience.

En r~gime supercritiqus Is position des choca eat tin point crucial et elle eat fortement influencde
par lea conditions expdrimentales et par leR effets de paroi de Is soufflerie. L'6cart thdoris-expd-
rience eat certainement en partie dU4 & ces phdnombnes, aucune correction n'ayant. dtd apportde aui
nombre de Mach ni A l'incidence pour tenir compte des effete de paroi.

Influence ds Is viacositt stir lea coefficients intdgrds

L'dvolution des coefficients de portance, moment de tangags A 25% et moment de charntbre eat prdsende
our a fgur 15pour is configuration HMa - 0,875 ; cfm "0* k a0,234. on psut obse-ver notarenent tin

retard de phase de Is portance de l'ordre de 35* par rapport A une Evolution quasi-s ;ationnaire.

Les effets viaqusux se traduisent par tine diminution de l'amplitude de variation de. coefficients,
lea phases dtant pratiquement inchangdes. Le calcul couplE donne des amplitudes de variation des
coefficients giobaux de portance et de moment de tangage inf~rieures aux r~sultats expdrimentaux.Ceci
eat certainement dt aux effete de paroi et A Is sensibiiitd au nombre de Mach car pour cette valeur du
nombre de Mach (M., 0,875) lea coefficients varient trbs rapidement (fig.19). Lea ddphasages des trois

coefficients et l'amplittide du moment de charni~re sont blen rendus par Is calcul.
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sont dfiieA aclrcri atametrfreetl obedpaentmsprprd pour

avi npsgaismen ei ou infi e mente conver-ul

gence une configuration stationnaire. La i-partition de preasion moyenne (fig.17) sur le profil
sinai obtenuc indique cotmme en atationnaire tine diminution de l'intensitd du choc et une avancde du
choc vera ie bord d'attaque avec la prise en compte de la couche limite.

Effet du nombre de Mach.4 La position du choc eat trbs sensible au nombre de Mach comma le montre lea preasiona instationnaires
(fig.18). Pour une variation de I point sur le nombra de Mach entra M. - 0,875 at M.O 0,865
lea rdsultats de calcul indique qua is choc avance de 8 A lo%, qua la pressions instationnaires
voient leur amplitude augmentge at leur phase diminude de 350 dans a irgion supersonique.

L~dvolution expdrimantala des coefficients instationnaires de portanca at da moment de tangage
tig.19) en fonction du nombre de Macb montra un caractbre fortemant non lindaire avec una diminution
brutale dSe cep -n.: rts *i 1lartir da M w - 0,85. Lea rdsultats obtanus par is mdthoda des petitas
perturbation - .tcent de retrouver cc phdnombne mge~m si ls calcul couplE anticips qualque psu is
point da casatire. La tlldorie .in~arisde bdndficie de compensation d'erreurs jusqu'A un Mach dlev6
mais ella r,- .'C* i:solument pas apparattra de phdnow%,nes non-lindaires, en particulier le coefficient
de moment .,' -..age continue A augmenter au-dsll de M. 0,85.

Lea calcula n'out peas Et effectuds pour un noanbre de Mach > 0,9 car 119 donnent un choc positionnd
sur ia gouverne at d~intensitd trbs forte.

Effet du braquage moyen

1,1,volution du coefficient de portanca en fonction du temps de t -0 jusqu'l convergence pour lea
valeurs du braquage moyen Oet 3* (fig.20) montre qua l'influsnce de is couche limits eat come en
stationnaire de diminuer la valeur moyenne de Ia portance. La variation des coefficients Instationnaires
globaux avec is braquage moyan (fig.21) mat an Eividence Vifuec de i'Ecoulement moyan sur is
rdponae instationnaire. La thdorie lindarisde donne dvidemnent des valaura constantes ; lea rdsultats
obtenus par is thdorie des petites perturbations avec prise an compte de is couche limits indiquent uns
Evolution comparable h calls obtenue expdrimentalement. Les calculs n'ont pas Etd poursuivispour des
braquages moyenR infdrieurs A - 1V car Ie choc recuis alors jusqae sur is gouverna at son intenaitd
deviant trba forte.

b) Profil NACA 64 A 010 osciliant en tangage

Lea rdaultats de calcul concernant un profil MACA 64 A 010 oscillant en tangage A M00 w 0,8 sont
prdsentds sur lea figures 22 at 23. La r~partition de preasiona instationnaires (fig.22) obtanue par is
calcul an fluids parfait fait apparattre un choc situd vera is milieu du profil qui se caractdriae par
un Pic our is courbe des modules at par un saut brusque de is phase. Comae dana le cas du profil avec
volet oscillant, is prise en compta de is couche limits a pour effet de diminuar l'intensitd du choc -

at dc is positionnar plus pvbs du bord d'attaqus. L'influence des affets viaqueux eat dgalamant de
diminuer l'amplitude dea coefficients intdgrds (fig.23) ; ia couche limits fait de plus apparattrs
un ddphasage du coefficient de moment de tangage par rapport A Is solution en fluids parfait.

I Dana lea expgr,'-acs diaponiblas rdaiades A AMES (24] correspondent A ce cas Is transition eat
libre at des comparaisona systdmatioues caiculs- exp~rience seront entrapriass avec une mdthods de
calcul prenant en compte is Portia laminaira de is couche limits.

c) Section de pale d'hdlicoptbre en configuration non portante

La m~thods a dtd appliqude dgalement au calcul de i'Ecoulemant autour d'una pale d'hdlicoptbre dana
une configuration non-portants. Lea rdsuitata exp~rimentaux prdsentds proviannent d'expdriences
rialiades A I'ONERA I i'aide d'un rotor bipais dont lea extrdmitds de pales sont Equipdes de capteura
de prassion absolue. Lu configuration 6tudide correspond I une vitease W'avancemant de 100 mis, is
vitpasa de rotation an bout de pals sat de 200 m/a. Lea calcula effactuds correaponde.ot I is
section n AR 0,89 dana is r~gion pals avangante ofi apparaissent lea phdnomtnes tranasoniquss. Pour
cette section lei profil de is pale eat tan MACA 00 12.

La figure 24 montre ivolution du coefficient de prsion an fonction de i'azimut pour 3 positions
en cords. La passage d'un choc A une position donnie se traduit par una brusque Evolution de Is
pras ion, corraspondant au passage d'un ficoulament auparsonique a subs onique ou invarsemant. De
41 ! 0*& 4) .900 le nombre de Mach incident augmente at is cho c lorsqu'il exists, recule, alora qua,

deatFW 90* 1 t - 1800, is nombra de Mach incident diminue at is choc avance ; caci eat tout h fait
net our lea courbes d'Evoiution du coefficient de preasion & X -0,32 at X - 0,4. Lea rdaultats
expdrimantaux indiquent en particulier qua is choc ne racule pas juaqu'& X a 0,48. La calcul fluide
parfait donna un choc plus; fort qua isa rdsuitata expdriasantaux at un rectal du choc plus prononcd

is caicul couplE corriga an Partia ces dcarts, en particulier ii indiqus qua le choc ne recule pas

Las rApartitions de preasions instantandas autour du profil A trois azimuta diffdranta (fig. 25) mettent
en dvidence l'sffet principal da is coucha limits en Ecoulemant tranasonique qui eat de diminuer
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1'intensitd des chocs et d'en avancer la position. Si V'on fait l'hypoth~se que les conditions
d'attaque en flbche positive avant Y4 - 90' er 6gative aprts 900 ne jouent ps un r~le fondamental
pour cette section n/-/ 0,89, Ia dissymrtri _trdponse ( Y - 60* et 14) - 1200) ne peut 8tre at-Itribude qu'A Vefe d'une vitesse d'attaque croissante avant 900 et d~croissante aprbs 90% En effet
A W4 - 600 et Y - 1200 le nombre de Mach incident eat le m~me, le caractbre instationnaire de
i : coulement se traduit par is pr~aence d'un choc A q - 1200 alors quA '41 - 600 il y a~ une recompres-
sion quasi-isentropique. Lee calcula effectu~s, en particulier avec couplage,rendent bien compte de

ces phdnombnes prdsentds plus en ddtail dans is r~fdrence [25].

Le calcul d'4coulements tranasoniques instationnaires n~cessite llemploi de m~thodes non-lindaires.
La mdthode des petites perturbations utiliade, malgr6 lea limitations ].i~es A une telle technique,
permet de rendre compte des principaux phdnombnes observda exp~rimentalement. La prise en compte de la
couche limite apparait indispensable piur positionner correctement lea choca.

4 -CONCLUSI-ON

Cette dtude montre que la p.4",ision ddtiill~e des ph~nombnes en a~rodynamique instationnaire n~cessite
l'emploi de thdories non lindairea afin de rendre compte notamment de l'effet de l'Ecoulement moyen
sur la rdponse purement ins tationnaire. Cependant ces m~thodes non lin~aires qui permettent de faire
apparattre lea singularit~s dOes au choc en Scoulement tranasoniatie doivent dgalement tenir compte
des ph~nombnes visqueux af in de mieux positionner lea chocs ou de rendre compte correctement de
l'interaction 6coulement moyen- rdponae instationnaire en incompressible.

Lea rdaultata obtenus par cette m6thode de calculs coupl~s fluids parfait-fluids viaqueux mettent en
dvidence qua l'influence des effets visqueux eat de diminuer lVamplitude de variation des pressiona
inatationnairs et de celle des coefficients globaux en dcoulement incompressible, de donner des chocs
d'intensitd plus faible positionnis plus en amont et dgalement de diminuer 1'amplitude de variation
des coefficients globaux en dcoulement transonique. Il rests cependant des progrts A faire dens 18
technique de couplage, notamment en ce qui concerns la prise en compte de la partie laminairs de is
couche limite, le traitement dea zones ddcoll~es et des interactions onde de choc couche limite. Enfin
pour af finer lea comparaisons th~orie expdtience ii faudra stefforcer de tenir compte aoit exp~rimen-
talement soit par is calcul aes effeta de paroi en instationnaire.
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VISCOUS FLOW SIMULATION OF HIGH LIFT DEVICES AT

SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC SPEED

Dipl.Ing. Stefan Leicher
Postfach 1420
0-7990 Frledrichshafen
Germany

SUMMARY

A numerical method for the calculation of viscous flow over multicomponent airfoils is presented. The re-
port deals with some theoretical features in a short description and presents many of computed results
and comparisons with other methods and experimental data.

The part of the code containing the viscous methods is decoupled from the inviscid one in order to be
easily combined with any suitable inviscid method. The iterative use of both parts leads finally to a
converged solution.

The viscous part consists of a one parameter integral method for laminar boundary layers, a modified Nash
integral method or the lag-entrainment method of Horton for turbulent boundary layers and a special inte-
gral procedure (optional) for confluent boundary layers. Laminar short and long separation bubbles as well
as bubble burst are calculated. Transition can be either fixed or calculated using the Reynolds number
criterion of Michel. Turbulent separation of bubble-type as well as common trailing-edge separation are
simulated within the standard boundary layer methods by means of semi-empirical correlations. The numeri-
cal simulation of the viscous effects is made using either the displacement-thickness-concept (transonic,
subsonic) or the equivalent source approach (subsonic only).

For transonic speed the inviscid flow field is calculated by a method, which solves the full potential
equation by means of a relaxation method and Jameson's rotated difference scheme. An orthogonal computer
grid is derived by conformally mapping the components onto two concentric circles. An initial mapping step
takes care of thick trailing edges, modelling a wake with zero pressure jump smoothly leaving the airfoils
and extending to infinity.

For subcritical cases a two dimensional panel method is used because of its generality and ease of use. In
this case the viscous effects can be simulated by either thickening the original airfoil contour by the
calculated displacement thickness or by using the equivalent source concept. The latter has some advantages
in treating thick trailing edges. i
At subsonic and transonic speed the important influence of viscous effects on high lift maneuver-devices
is shown by comparison with wind tunnel data and other methods. Different case studies are shown to
illustrate the practical use of such a method for flap/slat analyses.

NOTATIONS

c chord length c angle of attack

axial force coefficient OU [ ( U ycA -r) dy displacement

c0  drag coefficient o e e thickness
cD dissipation coefficient 6

CE  entrainment coefficient 61 = f (1 -I-) dy
cE lift coefficient 0 e
cN normal force coefficient U ,e -1) enthalpy thick-
cf = 2 Tw/pUe2) skin friction coefficient o Pe e Pness

Cp pressure coefficient 6 q
= - - U dy momentum thick- .0

H = 6*/e shape parameter -o Pee e ness

6 U 2 1.
H* = 6*/e* shiape parameter 02 1- - -) dy energy thickness6 U0 e e Ue 2

H = p/o (- ) dy shape parameter0 e We relaxation factor

Hi*= 6i*/e* shape parameter dynamic viscosity
SU

lsep separation length 1 e 2 4f_ (.) dy dissipation inte-Mach number e e o agral

n normal direction

Re Reynolds number potential

s, ds arc-length P density

J f U velocity "
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Subscripts Superscripts

e value at edge of boundary V iteration counter

layer

R reattachment

sep separation

ts transition
free stream condition

1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of mechanical high-lift devices is of increasing importance for the overall economy and
operational efficiency of all types of aircraft. The use of such devices for combat aircraft at transonic
speed offers the chance of greatly enhancing maneuvering capabilities without effecting cruise performance.
Modern fighters like F4, F16, F17, FIE Mirage and F14 have proven this. Their climb and turn rates at tran-
sonic speed are remarkably improved by the use of slats, although these configurations have not been com-pletely optimized.

At low speed such devices can be efficiently designed by means of numerical methods [1], [2] and the ex-
tensive available experimental data. At transonic speed, however we are lacking experimental data for
airfoils with slats and flaps to establish a data base. Extensive wind tunnel testing on such airfoil sy-
stems is highly costly due to the large number of parameters and at transonic speed no simple interpolation
in a data base is possible. Fig. 1 gives an impression of the complex viscous flowfield around two ele-
ment high-lift systems. Only in the very last years a few computational methods for the analysis and de-
sign of inviscid and viscous transonic high lift device flow fields have been published [3] - [7]. All
those methods solve the full potential equation using more or less advanced relaxation methods, but diffe-
rent contour conformal grid systems. The viscous parts consists of quite different methods only partly
allowing for separated regions.

Such computational methods are useful tools for designers looking for efficient high lift and maneuver
devices. The design time as well as cost can be quite reduced by using numerical results.

The present paper shows results for subsonic and transonic flow conditions as well as for airfoils and
for multicomponent profile systems. Included are examples with weak and strong boundary layer influence,
with separation bubbles and trailing edge separation.

2. VISCOUS EFFECTS

The viscous effects in the present approach are computed by boundary layer integral methods and semi-empi-
rical procedures for separated flows. The following chapters will sketch the basic ideas of the different
components.

2.1 LAMINAR BOU:IDARY LAYER

A two dimensional version of Stock's compressible laminar boundary layer method [8] is used. This integral
method uses for the one-parameter velocity profiles similar solutions according to Falkner and Skan (9],
the momentum and the moment of momentum integral equations, and the Stewartson transformation to account
for compressibility.

With the

momentum equation

de idUe Cf
do+ e {2 -e e2 + H) = C (2.1)

and the

moment of momentum equation

de*+ 6 1 dUe - 2 2(
do*-+ e*i1 e  (3 - Me2 + 2 (H*-Hi*)} = 2 f (2.2)

we get the following system of equations

do Cf e dUe (2.3)
F = - - (2-Me2+H)e
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33 - 2  (H*-H *6ds a e, ~

With (2.3) we finally get

de Cf o dUe(.4
d = Cf -"6eU e (2-Me2+H) (2.4)

da 1 (2 Cf 1 dUe
= 1 [2 n - e *"f-" I {e* [3-Me2+2(H*-Hi)]- e; e (2-Me 2..H))]6 ae -

and with
de* do*

ea = dea e = To-

where a is the single parameter describing the velocity profiles

2.2 TRANSITION, LAMINAR SEPARAiION AND REATTACHMENT CRITERIONS

The transition from laminar to turbulent boundary-layer is a very complex phenomenon depending on pressure
gradient, wall roughness, free steam turbulence, local Mach number, Reynolds number, heat transfer, body
forces etc. The present method will only take care of pressure gradient, local Mach number and Reynolds
number.

Since Granville's transition curve [10] seems to be somewhat questionable at large negative pressure gra-
dients, Michel's empirical correlation [11] modified by Smith-Gamberoni [12] and Cebeci-Smith [11 is
used. Alternatively, transition can be specified by input.

Ree,ts = 1,174 • Rest , 2 •10 5 < Re <2 107 (2.5)
e~ts i~tss,ts<

Using Michel's method transition occurs somewhat further downstream compared with Granville's instability
curve [14].

Laminar separation is assumed if cf = 0 during the laminar boundary layer computation. The criterion of
Goradia and Lyman [15] is then used to determine if either laminar stall or a short bubble type separation
is apparent.

-0.002 • Re6 -1. < (2.6)

For short and long bubbles Horton's [16] correlation is used for the separation bubble length 1 .

1 5-104 ep
sep B •i0-•e sep  (2.7) I

esep

Inside the bubble Ue3e is assumed to be constant leading to the reattachment momentum thickness

eR = esep (2.8) "1
eR

No model is available if bubble burst is indicated.

After reattachment the computation sturts with the calculation of the turbulent boundary layer setting
the shape parameter H to a value of 1.55.

2.3 TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

There are two turbulent boundary layer methods available. One is the energy integral method of Nash [19],
the other is the lag-entrainment integral method of Horton [18].

2.3.1 Energy Method

In the N3sh method the momentum and energy equations are solved simultaneously, the energy equation being
used to provide an auxiliary equation to calculate the local value of H, usFd in the momentum equation.
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Momentum: d (PeU e) PeUe2 [cf/ 2 - ~ e
(2.9)

Energy: d (PeUe38*)= 1)e e3 [C0 d e2
1- e

In order to prevent the failure of the code due to the inability of standard boundary layer methods to
compute boundary layer parameters beyond the predicted separation point, the following procedure is incor-
porated.

For separated flow the shape parameter Hi is frozen at a constant value indicative of separation.

For Hi = 2.5 Nash's friction law gives zero skin friction. The momentum equation then reduces to

do + (H + 2) 0 dU-e-. 0 (2.10)
+S (H,sep t+ 2) s-

for incompressible flow. This equation integrates to give

H i,sep+2 4.5e Ue5~jse se

sep e e
T_ e (-"e (2.11)

This relation is similar in form to an empirical relation obtained by Ross and Robertson [17] based on
experimental data in decelerated, attached boundary layers:

4.8
0 s ep (2.12)sep T

The exponent in (2.12) implies a value of Hi,sep = 2.8 in equation (2.10). We take an intermediate value of
2.6 for H i,sep .

2.3.2 Lag-entrainment Method

For attached flow the entrainment method is essentially that of Horton [18], with suitable modifications
for compressibility. The energy equation from (2.9) is replaced by the following entrainment equation

Entrainment: Ts [PeUe (6-6*)] = PeUeCE (2.13)

This equation is solved simultaneously with the momentum equation using the empirical history equation t
for the entrainment rate

dCE 0.014 [C -C (2.14)

E eq E

The empirical shape parameter and entrainment relations used are based on those of Horton [18] and are

H. = 0.88 + (51 0.4 fr Hi
H 7 for HI 1.68

and (2.15)

Hi = 0.88 + 0 93.261. for Hi < 1.68,

where H, = (6-6*)/e is Head's shape paraemter.

(These correspond to Horton's relations for Re, 104).

C 0.057 (2.16)
CEeq = H3. (cf/cft)

In the case of separation a constant values of the entrainment coefficient CE that corresponds to a shape

parameter H i 4 is used. From equations (2.15) and (2.16) we then get eq
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CEeq = 0.16 (cf/cfi)

which is in fair agreement with experiment at least in incompressible flow.

The length scale e in Equation (2.14) is set equal to the value of 0 at separation, since this is characte-
ristic of the separated shear layer thickness. The momentum equation is discarded, and 0 and 6* are calcu-
lated from the computed values of (6-6*).

2.3.3 Skin friction and re-attachment

In both methods cf is calculated from a compressible form of the Ludwieg-Tillmann relation:

c 0.246 (2.17)f =(1+0.13 M.2) Re,0
" 68 I0"0.678Hi 

= (cf/cfi) cfi

where Re, PeUeO cf/cf= (1+0.130 2)_l

Pe 
Me

Turbulent "re-attachment" is simulated by evaluating dHi/ds at each step in the separated flow from the
shape parameter equation, end allowing Hi to become less than Hi,sep once the derivative becomes negativ!.

2.4 CONFLUENT BOUNDARY LAYER

Only a few confluent boundary layer methods are available. We use Goradia's method [1], [20] except for
minor changes. It represents the mixing of the wake with the boundary layer and is followed by an ordinary
turbulent boundary layer up to the trailing edge or point of separation. In most of our cases the confluent
boundary layer extended up to the trailing edge of the profile, however. Since the method has no suitable
separation criterion and the need for confluent boundary layer modelling is configuration dependent the
computation is optional in the present method.

2.5 COMBINATION WITH POTENTIAL FLOW SOLUTIONS

The part of the method containing the viscous methods contains special input- and output routines, so
that it can be easily combined with any potential flow method. The code can be applied not only to single
profiles but also to multicomponent-systems up to four components.

3. ITERATIVE SIMULATION PROCEDURE

A cyclic iterative procedure between the potential flow methods and the boundary layer parts is used to
finally provide the converged viscous solution (figure 2).

an inviscid potential flow solution is provided for the physical airfoil shape

by means of the viscous method described in the preceding pages the displacement thickness 6*-dis-
tribution is computed for the given pressure distribution

the relaxed displacement thickness

6* = W • 6 ew + (1-wi) 6 id

is either added to the physical shape and for this shape the inviscid flow field is computed by means
of the potential flow method or the equivalent source concept as described in chapter 5.1 is used.

again, the viscous quantities are computed and the whole cycle between viscous and Inviscid compu-
tations is continued until either convergence criterions are reached or the cycle is stopped by the
user.

4. FORCE AND MOMENT COMPUTATION

Lift, drag and moment coefficients are computed by integration of surface pressure and skin friction. Alter-
natively, drag can be computed using the approach of Squire and Young [21] which is only valii if no shock-losses are apparent.

5. HIGHT LIFT METHODS AND RESULTS

As mentioned before the special structure of the viscous part makes it possible to combine it with any
suitable potential flow method. We obtained until now four different combinations differing in the poten-

...... .. .. & -e 1 I
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tial flow solution (for different Mach number ranges) or in the way they take into account the viscous
effects.

5.1 SUBSONIC FLOW PROCEDURE

DOPANt DOPAN2

Both methods are identical except in the treatment of viscous effects. In DOPANt the original contour is
thickened by the calculated 6*-distribution. The program DOPAN2 uses the equivalent source concept all-
ways fullfilling boundary condition on the original airfoil surface. The standard solil wall condition

- = 0ann=O

is then replaced by the equation

nn = d (Ue6*) inc.
ann=O Ts e

ann 0  1 d (PUe6*) compr.

It can be shown that either the displacement or the equivalent source concept leads to similar results
[24]. However, at high angle of attack or large boundary layer thicknesses the equivalent source
concept seems to be superior since it avoids the additional modelling of thick trailing edges.

The basic potential flow program is a singularity method according to A.M.O. Smith. It is useable either
for single profiles or for multicomponent systems. Each component is approximated by a closed polygon
where corner points are situated on the original surface. Control points are placed at the mid-point
of each panel and here the boundary conditions are introduced.

Experiments indicate, that in separated regions the pressure coefficient is nearly constant. This phe-
nomenon is implemented as an additional condition.

Results

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show results for the NACA 4412 airfoil at M = 0 and a = 6.40 and 10.00. The agree-
ment with experiments [22], plotted too, and an otier theory r231 is good. The pressure in the separa-
ted flow region is a little bit too small, while the separation point seems to be predicted quite well.
Fig. 5 shows cL versus a and again good agreement is obtained. The theory of Grashof [23], which is taken
as a reference, simulates the near wake by a finite afterbody, whose location is determined iteratively
by the condition of being forceless (mixed free-boundary value problem).

Fig. 6 is a comparison between the present method DOPANt and the Goradia method [11 both using the displa- L -

cement thicKness concept. Fig. 7 a,b,c shows pressure distributions at higher angles of attack, which de-
monstrates the upstream movement of the separation point on the suction surface of the flap. In this case r

the cp const. condition is only applied to the flap. Fig. 8 compares the cL/a curves.

5.2 TRANSONIC AIRFOIL PROCEDURE

DOFOIL

This program is a combination of the viscous part with Jamesons FL06 [25]. As well known, this code solves
the full potential equation in nonconservative form by means of a finite difference method using the
Murman difference scheme and circle plane mapping. It can be applied to single profiles and is mainly
used for transonic flow conditions only. The viscous effects are incorporated by adding the 6* distribution
to the original airfoil shape. The thick trailing edge is simulated by a constant thicitness uncurved wake.

A second version of DOFOIL uses a fully conservative scheme.

Results.

Fig. 9 shows a subsonic result on the NACA 4412 airfoil compared with results of the program DOPAN2. Al-
though both methods use different concepts for the irplementation of the viscous effects they give nearlythe same answer.

The following figures show comparisons for transonic flow conditions around the DO-Al (CAST-i) airfoil.
DO-Al is a 12 % thick transonic airfoil designed at Dornier in the past. As reference there are taken re-
sults from Lock's report [26], in which he compares several theoretical codes with two different experi-
ments. The theories taken as a reference are two variants of the well known inviscid method of
Garabedian and Korn [27]. BGKI is the code of Bauer [28] and uses tPe conventional displacement thickness
approach for introducing the viscous effects. No account is taken of the wake. VGK is the method ofCollyer and Lock [29] and simulates the viscid flow by using a "transpiration" model with a wake model

dincluded.

4
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Fig. 10 to Fig. 12 show the comparison for M, - .76 at different angles of attack. In all cases the angle
of attack and the Mach number are exactly the same as in the experiment, while the results of the refe-
rence theories are gerived at lift coefficients equal to the experimental once. Since the results in
Fig. 11a for a = -1 showed substantial deviations from the experiment, a second computation was made to
match lift. Fig. 11b now shows a good agreement with the experiment as well as the VGK results at this
angle of attack. For an angle of attack of .5 degrees the double shock system is represented quite well,
as depicted on Fig. 12.

Fig. 13 shows a comparison for the higher M. = .78 atrd = .5°. Again the result is quite satisfactory.

The variation of drag increase (co -c D .1 drag increase versus lift for M. = .76 is plotted in Fig. 14.

the predicted drag rise curves are quite good. 1,For rdea constantdaangleisOf reattack ref.°itig o d15 shows th rgrise (cD - c0M=.6) versus MachnubrAgi

Fig. 14 shows that drag rise is mainly contributed by the pressure losses due to shocks rather than by the
viscous effects as represented by the Squire and Young formula.

A compa.'ison of the moment coefficient at different c 's at M. = .76 is given in Fig. 16. Our result is
just between that of the VGK method and the experimenis.

5.3 TRANSONICS MANEUVER DEVICE PROCEDURE

This program has been developed as a joint venture between SAAB and Dornier. It is used to calculate the
flow around two element airfoil systems and to design maneuver devices at transonic speed.

The inviscid transonic potential flow is computed using Arlinger's [4), [7] finite difference method. This
method can treat arbitrarily shaped airfoil sections by means of a series of conformal mappings. As shown
on figure 17 the physical domain outside the two sections is mapped into the ring domain between two
concentric circles, the interior of the outer circle being the exterior of the main airfoil and the exte-
rior of the inner circle being the exterior of the secondary airfoil. A special transformation takes care
of thick trailing edges as shown on figure 18. The Kutta-Condition is fullfilled by prescribing equal
pressure on the upper and lower surface trailing edge. The discrepancies between the pressure distributions
for artifically closed and blunt profiles are shown on Fig. 19 and 20. Within the ring domain the flow
field is computed solving the nonconservative transformed full potential equation by means of Jameson's
rotated difference scheme [30] and successiveline over-relaxation (SLOR) in combination with nonlinear ex-
trapolation similar to [31] and [32] or Brandt's multigrid technique. Details on the inviscid method can be
found in [4J, [7] and [33].

Results

Fig. 21 shows pressure on a slat profile system at transonic speed with extensive separation on the lower
surfice of the slat. Although the angle of attack was diminished about 1 degree the agreement on the slat
is not satisfactory. Also to be seen is the result of an inverse calculation, where the pressure in the
separated region on the lower surface of the slat was prescribed by the test data, and the good agreement
is achieved by changing the angle of attack to a value of 3.3 degrees.

Fig. Z2 compares the calculated displacement surface with the result of the inverse solution. Although the
difference in the contour of both computations is small, the pressure distribution differs a lot. The com-parison indicates that the separation is determined too far downstream.

Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 show results for the same main airfoil, but now connected with a flap. The first case
(Fig. 23) was a rather tough example with an trailing edge shock (inviscid result) and leads to such a great
separated region that the iteration diverged. Nevertheless it is an example for the great influence of
viscous effects at transonic speed. Fig. 24 shows a result of the same configuration at a lower Mach number
and angle of attack. The comparison with experiment is quite satisfying.

6. CONCLUSION

The present method for viscous flow simulation has proven to be useful for evaldating the efficiency of
high lift devices. For subsonic flow conditions multicomponent airfoil sections up to four elements can
be studied. The present state of application at subsonic flow conditions is shown in Fig. 25. It is a
result for a four component high lift system with considerable trailing edge separation. At transonic
conditions the flow around two-element airfoil systems can be calculated. Even for large separation
bubbles and strong trailing edge separation fair agreement is reached.

For transonic cases with large turbulent separation the method sometimes fails due to an inadequate shock
induced separation and thick wake modelling. For large separated regions even at subsonic speeds the
convergence rate can become very poor. However, such cases can be seen as beyond the design limits of
efficient devices and in general lead to unsteady flow fields for which other numerical methods areappropriate.

Further studies will show if it is possible to correlate windtunnel results at fairly low Reynolds numbers
to free flight conditions by means of the method presented here.

I.
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FLOW COMPUTATION AROUND MULTI-ELEMENT AIRFOILS

IN VISCOUS TRANSONIC FLOW

H. Rosch and K.D. Klevenhusen

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke GmbH
D 2800 Bremen, HUnefeldstra~e 1-5, FRG

ABSTRACT

A new singularity method is applied to multi-element airfoils in the physical plane
for calculating both, the incompressible velocities and the incompressible potential- and
streamfunction along the contur of each element. The values of the preceding computation
are used to build an orthogonal grid in which the airfoil is mapped to a line in the
streamline plane. The computational domain is this streamline plane wherein the full tran-
sonic potential equation is solved using a finite difference method. The great influence
of viscous effects has been incorporated using the so-called surface transpiration concept.
The representation of the displacement effect of the boundary layer and wakes is based on
the well-known integral method and a trailing edge flow-concept which includes normal
pressure gradients and wake curvature effects. Comparisons of the theory with high Reynolds
number experiments show the good agreement for pressure distribution and lift.

NOMENCLATURE

a Local Speed of Sound

B Square of the compressible velocities

C Chord length

Cp Pressure coefficient

MOD Mach number at infinity

n Normal direction
o Square of the incompressible velocities

Flow speed

s Arc length along airfoil and wake streamline
t Tangential direction

u'v Velocity components

x,y Cartesian coordinates

x',y' "disturbance" coordinates

a Angle of attack

Prandtl-factor " ,T
y Specific heats

8" Displacement thickness

O Momentum thickness

X Curvature (1 a)
9 Density

0 Compressible potentialfunction
%0 Incompressible potentialfunction

q Incompressible streamfunction
Atp Potential jump at the trailing edge

SUBSCRIPTS

A Airfoil

n Direction normal to airfoil and wake

SEP Separation point

TE Trailing edge

t Direction tangent to wake

w Wake
x Derivative in x-direction
y Derivative in y-direction

6 Denotes boundary layer edge .,.

• , (



~7-2 Deriatv in -
7-2 Derivative in p -direction

S Derivative in i -direction

v Iteration count

c Free Stream

I. INTRODUCTION

Several published methods are known for the solution of two-dimensional viscous, steady transonic flow problems.
These methods can generally b- divided into two types. The first uses the small disturbance transonic potential equation
(I) and adds a boundary layer code to include viscous effects.

The second method, and the one on which the work presented here is based, uses the full transonic potential
equation in connection with various boundary layer codes (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). With the exception of (2), which uses a
Cartesian system, they all solve the equation in a curvilinear coordinate system provided by conformal mapping based onan early work of Sells (8).

The present work solves the transonic potential equation by a finite difference method
using an orthogonal bodyfitted streamline coordinate system. This provides a transonic
computational plane where one set of mesh lines is approximately aligned with the flow
and the other is normal to the boundaries of the flow. The transformed coordinates used
are the incompressible stream function and potential function, which are obtained fro.:, an
incompressible solution of the flow field in question.

An early paper of Colehour [9) uses a aimilar approach but unlike the present paper
he solves the incompressible stream function equation V P = 0 using a finite difference
method to get the desired stream function and potential funktion. The present method uses
a new singularity distribution which is applied to bodies or even multi-element airfoils
in the physical plane calculating both the incompressible velocities and the stream func-
tion and potential function along the surface of each element.

In calculating the boundary layer development, a laminar boundary layer is assumed to
commence from the stagnation point and to continue to some specified transition position is
reached where a turbulent boundary layer is initiated. The representation of the displace-
ment effect of boundary layer and wake is developed by Thiede et al [10] and is based
on an integral method expanded to handle the wake displacement effects too. The integral
method to determine the boundary layer is described in detail by Walz [Iii.

An iterative procedure is employed to obtain consitent solutions for the inviscid
ilow and the boundary layer. In the interaction procedure the concept of the surface
transpiration model presented by Lock [12) is used to represent the effect of the various
viscous layers on the outer potential flow. In this manner the repetition of the airfoil
transformation after every boundary layer calculations is avoided. An allowance for curva-
ture effects of the boundary layer and the wake is included in these boundary conditions.

The subsequent paper is devided into four parts. The first describes the formulation
of the compressible flow equations with viscous effects, the second the representation of
the boundary layer and wake the third the inviscid-viscous interaction scheme while in
the fourth part some of the results are presented.

II. THE BASIC INVISCID METHOD

The governing equation chosen for this analysis is the full inviscid equation for
compressible flow. The usual from of this equation for two-dimensional flow is:

(01_ 2- o.. 20 . 1C2 .20. .,0.,
The local speed of sound can be determind from the energy equation

2 7- 2% (2)

and on the profile the solution should satisfy the Neumann boundary condition

'0 . 0 (3)

Before the transonic solution is started, these equations are transformed to the in-
compressible 4 -W - plane.

Consider for example a two-element airfoil given in cartesian coordinates, see for
example Fig. 1.

1PA
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The incomp.essible flow around this air-
foil can be determined by solving a Dirich-
let-problem -- .

Vf = O (4)

const (5)

at the boundaries of the airfoil and J

W a (6) FPg. I Airfoil with slat i cartesian coordinates

at infintity. Differing from the well-known
panel methods, see for example [13,14] and
only for numerical reasons a doublet distribution with tangential doublet axes along the
contour is used. With this distribution arbitrary thick and infinite thin elements can
be used without any difficulty.

The singularity model leads to a well behaved system of linear equations and is very
appropriate for calculating the incompressible flow around multi-element airfoils. Some
details of the singularity model is presented by Klevenhusen in Ref. [15].

The streamline coordlnate system necessitates the velocity potential distribution
along the contours which is obtained by taking the same doublet strength as for the
streamfunction but positioning the doublet axes normal to tne contour. The behavior of
the velocity potential of doublets is in such a way that the unavoidable numerical errors
decreases with increasing distance from the locus of the doublet. Therefor a doublet
model is more suitable than a source or vortex model for determining the potential func-
tion and stream function.

Only open contours and non-constant streamfunction on the boundary require additional
singularity distributions - a constant soure distribution for the velocity potential and
a constant vortex distribution for the stream function. Furthermore it is possible to
seperate the part of the potential function due to the circulation. The velocities along
the contours are obtained by differentiating the potential function. Both, the velocities
and the seperate potential function are needed for the finite difference calculation.

The transformed transonic potential equation requires the knowledge of the squares
of the incompressible velocities at every node point( V,V') in the streamline plane.
The velocities are considered as functions of V andy. Furthermore we can define distur-
bance velocities

U,= u- U, cosa (7)

v' = v -Uhn sin p pc

The velocities u' and v' are potential functions in the V-*,-plane and bounded atinfinity. To get the required velocities at the node points a Laplace equation in the
1 flow field

U +~ U u =0 (9)

is to be solved. The necessary boundary conditions are known from the calculation in the

physical plane. A similar Laplace equation can be formulated for v' in the same way.

These two boundary value problems can be solved by doublet distributions along the
slit with oblique doublet axes in the streamline plane using the above mentioned panel
method. After solving the boundary value problems the doublet distributions are known
and the velocities u and v can be calculated at every given point in the streamline plane.

Finially the physical coordinates are also conjugate functions in the streamline
plane. Defining "disturbance coordinates"

x' = x - Vcosu * Vsina (10)

y' = y - a -iL'cosU (11)

the x' and y' are bounded at infinity so we can handle x' and y' in the same way as
u' and v'. An example of this procedure is given in Fig. 2.
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The computational dotair is the stream-
line plane, Fig. 3 wherein the full tran- -
sonic potential equation is 3olved using a \
potential equation (1) in the incompressible
fitni dfeeucio me)nthod.iTcmpransibl
streamline coordinate system is given by

22 (41W (W) -(408( -, BV,) = 0 (12)
with

B . (0.0 (13)
which denotes the square of the local
compressible velocity and

V2 , p2 (114) F.2 Airfoil with Slaith Strem-and Potential Lines
x y

which denotes the square of the local in-
compressible velocity. The equation of the
speed of sound (2) is transformed to

02 =2 _ H (9_U2) (15)
A good approximation for the compressi-

ble streamlines is achieved using the same
angle of attack for the determination of
the grid and for calculating the transonic
flow. Since the mesh lines are approximate-
ly aligned with the flow the use of a
rotated difference scheme is eliminated and
the transonic potential equation (12) can
be simplified considerably, as all first
derivatives normal to the streamline are -

incremental and terms of second order can -

be neglected: 1 -

(OW O( 0 0 0,40V4 )(16)

All transonic calulations using the
present method are based upon this equation. Fig.-3 Airfoil with Slot in Strearnlme Coordinates
The boundary condition is given by

0  -0 (17)

at the contour of each element.

Lifting airfoils requires a technique for the determination of airfoil circulation
as part of the solution. The transonic solution plane presents a cut in this plane. Part
of this cut represents the airfoil surface and part represents the trailing streamline.
Along the trailing streamline, p values above and below are discontinuous but static
pressure must match. The jump in 0 across the trailing streamline is the ,circulation for
the flow field and is controlled by satisfying the Kutta condition at the trailing edge,i.e. same velocities on the upper and lower surface, resp.

Some considerations must be mentioned about the the stagnation point.
Equation (16) usually implies a singular behaviour at the stagnation point of the coor-
dinates. This point .is treated without any artifice since numerical methods are used and
therefor the velocity at the stagnation point will be only close to zero. But it is not
possible to determine the correct position of the compressible stagnation point. While
some movement of the stagnation point would be expected, this restriction does not
appear to cause numerical problems. It is believed that this inaccuracy has only a local
effect and in most cases it is not restricting the practical use of the present method
as can be seen later.

III. REPRESENTATION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER

In the interaction procedure the concept of displacement thickness is used to repre-
sent the effect of the various viscous layers on the outer potential flow. Instead of
adding the displacement thickness to the airfoil geometry a distribution of sources
along the airfoil surfaces and along the wake center lines is utilized for the simulation
of the viscous flow di3placement effects. In this case we may rewrite the boundary
condition, eq (17), fo: the inviscid flow as follows:

S/
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where vn is the normal outflow the airfoil due to the boundary layer.
The viscous boundary conditions are as follows:

-on the airfoil

v = IL 96 q a*)(19)

- in the wake

, d (2%A Vw = - ("20)

AVtw = -x q, (5*. e) (21)

The boundary layer values 6 and 0 are obtained by an integral method described by
Walz (11] and expanded by Thiede [10] to handle wake effects.

o A further change to the inviscid scheme is introduced in order to allow for the effect

of the curvature of the airfoil and wake on the pressure change across the viscous layer
and is given by

Apw -x 9q6 (a*.1 (22)

which must be added to the inviscid pressure distribution. The required curvature used in
equations (21) and (22) is given by

I c)q
q nW

which is positive in the wake. it is shown in Ref. [7] that equation (22) is approximate-
ly equivalent to adjust the calculated inviscd velocity q to q', where

q =q[I.x(6*-e)] (24)

with a similar correction for the velocity in the wake. The velocity q' is used to calcu-
late the boundary laser.

IV. THE NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The mathematical formulations of the inviscid and viscous flow problems are coupled
through their respective boundary conditions. The objective of the solution. procedure
is to find those particular distributions of surface velocity and boundary layer
thickness which simultaneously satisfy both the potential flow problem an the boundaly
layer problems.

A basic feature of the numerical scheme is that the repetition of the airfoil trans-
formation after every boandary layer calculation is avoided. The numerical solution of
the transonic boundary value problem proceeds in a manner similar to that of Murman and
Cole [16] . A successive line overrelaxation method is used where the flow field is swept
in the downstream direction only, and difference formulas are switched depending on wheth-
er the flow is subsonic or supersonic.

A sulution i. sought for the same angle of attack in both calculations, i.e. calcula-.
tions to get the desired streamline plane and to get the desired transonic results. This
assures the proper alignment of the incompressible streamlines with the cumpressible ones
in the converged transonic solution.

During the iterative procedure, Fig. 4, a prescribed Number, NS1, of inviscid inter-
ations are performed with the current boundary conditions. The velocity is then calculated
on the airfoil surface and along the wake, and is used to calculate the currenct boundary
layer. The boundary layer on each surface is calculated seperately and is extended beyond
the trailing edge to obtain the part of the wake on either side of the trailing edge
streamline. The pressure distribution is specified at node points along the dividing stream-
line in the streamline plane, but is specified for the boundary layer analysis as values
at the corresponding x and y coordinate points, starting at the stagnation point rather
than the leading edge and proceding downstream towards infinity an each surface.

As results the boundary layer calculations produces the displacement thickness, 65
and the momentum thickness, 0 , at the various meshpoints. Unterrelaxation is employed
in order to determine the actual values of the displacement thickness

* = * (6*-
6v =V-1 * RDEL(V v-1) (25)

and the momentum thickness

S + (0 R.E) (26)

V '1Y
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where RDEL is an underrelaxation parameter. RELAX
With these relaxed values equations (19),
(20), (21) and (24) are used to calculate
the new boundary conditions and further NC=INS
flow field calculations are performed with
the new boundary conditions.

Calculatel Calculate Mdif
After every NS1 inviscid iterations K s inviscid viscous bboundary y

have been performed the whole cyle is re- velocity layers conditions
peated. This process continues until either no distribution
a certain convergence criteria is satisfied
or until a specified number of iterations
have been completed. After the completation Calculate

-. of the iterative procedure the lift coeffi- potential
cients on the airfoil are calculated. distribution

V. RESULTS ptential
jump at

Several test cases have been selectEfd to infinity
demonstrate the flexibility of the method.
The first example compares pressure dis.trib-
utions a two-dimensional airfoil sectio3n,
the same as in Fig. 2. The calculations, onvergence yes output
Fig. 5, have been done for noj

cp -- Present Theory (Inviscid I C

-- . Inviscid Calculation made by

Arlinger (Saabl ,-,7

'' Fig.4: Flow Chart for Iterative Methods
the inviscid case. The agreement between the

present result and the result obtained by
_Cp-crit Arlinger [17) is excellent, however

Arlinger used a conformal mapping [18) to
get the desired computational mesh. It demon-
strates clearly that the pressure distribution
obtained by the two methods are almost the same
but the present method has the advantage to
use a simpler mapping.

01 0 01 02 Q3 OA 05 06 07 \s 10 xic The next two figures demstrate the eftect
of the pressure variation &a.ross the vicous
layer. Fig. 6 shows for =n NACA 651-213 Airfoil
a calculation with a correction for viscous
effects only on the profile and without the
described normal pressure correction. Compa-
rison is made with measurements obtained
by Burdges at al (19].The next figure, Fig. 7,
shows the including of the normal pressure
correction. It clearly demonstrztaes the influ-
once of the pressure correction on the last
161 of the airfoil chord. With this correction

FigS: Two -Element AirfoilM 0.6, a=6' the agreement between theory and measurement
for this simple airfoil shape is excellent.

Some typical results of a comparison of the pressure distributions for the supercritical
airfoil VFW-VA2 are presented in the next two figures. Fig. 8 shows a calculation
with the pressure correction but without the displacement effects. The experiment is
taken from Ref. [20] . In the next calculation the effects of the wake are included andFig. 9 shows the good agreement between the present method and the measurement.

The next few figures will show some results from calculations of the flow field around
multielement airfoils. Since the effective angle of attack of the model in the tests was
uncertain, a suggested increment in Ref. [21J of t:=-tO0 due to the wind tunnel wall
correction is chosen. The effective angle of attack quoted in the figures includes this
increment.

2
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Present Theory

+ Experiment - Present Thcory

by Burdges et ol (Lockheed Georgia) (19 . -- Experiment by

-1.,- ; Burdges et at (Lockheed Georgia) (19]

CP-.

-0.8
-00.

-0.2- -0.2--0., .0- i
"0"2. .0.2,

-03-| I.0.-0,
S. 0.2 0.4 0.6 . 0.2 0.4 0.

02 X/C X/C

0.4 0.4 -

06 06-

0,8' 02

2.0 2.0..

- THEOY 11 = O.'7M (ILP 0.600 CA 0 312 NG a 2003
S+ EXP H1 0.1650 M. r - 1.000 CO - 0.277 CU 0.0200

- THEORY H O.'160 ALP O.S CA 0,30G NG 200
+ £XP M' .16 .'GO, . 1.000 CA 0 .277 CU - o.n260

Fig. 7: NACA 651 - 213, :0.5 Airfoil

Fig.6: NACA 65
1 -213,c : 05 Airfoil Calculation with Curvature Effects

Calculation without Curvature Effects

The first results are for the SKF 1.1Upe, Sura airfoil with extended flap. The solution shown

Lower SurfCceP includes the effect of the wake. Fig. 10 shows
+ Experiment. 0FVLR [201 the pressure distribution at a free stream

". CP Mach number of .6 together with the airfoil
in the streamline plane. The agreement between

-.- the present method and the measurement [211
-2. is good. However, the airfoil contour is not

smoothed at the cutout on the main airfoil at
IT -- the trailing edge.

.0.-~+ The same calculation is done but with a

.., free stream Mach number of .7 which produce a
+02greater supersonic region on the airfoil.

Fig. 11 shows the result of the present
theory together with measurements of Ref. [21].

0 0.2 0.4 a 0.8 t.0 The overall agreement is good but the local
X/C discrepancies in the shock strength and at the

leading edge are probably due to the fact
that the pressure distribution in the cutout 1

0.6 region of the main airfoil is not well predic-
ted.

0.2

2.0 A last example is depicted in Fig. 12.
It shows the three-element airfoil with slat

22 and flap. Comparison are made with unpublished
. --t-t--t-..L . . .. " material of VFW (221 . The agreement between

I- , _.-1--L-L l/-f '1J'' the present theory and the meas-
.. _..L1.J.L.LL. J .. bI-i ...4 urement is satisfactory. Note that this_ _ 1 i!,~ prediction is made without wake effects.

Ti,- The main reason is as follows:

In the interaction region of the gap bet-
ween main airfoil and flap the boundary layer

RE - 2.40 MILLIUI flow will seperate at the beginning of the
THEORY i =0.730 ALP. 0.6W G1 o. 4W cutout. The boundary layer theory are only

+ EP o o.jo A -o.L c. . , o.rz s valid just prior to the seperation point. rhis
leads to a somewhat heuristic seperation stream-
line based on emperism and experience. This
might be an acceptable way to calculate the

Calculation without Wake Effects boundary layer if only a small seperation

V. . ~ irfol lne bsedon eopeism nd xperenc. Ths
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-a-- *46- pie~nt Teory a- -Upper Surface Pr n
G-- Lower Surface TheoIr

Upper / Lower Surface resp Experiment taken

-: P + Experiment OFVLR 120) tram AGARD AR-138
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-0.4. + +X ,C
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0 04.
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FilO SF .1Aifol it FapE~* 10.600 .U' 2.0 C-1.9

Fig.10: KF .1 Arfoi wih Flp Fg.112, SKF- Conf, C Airf oil with Slat and Flap
Calculation with Curvaturt and Wake Effects Comparison with VISCOUS Calculdtion and measurement
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region exists. But if massive-separation will appear which isassumed due to the strong
adverse pressure gradient like the one shown in the foregoing 'igures one of the follo-
wing is recommended:

The full Navier-Stokes-Equations have to be solved or

to develop a rore sophisticated viscous/inviscid interaction model in the
separation region or

to avoid there pressure gradients the airfoil has to be smoothed like a
separation streamline or

to take the results as they are.

If the results are taken as they are no one expects that use of the Kutta-condition,
i.e. same velocities on the upper and lower surface at the trailing edge, will give the
right circulation. These conditions will lead to the pressure distributions shown here.

However, the overall agreement between the present theory and the experiments for
single airfoils or even multi-element airfoils ire quite satisfactory. For the three-
element airfoil the agreement is not as good due to the reason stated above. But for
engineering application the results are quite encouraging, since there is little known
about the 'nteraction of inviscid/viscous flow around multi-element airfoils in the
cransonic speed regime.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The method presented here represents a great improvement on those that have been avail-
able previously for single or two-element airfoils and has the extension to handle more
than two-elementairfoil sections. Thus it is of considerable practical value in airfoil
design. However, there are deficiencies in the method notably in the region where the
boundary layer assumptions are strictly invalid, i.e. when the flow is approaching, or
beyond, separation.

The use of a streamline coordinate transformation procedure in transonic flow analysic
allows a general method to be developed that is not confined to a special class of
geometry. The method gives results which are in reasonable agreement with experiments.
The resulting computer program which has been developed enables a converged solution over
a typical two-element airfoil section to be obtained in about 2-3 minutes on an IBM 3033
computer.
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CALCULATIONS OF TRANSONIC FLOW OVER WING/BODY COMBINATIONS
WITH AN ALLOWANCE FOR VISCOUS EFFECTS

M.C.P. Firmin
Aerodynamics Department

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hampshire, England

SUMARY

The paper shows how a viscous-inviscid interactlon scheme developed for aerofoils
can ba successfully generalised to account for th threp-dimensional effects of the
bouniary layers and wake over the wing of a wing/body combination.

Two main elements make up the method:

(a) the RAE Mk 4 transonic small perturbation method which has been modified to allow
changes to be made to the boundary conditions over the wing and in the wake;

(b) a three-dimensional Integral boundary-layer method, using the scheme of solution
devised by P.D. Smith, to extend the two-dimensional 'lag' entrainment method of Green,
Weeks and Brooman.

The paper discusses the ccupling of the two main elements of the method and the
difficulties encountered in providing an adequlate iterative scheme. Computing times are
discussed in relation to the time required for the basic calculation for inviscid flow.
Several examples are given of results obtained and comparisons are shown between experi-
mental measurements and results from the scheme.

LTST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

c local chord

c mean chord of wing

C entrainment coefficient (Eq.(13))

c L  local lift coefficient based on local chord

C (local) lift coefficient for wing based on wing area
LW
C pressure coefficient
Ar Pchange in pressure coefficient due to wake curvature (Eq.(10))

H transformed shape factor (Eq.(16))

H 1  streamwise boundary-lfyer shape factor

H1  (6 /

M stream Mach number
Rea Reynolds number based on mean chord

s, n streamwise coordinates

x, y, z rectangular coordinates in physical space

YB' ZB coordinates of body

X, Y, Z transformed coordinates in computing space

YB' ZB sides of rectangular box representing body
a flow direction on the wing surface

aB  body incidence

a wing incidence

angle between the external streamline and the direction of limiting stream-
line on th(, wing surface

7y ratio of specific heats (Eq.(1))

y( ) change in boundary conJitions due to boundary layers (Eq.(5))
6* dijplacement thickness

non-dimensional position on chord of wing

wrelaxation fa;.toi for viscous effects (Eq.(21))

17gross non-dimensional position on the gross semi-spin of wing

011 streamwise momentum thickness

p density

Suffix
e edge of boundary layer or wake
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the major challenges facing aerodynamicists has been to provide practical
methods which may be used in the design of aircraft. This necessitates being able to
determine the pressure distribution and loads on the component parts in flight. Thischallenge has always posed a most difficult problem, and particularly so when shock waves
exist in the flow; and at present no ideal method exists. Unfortunately as aircraft
designs have advanced the flows have becomi more complicated and often more sensitive to
scale effects, and therefore less amenable to calculation. For some of the more complex
shapes, and where flow separations exist, it is still essential to rely mainly on wind-
tunnel tests; but these are expensive, time-consuming and involve wall interference and
scale effects of uncertain magnitude. Recently advances in computational fluid dynamics
have allowed the prospect of making good estimates, even for examples with transonic flow
and shock waves, of the loading of aircraft for conditions of attached flow. This is
done by considering the problem as one where the flow is predominantly inviscid but also
one where corrections can be made for the viscous effects. Thus for this restricted
range of conditions there is a prospect of reducing the number of wind-tunnel tests
necessary in any design development and so reduce the timescale and cost.

2An invited paper by Lock , for this Symposium, reviews the subject in detail, but
as the scheme to be described here for wing/body combinations relies heavily on the
previous work on aerofoils, the main points are also summarised here. Several methods
have been developed for taking into account the interaction between the boundary layers
and wake with the external inviscid flow, and some of these have been extended to deal
with transonic flows, for cases where the shock waves are not too strong and the boundary
layers remain attached3- 6. The methods in most common use, so far, are based on solu-
tions for the inviscid potential flow and an allowance is made for the effects of the
boundary layers and viscous wake by modifying the internal boundary conditions in the
region of the aerofoil surface and the wake. Two possible concepts have been used;
either a new boundary is considered as envisaged by Presto4, or the boundary conditions
at the aerofoil surface and on a line representing the wake are modified, to account for
the displacement effects of the boundary layer and wake7 . The overall solution then
depends on an iterative scheme in which the bcuindary conditions are modified in steps as
the calculation proceeds using an under-relaxation scheme3 . These methods have given
such good results that it seems reasonable to attempt an extension of the ideas to the
wings o.. wing/body combinations, although for aerofoils there are still some doubtg about
the detailed representation of the flow in a shock-wave boundary-layer interaction and
in the neighbourhood of a trailing edge 6. In spite of these inherent deficiencies the
methods still appear to be more accurate and econorical than the numerical solutions that
have appeared so far from the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes codes, even for attached
flow over aerofoils8 .

In this paper a method is described in which the main inviscid Llement is the RAE
Mk 4 Transonic Small Perturbation (TSP) method1 0 for the flow over wing/body combina-
tions, and the boundary layers and wakes are calculated using an integral method which is
an extension of the 'lag' entrainment method of Green, Weeks and Brooman12 to three-
dimensional flow, and uses the scheme of solution devised by Smith1 3 . For region!. of the
wing near the attachment line and where laminar boundary layers exist a yawed wingassumption is made.

The paper discusses the coupling of the two main elements of the method and the
difficulties encountered in providing an adequate scheme. Several examples are given ofresults obtained.

2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The method requires, as for aerofoils, two basic elements to be linked together:
(a) a method for calculating the inviscid flow over a wing/body combination, where
boundary conditions are applied either at the displacement surface or alternatively on
the original surface, but with a non-zero normal velocity at the surface and with a
modified jump condition downstream in the wake; and (b) a method for calculating the
boundary layer and wake flow generated by a wing. It will be assumed that the boundary
layers may be either laminar or turbulent in the region of the leading edge but that in
any case transition to turbulent flow wi.l occur at some prescribed location on the
forward part of the wing.

The linking of the two methods is essential, since the boundary conditions which
are applied to the method for inviscid flow are obtained from boundary-layer and wake
calculations, while the boundary-layer calculations are dependent on the pressure distri-
bution which is obtained from the inviscid flow method. An interactive sequence has to
be built up and this will take the form of a doubly iterative scheme as first suggested
by Jones and Firmin 9 for aerofoils. They found that by modifying the boundary conditions,
at intervals, during the iterative sequence for the inviscid flow method, it was possible
to obtain solutions for an aerofoil with a correction for the effects of the attached
boundary layers provided a low relaxation factor was used in modifying the aerofoil's
boundary conditions. The total computing times were increased by the order of 50% due to
the necessity to regularly calculate the boundazy-layer characteristics for the gradually
changing pressure distribution and the need for an increased total number of interactions
to obtain a converged solution of tho inviscid method. Similar results might be expected
for the work on wing/body combinations as the methods being useC are derivatives of those
used in the original work.
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3 CHOICE OF METHODS

3.1 Inviscid flow

For the calculation of the inviscid flow over wing/body combinations in compres-
sible flow where shock waves may.occur, the only method available within the UK at the
time this work was started was the RAE TSP method being developed by Albone, Hall and
Joyce7,1 0 . This method is based on the assumption that the flow is irrotational so that
a velocity potential exists, and also that the perturbations in velocity potential are
small. The method has been well tested for two-dimensional flow against solutions of thefull potential -tethod for a wide range of aerofoils and over Mach number ranges likely tobe of interest in the design of aircraft, and has been found to give surprisingly
accurate resultseos

In the derivation given by Albone et at the method for wings and wing/body combina-
tions reduces to the two-dimensional form for an infinite sheared wing. For three-
dimensional flow the differential equation is:

- M2 -(+ 1)M 2 .] + [i- (7- IN 2 ~~ 2 M2~ 1Wxxx Ix]yy y xy

where the scaled perturbation potential ' is related to the velocity potential 41 by

= M"4 3 (41 - x) (2)

with z = M(2/3-r/2)Z and M = M cos A . A is an angle which is zero at the centren n 0
line of the body and tends to the local angle of sweep-back of the mid-chord of the wing
outside the body. M is the free stream Mach number and r is an empirically defined
parameter. The boundary conditions used in the method are modified slightly to allow
viscous corrections to be applied. Over the body no modification is required as, at this
stage, corrections are not included for the influence of the body boundary layer; so the
bourdary conditions, applied on the sides of the rectangular box y = y0  z = z0 , are:

4y=y0 = n B\ (-'-- + [Mr a. + (0iy=y0 ](aB) (3)

and

r-4/3 = -
3  B I 3Z B_z=z0  LTax - aBJ+ (y)i=i 0 kay (4)

where Z = i0 (x,y) and y = YB(xz) defines the body surface and aB is the body
incidence. In the methcd the boundary conditions are not applied on the body itself but
equivalent conditions are applied on the side of the rectangular box, which acts as a
porous boundary.

Over the wing and in the wake corrections are included for the wing boundary Jayers
and the viscous wake. The boundary condition applied on z = 0+ and on z = 0- ...comes

M3r/2-2 L/ S y)](i)i=0 n L Ra-x- Uw I xy 5

where z = z (x,y) is the equation of the actual wing surface, a is the angle of
incidence of the wing and 7(x,y) is the additional term due to the displacement effect
of the boundary layers on the wing. 7(x,y) is derived from a knowledge of the boundary-
layer parameters and depends on the applied pressure distribution, so it is different for
the upper and lower surfaces of the wing.

The conditions to be satisfied on the trailing vortex sheet are modified, but the
sheet is still represented by a jump in velocity potential across z = 0 . The modified
conditions to be satisfied on the trailing vortex sheet are:

[ +(x'YZ=o ) - O(xYE=0)] = P(xy) (6)

Z (xy ' =0 +) - 0z (x,y,z=0-) = AOz(x,y) (7)

where F(x,y) = F(x = + ,y) + AM(x,y) . (8)
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Al' and AOz are dependent on the wake curvature and thickness, and the trailing edge of

the wing is defined by x = Xte

At x = + the perturbation potential satisfies the reduced equation

4y +'z = 0 (9)

subject to the conditions

O (y,E=0 ) - O (y,i= 0 ) 
= I x=+-',y )

.0

for y y semi-span , and 4'+0 as y- and j. ± + For other values of x

+ + 0 with increasing distance from the wing/body combination.

The pressure coefficient is given by an approximate relationsbip

C 2M 3/2-r .3-2r () M -) M+ C) (10
p n x n x n y p (10)

where AC is a correction to the pressure coefficient due to the difference in pressure

between the value on the actual surface obtained from the inviscid-flow model and the
value in the real flow. AC is obtained from the difference in the chdnge in pressureP
across the boundary layer and that across an equivalent layer of inviscid flow.

3.2 Boundary layer and wake flow - turbulent

With the success of the 'lag' entrainment turbulent boundary-layer method 12 used in
connection with the development of schemes for '-alculating iiscous effects on aerofoils,
it is natural to use a similar method for three-dimensional flows, The 'lag' entrainmentmethod is an integral method in that the governing partial differential equations in the

three independent variables (x,y,z) are reduced, by an integration in the direction
normal to the surface (z), to another set of partial differential equations, but with two
independent variables. The rethod, which is an extension of the entratene-t method of
SmithI3 , is based on four such equations, the two momentum integral equat.ons, the
continuity integral equation, and the 'lag' equation. For the use mad-_ here thD main
advantage of the integral method over differential method is one of speed for a given
accuracy, which is important when the viscous layers have to be determined repeatedly
during c'e course of the calculations.

The momentum integral equations written in streamline coordinates are14:

S1 12 2 -ea (H +e - 2 1 aue 1ar
as an 2 2 f I  e u e s 12 e ue an (Oll - e22) - (1)

and

a s 2 2 f 22 1e0 2 - M2) _Us + Z - (H + 1) + - 2) 1- au .
s- +7- 7 f C e r 22

............................................................(12)

where s represents a distance along an external streamline, n a distance parallel to

the wing surface and normal to an external streamline and I -r is associated with the
divergence of the streamlines. r as

The continuity integral equation is:

a ( 1 01 1) ab2  = [ I r (1 - ) _auel M aue (13)

as n = CE - H1  r as +  u eas J e an(

The various displacement and momentum thicknesses are defined as:
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with th shp fcosH=1/01an H/01 * uPVf d , f are

the components of the velocity and skin friction vectors in the s and n directions
respectively. The subscript e refers to conditions at the outer edge of the boundary
layer, and p is the density.

The wo-imesioal 'ag'equt'o 12
The two-dimensional 'lag' eat,on12 is assumed to hold along an external stream-

line, so

CE [2.8' Uull 'Ue 2 1 +0.2M
S11 1 +0.075M (15)

2; 8 ( T h ( ) 4. ' l ( S EQ e e 1 + 0 . M ;

where C7  is the shear stress coefficient and X is a factor which is set to unity for

boundary layers unless secondary influences are included. The suffices EQ0  and EQ

refer to equilibrium conditions, the quantities being calculated as suggested by Green
et aZ1 2. Following Green, H is introduced as:

S

H Lf(~~)edz (16'

13and it is assumed by Smith, as in the entrainment method , that all crossflow thicknesses
may be related to the streamwise m.mentum thickness 0 by the relationships

11

021 = fI(H) 11 tan j

012 ' f2 (R)011 tan

(17)

8 2 = f3(R)O1 tan P

022 = f4 (H)011 tan J

where is the angle between the external streamline and the direction of the limiting
streamline on the wing surface. The streamwise skin friction coefficient is assumed to
be given by the relationship due to Green et at12 for two-dimensional flow. The cross-
flow skin-friction coefficient is assumed to be given by

Cf2 = Cfl tan . (18)

The above equations are transformed to a non-orthogonal system and are solved
numerically by a simple explicit iUnite difference method in which the forward step size
is controlled by the requirement that the downstream point remains within the domain of
influence of the upstream point and its immediate neighbours. The input velocity distri-
bution and geometry are all interpolated by using bicubic spline interpolation.

The boundary-layer method is extended into the wake by making basically the same
assumptions as made by Green for two-dimensional aerofoils. The computation of th.

.1-!
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boundary-layer growth over one surface of the wing is taken beyond the trailing edge to
treat the development of the part of the wake on one side of the stream surface origina-
ting at the trailing edge, by continuing the solution of the governing differential
equations. Downstream of the trailing edge, the only changes to the method are:

(1) Cf (including the related value for a flat plate) is set to zero in all the

equations in which it occurs;

(2) the dissipation length scale is doubled (ie X = 0.5 ).

The first change implies no contribution from skin friction in the momentum integral
equations (11) and (12), as C is related to Cf through Eq.(18). Green justifies

the change for aerofoils in terms of physical considerations and by comparing with
experimental evidence; no further justification is given here. In practice it is found
that the crossflow angle 0 decays as the pressure gradients are reduced in the wake.
1 now becomes the angle between the external streamline and the corresponding streamline
at the stream surface dividing the upper and lower surface wakes. No account has been
taken of the viscous interaction between the wakes leaving the upper and lower surfaces
of the wing.

3.a Boundary layers near a leading edge

In this work the aim has been to make allowance for viscous effects when the
boundary layers are predominantly turbulent over the wings, but it is still essential to
make some allowance for the layers ahead of transition and to have a method available for
determining the starting conditions for the turbulent layers. Although methods exist for
the calculation of three-dimensional compressible laminar boundary layers they did not
fit easily into the scheme proposed here. Difficulties occurred because the flow direc-
tion can change rapidly in the region of the attachment line and the grid system may not
match the requirements of the laminar boundary-layer methods.

These practical difficulties were avoided in the current method by assuming that,
in the region of the leading edges of the wing, variation in the spanwise direction (ie
along wing gengrators) can be neglected and so a 'yawed-wing' version of Smith's boundary-
layer program1 3, which Las been prepared for laminar or turbulent boundary layers, can be
used from the leading edge of the wing back to a convenient point at each spanwise
station. For flow which is laminar at the attachment line and up to some transition 16
location, the momentum thickness is evaluated using an approximation suggested by Cooke
and then the turbulent boundary layer is started assuming that the momentum thickness is
continuous at transition, and that the twist through the boundary layer P is initially
zero. The shape factor at the start of the turbulent boundary layer is determined by
assuming equilibrium flow.

When the direction of the transition front does not coincide with that of a grid
line used in the combined method, the 'yawed wing' method for turbulent boundary layers
is used to bridge the gap. The obvious anomaly in the region of the wing/body junctionneeds further investigation, but the results obtained so far do not appear to be highly
sensitive to the conditions applied in this region.

4 COUPLING

The grid system used for the inviscid element of the program was devised to obtain
computing efficiency with reasonable simplicity, but it took no special account of the
need to calculate boundary layers over the wings and the wake. The basic grid used in
the computing space is regular within the rectangular box lXI < 1 , IYI 4 1 , IZj < I
and is divided into L*M*N elements, L, M and N being the number of subdivisions in the
X, Y and Z directions respectively. This box corresponds to the infinite domain in the
physical space (x, y, z) with the wing plane z = 0 transformed to Z = 0 , and the
plane of symmetry y = 0 transformed to Y = 0 . The lines x = g1 (y) and y = g2 (y)

as showm in Fig I and defined in the plane z = 0 , uoincide with the leading and trail-
ing edges respectively of the wing, except within the body and near and outboard of the
tip where they are curved to become parallel with the y-.axis. The lines x = gl(y) and
x = g2 (y) become lines X = const. in the computing space. Ahead of the leading edge
and behind the trailing edge, the lines X = const. become progressivelt less 'swept' ao

The main boundary-layer program requires a grid of surface points which can be
transformed into a rectangular grid, with the trailing edge a coordinate line, and with
the starting values for the boundary-layer parameters (811, E11 and 1) prescribed on
the upstream edge and for any side along which the flow is directed into the computa-
tional region. As mentioned above, the starting values at t e upstream edge ar@ obtained
by making 'yawed wing' assumptions. For most of the remaining rejlon ovey which it is
necessary to compute the boundary layers and the wake the grids used in the two methods
are fully compatible, but near the tip of the wing some interpolation of the press5;re
distribution may be necessary to form a suitable grid. The results from the boundary-
layer method will then need to be reinterpolated to obtain the modifi.ed boundary condi-
tions for the inviscid flow element of the program.

!I
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In coupling the methods together difficulties exist at the edges of the region over
which the boundary layers and wake are to be computed, because no attempt is made to
calculate the viscous layers outside the region covered by the wing and wake (ze for wing;
Ybody < y < Ys span . The boundary conditions at the sides of the region are not

readily available, since the flow in the wing/body junction is difficult to model; while
the conditions near the tip of the wing in the inviscid flow method may lead to a
physically unrealistic solution which could cause the boundary-layer method to break down
artificially. In consequence, at the present time the following conditions are applied:

(a) at the wing/body junction

D 1 1 = 2H * CE 0
ay ay ay 3y

a- is taken as antisymmetric about the junction. This condition is strictly only
ay
correct for a junction where the main stream flow is along y = Ybody

(b) At the 'tip' (ie last station on the span),

a@11  A as* a# 3 CE

are all obtained using the backward difference equation so that the deLivatives are
obtained from quantities defined within the computational region. Ifere Y iz defined in
the transformed computing space.

In coupling the inviscid element to the boundary-layer method the input needed by
the boundary-layer element is the velocity distribution over the surface. In using the
TSP method the main output is the pressure coefficient which is obtained from the pertur-
bation velocities using only an approximate formula (Eq.(10)), and so the direction of
the velocity vector is not known. In developing the TSP method it is the pressure
coefficient which has been compared with more exact methods and consequently the magni-
tude of the velocity vector is well established, but its direction has not been specially
considered. In the present method the direction of the velocity vector is nevertheless
taken directly from the TSP solution, while its magnitude is deduced from the pressure
coefficient by meanb of Bernoulli's equation. The required velocity gradients are then
derived by bicubic spline fits to the velocity vectors.

In solving the boundary-layer equations Smith relies upon difference equations to
obtain the derivatives in the Y direction, using backward, forward, or central
differences depending upon the flow directions within the boundary layer. It was found
that this method did not work well where the grid spacing was sparse or where the span-
wise derivatives were changing rapidly. In this work it is not realistic to increase the
number of grid points used in the boundary-layer calculation, and so increase the required
storage and the time taken to compute the boundary-layer characteristics. Instead a
modified definition is used for determining the derivatives,

( J , and ('C

which is of the form

k)(011) + 2k(O11 ) - (1 + k)(0l1)

y 2AY (19)

(where k sn(a + 0.5)/sin A and A is the angle between grid lines in physical
space), so that the derivatives change smoothly in the spanwise direction. If k = 0
the equation is the same as for a central difference and k = 1 and k = -1 are the
same as the backward and forward difference scheraes respectively, as used by Smith. As
k is varied it is equivalent to determining the derivative at a point 1, J + k
instead of the point I, J by the central difference scheme.

When using a boundary-layer method in an iterative scheme, such as the one
described here, it is essential that the boundary-layer calculation does not fail when
computing the boundary layer or wake, even for some rather unrealistic pressure distri-
bution which may occur during an intermediate stage in the iterative calculation. In
the boundary layer and wake calculation arbitrary limits have been set to avoid this and
in addition increments to the boundary-layer parameters are reduced below the changes
required by the method if B exceeds 3.0. The absolute limit set on H is at present
3.5. The values for the limits on H are well above the value at which boundary-layer
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separation would normally be expected, so if either of these values are reached in the
converged solution then significant boundary-layer separation would be expected and the
solutions would be unlikely to compare well with measured parameters.

The solution of the boundary-layer equations is, as mentioned before, obtained
numerically by a simple explicit finite difference method with the forward step increment
in the positive X direction, thus requiring the flow external to the boundary layer to be
in the positive X direction. In addition a limit has been placed on the maximum twist
within the boundary layer which is permitted, thus making sure that the surface flow is
also in the positive X direction, ie

X- 180 - a < P < A - a

where X is the angle between the grid lines in the physical space and a is the
direc.cion of the flow at the edge of the boundary layer with respect to the y-axis.

Another aid to convergence,_which appears to work well, is to repeat the boundary-
layer and wake calculations, if H = 3.5 is reached on the wing, with the Reynolds
number for the calculation increased to 1.5 times the Reynolds number for the previous
attempt. This is done automatically in the program but a limit is set at present of 4.0
times the required Reynolds number. In this way unrealistically large changes to the
boundary-layer parameters can usually be avoided in obtaining a converged result at the
required Reynolds number,

The main coupling from the boundary-layer calculations back to the inviscid method
involves a knowledge of the normal velocity imparted to the flow outside the boundary
layer by the presence of the boundary layers. The change required to the boundary condi-
tions is to apply a non-zero normal velocity (w) at the surface (or on the dividing
stream surface in the wake) qiven by

1 1 u

w (rPu(p) = + ur e e ()
rp e as e e r e as e 1n e2 (20)

6* is the displacement thickness, which is not usually identical to 6 for three-
dimensional flow as pointed out by Lighthilll

7 . 1

For the work on aerofoils it was found inadequate just to modify the boundary
conditions as suggested; it was necessary to apply some under-relaxation to the coupling
in order to obtain a scheme which would converge. The degree of under-relaxation
required depends on the example considered. In the work on three-dmensional wings we
take

Y(x,y) = told(x,y) + w- 7old(x,y)} (21)

where y(x,y) is the change required to the boundary conditions in Eq.(5), 7old is the

value of 7 used for the previous iteration for the viscous layers and W is a relaxa-
tion factor. 7 is initially set to zero. In the wake

Sz(x,y) = (,oldlx,y) + wjwu + w - old(x'y) (22)

where AO (x,y) is the change in z required in the wake according to Eq.(7). w and
z z u

are ihe valaeL w from Eq.(20) frr the wake from the upper (u) and lower (Z)

surfaces. The relaxation factor w is usually taken as 0.1 or 0.2 but examples have
been found where successful results can be obtained with w as high as 0.5. When con-
vergence is obtained

7(x,y) = w

and

z(x,y) = wu + w, (23)

which is the required result to within the approximations used in the TSP method. For
the results given in this papir the corrections to r in Eq.(8) and the correction to C
in Eq.(10), have been neglected.

The overall viscou3-lnviscid interaction scheme described here is giver. in
diagrammatic form in Fig 2. For a calculation without corrections for viscous or aero-
elastic effects the procedure is exactly as given by Albone et al and may be summarized
as follows:

ii_21
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(i) the geometry of the wing/body comLination and the form of the coordinate transforma-
tions are specified and the appropriate boundary conditions are derived. These trans-
formations are of shearing and stretching types which map the infinite physical shape
into a finite computing space. They are chosen so that a uniform mesh in the computing
space provides a low mesh density in the far-field of physical space and especially high
mesh densities near the leading edge of the wing, the wing/body junction and the wing tip;

(ii) finite difference approximations of the Murman-Cole type are substituted for the
derivatives in the transformed equationr and boundary conditions, thus replacing the
differential equations by algebraic equations;

(iii) the resulting nonlinear system of algebraic equations is solved by successive line
relaxation together with a scheme for accelerating convergence.

The calculation proceeds round the 'INVISCID LOOP' until the required number of
iterations have been completed (unless convergence or divergence is recorded). If the
calculation is complete or convergence has been obtained, then the pressure distribution
is calculated, and the flowfield potentials and boundary conditions are stored for
subsequent calculations, as a continuation run.

For aeroelastic or viscous corrections to the calculations the boundary conditions
are modified periodically, but otherwise the calculation proceeds in the same way as for
inviscid flow. Although it is possible to include aeroelastic effects in the Mk 4 TSP
method this facility has not been used for the results presented. When a correction is
applied for viscous effects the inviscid calculation is interrupted every M iterations
(usually M = 10) in order to calculate the boundary layers as described in sections 3.1
and 3.2. The calculation then proceeds round the 'VISCOUS LOOP', and as mentioned
previously, the changes to the boundary conditions are made using under-relaxation
(Eqs.(21) and (22)).

Convergence of the overall scheme is judged on the changes in pressure distribution
and lift that occurs over the wing and the maximum difference between 7(x,y) and w in
Eq.(21) which is extended into the wake for this purpose. Separate values are recorded
for the upper and lower surfaces.

5 CONVERGENCE AND RUN TIMES

The normal method adopted for running the program, where viscous corrections are
applied, has been to calculate 100 'coarse' grid iterations of the inviscid element of
the program, and then a further 200 'coarse' grid iterations with intersperced boundary-
layer calculations, changing the boundary conditions every ten iterations of the inviscid
method. After completion of the coarse grid calculations a minimum of 330 'fine' grid
iterations will be needed, again changing the boundary conditions every ten iterations.
In addition, at least 200 additional 'fine' grid iterations are needed after
'satisfa('tory' boundary-layer calculations have been performed. (Satisfactory boundary-
layer calculations are those where H , 6 etc have not reached the specified limits.)

An example of the convergence of the method is given in Fig 3. For this wing/body
combination the inviscid calculation converged smoothly and the lift decreased gradually
after changing to the fine grid calculation. After about 300 iterations the lift was
within 1% of the value calculated for about 1000 iterations. For the viscous calculation
the boundary-layer method reached limits of H and P at points on the wing during the
first 200 iterations so at least a total of 403 fine grid iterations was necessary. At
this stage it appears that the lift is within about 1% of a converged result.

By using a method where corrections for the boundary layers and wake are made in
the way suggested in this paper, it is possible to obtain a solution in a total computing
time which is usually less than twice the tive taken for the equivalent inviscid-flow
calculation. The coinputing time for a calculation depends on several factors, such as
the number of grid points on the wing, the total mesh size, and the nearness of the
boundary layerc to failure through possible boundary-layer separation, so it is difficult
to be more precise. If a correction for viscous effects is made every ten iterations of
the inviscid flow calculation, then the additional time required to calculate the
boundary layers and wake is between 20% and 35% of the time taken. The lower figure is
for 17 spanwise stations on the wing and the upper value for 26. The comparable times
for aerofoils were broadly similar although the total time to obtain a solution as a
percentage of the time for the inviscid calculation is slightly less. These results are
generally what micht be expected as both the inviscid and boundary-layer methods Ure
dimensional boundary-layer method are oltained by finite differences. The times quoted

for the boundary-layer calculations incLude all the additional calculations required in
preparing input data for them, Only about 33% of tho time is taken up in actually
calculating the boundary-layer integral parameters from the boundary-layer equations.

6 METHOD EVALUATION

The examples used in the evaluation cover two classes of configuration, the
L mod6rate to high aspect ratio transport type and the low aspect ratio combat type of

aircraft.
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6.1 Wing/body (1)

In the first example, use is made of a wing/body combination designed by British
Aerospace in the early 1970s. The wing is mounted on a circular body in a low position,
with a fillet to fair the wing to the body over the rear part of the wing. The config-
uration, W/B(1), has a planform as shown in Fig 4 with a trailing-edge crank, leading
edge sweep of about 28 degrees, an aspect ratio of 7.7 and a taper ratio of 0.23. In
the calculations which are presented .,o account will be taken of the fillet.

In calculating the pressure distribution the grid used has 60 points in the X

direction with 38 points on each surface of the wing and 40 points in the spanwise
direction of which 17 were cn the wing. The spacing of points in the region of the
trailing edge are rather sparse with intervals of about 4% chord in the X direction, the
trailing edge being approximately between grid points. Ideally a finer grid would beI, desirable to simulate the rapid changes in the boundary layers in the region of the
trailing edge. There is also some rounding of the pressure distribution in the re '.on of
the shock wave (see Fig 6), which is similar to that found for calculations on aerofoils,
but again this is likely to be influenced by grid spacing.

Results obtained using the method described are given in Figs 5 to 10, but as
mentioned previously no account is taken of the pressure changes due to the curvature ofthe viscous layers. In all other respects the 'viscous' results are obtained with the
full method unless otherwise stated. In Fig 5 the local lift coefficient (CL ) is
given across the span of the wing as a function of gross semi-span (7gross) (local)

for three different calculations. One 'viscous' calculation is given together with
'inviscid' calculations at the same wing lift, and at the same incidence. For this
condition (M = 0.78, a = 1.11 degrees) the spanwise lift distribution is modified only
slightly if an inviscid calculation is made at the same lift, but the other calculated
result suggests that viscous effects account for a loss in lift of about 11% for this
condition even at the moderately high Reynolds numbere chosen for these calculations.
Previous work on aerofoils 1 suggest that curvature effects might reduce the lift by a
further 2 to 3%, but with a wing of finite aspect ratio the magnitude of the curvature
effects to be applied near the tip has not yet been studied in any detail. From the
results of the spanwise lift distribution it might be thought that it is adequate to use
inviscid calculations at the same lift coefficient since the spanwise lift distributions
are very similar; but as shown in Fig 6, the influence of viscous effects is to reduce
the rear loading, and to compensate for this appreciable changes are required in thepressure distribution over the forward part of the upper surface. With these discrepan-

cies in shock position and aft pressure gradient it would be impossible to Judge a design
adequately from an inviscid calculation, and in particular any judgement which could be
made on the separation boundaries would be quite misleading. It appears that the use of
inviscid flow calculations would lead to very conservative designs as the effect of the
viscous correction has been to redce the pressure gradient significantly over both the
upper and lower surfaces of the wing.

Fig 7 compares the spanwise lift distribution for experimental results with three
calculations all for the same conditions, but at a lower incidence than fcr the results
in Fig 5. The experimental results were obtained in tests on a half model in the RAE
8 ft x 8 ft wind tunnel at a Mach number of 0.78 and Reynolds number of 12 x 106 with
boundary-layer transition fixed at 5% chord. They suggest that the method ie the
'viscous' calculation) gives an exceptionally good representation of the spanwise lift
distribution at a given lift coefficient, but that the overall lift at a givengeometric incidence is overestimated (when wake thickness effects are included). Thereason for this is not fully understood; part of it is accounted for by the neglect of
curvature effects as already mentioned, but in addition secondary influences (such as the
effect of curvature on turbulence structurel and the revised H vs H1  relationship

suggested by East et a 18) would tend to reduce the calculated lift and so improve agree-
ment at a given incidence. In the calculations for this wing no account has been taken
of the small aeroelastic twist; this would tend to reduce the local incidence near the
tip. Near the root of the wing, the inclusion of the effect of the fillet would also be
likely to reduce the estimated lift slightly judging by the results for W/B(3) given by
Moione20 . The overall method also relies heavily on the accuracy of the inviscid element,
.ich is limited by the use of the TSP equations using a non-conservative scheme at the

-..ock waves. Published results for aerofoils suggest that the method is surprisingly
accurate11 but ver, few comparisons have so far been published between full potential
methods and the RAE TSP method for wings or wing/body configurations.

The change in lift produced if the effect of the finite thickness of the wake is
neglected (see Fig 7) is slightly larger than expected, although similar in form to the
results published previously for aerofoils at Reynolds numbers about half the value used
for the present calculations. Fig 8 gives details of the calculated pressure distribu-
tions kor the three spanwise stations marked on Fig 4; including the effect of wake
thickness reduces the pressure coefficient over most of the upper surface, increases the
rear loading by a significant amount and also reduces the pressure level near the trail-
ing edge. Very little effect is felt on the lower surface.

Fig 9 gives details of comparisons between the full version of the method and
exprimental results at the same incidence (aw = 0.29 degrees) and the same spanwise
staions as used in the previous figure. The results confirm the need to make the
comparisons at a given lift coefficient rather than at the same incidence, but otherwise
the results suggest quite good agreement. It is interesting to note that the trailing-
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edge pressure and the level of rear loading are reasonably well predicted, especially in
the light of the small additional loss of rear loading which will occur if curvature
effects are included. Fig 10 gives a further comparison of pressure distributions for a
higher incidence where the shock waves are stronger especially on the outboard part of
the wing. The calculations were made at 0.85 degrees, which is below the geometric
incidence (1.11 degrees) set in the experimental tests, but not low enough to match the
overall lift coefficient. The comparisons show that the same conclusions are valid as
for the results at the lower incidence, but over the rear of the outboard part of the
wing the measured pressure level on the lower surface is very slightly higher than the
predicted values. This may be caused by the finite body correction which is necessary in
calculations, such as these, where the grid does not adequately represent the nose and
tail of the body, being slightly overestimated over the outboard part of the wing. The
same effect is present to a lesser extent at the lower incidence.

6.2 Wing/body (2)

In the second example pre sented (W/B(2)), the wing is mounted on a square body with
circular corners, in a high position, as occurs for some combat aircraft. The wing has a
planform with a rounded tip, as shown in Fig 11, a leading-edge sweep of 40 degrees, a
taper ratio of 0.25, and aspect ratio of 4.0. This is an interesting example because in
the tests made in the ARA 9 ft x 8 ft transonic wind tunnel, boundary-layer transition
was fixed well aft of the leading edge on the upper surface over the outer part of the
span and at a forward position on the lower surface; as a result the thickness of the
boundary layers on the upper and lower surfaces near the trailing edge are similar over
the outer part of the span. For this example the boundary layers are well away f:om
incipient separation. The tests were made at a Reynolds number of 3.7 x 109 based on a
mean chord and transition fixed as indicated in the table, with a linear variation in
chordwise position between the given points.

Table 1
Transition positions on W/B(2)

Upper surface Lower surface

gross gross

boy side 0.05 body side 0.05

0.4 0.05 1.00 0.05

0.74 0.35

0.89 0.30 P
1.00 0.30

With the above arrangement for transition fixing the calculations suggest that for this
wing, only quite small viscous effects occur (Fig 12), the main change being in the rear
loading with almost no effect of viscosity over the front half of the wing. This conclu-
sion allows the experimental results to be used in effect as a check on the RAE TSP
method for inviscid flow over the wing. Some results (using the 'viscous' version) are
given in Fig 13. It appears that the method gives a fair representation of the form of
supercritical flow development, but that the rear shock wave appears to be too far aft
over the inner part of the wing; in addition, the rapid recompression near 20% chord
over the inboard part of the wing (which may be a highly swept shock wave) is not well
represented. For this wing there is also evidence that the pressure increase through the
shock wave is insufficient in the theory, a feature noticed previously for two-dimensional
flow using the TSP method. Comparisons over the rear of this wing suggest that the
trailing-edge pressure is not so well represented, but the rear loading is adequately pre-
dicted away from regions influenced by the incorrect shock location.

The inability to estimate the trailing-edge pressure for this example is partly
caused by not including a contribution for the influence of a blunt base; the wing has a
blunt base of about 0.5% of E . An example of the errors likely to occur if the effect
of the blunt base is not included is given in Fig 14; the experimental results are from
measurements made on an aerofoil with a blunt base thickness of 1.1% of 5 . For this
example boundary-layer and wake measurements were made in the region of the trailing edge
of the aerofoil at a Reynolds number of 5.4 x 106 and with forward transition and
modelled by changing the normal velocity so that a more correct displacement effect is
achieved. The results (obtained by the VGK method5) suggest that a change in pressure
coefficient of the order of 0.1 occurs when modelling a blunt base of about 1% in thick-
ness; but the lift coefficient was also increased by about 10%, with the suction level
increased over most of the upper surface of the aerofoil. This evidence suggests that
the inclusion of blunt base effects in the current method would be worthwhile and
probably improve the predicted trailing-edge pressure coefficient for W/B(2), except over
the inner part of the wing where the results are already good. The small increase to be
expected in the suction over the upper surface of the wing would tend to increase thj
strength of the rear shock wave and therefore make the agreement worse in this respect.
It is possible to include blunt base effects in the current method by modifying AO in
Eq.(7); this technique has already been successfully included bv the author in the z
viscous TSP method for aerofoils.

iITT
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In the development of the inviscid element of :he method, the aim has been to match
with the two-dimensional form of solution by applying standard sweep relationships for anI infinite swept wing. it is therefore for a low aspect ratio wing such as W/B(2) that the

results are likely to be least reliable. Thus in order to obtain more reliable resits
for wings with lower aspect ratios it appears to be necessary to link the boundary-layer
element of a method such as the one described here to one of the full potential methods
that are now becoming available, provided that they can simulate the complicated body
geometries used with combat wings. Alternatively, further work would be necessary to
improve the inviscid flow part of this method by making comparisons with the full
poter -ial methods for low aspect ratio wings and the simpler bodies which they can
represent.

Haines19 has presented a result for W/B(2) using the ARA full potential (inviscid)
i.4 . method but representing the body by a circular cylinder, which indicates that the shock

waves will he better represented by using a full potential method. It is not clear if
this is due to the much larger number of chordwise grid stations used over each wing
surface (about 80), or to the use of the full potential equation and boundary conditions.

6.3 Wing/body (3)

A further example with a wing of high aspect ratio, designated W/B(3), has been
chosen because it has a complicated spanwise variation of the flow. It was designed at
ARA in the early 1970s and proved to have an unsatisfactory inner wing design, thus show-
ing up inadequacies in the methods being developed at that time1 9 . The wing has a plan-
form as shown in Fig 15 with a cranked leading and trailing edge. The leading-edge sweep
inboard of the crank is 40 degrees and 34.4 degrees outboard, the taper ratio is 0.22 and
the aspect ratio is 9.0. The wing/body combination W/B(3) was tes ed in the ARA
9 ft x 8 ft transonic wind tunnel at a Reynolds number of 3.7 x 10 with a rear transi-
tion band on the upper surface and a forward band on the lower, located as shown in the
figure.

At the time the wing was designed only an early version of the RAE TSP method was
available, without an adequate way of allowing for the influence of a body or for
correcting for viscous effects. Haines1H gives a result from the early calculations
which suggests that the estimated level of surface pressure coefficient over the forward
part of the wing on the upper surface in the region of the crank was about 0.2 too high,
the shock wave was about 15% chord too far aft and the shock upstream Mach number (M ) was
estimated at 1.19 instead of the 1.30 measured. This was clearly a most unsatisfactgry
state of affairs. The results shown in Fig 15 give the answers from the latest calcula-
tions for the example cited by Haines; the pressure distributions are given for all the
stations at which the pressures were measured, since the form of pressure distribution
varies considerably over the span. The calculations were made at the same Mach number
and incidence as in the experiment, but a small allowance is made for aeroelastic twist,
which is taken to be -0.3 degrees at the tip, tapering off to zero by the crank. The
wing is mounted in a low position on a body of circular cross section and the junction of
the wing to the body is faired in. A correction is included, as mentioned for WB(1), to
account for the finite length of the body. Albone 20 has presented a calculation showing
the influence of the fairing on the pressure distribution for this wing, using the
inviscid element of the present method. His results indicate that the pressure
coefficient on the upper surface at the innermost station is increased by about 0.1 and
that the shock wave is moved forward by about 6% chord by including the influence of the
fairing. The results from the latest method appear to predict the main features of the
pressure distribution exceptionally well considering the approximate nature of the
method. On the upper surface the method predicts the strength of the shock wave in the
region of the crank well, but indicates a more rapid weakening of the shock wave which
occurs inboard of the crank; however, good compar..ns are obtained for the two stations
nearest to the wing root. Outboard of the crank the changing chordwise pressure distri-
butions are well predicted but the magnitude of the pressure rise behind any shock wave
tende to be underestimated and the shock waves appear smeared. As mentioned for W/B(2),
the combat wing, this feature is a common fault with the non-conservative scheme used in
the region of a shock wave. Near the tip of the wing the flow over the upper surface is
close to sonic, and appears to contain weak shock waves in the experimental results
rather than the predicted smooth rocompression. On the lower surface except near the
leading edge the pressure distribution is well predicted. The reason for the mismatch in
the leading-edge region ic not understoud, as Haines19 has quoted an almost identical
result, for the lcwer surface, from the full potential method, -here the boundary layer
was taken into account using a fixeA displacement surface.

6.4 Boundary-layer characteristics

In all these calculations the boundary-layer characteristics are obtained auto-
matically, thus giving the user details which are essential for the design of wings.
Provided that the flow is not dominated by conditions at the root or tip of the wing,
where the conditions applied in the present method are not fully satisfactory, it should
be possible to determine the separation boundary and judge the type of flow breakdown
which will occur, in a similar wa to what can be done already for aerofoils. In
addition the results should also enable the user to obtain some information about the
dr;.g of the wing.

The boundary-layer method used has been checked against experimental evidence of a
general nature but at the present time very little experimental evidence exists for wings
or wing/body combinations in conditions similar to those given here for the comparisons
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of pressure distributions, so no results are presented. It is however interesting to
compare the calculated results for the three wingg; these are presented in Fig 16. Three
values are given: H Hmax and Hmax(lower) .98 is the value of H near the

trailing edge on the upper surface (ie = 0.98),, Hmax is the maximum value of H ,which

is reached in the region of a shock wave on the upper surface, and Hmax is the
mx(lower)

maximum value of H reached at the end of the adverse pressure gradient on the lower
surface of the wing. Only values which exceed about 1.6 have been given. For W/B(1),

aW = 0.85 degree, the transformed shape factor H is always below 1.51 on the lower

surface and reaches about 1.99 at 98% chord on the upper surface over the middle of the
span, well below the value of H usually associated with boundary-layer separation on
aerofoils. The twist through the boundary layer (P) is also moderate reaching 17 degrees4 nteotrpr fthrwigi ieyt sprt h boundary layer ateaightlyee
in the outboard direction in this region. There is some indication that the shock wavei on the outer part of the wing is likely to separate the boundary layer at a slightly

higher incidence. In the present example H has already reached 2.3 with 8 reaching
10 degrees; both H and P fall rapidly behind the shock wave. The magnitude of H in
the region of a shock wave can be a guide to possible separation but the actual value
calculated by a method such as this is likely to depend on the grid spacing.

For W/B(2) boundary-layer transition was fixed at about 30% chord on the outer part
of the wing, and the distribution of H reflects this, with only moderate values of H
being predicted for the upper surface of the wing near the trailing edge. The value of
H reaches a high point of 2.09 in the region where the forward highly swept shock wave
meets the rear shock wave. The value of H on the lower surface never exceeds 1.65. It
was shown in Fig 12 that viscous effects for this wing are quite small and this would be
expected from these boundary-layer calculations.

The results for W/B(3) are also presented; they suggest that the shock wave in the
region of the crank on the upper surface is close to causing separation of the boundary
layer (Hmax = 2.10, 1gross = 0.39). Over the outer part of the span the boundary layers

are closer to separation near the trailing edge than on the other two wings. A peak
value of H = 2.09 is reached with a twist through the boundary layers of about
30 degrees near the trailing edge ( = 0.98) at about 60% gross semi-span. On the lower
surface the maximum values of R are higher than on the other two wings because more
rear loading is being carried on the outer part of the span.

7 CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown how the scheme previously developed for two-dimensional aerofoils
to account for the effects of the boundary layers and wake can be exten d with equal
success to the wings of wing/body combinations. There is a suggestion .nat the transonic
small perturbation method is not wholly adequate for low aspect ratio combat type wings,
but it still appears to predict satisfactorily the main features of the flow.

The method provides adequate estimates of the pressure near the trailing edge,
provided that the effects of the variation in wake thickness are taken into account, but
for wings with thick trailing edges the method needs further modification. Further work
is also needed to investigate the use of thL method for the prediction of drag.
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PLANAR TRANSONIC AIRFOIL COMPUTATIONS WITH VISCOUS INTERACTIONS

J. C. Wai, Senior Engineer, and

H. Yoshihara, Engineering Manager

Boeing Military Airplane Company

PO Box 3707, M/S 3N-29

Seattle, WA 98124 USA

SUMMARY

Green's lag-entrainment integral boundary layer and wake equations (Ref. 1) are coupled

to the transonic small disturbance potential equation (TSFOIL code, Ref. 2) to

calculate flows with shock-induced and aft separations. The shock-boundary layer
interaction is treated phenomenologically by incorporating a wedge ramp at the base of

the shock to achieve an empirically defined post-shock pressure. The remainder of the

boundary layer and wake are treated by a coupled scheme used earlier in Ref. 3 where

the boundary layer equations are used as boundary conditions along the airfoil and wake

for the inviscid flow calculation. The procedure is first illustrated fur the case of

the NASA Supercritical Airfoil 12 without separation and then to the case of the RAE

2822 with shock-induced separation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective is to calculate the planar steady transonic flow over airfoils with

shock-induced and aft separations. Such flows are very complex in structure. The

primary viscous effeLts are the shock-boundary layer interaction, which affects the

shock strength and location, and the effective camber modification due to the

difference in viscous displacements on the two sides of the airfoil. Finally of lesser

importance is the displacement effects of the near-wake. These viscous interactions

usually have a significant effect on the forces and moment on the airfoil.

Unquestionably the most complex aspect of the viscous interaction is that at the

shock. In the present method a simplified phenomenological model is used where a

wedge-nosed ramp is inserted at the base of the shock in the invisc!d calculations.

The wedge ramp simulates the post-shock boundary layer displacement and is fashionEd to

yield an empirically defined post-shock pressure. The bridging across the shock is

tnen completed by inputting the resulting pressure gradient or the ramp displacement

slopes into the boundary layer equations to obtain the post-shock values of the

boundary layer variables. Here the boundary layer equations are posed in the

appropriate stiff form (See Ref. 4) that tolerates input inaccuracies. The post-shock

values are then used as starting conditions for the remainder of the boundary layer and

the wake which are calculated by a coupled procedure.

In the sections to follow we shall first give a brief review ot the Green's

lag-entrainment boundary-layer and wake equations, the phenomenological treatment of

the shock-boundary layer interaction, and then describe the coupled procedure. Finally

the results for the illustrative examples of the NASA Supercritical Airfoil 12 and the

RAE 2822 airfoil are given and compared to experimental results.

2. GREEN'S LAG-ENTRAINMENT INTEGRAL METHOD

Green's equations (Ref. 1) are based on the boundary layer approximations and

comprise three first order ordinary differential equations * Two of the equations are

{ION2 i.7 - AWONIS4
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obtained by integrating the continuity striamvlse momentum equations across the

layer. The third is derived from the Brads:iaw-Firriss turbulent energy equation (Ref.

5), yieldinp a rate equation for the entrainment unction measuring the rate at which

the outer inviscid flow enters the boundary layer.

For separated flows, this integral method has several advantages over partial

differential equation methods. First, the partial differential boundary layer

equations are usually of the hyperbolic type and must be marched in the downwind
directiun. With reversed flow present, such a marching would pose a difficult

problem,. On the other hand, the integral equations can be marched without difficulty
into the reversed flow when the problem is properly posed. Finally, significantly less
computer time is required to integrate the system of ordinary differential equations,

this being an important consideration in our objective.

Physically, one must rationalize the downwind marching into the reversed flow.
East, Smith, and Merryman (Ref. 4) suggest that the separated flow assumes a

near-equilibrium state whereby the velocity and shear ;tress profiles of the boundary

layer tend to be a streamwise invariance. Existence of this invariance then provides
the a priori accounting of the upstream effect of the reversed flow to permit the

downstream marching. Here a suitable definition of the equilibrium flow must be

furnished such as provided by the "equilibrium locus" in Green's method.

Green's equations are also applicable for the wake when the skin friction

coefficient is set equal to zero, and the dissipation lengtth scale is halved. The

latter is used tu recover the correct asymptotic far-field wake.

Green's equations have the important stiffness properties which are essential to

the treatment of separated flows. These properties can be described using the form of

Green's equations derived by East, Smith, and Nerryman (Ref. 4); that is,

a ,. F1 + F2
4,x (Direct) (1)

or alternatively rearranging the terms,

x= F21(6 - F1) (Indirect) (2)

where e" is the displacement thickness, 10 is the perturbation potential, F1 and F2
are functions of the boundary layer variables, and the subscripts denote
differentiations with x being the streamwise coordinate. Equatiun (1) or (2) is

supplemented by additional boundary layer equations.

Fer unseparated flows East, et al point out that JF2@xx«<FlI , so that the

direct equation (1) represents a stiff equation for 6x . That is, the disp..ment
slopes are relatively insensitive to the input pressure gradient 4xx

On the other hand, for fully separated flows IF21F>>11 so that 'he indirect

equation (2) represents the desired stiff equation for the pressure gradient. In this

case the proper input is the displacement slope.

3. SHOCK-BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION

As sketched in Figure 1 the shock-boundary layer interaction is complex. The flow

is unsteady as the result of the large scale coherent turbulence on both sides of the

shock interacting with the shock. The shock wave weakens as it penetrates Into the
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boundary layer and terminates at the sonic line. There is further a subsonic region

beneath the shock through which the shock pressure-rise is attenuated. As a result,

the pressure distribution of the shock as measured conventionally in the wind tunnel

assumes a profile due to the time averaging and the subsonic cushion beneath the shock.

It is clear that in the resulting interaction flow, the boundary layer

approximations are violated. Here the pressure is not nvariant across the layer, and

the normal derivatives do not overwhelm the streamwise derivatives.

In the computation of the inviscid flow, the shock waves are captured with a
,1 profile generated by truncation error viscosity. It acquires a thickness that is

unphysical, and the resulting interaction becomes mesh dependent.

With such difficulties on hand, it is therefore not uiireasonable to turn to a

simplified phenomenological model for the interaction. For this purpose we shall use

the viscous ramp model used previously. (More recently in Refs. 6 and 7) Here a

wedge-nosed ramp is placed at the base of the shock to convert the normal shock to an

oblique shock in an inviscid flow yielding an empirically defined post-shock

pressure. Following Ref. 3, this pressure is taken as P2 /H = 0.54 (H being the total

pressure). The nose angle of the shock ramp is then given by the oblique shock

conditions as a function of M1 , the Mach number upstream of the shock. The shock ramp

slopes used in the present calculations are shown in Figure 2.

The use of the post-shock pressure is appropriate since it plays an important role

in the positioning of the shock. In general, the functional relation between the

pressures across the shock is a local phenomenon which is independent of the airfoil,

anI most importantly, of the wall interference. Furthermore, reasonable values of the

shock pressure-rise and shock positioning can be obtained without an excessive

refinement of the mesh near the shock.

To complete the modeling of the interaction, the post-shock values of the boundary

layer variables must be determined for the further marching of the boundary layer.

This is accomplished by inputting the calculated pressure gradient or the ramp

displacement slopes into the appropriate mode of the boundary layer equations. When

the post-shock boundary layer is unseparated, the equations in the direct mode are used

with the calculated shock pressure rise profile as an approximate input. If the

boundary layer Lecomes separated within the shock profile, the equations are switched

to the indirect mode, In the present calculations, for convenience, the direct mode is

used until the displacement slope attains the shock wedge angle. Thereafter to the

post-shock mesh point (the first subsonic point), the indirect mode is used witt. the

wedge angle inputted for the displacement slope. In this way the proper stiffness form

of the boundary layer equations is used enabling tne determination of the post-shock

boundary layer variables with approximate input data.

4. VISCOUS-INVISCIO FLOW COUPLING

The viscous-inviscid flow coupling procedure of Ref. 3 is used to compute the

remainder of the boundary layer downstream of the shock, on the lower surface of the

airfoil and the wake region. Green's lag-entrainment boundary layer equations are used

to form a viscous tangency condition for the inviscid flow. In the small disturbance

tormulation of the inviscid flow, the boundary condition at the ^irfoil is imposed in a

quasi-planar fashion as

SC(X,o) f x ) + (x) (3)

y x x
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where y • f(x) defines the airfoil. The viscous tangency boundary condition for the

inviscid flow is obtained by inserting (1) Into (3); that is,

0 f"1 - Fl) (4)

Downstream of the trailing edge, the viscous wake generates a displacement

afterbody across which a slope discontinuity in the flow occurs. The equivalent

condition to Eq. (4) is applied as

[6yx- 1  2Ois)

where the square brackets denote the jump in the bracketed quantity across the wake

which has been shrunk to the x-axis. The wake displacemey:t is treated as two separate

layers patching onto the boundary layers on the two sides of the airfoil. In addition,

the pressure is assumed to be constant across the wake as in the inviscid calculation,
that is,

tha constant. 
(6)

In the present app-oach, the outer inviscid and the boundary layer flows are integrated

simultaneously with the viscous conditions (4), (5) and (6).

5. NUMERICAL FORMULATION

The outer inviscid flow calculation is carried out with transonic TSFOIL code (Ref.

2). This algorithm solves the transonic small disturbance potential equ:tion with an

iterative successive line overrelaxation method.

The boundary layer method an described above Is coupled to the TSFOIL code. In the

viscous calculations, for convenience, it is assumed that upstream of the shock on the

upper surface and upstream of the adverse pressure gradient on the lower surface, the

boundary layer displacement effects on the inviscid flow are negligible. This permits

the coupled treatment of the boundary layer and the inviscid flow to be initiated
downstream of the above points with the necessary initial values for the boundary layer

furnished by a simple flat-plate type theory.

The shock-boundary layer interaction model described in Section 3 is used to define

the shock location and the boundary layer growth across this discontinuity. Downstream

of the shock, the viscous tangency condition in Eq. (4) is used. The xx and #y

are differenced as in the inviscid flow. F1 and F2 are initially approximated by using

the values from the prior iteration and then upgraded uising the boundary layer

variables at the new point obtained by the integration of the auxiliary boundary layer

equations in the proper mode.

The wake is treated essentially the same as in the inviscid procedure. A jump

in y as given by Eq. (5) is additionally imposed across the wake slit. This is
y

accomplished by introducing an analytical continuation across the slit, both from above

and from below, and relating the potentials on the two sheets 6y the wake contact jump

conditions.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first case calculated is the NASA Supercritical Airfoil 12, at M 0.78, angle

of attack 2 degrees, and the chord Reynolds number of 7.7 x 106 (63.5 cm chord).

-- . - - --1-~--- ~ - ~ --- "-- ~ -
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This case was selected because of its significant viscilus effects. Furthermore, this

airfoil is an extreme case for the small disturbance code because of the large blunt

nose and the pronounced aft camber. In Figure 3, the inviscid and the experimental

results (Ref. 8) are compared with the calculated pressure distribution with the
viscous-inviscid coupling. The boundary layer is not separated. As discussed in Ref.
8, the experimental data are not corrected for the slotted wind tunnel wall effect. In

assessing this test-theory comparison, tnis effect of the unknown wall interference

must be kept in mind. In Figure 4, the resulting boundary layer quantities are

plotted. Corresponding experimental results were not measured.

The second case considered is the RAE 2822 airfoil at M = 0.75, angle of attack

3.19 d2grees, and the chord Reynolds number of 6.2 x 10 6 (61 cm chord). In Figure 5,
the pressure distributions are compared with the experiment (Ref. 9). Reasonable

agreement is obtained in this shock-induced separation case. The boundary layer

quantities are compared in Figure-5. The present method overpreaicts the displacement
thickness, and reattachment of the boundary layer is not achieved.

In both of these examples, the standard TSFOIL mesh is used, which in the region of

the shock is 3% chord. The addition of the viscous equations required little

additional computing time, amounting to 20% relative to the invisrid flow computation

time of approximately 50 seconds CPU time on the CYBER '75 cemputer.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present study the transonic small disturbance potential code (TSFOIL) is

coupled directly with Green's lag entrainment boundary layer and wake equations. The

boundary layer equations served as a viscous tangency condition at the airfoil and the

wake afterbody. With this direct coupling, the inviscid flow and thc boundary layer

equation are integrated simultaneously, leading to a well-behaved numerical procedure.

The shock-boundary layer interaction is treated phenomenologically with a wedge

ramp model attached to the tase of the shock. The boundary layer equations are
integrated with the correct stiff form to yield the post-shock state. With this

procedure, a reasonable shock-boundary layer interaction is achieved.

Comparison has been made with the experiments on the NASA Supercritical 12 airfoil
and the RAE 2822 airfoil. The former case involved an unseparated flow field, and the

latter has a shock-induced separation. Reasonable agreements with the trend of the

viscous effects are predicted, suggesting the present approach to be a viable base upon

which to develop a t-ansonic separated flow method. Further refinement of the

lag-entrainment integral method is needed to improve the shock-boundary layer modeling.
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TURBULENT INTERACTIONS ON AIRFOILS

AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS - RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

by
R.E. Melnik

Reseach Department
Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Bethpage, New York H1714
U.S.A.

SUMMARY

In this lecture I reew recent developments in theoretical concepts for the analysis ofviscd-hiviscid Interations on airfoils at transonic speeds under

conditions where the boundwy layer is unseparated and is turbulent over most of the airfoil. Included is a discussion of the overall weak interation between
the boundary layer, wake and "outer" inviacid flow; and the strong local interaction at shock waves and trailing edges, The paper discusses recent efforts to
incorporate important wake displacement and wake curvature effects into an interacting boundary layer formulation. Recent progress in the development of
local, large Reynolds number, asymptotic solutions for turbulent shoch-wave boundary-layer and trailing edge interaction are described and related to Light.
hill's earlier two-layer model of strong interactions. Reasons for the difference between laminar and turbrdent strong interaction theories are discussed. Tech.
niqucs are described for incorporating the local trailing edge solution into an interacting boundary layer formulation which Includes a complete treatment of
the wake. Theoretical predictions, obtained with this formulation, are compared with wind tunnel data to illstrate the accuracy that can be achieved with
an interacting boundary layer formulation when the wake and trailing edge interaction effects are included in the theoretical model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical prediction of airfoil section characteristics is one of the classical problems in aerodynamic theory. Recent advances in numerical tech-
niques for solving the full nonlinear potential flow equation have led to practical methods for determinig the inviscid, supercritlcal flow over airfoils at
transonic speeds. Although this is an important development it is generalhy recognized that Inviscid solutions by themselves do not lead to useful predictions
of airfoil section characteristics. I am sure that everyone in this audience is aware of the importance of viscous effects on airfoils and of the need to incorporate
them into the theoretical formulation, especially at transonic speeds. At the high Reynolds numbers of practical interest the shear layers are thin and the
viscous effect can be attributed to an overall viscid-inviscid interaction between the bound,,y layer, wake and external inviscid flow. The principal interaction
arises from the displacement thickness effect leading to a thickened sei-infinite equivalent body causing significant changes to the surface pressures and forces.
The appearance of shock waves in the Ilow field tends to significantly enhance the viscous effect at transo.c speeds. In this regime the boundary layer effect
can reduce the lift by as much as 50% and mf.re the shock wave by 20-30% chord even when the Reynolds number is very high (Re > 106) and the boundary
layers are fully r*tached.

In this paper the terminology "viscil.-inviscid interaction" refers to all flow situations in which the boundary layer has a significant influence on the
pressure distrbution. Weak interactions are defined as interactions for which the viscous effect on pressure is small, or more specifically, is the order of the

(nondimensional) displacement thickness, "&/c - for laminar flow this is O(Re'112) while for turbulent flow it is 0(n Re)"1 If the order of magnitude of the
pressure disturbance is la.ger than this, the interaction is classified as a strong viscid-inviscid interaction. The flow over an airfoil (Fig. I) involves both a
weak overall interaction and strong interaction regions at

shock waves an,] at the trp"'ng edge. Transition. to STRONG INTERACTION REGIONS

turbulence occurs near the leadfng edge with the result r 'i
that the important interactioas cn an airfoil are turbulent t !

in practice. The weak Interaction arises both from , r
standard displacement effects and also from the less
familiar wake curvature effect. The displacement effect
leads to an equivalent thickening of the airfoil and wake
that is most pronounced on the upper surface near the
trailing edge. The rapid buildup of the upper surface WEAK INTERACTIONS
boundary layer is the most important part of the weak 1. DISPLACEMENT EFFECTS ON THE AIRFOIL 1

interarton. It is equivalent to a significant decambering 2. OISPLACFMENT EFFECTS IN THE WAKE WEAK INTERACTIONS
of the airfoil that acts to reduce the lift. There is also a 3 WAKE CURVATURE EFFECTS

4 SHOCK-WAVE BOUNDARY.LAYER INTeRACTIONS S
thinning effect of the ther layer in the initial stages of the S. TRAILING EDGE BOUNDARY.LAYER INTERACTIONS STRONG INTERACTIONS
wake that contributes significantly to the profile drag of the
airfoil through a small, but important, reduction in the Fig. I Viscid/inviscid interactions on airfoils.

presures near the trailing edge. The wake curvature
effect alto acts to reduce the lift. It arises from the turning of low momentum fluid along the curved streamlines of the wake and acts muc1 like a jet flap with
2 negative momentum coefficient.0 ) The magnitude of the wake curvature effect is formally the same order as ihr displacement effect but in practice is
usually t.omewhat smaller.

The strong interaction between i 3shw wave and a turbulent boundary layer involves the penO.tration of the shock wave into the boundary layer. The
diffraction of the shock wave by the nonuniform flow in the boundary layer leads to significant normal pressrre gradients and to a complete breakdown of
the usual boundary layer approximation. The interaction produces both locall'itd global effects, The principal local effect of the Interaction I. to snear the
otherwise discontinuous presmre rise across the shock wave over several buundar layer thicknesses. Ifthis were the only effect of t~e interaction It would
have a small influence on the section characteristics of the airfolg. However, an Important global effect atries from the substantial thkkening of the boundary
layer by the shock wave which igniflcantly increases the thidcke of the boundary layer approaching the trailing edge. Thb greaty increase the decambering
effect of the boundary layer leading to much larer loes in lift when shock waves are presert.

The flow near the trailing edge also ivolves a strong Interaction problem. The highly curved streaslines in the nea wake generate larie pressure variations
acroa the boundary layer and wake tat are an order of magnittide larger than the pressures induced by standard displaentnt effects. As in the shock wave

boundary layer interaction, these large normal pressure graidlents lead to a failure of the standard boundary layer approximations in the trailing edge .ion.

Since the pressure variations across te boundary layer must be accounted for In the "Kutta" condition at the trfiling edge they can be expected te have a strong

global effect and be important in the determinaton of airfoil section characteristrcs.

. :-,.L:n ' ; -r .=- -- -:- . ..,:, ., , 1,-- ,-, "u'.,:' m '-"'"-- -*-- ' ;e" ' -- --n 
- -' -

. - , .
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It is the very rapid buildup of ,he boundary layer at the upper surface trailing edge as amplified by shock waves, that is most responsible for the very
large viscous effects observed at transonic speeds. The boundary layer acts much like a trailing edge flap that opposes the geometric aft camber of the airfoil
leading to significant viscous effects on lift. The boundary lhyer thickening arrot.s the shock wave magnifies this effect and induces a much larger loss of lift.
The "extra" thickening of the boundary layer across the shock wave acts as an equivalent reduction fit Reynolds number at the trailing edge. Conversely.
the shock position and strength are strongly influenced by the value of the lift coefficient and hence by the trailing edge flow. It Is this coupling between the
strong interaction regions at the shock wave and trailing edge that is most responsible for the significant Reynolds number sensitivity and -tale effect observed
at transonic speeds even when the Reynolds number is large and the boundary layers are fully attached. For further discussions of the physical aspects of
viscous effects on aIrfoils at transonic speeds the reader is referred to the papers by Pearcey, Osborne and Haines(2

) and Green (3).

From this discussion it is appareit that to arrive at a completely satisfactory description of viscous flow over airfoils at 'ransonic speeds with a boondary
layer type method we must account for:

* Displacement effects on the airfoil
• Displacement effects in she wake
* Wake curvature effects
0 Strong interaction at shock waves
* Strong interaction at the tralit- edge.

Although complete solutions of the airfoil problem including all these effects have not yet been obialned significant progress has been achieved in each of the
areas. Numerical methods for solving the interacting , iundary layer equations for transonic flows over airfoils have been developed by a number of groups.
These methods are based on the iterative solution of the copled inviscid and boundary layer equations. The Bauer, Garabedian, Korn,.Jameon(',)(BGKJ),
Collyer, Lock (6

.7 ) (Ct), and Melnik, Chow, Mead, James'%n8"t t ) (MCMJ) methods are based on numerical solutions ot the full potential eqdattn by mixed
flow relaxation techr ,ques in the "circle plane". Integral methods are employed for the solution o" the boundary layer equations in all three appoaches. The
BGKJ approach employs a very simple model of the viscous flow that accounts only for displacement thickness effects with the wake modeled as a constant
thickness extension of the airfoil. Techniques for.taking full account of both wake thickness and wake curvature effects fit a circle plane formulation were
developed independently in the CL and MCMJ studies. The MC'-'. group also developed a rational asymptotic solution for the strong turbulent interaction ata trailing edge when the airfoil is cusped. Simple procedures using the local solution were also primsented (10,11) ff orrecting the interacting boundary layer

approach for strong interaction and n.rmd pressure gradient eff.'s at trailing edges of cusped aiirPils It ssould be stressed that none of these methods prop-
erly treat the shock-wave boundary-layer interaction, Although it has not reached the stage where it can be Incorporated into a full airfoil solution, there has
been significant theoretical progreb in the analysis of the strong interaction at shock waves. Recent efforts (12-18) have focused on the use of large Reynolds
number asymptotic expansions to develop local solutions for weak shock waves interacting with turbulent boundary layer.i These methods have their roots in
the important work of Lighthil] (9) on upstream influence in boundary layers.

This paper reviews recent developments in the theoretical analysis of viscous effects on airfoils. As Is appropriate for thii meeting, the concern Is exclu-
sively with boundary layer type methods that take advantage of the fact that the Reynolds number is Lge and the flow is nearly inviscid everywhere except In
thin shear layers and strong interactlor. zones on the airfoil and in the wake. The pipe. discusses recent developments (ma-isly over the preceding five years)
in interacting boundary layer theory, and in methods f(,r anal, zing strong interactions at shock waves ,nd trailing edge,. Some early work is also covered in
ordei to provide an historical prospcive and to .rece the origins of th. key ideas. bignilicnt progress has, of course, also been achieved in the development of
methods for the direLt numerical solution of the futl Reynolus equations of turbulent flow. Although these methods hold the promise of offering the most
.omplete and accurate solution for vsscous flow over airfoils they have been somwhat limited in practice because of their large computing requirements. Since
time doe. not permit justie to be done to these ,.eelopments they are not covered in these lectures. Instart I will restrict myself to boundary layer type
methods, a subject that I can. speak of with some confidence.

The paper is organized as lollows. The next section devcdbes recent developments In Interacting Boundary Layer Theory (IBLT). A review of the dis.
placement surface concept and a discussion of new Insights ito free Iteractions in turbulent fiow, following fiora recent work of LeBalleur (20-22) is pre-
sented. In this section the wake curvature condition is discussed and .:,e main features of recently developed computer codes for calculating the viscous
transonic flow over airfoils using IBLT are described. In ctection 3 : review developments in analytical theories of shock wave boundary layer interactions in
turbulent flow. Attention is focused primarily on interactio. qilth weak normal shock waves at transonic speeds. The progress that has been achieved on this
very difficult interaction problem is described starting from LUghthill's landmark 1953 paper (19) down to the recent developments of rational asymptotic
theories( t

-
18

). Then, in Section 4, 1 describe the asymptotic theory of Mehiik and Chow 8"1 ) for the strong turbulent interaction t cusped trailing edges.
X'ston 5 describes how the loWd trailng edge solution can b, used to correct a standard interactin& boundary layer method for strong interaction effects at the

trailing edge of a cusped airfoil. Included is a description of the recently developed MCMJ computer code(8"! 1) which is based on an interacti? boundary lay-
er formulation that includesa complete treptment of wake thickness, wake curvature and strong interaction effects at cusped trailing edges. Results are pre-
sented that illustrati the importance of the individual vitcous effects that appear in the theoretical model. Some comparisons with txperimental data are also
provided to give an indication of the accuracy that can be arhieved. The paper concludes with Section 6 which su.amarizes the current state-of-the-art and
identifies majsr remaining problem areas offering interesting opportunities for further research.

2. INTERACTING BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY (IBLT)

As dio, ised in the previous section, interacting borndary layer theory is based on the solution of the coupled inviscid and boindary layer equal ons
with the oupi!ng being through the convention-I -'-cous mathing .onditions. The solution of these equations by an overall global iteration has been a stan-
dard approach to viscid/inviscid interactions on asfoils. The formal basis for IBLT is derived from the large Reynolds number expansion of the full viscous

,.'ations. Before proceeding I should clanfy some terminology. When referring to the "outer inviscid flow" or "outer iviscid solution" ! mean the outer
,"sgoit or solution of a coupled interacting boundary layer approach. Alternatively, reference to the "inviscid solution", without any modifynig sdjective, will

denote a solution of the inviscid equatons in the absence of all viscous effects

For laminar flov the formal asymptotic theory leads to the standard two layer description "- terms of an outer inviscid flow and an inner boundary lay.
'r with the solution in each region being expanded in powers of Re" 12 . This formulation is commonly referred to as "2nd.order boundary-Ipyer theory". It is
valid for ,:ak y'-t ,r,,'s where the inviscid solution ptc-,ides the proper leading approximation fo- the surface pressure distribution. It is well known that
this simple .s proach faa in strong Interaction problems because o" the appearance of nronuniformities at shock waves or in the surface boundary Londitions.
The premises o IBLT are that the boundary layer approximations remain valid in s~rong interaction regions and that the failure of 2nd-order boundary-layer
theory is caused by twe tact that the inviscid solution does not provide the correct iniding approiimation for the strface pressure distribution. It is then as-
%umed that the proper pressure distributions can be determined and the nonunifo mles eliminated by obtaining a self-consistent solution of the coupled
ulviscid and boundary layer equation%. For laminar flow this is ksoyn to be true. The more detailed "Triple Deck" theories of Stewartron and Messiter (e.g.,
Ref 23) provide th: formal justification for IBLT in strong interaction problems. Interacting bo, iary layer theory can be viewed as a composit, equation
approach which contains all the leading terms of ""riple Deck" theory. Uriortunaiely, this does not hold true for turbulent flow where ;BLT does not provide
,he correct leading rder descrirtion of the flow.

.JJ'5
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The difference between ;aminar and turbuient strong interactions is related to the structure of the respective boundary layers near the wall. It is well
known that the turbulent boundary layer develops a two layer, law of the wall-law of the wake, structure at high Reynolds number. The momentum balance
in the wall layer is dominated by the turbulent shear stresses and is largely unaffected by pressure gradients, which are exponentially small in comparison.
Consequently, an interacting sublayer like that *rising in laminar "Triple Deck" theory does not occur in turbulent interactions. This changed character of

i 4 turbulent flows near the wall leads to minor technical differences In the solution for nontnteracting and weakly interacting boundary layers but to profound dif-
ferences in the analytic structure of strong Interactions. Beforc precedine with the discussion of IBLT I review some general features of turbulent boundary

layers.

2.1 Tht Turbulent Boundary Layer and the Large Re Limit

It i6 well known (eg. Ref 24) on both physical and theoretical grounds, that the turbulent boundary layer at high Reynolds numbers develops the two
layer structure tketched in Fig. 2. In the outer region the velocity profile is well represented by the small defect form of the law of wake

b = U - u,,f(y/6, x/L) (l)

where U. is the bound::'y layer edge veloc,ty, u. is the friction velocity, 6 is the boundary layer thickness and L is a measure of the running length of the tur-
bulent part of the botndar* layer. Near the wall the velocity profile takes ons a law of the wall form

U=u,,F(Y/6, x/L) (2)

where 6+ is the thickness of the wall layer and is related to the friction velocity and viscosity by

6 = v/U. (3)

EXTERNAL
POTENTIAL FLOW

OUTER OR
OEFECT LAYER LAW OF WAKF

i T U.Us+u. f (I ).. U + i ny/6). FOR Y---O
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- - -- I.AW OF THE WALL
6-oi,(C) WALL LAYER U-u. U+ (!+ . 1) .-C !. IU/6 +

6 ] 6 It

7 i(in Ro) .1 6.,0 - Oie
2)

I~&r 'A , - e2 
" 

t 
I_e

2 
Re)

"1 
e a/ TYPICAL VALUES:

f -0.056 6+6 - 1/6 06-16

Fig. 2 Two-layer structsre of a turbulent boundary layer.

Ihe outer layer is essentially independent of the laminar viscosity, except through its indirect influence on the values of u. and 6, and the wall layer is inde-

pendent of the outer parameters U., S. The momentum balanc, in the wall layer is dominated by the shear stresses with the result that the total shear
stress, laminar plus turbulent, is constant across the wall layer.

Matchl,19 the inner and outer velocity profile leads to 0,-. logarithmic skin friction law and to the estimate

e u,/U. = O(lnRe) l  (4)

where e can be aken as the basic parameter to characterize the large Reynolds number limit. From the ratching of the velocity profiles it is also ertablished
that the profile I ds a logarithme form in the overlap region defined by y/6-- 0, y/6 - -, i.e.,

U- u,[A ln(y/6") + B, 30 :5 y/
6 * :300 (5)

with B -5.0 and A- k'l = 2.44 (k = 0.41, von Karmas constant). The thickness,,s of the main part of the boundary layer and of the wall layer are given by

6/L=0( ) and 6*/L =0(E),

where e is a second satall parameter defined by

= ((
2 Re)-' = - e-

1 '. (6)

The parameter ; is th ratio of the thicknesses of the inner and outer layers. The second expression indicates that the waill syer is exponentially thin compared
to the boundary layer thicknes. The small defect form of the outer velocity profile (U.U, << 1) implies tha! (he displacement and momentum thicknesses

are small compared to the boundary layer thickness, and in particular

6* = 0(e6) =0(C2) and 0 = 0(c 6) = 0(c2 ) (2)

Typkal values for e and the length scales in a large wind tunncl are

,eo'.05, 6*/60.02, 6*/6 -0.2. (8)

'5 -
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Thus, the basic small parameter for wall turbulence is not Impressively small at Reynolds numbers of Inte.est in aeronautics but it is small enough to expect an
asymptotic analysis to make sense.

These ideas, which were first developed by Millikan (25) and von Karman (26) on physical grounds, have been developed into a fairly complete asymptotic
theory of turbulent boundary layers in incompressible flow by Mellor, (27) Bush and Fendall, (2 8), Yajnik 29 ) and others. The extension of the theory to com-
pressible flow by Afzal (30) is in error and needs to be modified to account for density variations in the wall layer solution. In Ref (12) it is indicatee, how this
can be accomplished simply by the use of van Driest's compressibility transformation. The asymptotic theory differs from the corresponding theory for the
laminar boundary layer mainly in the two layer structure of the tarbulent boundary layer and in the fact that the inertia terms in the momentum equation are
linearized to lowest order in the turbulent theory. The I .mial asymptotics are rarely used in practical computations of turbulent boundary layers. Instead,

$ solutions are usually based on the standard boundary !ayer equations with the full nonlinear inertia terms. The conventional boundpry layer equations :an b,
viewed as a composite equation valid in both the outer and inner layers of the boundary layer. The matching conditions to the outer inviscid flow are then
exactly the same as for the laminar problems. It should be noted that formal asymptotic theory adds little to what is already known about noninteracting
turbulent boundary layers. Its main contribution is to suggest a systematic approach to strong interaction problems. This has been accomplished for both- shock wave boundary layer and traling edge interactions as discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

The most important general results to emerge from the formal theory are:I The wLU layer Is exponentially thin compared to the overall thickness of the boundary layer

Pressure gradient effects do not influence the lowest order descnption of the wall layer solution unless the flow is separatcd or the pressure gradient isvery large. that is untess
OWp, a: ore/ (9)

The velocity profile In the outer part of a turbulent boundary layer does not satisfy the nonslip condition at the wall but in3tead possesses a logarithmic
behavior fory - 0.

These conclusions are crucial for a proper understanding of strong interactions in turbulent flow as will become apparent from our discussion of these prob.
lemas in Sections 3 and 4.

2.2 Displacement Effects and Application to Free Interaction in Turbulent Flow

The displacement effect arises from the failure of the inviscid solution for the normal velocity coimponent to match the boundary layer solution. Phys-
ically it arises from the need to displace the outer inviscid flow away from the surface in order to allow for the deceleration af the mainstream in the boundary
layer. The requirement that the inviscid and boundary layer solutions for the normal velocity component mat.h, leads to coriections to the outer mviscid
solution torced by modifications t. the impermeable wall boundary condition. As discussed in Ughthill,1 3 1) there are a number of equivalent formulatiors
to the matching conditions that coiple (he invimtd and boandary laycr solutions. Integration of the continuity equation provides the far field behavior of
the boundary layer solution for the normal component of velocity, V namely

VN(S, N)-- ('- U)N+ f 
*  

for Ne-.o (10)

when S, N are coordinates along and normal to the mrface and 8* is the displacement thickness. The solution, as determined from Eq. 10, must match the
mviscid solut-on for N -- 0. The first term in Eq. 10 is common to both the inviscid and boundary layer solutions so that the requirement that the
inviscid solution match Eq. 10 leads to the following equivalent forms of the matching condition

ViN- dpou6* v. Transpiration Velocity (Matching at N=0) (11)
Via, i N- =U, d

= U * - Equivalent Displacement Body (Patching at N = 6*) (12)

U, d + (6*-6) q (Paaching at N=6) (13)VilNO= as+1 .p, dS

All of the above forms ai asymptotically equivalent to lowest order in Pe, differing only by higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion of the inviscid
solution. Although the fc.-ms (and othb; licussed in Ref. 31) are asymptotically equivalent and have all beea used in viscid.ie'viscid interaction studies it is
important to note that they can lead to radically different solutions in stong interaction problems where the streamwise pressure gradients are large (see
LeBaleur

(2 0 2 2 t
).

An interesting application of IBLT, involving just the displacement efflect, is LeBatleur's( 22) computation of the fow over a symmetric, 18% thick

circulai-art, airfoil. The calculations shown in Fig. 3 vere carried out at ero incidence so that the overall flow was symmetric, and thercfore did not Involve
the wake curvature effects (to be discussed in the next sub. ;.tion). The computation was based on the tranpiration velocity form of the matching condition
given by Eq. I A. Solutions of the coupled inviscid and boundary layer equations were obtan.-d by a teai.inverse global iteration method well suited for deal,
ing with separated flows "Ilie inviscid flow was determined from solutions of the transonic small disturbance equation using the conservative version of the
Murinam-Cole relaxation method. The turbulent boundary layer was solved using an integral entrainment method. Solutions at two high subsonic Mach num-
bers are compared with experimental data and with Deiwerts'(32) Navter-Stokcs ,olution. The results of the IBLT theory show very good agrceme-t with exper-
Iment in the lower Mach nnber case which involves only a small separation zone. Only qualitative agrement is obtained at the higher Mach number, involving
large shock-induced separation. It is not clear whether the discrepancy in the presure levels behind the shock wave is due to some failings in the theoretical
model (, to problems in the wind tunnel imeilation (e.g.. side wall boundary layer effects). The IBLT and Navie.-Stokes solutions for this Froblem are com-
parable, with the IBLT showing elightly better agreement with experiment. The spread in the Navier-Stokes results is due to differenzes in the levels of
convergence of the plotted resultq.

Next we consider the quention oi "free interaction" in turbulent flow from the viewpoint of IBLT. Free interaction eff.cts arise in problems of bound.
ary layers interacting wth supersonic external flows. Oswatitsch and Wieghardt ( 33) showed that upstream propagation can arise in a sup-:aonic viscid.nviscid
interaction from the displacement effect of the boundary layer even though the flow is governiei by a coupled hyperbolic an6 parabolic system of equations.
The mathematical explanation for this cfiect was given by Garvine (34 

0 along with a dlscu'ton of the igniflcanc.e of nc coupting in these problems.
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It is known from the early work of Crocco-Lees, 35 ) that two types of behavior are possible in supersonic viscous interaction dependng on the naturm of
the response of a boundary layer to imposed pressure gradients. Subcritical behavior occurs in situations where the boundary layer thickens in response to ad.
verse pressure gradient and thins in favecable pressure gradient. For turbulent flow this occirs for free stream Mach numbers below M_ -- 1.5, depending on
the theoretical model used for the turbulent boundary layer. In subcritical flow the displacement effect of the boundary layer generates self-induced pressure
disturbances which propagate upstream. Tie resulting "free interaction" pressure distribution is independent of the provoking mechanism. It is this subcriti.
cal behavior of the flow that is responsible fur the presence of the so-called departure or branching solutions in many viscid-invisid interaction problems and
necessitates the specification of a downstream boundary condition ,o fix the solution. Werle and Vatsa( 36) have shown that it is best to approach these prob-
lents with a global iteration scheme. For supl.rcritical Ilow the boundary layer will thin in an adverse pressure gradient and thicken in a favorable one with
the result that will be no upstream influence and no free interaction unless a supercritical-subcritical jump is nse' I into the solution. There has been much
controversy since the initial work of Crocco.LeesW regarding when and under what conditions the boundary layer will exhibit subcritical behavior and on
the physical meaning of the suprrcritlcal-subcritical jumps.

It was clearly demonstrated in recent studies by LeBalleur ( 20 22 ) that the issue of subcritical and supercitical behavior has no physical significance and is

controlled solely by the choice of the match:ng condition coupling the inviscid and boundary layer equations. In these studies LeBalleur shows that supercriti-
| cal hel'avior in turbulent qow is associated with the use of coupling conditioni based on patchiag at y = 8" or y = 8 (Eq 12 and 13) and that the transpiration

boundary condition always leads to subcritical behavior. These observations are illustrated in results presented in Fig. 4, taken diretly from LeBalleur's( 22)

paper. They are for supersonic flow in a compression corner with an upstream Mach number of 2.96. a corner angle of 260 and a Reynolds nuivoder at the
wedge of 107. The wall is adiabatic and the boundary layer is assumed to be turbulent starting from the leading edge. Interacting boundary layer solutions
obtained by LeBallcur, (22' using a simple wave solution (Prandtl.Meyer Flow) for the inviscid flow, a transpiration boundary condition for the coupling, and
by Werle and Berkte,( 37) using the displacement thickness patching app-mach, are compared with the experimental data of Law (38) and with the Navier-
Stokes s Itu,ions of Shang and Hankey (39). At this high Mach number most boundary laver approaches based on patching, at either y = 8* or at y = 8, woull
lead to supercntical behavior with either no upstream influence or with supercuitical-subcritical jumps in the solutions. The Werle and Berkte results, which
were obtained with a finite difference solution of the turbulent boundary layer equations, clearly indicate a supercritical behavior with no upstream influence
The results of LeBalleur, obtained with a simple integral entrainment method, shr.w a smooth subcritical behavior with significant upstream influence.
LeBalleur's interacting boundary layer solution is seen to be In reasonably CoOt agreement srith the experimental data and an improvement over the existing
Navier.Stokes solutions. This study indicates that the matching condition NIsed the transpiration velocity, Eq. II, is the best choice for turbulent interaction
problems since it eliminates supercritical behavior and supercntical.subcritical jumps.
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2.3 Application to Airfoils Including Wake Effects

In applicrtion of IBLT to airfoil flows the displacement conditions on the airfoil are supplemented by viscous matching condtlions in the wake. Two
types of terms arise in the wake matching conditions, one due to the displacement thickening effect of thi wake and the other due to the wake curvature ef.
fect. The wake thickness effect originates frons tIH- matching of the inviscid and boundary layer solutions for the velocity component normal to wake. (The
wake conditions can be referenced to any arbitrary curve emanating from the tralling edge and lying within the wake.) A formal matching analysis leads to
the requirement that the inviscid solution for the normal component of velocity, Vn, be discontinuous across the wake with a jump given by

IVD =dp U.6 (14)
p, dS

wherc S' is the displacement thickness of the complete wake. This resu., follows from an integration of the continuity equation across the viscous wake. The
wake curvature effect arises from the turning of the low momentum flow along the curved wake streamlines. This turning generates a pressure diffcrence across
the wake. The requirement that the outer invicid flow match this pressure rise across the wake leads to the following jump condition on the inviscid solution
for the pressure, p,.,.

aT Ptav =  C .K (S) (5~

where x is the cuvature of the wake and Cw is a coefficient given in terms of the displacement and momentum thicknesses of the wake, i.e.,

C P, :- p + 0 .(lsb)

- I.-..
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Equation 15 is derived from integration of the boundary layer approximation to the normal momentum equation. Because of the form of Eq 15, the wake
curvature condition produces effects similar to a jet flap with a negative blowing coefficient (C., < 0). The importance of the wake curvature effect and its re-
lationship to the jet flap was first noted by Preston ( 1) in 1954 (aee al:o Spence and Beasley(40)). However, serious attempts to include wake curvature effects
in calculations based on IBLT were not undertaken until she mid 1970's in a series of studies at the RAE(6,7,4 t-4 3) and at the Grimman Aerospace Corp.
(GAC)( 8 . 1). For a detailed asymptotic derivation of both wake conditions the .eader is referred to the paper by Viviand (44 ) .

IBLT has recently been applied to the computation of transonic flow over airfoils by three research groups, BGKj ( 4'5 ) , CL(6'7 ) and MCMJ 8 .t t1). These
methods all employ a finite difference solution of the full potential equation for the inviscid flow tnd integral methods for the boundary layers. Each make
different recon mendations for the type of differencing to use in the inviscid solution: BGKJ recommends nonconservative (NC) differencing, CL partially
conservative (PC) differencing and MCMJ fully conservative (FC) differencing. Th- pattially conservative scheme is a method developed by CL(7) for improv.
ing the performance of potential flow methods at shock waves. The BGKJ methods employs the Nash.McDonald( 45 ) integral method while the CL and
MCMJ methods use Green's lag entrainment method (46) for the turbulent boundary layer. The following table summarizes the main features of the theoretical
formulation employed in each of the methods.

Table I De^:riptlon of recent IBLT formulation.

METIOD WEAK INTERACTION STRONG INTERACTION
Ditplaceient Effect Wake

Airfoil I Wake Curvsture Mhock Tn.in Edge
Invisced Boundary

Flow Lava 1 2 3 4 S

BGKJf
4

'5) NC N M
(45  

6. No No No No

CL(6,7) PC G
I
4

I  
V, IVo Yes No No

CMJ
6(8 1 1 )  

FC GI6 V0  IVol Yes No Yes

Since all three weak interaction effects are of the same order of magnitude (i.e., 0(e2)) they must a.l be rtained to achieve a completely consistent formula-
tion of IBLT. Note that only the CL and MCMJ methods do so and, furthermore that only the MCMJ msethod accounts for strong interaction effects at the
trailing edge (discussed in Section 4).

The fact that the shock wave penetrates into the bc-sndary layer and generates large nonnal pressure gradients is not properly accounted for in any of
the above f6rmuiations. Nevertheless, experience gained with the use of these codes indicates that they all provide a reasnable overall description of the
pressure rie aid boundary layer growth across the shock wave. It should also be noted that both the CL and MCMJ methods employ a transpiration bound-
ary condstion for the displacement effect which, from LeBalleur's work, is known to produce a subcritical description of the shock-wzv- boundary-layer inter-
action. Therefore a shock-wave boundary-layer interaction is modeled in these formulations as a .dteep but continuous increase ir the boundary layer thickness.
The rapid build-up ot the boundary layer thickness generates compression waves tsat annul the shock wave and prevent discontinuities from impinging on the
boundary layer (see in Fig. 5). With this formulation the "free interaction" mechanism always leads to a nonsingular description at shock waves.

The results for the RAE 2822 airfoil in Fig. 6 attest to the level of accuracy that can be achieved by IBLT in airfoil flows, even under supercntical con.
ditions Involving a shock wave. The results were obtained with the CL method (7) and hence fully account for all weak interaction effects. The reutts
show that the pressure rises to about sonic pressure behind the shock, resulting in about half the jump required by the nosmal shock wave relations. This be.
havior, which is typical for airfoils, Is seen to be well predicted by ILT. Additional information on the CL method is given by Lock in the paper at this
meeting. Results from the MCMI method, which also accounts for strong interactions at the trailing edge, are presented in Section 5.
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Fig. 6 RAE 2822 M,= 0.730, 0g = 2.550, a = 2.00, Re = 6.5 x
Fig. 5 Shock-wave boundary.layer interaction - IBLT. 106, XT = 0.03 , CL = 066. (REPRINTED FROM REF 7)

3. STRONG TURBULENT INTERACTIONS AT SHOCK WAVES

The shock.wave boundary-layer interaction on an airfoil at transonic speed is an important feature of the flow. Here, its most noticeable effect is a signlfi.
cant reduction in the pressure rise across the shock wave. Both experimental data and theoretical computations over airfoils indicate that the magnitude of the
reduction is about one half of the jump condition for norma' ock %aves. Althougn this effect seems to be well represented by IBLT, the details of the inter-
action are not adequately desc-Ibed. As discussed previously, IBLT, with the transpiration boundary condition always leads to a subcritical response with the
shock wave terminate' outside the boundary layer. In an actual shock-wave boundary-layer interaction the shock wave penetrates well into the boundary layer
when the flow is turbulent and generates large normal pressure gradients that are not accounted for in IBLT.

In the early 1950's LUg-.thill (19) developed an approximate linearized theory fet shock-wave boundary-lay 'r interaction that recognized the importance of
shock penetration and normal pressure gradient effects. In this rema:kable paper l.gnithill clearly identified the ofl.ninant physical mchanisms in strong inter.
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action. He also developed tile key theoretical concepts that have form.d the basis for nearly all subsequent models of strong viscid-inviscid kiteracticn. It was
in this paper, following earlier more approximate attempts, that Lighthill established the inviscid rotational flow model of strong interactions. The theory was
not much used over the followng 16 years until, in 1969, Stewartsun and Williams (4 71 , Stewartson (48) and Messiter (49 ) showed how the theory could be devel.
oped into a rational asymptotic theory for laminar interactios. This work led to the development of the laminc- "Triple Deck" theory. At about the same time,
Rose, Murphy and Watson (S0), for oblique shock waves, and Roshko and Thomke, 51  for compression corners, showed how the inviscid rotational flow model
.nuld be used in a seni-empirical fashion for turbulent interactions at supersonic speeds. In the mid 1970's Melnik and Grossman (1 2"40 and Adamson, Messiter
and their students( 15 "18) developed the invisecid rotational flo, concept into a rational asymptotic theory for interactions of weak normal shock waves with
turbulent boundary layers. Subsequently Melnik and Chow(8) developed a similar theory for strong turbulent interactions at the trailing edge of cusped airfoils.

In this section I review the main features of the Ughthill 1953 theory and discuss the reasons why the original form of the theory is not dire,,tly applica.
ble to turbulent interactions. Next, I discuss Roshko and Thonike's semi-empirical theory for supersonic, turbulent interactions in a compression corner and
Lten the section is concluded with a review of the asymptotic theories for weak normal shock waves. These topics are also discus,,ed in a re'ent, comprehensive
survey of the shock-wave boundary.layer interaction literature by Adamson and Messiter (52).

3.1 Ughthsll's Two Layer Theory (19)

In his 1953 pap-r, Lighthill examined the question of upstream propagation in a supersonic shock-wave boundary-layer interaction, He developed a sim-
ple linear theory that described the interaction of weak external disturbances with a boundary layer that could be either laminar or turbulent. Followsng earlier
unsuccessful attempts by lusnself (5 3) and Rob'nson (54)to treat the problem with a single layer model, Lighthill proposed the two layer model of the boundary
layer sketched in Fig. 7. The two layer model censists of a thick outer region covering most of the boundary layer and a thin sublayer near the wall. Lightiull
recognized that the interaction region was narrow, and consequently that the shear stresses could be neglected in the outer lay er. Considering oniv weak dis.
turbances he linesnzed the solution about the unperturbed flow upstream of the interaction. Thus, he assumed expansions for the streamwise and normal ve.
locity components, u, v and pressure p in the fom U=Ue(y) +U (xy)+"I

v= V(x,y) +..

p= Po+ (x,y) + "

yhere U0 (y) is the streamwise velocity profile and P0 is the constant pressure in the unp :rturbed P,w upstream -' the interaction (barred variables denote per-
turbed quantities). The equations governing the inviscid rotational flow in the main part of the boundary layv. were developed into a single equation for the
disturbance pressure, viz.

[1-"z ".'P, + 1M ) =t + =-Mo(y) (16)

where Mo (y), Mo'(y) are the upstream Mach number profile and its deivative. This equ . wemr's the propagation of small disturbances in the nonuniform
flow in the boundary layer. Within this model, disturbances propagate upstream by simp ,avj propagation up the subsonic streamitubes in the inner part of
the boundary layer. To complete the formulation of the outer problem, this equation mst be supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions. At the outer
edge of the boundary layer, y = 6, solttions must match the incoming and reflected disturbances, which are governed by the linearized supersonic flow equa-
tions. The outer problem is closed by specifying boundary conditions at wall. I., Lrtc early one layer model, Lighthill (53) and 'Icbin, n(54) imposed the condi.
tion that v - 0 as y -0 (equivalent to p y= 0). Unfc-runately, this simple condition leads to a trivial solution for the pressure and to a ailure of the model.
This can be seen by considering the expression governing the pcrtuibat;on prssure gradient obtained from the streamwse momentum equation, i.e.

=-Po(Y) IUo) U. + V U'(y) (I7)

If the initial profile is of boundary layei type, Uo (y) vanishes .t th wali as does V, if the invit,d wall condition i imposed. Consequently, both terms on the
right side of Eq 17 vanish at the wall where the pressure mist then approach a constant. This problem arises because the zero velocity streamline at the wall
cannot overcome a pressure rise by isiviscid mecham s alone.
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•. A ' BOUNDARY

,,.,rr~,,,~,,-..vr;rr( .LAYER

SLIP OR "CUTOFF"
MACH NUMBER '!- M o (y -6)

Fig 7 Lighthill (1953) two-layer model of a strong interaction.

In his 1953 paper, Ughthill recognized the need to account for shear stresses near the wall and proposed his two laye, model. In this model the shear
stresses are fully accounted for in a thin sublayer near the % JI. Because the sublayer is thin, the pressure is constant across the laye and can be evaluated
frorm the ou'er solution In addition, the solution in the sublayer is linearized about the upstream profile, which is assumed to have a linear, laminar-hlke behav.
for near the wall. Hence, the flow in the sublayer is governed by linearited boundary layer equations and th. pressure is determined from the outer solutmin.
Matching of the outer and sublayer solutions leads to a displacement type coupling condition connecting the two regions. Lighthill has shown that the match.
ing of the inner and outer solutions can be accomplished using a suitably chosen cutoff in the initial velocity or Mach number profile. Titus, the sublayer can
be accounted for by simply solving the outer inviscid problem with this truncated initial Mach number profile. I he fact that the value of the cutoff, M2 a
Mo (ycdh) depends on both the Reynolds number and the position along the surface complicates the problem but solutions can be readily determined with
Fourier transform methods.
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It is now recognizeu that, for laminar flow, Lighthill's two layer theory is generally correct in all the important details. It predicts the structure of the

flow, the scale of upstream influence, Ax/6 = Re 8 and the thickness of the sublayer, Ay/6 = Re-/ 8 that follow from a more rational asymptotic anal-

ysis. Lighthill's theory was developed into a systematic theory for laminar interactions by Stewartson
(4 7 48) and Messiter

(4
9. The "triple de,,k" theory that

followed 'rom these studies is consistent with Lighthill's formulation except that the full nonlinear boundary layer equailons are generally required for the sun-

layer solu,ion. The "triple deck" theory also indicates that the pressure and flow deflection can be taken as constant across the outer boundary layer, leading
to a description of lanina. interaction in terms of a displacement type coupling between the external inviscid flow and the sublayer. The flow deflection gen-
erated b, ti"e sublayer in response to imposed pressures (from the external flo'v) is transported unchanged across the main deck producing a deflection of the
mainstream The deflection of the mainstream then generates pressures that affect the solution in the sublayer. Consequently, the solutions in the mainsticam

and ,uhlayer are coupled and must be determined in a self-consistent manner. The "Triple Deck" theory is closely related to IBLT. The latter can be considered
as a "composite equation" approach that includes all the leadipg order terms of the "Triple Deck" equations. In this way, "triple deck" theory provides a
rational basis for the use of HILT for laminar interaction problems.

Laghthill also applied the theory to turbulent interactions by simply accounting for differences ii' the initial profile and skin friction whe.i the flow is
turbulent. The intera.ting sublayer was retained Ps an important feature ot the turbulent flow ad the laminar solution for the cutoff M2 was employed in the
solution of the inviscid equatio:,s in the outer boundary layer. Detailed analysis indicates that this procedure is inconsistent with tse law of the wall structure

of the inner part of a turbulent boundary layer The pressure gradient cannot affect the flow in the wall layer unless its order of magnitude is larger than
0(f/r) or

0(p1) : 0(OE /C^) i 0(4E3etI/) 0 [,_Re )](

If the shock wave does not penetrate the wall layer it can be shown that the limiting pressure gradient in Eq. (18) is exponentially large compared to the grad-
terts that anse in a strong interaction region. In this case the effect of pressure gradients on the wall layer flow must be small so that deflections of the wall
layer cinnot have a primary role in turbulent interactions. This conclusion can also be extracted from physical argument related to the nature of a typi-
cal turbulent velocity profile. In a turbulent flow the streamwse velocity remains high, of 0(1), except in the exponentially thsn wall layer. Because of their
much lugher velocities, the streamlines near the wall of a turbulent boundary layer are not nearly as responsive to imposed pressure gradients as those of a lam-
inar flow. Thus, for weak shock waves, with a sonic line outside the wall layer, it should be possible to formulate a consistert turbulent interaction theory with

out consideration of an interacting sublayer.

It follows from formal asymptotic theories, discussed later in this section, that the difficulties at the wall in ULghthill's theory can be avoided 'y careful
specification and Lse of the initial profile. The importance of the initial velocity profile in turbulent interaction was clearly recognized in the asymptotic
theories of Melnik and Grossman ( t 2-14) and Adamson and Messite t(t 5"18) . rhe velocity profile in the undisturbed flow upstream of the interaction develops
a small defect form at large Reynolds number so that Uo (y) in Lighthill's analysis should take the form

U0 (Y) = U.'a I +C Uo{Y/6)] (19a)

Note that U (y) does not satisfy the no-slip cond'son and is not linear 'tear the wall, but in fact ia logarithmic in behavior, U0 - k In(y/f) for (y/I) -O. If
Eq. (19a) is used for Uo (y) in Lighthill's equation and the results ate expanded for e -' 0 then the difficulty of the theory at the wall is eliminated. Following this
procedure, U. (y) is replaced by U. in the first term of the expression f'r thepressure gradient in Eq 17 thus avoiding the trivial solution when y - 0. The result-
ing solution can be viewed as a pertlrbation to the wave system out: :ie the boundary layer by small noiuniformitles In the boundary layer. This approach
has been deseloped into a complete, rational theory for interaction of wen^ normal shock waves at transonic speeds in the asymptotic theories mentioned
.ibove.

Ventres 551)has shown that the trivial solution can also be avoided In an ad hoc -pproach based on the use of a power law profile

Uo(Y) = U,(Y/6) t /  (19b)

Where ni s a constant chosen to give a best fit to the initial piofile (Ventres used n = 7). Ventres has shown that nontrivial solutions of Liglstdill's outer equa-
tionq are obtained for n > 2. In this case the pressure gradient is balanced by the second term in Eq. 17 where the zero in v is multiplied by a corre.ponding
singular term in U (y) for y -0. The Princeton University group has used the power law profile to develop the Lighthill theory into a usef'sl engineering ar-
proach to a variety of unsteady and three dimensional sh .. flow problems. The asymptotic studies(12"18) and Ventres' (55 ) ad hoc approach have clearly
demoPs, died that the difficulties in Lighthill's one layer interaction theory can be eliminated by a proper treatment of the initial velocity profile. These dif-
licultie. are caused by the use of at' initial profile that has the velocity vanish linearly at the wall. The use of the law of the wake profile in the rational theories

or a power law profile as in Ventres' method completely climinat-s the trivial solution without the unjustified use of an "nteracting sublayer.

Recent application of Lighthill's theory to interactions of normal shock waves with turbulent boundary layers at transonic speeds have been carried out
by lnger and Masoni5 6) and Boliing and Zierep 57 , 58) . However, these applications are subject to the same criticisms as the original Ugithill theory. The use
of a laminar interacting sublayer in these probiems is an arbitrary proedure that is not consistent with the known structure of a turbulent flow near a wal'. More-
over, such a procedu-e Is unntces.iy since the problems at tne wall can be completely avoided, either by use of the asymptotic theory based on the law of
wake initial profile and the limit e - 0, or by use of power law profile as in Ventres' approach. B, hning and Zierep(57 ) do, in fact, employ a power law profile
'n their theory, although still retaining Lighthill's laminar sublayer to justify a cutoff, M2 , of the initial Mach number profile Ventres' (55 ) results indicate
that the mnclusio.i of a laminar sublayer in Bohningand Zierip's(57 ) theory is unnecessary since a nontrival solution for the pressure distribution can be ob-
tained by ignoring the sublayer and letting M2 approach zero. Unfortunately, Inger and Mason (56) employ an initial Mach iumber profile with a linear zero at
the wall so that the procedure of letting M 2 - 0 in their formulation would lead to the trival solution of constant pressure. The use of power law profiles in the
Bohning-Zierep theory (5 7), although not consistent with the flow near the wall. does provide a simple and direct procedure for applying Lighthill's theory to
the d-termination of the pressure distribution in turbulent interactions. However, the applicatioa of the laminar sublayer theory to the determination of the
skin frictin in the Inger.Mason (5 6) and Bohnisig-Zierep theories(58) is unjustified, and is not consistent with the known structure of the flow near the wall of
a turbulent boundary layer. Consequently, it should Pot be unexpected that the solution for the incipient separation Mach numt-r in the Bohnlng-Zierep
theory(sv ) shows a much greater dependerce on Reynolds numbers than indicated by either the rational asymptotic theory of Liou and Adamson (18) or the
experirlntal data of Roshko and Thomke( 5t1 . For further discussion of these points see the recent review article by Adamson and Messiter (52 ).

3.2 Nonlinear Inviscid Flow Theories

'The concept of treating the local intera.tion as an inviscid rotational flow has been applied to a variety of turbulent viscld-iiviscid interaction proble.As.
In supersonic flow, Rose, Watson and Murphy(50) use It for the analysis of the interaction of an oblique shock wave with a turbulent boundary layer while
Roshko and Thomke( t ) apl.'y it to interactions in a comprt -ison corner. In order to treat problems with strong shock waves their studies are based on the full
nonlinear Inviscid equations, ) lie problem is completely specified by the initial Mach number profile Mo (y) and by either the surface geometry or the incident
shock configuration. Difficulties at the wall are avoided by the use of an empirical slip Mach number Mas a cut-off in the initial Mach number profile, which
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th en is given by M M o(Y ) Y aY ,

M, 0:S y < ya (20)
The slip Mach number is considered to be an empirical parameter to be determined from cxperlment. This is equivalent to assuming that there is a thin sublayerbeneath the outer iniscid flow that is of constant thickness and unaffected by Imposed pressure gradients. In problems where the appropriate elip velocity ishigh enough, the local Mach number remains supersonic in the entire outer region and the inviscid equations can be solved by a hyperbolic marching scheme.
Calculations of this type have been carried out for supersonic interactions in compression corners by Roshko and Thomke (5 1 )

, Elfstrom(5 9) 
and Carriere, et

a5.(60)

The theoretical model assumed for the Roshko-Thomke computations is sketched in rrg 8. The pressure rise occurs in tvo stages, a very rapid, nearlydiscontinuous rise, followed by a more gradual approach to the level required by the oblique shock relations. The initial pressure rise Is assumed to occur discon-tinuously through an oblique shock wave at the comer. The initial pressure and shock angle are completely fixed by the value of the slip Mach number and thewedge angle. In Roshko and Thomke's calculations M. is chosen to match the initial value of the experimental pressure on the wedge and the solution is contn.ut d downstream by the method of characteristics. Many calculations have been carned out for various free efream Mach numbers, wedge angles and Reynoldsnumbers. A typical result for a M_0= 3.93 free stream into a 15 comer at Re = 5.5 million is given in Fig 9. The excellent agreement observed here is typicalof other results presented in Ro~hko and Thomke's paper. Similar agre-ment has also been obtained for the impinging oblique shock problem by Rose, Murphyand Watson (50). The generally favorable agreement of these computations with experiment strongly supports the concept of treating turbulent interaction byinviscid techniques. This excellent agreement, attained by virtually ignoring the sublayer, gives strong indication that sublayer int",acton is not important in
turbulent interactions.
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Fig. 9 Supersonic interaction in a compression corner - typical result from Roshko-Thomke
method (reprinted fom ref 51).

Although these theories are 4ulte accurate when the proper value of slip is assigned, they are incomplete since no theoretical means for the 3pecification ofthe slip Mach number Is offe,-d. The question of how to determine the slip velocity had remained open for about ten years untli, ;, a notewothy psper pr.sented earlier this year, Rosen, Roshko a 'd Pavish( 61 
developed an approximate answer Their approach recognizes that the shock wave forms near the tip ofthe wedge, deep within the wall layer, and Interacts strongly with the flow In this region. Thus, the flow field structure sketched In Fig. 10 is assumed, and in the 4computation of the flowIn the inner wall layer, near the tip of the wedge, all terms of the full Navier.Stokes equation are retained. The solution of thefull Navler.Stokes equations on the scale of the sublayer thickness in both directions, is of course, a very difficult numerical problem wldch they do not attempt.Instead, they carry out a simple control volume balance of mass and momentum, including both momentum equations and employing the compressible law ofthe wall for the streamwise velocity profiles. The analysis yields relatively simple expressions for the initial pressure on the wedge and for the widh of the innerwall region which is found to be 0(6+), This result Is consistent with the observation that the full Navier-Stokes equations arc required In the tip region.

A typical result obtained by using !he predicted initial pressure In a method ofcliaracteristics calciation is given in Fig. II. The good agreement observedIn this example is typical of other results Iresented in the paper(61
). The success of these calculations cli, indicates that the overall flow model lor the slip
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velocity is -.orrect and that the full Navier-Stokes equations zrc required to describe the intial rapid pressure rise at the tip of the wedge. It should be noted that
the streamwise length scale for the initial region is very small, on the order of the wall layer tlickness, S+. The small length scales of this region greatly compli-
cate the problem of solving the full Navier-Stokes equation, by direct numerical solution. The further development of the Rosen, Roshko and Pavish theory into
a complete rat:--al theory is a worthy research objective.

0 "INNER-INNER" REGION NEAR CORNER.
FULL REYNOLDS EOdATICNS

* ASSUMED PROFILE SHAPES IlN CONTROL VOLUME 000 0 0 0

*INTEGRAL MASS& MOMENTUM BALANCEI

' DATA REF.2" OTER 2I - -- PRESENTTHEORY
INVISCO -- iRROTATIONAL RESULT
ROTATIONAL FLOW ] / 

RO

6I M_ -3.93
a - 14.99'

Y 2 C- 000072
6-* 504IN.WALL P1 I--- I-

6 " 0(OW) LAYE:R uly XP 
w 2  

/

S.10 0 10 20 30 40
( C' IX "- DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM FROM CORNER (X), IN

CON FROL VOLUME IN WHICH
-RAPID CHANGES OCCUR

Fig. I I Supersonic interaction in compression corner - typical result of Rosen.
Fig. 10 Rosen-Roshko-Pavish flow model for the "Slip" Roshko- Pavish (1980) method for slip velocity

velocity determination. (REPRINTED FROM REF 61)

3.3 Asymptotic Methods for Normal Shock Waves

Formal asymptotic methods have been applied to interactions of shock w s with turbulent boundary layers at transonic speeds. Efforts have focused on
interactions involving normal shock waves because of their importance in airfe¢ md channel flows. For simplicity, attention has been maily restricted to inter-
actions on fiat plates where the pressure is observed to rise monotonically acro the shock wave to a level determined by the normal shock relations. It should
be mentioned, at the outset, that such studies do not address a significant aspect of shock-wave boundary-layer inte,ai.tions on airfoils, namely, the pressure jump
across the shock wave is observed in both experiments and IBLT calculations to be only about half the value given oy tle normal shock wave relations. Thus, the
significance of flat plate solutions to the airfoil problem remains to be clarified. In this section I bnefly review recent progress in the development of such formal
asymptotic theoiies for the interactioa of weak normal shock waves with turbulent boundary layers. For a more comprehensive rc: sc% of Ihis subject the reader
is referred to the recent survey by Adamson and Messlter (5 2) .

The flow field sketched in Fig. 12 is typical of the flows considered in the analysis of
Melnik and Grossman (12-14). They address interactions in the transonic regime for which the
shock waves can be characterized as weak and nearly normal to the flat plate. They also assume IMPINGING
that the Reynolds number is high so that the velocity profile is "full" and can be accurately NORMAL SHOCK WAVEs
represented by a conventional form of the law of the wake/law of the wall. In particular, the
velocity profile in the outer part of the boundary layer is represented by a small defect form M_
with i logarithmic behavior at the wall. Furthermore, they hypothesize and verify a posteriori,
that the boundary layer remains fully attached for the range of weak shock strength tinder
consideration. Under these conditions, it is demonstrated that t'e overall P,-. 1tructure is as INCOMING PROFILE. ir

EDGE OF TURBULENTketched in Fig. 12 with the sonic line lying in the outer part of the bound: -r. SONIC LINE BOUNDARY LAYER

Two basic parameters appear in the problem, the free stream Mach number, M_, and the .
Reynolds number, Re. The analysis of Melnik and Grossman(12 "14) is based on a formal
asymptotic expansion of the full Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations in the double ...... TT' ................
limit Mo - I and Re -* o. The large Reynolds number limit is expressed in terms of the CIO x
dimensionless friction velocity, e = u./U_, associated with the initial velocity profile Fig. 12 Schematic of shock wave - turbulent boundary
upstream of the interaction. laye. interaction (ref 12-14).

Thus, the so!ution is characterized by the double limit

-0 
(21)

Since the shock strength is proportional to (M 2 -1) the first limit implies a weal, shock wave and since e - 0 (In Re)- 1 the second limit implies a large
Reynolds number limit Re.-. The structure of the flow field and the form of the solution depend on the magnitude of a parameter Xt defined by

x t --- (M. - I)/ (22)

This parameter can be interpreted as a normalized shock strength parameter that controls the relative rates at which the two basic parameters M_ and e ap-
proach their respective limits. Two distinguished limits and two subcases appear depending on the relative magnitudes of(M! -1) and ,. The two distinguished
limits are the weak shock limit and the strong shock limit defined by

} Xt = 0(1) weak shock limit (23)

C-0 X t_0 strong shock limit (24)

M.e
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The two other limit oases that appear are subcases of the weak shock limit Eq. (23), namely
Me- I Xt_0 very weak shock limit (25)

IE-0 I Xt-' moderate shock limit (26)

The weak limit, Eq. (23) and the two subcase,. Eq. (25) and (26) are appropriate for transonic flows while the strong shock limit defined by Eq. (24) applies to
supersonic flows with strong shock waves.

The overall structure of the flow field associated with each of the limits is sketched in Fig. 13. The weak shock distinguished limit x, = 0(l) (Eq. 23) has
been analyzed by Melnik and Grossman (12 "14 ). This limit is characterized by the fact that the velocity change across the boundary layer is of the same order
u the velocity change across the shock wave. Consequently, since t!:e velocity profile is "full", the sonic line is in the main part of the boundary layer assketched in Fig. 13. The shock wave penetrates the boundary layer and terminates someplace in the supersonic zone in the outer part of the boundary layer.
Because the profile is "full", nonlinear transonic effects are important in the entire outer part of the boundary layer. Since the wall layer is thin it does nctinfluence the flow in the outer part of the boundary layer.

SH O C K W A V E 
H C W V

BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE

- ------- SONIC LINE //I'L

p -p x' SONIC LINE WALL LAYER ----- -------- I .- -- WALL LAYER

a) VERY WEAK SHOCK WAVE: Xt - O b) WEAKSHOCKWAVE: X -01)(ADAMSON-FEO REF 15) r- -t - (MELNIK-GROSSMAN iEF 12-14)

INNIR NGN.INEAR NEGLIGIBLE
TRANESNiC RECIJN UPSTREAM INFLUENCE

WALL LAYER "INNER" WALL WALL LAYERSONIC I " LAYER

cl MODERATE STRENGTH SHOCK d) STRONG SHOCK WAVEWAVE:Sxt  -- I o, M- cc M X .M FIXED *= I(ADAMSON-MESSITER-LIOU 9EF 16-18)

Fig. 13 Flow field structure variation with shock strength.

In the strong shock distinguished limit (Eq. 24) the free stream is supersonic and the shock strength is 0(l). The sonic line lies within the wall layer and theshock wave penetrates deep into the boundary layer terminating in the wall layer. Since the nonuniformities in the approaching boundary layer are small, asa consequence of the large Reynolds limit e.O, the shock wave is nearly straight down to tha wall and there Is negligible upstream influence. The major inter-action occurs in the wall layer where an embedded Inner region arises at the foot of the shock. The structure at the foot of the shock wave is similar to thatarising near the tip of the wedge In Rosen, Roshko and Pavish's (61) analysis of the supersonic viscid.inviscid interaction in a compression corner. The embed.ded inner region Is expected to have a width of Ax = 0(6+) = 0(eO), the same order as the wall layer thickness, nd to require an analysis based on the fullNavier-Stokes equations. It should be mentioned that there have been no rational studies of this case and that mu'l' of the above description remains conjec-ture based on consideration of the behavior of the weak shock limit for Xr- oand on reflection of Rosen, Rohko and Pavish's theory.

The subcase xt-. 0, corresponding to the very weak shock limit Eq. (25), was analyzed by Adamson and Fed' 5). In this case the sonic line lies near theedge of the boundary layer and the shock wave Is weakened by compression waves generated by the boundary layer thickening so that it does not penetrateinto the boundary layer. Detailed analysis shows that the interaction spreads the pressure rise over a distance large compared to the boundary layer thickness.It follows that pressure variation; across the boundary layer are negligible and that the flow in the outer part of the boundary layer is governed by the nviscid
boundary layer equations. Boundary layer approximations remain valid and IBLT is applicable in this limi.

Aontson, Messiter and Liou(16"l')analyed the moderate shock strength limit Xt.-. 0. In this limit the sonic line approaches the wa1 as xt - butsemains outside the wall layer (since M_-. I). The shock wave is nearly straight and penetrates deep into the boundary layer but terminates outside the walllayer. There is nep!igible upstream influence, and the flow on the downstream side of the shock wave can be described as a linear perturbation to the constantstate behind the straight unperturbed shock wave. The outer linear solution develops a nonuniformity at the wall which is resolved by an embedded Inviscidregion at the snock foot dominated by nonlinear transonic flow effects. The turbulent wall layer does not influence either the outer or the embedded inviscid
regions.

The weak and moderate shock strength limits cover the parameter range of most interest for transonic flows and therefore are reviewed in some detail.Although the analysis of the various limiting cases have been carried out independently, it is of interesi to note that both the very weak and the moderate shock
strength limits are contained in the weak shock formulation of Melnik and. Grossman ( t2) and can be extracted from tht theory in the limit X -. 0 and X,- w,rspectively.

3.3.1 Weak Shock Limit x= =0(l)

On the basis of the formal asymptotic analysis, Melnik and Grosman( 12 14) have demonstrated that this limit corresponds to a distinguished limit with
the asymptotic flow structure sketched i.n Fig. 14. Upstream of the Interaction the boundary layer has a conventional two layer, law of the wall/aw of thewake, form. In the interaction region %he boundary layer develops a three layer structure consisting of 1) an outer nviscid rotational flow, extending over most
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of the boundary layer, which, following "triple deck" terminology we call the main deck, 2) a conventional wall layer, wtich is a continuation of the upstream

wall layer, and 3) a blending layer between the outer and wall layers. This structure proves typical of other turbulent strong interaction problems.

The flow can be considered inviscid in the outer IMPINGING NORMAL

region because the streamwse length scale is small so that SHOCK WAVE

the pressure gradient and inertia terms are large in

comparison to the shear stress terms. The displacement

effect of the wall layer is negligibly small in this problem

and, consequently, the wall layer cannot significantly INVISCID REGION
influence the solution in the outer inviscid region. This Oce-

1 12I
conclusion follows from the observation that the pressure

gradient, though large, is negigbly small compared to the

magnitude, (ei ), needed to influence the momentum balance

at the wall. The requirement for a blending layer can be un-

derstood from a consideration of the Reynolds stress -

variations along streamlines of the outer and wall layers.

Because of the sm.:l horizontal scale of the interaction

zone, the Reynolds stresses can be considered "frozen" on

the streamlines of the outer solution. In the innei wall layer,
however, the Reynolds stresses are in equilibrium with the Od OT E

local value of skin friction which varies significantly in the OW "OUTER" OUTER LAYER
OR

streamwise direction. The difference in the streamwise "MAIN
development of the Reynolds stresses in the outer and DECK"

wall layers produces a mismatch in both the Reynolds

stress and streamwsse velocity between the outer anu wall BLENDING b/

layer solution. The mismatch is resolved by the blending LAYER of )

layer solution which is governed by a linear boundary GOO WALL LAYER SUBLAYER

layer typeequation thatallewsforabalanceofinertia, - 7/I777777 I7/7/7777777/ 77 777 777 ,7 / ///////7
streamwise pressure gradient and turbulent shear stress . -. - (1) f Oe3fl) , , OI1) -4

transport across streamlines. Melnik and Grossman's WEAK STRONG WEAK ( tin Re)_

anaysis (12)demnonstrates that the vertical component of INTERACTION INTERACTION INTERACTION A'a (
2 

Ret
1 

- e'2 dI
/c

velocity in the blending layer is two orders of magnitude

less than that in the outer layer so that the blending layer Fig. 14 Asymptotic flow field structure for a weak normal shock-wave boundary layer

also does not influence the solution in the outer Inviscid region, interaction (ref 12-14).

The solution in the outer layer is represented by the expansion,

U = 1+Ut(,y)+ "'" (27)

V =.3/ 2 vt (R,) +... (28)

where the stretced variahlc,iR are defined by

X=0
3/2i, y=e (29)

and U, V, x, y are horizontal and vertical velocity components and coordinates, respectively. All velocities are normalized by the free stream velocity upstream

of the shock wave and all iengths are scaled by the distance to the shock impingement point. The scales of the vertical coordinate and the streai 'wise disturb.

ance velocity are determined by matching to the initial velocity profile, Uo (y), which is assumed to be in the form

Uo(y) = 1 + C Uo(Y/6) (30a)

where uo is given by the law of wake/law of wall,

k (ln(y/6)+ ; W(y/6) O--<y/ 6 - 1
u,(Y) = 0 y/ 6 > 1 (30b)

.nd i and W(y/5) are Coles' wake parameter and wake ftnctlon.

The scales for x, V are determined to be 0(e
31

2, by balancing the dominant terms in the continuity and vorticity equations under the assumption that a

nontrivial equation results in the transonic limit M,"-'--I. The latter requirement yields a distiguished limit with xt = (M! -1)/e = 0(l).

A distuibance velocity potential, , , is defiied by

U, = U.(5)+ ofti (31a)

Vt offl. (31b)

Substitution of the above e"pansions into the fll Navier-Stohes equations produces the following nonlinear partial differeittial equation& for the disturbance

potential.

[xt+ (v+ 1) M (Uo(Y) + )I - = 0(32)

where y is the ratio of specilic hearts. Equation (32) differs from the standard nonlinear.transonc small disturbance equation only in the appearance of the

extra term uo(y) whiel, arises from the vorlicity in the upstream boundary layer. The pressure Is deternie.d from the standard small disturbance relationship

PT h e-n to o (33)

~~Thc differential equation is supplemented by boundary conditions requiring, the disturbance velocity, #,iV, to vanish far upstream (i.e. 31-- -)land to
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mratch the prescribed normal shock conditions for7-b-. The formulation is completed by constraining the vertical component of velocity to vanish at the
wall, i.e.,

,-(X . )= 0 = 0(34)

The latter condition is deduced from the observation that the blending layer and wall layer are thin and cannot affect the solution in the outer inviscid region.

Equation (32) is a nonlinear mixed elliptic-hyperbolic partial differential equation and must be solved by numerical techniques. Solutions are obtained
in Melnik and Grossman's

(121 study by use ofa Murman-Cole nonconservative finite difference method. The solution is facilitated by a scale transformation
that removes all but two paramete;s, X, and , from the formulation and leads to the following similarity property of the pressure coefficient

C, = Cy(x, y; Re, M.e, y, ;, 6) = FC,(i, y; Kt,, (35a)

where X
=(Y + 1) 1/"M,, 1/2 (35b)

-=(35c)

and Kt is a viscous transonic similarity parameter defined by

KtV_ l)M I E V'C1 (Re)/2 (35d)

Thus, flows with the same values of the viscous transonic similanty parameter Kt and Cole's wake parameter, ,. are similar. Results, taken directly from the
Melnik aad Grossman (12) paper, which illustrate the effect of Xt, (or Kt), and ;on the pressures are given in Fig. 15. Recall that xt is a measure of the shock

strength and ifis a measure the shape of the initial profile (? - for a constant pressure turbulent boundary layer). From Fig. 15 it is seen that the effect of
increasing shock strength is to reduce upstream influence and to significantly steepen the pressure rise. The overall behavior of the solution in the weak (Xt -* 0)
and moderate shock strength (xt -4 Go) limit is evident in the result. The effect of the velocity profile is much less significant. Reduction of if, corresponding to
an increase in the "fullness" of the velocity profile, leads to a reduction of upstream influence and an increase in steepness of the pressure rise as expected.

*l+1 '*+1

20 1- P

1.5 1.5

tr 4 _ 'I
1 xt - 201.0

Xt - 10 .
xt " 7.5 t .7

_ _ _ 0 ____

o L 0
.10 .5 0 5 10 5 .2 5 0 2.5 5

x 1

x60 V--F. x- .0 1.

8) EFFECT OF SHOCK STRENGTH Ixt ON SUR b) EFFECT OF PROFILE SHAPE li ON SURFACE
FACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR i -05 PrtLSSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR Xt- 20.

Fig. 15 Surface pressure distributions from the Melnik-Grossman theory( 12) for weak normal shock-wives.

It has not been possible to make an unambiguous comparison of these two-dimensional results with experiment due to the lack of suitable data. Existing
chinnel flow experiments tend to be three dimensional because of the significant effect of the side wall boundary layers. Therefore, in order to compare with
th circular pipe flow experiments of Gadd (621 the formulation is generalized to include the extra axisymmetric term arising from the continuity equation. Re-
sults of the axisymmetric calculations for one of Gadd's cases are shown in Fig. I o, 17. The results include a plot of the shock shape, sonic line and wave struc.
tire upstream of the shock wave. Note that the compression waves generated by the thickening of the upstream boundary layer show no evidence of focusing
to form a lambda shock pattern. The theoretical solution for the surface pressure shows reasonably good agreement with Gadd's dita, particularly with regard
to the extent of upstream influence. Also shown in the result are the downstream limiting values of the pressure as determined from both the axisymmetric

and two-dimensional results. The comparison of these limits clearly Indicates the significance of the axisymmetric effects in this flow.

Melnik and Grossman
( 12) 

hiave also carried out the formu'ation and matching analysis of the solutions in the wall and blending layers. The analysis is
fairly complicated and is not discussed in this paper except to indicate the form of the solution for the skin friction. The matching of the inner, blending and
wall laye.s leads to the following expression for the skin friction

Cf/Co- (2- R) [1 + 1A 1+A 2e re) Cpw(X) + O(C2)] (36a)

where
t = {I + EpM2 ipw. I.O(,/2)J} (36b)R P.et (3b

A t =2/q (36c)

A2=3 q/2 (36d)

~ ~ - .. -
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=m-/2 sn-t... 1/(

Sme = (- M2 (361)
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Fig. 16 Computed shock shape, sonic line and characteristics (from Fig. 17 Comparison of surface pressure distribution from
Melnik -Grossman theory(13, 14) for weak normal shock. Melnik.Grossmn theory(13, 14) with GADD's
waves - GADD case). data for circular pipe.

Equation (36) amounts to a sight rearraigement of the res, lt given in Ref(I 2) and is intended to improve its accuracy. The particular form of the solution given
above results from the compressible version of the law of wall. The factor R-1 is equal to the ratio of the density at the wall to its initial value upstream of the
interaction. The solution follows directly from a simple matching of the solutions in the various regions and does not, to the order indicated, require solution
of the partial differential equations governing the flow in the blending layer. However, the solution of the blending layer equations is required to determine the
skin friction to 0(e2).

The above solution indicates that the skin friction variation throughout the interaction is 0 (e), so that separation does not occur in the weak shock limit.
The solution suggests that separation first occurs when epI = 0(l), which implies that the pressure rise for incipient separation, Aps, is given by

Apa = 0(1) Re -- o (37)

which corresponds to the sti shock limit e .0, M! -1 = 0(1).

3.3.2 Moderate Shock Strengtl. Limit Xt-.i-

As this limit is approached the sonic line approaches the wall. The shock wave becomes nearly vertical and approaches the wall, but remains outside the
wall layer since Xt < 0(eCl) as sketched in Fig. 13c. The mathematical structure of the solution in this limit is sketched in Fig. 18. The structure is similar to that
arising in the weak shock limit is shown In Fig. 14 with the exception that extra embedded inviscid region is required at the foot of the shock wave. The solu-
tion In this limit can be obtained either from a formal asymptotic analysis of the weak shock formulation (Iq. 32.34) or directly from the full i4avier-Stokes
equations in the limit e -. 0, M,-'* I such that Xt-*ws. This latter approach has been pursued by Adamson and Messiter( 16) in an extensive study and complete
solutions of the outer inviscid problem for the pressure distribution have been presented by Messiter (17) . Solutions of the blending layer equations for the skin
friction have been obtained by Llou and Adamson(1 8).

"OUTER" M-M t >1 M-M 2 <1
POTENTIAL FLOW U - 1 + C U -0 + e 0 1

"MAIN U - 1 + C + ur uOl (Y) U - (11 + t
1 

4 ur 1.2uoliY) + 4Ixl
DECK"

SHOCK WAVEs. !
I X 

(0
. Y) - 2uol (Y)I

INNERR EGION O ty(X1 0)- 0
X

iFRICTION VELOCITY) u, 0
(SHOCK STRENGTH) e-O uI eI)O

Fig. 18 Adamson.Messlter Interactlon theory(16, 17) for moderate strength normal shock.waves.
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Messiter's (17) solutioa ol the outer problem for the pressure distribution is summarized here. The interested reader is referred to the extensive analysi
in Ljou and Adamson' 1

8" for a discussion of the solution of the blending and wall layer equations and the determination of the skin friction. Messiter em-
ploys a notai,on different from that used earikr in this paper. In Mesmter's study all velocities are referenced to sonic speed, the friction velocity is denoted
by u. and Ine parameter e denotes a nondimensional shock strecgth parameter defined by the condition e r I -U,, where U. is the nondimensional free strean
speed upstream of the shock wave. In the following discussion the notation of Messiter', original papers is employed,

In the moderate shock strength limit the flow upstream of the shock wave is undisturbed with the streamwise veocity given by

U =1- + u, Uo(Y) (38)

The solution on the downstream side of the shock wave is expanded in the form

U = 1 -- E + u. (uo() + 0 1(x, Y) +"I (39a)

V=Et/2 ur(.y+ 1) [ 0,(xly) +" ]1 (39b)

where the stretched variables x, y are aefined in terms of the unstretched coordinates X, Y by

X=(,+ 1)et/2uX, Y=6y. (40)

S-ibstitutioi of the expansions into the full Navier.Stokes equations indicates that the flow on the downstream side of the shock wave can be treated as
a simple linear perturbation to the state downstream of the normal shock wave. With the chosen normaltzation, the disturbance potential is govcrned by La-

place's equation

Obl + 01t" =O. (41 a)

The effect of the blending and wall layers on the outer inviscid flow is also negligible in this case so that the boundary condition, y1 (x,0) = 0 on the plate
surface is appropriate. The remaining boundary conditions are also the same as in the weak shock limit, except that tie asymptotic upstream condition is
replaced by normal shock conditions on the x axis. Thus,

ct1 (x,y) =-2u 0(y) x-0.

The solution of the linear boundary value problem can be found by inspection. The solution for the pressure distribution on the ,vail is given in terms of
a simple line Integral along dhe shock wve, i.e.

K X2 +t,
2  

(42)

The solution for the pressure develops a logarithmic singularity at the foot of the shock wave given jy

p.(x)-(2vu:/k) ln(x) for x-0. (43)

A typical result taken from Adamson and Messiter(16
) is given in Fig. 19. Comparison of the theory with experiment have been hindered by lack of suihable

two-dimensional data. Nevertheless, Messlter (17) carried out a comparison of the two-dimensional theory with Ackeret, Feldmannand Rott'sexperiment (63) for
transonic flow over a "bump" on a wind tunnel wall. The comparisons showed only qualitative agreement probably because the assumptions of the theory

(x I 
> > 1) were not well satisfied in this experiment, in which the sonic line was not near the wall. For further discussion of this comparion the reader is re-

ferred to Messiter (17 ).

An axisymmetric version of the theory has also been developed by Messiter (1 1) for ccmparison with Gadd's(6 2) circular pipe data. The axisymmetric
solution is given in form of an infinite series. Figure 20 compares the axisymmetric solution with Gadd's (62) measurements of the surface pressure for the same
case as discussed earlier in this paper. For comparison, the figure also includes Melnik and Grossman's (t3.14) axisymmetric solution for the same case. Thes
results clearly show a significant axisymmetric effect in th. same manner as is evident in the weak shock solution. It should be noted that Messiter's solution is
a large x t approximation to the more exact Melnik, Grossman theory. The significant differences between the two solutions, evident in Fig. 20, is probabiy be-
cause the underlying assumptions of the moderate shock limit, X: - - are also not well met in this case. In particular, in this experiment, the sonic line is posi-
tioned in about the middle of the boundary layer (i.e., 6soni/C6 = 0.45) while the Measlter theory assumes it to lie near the wall!
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Fig. 19 Calculated wall pressure distribution from Adamson.
Messlter theory for norm'sal shock.wave interacting with Fig. 20 Surface pressure distribution In a circular pipe.
a turbulent flat plate boundary layer. (REPRINTED FROM REF 17)
(REPRINTED FROM REF 16)
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3.3.3 Current Status of the Asymptotic Theories

The asymptotic methods described here provided a nearly complete local def.'ription of the interaction of a shock wave with a turbulent boundary layer
under the conditions of most interest for airfoils in the transonic regime. The principal conclusion of these studies is that the local interat.tions in the main part
of a turbulent boundary layer are dominated by inviscid mechanisms and are independent of the direct influence of turbulent structure. Both the asymptotic
theories("-2.8) and the numerical studies of Roshko and ThomkP( 6 and others provide convinting evidence that tl~e pressure. dist,ibution and the flow in the
main part of the boundary layer are well represented by solutions of the inviscid rotational flow equations. Turbulence structure and closure assumptions have

only an indirect influence on the overall solution through their effect on the establishment of the initial velocity profile upstrea,, of the interaction. These
studies also clearly indicate that the solution in the outer region of a turbulent interaction is little affected by sublayer displacement effects of the type arising
in laminar interactions. Lighthill's 1953 proposal to treat turbulent interactions using an interacting sublayer formulation (followed up in the recent work of
Inger-Mason (S6) and Bohneng-Zierep (57,8) ), is not supported either by rational asymptotic analyses or by the numerical studies of Roshko, Thomke5t and
Rose, Murphy and Watson (50 ).

The local asymptotic solutions discussed in this section have not yet been integrated into an overall airfoil computation. The main issse thai must be

resolved before this can be accomplished is to determine how the differences between theory and observations for the pressure rise across the shock wave can
be accommodated in an overall airfoil calculation. Beth experiments and interacting boundary layer solutions on airfoils display shock pressure rises that are
only about half those required by the normal shock wave relations while the local strong interaction theories for flat plates indicate a full pressure rise to
normal shock wave levels.

4. STRONG TURBULENT INTERACTIONS AT A TRAILING EDGE

It is well known that both laminar and turbulent flows near the trailing edge of an airfoil involve a strong viscid.inviscid interaction between the boundary
layer, wake and external inviscid flow. Although the analysis of the local flow near the trailing edge involves a multi.layer description in both the laminar and
turbulent case the analytical structure of the solutions are vastly different. For laminar flows, the displacement effect of the sublayer on the outer inviseid
flow is the dominant physical mechanism in the interaction, while in turbulent flow it is entirely negligible. Detailed analytical studies by Stewartson (48),
Messiter 49) and Brown and Stewartson(64 ) have established that the boundary layer approximations remain valid, to lowest order, at the trailing edge when
the boundary layer is laminar. In this case, the "triple deck" theory (see Stewartson (23) for a comprehensive review of laminar interaction theory), which fol-
lows from a rational asymptotic analysis of the Navier.Stokes equations for Re - , provides a complete description of the local flow near the trailing edge of a
cusped airfoil. This analysis indicate4 that the singularities that arise in the weak interaction solution at the trailing edge are caused by the use of the inviscid
solution for the leading approximation to the pressure distribution. The "Triple Deck" theory shows that the singularities are removed if the pressure distribu-
tion is determined from a self.consistent solution of the coupled inviscid and (sublayer) boundary layer equations. Thus, the theory establishes a formal justi-
fication for the use of IBLT at the trailing edge when the boundary layer is laminar.

When the boundary layer is turbulent at the trailing edge, the resolution of the nonuniformity in the weak interaction solution occurs through a com.
pletely different mechanism. In a turbulent flow the interaction region is narrow (the order of a boundary layer thickness) and consequently, the streamline
curvatures and normal pressure gradients are moderately large in the vicinity of the trailing edge. Melnik et al. (8, 11) have shown that the pressure variations
across the boundary layer are an order of magnitude larger than the pressure variations induced by the boundary layer displacement effect. Quantitatively, the
normal pressure gradient effect is 0 (e312 ) in comparison to the 0 (e2) effect of the displacement thickness (e is equal to the :rictioi velocity as in the early sec-
tions of this paper). Experimental evidence of significant normal pressure gradients In the trailing edge region appears in the early works of Preston and Sweet-
ing (65) and Mendelson (66). The occurrence of significant normal pressure gradients near the trailing edge in a turbulent flow raises the possibility of a failure
of the boundary layer approximation in this region. The asymptotic estimates in Melnik et al.8, 11) demonstrate that this is indeed the case for airfoils with I
cusped trailing edges and is also certainly true for airfoils with wedge-shaped trailing edges.

Of course IBLT, which is based on the boundary layer approximation md ignores normal pressure gradient effects, has for many years been routinely
applied to airfoil problems involving turbulent boundary layers. Numerical experience with IBLT suggests that the coupling of the inviscid and boundary layer
equations to obtain self.consistent solutions for the pressure and boundary layer development eliminates the singularities that would otherwise arise in a weak
interaction solution. Detailed analysis indicates that the streamwise extent of the trailing edge interaction region implied by IBLT is 0 (c) which is much too .4'

small and clearly incompatible with the normal momentum equation. These studies indicate that, although IBLT seems to rroduce reasonable behavior at the
trailing edge, these solutions are not entirely satisfactory and should be corrected to account for pressure variations across the boundary layer and wake in the '

trailing edge region.

Melnik et al.t8"l ) have developed a local analytical solution for strong turbulent interaction at a trailing edge under the assumptions that the Reynolds
number is large, and that the boundary layer upstream of the trailing edge is fully developed with a velocity profile described by Coles' law of the wake/law of
wall. It is also assumed that the boundary layer is unseparated, that the airfol has a cusped trailing edge and that the local flow near the trailing edge is com.
pletely subsunic. Under the above conditions they develop a local solution from a formal asymptotic expansion of the full (averaged) Navier-Stokes equations
in the limit of large Reynolds numbers (Re - -0). The analysis yields a three layer structure of the boundary layer that is similar to that arising in Melnik and
Grossman's ( 12 ) weak shock theory. The principal results of the study are the establishment of a closed form analytical solution for the inviscid outer region of
the boundary layer and the development of procedures for Incorporating the local trailing edge solution into a complete airfoil method. In this section a review
of the Melnik et al.(8"t 1) development of the local trailing edge solution is given and in the following section its application to the solution of a complete airfoil
problem is discussed. I

The asymptotic structure deduced by Melnik et al.(8"'I) for Re-.ois sketched in Figure 21 along with a specification of the length scales of the various
regimes. The overall structure is similar to that which appears in the asymptotic analysis of a shock-wave boundary.layer interaction. Upstream of the interac.
tion the turbulent boundary layer develops a conventional two layer structure with a law of the wake/law of the wall velocity profile. In the interaction region
the solution develops a three layer structure to accommodate the mismatch between the inner and outer layer Reynolds stresses. The length scales in the trailing
edge and shock wave interaction problems differ only because of the differences in the assumed value of the local free stream Mach number. A new feature ap-
pearing in the trailing edge structure is the additional embedded region in the wall layer at the trailing edge. The width of this "inner wall" layer Is the same
order of magnitude as the thickness of the wall layer, e. This extra region is required to properly describe the extinction of the wall layer as it crosses the
trailing edge into the wake. It can be shown that the solution In this region requires a description based on the full Navier.Stokes equations. The need for this
"extra" region ha not been discussed In previous publications( t8 1)by the author.

The overall structure of the trailing edge solution follows from the general observations that, 1) pressure gradients do not influence the solution in the

wall layer, 2) both inner sublayem can be neglected In the solution of the outer region, 3) the small streamwise length scale of the interaction justifies the ne-
glect of Reynolds stresses in the outer region, and 4) the flow is subsonic in the entire Interaction region. Thew observations again lead to the conclusion thatt

the flow in the outer region can be approximated as an nviscld rotational flow that can be determined without the need to consider the flow in the two inner

sublayers.
Only the solution in the outer inviscid rotational flow is addressed In the study of Melnik et a08). The asymptotic analysis reduced the outer problem to

the solution of the subsonic rotational flow equations with the vorticity completely defined by the upstream velocity profile. Since sublayer displacement ef-
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fects are negligible the formulation leads to standard impermeable wall conditions at the airfoil surface. Because of the law of the wall/law of the wake foim
assumed in the initial profile, tie nonunlformilty in the upstream boundary layer can be assumed to be small in the limit e -. . It follows that the external

potential flow solution provides the leading approximation to the inviscid rotational flow solution in the outer part of the boundary layer. For cupsed airfoils,
the surface geometry can be represented locally as a flat p'ate and the streamlines of the external potential flow can be assumed to be nearly parallel in the
vicinity of the trailing edge. These observations suggest that the effect of the boundary layer can be found from a superposition of weak, rotational, disturb-
ances cn an irrotational, nearly parallel main stream. Following this suggestion, Melnik et al.t8 ) are led to assume the following asymptotic expansion for the
stream function and the horizontal and vertical components of velocity in the outer, trailing edge region,

= i(X, y) + C2
0 (y) +E 5 / 10,(X, y) (44a)

U= Uta,(X, y (y)e (y) +e 3/2u(x,y) +'" (44b)

v = VIn(X, y) + E 3 / 2 v(x, y) +... (44c)

where x, y are stretched cartesian coordinates parallel and normal to the flat plate approximating the airfoil *'in" Ulnv' Viav are the stream function and
the horizontal and vertical velocity components from the external potential flow solution, Ute is the value of Uin1 at the trailing edge, 00 (y) and uo (y) are
the defect parts of the initial stream function and velocity profdes. The velocity defect is assumed to have the form given in Eq (30),

u0(y) = u 't(ln(y/6) + FW(y/6)) (45)

~POTENTIAL FLOW

TOUTER
BOUNDARY LAYERCK i

u - U.fl/,x) / WAKE

-- BLENDING LAYER

"INNER" WALL LAYER

=(In R)'
1 

(e FRICTION VELOCITY) n (e Re) -2@* 1c

Fig. 21 Asymptotic flow field structure near trailing edge in Melnik et aI theory(
8 " !):

The quantities u I, v1 are the disturbance velocities induced by the interaction of the boundary layer with the external potential flow. The stretched coordinates
are defined in terms of the physical cartesian coordinates x*, y* and the thickness of the boundary layer 6(e) upstream of the trailing edge by

x-X*/6(E), y=y*/6(C) (46)

where wc recall b(e)= 0(). The local analysis requiies only the expansion of the potential flow solution near the trailing edge, which is written In the (com-
plex) form

Utv- ' vi,=Ut. I/ lejSo (x+ IBy)+""(4?)

B=VT:M-T,, imss1T

where Mi. is the Mach number a t the trailing edge and C is a constant, both determined from the potential flow solution. Substiution of the above expan.
sions Into the full Navier-Stokes equations produces a set of linearized shear layer equations for compressible flow. A straightforw.ird generalization of the
Prandtl-Glauert transformation to rotational flow eliminates most of the parameters appearing in the formulation and reduces the boundary value problem to an
equivalent incompressible flow. The transformed disturbance stream function and velocities Tii,,Vl are determined from solutions of the Poisson equation,

and V2 - t(',Y) - Z'0,(Y) *I S,y) (48a)

u1-= t, i4'itf (48b) ' I

where 1s (x-, y) is the disturbance vorticity and 1 (X, y) is the (scaled) perturbation stream function of the external potential flow, given by

*I$Roy) - Ca ptq Ut. Real{!-+yW 1 1 (49)

and!3 is a transformed coordinate defined by
R- x/B (50)

The transformed pressure is determined from

pt -iu(,y)-u 0 (y) U1(6, y) +U" (y) *,$-, y) (51)

The form of the perturbation vorticity, (1 (, y), appearing In Eq. 48 can be understood from the following Taylor series expansion of the "exact"
vorticity

f(o) ={Ey + (* , y) + "} (52)

;=- ,(y) -C 1/2 C(y) *I(R, y) +'
vorticty in the disturbane

I . intifal proile vorticity, .
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From Eq. 52, lt, can be interpreted as a vorticity disturbance generated by convection of the known upstream vorticity along the streamlines of the Inviscid

potential flow as indicated schematically in Fig. 22.

BOUNDARY LAYER
VELOCITY PROFILE

INVISCID STREAMLINES

,. . ..I. (y) 3/2 1,, Iy i 4 (X. y) + -

INITIAL INTERACTION
PROFILE VORTICITY

Fig. 22 Vorttcity distribution in trailing edge region.

Equation (48) is to be solved subject to the boundary conditions

VJ(X, 0) 0)=0 x< 0 (53)

(iy) and l(x, y) is continuous at y= 6t (54)

\b/
where il is the perturbation flow angle, defiied by,

t(RY) - vt(R, Y) - Uo(Y) V, (R, Y) (55)

and St, 6b denotes the edge of the upper and lower boundary layer. In addition, a far field boundary condition

D- -D n(X+iy) +K
-at +iiy-, t for I x+iy 1- -  

(56)

is required where the above form is determined by matching to the weak interaction solution unstream of the trading edge, D. is a known constant and K is
a constant to be determined as part of the inner trailing edge solution. The solution of this boundary value problem is not unique, as it contains a one parameter
family of solutions, each having a different singular behavior at the trailing edge. Uniqueness is obtained by imposing a "Kutta" condition requiring the pressure
to bounded at the trailing edge. Thus

Ptx, y) bounded for (x-+y)-o (57)

This condition amounts to a correction to the usual "Kutta" condition in the inviscid flow, to account for the variation of pressure across the boundary layer.

The above problem is a standard linear elliptic boundary value problem simillar in type to that arising in thin airfoil theory. The solution is represented as a
sum of particular and homogeneous solution.

t=l+¢t (58)

Closed form analytical expression for the particular integral is given in the original work (8
'. Solutions for the homogeneous contributions are not presented but

can easily be obtained by standard thin airfoil techniques. The solutions for the particular integral result in the following expressions for the downwash and

pressure on the airfoil and wake centerline (y = 0)

Cu 611vt -x,-y)-= - { t~/0) + (/)} (59a)

0) k 191(i/6) + ;r12(./6)} (59b)

where o 2 and P! 2 are explicit algebraic expressions given in the original papers. The a 1, Pt terms arise from the law of the wake and the a 2'02 terms arise from
the law of the wal components of the initial velocity profile. The functions are graphed for negative values ofX/5 in Fig. 23. Values for positive7/8 follow from

the skew symmetric property

Igi,2(- R/6) 7't,2(R/6) (60)

.3 -. 3

.2 .1 2

01,2 0 / 1,2

J2 *

.5 ,4 i . -6" -4 .3 .2 1

a) PRESSURE b) DOWN WASH

Fig.23 Particular solutions for local trailing edge problem.
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Contributions from the boundary layers on the upper and lower surfaces are treated separately resulting in expressions of the form given in Eq. (59) which are
then superposed to complete the particular solution.

The analysis in this section shows that strong inteiaction effects at the trailing edge can be represented by simple (inviscid) vorticity concepts. The particular
integral provles expressions for the direct effect of the vorticlty in the boundary layer and wake on the local flow near the trailing edge. The solution shows that
there are two effects, one a downwash on the airfoil and the other, a pressure drop across the boundary layer/wake, each induced by the spatial distnbution of

vorticity along the curved streamlines n.ar the trailing edge. Homogeneous solutions are added to the particular integrals in order to cancel the downwash on
the airfoil and the pressure jump in the wake generated by the particular solution at y = 0.

Although only the particular integrals have been determined in the study, they are all that Is required to correct IBLT for strong interactions at the
trailing edge. Melnik et al.( 0', 1) have shown how the particular Integrals for the downwash and pressure Eq. (59) can be used to make local corrections to
the transpiration velocity and wake curvature boundary condition of IBLT in the vicinity of the trailing edge of cusped airfoils. These procedures are re-
viewed in the next section.

The studies of Melnik et al.(8-t 1) leave unfinished the solution of the inner sublayers which are required to complete the solution for the skin friction.
They also do not address the solution of the "inner wall" layer which is required for the detailed description of the transition from boundary layer type veloc-
ity profiles on the airfoil to wake-like profiles downstream of the trailing edge. In a related matter it should be noted that the local irailing edge solution de-
velops a strong "pole" singularity on the wake axis y = 0, x > 0. The singularity is related to an improper shift of the logarithmc term in the velocity profile
from the wake streamline (y = y0 (x) to the wake axis (y = 0). This singularity, which was not noted in previous studies of the problem, is easily removed
either by a simple "PLK" type coordinate straining or by the use of von Mises' streamline coordinates (x, 4') in place of the cartesian coordinates (x, y).
With the elimination of the pole singularity, the velocity profile sn the wake is given to lowest order by the initial profiles shifted from the y axis to the wake
streamline y = Y0 (x). Thus, the outer solution in the wake is given by

t + for y-y 0 (x)> 0 (61a)
U .Itc~ 6t s( ) '+ t'Y~)~ o

It is clear from Eq. (61) that the outer solution is not uniformly valid in the wake because of the logarithmic behavior at the wake axis. The transition from
the logarithmic behavior in the outer solutions on either side of the wake to a wake-like profile at the wake axis is effected by a separate "inner" wake solution
centered on the wake axis. The details of the solution in this region have not yet been addressed. Although these matters are of some theoretical interest and
should be pursued in the interest of completing the theoretical description of the trailing edge region, they do not affect the determination of the particular
integral or their use in correcting IBLT.

5. AIRFOIL COMPUTATIONS

Melnik etal. (MCMJ ( 10,1 )) have developed systematic procedures for incorporating the local trailing edge solution into a complete airfoil computstion.
Refernng to the earlier general discussion of viscous effects on airfoils, (in connection with Fig. 1) the MCMJ method accounts for four of the five important
viscid-inviscid interaction effects occurring in transonic flows over airfoils, namely, displacement effects on the airfoil, wake thickness, wake curvature and
trailing edge interaction effects. The local solution employed for the trailing edge inteaction Is strictly applicable only for airfoils with cusped or nearly
cusped trailing edges. Nevertheless, the method seems to produce reasonably good predictions of the pressures and forces on practical airfoil shapes, although
there is a tendency to overpredict the pressure levels at the trailing edge and to underpredict the drag when the trailing edge included angle is greater than
about 150.

The method does not provide for a satisfactory treatment of the shock-wave boundary-layer Interaction. In this region the MCMJ formulation reduces to
a standard version of IBLT employing a transpiration boundary condition for the displacement tffect. Recall, from Section 2, that this form of the matching
condition always leads to subcntlcal behavior at a shock-wave boundary.layer interaction. The shock wave is weakened by boundary layer generated compres-
sions so that it does not impinge on the boundary layer, and the pressure discontinuity at the shock wave is replaced by a steep bul smooth pressure rise across
the interaction zone (see Fig 5). Although this flow model certainly does not lead to a correct dletailed d,;scriptlon of the interaction, (it does not account
for shock penetration or normal pressure gradients) it does seem to produce a very good prediction of the pressure level behind the shock wave.

In this section I briefly review the overall featuies of the MCMJ method and present some ccmparisons with experimental data that are indicative of the
accuracy that can be achieved with the method. Also discussed are the results of some theoretical experiments that illustrate the sensitivity of solutions to
selected components of the viscous matching conditions. The discussion is based on results obtained with the latest version(l O, 1) of code. The new version
of the code eliminate& certain numerical smoothing procedures that had been employed at the shock wave and trailing edge and simplifies the method for
incorporating the local trailing edge solution into the formulation. Numerical smoothing was employed in the early stages of the study because of anticipated
nunerical problems in the strong interaction regions. It was subsequently discovered that such smoothings are not only unnecessary but, in fact, are the source
of the objectionable "wiggles" sometimes evident in such calculations(8). It should be stressed that the latest version of MCMJ(t 0,lt) employs no numerical
smoothings and contains no adjustable parameters (aside from those appearing in the turbulence model).

Recently, other boundary layer type methods have also been developed for computing viscous flows over airfoils at transonic speed. The CL17) method
of the RAP is similar in many respects to the MCMJ method, but does not account for strong interaction effects at the trailing edge. It also differs in its use oi
a partially conservative (PC) method for the solution of the inviscid equations (MCMJ employs a fully conservatlvr (FC) method.) The RAE method is de-
scribed in the paper given by I.o4k at this meeting.

Two other methods of interest were recently developed by Whitfield, Swafford and Jacocks(67)and by Nandanan, Stanewsky and Inger(68). Sincethese
methods are very new there has not beer. sufficient time to properly study them for Inclusion In the present paper, hence only the following brief remarks are
mada. Both methods, Itr common with the MCMJ (t0") and CL(6'7) procedures, employ an integral method for the trubulent boundary layer. The Whitfield et
&l,(67) method is based on conventional IBLT with a transpiration velocity form of the viscous matching condition. The method basically accounts only for dis-
placement effects on the airfoil and does not Inzorporate any of the wake or strong interaction effects discussed In this paper. It does, however, provide for a
more accurate description of the inviscid flow based on solutions of the full Euler equations and it does allow for three dimensional effects in the inviscid sol.-
ion. Results are not presented for lifting arfoils at transonic speed but applications In this direction are in progress. The Euler solutions obtained with this
code can be expected to be very useful for assessing the adequacy of the potential flow approximation in flows Involving boundary layer effects.

The Nandeman et al.(68) method is also an IBLT approach; it is basically a modification of the BGKJ 5 method aimed at Impioving the solution at shock
waies. It employs the displacement thickness form of the matching condition and does not fully account for wake effects and trailing edge Interaction effects
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(the wake is modeled by a semi-infinite parallel displacement body as in the original BGKJ formulation) The method employs the Inger and Mason (56) strong
interaction solution to correct the pressure and displacement thickness near shock waves but then arbitrarily smooths the "corrected" displacement thickness
across the shock wave. They also employ an arbitrary procedure to reduce the pressure risc in the Inger and Ma'nn ,,olution to match the smaller jump
observed in experiments. Because of the arbitrariness of these steps it is difficult to evaluate the effectivene" of these correction procedures, particularly
since IBLT by itself already gives very good results for the pressure rise across shock waves without using any empirical information or numerical smoothings.

5.1 Trailing Edge Corrections

The procedures developed by Melnik et al (t0ti1) use the local trailing edge solution (Section 4) to correct IDLT for strong interactions at the trailing
edge. In their approach the complete viscous solution is represented by composite expressions formed by adding contributions from the inviscid, boundary
layer and trailing edge solutions and subtracting their "common parts". The result is a standard sum-type composite solution of the method of matched
asymptotic expansions. For example, the representation for the velocity components and pressure are written in the form

U = Utav(N, s, v,, liVe]. r")+ [Ubl 0, s) - Ubl0, s)] + [Utii(n, 4) -Ut,(%0, 01] (62a)

V = Vt,,( ) + [Vb1 (17, S) - VU (7), S)] +IV'e(',) 0 Vt. (r, 0)] (62b)

P = Pi,,,( ) + [PI 011, S) - FlIl (17, S) I + [Pto(nl 4) -9Pt.01 0)] (62c)

where N, S are curvilinear corrdinates normal and tangent to the airfoil surface and wake streamline, U and V are the streamwise and normal components of
velocity along the N, S coordinates lines and i?, t are stretched coordinates defined by

-N/ 4=(S-St)/ (63)

The leading terms in Eq. (62) are solutions of the outer inviscid equations with viscous matching condition, the terms of the second group are from solutions
to boundary layer equations minus their "common parts" (denoted by a bar) and the terms of the third group are from the local solutions in the trailing edge
region minus their "common parts". The function, Vo , is the transpiration ,.alocity appearing in the boundary condition on the airfoil surface (N = 0); [1Vo is
the jump in transpiration velocity along the wake streamline arising from the wake thickiess effect and r is the "circulation" along the wake streamline arising
from the wake curvature effect. The circulation is equal to the jump in potential across the wake r -j0j. Expressions for these quantities can be founJ by
imposing boundary and continuity conditions on the composite solutions U, V, P. For example, when the trailing contnbutions to the solution in Eq (62) are
neglected, the usial matching conditions in IBLT are recovered by requiring the composite expression for V to vanish on the airfoil surface and also requiring
the composite solution to be continuous in the wake. Thus, in this case, we obtain

Lp, dS J (64a)

1V,, =C2  
_ -_-/ (64b) '

dr E2U,(6* (64c)
dS W

where the subscript, e, denotes surface values of the composite solution and where 6 and Ow are the "total" displacement and momentum thicknesses of the
wake. Equation (64z) is equivalent to the wake curvature given in Eq. (15).

The key to Melnik et al.( 0'1O 1 ) approach is the use of corrected or "composite" matching conditions in the solution to the outer inviscid problem. Cor-
rected matching conditions are found by repeating the above procedure but this time retaining the contributions of the local trailing edge solution to the com-
posite expressions, Eq. (62). Only the contributions from the particular integral are included in the trailing edge term in Eq. (62). It can be shown that this is .
equivalent to incorporating the homogeneous parts of the trailing edge solution in the first (inviscid) terms of Eq. (62).

The composite matching conditions derived in this manner are in the form of a sum-type composite expansion. Away from the trailing edge, the expres-
sions reduce to the conventional matching conditions given in Eq. (64) while in the vicinity of the trailing edge they include extra terms that "correct" for
strong effects at the trailing edge. In addition to providing corrections to the mat, hing conditions, the composite expressions for the surface pressure, Eq. (62c).
with N = 0, also includes terms that account for the pressure change across the L.oidary layer and wake.

For convenience in numerical applications the sum-type composite matching conditions for V. and r are replaced by equivalent multiplication type
expressions of the form

e [e ce saJ G
a  

(65a)

-r=-c 2 [Ue(0.-+0,) K(S)! G, (65b)

where the functions Gn, and Gw are analytic expressions determined from the local railing edge solution. Equations (65) provide corrected matching condi-
tions that are uniformly valid in the trailing edge region. The functions Gn and G w approach zero at the trailing edge with a square root behavior that just can.
cels the siigularitles that arise in the conventional matching conditions. Both functions approach one foti~' - and Eq. (65) reduce to the standard matching
conditions In this iint. Near the trailing edge t =- O(1)), equations (65) reduce to a form that recovers the local trailing edge solution

The correction for the wake thickness term is stated In the form

[V.1=3/ 2 Gt42 d (66)

where Gt is also an a.alytic expression detirmined from the local trailing edge solution. A sum type composite expression is employed for this term because,
here, the common part vanishes to the order considered and expressions like Eq. (65) cannot be formed. The correction functions completely eliminate the
singularities arising In the conventional matching cofditions and lead to solutions that are uniformly valid In the trailing edge region.

The composite solution for the pressure on the airfoil surface can be written in the form

Pb= P (N = 0, S) Pt,(O, S) - 31
/2 Ap (67)

where the first term Is determined from the outer inviscid solution (subject it, the composite matching conditions) and the second term is a correction to
.- ... . -- 5
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account for the pressure change across the boundary layer in the trailing edge region. The matching conditions lead to the discontinuities in the pressure across
the wake in the outer inviscid solution given by the first term in Eq. (62c). Compensating discontinuities also arise in the other terms of Eq. (62c) which exact-
ly cancel the jump in the first term leading to a composite solution that is continuous across the wake, as it should be.

Typical results illustrating the effect of the trailing edge corrections on the transpiration boundary condition and the wake curvature condition are given
in Fig. 24. The quantity VA is the difference between the transpiration velocity on the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil (equivalent camber effect) and

ACp is the equal to the jump in pressure coefficient across the wake appearing in the outer inviscid solution.
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Fig. 24 Typical composite solutions for viscous matching conditions(8 ).

5.2 Solution Piocedure

With the modified matching conditions discussed above the determination of the viscous flow over airfoils is reduced to the familiar problem of solving
the coupled inviscid and boundary layer equations. The only changes from conventional IBLT involve the corrections to the matching conditions in Eq. (65)
and (66) and the correction to the surface pressure to account for the pressure change across the boundary layer. A similar correction of the pressure also
occurs in the wake. Solutions to he inviscid equations are obtained with Jameson's (69) fully conservative, rotated difference scheme for the full potential
equation. An option for a noncor.'ecutive forulaion Is also provided.

The integral parameters appearing in the matching conditions are determined from the solution of the boundary layer equations. The equations are
solved with simple integral methods consisting of a compressible version of Thwaites method for the laminar boundary layer near the leading edge and Green's
lag-entrainment method (46) for the turbulent flow downstream of transition. The transition point locations can either be assigned or predicted by one of tiree
standard semi-empirical methods programmed into the code. Tht wake is modeled in Green's method as independent symmetric half-wakes which seems to
provide a reasonable engineering description of the integral parameters in the wake. Although the theory is strictly rational only for airfoils with cusped trailing
edges the program can be applied with good resu;.s to airfoils with trailing edge Included anglc as large as 150

5.3 Typical Results

References 10 and II present extensive comparisons of the MCMJ method with wind tuinel data. Typical results (taken from Ref. II), which are indica-

tive of the level of accuracy that can be achieved with the method, are gien in Fig. 25-27. The results are for the RAE 2822 airfoil which is a 12% thick super-
cntical airfoil with a moderate degree of rear loading and a trailing edge angle equel to 8.67*. The airfoil was tested(70) in the RAE 8 x 6 foot transonic tunnel;
measurements included both surface pressure and boundary layer development. The results in Fig. 25 and 26 are for Case 6 (RAE designation) which corre.
sponds to a nominal free stream Mach number M. = 0.725, Reynolds number Re - 6.5 x 106 and a (geometric) incidence angle a = 2.92. Transition was fixed
at 3%chordon both the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. 'These conditions result in a large supersonic zone with a relatively strong shock wave.

The theoretical and experimental pressure distributions are compared in Fig. 25. The comparisons are carried out at the same (measured) lift coefficient
in order to avoid the uncertainty in the effective incidence due to wall interference. in addition, a small blockage correction of AM. = 0.003 is applied to the
comparison in that the "corrected" free stream Mach number is taken equal to M. - 0.728. Solutions obtained with both fully conservative (FC) and noncon-
servative (NC) methods are shown in the figure for comparison. The FC solution clearly shows the best agreement with experiment. The agreement between
theory and experiment is excellent on the lower surface and shock wave position And strength on the upper surface are well predicted in the FC solutions. This
set of results also shows very good agreement with experiment for the pressure rise across the shock wave. Both the theoretical and experimental results indi-
cate that the pressure rise across the shock wave is only about one-half of that required by the normal shock wave relations. The overall levels of the pressu-e
distribution on the upper suiface of the airfoil "ire also reasonably well predicted. The small discrepancies between theory and experiment over the forward
part of the upper surface is probably due to the roughness strip used to fix transition. The slight overprediction of the pressure on the upper surface near the
trailing edge is likely due to effects associated with the finite trailing edge angle not accounted for in the current trailing edge solution. The comparison of the

pressure distribution shown in Fig. 25 is typical of many other comparisons given in Ref. 10 and I I and is indicative of the good results that can be achieved
-ith a "complete" IBLT.

!The theoretical solution (FC) for the bounda: layer development on the upper surface of the airfoil is compared with experimental measurements in
Fig. 26. Included In the figures are the solutions for displacement and momentum thicknesses, V, 0, shape factor, It skin friction coefficient, C and the

transpiration velocity, V. , appearing in the viscous mtching conditions. The overall agreement is seen to be relatively good, with a tendency to slightly under-
'predict 80,0 and 11 over the rear or the airfoil. The very rapid nearly discontinuous rise in displacement thickness at the shock wave is typical or these flows...
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These solutons show a large aiid highly localized increase in transpiration velocity at the shock wave followed by a more gradual growth toward the trailing
edge. These results clealy show the highly localized nature of the shock-wave boundary-layer Interaction In the present theoretical model. The interacting
boundary layer description basically truncates the delta function behavior that would otherwise arise at the shock impingement point were interaction not in-
cluded in the formulation. The resulting transpiration velocity displayr a highly peaked, but finite, distribution which increases in amplitude with increasing
shock strength, as indicated in other cases presented in Ref II.
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Fig. 25 RAE 2822 - pressure distribution at M_= 0.728, CL = 0.743, Re= 6.5 x 106 (XT= 0.03). (REPRINTED FROM REF 1!)
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Fig. 26 RAE 2822- boundary layer development at M. = 0.723, CL=0.743, Re= 6.5 x 106 (XT= 0.11). (REPRINTED FROM REF 1I)

The theoretical predictions of the drag polar are compared with experimental data Iii Fig. 27 for a nominal free stream Mach number of M_ = 0.730.
The theoretical drags are computed from an integration of the surface pressure and skin friction. We note the FC solution is again in best agreement with the
measured values of drag. The small underprediction of the FC solution evident In the figure amounts to no more than flvc counts of drag. About half of this
difference is due to numerical error caused by use of first-order accurate differencing in the inviscid solution. Use of a second-order accurate formula has been -
demonstrated' 1) to increase the drag by two counts. The remaining discrepancy can be associated with the slight overprediction of pressures on the upper
surface near the trailing edge. These and other results presented In Ref I I clearly show that the NC scheme produces inferior predictions of both shock wave
location and drag.

A theoretical study is carried out in Ref I I using .h. MCMJ method to determine the relative Importance of the various viscous effects arising In the a,foil
problem This is accomplished by comparing results of a series of calculations carried out with individual terms In the matching conditions selectively dropped
from the formulation. The results include two cases for the RAE 2822 airfoil, one subcritical and one supercritical cae and one supercritical case for a heavily
rear loaded NASA (Langley Research Center) supercrPical airfoil. For each case, a series of solutions are obtained with each of the terms appearing in the
matching conditions selectively dropped. Solutions for the drag, lift ind trailing edge pressure are summarized In Tables 2 through 4. In these Tables CD is the
total drag, determined from integration of the pressure and skin fiction over the airfoil surface, CDB (Tt ble 4) is the total drag that includes a base drag con-
trlbtuion when the aifoil has a nonzero base thickness, and CD. is the profile drag determined from the wake momentum thickness far downstream (i.e.,

CD- " 20.). Profile drag is equal to the total drag less the wave drag and is due solely to momentum losses in the boundary layer. For subcdtical flow CD., Is
equal to thr total drag of the airfoil and should be equal to CDB as determined by surface integration. In general, however, these two evaluations of the drag.5 1 , -.
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will not be equal with the differences due to numerical errors in the solution of the governing equations and to approximations in the formulation of the vis-
cous effects. The momentum drag (i.e., 20.) seems to be relatively insensitive to th7 details of the numerical method and the formulation of the viscous theory
and is thought to be the more accurate prediction of drag in subcritical flows. In these cases the difference between profile and integrated drag is a useful mea-

sure of the overall accuracy of the theoretical model.

Table 2 RAE 2822 - efiect of wake and trailing edge corrections, Mu_ = 0.676,
a 1.06', Re = 5.7 x 10, (XT = 0.11)

09 Mode Theoretical Model CO  CDO. CL CPTE

08 Inv-acMi 0 0 0571 0A3

, Full Viscous IMCMJ) 0.0084 0.0083 0 431 0 2.14

" "C L  0 .7 1 @s"( ) C o r n L sT E 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 8 3 0 .4 1 6 0 .2 3 4

--.-- THEORY (CI N C Lem WakeCurve. 0.0081 00083 0454 0.234
06 EXPERIMENT ture

@ ® Les Wake Thick. 0.0009 0.0082 0.398 0.289

ness
.80 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 0 x 10 2 (2 @LeSSTE Correc" 0.0064 0.0082 0 399 0.278

CO Tl., We 0Curvalure
& Thickness

Fig.27 RAE2822-dragpolaratMo9!0.73, Re=6,Sx 106, J RAE(NC) ()  00061 00083 0.430 0.226
(XT = 0.03) (REPRINTED FROM REF 1I) 104201

The results in the tables include solutions for (A) the inv,scid theory, (B) the full viscous theory, (C) the full viscous theory less the trailing-cdge cor-
rections, (D) less tie wake-curvature term, and (E) less the wake thickness terms. In the latter solution the wake is modeled as a constant thickness extension of
the displacement surface on the airfoil surface. We have also carried out solutions neglecting the trailing edge corrections and both the wake-curvature and
thickness terms. This version of the theory (F), includes only the displacement effect on the airfoil surface and is therefore equivalent to the formulation em-
ployed in the BGKJ(4, 5) method and its derivatives (71, 2). Por the two supercritical cases studied using this latter foimulation zolutions were also obtained
with the NC version of the method (labeled (G) in the tables). In addition, the two RAE 2822 cases considered in Tables 2 and 3 also include available results
from the RAE (NC) (6). The RAE method accounted for both wake-thickness -nd wake-curvature but not trailing.edge interaction effects.

The results for the subcritical RAE 2822 case are listed in Table 2. Comparisons of the inviscid (A) and full viscous (B) solutions illustrate the large effect
of the boundary layer on lift. Even for this subcritical case the presence of the boundary layer caused a nearly 1/3 decrease in lift. The results given in lines
(C), (D) and (E) illustrate the effect of the individual terms in the matching conditions. Compans ns of the results in lines(A)-(E) indicate that the largest
effect is caused by the displacement effect on the airfoil surface with the other terms also produ.-.. g significant effects. The effect of wake thickness on lift wasunanticipated since predominately symmetric effects were expected from this source. However, on reflection, this behavior is not surprising. The neglect of the

wake thickness term leads to an inerea se in pressure at the trailing edge, which induces a significant increase in boundary layer thickness near the trailing edge.
The increase is largest on the upper surface because of the larger initial boundary layer thickness on thi surface. It is this differential Increase in boundary layer
thickness caused by the neglect of :he wake thickness term that leads to the observed lift reduction. V'e also call attention to the insensitivity of the momentum
drag, CD., to diflerences in the theoretical model, and o the good agreement between the two evaluations of drag in the full viscous solution (B). The good
agreement evident in this case is an encouraging indication of the overall accuracy of the MCMJ method. The underprediction of the integrated drag and the
poor agreement with C D- when tl.e wake-thickness terms are suppressed (E), are indications of the importance of these terms. The comparisons in Table 2 in-
dicate that the formulation based on airfoil displacement thickness only, underpredicts the drag by 25% and the lift by 7% in this case.

The results of the (NC) RAE method (6) (C') which is equivalent to the formulation employed in case (C) of the present method, are in good agreement.
Two values of the lift coefficient are given for the RAE method. The higher value results from a version of their method that employs considerable numerical
smoothing of the wake curvature terms near the trailing edge. The smaller value, obtained w.,h less smoothing is in better agreement with the results of case
(C) of the present method. It has been reported (6) that convergence difficulties are experienced in this latter version and its use is not recommended.

The results of a similar series of calculations carried out for the same airfoil at a higher free-stream Mach number, resulting in a supercritical flow, are
listed in Table 3. In this case the integrated drag Includes wave i. g and so is no longer equal to 'he momentum drag, CD. The difference between CD and
C..is a relatively accurate measure of the wave drag in the full viscous solution (case B) but no. in the other cases because of the inadequacies of the viscous
formulation clearly evident In the subcritical results. The neglect of wake and trailing edge int.raction effects in this superceitical case leads to a 35%underpre-
diction of the drag coefficient (case F) compared to the full viscous solution. Case (F) was also repeated with the NC formulation (line G in Table 3). The NC

:theme produces a weaker, more forvard shock wave but gives a higher drag. This extra drag arises from a spurious mass generation at the shock wave caused
by NC differencing. This spurious drag increase is also evidnt in the comparison of the RAE results (case C') with the present, equivalent formulation using
FC differencing (case C).

The solutions for the pressure distribution on the ,:rfol surface are given in Fig. 28. Included are the inviscid solution (A), the full viscous solution, (B),
and the viscous solution less the trailing correction and both wake terms, (F). Both FC mnd NC calculations of the latter case are Included. These results II. .

lustrate the very large effect of the boundary layer on t!ae flow field in supercritical conditions even at the relatively large Reynolds number of the computations.
The boundary layer drives the shock wave forward from x = 0.80 to x 0.55, and significantly increases the pressure level on the upper surface and reduces It
on the lower surface of the alroil, resulting in a reduction of the lift coefficient by nearly a factor of two. The neglect of the wake and trailing edge contribu-
tions to the matching conditions is seen to drive the shock wave forward by about 5% and to reduce the lift by 10% and drag by 35% below the full viscous solu-
tion (Table 3). The switch to a NC scheme Is seen to driv the shock wave even further forward.

The details of the pressure distribution near the trailing edge for the full viscous solution at the higher Mach number, M - 0.725 Is plotted on an ex-
panded scale In Fig. 29. Included here are the "conposite" and "outer" solutions computed from the full viscous theory. The composite solution contains

contributions from the "outer" and "inner" solution as given In Eq. (62c) which account fo, the pressure variation; across the boundary layer and wake, The
outer solution dearly exhibits the wake pressure jump Imposed as pert of the viscous matching conditions. The pressure jump is largest at the trailing edge and
rapidly decays away frerm the trailing edge both In the wake and on the airfoil surface. The relatively large jump in pressure at the trailing edge (dCp = 0.2) Is
indicative of the importance of normal pressure gradients near trailing edges. The crossing of the outer solution on the airfoil Is atypical property of the viscous
wake solution which clearly distinguishes it from jet flap solutions with positive blowing coefficient.
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Table 3 RAE 2822 - effect of wake and trailing edge corrections, Moo 0.725, Table 4 NASA supercritical airfoil - effect of wake and trailing
a- 2.30, 

Re = 6.5 x l06,(XT = 0.03) edge corrections, M. = 0.768, a = 0. 15' , Re = 7.7 x 10',
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Fig. 28 RAE 2822 - effect of wake & trailing edge Fig. 20 RAE 2822 - Details f pressure distribution near trailing edge Mne
corrections in MCMJ theory at Me- 0.725. 0.725, a - 2.36, Re - 6.5 x 106 (XT = 0.03).
a = 2.3*, Re = 6.5 x 106 (XT - 0.03). (REPRINTED FROM REF 11)

(REPRINTED FROM REF i1)

The RAE 2822 is an airfoil with moderate rear loading. The calculations of the highly rear loaded supercritical airfoil developed by the NASA Langley

Research Center (LRC) are summarized in Table 4. The calculations for this case have been carried out for a free stream Mach number M. = 0.768 and an
angle of attack of a = -0.151* resulting in a lift coefficient in the full viscous solution of CL = 0.852. The airfoil has a nonzero trailing edge thickness which

requires an estimate for the base-drag contribution to CD8. This contribution amounts to 7 counts of drag for all cases considered in Table 4. The shock

position in the inviscid solution at this incidence and Mach number appears to be downstream ,if the trailing edge and, because of this, the inviscid solution
cannot be computed with the circle plane code. The viscou- solution, however, can be determined without difficulty. The inclusion of the boundary layer in

the viscous solution drives the shock wave forward to 73% chord, again demonstrating the very large effect of the boundary layer on the flew field at transonic
speeds. The results in Table 4 indicate that the trailing edge correction and the variation of profile drag with the theoretical model are much larger than in previ-

ous cases. Also, note that the neglect of the trailing edge correction and the wake terms (F) leads to a 30% underprdlction of drag and that the use of a NC
formulation leads to a partially corrpensating increase in drag of aoout 10%. As a point of reference, in Fig. 30 we provide a comparison of the full viscous
solution with wind tunnel data for conditions that are close to those employed in the computations in Table 4.

Table 5 compares the drag prediction of the MCMJ method with experimental measurement; of the KACA 0012 airfoil carried out at Ohio State

University (73) and with theoretical predictions of the BGKJ (5) and Carlson (72) methods carried out in Ref. 73. The MCMJ mult include solutions obtaind

with the full viscous method and also with the parallel wake assumption. Included in the table are the solutions for the total drag CDB, the total drag less the
base drag, CD, both determined from an integration of pressure and skin friction, and the momentum drag, CD. . ,

The momentum drag CD-, which It thought to be the most accurate result, is in excellent agreement with the experimental value. The Integrated drag,

CDB, in the full viscous MCMJ solution however, is seen to underpredict both the experimental and momentum drag by 12%. The thai retlca pressure distribu.

tion is compared with experimental data in Fig. 31. The agreement is good, except near the trailing edg. where theory Indicates a more positive pressure which j
Is consistent with the error in integrated drag. The error In integrated drag is thought to be due to the erJect of strong interaction effects amo ated with the
large trailing edge angle of this airfoil (0te - 16*). The wedge-shaped trailing edge Is expected to induce significant pressure reduction across the boundary layer
which will have a tendency to increase the drag.

Neglect of the wake-thickness term is seen to lead to a substantial increase in the error in integrated drag but does not affect the solution for momentum

drag. A significant part of the discrepancy between the two evaluations of drag Is due to the contribution of the base, which In this case amounts to seven

counts of thrust. Note the very large underprediction of the drag by both the BGJ and Carlson methods. With the base drag included these methods are

seen to underpredict the drag by a factor of two. The base drag contribution is not included in the original solutions presented in Re" 73. In order to provide

a uniform basis of comparison the BKGJ and Carlson results in Table 5 have been corrected for base drag by subtracting 9 counts from the results given in

Ref 73.

The results discussed here, and others presented In Ref 10 and I1, indicate that the MCMJ ir .thod can give ery good prediction of the pressure distrlbu.

tion, shock location, and forces when the boundary layer is attached and in the prediction of drag, when the trailing edge angle is not larg. Ilowever, in
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recent calculations earned out by the author for the NACA 0012 airfoil, there has been some tendency for the MCMJ theory (FC) to predict shock posit'o's
that are about 10% aft of expenmental locations. The discrepancies can be eliminated by employing a blockage-type correction to justify a reduction of
free stream Mach number. Because of the general uncertainty of blockage effects in wind tunnels, it has yet to be determined whether these discrepancies are
due to real blockage effects or to shortcomings in the theoretical formulation, perhaps due to the use of the potential flow approximation.

Table 5 NACA 0012 - profile drag study at zero lift.

Theory CD CL- CD_

- FULL VISCOUS THEORY M -077 CL- 084 MCMJ Present - Full vitcous (MCM) 00079 00072 1 0.0082
0 EXPERIMENT M-0.78 CL 

0 84  
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Cp 00 0 0
CP ~173)1
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-FULL VISCOUS THEORY (MCMJ)I
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Fig. 31 NACA 0012 - pressure distribution at zero

Fig. 30 Pressure distribution on a NASA supercritial airfoil, lift Mn = 0.575, Re = 4.68 x 106 (XT = 0.10).

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Significant progress has been achieved by b,, undary layer type methods in the computation of viscous flow, without extensive separation, over airfoils.
Efficient numerical methods have been developed for the computation of the outer inviscid flow, practical methods have been developed for incorporating both
wake thickness and wake curvature effects in the viscous flow formulation, and local asymptotic solutions have been developed for the strong turbulent inter.
sctions at shock waves and trading edges. In addition, using the local trailing edge solution, simple procedures haye been developed to correct IBLT for strong
interaction effects at the trailing edge. Two computer codes have been written that implement a "complete" IBLT formulation including both wake effects
viz., CL(63') and MCMJ 10,"). Furthermore, the MCMJ (10 'l) method also Incorporates trailing edge interaction effects into the formulation. The MCMJ
method thus accounts for every important viscid-inviscid interaction effect on the airfoil except the strong Interaction at shock waves. Nevertheless, extensive
experience with the MCMJ method (and apparently also with the CL method) indicate that it gives good predictions of the pressure rise across shock waves.
The theory seems to accurately predict the partial pressure rise across shock waves, observed in experiments on airfoils, to levels about half those required by
the normal shock wave relationt

The combination of efficlent mixed flow relaxation techniques for the inviscid flow, with Green's lag entrainment method for the turbulent boundary
layer, has proven to be an effective method for the prediction of airfol section characteristics. The method requires little computing time, and employs a
turbulent closure that is well suited to airfoil flows. Calculation of difmiult supercritical cases with shock waves by t _- MCMJ method generally requires less
than te minutes for a 160 x 32 grid on an IBM 376-168 computer.

Theoretical solutions obtained with the MCMJ presented in Ref 10, 11 have shown generally favorable agreement with wind tunnel data. These com-
parisons indicate that ?ood predictions of airfoil section characteristics can be obtained with an interacting boundary layer method provided the formulation
includes both wake and trailing edge interaction effects and provided a fully conservative difference method is employed in the outer invisdd solution. It must
be stressed, however, that because of uncertainties in the experimental data, due primarily to wall interference, these conclusions must be regarded as tentative
and in need of further substantiation. The main cause of uncertainty is due to the blockage effect on the equivalent free stream Mach number. There has
been some tendency for the fully conservative theory to predict shocks that are too far aft when the calculations are carried out at the experimentally quoted
free stream Mach number. The discrepancy in shock position can usually be eliminated by applying a small blockage "correction" to the free stream Mach
number. Whether these differences are due to a "real" blockage effect or are caused by deficiencies In 'he theoretical method remains to be determined. The
question of code validation remains a major concern for the future. There Is a continuing need for wind tunnel data with small and well documented wall inter-
ference corrections.

Because of their possible effect on the section characteristics, the principal aspects of the MCMJ method that warrant further :tudy are the strong inter.
action at wedge.haped trailing edges and the computation of the outer Inviscid flow. The trailing edge corrections employed in the MCMJ method are
strictly applicable to cusped airfoils. Fortunately, the method seems to yield reasonably good predictions when applied to more general trailing edges pro-
vided that the edge angles are small. lowever, solutions for the NACA 0012 airfoil (Ole - I6) show pressures that are somewhat high near the trailing edge
and drags that are underpredicted by about 10%. These observations are likely a general indication of a failing of the correction procedure at the trailing edge
when the trailing edge angle is appreciable. 'hese discrepancies are undoubtedly caused by pressure variations aros the boundary layer that arc not accounted
for by the local trailing edge solution. These extra pressure variations acoss the boundary layer are generated by the curved streamlines associated with the
local weJge flow near the trailing edge. These effects can be incorporated into the MCMJ method through generalization of the local tradlingedge solution to
account for effects due to wedge4haped trailing edge. Kuchmann 174) carried out semi-empirical calculations for a we,'ge-shaped trailing edge using the In-
viscid rotational flow model with an empirical ".utoff" of the Initial velocity profile.

It is generally recognized that the potential flow approximation ued in the outer Inviscid solution breaks down as the shock strength increases. Evidence
from comparison with solutions for the Euler equations for "purely" Inviscid flow indicates that the potential flow approximlaton breaks down under con':- ofro coparon ithsotulomfortheEuk eqatios f "uray" nvbid fow ndiam hatthepotetia flw ptoi .a~onbml don udercon

-,
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ditions of practical interest and that the potential flow shock wvves are significantly at of the "exact" (i.e., E,der solution) shock positions. The significance
of this behavior for full viscous solutions is not clear since shock waves are considerably weakened by displacement effects, Evidence from the RAE 2822 corn-
pansons indicates that the potential flow approximation remains useful up to the point that the shock strength is large enough to separate the boundary layer.
However, to'e comparisons with experimental data from other wind tunnels have shown a tendency for the MCMJ method to predict shock waves that are aft
of the experimental shock poition. In these cases a small reduction in free stream Mach number (blockage correction?) eliminates the discrepancy. The
question of whether this is a "real" blockage effect associated with the particular wind tunnel or a sign of the breakdown of the potential flow approximation
remains to be answered. Because of the uncertainty in the range of usefulness of the potential flow approximation, it is desirable to develop an interaction
boundary layer method using the Eider equations for the outer inviscid flow. Steps in this direction have been takei, by Whitfield et al. (67) but their method
has not yet been developed to the point where complete airfoil calculations can be carried out with both wake and trailing edge interaction effects included in
the formulation.

Other problem areas of a theoretical nature that could benefit from further study are:1 -. a The solution of the inner layers and the determination of the skin friction in the trailing edge region. The nature of the solution In tae "inner" wall

layer, which describes the iansition of the boundary layer to the wake across the trailing edge, is poorly understood.

0 The integration of the weak shock asymptotic solutions into a complete airfoil calculation. it remains to be explained how the asymptotic solutions
can be made compatible with the partial shock jumps observed in both IBLT and in experiment.

0 The development of local asymptotic solutions for shock-wave boundary-layer interactions when the shock strength is 0(l). This is the range of
shock strength that is Important for shock induced boundary layer separation.

* The development of asymptotic methods for small separation zones at shock waves and trailing edges. The studies discussed in this paper are all re-

stricted to attached boundary layers. Progress in the understanding of flows with small separation regions, which can carry significant pressure varia-
tiom, has been limited.

In concluding this discussion I should also mention the importance of extending these id, as to three-dimensional flows over wings.

Editorial Note: At the request of Symposium pai ticipants, slides used in the presentation by Ihe author are reproduced as an appendix to the paper.
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III TRAILING EDGE INTERACTIONS

IV COW LETE AIRFOIL COMPUTATIONS
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INTERACTING BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY
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INTERACTING BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY
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ASYMPTOTIC THEORY FOR NORMAL
SHOCK WAVES

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

" WEAK SHOCK WAVES M. - I

* FULLY DEVELOPED TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER Re -

" LOU LAW INITIAL PROFILE (Cf, 0 U - U --cf(y/6I<<l

" ATIACHED BOUNDARY LAYERS
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* FRICTION VELOCITY - " *e (In Re)
1
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*t Xt MODERATE
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EXPANSIONS
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OTHER DEVELOPMENTS

a SOLUTION IN THE INNER LAYERS
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TRAILING-EDGE FLOW

EXTERNAL POTENTIAL FLOWBOUNDARY LAYS

SCOPE
* LARGE REYNOLLS NUMBER

FULLY DEVELOPED TURBULENT FLOW / WAKE

* UNSEPARATED BOUNOAPY LAYERS
* CUSPED TRAILING EDGES
* SUBSONIC LOCAL FLOW TRAILING EDGE

APPROA'H REGION
* MATCHL.Z ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS Re -
* LOCAL SOLVTION NEAR TRAILING EDGE
* INVISCID RO, ATIONAL FLOW

RESULTS
* ANALYTIC LOCAL SOLUTION
* DOWNWASH CORRECTIONS FOR TRANSPIRATION VELOCITY
* CORRECTIONS TO WAKE CURVATURE CONDITIONS
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VISCOUS MATCHING CONDITIONS
STRONG INTERACTION REGIONS
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SURFACE PRESSURE:
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SUMMARY OF THE METHOD

OUTER INVISCID SOLUTION

* FULL POTENTIAL EQUATION
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CONCLUSIONS
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CALCUL D'ECOULEMENTS VISQUEUX DECOLLES

SUR PROFILS D'AILES

PAR VNE APPROCHE DE COUPLAGE (::)

par

J.C. LE BALLEUR et M. N9RON

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Adrospatiales (ONERA)

92320 Chltillon - FRANCE

RESUME

Le calcul en fluide visqueux des dcoulements incompressibles autour de profils d'ailes monocorps
ou multicoros, avec ou sans ddcollements, est rdalisd, en s'appuyant d'une part sur un calcul en fluide
parfait, modifid dans ses conditions aux limites, et d'autre part sur une m~thode rialisant le calcul et le
couplage des couches limites et sillages, en rdgime de forte interaction visqueuse (-).

Le fluide parfait est trait6 par une mfthode de singularitds, oti le conditionnement numdrique est
amdliord en r6partissant sur lea profils une double distribution sources-tourbillons et en imposant des condi-
tions de rdgularit6 a,x 4cculements fictifs intdrieuis aux profile. Le calcul visqueux 4value par une mdthode
intdgrale directe ou inverse '6cart la solution de fluide parfait couplde, en laminaire ou turbulent, avec
ou sans dcoulements de retour. La mdthode numdrique de couplage ddtermine itdrativement les conditions aux
limites du fluide parfait. Dans lea r6gions A couches visqueuses attachdes, elle calcule la sous-relaxation
n~cessaire A Is stabilitd. Dans lea r6gions d6colldes ou proches de l'Otre, elle applique un algorithme
special "semi-inverse". Des comparaisons & l'expdrience sont prdsentdes.

COMPUTATION OF VISCOUS FLOWS OI.ER AIRFOILS,

INCLUDING SEPARATION, WITH A COUPLING APPROACH (:)

SUMMARY

The computation of viscous incompressible flows over single or multiple airfoils, with or without
separation, is achieved using on one hand an inviscid flow calculation, with modified boundary conditions,
on the other hand a method providing calculation and coupling for boundary layers and wakes, within conditions
of strong viscous interaction (::)

The inviscid flow is calculated with a method of singularities, the numerics of which has been
improved by using both source and vortex distributions over profiles, associated with regularity conditions
for the fictitious flows inside of the airfoils. The viscous calculation estimates the difference between
viscous flow and inviscid interacting flow, with a direct or inverse integral method, laminar or turbulent,
with or without reverse flow. The numerical method for coupling determines iteratively the boundary conditions
for the inviscid flow. For attached viscous layers regions, an underrelaxation is locally calculated to insure
stability. For separated or separating regions, a special "semi-inverse" algorithm is used. Comparisons with
experiments are presented.

INTRODUCTION.

La calcul des dcouvi,%,,ts aux basses vitesses autour de profils monocorps ou multicorps ne pet Stre obtenu,
dans le domaine des grands coefficients de portance, par une simple analyse de fluide parfait. L'addition de
calculs classiques de couche limite sous forme d'un couplage "faible", obtenu au prix de quelques itdrations,
se trouve souvent en dchec soit en raison d'effets de d~collement ou de bord de fuite, pour lesquels l'aspect ,
interactif du calcul des couches visqueuses redevient dominant, soit en raison d'instabilitbnumriques
suscitdes par lea itdrations de couplage [1, 2, 3, 4], notasmment au voisinage du bord de fuite.

En l'absence de ddcollements, de nombreux progrls ont dtd apportds aux m6thodes de calcul des profils d'ailes
[5, 6], l'dvolution tendsnt & introduire de fagon plus ou mons complte lea phdnombnes de forte interaction
visqueuse [7, 8, 9]. Une premibre amelioration, en cas de d6collement et de zone de recirculation de grande
dimension, peut Otre obtenue en ajoutant aux m6thodes de faible interaction des moddlisations simples pour
les zones ddcolldes. Il eat possible, par exemple, de ddfinir les positions gdomdtriques approchdes des

(3)Etude effectude avec le soutien financier de la DRET.

(::::) Le calcul du fluide parfait est un travail original de M. Ndron, le calcul visqueux ot Is m~thode
de couplage reprdsentant Is contribution de J.C. Le Balleur.
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points de siparation au moyen de techniques classiques de couche limite, et de moddliser le ddcoilement par
de simples frontibres libres isobares, d~termindes par.le fluide parfait [10]. La principale limitation des
analyses de ce type provient de Ia moddlisation excessive du calcul viaqueux, notaimment au voisinagc des

points de d~collement, des points de recollement dventuels, et de sa relative inaptitude au calcul des
dficollementa du type bulbs. La prdvision des points de sdparation par des mdthodes de couche limite foible-
ment interactive reste par ailleurs incertaine.

Pour traiter de fagon plus satiafaisante lea css de forte interaction visqususe on peut utiliser dew: types
d'approche [4]. La premibre consiste en une approche globale, rdsolvant un systbme d'dquations uniqu( valable
dana taut le champ d'dcoulement (Equations de Navier-Stokes compl~tes ou tronqudes). La secorde possibilitd
utilisee ici eat l'approche par couplage fort, dana laquelle un calcul en fluids parfAit peut Itre uiintenus
grice A la rdsolution sdparde, mais cauplde, d'un systbme visqueux: compldrnentaire. Celui-ci d~termine en
pratique lea conditions aux limites d'un prablbeie de fluide parfait modifiE, tent par ls prdsence des A

- couches limites que des sillages. Lea dficollements Eventuels sont pris en compte sans traitement suppldnien-
taire par is calcul visqueux interactif, pourvu que soit surmontd le problbme numdrique du couplage fort
avec le fluids parfait. Ceci suppose en particulier l'emploi d'une discrdtisation du calcul avec un pas
de l'ordre de l'Epaisseur locale des couches limites et sillages dana toutes lea zones de forte interaction
visqueuse.

Lea cas considdrds ici sont ceux pour lesquels des approximations viaqueuses de type couche mince peuvent etre
valablement invoqudes.A ce niveau d'approxirnation ii a dtE montrd sur des problbmes tranasoniques ou auperso-
niques [2, 4, 9, 11], qu'une "formulation ddiitie pour recomposer ia solution visqueuse rdelle A partir
des deux calculs couplds visqueux et non visqueux constitutifs conduit, pour un niveau de complexiLd compara-
ble, h des avantages majeurs par rapport aux mithodes qui optrent traditionnellement un simple raccord entre
solutions d'dquations d'Euler et de Prandtl.

Cette formulation ddficitaire suppose en pratique le recouvrement des domaines de calculs visqueux et non
visqusux, le r8le du calcul viaqueux se ramenant & Evaluer, dat-9 lea rigions de couche visqueusa, l'Ecart
qui exists entre Ia solution de fluide parfait effectivement calculde et is solution visqueuse r~elle.
En transsonique ou supersonique, cette formulation Elimine de fagon simple [12J lea comportements a'percri-4
tiques des couches limites, au sens de Crocco-Lees. Done le cas pr~sent des basses vitesses cette analyse
[4, 9, 111 apporte d'une part Ia coemmodit6 numdrique d'un domsaine de calcul du fluide parfait a' appuyant
aur lea parois, et surtout d'autre part Ia pries en compte, au momns appraximative, des gradients de pression
normaux internee sux couches visqueuses.

Pour des raisons pratiques de gdndralitE, notamment en as qui concerne lea possibilitis de calcul des profils
multiples, uris mithode de singularitds surfaciques distribudes aur lea profile et les aillages a dtE ddvelop-

pde pour is fluide parfait. Le calcul visqueux ddficicaire et la technique numdrique de couplage ant EtE
obtenus A partir de mdthodes dEieloppdes pour lea profils tranasoniques (2, 9, 11] . Celles-ci comportent

une midthods intdgrals traitant les couches limites laminaires et turbulentes, ainsi que lea silinges, avec
ou sans ddcollements. Toutefois, la possibilitd de calculer lea ddcollements isminsirs n a pas encore dtA
utilisde our lea profile, en raison d!e Ia petitesse des Eichelles de calaul exigdes. Prdsentement, eif in, lea
probl~mes lids au mfilange Eventuel de plusieura sillages ou d'un sillage et d'une co',che limits n' ont encore
fait l'objet d'aucun traitement particulier.

2. MODELISATION DU FLUIDE VISQUEUX.

2.1. Formulation.

Nous ddsignerons ici par =0.9 un reptre cartdsien aurviligne, tangent A ls paroi ou I la ligne moyenne du
sillage, constitude du lieu des points A vitesse minimale. Soient done ce repbre u ,, 4r lea composantes de

aviese,p ,p is pression et la masse volumique pour 1'Eaoulement non visqusux. Soient ZU,~
lushomologues pour la solution de fluids visqusux.

Lea analyses de cauplagc fort supposnt souvent que lea Equations du fluide parfait sont rdsolues pour
.y > &z dtant VAEpaisseur ;.'ysique de is couche limits, et que lee Equations de Prandtl sont-

rdsolues pour S'<K(4z , de sorts que l'approximation our la preasion s'Earit P =~y f'(z) = p qD,6)
Cette formulation ignore totalement lea gradients de pression internee aux couches visqusuass, cc qui peut
reprdsenter une source d'erreur importante en cas de couches Epaisses, fortement cumprimdes ou d~tendues,
prbs des bords de fuite notamasrit.

La formulation d~ficitaire adoptde ici met A profit Ie prolongement du calcul en fluids parfait b l'intdrieur
de Ia cauche viaqueuse pour, entre autres avantages, Eliminer la limitation prdcddents sinai que aupprimer
toute influence au choix, quslque peu arbitraire, de ia frontiare externe des couches visqueuses ~g~
Cette formulation conduit A des Equations intdgrales relativement simples et classiques, Fj~qLI

2.2. Egutisi ntjL§_B§E~grle tde ouche limite.

La diffdrence entre lea dquations des solutions visqususes et non visqusuasa eat intdgrge selon y . avec
l'hypothbee d'un raccordement des solutions loraque y--a . Lea approximations ds couche minics effectuds
portent d'une part our l'dlimination des terms visqusux autres que celui des iquations de Prandtl, et
d'autre part our l'hypoth~se que is champ de preasion viaqueux #(,y , bidimensionnel, s'identifie
en preibire approximation au champ de pression non visqusux .on obtient alors [4, 9, 11]1

dz pu -z ~ a L7 :,0
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4- + Eq. Mouvemen& se/on x

df dg, ____4 59 E ~. Entrdinement
dz dx pi*. _si - faruent A A(x)

= + E. EereCUo.

)fptL]X,0 J = I PF(j ~ ~
f() + (x)][pLtlXoJ = jdpL~~~: y0

Act) EWx: taux d'entra!.isment 4AE/a-

intdgrals de dissipation A

oi :) terme suppldmentaire, ndgligeable si 1
b eat petit.

Dana ces Equations int~grales, lee grandeurs non visqueuses p , .1, , r et leura ddrivdes partielles sontrelev~es en (=,O) . La formuslation d~ficitaire apparaft dans Is d~finition des dpaisseure intfigrales, quiprend en compte lee variations selon y de p(=,_) et 4 .,y dane is solution de fluide parfait,et par voie de consdquence de P('& - Lee approximations de calcul autres que F(Y 12: P -eont ainsi dlimindes des Equations de zontinuit6 et de mouvement (A l'exception du terme f).

Cee approximatione consistent en une mod~li eation de relations de fermeture liant lee Epaisseure autres queg4  t ,sinai qua lee tenses visqueux: C1,. j E A en turbulent, C,. et 0 en rdgime laminaireou traneitionnel. Dana ie cas laminaire, elles sont demanddes A des solutions ae similitude, avac ou sanecourante de retour [13]. Dane ls cas turbulent, lee profile de vitesse sont mod~lisds par une loi composite
rappelant cells de Coles [14],

1#C~L~-CZ~(7+u CL=CF7
C4, Etant lid A CA de fagon A respecter is loi logaritbmique universelle de paroi. La loi de sillagenesuattoutefois se rdduirs A une approximation sinuso'idale, comne l'indique Ilaalyse expdrimen-tale (151. Prdsentement on adopte l'approximation plus gdndrale 

-

F( 7 ) -S

dens laquelle une loi simple tells que F )[?4 3 eat utilisdie avec AOpour lee coucheslimites attacdes ou faiblesnent ddcolldes, tandie qu'une loi lingaire 't(&4V/&J eat adoptde pour lee grandsparambtres de forme. On suppose enfin, dene is cas turbuletic adiabatique, qua e'identifient lee enthalpiestoae isqueuse tnnveuue ~ zR~~ La moddlisation dee grandeurs viequeuses AC4AE ,AcP et eff ectude A partir de lois d'Equilibre F , E , , aseocies aux profile de vitesse
pr~cddents et A un mod~le de turbulence algdbrique [16, 17], et d'une loi d'Ecart A l'Equilibre A(=)calculde grice A une mod~lisation trassiped 'qtindEeiecniue urlne. nfpretsment, lee zones de cauche limits traneitionnelles sont moddlisdes en pondirant lea relations de fermeturelaminairee et turbulentes par une fonction d'intermittence, relativement heuriatiqus.

Si on suppose par exemple qua P p(Z' ) St Aqx(,) ont donngs par ie calcul de fluide parfait, is condition auxlimites 4r=o , sinai que deux dpaiseure visqueusee inddpandantes 6.4cs) at 6,~z sont calculdes aumoyan des dquations intdgrales de continuitg, de mouvement, at d'une Equation de moment (entratnement ouEnergie cingtique). L'dquation de l'dnergie cindtique eat retenue dens lea rigions lam'inaires et transition-nelles oO 'bW7-qj'o , l'Equation de l'entratnement Etant prdfdrde dens les r~gions turbulentee oa itpourrait Itre n~cessaire de nioddliser un terme O , lorsque V11 eat important [4i , 11].

- -Wawa=
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2.3. utisdesla .

En premibre approximatiov, l'identitd des pressions visqueuses et non visqueuaes a ',conduit, en raison de le continuitd du champ de pression visqueux b(,j une discontinuitt de pression

nulls done le fluide parfait, le long de la ligne mayenne du sillage

line correction de apeconde approximation, dite d'effet de courbure, prfisentement ndgligde, pourrait ttre intro-
duite dans Is condition de couplage prdcddente. Elle peut cependant toujours Otre ndgligde dana le calcul
viaqueux.

Mea lra, pour un Ecoulemant de fluide parfait potential atationnaire, ia continuit6 de la pression p(=c,o)
antralne la continuitd de la vitesas .4L(x,o) et de Ia masse volumique PCX,o) . Dane ces conditicns, on peut
montrer qua lea Equations intdgrales du aillage sont formelisment identiques aux Equations de couche limits,
A condition de remplacer 4r(z,o) par <4j-(,,);;. , is discontinuitd da vitesse normals qui traduit done le
fluids parfait l'effet de d~placement visqueux.

Lea dpaissura viaqueuass mises en jau sont alors cellas d~finies pour un sillage, par intigration salon y
entra -cc et +cc . Ls terms de frottament C4 diaparaft. L'antrainement d'dquilibre .(x) eat environ
quadruplE par rapport_ Auns couchs limits, un premier doublemant r~sultarnt de l'axistsnce de deux fronti~raa

_y X*() at , is second doublemant dtant la consiquence de l'augmsntation de ia viscositd
tourbillonnaire dana une couche turbulenta libre. Les relations de farmeture sont issues de profile ds sills-
gs, obtenus par annulation de C 4 (=) , mais alias sont, dans is cadre prdsent, identiquas pour un sillage
symdtrique ou dissymdtriqus. Au bord de fuite, is passage couches limites-aillage eat trait6 de manitre discon-
tinue pour lea profile de vitesas, inais de maniars continue pour is fluids parfait, ainsi qua pour lea
Epaiaaeurs Sq(Xl 872.(.)

2.4. R6solution des_6gtionaE Vigus.

Le syatbme diff~rentiel visqueux sat rdsolu d'amont en oval par uns mdthods d'int~gration qui, salon 11impor-
tance relative du pas Axz at de l'Epaisseur 9-(=) , choisit des schdmas numdriques du premier ou du second
ordre, explicites ou implicites, avec itgration our la tenses non lindaires.

L'influence exercds par l'aval aur l'amont en cas de ddcollement rdsults du fluide parfait at du couplage.

Lea granaurs ~ a (,o) sont dvaludes dana le fluids parfait par des schdma cnrs
La rdsolution visqucuse ddcouple, o5k sotfxFtnisqe0 :, eat calculd , prdsente

une singularitd qui se manifests dana is cas turbulent vera Ht=,Fl..-12,6* ce qui correspond pour is
synRtme d'fquations intdgrales A une transposition de Is aingularitd de Goldstein des Equations de Prandtl
voir [121. Cette singularitE eat Elimin~e par effet de couplage, Toutafois, ls couplage dtant rdalisE par

2 une techniqie it~rative, ias irgularitd doit en pratiqus Otra Eliminde aussi du calcul visqueux ddcouplE, en
cas de ddcollement. Clasaiquement ca rdsultat eat ici obtenu an adoptant, pour lae grandes valeurs de H1,j

(HL :;? 1,3), une m~thods de r~solution visqueuse inverse oa 0(Co) eat fixE, (L (=,e) dtant calculd

at pc=,.) ddduit de Is condition d'isentropie de l'Ecoulement externs. La d~fficultd eat Sinai rejetde our
is m~thods itdrative de coup1.age.

3. METHODE NL!HERIQUE DE SINGULARITES POUR LE PLUMDE PARFAIT.

3.1. Introduction.

L'Ecoulamant de fluids parfait bidimansionnel irrotationnel incompressible atationnnire autour da profile mono-
corps ou multicorps sat calculE par une mdthods de singuinritds. Comme ii sat bien connu, is principal avan-
tags de ces m~thodes rdoide dans leur faible co~t, lid A Is pr~sence d 'inconnus aur Ia seuls surface des
profile, A Vecuso de touts diacr~tisation au samn ds i'Ecouiement.

Les mdthodas de aingularitds permattant notananant de traiter simplament iea configurations multicorpa. Loraque
lea conditions limites du probltms de fluide parfait sont appliqudes A ia paroit alias prdsentent un intdr~t
auppidmentaire liE A Is fixitd de Is gdomdtria at, par suite, des coefficients des bystbmes lindairs. 11
deviant possible de calcuier une fois pour toutas i'inverse de Is matrice du systae, at ce pour toutas lea
itdrations de cou~lage at pour toutas lea incidences. Dbs bora, aprea catta inversion ittitiale dont is co(It,
pour une matrice de dimension N sat de N' , is nombre d'opdrations effectudes I cnaque itgration dea.
couplaga eat de l'ordrs de 04#01) , si N et P sont reapectivement lea noinbres de singuisritds dvalues
implicitement at explicitemant.

On sest attachE tout particulibrement dana cette Etude A Ia qualitd de is raprdsantation de i'dcouiament de
fluids parfait dana is rdgion voisine du bord de fuitc. En effet, l'Ecoulemsnt dana catte zone ditermine -

comae on is sait, l'nest de Is circulation at, par suits, is nivsau g~ndral de is portance. Ii a donc
une influence majeure sur tout Il'coulement. Par ailleurs, l'Evolution des pW~nombnes dana catte r~gion eat
rapids, ddjit aux incidences ususiles, at plus encore aux incidences dlev~es. De plus, lea 6tudes passdes,
tout en donnant des riaultats appr~ciabiss sur la quasi-totaiitE du prof ii, ont'mis en Evidence l'axistence
de difficultds alu bord de fuita pouvant conduire A l'apparition d'osciilationv, an y rendant d~licate l'appli-
cation d'n condition de Joukovaky, A fortiori ici, oO is calcul visqusux doi. Itre prolongd au-dslk du bord
de fuite, la qualitd du traitament de i'Ecoulement de fluids parfait en son voisinage, eat tout particulitra-
ment importante,



3.2. Pose du 2rolem

Considdrons l'dcoulenment extdrieur stationnaire irrotationnel et incompressible de fluide parfait autour d'un
profil multicorps & m elements (fig. 2). Ces hypothbses permettent de considdrer la vitesse cosine le gradient
d'un scalaire 4 qui satisfait l'dquation de Laplace

dan l doaie ) d panprid esdomaines (1 (~ reprfisentant leeselements du profil, respective-

men dliitd pr ee oube n.V,..I C., Le in au (0a),...Im). ecuue-(.''i (w) ise

d eate laordse e treeis et perlmetnt cosd~re oddie let si gson escdtioemnls vitses xpr

dus pie ar vr des singlri laes s ois et dasIsslae.Dn eca rsncau lg

ooeat d la poar u exdpritione d16ent sd ore, net l re i rn iot rseti de t oulae ette r-

minkes explicitement A partir des sauts de vitesse normale calculds apras chaque iteration. La donnde sur lea
profils de la vitesse normale imposde conduit alors au calcul implicite des singularitds aux parois, par rdao-

jlution d'un systbme lin~aire.
3.3 Sources et tourbillons_ E-cou1LemnLtsint~rieur et ext~rieur.

Lea m~thodes de aingularitds employees couraimment utilisent des densitds de sources, des densitds de tourbil-
loae ou des 6oublets perpendiculaires aux parois, l'utilisation de doublets pouvant se ramener A une mfthode
de densitds tourbillonnaires. Notona que la deux premiers types de singularitds cites ont un sens physique
direct :une densitd de sources sur une coupure (C) du plan figure un saut de vitesse normale, une densiti
de tourbillons figure un saut de vitesse tangentielle. Ces effets dlfmentaires, ot les ecoulements de part et
d'autre jouent des r~les symdtriques nous rappellent que lea m~thodes de singularitfis difinissent conjointement,
en plus de l'Ecoulement extfirieur recherche, un Ecoulement dit intdrieur dane 1Vespace ddlimitd par les lignes
de coupure fermdes moddlisant lea profils3:. Notons que V'on peut ddfinir une m~tbode de singularitds en
choisissant des sources ou des tourbillons ou n'importe quelle combinaison de singularitds 616mentaires,
pourvu que le modble comporte au momse par profil un terme agiasant sur la circulation en problame portent,
et un terme agiasant su le debit en presence de couche limite. Mathdmatiquement, lea diffdrenta modtles,
pourvu qu'ils soient soumis A des conditions extgrieurea identiques, consistant par exemple, en m~thode direc-
te, A imposer la vitease normale extdrieure, fourniront des solutions extdrieures identiques, mais par
contre lea Ecoulementa intdrieurs seront diffdrents. Dona beaucoup de cas, toutes ces methodes donnent des
rdsultats acceptables, sauf Eventuellement dana Ia region des bords de fuite. Pour aller au-del&, et
notamment pour traiter plus correctement lea cas delicate, lanalyse des problames presents, tant physiques
qua numdriques, fait appsrattre Lrois types de preoccupations.

3.4. R6giart§_de 1'6coulement intfirieur et choix du modle de 31ngjrjtft

11 n'est pas nicessaire, au niveau du modble mathdmatique, de se soucier de l'Ecoulement intdrieur, qui peut
etre quelconque. Au niveau du modble diacrdtisE, par co'ntre, lea conditions imposdes sur lea profils le sont
en des points particuliers et non tout le long des frontibres. II en rdsulte que lea solutions intdrieures at
extirieures ne sont plus strictement inddpendantes. La solution depend du modble choisi. Or lea aingularitis
prises comme inconnues aux parois reprdsentent des saute de f ou de sea d~rivdes I travers ces paroia. Par
suite, Veru resultant de la diacrdtiastion affecte lea Ecarts de valeur d'une meme grandeur entre les
dcoulements ext~rieur et intdrieur. En d'autres termes, lea erreurs portent sur lea Ecoulements intdrieur
et extdrieur sont bides.

Par suite (preoccupation 1), il nous eat apparu ndceasaire de rechercher un modble oOt l'coulement intdrieur
soit rdgulier, at, dana lea cas difficiles, de lui imposer des conditions de rigularitd,

Corrdlativement (preoccupation 2), il paratt souhaitable d'adapter la nature des singularitis employees aux
Ecoulements A moddliqer. Ainsi, dea singularitis de type source, reprisentant des sauts de vitesse normale,
semblent bien adaptdes au ca d'un profil symdtrique sans incidence. Inversement, des singularitis de type --

tourbillon, moddlisent dee saute da vitesie tangentielle semblent prdfdrablea dana le coo d'un profil mince
en cas Portent. D'une rmanibre gindrale, un modlle de singularitis fixd arbitrairemant peut conduire I des
Ecoulementa intdrieurs lerdguliers, associda A une erreur de discrdtiaation importante. Soulignons que cette
adaptation du modble doit ae faire par rapport au probl~mp traitd, at non pas saubement par rapport aux4
seules conditions imposdes en donndes.

Puis (preoccupation 3), afin notaurent de limiter lea termes d'erreur, i~n recherchera une mdthode oO lo
matrice du ayst~me lingaire soit bien conditionnde. Cleat en particulier be cas des matrices de coefficients
d'influence de singularitdo de type source sur lea vitesses normales, ou de singularitis de type tourbillon

SCet 6coulement intdrieur n'est pas, en general, tangent au profib.
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utr les vitesses tangentielles. Ceci incite A rechercher une adaptation rdciproque des inconnues ddtermindzs
implicitement et des conditions imposdes A celles-ci. On notera que cette recherche d'un bon canditiannement
suppose et' outre tan mode de discrdtiation adiquat, et en particulier un choix convenable de I& gdomdtrie
des rdpartitions 4ldmentaires de singularitis et de leur position respective par rappnrt aux points de
contr8le oil scat imposdes lea conditions aux limites.

Soulignans Ia distinction A effectuer entre l'adaptation du mod~le de singularitds h l'4coulement A moddliser
(prdoccupation no 2), qui n'est pas lide au choix des conditions prises cosine donndes du problbme, mais
prdsente un caractbre intrins~que, et l'adaptation citde ici (prdoccupatian n* 3) des seules inconnues impli-
cites aux conditions imposdes A celles-ci, qui ne concerne qua le mode de d~termination numdrique. Remarquons
que la premibre conduit aux mimes conclusions que le probi~me soit direct ota inverse, ce qui n'est pas le cas
pour is seconde

3.5. M6thode ddvelo22feL-de tYe souRcesL -A caract~re mixte auI4 orj s de fuite.

L'analyse des difficultds rencontrdes antdrieurement en m~thode de densitds tourbillonnaires a conduit A
d~velopper tan modble de type sources, sauf dane des r~gions sp~cifides (en pratique dans lea zones minces ata
voisinsge des bords de fuite). Chaque dldment de profil, indicfi t (1 1 t. 0w~), coe chaque sillage, eat
figur6 par une rdpartition de densitds 6l6mentaires de source Irt variant lindairement aur chaque segment
joignant deux des iL points de definition consdcutifs de cet 616ment (1 6 j < yi) (fig. 3). Chaque

4est dV'ntensit4 maximale aua point de contrOle courant, et nulle aux autres points. Les densitds
,j et 44 prisentent leur intensitS maximale sa bord de fuite. Le choix des singularxtdo de type

source assocides h des conditions de vitesse normale extdrieare imposdes permet de b&.~dficier du boa

coaditionnement de Is ma-ice d'influence correspondante.

Compte tenu des discontinuitds de pente existant aux points de definition des lignes brisdes qui figurent
lea profila et lea sillages, lea informations fichangdes entre ia couche limite et le fluide parfait ne sont
pas dvaludes en ces points, mais en des points de contr8le situ~s ata milieu de chaque segment 616mentaire.

En l'absence de point de contr8le aua bord de fuite, is deasit6 de source locale T4., dona le aillage y
eat dvalude implicitement par interpolation du saut de vitease normal au aillage ( Vh ext -Vn intd entre
lea deux derniers points de contr~le aval situds star le profil et le premier point de contr~le sittai star le
sillage. Le traitement de problames portants exige la prdsence d'au momns tan terme tourbillonnaire implicite
par d4fiment de profil. Ce terme correspond ici A une densitd tourbillonnaire r~partie aur tout l'6ldment,
d'intenaitd variant lindsirement avec l'abscisse x , maximale au bord d'attaqae, et nulle ata bord de fuite.
La condition de Joukovaky lui eat associde, de fagon h d~terminer Is circulation. La forme retenue pour cette
condition a consist6 h imposer ata bord de ftaite l'dgalitd des preasions intrados at extrados. Cosine ii eat
bien conna, cette condition nlest pas lindsire et ne peut itre imposde, dans le calcul coupld, qta'& conver-
gence. A l'extradaa cosine A l'intrados, is pression. eat obtenue par extrapolation star le dernier demi-segment
A partir des valeurs de is vitesse atax deux derniers points de contr~le voisins du bard de ftaite. Les densitis

de singularit~s se raccordent au bord de fuite de fagon A satisfaire la relation vactorielle implicite deI r~gularitg :
( q - V int ) profil Vext Vint) sillage

Par suites ls forme choisie9.pour is condition de Joukovsky a impood l'introduction sous forme implicite d'une
densitd tourbillonnaire V41 aua bord de fuite, dons le sillage, star le premier demi-segment. Le modale Sinai
conatruit rdpond au problme extdrietar pos6. Totatefois, af in d'amdliorer le traitement aua bord de fuite, tan
second tttrme tourbillonnaire a dtd introduit star chaque didment de profil. Ii correspond h une double densit6
totarbilloanaire, intrados et extrados, lin6aire en fonction de l'abscisse, et d'intensitd maximale ata bord
de fuite. 11 eat 6valu6 implicitement de faqon A sumr saul4 le saut de vitesse tangentielle A travera 1'616-
ment, sans intervention des densitds de sources 'r ret ffi+ . Ces dernitres, responsables lu seul saut
de vitesse normale gardent alors des inteasitds moddrdes.

La m~thode ainsi ddfinie a'est av~rde satisfaisante dons le cas classique dta profil NACA 0012, mais elle eat
apparup insuffisante dons le cas du profil multicorps RA 16 SCI, profil aupereritique de 16 % d'dpaizscur
relative ddvelopp6 par is SNIAS, dont le bari de fuite dta corps principal eat A Is fois mince et cambr6.
L'analyae des diffictaltfis rencontrdes a fait apparattre, d'une maniare gdndrale, is ndcessit6 d'une mithode
localement mixte dons les zones de faible dpaissear, n~cessitd lide h Is prdoccupation n' 2. La prdsence
conjointe, sous forme implicite, de deasit4s de sources et de densit~s de tourbillona aemble exigde pour mad&
liser convenablement lea sauts de vitesse normale et tangentielle A travers le profil dans le cas limite oih
celui-ci eat infiniment mince. Par suite, le modble a 6td d~velopp6 en tatilisant pour chaque 6l6ment de profil,
en plus des densitds de source, tan profil de densitd tourbillonnaire h kg psram~tres, leur nombre et la -

position des densit~s assocides h ceux-ci pouvant Otrn choisis nua gr4 de l'utiiisateur (fig. 4). A chacun des
termns tourbillonnaires correspondent deux distributions de densit6 tourbilloanaire, l'une A l'intradoa,
l'autre & i'extrados, chacune prdsentant une valeur maximale en tan point de contr8le choisi. Ces distribtations
sont coastruitea A partir de densit~s tourbilionnaires 6l6mentaires de mime gdom~trie que lea densitda de
source 616mentaires at de prafils 1%,() lin~aires par morceaax en fonction de l'abscisse Ix (fig. 4). Lea
(&&~-I) profils courants prdsentent une valeur maximasie dgale A I aua point de coatr8le consid~rd, et une

valeur nulle aux points de cantr8le choisis pour lea densit~s voisines. Lea profils correspondant ata premier
at ata dernier terme prdsentent letar maximum res pectivemant aua bord d'attaque at sau bord de fuite. Chaque
distribution de densitd tourbillonnaire, indic~e kt s'obtient en affactant chaque densitd tourbillonnaire
616mentaire 6valude aua point cc~jrant d'alascisse %j , du coefficient J&, ( xi) . Dana Ia m~thode ainsi
d~finic, lea (&t-21 termes tourbillonnaires rajoutis, cosine celui introduit prdcddemment au bard de fuite, ne
sont pas diterminda par lea conditions impoades I l'dcoalement ext~rieur, mais constituent autant de degrds
de libertd suppldmentaires dont eat muni le mod~le de singularitd at qui sont disponibles de fagon A l'adopter
La chaque cas traiti.

Lea conditions suppidmantaires assocides A cas degrds de libert6 ant dtSi difinias aprbs mise an dvidence des
pr~occupations 1 at 3. Le souci de rdgularitd de 1'6coulement intirieur a fait rechercher une condition lide
aux ddrivdes des composantes de is vitessa intdriatare, et donc I son gradient. L'attention portde A cat
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dcoulement intdrieur dans lea zones de faible 4paisseur incitait A rechercher une condition impliquant lea
composantes tranoversales du gradient. L'adaptation locale des densitds tourbillonnaires, lide h Is recherche
d'un bon conditionnement conduisait A s'intdresser aux composantes tangentielles de Ia vitesse. Aussi, la
condition choisie a-c-elle consistd A imposer A l'dcoulement intdrieur l'Egalitd des vitesses tangentielles A
Is raroi en chacun des N&t-%) couples de points de contr8le de mtkme abscisse oti lea densitds extrados et
intrados correspondent A un m~me terme tourbillonnaire (fig. 5). La condition disctdtiode (Vt.,,kI.
revient dana le cas limite de deux parois infiniment proches A annuler la compo anta'OV du gradienc

de la vitease tangentielle intdrieure. Les calculs ont fait apparattre Ia ndcesite, dans lea rdgions de
faible 6paisseur, de placer lea densitds tourbillonnaires en chacun des points de contr8le, un profit

grossier dtant localement insuffisant. La mdthode a donc EtE utiliske en situant ces densitds exciusivement
dana lea rdgions de bords de fuite mince, mais, dana celles-ci, en lea plagant en chacun des couples dc points
dea contr8le correapondants. Notons que le procdd prdsente 1'inconvdnient d'exiger des maillages analogues A
l'extrados et A l'intrados, lea deux points de contr8le ot) sont dvaludes ler *zensitds correspondant a un maine
terme tourbillonnaire devant Itre situdes en regard.

La m~tbode ainsi ddfinie a'est avdrde satisfaisante dana lea cas trait~s. Elle fait partie de Is classe de
mdthodes de singularitds dana lesquelles le nombre IN des inconnues eat aupdrieur A celui M4 des conditions
extdrieures imposdes implicitement. Lea (14-1) degrfis de libertd auppldmentaires perinettent de satisfaire A
autant d'autres conditions,dans le but d'aindliorer le snodble discrdtiod de singularitds, au prix d'u effort
de calcul accru. Nous avons vu que ces conditions suppl~mentaires portent sur l'dcoulement intdrieur.

A ce titre, ella pourra atre comparde A Ia m~thode de singularitds proposde par D.R. BRISTOW dana [18]. Cett' I
dernibre eat totalement mixte, chaque profil dtant figur6 par une double rdpartition de sources et de tourb:-
Ions. Lea conditions auppidmentaires n~cessaires sonit obten'iea par une minimim~ation au sens aes moindres
carr~s. Cette m~thode a donnd d'excellents rdsultac, .otamment dana le calcul de I'dcoulement autour d'une
plaque plane moddlisde par un profil tr~s mince A section losangique.

La m~tbnde proposde dnns cet article antend s'ins~rer entre ceile de D.R. B3RISTOW et lea m~thodes usuelles,
pour leaquelics 4 - N. On notera en particulier qu'ici i'accroiasenent (14-1) -=4 de la dimension du
ayst~rne lindaire reata moddrd devant le nombre M a I % des paramatres implicites de l'dcoulement extdrieur,
dans Ia ipaure ott lintroduction des parambtrea suppidmentaires, & raison d'un par couple de points intrados
et extrados,est limitde aux aeulas r~gions de bord de fuite mince.

4. * THODE NUMERIQUE DE COUPLAGE FORT.

Le couplage eat rdalisE par itdrations auccesaives sur des rdsolutions ddcoupides du fluide parfait et des
couches viaqueusea. L~a m4thode, utilisable igalement en rfigime trans'sonique ou aupersonique, a 6tE d~taillde
par ailleurs [2, 4, 9]. Nous en rappellerons seulement lea grandes lignes, figure 5 .I

Selon le parambtre de forme local de la couche viaqueuse 14 / jle calcul visqueux eat rdsolu avit cosine
tan probl~me direct ( 4  1,8), soit conune un probl~me inverse ( j -> 1,8). Le calcul de fluide parfait eat,
quant A lui, toujours rdsolta canine un prob1bme direct. 11 associe h une distribution de vitesse normale star
le profil, et de diacontinuitd de vitesse norinale star le aillage, repdrdes par Xr. ,tns distribu-

to dea mdue de lon diese la rnir ufud afat ao uslae ,,,A s,''edn
dtrs aues qusdiations se destm onditions inetisqueaes vsqurets i 5 (eat),passiqu d'esar Eou-

soutions ne sorntierdgulire qua~o si . 9.,.) , q/dui, re-[s/Ae I& Cetdt e condition at qdie
a cnveene parf coplge p a ~dapai on 6dqe (Um ll 'erfn ucor e ttain u

at lo ur r Ipe s lon fiue 6s fron asoe d n cecsa acu ietdluide parfait, ao uslae A t anclu viaqed
des atype detquisv ess, d esr~ carltondiciodesu foriti tan prditeu r pou Sla. its e node du

soluie s arfait rAl'i resion sinte =f3A.1 Ctecndto atvrf

leA congncu 1, 2] qu paad pntaine it / j el 'etvrfd u or e trations que.
uanse calthod is ex coe onypeu in tuitres e nt a'y [ l atde n rmruat e ,loaqe A l..

aumm losie ells fcoreent. on assE ontoe de ud acdiaet approhde at u altd [2] queu
ld te directei 'prt Istre at io isde arus sourelatin ldcal kr~c orI itsenraed

avec rAL Cr~o CO~ .) 5- AL C= As

daneatlaquell[1, eat e I'dpas o d'esp e loca io avc sqei etdmcpiE U7,),le gra3." oduit [diu/d4(nt A
un E t s idnable, fluidso pfat par dties e a slyna ax dfre ne e nt.I qeat5 ci qua qu A.,~ eat

d'tant lest etit qua lea p iaate pas pes A ds noea difee cpge raveentr.1 ea c l 'Epae u loc) ale
d'uatpu ei u etlivm epsA e ousd opae esieetAAdaserlcl

1e
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SAj Coe de la couche visqueuse, ceci m~me done le cas d'~.ne couche limite clasaique de plaque plane. De m~ame,
w (x) eat d'autant plus petit, pour un paw AZ/S' fixd, que Ia conatante viaqueuae B eat plus grande,

c'eat-&-dire que Is couche visqucuse eat plus proche du ddcollement, oO V'on aurait W - 0.

Pour un di~trbutio ,O'p) donndes figure 7 ,on associe dane ce cao d'une part un calcul de fluide

parfait,~~~~~Pr~nalu per tur- n rme pditurd U sotIt

eat psildecrie trtvmn 8 =,encau outi opae inddpendamment des autres noeuds.

bation induite our par un calcul die fluide parfait ajuate celui-ci Bur

Il eat clair que la rdunion du :alcul de fluide parfait direct et de la perturbation prdcddente simule un
calcul de fluide parfait ii.verae. Finalement, une mdthcde stable de correction de 9 Co , eat
obtenue, voir [2], en appliquant aux noeuda de couplage aubaoniques I& relation auivante:

[-- J -7 g. 4L 4+4 ILT-'X -: X j ("~ [t0i )

Dana cette expression, le gradient [.cIJL7( ) eat eatimd A partir de la solution de fluide parfait au

moyen de schdmas aux diffdrencea centrds identiques h ccuAc utiliads pour Vifrto en mode direct. II en

tion directe et itgration semi-inverse.

5.* RESULTATS DE CALCUL - COMPARAISON A L'EXPERIENCE.

5.1. Intrducton

Dans ce paragraphe sont prdsentdes des comparaisons entre lea rdsultats obtenus ave.: Ia mdthode de calcul
ddcrite prdcddenanent et des rdsultats expdrimentaux A conditions identiques. Ces comparaisona aont effectudes
sur le profil classique MACA 0012, sur un profil supercritique I charge arri,''re LC S/0 DK 1.4 dont lea c:otes
sont donndes figure 8 et our un autre profil supercritique ddfi,'i par l'Adroapatiale RA 16 SCI et qui a Wt
dquipd d'un volet de bord de fuite A simple fente ayant une profondeur relative de 29 %. Pour ce profil
double corps lea cote* des 2 6l4ments ainsi que lea lois du braquage du volet sont reportdes figure 9.

Les essais du profil MACA 0012 et du profil double corps ont iti effectuds dana Ia soufflerie Si Ca de
l'ONERA et ceux du profil LC 90 DK 1.4 dana la soufflerie Pl du Fauga. Les conditions d'esaaia sont lea
suivantes

Profil NACA 0012 Profil LC 90 DK 1.4 Profil double corps J
type de montage entre panneaux entre panneaux entre panneaux I

b I m b Im b -1M

I I bar 1ibar 1 bar .

Ve 40 m/9 40 rn/s 40 m/s

corde de r~fdrence 0,75 m 0,75 m 0,50 m (volet rentrd)

nonbre de prises de 65 50 (corps principal)
pression our le profil 20 (volet)

Lea essais ont dtd effectuds en transition naturelle et lea efforts CJ*C. obtenus par intdgration des
preasions sur lea profila. Le coefficient de trainde C., eat ddduit d'un Bondage du sillage effectud A
1/2 corde en aval du bord de fuite.

5.2. Profil monocor2s MACA 001l2 -

..as calculs rdalisds Bur le MACA 0012 ont Wt effectt.Ea avec la version initiale de la mdthode de singulari-
tds,sans adjonction de densitd tourbillonnaire suppldmentaire. Dana le calcul die couche limite, la transi-
tion a' effectue de fagon naturelle A l'extrados. A l'intrados, par contre, elle eat imposde A 85 % die la cc,:de
loraqu'elle nWest pas apparue naturellernent plus t8t. Lea rdsultata prdsentds font apparattre un trta bon
accord calcul-expdrience Bur la courbe Cj.sC , et ce jusqu'& des incidences dlevdes, ue l'ordre de is'

(fig.lo ). La pr~diction des Cjg , toutefois n'atteint pas la m~me pr~cision (fig. 11). Lea courbes
moatrent un bon accord calcul-expdrience, & 14" comme A 12* ou A 4" (fig.12 , 13, 14). Pour montrer 1einpor-
tance des effeta visqueux la courbe obtenue en fluide parfait A 14' eat comparde aux rdsultate du calc.l
vislueux et A 1'exp~rience, our la figure 15. Enfin, our Is figure 16, obtenue A une incidence de 15", on
notera A i'2xctrados l'amorce d'un plateau die preasion et 1'xeso de la zone d~collde par rapport lux
incidences prdc~dentes.

5.3. Prof ii nonocvrRs LC 90 OK 1.4

Le profil tanercrjiLjiQ LC 90 DK 1.4, profil canmbr6 dont la loi d'6paisaeur eat ddduite par affinitE du profil
ONERA D, copsititue tn cas d'applicution plus difficile, coipte tenu de l'importance des effets viaqueux,
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traduits notamment aur Ia caurbe C%..C par l'dcart notable entre leaeu expdrimentaux et ceux calculia en
fluide parfait.

Dans Is m~thode de aingularitfs, 10 termee tourbillannaires auppidmentaires ant dti introduits, dans lea 10
derniera pour cent de Ia carde. La ligne de aillage, rectiligne, a iti orient~e aelon Ia direction de Ia
vitease au niveau de son premier paint de caoitr8le ddterminde lora d'un premier calcul.

Dana le calcul viaqueux, la prdviaion correcto des phdno..~nea de bard de fuite suppose une grande prdciaian
dana Vdauto des caractdriatiquea locales des coucheR viaqueuaes. Calle-ci ne peut Itre elle-mgme abtenue
que par un calcul suffiammuent prdcia dens Isa rdgian de bard d'attaque. L'expdrience indiquant Ia prdsence
dana cette rdgian P'un bulbe de ddcoller.-nt laminaire dant l'dchelle rdduite eat incompatible avec cable
des maillages prdsentement utiliada, lea I.paiaaeura 64~ et aj nt dtd recaldes aur l'expdrience A
1'extradoa, 1 22 % de la carde.

Sur lI figure 17 sant compardea aux valeura expdrimentalea at A ceblea calculdes en fluide parfait, lea
-courbes CN4 1 obtenuea par la prdsente mdthade d'une part et par iina mdthade de couplage "faible", plus

canventionnelle, avec dpaisaissement du prafil en trois itdrations auccesaives. d'autre part. Lm mithode
propoade ici, qui permet de retrauver plua de 80 Z de 1'Ecart entti, lea calcula de fluide parfait at b'expd-

* rience apporte line amdlioration impartanta par rapport aux mdthodes canventiannelles. Comme prdcddenmment, Ia
prdcision du calcul des C- reste A amdliarer (Mg. 18). Lea courbes k*(x) montrent un ban accord calcul-
expdrience (fig. 19, 20, 21, 22). La figure 23 oa se trauve pour ec w 13%, en plus des courbes de la
figure 22, ]a caurbe obtenue en fluide parfait, permat d'apprdcier 1l'importance des effets visqueuxc.
L'Evolutian calculde des Apaisseura de ddplacement et de quantiti de mauvemant eat an excellent accord
juaqu'A l'incidence de 10: (fi*. 24, 25 et 26) avec ceble qui a Etd ddterminde expdrimentalement. Natons
que l'accroiaaement de ces Epaiaseura eat saumia & un phdnombne de grande ddpendance par rapport aux veleurs
initial ea.

P our 0 - 13* (fig. 27) une diffdrence d'6vobution eat abservde I l'extradoa dana la rdgion de bard de fuite
entre le calcul et b'expdrience; celle-ci fera l'objet d'une inveutifation ultdrieure.

On narera d'une rianibre gdndrale l'impartance des effeta viaqueux aur ca praiib, due A a& gdamdtrie particu-
libre pr~s du bard de fuite, avec un di~re important, at une forte courbure A l'extradoa. Dlivers ddvaloppe-
ments, nataumment l'intraduction d'un calcul de aillage disaymdtrique, devraient apporter de nouveaux progrta.

5.4. Prof il multicorps RA 16 SC1

La profib RA 16 SCI, profib aupercritique de 16 % d'Epaiseur relative avec valet (fig. 9), consti~ue un cas
d'applicatian en mubticarps, prdsentant un important ddcalbement A l'intradas du carps principal I l'endrait
du tait de valet.

Dana le calcul de caucha limite, la transition a dtE ddclenchde I 1bintrados du corps principal, & 30 % de Is.
carde 1 at sur le valet, A Isa foia A b'extrados at & l'intradas, respectiveeent % 0,005 1 at 0,007 1 du bard
d'attaque. Dana la mdthode de aingularitds, 25 tarmas taurbillannaires suppldmentairea ant EtE rajautdasaur
le carps principal, dana lea 24 darniera pour cent de Ia carde. Lea sillages ant dtd alignds en deux itdra-
tions sur la veleurs issues du calcul. Las ONobtenus sant campardd dans be tableau suivant A ceux issus
dui calcul parfait at aux velours expdrimentabes, dans lea deux cas de calcul traitds, A une incidence de 8',et
pour des braquagas de valet respectivament de 100 at de 20%

C, ; a( 100 S - 20*

fluide parfait 2,45 J ,22
expdrience 2,04 2,38

calcul caupld 2,21 2,79

Lea caurbes k#(i4) abtenues dana ces deux cas prdsentant un trbs ban accord calcul-expdrianca dana la rigion
du bard de fuite du carps principal (fig. 28 et 19), malheureusement il n'an eat pas taut A fait de mime I
l'avant du prafil at c'est pourquoi Ia partanca, calculde eat supdrieure A la partance meaurda de 5 A 7 %. line
bonne partl de cat dcart eat probablement due A b'inauffisance du mailbage dana la rdgian de bard d'attaque.

6. CONCLUSION.

La prdsente mdthade a faurni, aur Ie prafil NACA 0012, des rdsultats trbs proches des valeurs expdrimentales
dana des cas prdsentant un ddcollement au bard de fuita, ut ce jusqu'h dos incidences dlevies, voisinee du
ddcrachage.

Ella a parmis, dana Is cas difficile du LC 90 DX 1,4, caractdris6 par une impartanta porte de portanca due
aux effets visqueix, de randre campta de plus de 80 Z de calla-ci, prdsentant ainsi des rdsultats nettenient
amdliards par rapport A caux abtenus par une nidthode de cauplage faible plus canventiannella.

Ella a dannd 6galement de bans rdsubtats dana le cas du profib multicorpa RA 16 SCI, qii prdsente natanmment
un ddcolbement important A l'intradas du carps principal.

Cos rdsultata encaurageants abtanus tant aur prafil manacarpa qua multicorps, ainsi qua l'introc'uctian ubtd-
riaures de diverses amdbiaratians, parmettent d'aspdrer de nauveaux pragrba de l'accard calcul-expdriance
dana le futur.
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SUMMARY

A quasi-simultaneous method is described to calculate laminar, incompressible boundary layers interac-
ting with an inviscid external flow. The essence of the method is the numerical treatment of the interactive
boundary condition which models the behaviour of the outer flow: it is regarded as a relation between the
pressure and the displacement thickness where both quantities are simultaneously treated as unknowns. This
way the method avoids difficulties incurred when either direct or inverse methods are used, resulting in
fast convergence of the iterative procedure involved.

The nimerical strategy can be regarded as a recognition of the lack of hierarchy of the "triple-deck"
which asymptotically can describe interacting boundary layers. In such situations, without a definite hier-
archy between the viscous and inviscid regions, we will speak of "strong interaction". In the paper the
success of the quasi-simultaneous method will also be explained from a purely numerical point of view.

The feasibility of the quasi-simultaneous method is demonstrated by means of a variety of model problems,
ranging from separation bubbles to asymmetric trailing edge flow. In the latter case th" results of the
present method can be compared with results of asymptotic triple-deck theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

The computation of viscous-inviscid interaction by the so-called direct iterative techniques is ceing
hampered because methods for solving the boundary layer equations with prescribed pressure break down when
flow separation is present. The breakdo'n is due to the fact that, apart from exceptional circumstances,
the boundary layer solution will exhibit a Goldstein singularity at the point of separatioi when pressure
is prescribed [1, 2]. Catherall and Mangler [3] were the first to show that relaxing the pressure but in-
stead prescribing the displacement thickness regular solutions including separation can be obtained. This
observation has subsequently led to other solutions of the boundary layer equations with either displacement
thickness or wall shear prescribed [4-7].

A difficulty associated with the latter so-called inverse techniques is that the required displacement
thickness (or wall shear) is not known a priori. Thb appropriate value has to be obtained, as part of the
overall problem, from the ineraction between the boundary layer and the inviscid flow. Calculations of
viscous-inviscid interaction for subsonic and transonic flow which are essentially based on these inverse
techniques have been presented in (8-11], e.g. A disadvantage of the latter methods is the slow convergence
of the required iteration process between the viscous and inviscid parts of the flow field. In many cases
severe underrelaxation has to be used to ensure convergence.

An improvement over the inverse method can be obtained by applying the semi-inverse technique intro-
duced by Ji. Balleur [9]. Herein the boundary layer is calculated inversely, but the outer flow is calcula-
ted in the direct way. Thus both parts of the flow field yield updated pressure distributions which are
combined into an updated displacement thickness by means of a relaxation formula. The method used by Carter
[10] and Kwon and Pletcher [11] possesses the same type of organization but the relaxation formula is
different. Whereas the choice for the relaxation formula of Le Balleur still requires underrelaxation, the
choice of Carter [10], which has also been used in [11], is more satisfactory from a numerical point of
view as it allows overrelaxation, leading to fast convergence. However, a straight-forward extension of the
latter choice to more general situations is not yet available. Fig. I contains a sketch of the organization
of the direct, inverse and semi-inverse methods.

In the methods mentioned above the numerical scheme provides only a weak, retarded coupling of the
viscous and inviscid regions. However, near separation (and also near trniling edges) the interaction has
a strong, simultaneous character, i.e. there does not exist a de1finite hierarchy between the boundary layer
and the outer flow (12, 13]. As a consequence of this observation it may be expected that a numerical scheme
which also possesses a simultaneous coupling between the viscous and inviscid parts of the flow field can
have favourable properties. Designers of methods for calculating the interaction with a supersonic outer flow
have recognized this point already many years ago [141, by applying a Prandtl-Meyer relation as a boundary
condition for the boundary layer equations.

In te present paper a method is described that can be considered as a subsonic analogue of the latter
methods. Herein the boundary layer equations are solved with a boundary condition which describes the
interaction with the outer flow (interaction law). The boundary condition is considered to prescribe a

linear combination of pressure and displacement thickness, in contrast with the methods reviewed above which
prescribe either one or the other. The calculation method thus obtained appears to possess favourable conver-
gence properties of the iteration process which is required due to the elliptic character of the interaction
law; in many cases overrelaxation can be applied.

Part of this investigation has been performed under contract with the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace

Programs (NIVR, contractnumber 1865).
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The behaviour of the calculation methods mentioned above can be understood from the asymptotic theory
(for vanishing viscosity) of interacting boundary layers. More specifically, the structure of the boundary
layer near a point of separation or a trailing edge can (in laminar flow) be described by triple-deck
theory introduced by Stewartson [15] and Messiter [16]. In the author's viev the most importezt property of
the triple-deck is its lack of hierarchy. This property, which seems not to have been appreciated suffi-
ciently in the literature, strongly suggests to use a calculation method in which pressure and displacement
thickness are treated in an equivalent way. We will discuss this in more detail in section 2.

In section 3 the principle of the present calcllation method will be formulated, with numerical details
given in section 4. A numerical explanation of the performance of the method is presented in section 6. The
feasability is demonstrated by means of a variety of model problems, ranging from separation bubbles to
asymmetric trailing edge flow. These are described in sections 5 and 7.

2. ASYMPTOTIC THEORY OF INTERACTING BOUNDARY LAYERS

As mentioned above direct methods for solving the boundary layer equations break down in a point of
separation where the solution becomes singular. This implies that Prandtl's boundary layer concept, which
is one of the first applications of asymptotic theories, has to be revised, because an assumption behind
asymptotic theory is that expansions (in the perturbation parameter) may not contain singular terms [17].
A description which can cover the latter situations in many cases is given by triple-deck theory (15, 16].
A comprehensive review of its applications has been presented by Stewartson [18]. We will confine ourselves
here to a global descriptio,.

R e triple-deck is a three-layered region which in incompressible flow has a streamwise extent 0
(Re-3 /L) around the singular point. In norm~l direction it consists of:
i) a viscous sublayer of thickness O(Re-5/L) which is governed by the classical boundary layer equations;

ii) an inviscid middle layer of thickness O(Re-1/2L) where, effectively, the oncoming flow undergoes a
downward displacement;

iii) an inviscid irrotational top layer of thickness O(Re-3/8L) which is described by thin airfoil theory.

In the author's opinion the following properties of the triple-deck are important:
P1: The boundary layer equations are sufficient to describe the lower two layers of the triple-deck, i.e.

the viscous part of the flow.
P2: The interactS9q with the outer inviscid flow has a local character, as the triple-deck has only a small

extent O(Re- L). Furthermore the interaction can be described by thin airfoil theory.
P3: There is no definite hierarchy between the viscous region and the inviscid region; in fact in the triple-

deck the hierarchy changes from direct to inverse [12, 13, 19]. This situation is defined strong inter-
action.

The above properties reveal much information on how to design a calculation method for interacting
boundary layers: they indicate which set of equations is required (P1, P2), and they suggest how to choose
the numerical method for solving the equations (P3). Moreover the scaling of the triple-deck is a guide for
the distribution of gridpoints in the finite difference scheme to be used.

3. HIERARCHICAL AND NON-HIERARCHICAL DESCRIPTIONS

An approach in which the flow field is divided in a viscous boundary layer and an inviscid external
region requires some sort of coupling mechanism between the two regions. Here we will perform the coupling
in terms of the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer ue, and the displacement thickness 6*. The
governing equations in the two parts of the flow field then each provide a relation between ue and 6*. In
(quasi) operator notation we will write these relations as

(1) external flow region: ue = P 6*,

(2) boundary layer : u = B 6*.e

The above notation is to be considered purely formal. A possible choice for the operators P and B will be
discussed in more detail next.

In this paper we confine ourselves to the calculation of laminar, incompressible flows, for which the
boundary layer can be described satisfactorily by the boundary layer equations (consistent with property
P1 of the triple-deck)

(3) uu Ue u'+ u u ;7u = ;y'

Here Re y is a stretched coordinate normal to the surface given by y = 0, whereas Re ' is the

scaled streamfunction. The displacement thickness follows from the behaviour at infinity

(4) e(7-: 6 U( -), 6*. -Re-16

The system formed by Eqs. (3) and (4), completed with initial conditions and the usual boundary conditions
at y = 0, constitutes the boundary layer operator B. Note that a study by Briley and McDonald [20] confirms
tnat the boundary layer equations can be sufficient to describe interacting boundary layers.

The P operator gives a precise description of the influence of the boundary layer on the outer flow.
But in many cases an approximate description of this influence can be sufficiently accurate; this offers
the possibility of a simpler numerical treatment. The approximate description will be called the interaction ,

_ _ _ _ _ " 1 ,
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law, symbolized by

(1') u = 6*

In supersonic flow the interaction law is often chosen to be a linearized Prandtl-Meyer relation, e.g. [14].
In subsonic flow a thin airfoil approximation may be used [20, 21] which is consistent with property P2 of
the triple-deck. Also in our calculation thin airfoil approximations have been used as interaction law; an
example hereof is

I d(Ue6*)/d
(5) ue(X) = U(X) + x dE

[xb, xe] denotes the region in which the interaction is assumed to be important, and Ue denotes the value offx re] e

ue from a first order potential flow calculation.

The formulation (5) of the interaction law will be a good approximation when the displacement effect
on the outer flow is small. In situations where this is not the case the physical point of view may require
a different formulation: for instance one in which the edge velocity is linearized around a more accurate
approximation than Ue. Also the source strength in the integrand may be replaced by d(u 6*)/dC. (Note that
the combination u 6* also appears in (4)). However, as will be clear from the considerations in section 6,
from a mathematichl point of view these different formulations behave the same. Therefore in this paper we
will not concentrate on the specific choice of the interaction law which is made in tne flow problems which
are presented. Any other feasible choice will perform the same way, although the results obtained can be
different.

The solution of (1), (2) - or alternatively (1'), (2) - requires iterative procedures for which various
approaches can be followed. The hierarchical direct and inverse methods, discussed already in section 1, can
be written as

(n P ,(n-1) ,.(n) B1u
n )

(6) direct method : u~n) = ' n eu(n
e e

(7) inverse method: 6*(n) p 1 u(n1) u B

e e

where the superscript n denotes the iteration count. P 1 and B 1 formally denote the inverse of P and B,
respectively; existence is not guaranteed by this notation. In fact the singularities near a point of
separation produced by the direct method occur because the range of B and hence the domain of definition
of B-1 is limited.

In view of the drawbacks of the direct and inverse methods we have developed a different non-hier-
archical approach for solving (1), (2). Property P3 suggests to use a method in which the coupling between
the viscous and inviscid regions has a more simultaneous character. We remark that Brune, Rubbert and Nark
[22] also advocate the use of a simultaneous approach. In the present method the equations (1') and (2) are
regarded as two equations with two unknowns which we want to solve without iteration, hence

(8a,b) u - 1 * = 0, ue - B 6* = 0

In practice the situation is a bit more complicated than is suggested by this notation. After discretization
u and 6* are vectors consisting of values in the meshpoints in x-direction. At a given i-th boundary layer
station the discrete versions of (8a, b) contain values of ue and 6* at this station and at other stations.
We consider (8a) to be an implicit relation between the values of ue and 6* at the i-th station (hence ue(x,)
and 6*(xi) are simultaneously treated as unknowns), which then acts as a boundary condition to the boundary-
layer equation (8b). The presence of downstream values of 6* in this relation is accounted for by meazs of
an iterative procedure in which several boundary layer sweeps are made. Fig. 2 provides a sketch of this
method, which is comparable to Fig. 1. The new method has been termed uasi-simultaneou since the must
important part of the interaction with the outer flow (= interaction law) is treated simultaneously with the
boundary layer. More details follow in section 4.

In summary, the interaction law is required to possess the following two (sometimes conflicting) proper-
ties:
i) it must be simple enough to allow the quasi-simultaneous numerical treatment;
ii) it must give a sufficiently accurate description of the interaction.
The first requirement allows the numerical algorithm to avoid singularities in the solution (at a point of
separation or at a trailing edge) during Ohe iteration process; whereas the second requirement controls
the physical relevance of the solution obtained. In case the interaction law i not accurate enough the
physical relevance of the solution can be increased by updating the outer flo, alculation. Hereto we in-
troduce an additional outer iteration process - indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 2 - which reads

u(k) - z 6*(k) = p 6
*(k-1) - I 6*(k-1)e

u(k) _ B 6*(k) = 0

such that upon convergence (k-*=) the solution satisfies the exact relations (1), (2).

I.
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4. T11E NUMERICAL TREATMT OF THE INTERACTION LAW '
The essential feature of the present method is the way in which the interaction law is implemented 5n I

the numerical calculation. We have touched upon this point already in the previous section, and we will gointo more detail now.

Discretization of the interaction law

In the calculations we have performed thusfar the following discretization of the thin airfoil integral
in (5) appeared to be sufficiently accurate. Let the x-coordinates of the meshpoints be given by xi =
xb + ih, i = 0, ...,N; x Further let A- be an abbreviation for (Ue6) (xj). The integral in (5),
which has to be f lt orx*;ill has be x = xi, i 1 1, .. , N, can be evaluated with the midpoint rule on intervals. [xj, xj+ 11, j 0, ..., N-1. This results in

Xdf e A' N-I
Ji a d z h Z A' I/( -x j -  h)xb j=O 1

The value )f A has been discretized as A!+= (Aj+l - Aj)/h, after which some algebraic manipulations

result in A+ (+..

N
(9) hJ R! + E ci.A., i= 1, N,

I .=1 j 1. ..

where

*! -A0  ..1 1

It can be deduced that

1 N
(10) ci = + E Ic. i=1, N

41.

hence the matrix (ci) is diagonally dominant with positive diagonal entries. This property has an important
influence on the overall convergence of the calculations as will be discussed in section 6.

Finally, substituting the discretization (9) into (5) we obtain a discrete interaction law

N
(il) Uei = Ue* +'Ri +=I . 6. a

where
Ri  OR!, ai. . Uei c.. and O

= (OhRel)-1
I i = .U- -c

Implementation of the interaction law

The elliptic character of (11), which is expressed by the presence of downstream values of 6, requires
that several sweeps through the boundary layer have to be made. In the n-th sweep the implementation of (11)
is as follows

W a) (n) = (n1) (n) (n-i)(12) ue aii =IeR + E a i s o. + 
a ij  6j

1 11

Thus at the i-th boundary layer station (12) provides an implicit relation in which uci and 6 i are simulca-
neously treated as unknowns. A discssion of the convergence properties of this method, and u comparison with
che direct and inverse strategy is given in section C.

The iterations are stopped when the following cianvergence criterion is satisfied

(13) max 16 (n) _ !n-I)l 1 0-1

5. SEPARATION BUBBLES

The quasi-simultaneous method for calculating interacting boundary layers will be demonstrated first by
applying it to separation bubbles. Use has been made of a configuration introduced by Carter and Wornom [8]:
a dented plate given by

yB--t aech 4(x-2.5), Osx<- ,

placed in an oncoming parallel flow with unit velocity (Fig. 3). The depth of the trough is controlled by
the parameter t; we will present results for t z 0.03 (as in (8)) and t 0.1. The Reynolds number Re = I/v
has been taken Re a 8 x 104 (as in [8]) or larger. The calculations have been restricted to 1:sxf 4.
Finally, the interaction law (1') is chosen as
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14
(14) UeX W 1 6* E 1 + 7  (YIS

+ 6.  
d-

e 1F d I x-E

This choice is more accurate for bubbles with a thickness of the order of the depth of the dent than the
choice made in (5).

Small separation bubbles

A finite difference solution has been pursued of Eqs. (3), (4) and (14), with xC Ixb , xe] = [1, 4], to
calculate bubbles of which ith thickness is comparable ith the oncoming boundary layer thickness. In the
finite difference calculation the outer edge of the bourdary layer has been placed at y = 7 6(x), where 6
is given the value from the previous boundary layer sweep. The bounded domain thus obtained has been covered
by a (non-equidistant) mesh with gridpoints (xi, 7-) , i= 0, ..., N; j = 0, ..., M. Tihe x-derivatives in (3)

have been replaced by the familiar three point bacward formula. This scheme has also been used in regions
of backflow, despite its destabilizing influence which, however, did not give rise to numerical difficulties.
The y-derivatives in (3a) have been discretized with second order formulae centered around 7., j = I, ... ,
M- 1; whereas in (3b) they have been centered around +., 7 0, ..., M- 1. The resulting sei of discrete
equations at an x-station xi has beer, combined with the 6oundary conditions at y= 0 and 7--. The discre-
tized form of the interaction law is given in (12). The complete set of non-linear equations is solved with
Newton's method.

The present method typically required 10-20 iterations, using overrelaxation w= 1.5, to satisfy the
convergence criterion (13). In all cases Blasius values were used as initial guess for the displacement
thickness. The number of iterations was found not to depend critically on the relaxation factor.

The regults of the present method agree excellently with those of Carter and Wornom. For the flow at
Re = 8 x 10 we will show here the pressure results, since from these the best impression of the influence
of the interaction can be obtained (Fig. 4). Also shown is the pressure result of a calculation (for the
same value of t) at a larger Reynolds number, Re = 36 x 10 . Here we observe a typical plateau region in the
pressure. For the larger Reynolds number Fig. 5 depicts some velocity profiles in and near the separation
bubble which show that the largest backflow velocities occur closely before the reattachment point. More
results can be found in [23]. Further, a comparison with asymptotic triple-deck results for the same
geometry is given in (241

Recirculating eddies

Attempts to obtain solutions of the above equations for Reynolds numbers larger than about 4 x 105

failed, because at a boundary layer station with a thick backflow region the Newton process no longer
converged. However, using an integral description for the boundary layer instead of the finite difference
dgscription, Oskam (25] is able to obtain results for arbitrarily large Reynolds numbers. This way flows
can be calculated with reversed flow regions which are much larger than the oncoming boundary layer thick-
ness. For the present geomtry the thickness of these recirculating eddies approaches the depth of the
trough with increasing Reynolds number. Oskam [25] used the family of similar Falkner-Ska profiles to

describe the boundary ;ayer. It appeared that the calculation of those members of this family which pos3ess
a large backflow region required extreme numerical care. It is believed that these numerical difficulties
have the same origin as the breakdown of the finite difference calculations referred to above.

One of the most interesting results obtained by Osgam is described next. He has calculated the flow
over the trough for t = 0.10 at a Reynolds number of 10 .The results for the pressure and the bubble shape
are shown in Fig. 6 (conf. A). Hereafter he changed the geometry of the trough by removing the lower half,
leading to conf. B in Fig. 6. It appeared that the position of the separation streamline and the interacted
pressure distribution was the same for both configurations A and B, although the pressure distributions
without interaction are completely different (Fig. 6).

6. INTERACTION FROM A NUMERICAL POINT OF VIEW

We are now in a position to make a numerical analysis of the performance of the various iterative
procedures (6-8) for calculating interacting boundary layers. Here we will rertrict this analysis to
situations in which the interaction can be described by means of a Hilbert integral; hence the discrete
version of the interaction law can be written

(15) u - Re-'HS - U

where H, which denotes the discretized Hilbert integral as described in sec..on 4, is a diagonally dominant
matrix with positive diagonal entries. Further

= (U(xl), ... e(xN)) tand 6 f (-(x), . , X, )t

denote the vectors of unknowna ue(xi) and 6(xi )

The boundary loayer operator B which describes the relation between u_ and 6 via the viscous flow
equatigns is essentially non-linear. The analylis in this section will be based on the discrete Jacobian
of Re-2B which is denoted by B (the factor Re- has becn introduced to make B independent of Re). Thus the
discrete boundary layer operator can be written in the form

(06) u -B 6 rhse
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Both B and rhs depend on 6, but in the present analysis this dependence will be ignored. B is a lower
diagonal matrix (when a backward differencing of the x-derivatives is used throughout). Dfenoting the diagonal
of B by R, then Dii A aue/a36 i. From the calculations of separation bubbles described in the previous section
we have extractec t re values of Dii. It appears that these values are negative when the flow at xi is
attached, and D is slightly positive when t e flow at xi is separated. Fig. 7 shows the values of Dii for
the calculation with t = 0.03 and Re = 36x 10 using a 60x 40 grid. This figure suggests that the zeros of
Dii coincide with the points of separation and reattachment. For calculation methods employing an integral
description this can be proved analytically [6, 25], but for finite difference calculations such a proof is
still lacking.

The stability of the various iterative techniques for solving (15) and (16) can be studied from the
homogeneous problem. The non-zero entries of B under the diagonal make such a study rather difficult; there-

fore we will introduce the following model problem which can be treated more easily

(17) -e u Re- 2 -H 6 =0, u e - D 6 = 0

The direct method to solve (17) can be written as

n  
H(n-1) (n) 1 (n,

e_ - -e(

or equivalently, oliminating e,

6  = Re H D71 6 (n- l )

A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the direct method is (26]

where p denotes the spectral radius.

- For attached flow the eigenvaluts of D- H he:re negative real part, and hence the method converges for
sufficiently large values of Re. ror smaller values of Re underrelaxation of the type

(19) 6(n) = D Re-ID- H + (I_-)IL(n
- )

can make the direct method convergent. Further it follows that the convergence is oscillatory; this has
also been observed for the full problem in [221].

For separated flow the matrix D is singular or almost singular which makes it impossible in practice to
satisfy (18); hence the direct method fails.

the inverse method, in which the role of ue and 6 is interchanged, can be written

A(n = Eei H-iD 6(nI

H is diagonally dominant and hence invertable. Therefore the iteration matrix exists for attached es well
as for separated flows. Because P(H-ID) > I/p(D-1H) the inverse method diverges when the direct method
converges; but as long as

Real part (eigenvalues of Re2H-ID) < 1

is satisfied, the inverse method can be made convergent by applying sufficient underrelaxation of a type
similar to (19). A satisfactory relaxation factor can in general be found only by trial and error. For
large Re the relaxation factor is proportional to Re-1.

The qua3i-simwiltaneous method for finding the solution of (17) solves

Q26 (Re-'H - D)6 = 0

by the Gauss-Seidel. method. A sufficient although not i.ecessary condition herefore to be convergent is
diagonal dominance of the matrix _ [26].

- For attached flow D has negative entries. Since H is diagonally dominant with positive diagonal entries
it follows that & is diagonally dominant. 'fence the quasi-simultaneous method is convergent.

- For separated flow D contains some nonnegative diagonal entries, however, of small manitude. In view of
(10) there will be many situations for which the matrix g remains diagonally dominant, ensuring conver-
gence. A fortiori, when the positive entries of D are too large for 9 to be diagonally dominant *the method
still will be convergent in many cases because diagonal dominance is not a necessary condition for conver-
gence; a more precise theoretical analysis for these situations is difficult to give and will not be
present.ed here.

In the above analysis we have not yet studied the dependence of the stability on the mesh size. It is
known from rection 4 that H is inversely proportional to the mesh size, but the dependence of D on the mesh
size ib more caiplicated. We hope to report on this in more detail in future publications.

In the model problem studied above the non-linearity of the actual problem has been ignored, and, what
may be more serious, the influence of the off-diagonal entries of B has been neglected. However, H should
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represent the parabolic character of the boundary layer and hence in one boundary layer sweep no downstream
error amplification will occur. This gives confidence that ponsible destabilizing effects on the iterative
process with the outer fiow probably will not be serious. By !lating the properties of the full problem 16o
those of the model problem we should keep these points in mind. However, pra.-tical experience with the full
problem has confirmed the following properties of the iterative techniques, w..ch above have been proved
for the model problem:

10 The direct merhod breaks down in separation.

20 The inverse method requires severe underrelaxation.

30 The quasi-simultaneous method is convergent; although for some cases of separated flow convergence is

not yet guaranteed theoretically.

7. TRAILING EDGE FLOW - A MODEL PROBLEM

As another demonstration of its feetibility the present method has been used to calculrte the rlow in
the neighbourhood of the trailing edge of a (modified) flat plate at incidence. The plate ocrupies the
interval (0, 1] of the x-axis, and is placed in i un -n oncoming flow which makes an angle a with the
x-axis. The theoretical pressure distribution accorc co potential flow is

(20) p+a-+ a(-X)

where the + and - sign refer to the upper .ana wer side of the plate, respectively,

In the present investigation we have restricted our interest to interaction effects of the flow in the
vicinity of the trailing edge in cases where the oncoming boundary layer remains attached until (shortly
before) the trailing edge. As the unfavourable pressure gradient of (20) is likely to provoke lesaing edge
separation we have modified the plate such that the pressure becomes constant between the leading edge and
the inflection point of (20) which lies at x = 0.75; the constant value is chosen such that the pressure
remains continuous.

Thus we are going to solve a model problem in which the potential flow velocity distribution is given by

(X) - U() _W ± aX U W
e a a

where a(1/3)1, OsxsO.75

(21) Us(x) I , Ualx) a((1-x)/x)0, o.75Y.xs1

0 .xz1

The interaction law, based or, thin airfoil theory, has been chosen as

(22) u;(x) = us(x) + ua(x) ,

where
Xe

(23) us(X) = U(x) + * < S
S x- d&Xb<X-Xe

xb

u (x) + 1 f-x ) ;

(214) ua(X) = a x -g d& a '-C xb<1

0 , 1<x5 X e
Here 6* and 6* are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts cf the displacement thickness. In the above
descrHption tfe Kutta condition at the trailing edge is implicitly ratisfied.

With the above choice of the interaction law we have ignored the influence of the trailing edge region
on the leading part of the "plate" Os x£ xb. Herewith we ao not intend to say that this influence is
negligibly small; rather we want to focus our attention to the numerical feasability of the present method.
Thus the physical description has been kept rather simple, allowing some loss of accuracy. But, as discussed
already in section 3, the accuracy can be improved by introducing an outer iteration process which contains
the exact outer flow operator P.

The interaction law (22) has been combined with the boundary layer equations (3). The latter have Leen
solved in the same way as in section 5. In the wake use has been made of the translational invariance of
the boundary layer equations by requiring that o = 0 at 0 0. The symmetric displacement thickness in the
wake follows from

6' Re-1(6
+ 
- 6-) where --r(e - 6 "

) as 7-±-

Ncte that the antisymmetric displacement thickness in the wake is not required in the present formulation.In these trailing edge calculations the thickness of the computational domain has been chosen as ,

--'" I : '' " ,''- . - : - ..
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H(x) 7 Ox, where 0 1.721 is the Blasius displacement thickness. In both x- and 7-directions use has
been made of a non-equidistant mesh.

The discretization of the antisymmetric thin airfoil integral (24) requires some special care. The
technique used in section 11 appears to be too crude near xa 1. Therefore a more accurate procedure was
adopted. When evaluating (24) for x- x-, 6* was approximated by a piecewise linear function on intervals
Ex., x+,1], j# i- 1, i. On the remaining interval [xiI, x'+i] 6 was approximated by second order Lagrange
inierpolation. (Note that for a linear interolatio- the Cauchy principal value would not exist). The
resulting integrals have been calculated analytically, expressed in the values of 6* in the nodal points
xj. Thus an expression of the form

N teNte 6 ( ) 1, ...,.

Ua(x i ) - Ua(xi ) + E Bij a*(x)1 j0 a. 1.. Nte

is obtained, where Nte is the index of the gridpoint coinciding with the trailing edge. For consistency thesame approach has been used for the symmetric integral (23).

The matrix obtained in the discretization of the symmetric integral possesses the same properties as
the one which is formed from the method in section 4, i.e. it is diagonally dominant with positive diagonal
entries. However, the antisymmetric interaction matrix (Oij) (i, -= 1, ..., Nte) is not diagonally dominant.
This is due mainly to the entries in the (Nte- 1)-st and Nte-th column which describe the influence of the
immediate vicinity of the trailing edge. Because of the lack of uiagonal dominance the convergence proof of
the model problem given in section 6 cannot be generalized to the asymmetric case. But, as stated in section
6, diagonal dominance is only a sufficient condition, and convergence can be obtained under much weaker
restrictions. We have found that for reasonable choices of the meshpoints in the x-direction, with not too
small meshes near the trailing edge, the present calculation method will converge; sometimes a small amount
of underrelaxation (w a 0.8) appeared necessary.

In the calculations performed the interaction interval [xb, xe] and the distribution oi. m-shpoins were
cl'osen symmetrically around the trailing edge. The total number of gridpoints in x-direction is denoted by
N (hence Nt. N); the number of gridpoints in y-direction is M (where I M points are situated on either
side of y = 0). The choice of the mesh was dependent on the Reynolds number; the scaling of the triple-deck
served hereby as a guide. In table I we give some numbers from which an impression can be obtained of the
meshes employed. Also indicated is, for two values of the angle of incidence, the number of iterations that
were required to satiply the convergence criterion (13).

Table 1: Characteristic numbers of calculated trailing edge flow examples

iterationsBe xb  xe  N X M XNte_ I
a = Ola = 0.7

10 0.25 1.75 56 x 56 0.9772 18 32*
106 0.5 1.5 28 x 28 0.9892 12 17*

56 x 56 0.9946 14 25*
84 x 84 o.9964 18 34*

108  0.75 1.25 56 x 56 0.9987 11 25
1012 0.99 1.01 56 x 5610.999989 .6 no sol.
1016 0.999 1.001 56 x 84 0.9999995 9 no sol. I

* with underrelaxation w = 0.8

Properties of the solution of Eqs. (3,22) for various combinations of a and Re are presented in Figs.
8 and 9. Shown are results for skin friction (upper and lower side), edge velocity and displacement thick-
ness (symmetric and antisymmetric). The results plotted have been obtained with a 56 x 56 grid. For the
larger values of th-. angle of attack a the solution shows a small separation bubble near the trailing edge.
Further the figures for 6, 6 and us show a rapid increase for increasigg a and/or Re. This phenomenon has
been pursued further in Fig. 10 where we have plotted, for fixed Re = 10 , the values of some flow variables
at the trailing edge as a function of the angle of attack. This figure suggests that there may be a critical
value a*(Re) such that as a 4* (from below) the values of 6 a, 6. and us at the trailing edge tend to infinity;
hence for a > a* no solution will exist of (3, 22). From the calculation it follows that the value of a* is
slightly larger than the value of a for which trailing edge separation first occurs (for a discussion hereof
see below).

These observations are consistent with the asymptotic theory for asymmetric trailing edge flow as
formulated by Brown and Stewartson (27]. In this theory the triple-deck can describe the flov provided we
let the angle of attack depend on the Reynolds number via

(25) a = Re
- I/16  ,

where Z is held fixed n' the asymptotic limit process. The flow equations have been solved by Chow and Melnik
[28]. From their solution the existence follows of a number V'Pe0.12, called the asymptotic stall angle,
such that for Z> * no sclu..n of the triple-deck flow equations can be found. Further 3* corresponds
exactly with the va1'-e fcr whici; trailing edge separation occurs. An analytical explanation of this corre-
spondence can be g.van [f91 , whic ,, however, also applies to our non-asymptotic equations. The difference
in our results bet-, ,e.. *. the separation angle presumably can occur because our method is somewhat in-
accurate near the trai.--. ,; it is not adapted to the singular behaviour of the flow variables (see
e.g. us). A methc: .!ke tht e -1sed in [13] wuld be more accurate.

It would be rerj inte ., ..g to investigate the nature of the singular behaviour of the solution when
trailing edge separation ,ur's. . it due to limitations of the triple-deck equations (interacting boundary
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layer equations) and will it diseppear when a larger set of equations is used? For example in- might think
of using the full Navier-Stokes equations in the boundary layer, or of an improved interaction law which
is more accurate at larger angles of attack. Or is it a more fundamental phenomenon?

A further comparison between the present results and those of asymptotic theory is given in Figs. 11
and 12. Here we show the skin friction and tha pressure p I- Ue at the trailing edge as a function of the
angle of incidence for Re a 106, 1012 and 101. For the latter two values the velocity distribution without
interaction is somewhat different from (21) as now we assume Ua to be constant up to xb. For the comparison
with asymptotic theory this is not relevant. In Figs. 11 ani 12 triple-deck scaling has been applied to
facilitate the comparison with the asymptotic results as obtained by Chow and Melnik [28]. The present
results have a tendency to approach the asymptotic ones, although for a + 0 the dfferences are rather large.
However, (25) suggests that th,! asymptotic series may proceed in powers of Re

- 1/1 which can account for
the large differences.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper describes a new technique for calculating interacting boundary layers. The essence of the
method is the treatment of the interactive boundary condition: it is regarded as a relation between the
edge velocity and the displacement thickness where both quantities are simultaneously treated as unknowns.
This numerical strategy can be regarded as a strict recognition of the lack of hierarchy of the triple-deck
which asymptotically can describe (certain types of) interacting boundary layers. Furthermore, as discussed
in this paper, the success of the new quasi-simultaneous method can also be understood from a purely
numerical point of view.

To demonstrate its possibilities the quasi-simultaneous method has been applied to a number of model
problems, including separation bubbles and trailing edge flow. The method has also been used to solve the
equations which describe the triple-deck (24]. In ea,.i of these applications the flow is considered laminar
and incompressible. It is our belief that the philosophy behind the present method can also be used to design
efficient calculation methods for turbulent, compressible flow. In these cases the design of the method can
be guided by the asymptotic theory for turbulent trailing edge flow of Melnik, Chow and Mead [30], and by
the theory for shock wave-boundary layer interaction of Adamson and coworkers (see (31]).
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SUMMARY

A viscous-inviscid interaction model for predicting jet entrainment effects on axi-
symmetric, nozzle afterbodies at subsonic speeds is presented. The model is based on a
displacement-thickness correction to the inviscid jet boundary that accounts for mixing-
induced streamline deflections in the inviscid region. The displacement correction is
shown to be related to the local mass entrainment rate and, for thin ir.xing layers, the
model is shown to be analogous to displacement models used in conventional boundary- 2
layer interaction theory. A method is presented for computing the entrainment rate by an
overlaid mixing-layer model that accounts for the nonsimilar behavior and pressure gra-
dients occurring in the near-field region. An iterative scheme for coupling the model to
analyses for the external inviscid flow, the external boundary layer, and the inviscid
jet exhaust is also given. Results dre presented that illustrate the qualitative behavior
of the entrainment interaction under various flow conditions and that demonstrate the
validity of the model by' comparisons with experiment.

SYMBOLS

A viscous coefficient defined by Eq. (10)

CD,s boattail pressure drag coefficient

CP,b boattail base pressure coefficient

C ps boattail pressure coefficient, (p - p.)/q.

ClC 2,C coefficients in kc2 turbulence model

db boattail base diameter

D boattail maximum diameter
f solution vector in parabolic mixing equation, Eq. (9)
Fi  mass fraction of ith species

g source vector in parabolic mixing equation, Eq. .9)
H total enthalpy of mixture
k turbulent kinetic energy
P. axial length of boattail

mmass-flow rate
M Mach number
p pressure
P turbulence production term, Eq. (11)
Pr turbulent Prandtl number I
r radial distance from axis .1
T temperature
u axial component of velocity
v radial component of velocity

wchemical production term, Eq. (9)
W molecular weight of mixture
x axial distance
y ratio of specific heats of mixture
6 thickness of viscous layer

displacement thickness of viscous layer
A incremental value
e turbulent dissipation rate
Pt turbulent viscosity coefficient, Eq. (12)

p density of mixture
a coefficient vector in Eq. (9)

streun function, Eq. (13) 1
~ 'it
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Subscripts

e conditions at outer edge of viscous layer
eff conditions at effective plume boundary
ent entrainment
j inviscid jet exhaust property at nozzle exit
Wfree-stream condition
1,2 inner, outer mixing-layer computational boundary

Superscript

I equivalent inviscid pocoperty

INTRODUCTION

The viscous-inviscid interactions associated with near-field jet mixing are of
fundamental interest in the prediction of nozzle afterbody-jet exhaust flow fields. In
high Reynolds' number, turbulent flows over axisymmetric bodies, these mixing processes
occur in a highly complex flow field characterized by relatively thick initial boundary
layers and large pressure gradients caused by afterbody curvature and under/overexpanded
jet exhausts (Fig, 1). Here, the mixing exhibits a highly non-similar behavior dominated
by the transition from a boundary-layer-like mixing to a free-shear-layer-like mixing.
The mixing away of the boundary-layer mass defect in this transition region perturbs the
external flow significantly at subsonic and transonic speeds. The rate of mixing is
strongly influenced by the pressure gradient which in turn is highly sensitive to the
streamline deflections induced by the mixing.

A qualitative illustration of the role of the boundary layer in the viscous-inviscid
interaction process is given in Fig. 2. Here, the interaction is modeled as a displace-
ment of the inviscid streamlines due to the mass defect in the boundary layer, i.e., the
inviscid flow is equivalent to that over the actual body augmented by the displacement
thickness. If the inviscid jet plume boundary is treated as a solid, no-slip wall (no
entrainment), the boundary-layer defect will persist indefinitely along the jet boundary.
Although this model is physically invalid, it has been used in previous viscous-inviscid
calculations of afterbody-jet interactions (Refs. 1 and 2) and does account for the
inviscid plume blockage. However, if mixing effects are considered, the boundary-layer
defect vanishes quickly (see Fig. 2), and the inviscid streamlines are deflected downward
accordingly. The external flow is thus accelerated by the mixing process yielding a
corresponding decrease in afterbody pressures as shown in Fig. 2. It is this accelera-
tion process (which can also occur in the absence of initial boundary layers) that is
termed the jet entrainment effect.

The importance of jet entrainment on measured afterbody drag (Ref. 3) is evident
from the data shown in Fig. 3. These data were obtained by subtracting the boattail
pressure drag for circular-arc boattail nozzles with solid-plume simulators from that for

the same nozzles with a jet exhaust flow. The drag increment is due primarily to
entrainment and increases as the ratio of jet to free-stream velocity increases account-
ing for as much as 50 to 60 percent of the boattail pressure drag. Such a large effect
clearly cannot be neglected in the prediction of afterbody-jet interactions.

Previous viscous-inviscid calculations of afterbody-jet exhaust flows have attempted
to model the entrainment interaction as a displacement-thickness correction to the
inviscid plume boundary (Refs. 4-6). All of these models relate this correction, in
some manner, to an estimate of the local mass entrainment rate computed by an integral
analysis of the mixing layer. For example, Cosner (Ref. 4) applied an integral form of
the boundary-layer equations to the inviscid plume boundary treated as a non-adiabatic
moving wall. The mixing-layer displacement thickness was assumed to be just the result-
ing boundary-layer displacment thickness. This model does remove the no-slip condition
along the plume boundary and therefore allows the boundary-layer defect to be accelerated; '

however, it does not account for mixing inside the jet and does not allow mass to cross
the inviscid boundary. Yaros (Ref. 5) used the mixing layer analysis of Korst and Chow
(Ref. 7) to account for the full mixing layer region and the initial internal nozzle
boundary layer. However, the Korst and Chow analysis assumes the mixing to be isobaric
which is not justifiable for this problem. Kuhn (Ref. 6) extended an integral boundary-
layer analysis to the full mixing layer accounting for both axial inviscid pressure
gradients and initial boundary-layer profiles characteristic of either attached or
separated flows. An empirical model of the velocity profiles was used to describe the
transition from a boundary-layer-like profile to the self-similar profile in the down-
stream shear layer. Kuhn's model appears to give qualitatively correct results for the
predicted entrainment effect on afterbody drag; however, the sensitivity to initial
conditions in his calculations appears to be attributable to the empiricism in the model.In view of the potentially large effects of entrainment shown earlier, a more complete
assessment of these approximate models is clearly needed.

A computational jet entrainment model has been recently developed (Refs. 8 and 9)
that provides a detailed and accurate analysis of near-field jut mixing, removing the
need for many of the assumptions used in the more approximate models. This model employs
a finite-difference procedure to integrate the parabolic turbulent mixing equations to
determine the local mass entrainment rate. The computational grid for the mixing solution
is overlaid onto a map of the inviscid flow field which is calculated a priori. By

01i
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this overlaid procedure, the local axial and radial pressure variations and variations
in the mixing layer edge conditions are accounted for in the mixing calculation. The
entrainment effect on the inviscid, external flow field is obtained by displacing the
inviscid plume boundary such that the induced "inviscid" mass flow crossing the outer
mixing-layer boundary is equivalent to that predicted by the turbulent mixing solution.
The overall flow field solution, including the inviscid supersonic jet exhaust, inviscid
subsonic external flow and external boundary layer, is obtained iteratively, as will be
detailed in this paper.

Applications of this iterative model to the prediction of axisymmetric, nozzle after-
body flows with mildly underexpanded jet exhausts have shown very good agreement withexperimental data (Refs. 9-11). The results of several numerical experiments have also
been useful in providing an understanding of the basic mechanisms important to the

viscous-inviscid interactive effects of mixing. The purpose of this paper is to fully
describe the interactive jet entrainment model and to show how it has been incorporated
into an iterative viscous-inviscid interaction scheme for predicting afterbody flow
fields. Results are presented which illustrate the basic interactive effects under
various flow conditions and which demonstrate the validity of the model by comparisons
with experimental data.

JET ENTRAINMENT MODEL

Intezactive Concept

The jet entrainment model developed is based on the concept of a weakly interacting
mixing layer in which the mixing-induced streamline deflections are accounted for b' a
displacement-thickness type correction to the inviscid jet exhaust boundary. The hag-
nitude of the interactive effect is proportional to the amount of local mixing-induced
streamline deflection. The approach taken involves matching the streamline slopes
predicted by a viscous mixing solution to those predicted by an equivalent inviscid
solution (viz; if the local streamline slope, v/u, is known along the outer mixing-
layer boundary, the flow field outside of the mixing layer may be solved by purely
inviscid methods with the entrainment effect introduced by specifying the known
v/u = ve/ue as a boundary condition). This approach is completely analogous to that
used in classical boundary-layer interaction theory.

Effective plume boundary.- Consider an axisymmetric jet exhausting into an external
stream (Fig. 4(a)) where each stream may have an arbitrary velocity profile (e.g.,
representing an inviscid region plus a boundary-layer region). Applying the continuity
equation to the control volume in Fig 4(a) and integrating from the axis to the outer
edge of the mixing layer (r = re) yields the relation

Jre
e rdr PeVere

where p and u are the actual (viscous) flow properties. Neglecting jet underexpan-
sion effects for the moment, the term -PeYereAx is defined as the mass entrained by
the mixing layer between x and x + Ax, i.e.,

d~sdment (2)
dx

An effective boundary reff(x) is now sought such that an inviscid, external flow solu-
tion over this boundary produces the same mass flux across re(x) as that given by the
viscous solution. Applying continuity to the equivalent inviscid control volume shown
in Fig. 4(b), it can readily be shown (see Ref. 11) that

d re
d IuIr II dr e

dr -p v r + (3)dxeeu dx

ff 

where the superscript I denotes inviscid flow quantities. In principle, Eq. (3) could
be solved for reff . Such a solution requires an iterative procedure in which an initial
guess is made for reff(x), an inviscid outer solution is constructed subject to the I
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tangency condition (v/u)r=reff dreff/dx, and a viscous inner solution is obtained

subject to the outer boundary conditions Pe PQ I and ue = Ue at r = re. This
iterative process would continue until the addiUonal matching condition VeI = ve
(or equivalently d;lnt/dx = dment/dx) is met.

For thin mixing layers, Eq. (3) can be simplified considerably (in a manner consis-
tent with the usual thin boundary-layer approximations) by assuming pIuI to be
approximately constant across the layer and equal to the local edge value, Peue . After
some rearrangement, Eq. (3) becomes

dreff 2 2 dnPeUe vere+ d 4(reff -r re) dx =2 ue (4)
dx ef e dx ue

Neglecting axial variations in PeUe for the moment, one can define a displacement
thickness

6" r rj (5)
eff reff

where rix) is the inviscid plume boundary. Assuming 6eff << rj, Eq. (4) can be
written

dr eff vere (6)

dx uerj

Thus, the viscous-inviscid interaction is essentialll. reprasen ble by a source distri-
bution whose strength, given by Eq. (6), is proporti.o.n-l to t e local mass entrainment
rate. If the entrainment rate is known, the interaction maye accomplished either by
integrating Eq. (4) to yield an effective boundary fortk'inviscid calculation or by
simply specifying the source strength over the inviscid plume boundary. For thin mixing
layers, the two methods should be nearly equivalent (Refs. 12-13). For the present work,
the effective boundary method was used.

Displacement thickness for a mixing layer.- The effective displacement thickness
defined by Eq. (5) is completely analogous to the usual definition given for boundary
layers. To illustrate this analogy, we incorporate the definition into Eq. (3),

eliminate the ve-term with Eq. (1) and subtract fe aPee rdr from both sides. After
o ax

some rearrangement, it can be shown (see Ref. 11) that

1~ ,u6* (, pu
6eff = 1-- 1rdr + C (7)

Peu

where C is the constant of integration. -.he analogy to a boundary-layer displacement
thickness is evident with the main difference being that the integral in Eq. (7) must
extend to the axis to account for the blockage of the jet exhaust flow. It can also be
shown that the equivalence between source strength and displacement thickness is given
by

1 d
vere = - - (Peu er 5ff) (8)

pe dx

again analogous to boundary-layer theory (Ref. 12). It ia interesting to note that where-
as the displacement thickness for*a boundary layer always represents a mass defect (and
is therefore always positive), 6 ff given by Eq. (7) can be either positive or negative
depending on the mass flow parameter Pjuj/Oeue.

Plume underexpansion effects.- The definition given for the effective plume
boundary ref f has soRr i-sen described only in terms of the mixing interaction. If
the plume is underexpand there will be an additional interaction due to the geometry,
rj(x), of the inviscid pltne boundary. For mildly underexpanded plumes, rj in
Eq. (5) is assumed to be constant (equal to the nozzle exit radius). The unaerexpansionI.... ii
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effect can then be included in the effective boundary shape, with the displacement thick-
ness, 6:ff, measured from the cylindrical surface z = r. as shown in Fig. 5. The
effective boundary defined by En. (3) or (4) remains valid for the viscous-inviscid
calculation with ref f (and 62ff) now containing this additional inviscid blockage
contribution. In previous studies (Refs. 4-6), .n attempt was made to separate these
two effects; this distinction is not necessary here if the inflow term (Pevere)
is computed in such a manner as to include both effects. For the overlaid mixing
calculation (Ref. 8) to be described in the next section, this approach has been taken.

Overlaid Mixing Layer Model

In order to integrate Eq. (4), the local mass entrainment rate (or equivalently
the entrainment velocity ve) must be known. In the present work, ve is obtained using
the overlaid mixing analysis of Ref. 8 which solves the parabolic mixing equations in
transformed (x,') coordinates given by

Bf =1 A fa~x =  ' ( V) 9

where

u 1

H Pr-

f= F ; = P

k 1

\.77

and

[A(1 - Pr) u

g= w/pu

(P - )/u \ ,,

- C2e)e/uk

The dependent variables are: u, the axial velocity; H, the total enthalpy; Fi, the
mass fraction of the ith species; k, the turbulent kinetic energy; and e, the rate of
turbulent dissipation. The term A is given by

A Pur2  (10)

and the turbulence production term, P, by

p (= )2 (11)

The turbulent viscosity, pt' in this formulation is given by

pk2  (12)"t C -i--

It.
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where Co and the constants C1 and C2 employed in Eq. (9) are described in Ref. 8.
The turbulent Lewis number has been assumed to be unity.

The system of equations, Eq. (9), is integrated along the streamlines by a one-
step, explicit finite-difference procedure. The computational domain bounded by
1 (x) and P2(x) (Fig. 6) is overlaid onto a previously computed inviscid flow f..eld
(also mapped into (x,() coordinates). The physical location, r(x,4,) of the i.ner
boundary is determined by interpolation from the inviscid flow map. Thus, the curvature
of the inviscid jet exhaust streamlines is taken into account with the growth of the
computational domain taking place about the inviscid plume boundary. The location of the
outer boundary, r(x,p2), and the entrainment velocity, ve(x,h2), are then determined
by inversion of the stream function transformation given by

o-[r ur (13a)

x ::
o-]xr=-vr (13b)

Evaluating ve along the computational boundary 2(x) yields

2
dre 1 d 2 2

ve = ue - (14)
dx 2pere dx

It should be noted that the dIP2
2/dx-term in Eq. (14) bears no direct relation to the

mixing but arises simply due to the arbit.ary growth rate of the computational boundary.
The mixing effect is contained mainly in tha- dr/dk-term where re(X) is evaluated by
inversion of Eq. (13a).

At each integration step, the edge conditions and the pressure and plessure gradients
at each grid point are determined by direct interpolation (in (x,) coordinates) from
the inviscid flow maps. Thus, a solution to the inviscid radial momentum equation is
implied in the mixing solution by imposing p(x,) as a known quantity. The pressure
field can therefore be treated by fully elliptic methods with coupling to the viscous
effects accomplished through the interaction model. Of course, this approach is formally
justified only when the mixing-induced perturbations on the pressure are small. For the
cases studied herein, the weak-interaction hypothesis appears to be quite reasonable
and the inclusion of inviscid pressure gradients in the mixing analysis will be seen to
be quite important.

The overlaid model of Ref. 8 also allows for finite-rate chemical reactions in the
mixing layer. To remove the stiffness associated with the chemical source term, i , in
Eq. (9), the species continuity equations are solved by a linearized, implicit finite-
difference procedure.

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

The use of the jet entrainment model within the framework of a viscous-inviscid
interaction technique requires, first, that the overall flow field be divided into
distinct regions (Fig. 7). Each region is then treated by a computational approach that
caters to the physical flow processes and length scales occurring within that region.
For application to the problem of a supersonic jet interacting with a subsonic flow over
a nozzle boattail, the following key assumptions are employed:

Region I: External Flow.- The external flow is assumed to be inviscid and irrota-,
tional, i.e., the velocity may be expressed as the gradient of a scalar potential function.

Region II: Boundary Layer.- The external boundary layer is assumed to be turbulent
and to rendin attached to the nozzle boattail surface. The internal nozzle boundary laye-
is assumed to be thin compared to the external boundary layer and its thickness at the
nozzle exit is assumed to be constant.

Region III: Inviscid Jet Exhaust.- The inviscid jet exhaust flow is assumed to be
supersonic at all computational boundaries, i.e., upstream inflow (at nozzle exit)
boundary, outer plume boundary, and downstream outflow boundary, except at the jet center
line where the flow may be subsonic downstream of the normal shock (Mach disc) which may
develop when the jet is underexpanded (pj > pw).

Region IV: Mixing Layer.- The mixing is assumed to be turbuLent and only the radial
shear stress torm in the axial momentum equation is retained. The pressure field 3s
imposed from the inviscid solution.
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The final assumption needed is that the viscous-inviscid interaction is weak; i.e., the
streamline deflections produced by the boundary-layer and mixing-layer displacement
are small (Ve/Ue "< 1).
Iterative Procedure

An iterative proce,:ure Zor solving the complete flow field is now established -,on-
sistent with the above assumptions. This procedure ronsists of the single iterative
loop shown in Fig. 8.

The Region I solution is obtained by solving the full, nonlinear, potential flow
equation by the relaxation technique of South and Jameson (Ref. 14). The computational
boundary is the displacement body defined to match the viscous velocity component ve(x)
along the outer edge of the viscous layer. The displaced body consists of the combined
body plus boundary-layer displacement thickness from Region II and the inviscid plume
plus mixing-layer displacement thickness from Region IV. In the iteration procedure,
the displacemen. thickness is applied using a simple underrelaxarion technique, i.e.,
6*(x) = h(6 ew + 6old), to enhance convergence.

Region II is solved next using a modified version of the integral boundary-layer
method of Reshotko and Tucker (Ref. 15) with the edge conditions specified by Region Iin the usual manner.

The invisgid jet exhaust (Region III) is computed by the shock-capturing, inviscid
plume model'of Dash and Thorpe (Ref. 16). This model uses an explicit, two-step marching
procedure to solve the steady-state, inviscid flow equations in conservative, finite-
difference form. The pressure along the inviscid plume boundary is prescribed by the
Region I solution.

The mixing region is solved by the overlaid model described earlier with initial
conditions from Region II and edge conditions and pressure from Regions I and III.
Further details of the application of the individual computational models are given in
Ref. 11.

The single iterative loop in Fig. 8 has been found to give excellent convergence for
typical nozzle afterbody flows with mildly underexpanded plumes. A typical convergence
history for the maximum pressure coefficient and displacement thickness (which occur at
the end of the afterbody) is shown in Fig. 9. Most of the viscous-inviscid interaction
is completed in the first three to four iterations with a convergence level of less than
0.1 percent being achieved in five to 10 iterations.

RESULTS

Basic Viscous-Inviscid Interaction for Parallel Mixing

The simplest case studied was the interaction of a uniform, subsonic stream with a
simple axisymmetric shear layer (no external boundary layer). This case provides an
illustrative example of the baaic interactive effect since the inviscid flow is uniform
and parallel everywhere and any perturbations are due solely to mixing.

The entrainment velocity for a velocity ratio, uj/u., of 5 is shown in Fig. 10.
With the jet velocity larger than that of the external stream, the entrainment velocity
is negative everywhere along the outer shear layer boundary and the resulting effective
inviscid boundary has a negative slope. The matching of ve/u e between the viscous
and inviscid calculations is very good, with a slight disagceement at the start of the
shear layer caused by numerical smoothing of the slope disoontinuity in the effective
boundary in the inviscid calculation.

Since the mixing of parallel streams in the absence of boundary layers is essentially
self-similar, the near-field entrainment velocity (and mass entrainment rate) is essen-
tially constant. Therefore, the source strength, ver , can be used as a basic measure
of the strength of the viscous-inviscid interaction. The computed variation in source
strength with mass-flux ratio, p~uj/opu., is given in Fig. 11 for two different
velocity ratios. These results suggest a qualitative behavior given by

Ver u - (15)
Uer ut puI/

That is, the magnitude of the source strength is proportional mainly to the velocity ratio
while the sign (positive or negative displacement) depends on the mass-flux ratio. While
the usual concept of entrainment effects is that of accelerating the external flow
(negative displacement), these predictions show that, for pjui/pau. < 1, a decelerating
effect (positive displacement) is possible. This effect wilt. later be shown to be
important in predicting nozzle afterbody drag.

- ~ -- .s~ ~.j
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Jet Entrainment Effects on Nozzle Afterbody Flows

The model was applied to the prediction of the subsonic flow over a circular-ar
boattail nozzle (L/D = 1.77 and db/D = 0.51) with a sonic jet of exit radius rj/D = J.50.

Basic entrainment effect.- A comparison of results predicted with and without the
entrainment correction are shown in Fig. 12. The displacement thickness without entrain-
ment was obtained simply by continuing the boundary-layer calculation over the inviscid
plume boundary treated as a no-slip, solid wall. The more negative source strength with
entrainment re-3ults in a reduction in the effective "size" of the plume due to the
removal of the boundary-layer defect. The predicted boattail pressures are thereby
reduced and compare quite favorably with the experimental data of Ref. 3.

Boundary-layer effect.- To determine the importance of the boundary-layer defect,
a calculation was performed in which the boundary-layer thickness was assumed to be zero
over the entire body. The mixing calculation was still retained but was initialized
with a self-similar profile characteristic of free shear-layer mixing (no defect). A

comparison to the prediction with a boundary layer (Fig. 13) shows that the dominant
contribution to the near-field interaction is due to the transition of the wakelike
boundary-layer mixing to a simple shear-layer mixing.

Pressure radient effect.- The influence of the inviscid pressure gradients on the
mixing calculation s evi ent in the results of Fig. 14. The zero-pressure-gradient
results were obtained by setting the pressure-gradient term in Eq. (9) equal to zero.
As shown in Ref. 10, such a calculation gives essentially the same mixing-layer dis-
placement as the isobaric mixing analysis of Korst and Chow. Significant differences
in the near-field source strengths are evicent which vanish downstream where the pressure
gradient is small. However, the inviscid pressure distribution shows a strong sensitivity
to the near-field interaction. Clearly, an isobaric mixing assumption is not justified
in the near-field calculation.

Comparisons with Data

Comparisons of predicted boattail pressure distributions to the data of Ref. 3 are
shown in Fig. 15 for various flow conditions. Figure 15(a) shows the effect of free-
stream Mach number at a slightly underexpanded pressure ratio (p./p. = 1.1). Since
the jet velocity is essentially constant, these data also show tha effect of shear-
layer velocity ratio, uj/u. Figure 15(b) shows the effect of plume underexpansion at
a constant Mach number. All predictions are in excellent agreement with the experimental
data.

The correlation of the measured pressure at the rearward-most portion of the boattail,
C b, with uj/u, and pj/p. is shown in Fig. 16. Increasing the velocity ratio
dgcreases Cp b due to the increased entrainment rate, while increasing the pressure
ratio increases Cob due to inviscid plume blockage. Both effects are predictedcorrectly by the theory, although the predicted magnitude of Cp b is slightly higherthan the data. In view of the excellent overall agreement in Fig. 15, the jet entrain-

ment model appears to provide a valid approach for predicting jet effects on nozzle
afterbodies.

Predictions of Real Gas Effects

In addition to providing improved accuracy in near-field mixing calculations, the
overlaid model of Ref. 8 also provides the capability to treat the mixing between
streams of arbitrary gas compositions with or without chemical reactions. Since the
entrainment interaction has been shown to depend on both the density and velocity ratios
(both of which depend on composition, temperature, etc.), result3 are shown in this
section to illustrate these effects. The calculations were all performed at a
M. = 0.4 and pj/p, = 1.1 for the same circular-arc nozzle used in the previous
comparisons.

Composition effect.- Since the mass-flux ratio pjuj/pou. is proportional to
where W is the mixture molecular weight, the ef'-ct of composition can be seen

by simply varying the molecular weight of the jet gas. A (Jmparison of the entrainment
interaction for a pure nitrogen and a pure hydrogen jet is shown in Fig. 17. Decreasing
the jet density (molecular weight) increases the entrainment velocity resulting in an
outward displacement of the effective plume boundary, an increase in boattail pressures
and a decrease in boattail drag (Fig. 18). This density effect is in agreement with the
qualitative model given by Eq. (15) and is verified by the experimental data of Peters
(Ref. 17) for nitrogen and hydrogen jets. A similar effect can a3so be seen by increas-
ing the jet temperature, since for a given composition, the mass-flux ratio varies as

______ (see Ref. 11).

Real jet exhaubt affects.- To further demonstrara the capabilities of the overlaid
mixing model, a test case was chosen with jet exhaust conditions where real gas and
afterburning effects were likely to occur. Calculations were performed with and without

chemical reactions. The exhaust gases were assumed to consist of 75 percent N , 5 per-
cent 0 2, 0 percent H 0, and 10 percent CO where the CO represents the
For the calculation wfth chemistry, trace quantities of CO2, O:, H, 0 and H2 were also
assumed, and a standard set of chemical reactions for the combuction of CO and H2A~ :;2
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(Ref. 18) was used. A jet exhaust temperature of 1500 K and a nominal ratio of specific
heats y = 1.27 were used for the inviscid jet exhaust calculation.

Results for these two cases are compared to those for a cold-air jet in Fig. 19.

The main effect is a simple increase in the entrainment "blockage" effect due to the
increased temperature (and decreased density). The effect of CO afterburning is to
increase the temperature in the siving layer and to produce an additional outward shift
in the effective boundary. However, the afterburning effect is not significant until
several jet radii downstream, since the burning requires the entrainment of sufficient
external air for the reactions to proceed. In both cases, the boattail pressures are
increased with a corresponding decrease in the drag (Fig. 20).

I "! CONCLUDING REMARKS

A .iscous-invis !id Interaction technique has been presented for computing the
entrainment effects on n(zzle afterbody-jet exhaust flow fields. The entrainment
interaction is modeled as a displacement correction to the invis.id jet boundary which
accounts for the mixing-induced etreamline deflections. The displacement concept has
been shown to be fully analogous to that used in standard boundary layer interaction
theory, except that the mixing-layer displacement can have either positive or negative
values depending on the density and velocity ratios between the jet and free-stream.

An iterative procedure for matching the viscous mixing region to an inviscid outer
flow solution has been developed and its validity has been demonstrated by comparisons
with experimental data. Applications of the procedure to the prediction of nozzle
afterbody flows with underexpanded jet exhausts show clearly the need to account for
both non-similar mixing and variable pressure gradients in the near-field mixing layer.
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ANALOGIE DES SINGULARITES DANS LES METHODES DIRECTES DE CALCUL DES

COUCHES LINITES TRIDIMENSIONNELLE STATIONNAIRE ET BIDIMENSIONNELLE

INSTATIONNAIRE - ANALYSE DES MODES INVERSES

J. COUSTEIX & R. HOUDEVILLE

Dfipartement d 'Agrothermnodynamique
ONERA / CERT

31055 - TOULOUSE CEDEX, FRANCE

RESUME

Le problime de l'apparition de singularitfis dans lea fiquations de couches limites instationnaire
bidimensionnelle et tridimensionnelle stationnaire est itudig analytiquement A partir des fiquations glo-
bales de quantitg de uwouvement et d'entrainement,

En mode direct la vitesse est imposge. on montre que contrairement au cas bidimensionnel station-
naire, l'apparition d'ficoulements de retour n'engendri pas, en gingral de siagularitfi mais traduit une
influence de l'aval sur I'amont. Dans lea deux ccks, l'6tude analytique ou numfirique montre que des lignes
de discontinuiti peuvent exister correspondant A des solutions faibles des Eiquations mais ces lignes
n'ont aucun sens physique. En particulier, dans le cns tridimensionnel elles ne doivent pas tre inter-
pr~tfies comme des lignes de d~collement.

Le calcul en mode inversje permet d'Eviter touts singularitg. La vitesse eat alors une inconnue
du problame de couche limite. Ces mfithodes sont utiles pour traiter 1i couplage fluide parfait-couche
limite mais sont aussi intfiressantes pour valider des modales de fermeture dana des r~gions dficollies.

SUMMARY

The problem of occurrence of singularities in boundary layer equations, both in the unsteady
two-dimensional and steady three-dimensional cases, is analytically studied by means of the global equa-
tions of momentum and entrainment.

In the direct mode the velocity is given. It is shown that in opposition to the steady two-dimen-
sional case, the occurrence of reversed flows does not generally create singularities, but indicates a
downstream influence. In both cases the analytical and numerical study shows that discontinuity lines can
exist, corresponding to weak solutions of the equations, but these lines have no physical meaning. Parti-
cujlarly in the three-dimensional case they must not 1'e confused with separation lines.

The calculations in the inverse mode avoid any singularity. The velocity is then an unknown of
the boundary layer problem. Such methods are useful to solve the coupling problem between viscid-inviscid
flow ind are also interesting to verify closure rela~ions of calculation models in separated regions.

NOTATIONS

coordonnfies lifies aux lignes de courant ext~rieures

direction normale A Ia paroi

coefficients m~triques pour %. et

S : coordonnfies g~nfiralisfies liges A Is paroi

6liments m~triques suivant I t3

U" up, V- composantes de Ia vitesse suivant ~,
U, W , : composantes de ]a vitesse suivant , et

(4, W, composantes d~e Is vitesse extfirieure

ht, K, courbures g~odfisiques des lignes de courant ext~rieures

&i J4

Cp, Cps. coefficients de frottement suivant at et as normals: 111 'k i
fe ' ( I
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dfiviation limite de ia ligne de courant parifitale par rapport a tte:

C pente dui prof ii de vitesse en coordonnfies polaires

Gr paramatre de Clauser

coefficient d'entrainement en stationnaire

X direction r~duite d'une ligne caractfiristique

1. INTRODUCTION

Le calcul du champ de vitesse autour dtun obstacle peut thgoriquement itre effectuE en r~solvant
les Equations compl~tes do Navior-Stokos. Cepondant, pour calculer pratiquoment des Ecoulements 4 grand

r~gions voisines des parois ou aux aillages, ce qui permot de ne traiter que lea Equations d'Euler dana

preaque toute l'Etendue du doinaine ; on doit alors rdsoudre le problame dui couplage fluide visqueux-
fluide rfiel et pour cela int~grer les Equations de couche limite A partir de la connaissance de ls vi-
tease extfirieure (couplage faible). Cependant, mie dans le cas le plus simple d~u Ecoulement bidimen-
sionnol stationnairo une tolle technique ne permet pan de traiter des r~gions dficolllies car il apparat
au point de frottement nul mne aingularitE d~pourvue de sons physique.

Les analyses effectu~es par de nombreux suteura en inatationnaire bidimensionnel ou en tridimen-
sionnel atationnaire tendent A montrer que des singularit~s peuvent Egalemont apparaitre pour cea types
d'Eicoulements, sans que la nature de celle-ci soit clairement misc en Evidence /1,2,3/. De plus le carac-
tare purement numfirique de beaucoup d'Etudes rend d~licat l'interprfitation des r~sultats ce qui conduit
parfois A confandre lea lignes de singularitE avec de vfiritables lignes de d~collement bien que celles-ci
poss~dent in caractare de r~gularitEi que n'ont pan lea premiares /4/.

Il so pose alors le probl~mo de Is validitEi des hypotheses de couche limite au voisinage dui dEi-
collement. En fait, il eat maintenant bien Eitabli que dana le can bidimensionnel stationnaire con Equations
restent valables et quo le recoursasux mg-thodes dites inverses, dana lesquelles ln vitesse extlrioure eat
une inconnue du problime, permet d'Eiviter toute singularitEi /5,6/. On peut alors penner qu'il en eat de
mime pour lea can inatationnaire ou tridimensionnel.

Pour analyser le problame de l'apparition de singularitfis dana lea Equations de couche limite en
mode direct, noun proposons une mfithode analytique qui utilise lea Equations globales de quantitEi de mou-
vement et d'entrsinoment sinai qu'un nombre restreint de relations de fermeture. Bien qu'une tell. m~thode
ne s'identifie pan Lotalement A a irsolution des Equations de Prandtl, le bon accord toujours observE
entre Lea deux mfithodes, tent dii point do vue de Ia prficision den r~aultats quo den comportements math~ma-
tiques, come par exemple pour iasaingularitE de GOLDSTEIN, permet d'accorder une certaine confiance quant
A a isg~nfralitEi den conclusions que l'on pout en attendre. Une telle Etude permet assi de prficiser ls na-
ture den conditions sux limitos A imposer dana in calcul en mettant clairement en Evidence lea domaines de
d~pendapce et d'influence. Ceci oat particuliarement important en Ecoulement tridimonsionnel.

Par une Etude analogue den Equations int~grales en mode inverse, noun montrerons ensuite que con
mfithodes Eliminent pratiquement le risque d'apparition de singularitfis, assi bien en tridimensionnel
qu' en inatationnairo. Remarquona quo 1e systame d'Eiquations A utiliser en mode inverse d~pend de is posi-
tion oO so fait 1e raccordement avec 1e fluide parfait. Notre propos n'Eitant pan do traiter de fagon ginEi-
rale 1e problime dii couplago mais plus modestement do tester den modales do calcul de is couche limite,
nous noun intgroasons plus particuli~remont A mne classe de mfithodes pour lesquelles Is donnfie du probl~me
eat une ou deux Eipaisseura de coucho limite, suivant quo V'on considgre le can inatationnaire ou le can
tridimensionnol, et oil l'uno don inconnuos principales eat is vitesso extfirieure. Pour cos doux can, une
comparsison A des rfisultata expfirimentaux eat pr~sontle.

2. ETUDE DV MODE DIRECT

Les mfithodes quo nous considgrons utilisent lea Equations intfigrales do quantitE do mouvement et
d'entrainement sinai qu'un petit nombre do relationj de formoturo. Con Equations, Ecrites pour in Eluide
incompressible, sont regroupfies sur la planche 1. Avant d'aborder lea problames bidimensionnel instation-
naire et tridimonsionnel atationnairo noun rappolons briavemint lea r~sultata fondamentaux relat.ifs au can
bidimonsionnel stationnaire.

2.1. Cas bidimensionnel statlonnaire

En mode direct Ia vitoase extfirieuro aex eat imposge, lea inconnues dii systame d'Eiquaticais
(Ia) sont donc lea nuivantes, au nombre do 5 :Ces ,Cp , 61, 0 , 9 . Les relations suppl~mentairos de fer-
moturo ont 6t6 obtenues A partir de solutions do similitude /8/. En-dehors den zones avec Eicoulement do
rotour ellba pouvent 5'Eicrire noun is forme uiivante

(2) - ~ (G

Cgs P(a)

Fj., F et T1* sont des fonctiona dui paramitre do Claimer G lui-me reliEi au paramatro do
forme H par :4

HYC
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L'analyae des solutions de similitude a permis de prficiaer numdriquement les fonctions F,., F etIr
et nous avons retenu lea reprdse'itations analytiques suivantes

FL o,6±E~. -(c f /-,f'))

deoa Les relations de fermeture (2) ne se prdtent pas a une fitude analytique du systame (1z) aussi

ddfinition de FI. et G on a : I

F,_ H( i iL.
Lorsque Gr tend vers l'infini, ce qui eat la cas au ddcollement, &IF-, tend vers la valeur finiet

(3) HC ___ avec 0( -0,631

Cette formule reate en assez bon accord avec lea solutions de similitude mime loin du ddcollement,
comme le montre la figure 1, pourvu que V'on considare des icoulements retardds ; la relation "* (H ) ne
dipend alors que tras faiblement du nombre de Reynolds. De plus, loraqu'il existe de faibles 6coulementa
de retour cette relation reste en bon accord avec celles propoades par LE BALLEUR /9/ jusqu'A des valeurs
du paramatre de forme voisines de 10.

Compte-tenu de la relation (3) le systame (1a) se met sous la forme (4a). tte C')dtant donng, lea

inconnues principales sont 9 et 9.L. *Il eat clair que le diterminant (5a) a'annule pour H*1_o. En gfingral

point, ce qui se produit si V'on a:

(5) -t 2 OHref w'

En mode direct cette gventualitfi eat tras peu probable et V'on a donc au point H'=O0 une aingula-
ritg. La relation (3) mantre que ceci correspond A une valeur critique de paramatre de forme voisine de
2,6. De plus, la loi de frottement utiliade indique que cette valeur eat tras proche de celle qui annule
le coefficient de frottement parifital. Il auffirait d'ajuster tras lfigirement lea relations de fermeture
pour faire coincider lea deux valeurs. On retrouve donc bien avec la m6thode intfigrale l'6quivalent de Is
singularit6 de Goldstein pour lea 6quations locales /6/.

2.2. Cas bidimensiannel instatlonnaire

Considgrons maintenant le systame (1b) de la planche 1 niia.nr uelerltosd

L'atude dssolutions desimilitude Anombre de Reynolds ifn otiqeltrltosd
fermeture fitablies en atationnaire reutaient valables /10/. Seul Ie coefficient d'entrainement eat modifii
par l'adjonction de is quantit- A- . En particulier is relation (3) reste valable, cc qui permet d'fi-
crire lea 6quations (1b) sous la forme (4b) qui eat un syatame aux dfirivacas partielles du premier ordre en
Ss et 0 . La nature de ce systame a'Ecudie A partir de son eiquation caractiriatique (6b) otl X reprfisente

une direction caractdiriatique rdduite z
cI J

Compte-tenu de Is relation (3), lea deux racines de l'6quation caractfiristique se calculent expli-
citement (7b) et V'on aboutit aux conclusions suivantes pour le domaine H>,,

.Lea deux racines sont rfielles et cisLiuc~tea, le sy~tilme cat hyperbolique,
l a premiare racine eat toujours comprise entre 0 et 1,

*asendeapoiiepu H<H2,.Eeeandtiepu >4On constate donc que le point N=m4e., correspondant a Ct= 0 , n'est pas en gfingral un point $in-
gulier. Le changement de signe de !a pente de iasaeconde caract~ristique traduit simplement une influence
de l'aval sur l'amont loraque H devient si~pdrieur A we * ce qui correspond A l'existence d'Eicoulement
de retour. On doit alors imposer une condition limite A l'aval pour conserver un problame bien pos6.

L >

Bien que le point Ha N, ne soit pas en efifral un point singuli~v- 10 fait que le syatame d'fiqua-
tiona puisse se mettre sous la forme quasi-conservative (8b) permet de penser qu'il peut exister des solu-
tions faibles discontinues.

Pour le montrer, supposons que a- soit la pente par rapport A l'axe 7- d'une telle ligne discon-
tinue. Lea indices a, et b disignant lea quantitfis de part et d'autre de cette ligne et is second membre
de (8b) restant born(! au travers de Is discontinuitS, lea relations de conservation s'Scrivent

f c4* 4eenr - ( M+ NO) &cae 3,L ut Ne~.'vir -.. t ,Ha e coor]h
rU'e 9 d~ - "t N[ 9 Cn T6 An - - ue,1~s~

d'oO en divisant membre A membre

I mas H'4*,-- (N~ 4* wt Ho r 4 Asw- - 14 + NO)
En adpa t &k r e " *r - ena 0-

En aoptntIa relation (3) pour exprimer H" , 1'6quation ci-dessus eat du second degrf n
Puisqu'elle admet une premlre racine Ivldente Hb. -"- , elle en admet une seconds non identique et V'on
a biem une solution discontinue.
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Pour illustrer notre propos, considfirons Ilexemple de calcul pioposfi par NASH et PATEL /11/. A
l~stn 1=o la vitesse extfirieure est constante et nous avons d--c des conditions initiales de plaque
plane. Pour c >Q la1 vitesse fivolue comme indiqua6 sur la figure 2. rour traiter un tel calcul, ii est im-
portant d'utiliser une m~thode num~rique capable de prendre en campte l'existence de discoirtinuit6s. Pour
cela un scli6ma de type pradicteur-corrtcteur (Mac-Cormack) a 6itf utilisa eat a donng des r6sultats identi-
ques A ceux obtenus par une m~thode de caractgristiques/!0/. A l'instant 6 - 0,03 aucune singularit6 n'ap-
paratt au point H= He.. En ce point Ia tangents A la ligne AR est simplement parallale A l'axe des temps.
Pour des temps sup~rieurs la lignes caractfiristiques convergent et forment finalement une ligne de diacon-
tinuiti sans signification physique A Ia traversfie de laquelle l'4ipaisseur de daplacement a une dirivfie in-
finie. Il ne faudrait cependent pas en deduire qufe lea hypothases de couche limite ne sont plus valablea.
En effet, une situation analogue se produit en stationnaire A l'approche du point H=Hc oO la darivfie de
S, augmeute- fortement jusqu'l devenir infinie. Or il eat dana ce cas bien fitabli qu'il slagit d'un pro-

blame lig A L£utilisation d'une mithode directe et que cette difficult$ disparait si V'on utilise un calcul

inverse /5,6/.

2.3. Cas t'idliensionnel stationnaire

2.3.1. Equations

jLa mfithode intfigrals proposge utilise les fiquations gloiales de quantitfi de mouvement et de conti-
nuitfi (1c) /12/. Pour faciliter lea d~veloppements analytiques. ceG fiquations sont 6crites dana on systame
W'axes ortliogonaux lifis aux lignes de courant ext~risurs, l'axe 'lea x ftant confondu avec )a direction
de la vitesse. Dana lea Equations (1c) KL et KX aunt lea 'rourbures gfiod~siques des lignes de courant ax-
tfirieures et de leurs orthogonales. Elles sont relifies aux: coefficients mfitriques par lea relations

Pour en Ecoulement isofinergfitique at sans choc, denc en particulier en incompressible, on a

Le vocteur tourbillon eat soit nul, soit parallale A 'e. et donc as composante suivakL AScat

nulle ce qui entratne : i_ ;P 0 3

d'otlK_=-A '
(e am

Le champ de vitesse ext~rieur Etant donnE, le systame (1c) contient 10 inconnues
Lea fipaisseura 62. S, st , Ott, 0-94e.
le frottement parifital en module et direction Cp4 , C;.
le coefficient d'entrain'ment : es

On ne dispose que d'une relation dfiduite de Ia dfifinition de At~ Olt e' , i

/12/t~~l cor dan le cas-L
Lea relations de fermeture supplimentairs ont EitE obtenues A partir de solutions de similitude

/12 coma ansle asbidimensionnel. Eltles d~pendent des trois paramatres suivant

Les relations entre lea grandeura longitudinales de la couche limits sont identiques A celles du
cas bidimensionnei, et lVon psut donc encore utiliser la formule (3) reliant Wt.(9-4)/Oet1 H

Des relations simplifiges entre lea Epaisseurs tranaversales slbienn en faisant l'hypothise
que dana le plan de l'hodographe le profil wL(e.)est lingsire dana la rfigion ext~rieure de Ia couche limite.
En posant C1.- C on a

L'hypothase de lindaritEi tombs bien sflr en d~faut pras de Ia paroi A cause de la condition de non

slemaximumdeu corsodAdsvlus13"u deVrrde05A,6

2.3.2. Niture du syst~zme

L'itroucton esrelations de fermeture simplififes (3) et (9) ne laisse subsister que trois in-
connues principales dana le systame des Equations globales (1c). En retenant lea quantitfs 9,. 8.1 et C on
obtient is syatame (4c) dont Ia nature eat Eitudige corne dana Is cas pr~c~dent A partir de son Eiquation ca-
rectfriatique (6c). La relation (3) permet encore d'obtenir une forme explicite pour lea racines de l'6qua-
tion caractiristique.

On observe que lea racines soot rielies et distinctes, le syst~me eat donc hyparboliquc at V'on
retrouve sinai qualitativement en rfisultat dfjl obtenu par MYRING /13/ qui a d6yeloppfi une analyse analogue *

a partir de relations de fermeture ligarement diff~rentes.
Avant de priciser Ia disposition relative des trois directions caractfiristiques, noes allona

montrer qua la ligne Al. peut itre identifige avec Ia ligne de courant pariftale. Pour cels nous devois
priciser l'angle b. que fait cette ligne avec l& vitesna xtfirieure. Parmi lea relations dfideites des so-
lutione de similitude, considgroni celia qui permet de calcuier 0. /12/. Pour des va1.eurs de paramatre de
Clauser G auffisamsent grandts cette relation se implifie at slcrit

k~o) H-:L)

oO s at un coefficient pour lequel Is valeur 0,438 a Atf retenue/12/.

La ligne caractfristiqee X,~ at Ia ligre de courant parifitale doivent faire le mime angle avec 18
direction de Is vitesse extirisura pour itre confondues, ce qui entratne
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ComneV>,,g.C(HLY(-pHj pour que 1'identif ication soit rigoureuse on devrait avoir ~3 11 suf fi-
rait d'un lager ajustement de la loi de rpseatiiueet(-.8 ule e.3)pu be
nir un accord rigoureux. ~poo~ n~iueet(s-.8 ule e.3)pu be

Les deux autres directions soot comprises entre la ligne de courant parigtalu et la ligne de
courant ext~rieure, ce qui intuitivement semble assez logique. En effet, ii a ktE montrE que le 3ystame
des Equations locales de Ia couche limite tridimensionnelle possade une infintf de directions caract& *

ristiques qui sont les lignes de courant locales /14/. L'utilisation d'6quations globales r~duit le
nombre de directions caractiristiques au nombre d'inconnues principales ; en introduisant des Equations

suppl~menta.res, comme par exemple pour les moments de quantit6 de mouvement, ii serait possible d'aug-
menter le nombre Jes inconnues et donc celui des directions caractfiristiques. Cependant, ii semble que la
mise en oeuvre de trois 6quations globales refl~te d~ja correctement les principaux traits de l'fcoule-

ment. En particulier, I identification d'une famille de caractfiristiques avec les lignes de courant pariiE
tales eat une bonne indication de la coh~rence des relations de fermeture proposfies.

La mise en Eividence de la nature hyperbolique du syst~me d'6quations globdles a des cons~quences
pratiques importantes pour l'application de mfithodes de calcul. En particulier il devient aist, de pr~ciser
exactement la nature des conditions aux limites a imposer aux frontiares du domaine de calcul. On sait en
effet que leur nombre doit itre Egal A celui des caract~ristiques entrantes pour avoir un probldme bien
posEi. Deux cas sont particuliarement simples A traiter ; il s'agit de ceux oi lea trois caractdristiques
entrent ou sortent toutes suivant une portion de frontiare. Dana le premier cas les trois 6paisseurs 81,
914et 81 doivent 9tre imposies, dans le second aucune condition n'est A prdciser. Lea cas interm~djaires

soot A fiviter dana Ia mesure du possible car leur traitement eat beaucoup plus ddlicat.

La connaissance des directions caractiriatiques eat Egalement importante au niveau de la discr6-
tisation des Equations. En effet, le sch~ma num~rique doit respecter lea domaines de d~pendance at d'in-
fluence ce qui peut Eventuellement nficessiter de ddcentrer lea dfirivfies tranaversales ou entratner des
limitations des paa d'intdgration dana le cas d'un sch~ma explicite.

2.3.3. Problfme des singularitts

L'Eitude des aingularit~s se fait de Ia mime fagon qu'en bidimensionnel inatationnaire et nous
allons retrouver des rfisultats tout a fait analogues. En effet, le point H'40(HHc n'a aucune raison, en
g~nfiral, d'Etre singulier puisqu'il existe toujours en ce point trois directions caractiristiques distinc-
tea. On a aimplernent \,z ce qui signifie que la ligne de courant parifitale devient peependiculaire a
la ligne de courant extdrieure.

Ceci traduit une influence de l'aval sur aot

/Afk

</ZH N>W

Lea singularitds en tridimensionnel n'apparaissent g~ugralement pas de fagon ponctuelle. On doit
plut~t lea rechercher, come en instationnaire, dana des configurations pouvant conduire a une focalise-
tion des lignes caractfiristiques d'une meime espace ; en fait, ce sont lea lignes de courant parifitales
qui, en s'accumulant, difinissent une ligne de -ingularit6 sans signification physique et qui ne doit pas
itre confondue avec une ligne de diolmn.*

Le fait que lea Equations globales puissent se mettre sous une forme quasi-conservative (8c) in-
dique la possibilitfi de l'existence de solutions faibles avec des discontinuitfis. Voyons sur un exemple
pratique de calcul comment une telle situation se pr~sente. Pour cela, nous considdirons une Etude exp~ri-

mentale rialisfie au NLR reportfie partiellement par LINDHOUT /15/. 11 s'agit d'un raccord Eivolutif ails
fuselage. Des meaures dfitaillfies de la couche limite ainsi que de lIa vitesse extfirieure ont 6tfi effectules.
Les donnies du calcul sont Ia distribution expirimentale de la vitesse extfirieure en module et direction,
sinai que la couche limite sur une ligne de d~part proche du bord d'attaque. Les relations de fermeiure
non simplififies ont fitE utilisfies pour effectuer le calcul afin d'am~liorer La pr~cisiou des rfisultats
/16/.

La figure 3 reprfisente le tracEi des lignes de courant extfirieures en traits continua et d.:s
lignes de courant pari~tales calcul~es, en pointillfis.

Le tracE des lignes de courant parifitales calcul~es eat en bon accord avec lea visualisations
expfirimentales, sauf pras de la ligne de singulariti. L'explirience indique bien la prisence d'une ligne
de dficollement tridimensionnelle mais celle-ci n'est nullement singuliare et il ne faut pas la confondre

a vec la ligne de singularitEi du calcul malgr6 la reasemblance de leura configurations.
Nous avon. vu dana I& cas d'une couche limite instationnaire bidimensionnelle que Is focalisation

des lignes caractfiristiques conduisait A Ia formation d'une ligne de discontinuitE sans aucune significa-
tion physique. On peut penser qu'il en eat de ams en tridimensionnel et que l'accumnulation des lignes de
courant parifitales donne naissance I une telle diacontinuitg. Bien que nous ne disposions pas d'exenple
numfirique mettant en Evidence une telle diacontinuitE, on peut montrer, A partir des Equations globales,
que cette EventualitE eat tout A fait plauLible.

Pour cela considgrons lea Equations intfigrales Eicrites sous forme conservative (8c). En introdui-
sant lea relations de fermeture simplififecs (9) ce systime s'Eicrit

9_ -1 ( C 9't4 H -d.))4C
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Soit cr l'angle que fait Is x pie de discoratinuitE, si elle existe, a';ec la ligne de courant ex-
t~rieure. Ler Equations (10) impliquent , 1i, traver~uee de la discontinuitt la conservation des grandeurs
suivantes, lea second membres restant bornis.1

(12) [.944 A" -r oilH..c~OJ, AZiq C94j.(tj-j),.:Ib
(13) [Ce04 dAZs- a ' 4 ,.~ur. £~~v-- C'it(H-4. G-rib

(14) 0,,HinW- - C011 H C04 [91,0A - C9jM CAM~ T

Les indices 0. at 6 caractirisenit lea deur e6tis de la discontinuitfi.

En divisant membre A membre les relations (12) et (13) puia (12) et (14), on obtiont

(16) H *cA" V - CHtl r I j r~~ - C H .4
1 4,nw - c ( m - ) w - I., L j*iqr -.C,40 76

H., C. at W* Etant connus, l'Eiq,,..rn (16) parmet de calculer Hke, compta tenu de Ia ralacion
(3) reliant H* A H Cette Equation eat du second degrf en H at admet une premiare racine W I. "H..
11 axiste donc une seconde racine distincte, d'ol la possibilitEi d'une ligne de discontinuitE. Si eat
petit, 1'fquation (16) se rfiduit A H%=, N.* ce qui montre clairement qua Ia possibilitf d'une discontinuit6
provient essantiallment du caractire non biunivoque de la relation H'(")

2.4. Exemple de couplage en mode diiL.t

Nous avons vu qu'une singularitEi existe au voisinage du point C;: o dens la calculs de couches
limitca stationnalres bidimensionnelles. Aucune singularitt n'axistant a priori en ce point en instation-
naire, on peut itre tentf de calculer un dficollament stationnaire comme la limite d'un Etat transitoire.
Nous allons montrer cur un axemple numfirique qu'il nWen eat rian, car alots I& condition da compatibilitg
(5) nWest pas virifie. Pour effectuer um, tel calcul sans faire apparattre de singularitfi, on doit impE-
rativement tenir coupte du couplaga ave- le fluide parfait.

Considfrons le cas sch~matique d'un diffusaur monodimensionnel /17/. Pour 1.<o, la vitasse exte-
rieure eat constants at Ia coucbe limite oblit 4 des loisi de plaque plane. A 6--o , Is vitesse eat tnodifile
impulsivement pour dficroitre linfairement comae indiqul cur Ia figure 4. Au cours du premier calcul, Ia
vitesuie tLe eat conserviE constants at l'on constate l'apparition d'une singularitE dens l'Eivolution de

*De plus aucune solution stationnaire ne s'Eitablit.

Dane le second celcul, un couplage tr~s simple avec la fluide parfait est rEalisE er, d'imposant
la conservation du dfibit par Is formule

oO S(-.) reprisente s ahauteur d'une section du diffuseur. A l'instant initial 5(,x) at dfiterminfe pour
que la distribution de 14e- dfiduite de UAe(S-tSj)=", coit en accord a-iec celle du calcul prficfdent. Grice
.1 ce couplage tzas simple, il at possible d'bei une solution stationnaire continue incluant nil bulbs
de dficollement. Diane ce cat, nous avons vfirifiEi qua Ia relation de comptibilitfi (5) Eitait affectivement
vfrififE au point H. - H

3. ETUDE DU MODE INVERSE

L'existence de singularitis dens lee Eiquations de conchs linsite est essentiellment lifEs au fait
qu'en m~thods directs on slimpose is distribution dq Is vitesse extirisure. Pour Eiviter cee difficultC,,
l'un des remldes possibles et de travailler en mode iiverse. II a en outre 6t6 montrEi qua dens le cas bi-
dimensionnel stationnaire ceci facilitereit Ia mise en oeuvre des mfithoduis de couplage /5,6/.

De plus, le recours au mode inverse permet de conserver un probllme bien posEi maime ci Ia frontilre
du domains de calcul comporte des zones avec des Eicoulements de reto'..r. Ceci autorics Ia comparsison A
1'expgrience des calculs de couches liinites incluent des rigions ovec des viteccas nagatives.

3.1. Cas bidimenslonnel instationnaire

Une grands varigtE de m~thodes inverses peut itre envisagfE s uivant le choix des donnies que l'on
a 'impose ou Ia formulation d. problame couplEi qua l'on considars. Le type de m~thode de couplags eat A-troi-
tement d~pendant du modlle utijlis6 pour Lancorder 1'6coulement de couche limitr A celui du fluids non
visqueux. Ce raccord se fait g~nfiralement ca~ imposant une direction commune aux deux ficoulements cur une
surface situge dens Ia couche lisiite A uns distance %~ de In. paroi.

Nous examinerons deux cac uniquement :celu 4. rrolongement jusqu'k Ia paroi (-io) et celni

faisant intervecir une surface de diplacement (S(c
Dens lee deux cas la condition de couplage risulte de lbint~gration salon Ij des quatio19 de

continuit6 appliquges aux fluides visqusux at non visqusux, sinsi qua de l'adh~rence du fluide visqueux A
la paroi. L'Eiquation de continuit6 ne comportant aucun terms instationnaire en Eicoulement incompressible,
on peut appliquer uirectenent lea r~stiltats cs.ationnaires /18/. En posant oj l'sngle d'inclinaison du
vectsut vitesse pa.- rapport Z le paroi dans ls fluids parfait A l'alti tude s~suivant que le couplage
ect eff ectug en o:S u en =oon a

(17) 0(s= Z ___g'

(18) o(fg - L

Pour l'Eitude qui va suivre nous supposerons qus q, act une donnde externe pour la couchs limits.
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3.1.1. (ouplage en :~-Comparaisan A 1'exp~rience

Cette mfthode revient A imposer Is distribution de 1'fipaisaeur de diplacement &j Elle eat di-
rertement applica'ble rour comparer des mod~les de calcul des couches limites A des r~sultats expfirimen-
taux, la distribution de S, fitant alors fournie par lea mesures.

La relation (3) liant 14* A H eat toujours supposie valable et le systlme d'6quation (1b) ae
met sous la forina:t 

I

(19)(-i) 4 -

A c,- m"4.-e L2

L analyse de ce systime aux d~rivies partielles du premier ordre pour t9 et u, se fait encore
par l'interm~diaire de son 6qustion caractfiristique:

(20) H( -HH"I > - 2(H*-H%'(H x +(H4A* w)(H2)H .r X -it une direction caractfiristique rfiduite : X A.-
L'6quation 20 posalde toujoura deux racines r~elles et distinctes dens le dcmaine H>. Le

systa-ae eat donc hyperbolique. De plus, compte tenu de la relation (3), on montre que lea deux rccinea
sont toujours positives, mime dana lea rigiona avec ficoulement de retour, ce qui eat intfireasant pour lea
*alculs pratiques : quelque soit l'fitat de la couche unmite dana le domaine consid~rfi, lea seules condi-
tions aux limites a imposer sont, en plus des conditions initiales, lea distributions de V(2!.$)et c~~.~
le long de la frontilre ainont.

L'anelyse du probltkmc direct a montri que la condition d'apparition d'une singularitfi analogue
celle de GOLDSTEIN dana lea Eivolutions atationnaires itait Eiquivalente a l'exiatence d'une racine nulled 'e 1quation ceractfiriatique. Pour W> j lea racines sont strictement positives et aucune aingularitfine peu* exister en stationnaire dana le mode inverse.

Bien qu'il ne semble pas possible de d~montrer l'impossibiliti d'apparition de singularit~s en

men desoltios dscotines.On e put epedan pa exlur qu pa lejeu des conditions initiales

Pour illuatrer l'intfirit des m~thodes inverses au niveau des applications pratiques, nous conai-
d~rons une comparaiaon de calcul A un cas expfirimencal. Il saegit d'une couche linite pulsie soumise A un
gradient de preasion moyen positif suffisamment intense pour induire pras de Ia paroi des viteases n~ga-
riveR /19,20/.

Pour effectuer le calcul, lea relations de fermeture non simplififies (2) sont utilisfes dana le
domaine oil la vitesac reste positive. Loraque celle-ci eat n~gative, le paramltre de Clauser 0 nWest plus

adpipour reprfsenter lea profils du vitesse et is relation aimplififie H*CH) eat alors utilisfie. En
rempla~ent dana le coefficient d'entrainemant G par son expression en fonction de Vi et 4cp/1 I on obtient

Gas = ,074 (H-)/H

Cette loi prolonge celle utilisge dana lea r~gions a vitesse toujours positive et est en assez
bon accord ave" celle propos~e par LE BALLEIJR /5,6/ pour des icoulenezrts d~collis, jusqu'a des valeurs du
paramltre de forme voisines de 10.

Lea conditions aux limites nficessaires au calcul sont fournies par l'experience. Il a'agit de la
distribution de Vjdx,6) prisentfie figure 5, et des conditions initiales et O(w.,E) . Toutes ces
grandeurs sont introduites sous forme d'analyses hcrmoniquea liiies A la fr~quence fondamentale. Lea
distributions calculfies de la vitesse ext~rieure et du paramatre de forme (Fig. 6 et 7) recoupent asaez
bien lea rfisultats axp~rimentaux, v compris pour lea r~gions avec A-coulement de retuur (Dx).435 mm).

On doit remarquer qu'ii r,' '-.s Eitg possible de commencer le calcul a Ila station Cc- 50 mm car
A cette abscissa lea conditions expdrimenteles imposent une forte acciliration A Ia vitesse extfirieure et
l'abaerce de sondages aaaez reaserrfis dens cette r~gion ne permet pas une pridiction correcte de Lut

On peut signaler qu'un calcul effectuE en mode direct a donnE des r6,,ltata tout A fait analogues
jusqu'a Ia station 7- - 435 mm situ~e juste en amont de la zone avec Ecoulement de retour. En revanche, il
n'a pas W possible de poursuivre ce calcul en mode direct vers av A cause de l'apparition de fortes
instabilitis numriquea. Al ao C

Le syst~me A considfirer cumporte, en plus des deux Equations globales de couche limite, Il'quation
de couplege (18) at s'6crit

(21) UL4  .1% (4 " L ;&;Q

.e +.2L + 9 1 a& -aU

La d~viatior O(l de la vitesse per rapport A Is paroi eat supposge connue at donnge par le
calcul du fluide parfait. Las trois directione caractliristiques de ce systame sont solutions de l'6que-
tion HH:(HL+N11*) gU'd ~.HH')H+j~ =0

Deux de ces directions, perallales A l'axe d ,sont confondues.

A partir de la relation (3), Ia troisi~medir, Lon sa met sous la forme I
{**IK ~ ~_ ____ _____------------_
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Cette racine dtant toujours strictement positive, il n'existe pas d'infiuence possible de l'aval
sur l'amont, 5 l'exception de celle contenue dans la donai~e de l~a dfiviation A la paroi :C7..0

D'autre part aucune singularit6 Wiexiste %en 6couletaent stationnaire, puisque celle-ci est
lige a une racine nulle de l'6quation caractgristique. On peut d~montrer qu'il en eat de mgme en instatio.-
naire, bien que le syst~me (21) puisse se mettre sous un', forme quasi-conservative

)"S+ tace 'Ad5  C(22) L

Pour cela on admst qu'une ligne de discontinuitO- de pente J*/v.dkt existe. V. eat ici une
vitese yitrare.Le second eoed (22) 6:snt suppos6 bornatu U St *> caract~risant les grandeurst

Al'amont c, A l'aval de la discontinuiti, les relations de Qonservation a la travers~e de Ia ligne singu-

En divisant isemtre 5 membre respectivement les relations (23) et (24) par (25), on obtient

(26) ( J)Di41r~ _V_'_ L, C :( q -ILJnV1

(27)

d'oq finalernent

(28) ~-H __

La relation (3) entraine

et Isa relation (28) devient ± H.

(29) P jLr- . IL! .

V'est une 6quation pour Wt, qui adniet l~a solution uiiqus wt,=4, 11 ne peut done exister de so-
lution discontinue pour cette mithode, aussi bien en instarionnaire que oans le cas cs-s stationnaire.

3.2. Cas tridimensionnel stationnire

Nous ne nous intgrassrons ici qu'aux mfithodes de couplage analogues A celles fitudiges dans is
zas instationnaire, Is raccord entre la flntide parfait at Isa couche limite ss faisant par l'intsrtadiaire
d'une deviation 6 du vecteur vitesse par rappoit A la paVoi. Pour obtsAr la relation d~finissant e on
doit combiner 1'6quation globale dcp continuitS 6crite d'une part pour la couche limite at d'autre part
pour Ie prolongement du fluids parfait jusocu'a Ia &urface de raccordemer.t.

Pour cela il eat commoode de considirer les 6quations dans un syst~.e d'axes quelconque li~s a l
paroi et de coordonndss a t V laxe i6 tant normal aux dsux autres.

'w

fttet f.AS sont leb, 6l6ments m~triqueE suivant'5 et Lee hypothases de couch. limite permettent
de piendre I comme iliment m~trique suivant j ans ce rspare l'Eqoation globalE de continuitEi s '6crit

avec A,"

Cette Equation permet ds prolonger l'icoulement de iluid-- parfait dens la couche limite A partir
de AS . Si les rayons de courbure de Ia paroi fs.nt grands devant S on peut supposer que Ia inasne volu-
miqus st Ia vitesse longitudinals de l'ficoujement piolong6 sont couistantes et Egales Ai leurs valeurs a
1'extirisur, :aespectivement f, at t&e . 71Etant Ia composante verticale de la vites.e Ae cet ficoulLment
en Aj ,un dfiveloppettent limit6 de 7 donne

(31)

L'6quation (30) permet d'exprimer.) , doO l~a nouvelle forma~ dc (31)
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(32) (-)---* ')+--~ f)
ut - ce tI4a ) e~t D

UL et W.Laont lea composantes de Lie auivant *5et I

A la frontiare 9 la vitesse eat figale A celle donnfie par 1'6quation globale de continuitE
Ecrite pour Ia couche limite:

(3)- W. ~ V. dUe e: A., leAduxca

ALa combinaison de (32) et (33) conduit A la relation cherch~e. Il reate A pr~cjaer la aurface aur

Pordffinir V'6paiaaeur de d~placement LIGHTHILL /21/ a proposd pluajeura interpr~tations aboutia-
f aant toutea A a ime formulation qui, Eicrite dana un ayatame d'axea quelconquea, conduit A dfifinir S* par

l'Equation auivane : 4Wag

L'iqaio e op- g en ~S* eat alora

Dans un repare li6 sux lignes de courant extiriaurea, ella se aimplifie pour devenir

en = 9 n'~tpaa Equivalent A un calcul de couche litnite pour lequel on ae donne lea Epaiaaeura S.Let 91

Dana le caa du couplage A la paroi, il faut impoaer la composante verticale de la vitesae. Compte
tenu de la relation (33) qui donne ol , s aobtient a partir de la relation (32) Eicrite pour

(37) - "VU~4)+~(e.
Dana le sysame liEi aux lignea de courant extirieurea, cette relation devient

(38)

3.2.2. Mthode pratique de calcul - Comparaison A 1 'exp~rience

Sans nigliger 1'int~rit que reprkaente la mias en oeuvre de m~thodes couplEes, le but de notre
Eitude eat d'abord de calculer dea couches limjtea afin de virifier la validit6 dea -nodiles de fermeture
dana des r~gions prochea du d~collament et au-delA. C'eat pourquoi dana la m~thode proposde, nous suppose-
rona connuas lea diatributiona des Epaisseurs 6, et .Ceci facilite assi grandemant la mise en
oeuvre pratique dea calcula.

Lea Equations utilis~ea aont analogues A (1c) maia doivent itre ictitaa dana un aystime d'axes quel-

conquaa non liis A la vitease extirieure puisque celle-ci n'est paa connue. Lea relations de fermeture non
simplifiges dijA utilis~ea en mode direct et Etablies a partir de solutiona de similitude restent valablea,
y cornpria dana dea rfigiona d~coll~ea pourvu qua la viteaae longitudinale locale ne a'annule pas, ce qui eat
le cas pour certainea configurations tridimensionnelles. Le point CF~zo d~finit pratiquement la limite de
validit6 des relations de fermeture.

L'analyse du sysame ainai obtenu peut 9tre effectuge en suivant le mime cheminement que pour le
mode direct. Les distributions de St. et 6L Etant donnies, lea inconnues principales sont 911 at lea deux
composantes de ls viteaae ext~rieure. on obtient sinsi une Equation caract~riatique du troisi~me degrE.
L'6tude analytique n'aysnt pu itre menge A bien, nous ne donnerons aucune conclusion g~n~rale et nous nous
limiterons a pr~senter un rfisults: pratique d'application.

L'Etude exp~rimentala considirge concerne une sule en flache infinie /22/. Las Epaisseura expfiri--
mentales 91 et S,(%) sont utilisgEs coamme donnges du calcul. On impose ia nullitgE des d~rivges suivant la
direction parall~le au bord d'attaque uniquement su nivaau des conditions aux limites.

Puisque Is donn~e des deux Epaisseurs S:. et S,. na suffit pas A caractfiriser une couche limite tri-
dimensionnelle, on peut valablement juger des qualit~s de la m~thode proposfie en comparant aux valeura ax-
p~rimentales lea Evolutions calcul~es des autrea paramatres. Lea figures 9, 10 et 1I montrant un assez bon
accord d'ensemble, mime au voisinage de Ia ligne de d~collement situge entre lea &tations 8 et. 9. Dana le
cas consid~rg d'une aile en flache infinie, la direction de ia ligne de courant parifitale devient paral-
M~e su bord d'attaque le long de is iigne de d~collement ce qui correspond 5*(+ , 90%, puisque OC eat
l'angle entre la direction de la vitesse ext~rieure et Is normale A la paroi. En mode direct ii y a en ce
point une singularitE qui se traduit en particulier par une pente infinie pour 6. . En mode inverse ii
1W en eat rien at lea lignes de courant parigtales tendent asymptotiquement vera is ligne de dicollement.

La figure 12 montre l'6volution de Is vitease aectfrieure en module at direction par rapport a la
normale au bord d'.attaque. La recoupement eat asaez satiafaisant, y compris apras le d~collement. De plus,
on retrouva bian au nivaau des r~sultats l'hypothsea -'aile en flcha infinie :Is composante de Is vi-
tease paraliale au bord d'attaque a une valeur sensiblement conatanta bien qua cette condition ne soit pas
impos~e dana lea Equations mais uniquement pour lea conditions aux limitas.

4. CONCLUSIONS

L'existence de aingularit~s dana lea calcuis an mode direct des couches liniitas bidimansionnellas
instationnaires ou tridimensionnelles stationnaires paut atre mise en Evidence A partir de l'Etude des
propri~t~a des Equations int~grales. Bien qua ccs Equations na soient pas Equivalentee A calles de Prandti,
laur comportenient tout A fait analogue au voisinage d'un d~collement bidimensionnel stationnaire perumer j *'
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d'accorder une certaine confiance quant ~ a Isgdnfralit6 des conclusions obtenues. En particulier, on re-
trouve bien dans ce cas une singularit6 du type de celle de GOLDSTEIN.

Dans les cas bidimensionnel instationnaire oti tridimensionnel stationnaire le point C~:o n'est
plus, en gdndral, singulier mais indique simplement tin changement d'orientation des dimaines d'influence
et de dipendance. La nature hyperbolique des systames d'6quations perinet de ddfinir prdcisdment ces do-
maines. On a montr6 que l'existence de solutions faibles pour ces 6qtiations pnuvait conduire au ddveloppe-
ment de lignes de diacontinuitg correspondant A Ia focalisation des lignes caractdristiques d'une mime es-
pace. Dans le cas tridimensionnel les lignes caractdristiques susceptibles de donner naissance A tine dis-
continuitd ne sont autia que les lignes de courant paridtales. Pour le montrer ii a suffit d'ajtister 16g6-
rernent tin coefficient numdrique dans lea relations de fermetire. Malgr& cette interpretation, Ia ligne de
discontinuit6 ainsi formee n a aucun sens physique et ne doit pas 6tre confondue avec tine ligne de ddcol-
lement.

La prdsence de singularit~s en mode direct ne remet pas en cause lea hypothases de couche limite
au voisinage du ddcollement car elle provient du fait que l'on a'impose la vitesse extdrieure sans tenir
compte des gventuelles relations de compatibilit6, en particulier en 6coulement atationnaire. Un moyen
d'6viter de telles singularitds eat de faire appel A des mathodes inverses dana lesquelles la vitesse ext6-
rieure eat l'une des inconnues du systame. Ces mathodes faci1.itent Is rdsolution des probtames de couplage
avec le fluide parfait. Dana le cas particulier du couplage A Ia paroi en bidimensionnel stationnaire, on
a pu montrer l'impossibilit6 d'existence de solutions discontinues.

Ces mdthodes sont 6galement intdressantes du strict point de vue du calcul des couches limites.
Elles permettent en particulier de vdrifier des modales de fermeture ati voisinage du ddcollement et mime
au-dela. Pour cela, le plus simple eat de s'imposer Ia distribution de 1'6paisseur de ddplacemenL en bidi-
mensionnel oti des 6paisseurs 9,L et St en tridin'ensionnel. On conserve alora toujours tin problame bien
poad avec tin calcul progreasant de l'amont vera l'aval, l'influence de l'aval 6tant prise en compte pur la
distribution des fipaisseurs que 1 'on a 'impose. Lea calculs ainsi effectuds sont en bon accord avec lea rd-
sultats expirimentaux, aussi bien en instationnaire qu'en tridimensionnel, ce qui justifie Ita relations de
ferineture utiliades.
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SUMMARY

A simple algebraic model is developed to describe the shape of the viscous displcement thickness sur-

Experimental and theoretical information is used to construct the shape of a "bump." The "bump" is then

incorporated into inviscid transcnic potential codes to model the strong interaction effects of the boundary
layer in moving the shock wave forward and reducing its strength. Computed results compare favorably with
two- and three-dimensional experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inviscid potential flow calculations for transonic flows over airfoils and wings often predict the
appearance of embedded ahock waves which have subsonic downstream states. The predicted shock wave location
is usually farther downstream and the shock is stronger than experimental measurements. This causes a sig-
nificant error in predicting the surface pressures and forces. Physically, a turbulent boundary layer is
present on the body surface and the resulting shock wave-boundary layer interaction is believed to be the
main reason of the discrepancies.

To analyze the flow field under complete range of viscosity and compressibility parameters requires
the use of the Navier-Stokes equation with proper turbulence modelin;,. At the present time, available
computational facilities are not powerful enough for these computations to be used as practical engineering
tools. However, for many design applications, the flow field around airfoils or wings can be well described
by the potential flow with the viscous boundary layer confined to a thin region near the 'urface. In
particular, for weak shocks with upstream Mach numbers less than about 1.3, the vorticit:- jump across the
shock wave can be neglected and a potential flow is a suitable assumption. Also, for this range of Mach
numbers the turbulent boundary layer near the shock foot is either attached or has only a small separation
bubble behind the shock wave. This is the range of parameters considered in the present paper.

At the shock foot, simple consideration of the conservation of mass and momentum shows that the boundary
layer displacement thickness and the momentum thickness increase across the shock wave. The amount of the
increase depends on the strength of the shock and the boundary layer thickness ahead of the shock wave.
This sudden jump in the boundary layer thickness violates the conventional boundary layer assumption and
also fails to yield a consistent inviscid-viscous interaction in the sense of the conventional boundary
layer theory.

In recent years several researchers have rried to analyze the flow field near the shock foot using
matched asymptotic analysis.

1
,
2
'
3
'
4 

Furthe. results are being reported at this symposium. Both laminar
and turbulent boundary layers have been considered with various assumptions made about the strength of the
shock wave relative to the friction velocity. Once these flows are well understood, their outer limits
should serve as boundary conditions for the outer inviscid computations. Due to the scale of the outer
problem, the boundary condition is in the form of a source on the surface of the airfoil. The strength of
the source depends on the shock strength and the boundary layer properties upstream of the shock wave. The
existence of the source deflects the streamline and the shock wave becomes an oblique shock if the strength
is below the critical value for mnximum deflection. Indeed, if the strength of the source is beyond the
critical value, a detached normal shock will create a new source at its new position and the shock location
cannot be determined.

In typical numerical computations of the potential flow abot bodies using a shock-capturing technique,
the mesh spacing near the shock foot Is of the orddr of magnitude of the interaction length.' A suitable
specffication of the source distribution over the interactien region is desirable. Yet, the mesh is coarse
enough that as long as the global properties of the interac!.ion are properly determiaed, the Inviscid solu-
tion should be insensitive, to some exten o the e:.a(t detail of the distributio of the source.

In many applications boundary layer methods are coupled to potential flo godes without any special
considerations being made to treat the shock wave-boundary layer interaction. ' It is generally reported
that if the shock waves are smeared over several mesh points, the boundary layer equations may be integrated
through the shock waves without ,fficulty. The boundary layer thickens and displaces the shock forward
while weakening it. This method has little rational justification and probably will not be uniformly con-
vergent as the mesh is refined near the shock.

A less justifiable approach which is often adopted is to use the incorrect nonconservative solution
of the inviscid equations in place of the correct fully conservative methods. The nonconservative methodo
predict shock waves which are weaker and further forward than the conservative methods but generally are 7

in better agreement with experiment. This effect, however, is due to an error in the numerical techniqu, 4
and is not a rational model for shock wave-boundary layer interaction.
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The present work was motivated by the desire to develop a simple molel for the strong interaction
effects which the turbulent boundary layer has on the shock location and strength. A simple algebraic
formula is developed for the above-mentioned source distribt. ion. This "bump" is incorporated directly
into the inviscid calculation in an iterative manner so that upon solution of the inviscid equations, the
shcck position and strength have already been modified to model the effects of the turbulent boundary
layer. This provides a more rational model than the nonconservative method mentioned above but yet has
its same advantages. It also may be used as a first step in a complete boundary layer-inviscid calculation,
although generally this has not proven nece sary. An early version of the method was reported by Murman

8

end recently used by Rizzetta and Yoshihara for unsteady flows.

This report describes the refined and rationalized bump model based on Information obtained from
previous asymptotic theories and experiments for shock wave-turbulent boundary layer interaction. The
model is incorporated Into a small-disturbance code with wind t'innel effects, and the results of computa-
tions are compared to the experiments. It is also incorpocated in a two-dimensional, full-potential,
conservative, finite-volume code and a three-dimensicnal ,Int-fuselage code. Results of a three-dimensional
test case for an A-7 aircraft are reported and compared to experiments and computations without the inter-

action model.

II, THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL BUMP MODEL

Yoshihara and Zonars1
0 
proposed that the thickening of tae bout' ry layer behind the shock wave can

be modeled as a "viscous wedge." The oblique shock wave is attached to the wedge apex. In the present
model (Figure 1), the boundary layer displacement thickness "bump" starts as a wedge of angle e and
proceeds downstream as a convex curve which becomes parallel tO the airfoil surface after a specified
interaction length . This results in a jump in displacement thickness T. S* jacioss the interaction
region. In this section, we shall describe the parametric dependence of the bump model on the flow con-
ditions ahead of the shock wave and the rationale behind the..

Gh0%

M1 >1

Xs

Figure 1. Bump Model.

Consider the velocity shock polar for a given upstream Mach number (M1 5 1) , as shown in Figure 2.
The point P corresponds to the maximum deflection angle emax for which tne shock wave can remain
attached to the apex. P also separates the strong branch and the weak branch of the possible downstream
states for a given deflection angle 0 . For the assumption of an attached oblique shock wave, the de-
flection angle of the wedge must be 8 < 

0
max . Furthermore, the weak shock solution is preferred for the

locally accelerating flow behind the shock wave over the convex bump. The point S on the shock polar
separates the downstream solution for which the Mach number M2 < I from that with H2 > I . If the flow
at infinity is subsonic, the flow behind the shock wave must recover to the subsonic state. So, we assume
that M2 < I , or Omax > e > Os

vIC*

P S

e max

uIC'

Figure 2. VelociW Shock Polar.
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In Figure 3, the experimental data for pressure rise P2/P1  across shock waves on an airfoil are
plotted versus the upstream Mach number H1 . The experimental results for P2 /P1  are lower than the
theoretical values for the normal shock waves, and indeed, the results seem to fall into the right range of
0 if a viscous wedge is assumed. We shall select the wedge angle of the bump as the maximum turning
angle Omax . This choice produces the strongest attached oblique shock. For M1 > 1.3 , the boundary
layer often separates, and the model discussed herein does not apply.

i Experiments
• pI * 

:I'M

Rankine-Hugonlot
Normal Shock

SOmax
P2 Osonic

1I

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6
M1

Figure 3. Pressure Rise Across Shocks.

2 1 rs
As for the interaction length, the length scale (M2 1) 60 given by Melnik and Grossman is used.

Here 60. is the thickness of the turbulent boundary layer upstream of the shock wave. Since
6o . 0(6*I/V ) , where cf is the friction coefficient and 6S is the upstream displacement thickness,
the interaction length in the bump model is chosen as

*C(M 2 - 1) 1 (1

where C is a constant of 0(1) . For airfoil and wing geometries, we approximate 6* by a linear
growth law as

61 3x10 x5 , (2)

where x. is the location of the shock wave from the leading edge. The flat plate value for cf is
chosen to approximate that on the airfoil or wing, i.e.,

0.02666
Cf - (Rex ) 0.139 (3)

s

The constant C will be chosen by comparison with experimental results. In later sections, the sensi-
tivity of the computed results to these parameters is explored.

The order of magnitude of the jump in displacement thickness can be estimated by the following:

,

2 max I

0 max C(1 + *

1

According to Melnik and Grossman, for the problem under consideration, we have the following relation:

M 2  I / -, -- .
-AL -0( l) fI
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Alqo, noting that

then

~J*J06 [(M2 (4)

This agrees in order of magnitude with the result given by Greenl :

[~*]~ 2(M~1) *

2 61M1

ihe shape of the bump needs to be specified. Trial and error led to a cubic-shaped function given by

0 x< x

6* I : xs <x< x + (5)

Omax  a
+  i

where
(x x (6)

This has proven adequate for our studies, although Rizzetta and Yoshihara 9 selected a somewhat different model.

II. SMALL-DISTURBANCE CALCUJATIONS

The model given in Section 11 La been incorporated in a two imensional, transonic, small-disturbance
code (TSFOIL) which cun also model wind tunnel wall interference.12  Several calculations are reported to
illustrate the utility of the mwdel and the sensitivity of the results to values of the assumed parameters.
For the transonic small-disturbance theory, the maximum turning angle is given by

[(y+1 .~K]3/2

4 [(Y+ 1) x - K 26 (7)max -Y +1 3

where y 's the sperific heat ratio, *x is a perturbation velocity, K is the transonic similarity
parameter, and 6 is the airfoil thickness ratio.

An iterative line relaxation procedure is used to solve the small-disturbance equation. In this
procedure, shock waves smeared over several mesh points appear automatically in the course of the solution.
At the completion of each relaxation cycle, the airfoil surface is searched to detect the location of any
shock waves. The point x. is selected as the sonic velocity point using linear interpolation between
the last supersonic and the first subsonic mesh point at the shock location. Tha parameters in Eqs. (1),
(2), (3), and (7) are evaluated using conditions several mesh points ahead of x. . Finally, the airfoil
slope is modified using Fqs. (5) and (6), and the next relaxetion cycle is started.

TWo symmetrical airfoils at zero angle of attack have been selected for test cases. These nonlifting
airfoils havo pressure distributions which minimize the viscous effects at the trailing edge. Both airfoils
were tested at chord Reynolds numbers of about 4 x I06 and had turbulent boundary layers. Also, the wind I
tunnel wall effects for these tests have previously been analyzed.13 Thus the effects of wall interference
may be separated from the viscous ef' nts for the present study.

In Figure 4 results are presented for the 64A010 airfo.l for a range of freestream Mach numbers. The
results show the relative effects of wind cunnel wall interference and the shock wave-boundary layer
inter ictio,. At the lowest supercritical Mach number, the shock is weak and the effects are small but
measurable. At the highest Mach number shown, the Mach number ahoad of the shock is slightly above 1.3.
This case reflects the upper limit of the validity of the present model. In general, the bump model gives
good results compared to thp experimental data.
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For the results shown in Figure 4, the constant C in the interaction length formula, Eq. (1),
was set to C = 4 . Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of the results to variations in C . The sensitivity
of the results to the choice of 6 was checked by using 8 - 0sonic = 0.9186 8max , and only slight
differences were noted. It was also checked that the calculations have no hysteresis effect by approaching
the solution from "above" and "below." It was found that by locating the apex of the wedge (x,) at the
sonic point determined from linear interpolation, the stabilit and the convergence rate of the calculating
significantly improved. In the earlier version of the method,

°  
x. was assigned to a mesh point and the

wedge location exhibited a flip-flop behavior on a coarse mesh. Lastly, it is interesting to note that the
computing time required for the viscous wedge results shown in Figure 4 is actually less than that required
without the viscous wedge.

a 0* = 00

.8
-M-0.854 -.

0.4-0.4 -

0 M' 0.80 0 =0.854

C p

0 0 M 0.804
0 0

A -- - o Bum- 0.4 *"
--- Bum po e . .

0 M 08 - A01

00

0 00P

OM 0.70 0 M = 0.80

SRec 4x 106
0u OA rece 0 Ideal Slotted Wall with Bump

-.Free Air 0- =

for 0.4 fmgt euti sihl ifeetvleo C . C "=

A ieal Sloed Tunnel Tunn

No Boy Modifcation

1 .mp Model MCo=6

.8 64AOI0 AIRFOIL 0.8 64O1Aif~f

! , .. . , -

0 .2 4 1 .8 1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1. 0

Figure 4. Surface Pressure Distributions. Figure 5. Sensitivity to Constant C.

In Figure 6 results are shown for a NACA 0012 airfoil wherein the above-determined value of C -4 has
been used. Based upon the shove-computed examples, this appears to be the recommended value for this constant.
Wsho,11 note, however, that fine tuning of the bump model for other flow conditions and approximate formulae

for 61 and cf might result in a slightly different value of C

-1.0
A ~ NACAO0012 a = 00

MT = 0.80 Blockage =3.9%

-0.5

Cp 0 Data

ARAENPL Re 3 6x 106

Inviscid Theory
0.5 Free Air Calculation

IdIeal Slotted Tunnel

No Body Mdfcto

0.20_Bump Model0.

FiRgures. OmNv*Daurbence Theory.
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IV. FINITE-VOLUME CALCULATIONS

The above model has been incorporated into the two-eimensional, conservative, full-potential, finite-
volume code PLO 26 by Jameson. For better flexibility and control of mesh spacing, the original parabolic
coordinate has been replaced by the mesh system shown in Figure 7. The mesh is generated by algebraic trans-
formations using superellipses.

41
I.______ 4

.-_- ------

Rgurs 7. Mesh for Two-Dimensional Calculation. -

To avoid generating a new mesh at each iteration to conform the coordinate line to the displaced
airfoil surface, we enforce the boundary condition by the local mean surface approximation. The flow
angle on the airfoil surface is

u f'(x)+ ' (x)y f+6* .(8)

Instead of satistying the above condition on y - f + , we enforce it on the airfoil surface y . f(x)
as an approximation. The variation of the velocity across6 ,

1.6 - * (I
yf

has been neilected. This assumption is jus .ified a poteriori by performing test computotions with and
withott A6

The bouncary conditinn, Eq. (8), is transformed tnto the compit.tional variables (X, Y) and the
corresponding contravariant velocities (U, V) by the follo wng relation:

(.X x (1,(9)

, / YX YY)

Noting that the surface ol the airfoil :s a coordinate line with

4V W (7X)
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Eq. (8) is transformed to

Y-O

f( -x ( +6*Jv

Given t-he displacement thickness 6 (x) , the above equation is applied on the airfoil surface Y - 0
as an injection boundary condition.

At the end of each relaxation sweep through the field, the shock location x. is searched. It is
defned as the sonic poit,t behind a supersonic region and located by linear interpolation. The shock Mach
number H is found, and the corresponding Omax is computed by finding the maximum of the following
function:

2sin
2 

8 - 1

F(1) - tan 2 cot B 2 ' (12)
H1 (y + cos 26) + 2

w;:ere S is the shock angle. The displacement thickness variation 6 (x) is given by Eq. (5). The
vqlue of the injection velocity V is cooiuted and enforced as the boundary condition for the next iteration.

Three different locatinn of wedge apex have been tried. At first, the last supersonic mesh point
upscream of a subsonic region was chosen as the location. Frequently, tie computations showed flip-flopping
of the wedge location between two mesh points. Then, the sonic point was chosen as the location of the
wedge. It produced a converged solution with a peaky one-point re-expansion region behind the shock.
Since there is always an upstream influence, we experimented with locating the wedge apex in the supersonic
region. The results here are computed by locating the wedge at a distance 0.2 & upstrtam of the sonic
point. Figure 8 shows the result of computation for flow over a NACA 0012 airfoil at Mach number 0., and
zero angle of attack. The potential flow computation obviously does not agree with the experimental
pressure distribution. With the present interaction model, the agreement itmproves particularly downstream
of the shock wave. The remaining discrepancy Is attributed to the wind tunnel interference effect. This
can be verified by comparison with the small-disturbance calculations reported in Section III.

Figure 9 shows the result of computation of a stindard case fo' a lifting NACA 001k airfoil at Mach
number 0.75 and a 20 angle of attack. The lift coeff!cient is reduced by 10 percft,t. The shock Mach number
is 1.32, which is beyond the applicability of the -present model.

1.60 NACA 0012
M = 0.75
a = 20

-1.20 NACA 0012 1.20 - ---- Without Bump

M =0.8,=0 0 a 0 CL = 0.54 01
I - WithBump

-0.80!- I0.80 C=.8

-').40 0.40

-- 0.00- I0.00
106*

040 ARAENPL Re = 3.6 x 106

Inviscid Theory Free Air Calculation

0.80 Bump Model 0.80-

1.20 1.20

Figure S. FulI-PotentiaI Theory. Figure 9. Lifting Airfoil.

02i
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V. THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUMP MODEL AND PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL RESULTS

The two-dimensional bump model discussed above has been extended to three dimensions. The spanwise
length scale of the variations of the flow over an aircraft is the wing span. The length scale of the
shock wave-turbulent boundary layer interaction is of the order of the boundary layer thickness. By
comparing these length scales, it is obvious that the interaction Is quasi-two-dimensional in nature.
Through a three-dimensional shock wave, the velocity component parallel to the shock surface is conserved.
Hence, the jump conditions across the shock wave are governed by the Mach number component normal to the
shock foot.

For the above reason, the following quasi-two-dimen mal model is used. Referring to Figure 10, for
a given shock foot angle a. and the flow direction aq projected on the x-z plane, the normal shock
Mach number is defined as

Figure 10. Three.Dlmensional Bump Modeg.

M M 1 sin (a -aq). (13)

The maximum turning angle 0max corresponding to Mn is used. The physical injection velocity v,
on the bump surface is found by using

(u2= +w2 6.2 (x,z) , (14)

where u and w are the velocity components in the x- and z-directions Und 6*' is the gradient of the
bump surface in the direction of the flow. The physical injection velocity v B together with u and w

on the surface are then transformed to the contravarient velocity components (U, VB, W) on the wing
surface. VB is applied as the boundary condition. This procedure assumes that the portion of the airfoil
where the shock foot is located has small surface slope. The component of vertical velocity v- due to
the slope of the airfoil and vB can be treated separately, and the resulting contravarient vAocities
can be superposed there.

For this preliminary study, we consider only the supersonic-subsonic shock wave. The shock foot is
located by finding the sonic point along the chord and the bump applied as in the two-dimensiona
calculation.

The model is incorporated into the transonic, full-potential, finite-volume, wing-body code PLO 
30.14,15

A modified, high-wing, A-7 aircra. calculation which showed good agreement with tunnel data except near
the wing tip where a strong shock wave appeared was reported by Mercer and Murman.

15 
Figure 11 shows a

preliminary result of the computation repeated using the bump model. Comparison with the experimental
results is considerably improved over the potential flow computation without the interaction model.

[ Modified A-7

X Experiment n = 0.878

--- FLO 30 = 0.869

-with Bump

-0.8 ,

Cp.-

00 .c\x,,, j0

0.8

Figure 11. Three-Dimensional Calculation.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the bump model previously proposed by Murman
8 
and Rizzetta and Yoshihara

9 
is rationalized

and refined based on recent theoretical studies. The empirical interaction length has been replaced by

one scaled according to the asymptotic theory of Melnik and Grossman.1 The boundary layer parameters

necessary in constructing the model are the displacement thickness 6, and the friction oefficient cf

ahead of the shock wave. Simple approximate models of these parameters are used. For 
6
1 , a simple,

linearly growing boundary layer is employed. The friction coefficient cf is given by an expression for

flow over a flat plate. For three-dimeneional cases, a quasi-two-dimensional bump normal to the shock

foot is proposed.

Both two- and three-dimensional models are incorporated into full-potential, conseevative, finite-

volume calculations after validation using a small-disturbance theory. Results of the computation agree

well with experimental measurements. Even though the present bump model is not the exact outer limit of

the inner interaction problem, it is scaled correctly according to the inner scale. The source strength

is given by the phenomenologically determined condition e = 0 ax . In view of its simplicity in applica-

tion to the full-potential calculation, it is a good practical means of obtaining a solution for unseparated

shock wave-boundary layer interactions. I- seems to model the essence of the physics i n rational way.
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SIMPLE APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE ASYMPTOTIC DESCRIPTION
OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN A NORMAL SHOCK WAVE

AND A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS

T. C. Adamson, Jr. and A. F. Messiter
Department of Aerospace Engineering

The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA

SUMMARY

The asymptotic descr.ption of the interaction between a normal shock wave and a turbulent boundary

lzytsr is reviewed briefly. The layers necessary in a rational analysis of the interaction are discussed

with emphasis on the differences from an interaction with a laminar boundary layer, the uncoupling of
solutions for the distribution of pressure and skin friction at the wall, and the role of the Reynolds shear
stress in these solutions. The accuracy of asymptotic solutions In flows at Reynolds numbers of technical
interest is discussed.

Solutions for the distribution of pressure and skin friction at the wall and the shape of the shock are
considered for the case where the flow is near separation. For the pressure and skin friction, it is
possible to write two simplified partial solutions, one valid at the beginning of the interaction and one
valid somewhat downstream of the shock wave. A solution composed of these two parts and a linear inter-
polation between them appears to give good comparison with experiment; one unknown constant, independent
of the parameters of the interaction, must be found from experiment. The simplified relations are
presented. Comparison of numerical computations with experimental data indizates a possible value for
the constant and shows quite satisfactory results.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is now well established that asymptotic methods can be used for the description of the interaction
between a shock wave and a turbulent boundary layer in unseparated transonic fluw at high Reynolds nuin-
bers. Specific solutions have been obtained for both oblique and normal shock waves over a range of flow
conditions. The important parameters are the Mach number Me of the incoming flow external to the
boundary layer and the Reynolds number Re based on the external-flow variables and the distance L from
the beginning of the boundary layer to the point of its intersection with the shock wave. Generally, how-
ever, small parameters c = O(M e - 1) and uT = O[(In Re) - I ] are introduced, where u. r is the dimensionless
(here with respect to the critical speed' of sound in the external flow) friction velocity. Different flow
problems are characterized by the relative orders of f? and u T . In references I to 7, solutions are pre-
sented for very weak oblique shock waves1  Z 3u.,frsmwa togrnra hc

(c = O(u )), and for normal 4 ' 5' 6 and oblique7 waves which are still stronger (C >> uT), but which again
occur at transonic speeds, since C << I in all cases. Most of the solutions are for flow over a flat plate,
but in references 5 anti 6 corrections for a curved wall are given; in addition, solutions for flow through
an axisymmetric channel are shown in references 3 and 5. A more detailed discussin of the cases con-
sidered ia given in a recant review paper. 8

The present paper contains simplified versions of the wall pressure and skin-friction distributions
derived in references 5 and 6. The result is a very simple set of equations which are easy to use and
which give quite satisfactory results. There are many reasons why it is believed to be worthwhile to use
asymptotic solutions as the basis for approximate descriptions of the interaction. First, because asymp-
totic solutions contain the correct essential physics at each stage of the calculation, the proper dependence
of flow variables on parameters is exhibited. Moreover, even without the additional approximations
described below, certain significant simplifications are achieved; in particular, it can be shown that calcu-
lation of the pressure distribution does not require knowledge of the changes in turbulent shear stresses.
Iv addition, because a turbulence model, or closure condition, is used in the derivation for the skin
friction, it is possible to introduce different models and thus compare effects, albeit with more work.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, because a rational method has been used, higher-order approxi-
mations can he found and one can estimate the errors involved in using a solution valid to a given order of
approximation.

The numerical accuracy of the asymptotic t-olutions for this problem may be estimated since the
error is of the same order as the first terms neglected. Such an estimate obviously requires an under-
standing of the orders of magnitude which appear in the expansions. In the absence of such information,
no statement -dn be made in advance concerning the general usefulness, or more precisely the numerical
accuracy, of an asymptotic solution for any given ranges of parameters. For example, the accuracy of
laminar free-interaction ("triple-deck") theory is known to depend on the flow problem considered and,
moreover, may be different for different flow quantities. 9 in the present case, it is desirable to obtain
solutions for "values of Re in the range 106 to 108, say, and for Me between 1 and the value for incipient
separation, roughly 1.3. For this range of parameters the corresponding ranges in c and uT are
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0 < c < 0.23 atid 0.0'9 < uT < 0.052. N, , in the calculation of the wall pressure in i eference 5, the first

term neglected, and thus the error, is of urder rUT2 , which is at most 0.0006Z. In refereuce 6, the fit st
term neglected in the skin friction at the wall, and thus the error, is of tider u2, which is at most 0.00Z7.
Of course, these estimates may not be completely reliable, since it is certainly possible that the neglected
terms might be multiplied by large numerical coefficients. Also, :he solutions to be presented here are
numerical approximations to the exact solutions. Nevertheless, it :^^ms very clear that asymptotic
solutions tc this problem have (he possibility of giving good accuracy in the range of parameters of tech-
nical importance, even in approximate numerical form.

In the following section, the structure of the interaction region and the governing equations are
reviewed and discussed, with emphasis on the differences from the case when. the boundary layer is lam-
inar. Solutions for the shape of the shock %'ave and for the wall and pressure distributions when upstream

influence is negligible are shown also. In section 3, approximate relations for the effects of upstream
influence are derived. Then, in secticn 4, these solutions are joined to simplified expressions shown in
section 2, to give approximate soluticns for the wall pressure and skin-friction distrdbutions which hold
throughout the interaction region. Finally, section 5 contains a comparison of computations with available
experimental data and a discussion of results.

A two-dimensional flow of a perfect gas is considered. For simplicity, an adiabatic wall is assumed
and the total enthalpy is taken to be uniform. All lengths are made dimensionless with respect to L and

velocities with respect to the critical speed of sound a-e in the flow external to the boundary layer (over-
bars indicate dimensional terms). Thermodynamic properties are referred to their critical values in the
external flow. Rectangular coordinates X and Y and the corresponding velocity components, U and V,
are measured parallel and perpendicular to the wall, respectively, with Y = 0 on the wall and X = 0 at the

int.'rsection of the shock wave with the edge of the boundary layer. The 'erm pt VI/p has been included in
V.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE INTERACTION REGION

The flow entering the interaction region external to the boundary layer has a velocity Ue = I + .
This relation defines c; for transonic flow, C << 1. Near the wall, the incoming flow has the velocity

profile of an undisturbed turbulent boundary layer. Thus, a two-layer structure is considered, consisting
of the velocity-defect and wall layers. Following ideas introduced by Bush and Fendell, 1 0 Mellor, I I and
Yay.iik, I this representation is considered to provide an asymptotic description of the turbulent boundary

layer at large Reynolds numbers. Including effects of compressibility in essentially the manner of
van Dri,-st 1 and Maise and McDonald, 14 one can write the velocity distributions as follows:

Uu  U + U 01Y )  y Y O() (1a)

"'U +'-L (Iny - 2II) y- 0 (lb)
e K

uc u Y OI= (2a)

-f-)/  (In + KC) 00- o (2b)

where Twu 1 U 2 (3a)

T =-e/ e fu

(l +C)Z _ (3b)
1 + _2 M e

and where TWU and pe are, respectively, the dimensionless shear stress at the wall at the point of inter-
section of the shock wave with the boundary layer and the dimensionless density in the external flow, both
evaluated for undisturbed conditions. Subscripts e, w, and u refer to conditions in the external flow, at
the wall, and in the undisturbed flow upstream of the interaction, respectively; cf is the skin friction
coefficient. The quantities 6 = O(uT) and 6 refer to the dimensionless orders of the boundary-layer and
wall-layer thicknesses, respectively, both evaluated at the point of intersection with the shock wave, and
K is the von K rmtn constant. Equation (1a) is the (law of the wake) representation for U in the velocity-
defect layer, the variable part of which, u 0 1(y),is that of a corresponding incompressible boundary layer;

in the present calculations, the form presented by Coles 1 5 is used. The effects of compressibility can be
represented by a constant which has been abo')rbed into uT; uT is defined in terms of Pe in Eq. (3). As
y - 0, u0 1 has the logarithmic form shown by Eq. (lb). Here, II is Colest profile parameter;' 5 c - 5.0
and for zero pressure gradient II 0. 5. Eq. (Za) is the (law of the wall) representation for U in the wall
layer, which as j - co behaves as shown in Eq. (2b). Because the density in the wall and velocity-defect
layers has different limiting values, an equation valid for 9 <<Y <<6 must be used for matching purposes
(see references 2 and S for details; this problem is also disnussed in ref. 1). From matching it is shown
that
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U -1 l (T/T")11 2 UI(C) - u (21I7 + c) (4)

where tipe)= r sin "1 (r I Ue) (5a)

r= [(y+l)/(Y -i)]lZ (5b)

~Ue1
(5c)

Fe Te T

Another relation between 6 and uT for 8P/OX = 0 is found using the von Karmin Integral of the momentumequation: 5

m Ue(Tw T2 2
1 T(3~ T W ~ 11f 1 u,6a)1* + 1 ) u~ dYf (6

m =- 8 0 u0 1 (y) dy (6b)

As mentioned previously, Coles '1 5 form will be used for u
S wl01

u0 1 (Y) = y- In y -TI - (I + cosily) (7)

for 0 <y <l, with u0 1 (y) = 0 for 7 > 1. For future reference, it may be noted that the nondimensional
distance, Y = 6*, from the wall to the sonic line in the undisturbed hound;,rY layer, at the point of inter-
section with the shock wave, is found by setting Uu = 1 in Eq. (lb) and expanding for 6*/6 small; thus

-1 6 ITe\1/ 2
1 K 1

U KI ln --- ww- Ui (C) - Ui(0)] - 2 if< U r (8)6* Tw 1

In addition, the nondimensional displacement thickness 6* z.d , 'oirtmnum thickness 9 are, for the same
conditions and for ur/U small,

6 ( 11) (, L Z +3.181152 (w 5)(3 T (9a)

6 K UK7T2'

2 l11 UT 243.18.H+ 1.5n2 (3 - u __

6 K U- 2KU (9b

Before consideration of the soluti',:,, in t'- interaction region, it is instructive to review the
structu-e of this region when the boundary IayGr is turbulent ani compare it with that found when the
boundary layer is laminar. For laminar flow, tere are three layers in the interaction region. In the
outermost layer, which has a thicknt,s large compared to that of the boundary layer, the flow is inviscid
and irrotational. In the middle layer, which has a thickness of the order of the thickness of the boundary
layer, the flow is inviscid and rotational, and finally, in the viscous sublayer which adjoins the wall, the
flow is viscous and the boundary-Layer equations hold. When the flow is turbulent, and the shock wave
is weak, there are also two outer inviscid-flow layers which, although the scales of the layers anc the
velocity components are quite different, have the same essential fluid rechanisms; when the shock wave
becomes stronger, these two outer layers merge to one in which the flow is still inviscid. As the wall is
approached, however, fundamental differences arise, there being two layers in turbulent flow rather than
one as in laminar flow. This can be explained physically by noting that in either case, the outer layers
are governed by inviscid-flow equations; hence, a boundary layer must exist between the wall and the
inviscid flow. The laminar boundary layer has a single-layer structure and so in the interaction with a
laminar boundary layer, o-ly a single viscous sublayer is neceisary. On the other hand, the undisturbed
turbulent boundary layer has a two-layer structure, as noted previously; hence, in the interaction region
two inner layers are necessary. They are called here the Reynolds-stress sublayer and tho wall layer.
The Reynolds-stress sublayer, referred to as the blending layer in ref. Z, is the counterpart of the
velocity-defect layer. In the equation -f motion in the flow direction, inertia, pressure gradient, and
Reynolds shear stress terms are most important. In the wall layer, even though t'ere is a pressure
gradient, only two terms remain in th. governing equation, the Reynolds and viscous stress terms; thatis, t. is equatioa is the same as that for the undisturbed wall layer.

The extent of the effects of the intei action upstream of the shock wave, i.e., the upstream influence,
is of slightly smaller order than the thickness of the subsonic region in the boundary layer. For weak
(c << uT) or moderately strong (C = O(u T)) shock waves, the sonic line lies at a distance of order 6 from
the wall. However, for stronger shock waves (C >>u), the sonic line lies very close to the wall and so
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the upstream influence is confined to a region which is exponentially small compared to the main part of
the interaction region. In this event, in the main part of the boundary layer, the flow ahead of the shock
wave is undisturbed.

A sketch illustrating the essential features of the interaction region as found from an asymptotic

analysis for C >> U. is shown in figure 1. The small region of upstream influence has thickness of
order 6* and A* in the y and x directions, respectively; 65 is the dimensionless distance from the wall to
the sonic line. The main part of the interaction region has corresponding characteristic thickness 6 and
A. The orders cf the dimensionless thickness of the Reynolds-stress sublayer are , and t in the small
region upstream of the shock wave and the main region, respectively; in both of these regions, the order
of the thickness of the wall layer is 6, the same as that found in the undisturbed boundary layer, defined
in Eq. (5c). The relationships found for these various length scales are, 5, 6, 16 in terms of u , 6, 6*,
and c,

A =b 0 6= (Y + 1)1/2E1/2 1 -- (Zy + 1)+... 6 (lOa)

u126*. (10b)

e

A A
6u T 6 =U A, (1Oc,d)

A brief but representative illustration of the form of solution found and the manner in which these
solutions are used may be given by showing the expansion for U and governing equation for 'he lowest
order perturbation in each layer. To this end, only the main part of the interaction region will be
considered.

Outer Inviscid Layer

In figure 2 is shown a sketch drawn to the scale of the outer inviscid region, for the
case u << c << 1. Because the upstream influence is limited to the inner region which is negligibly
small to this scale, the flow ahead of the shock wave is undisturbed. Again to this scale, the shock wave
penetrates the boundary layer to the wall; it is normal to the lowest order, the equation for the shape of
the shock being such that x= O(UT/). In the flow downstream of the shock wave, the shock-polar
equation suggests the proper form of expansion. It is convenient to separate the rotational part, which
can be calculated from Crocco's Theorem, and the irrotational part, which must be derived, as follows:

U = (I +C) + u T u 1  (xy;E) + ... + u T lX (x.y;E) + ... (Ila)

x = X/A y Y/6 (llb,c)

The differential equation for 4l is found to be Laplace's equation

4
Ixx + 0lyy - 0 (12)

which is solved by use of a distribution of sources &.long the y-axis, subject to the condition that
iY (x, 0=0, where V = bo uTly + ... and where b0 is defined in Eq. (10a). The fact that V = 0 in lower

orders at y = 0 is a very important point because it means that the solutions (to and including O(ur)) in
the outer inviscid-flow regions may be solved independently of the solutions in the inner layers. In this
sense the interaction is a weak interaction when the boundary layer is turbulent, and therefore it is

fundamentally different from the laminar-flow case. The reason is that the wall layer is so thin; that is,
any lifting of the fluid in this layer, due to deceleration as a result of the unfavorable pressure gradient,
is still so small in order of magnitude as to affict only terms of higher order than those considered here.
This is easily checked by finding the lowest order approximation for V in the inner layers. 6

The solution found for 4 l is 0

4bl (x,y)= I + (Y-1)c+ ... }! ul(t)) In x + (y- )Z1/Zdi (13)

and te corresponding shape of the shock is
5

x (Y) = _9 (I + + ... ){ 1 (O,y;E).. (O,l;e)}+... (14a)

--x (0)+ 1 + (Y ) +. . +. , (14b)

u r (Y ±e..t..Ln,+ &U n ln 7_ dr" x (O)+" " -a 2 1ml+ . Iny +- uy~Intr , --O

0 (14c)



where xB (0) is the value of xs at the wall. Now, because layers beneath the inviscid-flow layer are so
thin, OP/OY = 0 to the order desired, so the pressure at the wall is simply that calculated as y - 0 in the

inviscid layer. Since the entropy is nearly constant along a streamline, isentropic relations, the energy
equation, and the equation of state may be used to relate the pressure to U. If higher-order terms are

included and the result is written for x >> I, the result is as follows, for Pw' the preasure at the wall: 5

Pw 1 fIC+ m+uQ+ mz+( a

00 2 002o

m 2 =(5y+9) f uo1(y)dy- Z(Y+l (0 ,y ) dy (I5b)
0 0

where m is given in Eq. (6b) and where Pf/Pe =1 + Y Ze + (2Y - + ... is the pressure ratio

across a normal shock wave when the upstream speed is Us = 1 + C. Thus, the interaction has the effect
of a source on the pressure distribution. The simplified form for P,, i.e. , the form valid for x >> 1, is

presented here because it has been found that it gives numerical results which agree very well with the
exact solution for x Z and this is all that is necessary in the present application.

Reynolds-Stress Sublayer

The Reynolds- ztress sublayer and the wall layer, as mentioned previously, may be thought of as
being the two layers of another, thinner, turbulent boundary layer at the base of the interaction region.
Across each layer 8P/OY = 0, and in each layer it is necessary to specify a closure condition. Here we
use a mixing-length model, including the van Driest damping factor, to write an eddy viscosity; 1 7

evidently, this model gives satisfactory results when the flow is unseparated. 18

In the Reynolds-stress sublayer, the important terms in the equation of motion in the flow direction
are such that, with the above-mentioned eddy-viscosity model, the equation may be written as follows:

au ID P  Y UNZI (16)

Thus, in this layer, the damping factor is unity. 6 The expansion for U, P, and p are written in terms of
perturbations from the incoming flow. For example,

A
[ + In y 11) + A I, A)]U~x, ~K y I+ +u[1 u1 ~xy
A

A A
x=X/A y = Y/6 (17b,c)

A A A
Solutions for the various ui indicate that u, is a function of x alone, so that from matching uI = i(x,0),A A

and that ull and ull satisfy a type of diffusion equation; e.g., 6

ax - a, "2-/ (18)

A A A
The resulting solutions for u and u1 1 are such that their dependence upon y disappears exponentially as
A aA Ay oo and they have a logarittmic dependence upon y as y -. 0. The x dependence of U is found by matching

A
Eq. (17a), written for y - oo, with its counterpart from the inviscid-flow layer, found as y - 0.

Wall Layer

As indicated previously, a simple ordering of the terms 6 in the equation of motion indicates that to
the order desired, the only terms retained are the Reynolds and viscous shear stress terms. The equa-
tion is easily integrated once to give

( ( -aU 2  'U U T (9a)pD(y) Y A T e w

y = ,/. (19b)

T w(x) = "%/ -,u (l9c)

= w 1/2 I (19d)
wee te ) e

where 1 is the nondimensional viscosity. Just as in the case of the undisturbed boundary layer, noted

Ai - 4
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previously, a solution for U based on a simple limit-nrocess expansion will not match with the solution in
the Reynolds-stress sublayer. Hence, instead of carrying out such an expansion, one notes that Eq. (19a)
has a range of validity such that it holds for 6 << Y <<. Thus, if one imagines j continually increasing

until solutions of U may be matchei with those from the Reynolds stress sublayer, the same equation,
(19a), holds throughout; no additional terms are necessary. 1, Moreover, as y-. oo0, the viscous term
becomes small compare, to the Reynolds-stress term, and D( )- 1, so that Eq. (19a) may be integrated
easily to give, for "- o ,

u(x,j) = r sin { w 1/2~i (-Tw) 1/ ,( In + B (x) (20)

As pointed out by Melnik and Grossm;,n, 2 it is not necessary, then, to calculate U in the wall layer toA
find Tw; instead, T can be found wh - Eq. (20) is matched with Eq. (17a) as y - 0 and y - oc. From this
equation, it is seen that Tw (x) is given in terms of Pw(x). Thus, for E >> uT, results presented in
references 5 and 6 can be used to show that, again for x >> 1,

k

A

Tw"- Twf =U" -- + 6 u (- B + CIn x) + .. (21a)

A = - al m 1- 1 -3Y -3'- + - (-Y+ .1) (Zlb)

4l 61 a1- 1 r 1 a1

B=-K'1In (ZY-a 1)(Y -l)+K 1(ZyY-al) (Y+ 1 -a)

a 1  1 in 2 K)]4

+ (Z+ --+-I ) (' -- a-) (Y - (2c)

-1 ' a1 1 (Yal
C 4 -L*Y+*-(i- (Zld)

aI  -4 Y21(sin-I r) + 2-Y (Z1e)

In Eq. (ZIc) Ye 0.57721 is Euler's constant and K = 0.41 is the von Karman constant. In Eq. (Z1a), Twf
represents the wall shear stress calculated using the pressure downstream of the shock wave. For flow
over a flat plate, 6 2

[1 + ( )- (Ue- 1 sin- ' .)-wf = 1 ([)j (22a)

- +a I C+aI(a 1 -1) +... C<<1 (ZZb)

Again, m1 is defined in Eq. (6b).

The solutions for Pw (Eq. (15a)) and Tw (Z±", given here are valid for x >> I. Numerically, how-
ever, they give good results for x > 2. They are written in terms of arbitrary velocity distributions,
u0 1 (y). If Coles' 1 5 form for u0 1 is rsed, then ml = 8 (1 + II)/K. In order to calculate mZ, an approximation
for the shock-wave shape is used to evaluate one of the integrals;5 also, the function of 11 appearing in this
second-order source strength is approximated by a linear function for 0 5 II S 0. 5. When this is done,
one finds that m2 = IZ0 (1 + 6 I). The large magnitude of the ratio m?/m I Illustrates the possibility noted

earlier that knowledge of orders of magnitude is not always sufficient for estimation of neglected terms.
The above values of ml and mz will be used below; addition of the term proportional to u Zm can be seen

T T
to provide substantial improvement in the agreement between theory and experiment.

3. INITIAL PART OF THE INTERACTION

The solutions presented in section 2 were obtained for the main part of the interaction region, with
simplifications derived for x > 2. These solutions do not show the initial variations from undisturbed
flow, i. e., the effects of upstream influence which, although small in the limit, may still be significant
numerically. The equations which govern the flow in this small region where the shock wave forms are
nonlinear. Hence, a numerical solution would be called for,?* in general. However, analytical results
can be derived for the form of Pw and Tw at the beginning of the interaction.

Equation (14a) may be used to show that, if Eq. (7) is used for u0 1 , xs(0) becomes

ZuT bo 6
x (0) - [+ (Y- + ),... (2+1.59 11) (Z3)
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In the small upstream region, the proper scaling of the independent variables, and the expansions for Uand V, are given by 4 '

,X-x s(0) * yl

x y (24a,b)

U14 U* + "'" V (Y + 1) 1 e/)3/ v*+.-. (24c, d)

where the factors K Te have been added for convenience. The governing equations are then the tran-

sonic small-disturbance equations with prescribed vorticity:

*U 0 (25a)u u, . , 0(Za

V* (Z5b)

As x* --- 0, u * In y* the undisturbed velocity; as y- 0, v* - 0. Finally, as x*' oo, y* oo, the
solutions must match with those found in the main part of the interaction region.

As x* - -oo, the solution has the form

U* , In y*+ ekx*f(y v* , k"I ekX*f'(y) (26a,b)

where f" - (Iny )k f = 0 subject to the conditions that f'(0) 0 0 and that no incoming disturbances are
present as y* - so ; the latter implies fV - (Iny*)l/Z kf as y* - oo. From numerical integration, k = 0.59.
Since, from the equation of motion in the flow direction, P* = " Yu**, the solution for the wall pressure
may be written as

Vw -- Pe I a, exp k (x* - x0) + .. (27)

where x* is a constant, as yet unknown. The corresponding equation for Tw can be found by calculations
similar ?o those described above for the main interaction region. 16 In fact, the governing equations and
hence the form of the solution are essentially the same in each region. In general, one finds that1 6 to
lowest order

Tw = constant + U T Tl +.,. (2s)

In the main interaction region, the constant is T and T= - a ul/Z = a, Pwl/ZY; this is shown by
comparison of Eqs. (15a) and (Zla), the notation 'wl being self-explanatory. In the small upstream

region under consideration here, the constant is 1, since perturbations are measured from the undis-
turbed values, and -r a, P */ZV. Thus,

Ural k(x* x0
Tw  + 1 +-Y e 0+ .. (29)

4. FORMULATION OF SIMPLIFIED SOLUTIONS

The solutions presented in sections 2 and 3 are valid in the main part of the interaction region and
at the initial part of the interaction, respectively. A complete solution would require a numerical solution
in the small region where upstream influence is important, which could be joined to the solution in the
main part of the interaction to provide a composite solution. However, it appears that in the part of the

interaction between the regions where the solutions are known, the variations both in Pw and Tw are close
to being linear. For greatly increased simplicity, without ser.ous loss of accuracy, the solutions are
completed in this section by means of linear interpolations. Before such equations can be used, it is
necessary to have a value for x*. Howeve-r, since this is a constant in the dimensionless formulaton of
the equations and bouzidary conditions, it is independent of the parameters of the problem, so that only a
sirgle numerical value is needed. In the following section, this value is estimated from experimental
data.

The descriptions given so far, in terms of Pe, Pf, Twd, etc., would suffice for the idealized case
of a flat plate in a uniform flow, where the pressure and skin friction approach constant values upstream
and downstream of the interaction. For flow past an airfoil, these values may be replaced by the actual
variable quantities. In the case of the wall pressure, for example, the boundary-layer effects can bt
expressed in terms of the difference from a potential-theory pressure which continues to vnry as the
distance from the shock increases. Thus, upstream of X = Xu , say, the exponential solution is added to
a potential-flo, solution Pw : Pu(X). Downstream of X Xd, say, the source solution is added to a

-V.
L .'. - -
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potential-flow solution Pw = Pd(X). Close to the shock wave, for Xu <X <Xd, Pw is approximated by a
straight line drawn tangent to these upstream and downstream representations. The tangency conditions
are sufficient to determine the equation of the straight line and the values for Xu and Xd.

The functions Pu(X) and Pd(X) include the effects of nonuniform external flow associated with non-
zero values of 8P/OX and OP/OY ahead of the shock wave. If Pd(X) were known very accurately, the
singular behavior due to the local surface curvature 5 would appear for X - 0. However, if the potential-
flow pressure distribution is found numerically, the shock wave may be spread over a few mesh points
so that the singularity is obscured. The values of Xu and Xd are expected to lie outside the region of
rapid pressure rise curresponding to the shod. -,. In the numerical computations; if this is not true,
some simple extrapolation of Pu(X) and/or Pd(X) should be used so that the smearing of the shock waveresulting from the numerical calculations does not influence the pressures calculated here. A specific
location must be estimated for the shock wave, so that the origin for x can be defined.

Three representations for the wall pressure are therefore proposed, one for each of three intervals,
as follows:

Pw Pu(X) k(x*-XO)1
<u:Pt Pt + +u T e(30a)

Pw Pd (Xd)
*U< X X d .  + cfx + (30b)u Pt Pt

Pw P d' (X)  I Ymx

X > Xd: Pt - t Pt Zrx (3 0c)

where P (Y+ I)/Z}Y/(Yl) = 1.893 for Y 1.4, and where Eqs. (15) and (7) have been used in Eqs.
(30c) anA (30a), respectively. In Eq. (30c), m is the term in brackets in Eq. (15a) evaluated using the
approximations mentioned previously:

m = 8 1 + {I + (y- I)E + ... } + 120(1 + 6 11) u (31)
K T

The constants Xu, Xd, a, and are determined from the requirements that P and d P be continuous.
The equations from which they may be calculated are found to be 1 9

Pd (Xd) P (Xu - (1 -Xu ) +xdd x dXu) A

_Z u  +dU x (k *) 3aP rPt Zxd t

P (XU)
+ - P xdueLp(k (x *x (32a)

{ muP- P' (X) Ymu

where' (X u  A, ~ + -s(0

P'--~ k- (+u) I A u exp (k x*x*)T

Pt A* Z (x-x) ZIxd Pt

P- I ((3PIe)

+ d i(d) P( A_ (3Zb)

exponntia fucto iT Pueialmld. Iu < . As (X.. d P X) P(3),

2 Pt

-= + ( 3 c

d td

Ymu (X )

e o d at P 0 xd s (32d)r xd Pt - t

where X A6* + X(0)

x u 3(3 2 e)

Equations (32a) and (3Zb) are to be solved simultaneously for x~ and xd. If UT <<C, then A*<<A, the
exponential function is numerically small, and Ixu I«< xd. Also P (X Pu (0 and Pd (Xd) Z Pd() the
values found at X =0 by extrapolation, and terms containing Put (Xj' oruPci (X!)aenmrclysal
These estimates can be used to give a first guess for Xd, and the equations can then be solved iteratively
in essentially the form given. The constants found from Eqs. (3) are to be substituted into Eqs. (30) to
give the wall pressure as a simple function of distance and a somewhat more complicated but known
function of the parameters.

_ _ _ ' - -,y . . . ,
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An analysis for the wall shear stress, similar to that carried out for the wall pressure, leads to

the following set of equations, written here in terms of the skin friction, cf, using the relation Tw = cf/cfu;
thus cfu(X) and cfd(X) are considered to have been found using typical boundary-layer methods and so
include the effects of wall curvature:

ac k (x*-x ) ]
X < X: cf (X)[l+u T -_ e 0+. (33a)

X u < X < X d: Cf = Cfd (Xd) + c
x + PC (33b)

S>X: cf (dX q C (X A[T + e u (-B + Clnx)J (3 3 c)X d : cf fd() Cfu(U) UT X

where* X A, X* + X (0)x -= (34)
A A

It may be noted that as x becomes very large, the term - B + C lnx does not approach zero. This term
evidently indicates that relaxation to a final value of cf takes place on a scale large compared to a boundary
layer thickness. Because B is a large number - B + C lnx goes through zero for x large (e. g., x Z 200).
Moreover, since lnx does not vary rapidly with large x, the contribution of this term is not significant
for a considerable range of values of x about the point at which it equals zero. Hence after the term
- B + C Inx has gone to zero, it should be dropped from the e.pression for cf.

The equations necessary to find Xu, Xd, ac, and pc are obtained by equating the relevant expressions
for cf and d cf/dX at X u and Xd. They may be written as follows:

cfu (X) - Cfd d = Axcd du - Ax d cfd (Xd)

+ u Cf(X) C (B + C (I -InfX d)

{ u fu x d~j

1I

* C (C X) -kXu -fu ) + c 1! (X)} "(3' 4a)

e - 1A ()++c (X +l'_

e=a 1  fu 11 * Cfuu

• T[ L (Xd) c (Xu)]+ cf, (u fu U)) (4b)

fc =Ac(u(Xd) + Cf)(X) & { + r  (3 4c)A +A 11 3b

ac ACI Xd cf (dXu T +XIE(B+C luxd (34c)

where c,' d cf/dX. It should be noted that the values of Xu and Xd calculated for the skin friction are
not the same as those calculated for the wall pressure.

5. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Relatively little data are available for intaractions betwe-. s' ock waves and boundary layers in

unseparated flow. Here, three comparisons are made with prebdure distributions and one with skin
friction. Because of the paucity of data it is not possible to give a definitive value for x6. It -may also
be noted that accurate values of x* imply an accurate value for the location of the shock wave; they areinterdependent. As will be shown, values of x0 of -14 and -15 give quite good results when compared
with axailable experimental data; more comparisons will no doubt lead to an improved value for x * As

0~
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already noted, k 5 0. 59. In each of the comparisons to be shown, the exponential and source solutions
were drawn and then simply connected by a straight line tangent to each curve.

A comparison with an experimental wall pressure distribution from ref. 20 is shown in figure 3,
withx * = -14, for Me= 1. 3ZZ, ( = 0. 247) Re =9.6X10 5 , = 001, u 0.051, II=0.28, and

0. 0"1,u T = 0.5 °r=.8 n

6*/6 = 0. Z6. Effects of nonuniform external flow resulting from tunnel areg change and longitudinal
wall curvature have been estimated and included in the predicted pressure. For a circular pipe, a
comparison with experimental results from ref. 21 and a numerical solution from ref. 3 is shown in
figure 4- again with xO 14, for Me = 1.12, Re = 6X 106, 6 = 0.0Z, u = 0.04, H1 = 0. 1, and 6*/6 = 0.45.
Again, the effects of a nonuniform external flow, in this case resulting from a finite pipe radius andsmallaea cng, are included. For these comparisons a value for 6* or 6*/6 was regarded as given

s and the value of te was cal-ulated using the approximate form of Eq. (8) with 6*/6 assumed to be small;
use of the complete equal.on would change the theoretical curves slightly.

A third comparison of wall pressures is shown in figure 5, in this case for a transonic channel flow.
The experimental points and the computations represented by the dashed curve are from ref. ZZ, 23.The
computed points were found by using an asymptotic inviscid-flow solution with a wall shape given by the
actual wall shape plus the displacement thickness due to a compressible turbulent boundary layer. The
interaction is not accounted for anl one can see the effects of the singularity induced by the wall curvature,
immediately downstream of the shock wave. The solid line shows the pressure distribution found when
the interaction between the shock wave and boundary layer is accounted for using the method presented in
this paper, 2 3 with x 0* = - 15.

Finally, figure 6 shows a comparison of cf with measured values from ref. 21, with x0* = - 14, for
Me = 1.15, Re = 7X 106, walltem erature = 15 0 C, Pt = 137. 9kP a gauge, 9 = 0.305 cm. Using these
values, calculated parameters areb C = 0. 120, u. = 0. 397, 6 = 0.016, II = 0.312. The origin in this
figure, set to agree with that used in ref. 21, is at Pw/Pte = 0.528.

It is seen from the comparisons with experiment that quite good accuracy may be obtained with
the equations presented here. The obvious simplicity of these result3, when compared with numerical
computations or even ad hoc models, coupled with this accuracy would seem to make them very appealing
to use in practical airfoil calculations. In this regard, the equations presented for the skin friction
appear to give adequate preductions of incipient separation. 6

The present results, therefore, (a) are expressed by simple functions of distance with dependence
on parameters shown explicitly; (b) are based on a systematic approximation to the equations of motion;
and (c) for the cases shown, reproduce numerical and experimental results quite well. Furthermore, by
use of results given in Ref. 5 the pressure distribution away from the wall can also be calculated.
Several comments should be made, however, concerning values of constants and expected accuracy.

(1) The tentative value x 0 = - 14 is a rough estimate based on a comparison with two measured0
pressure distributions, and perhapa should be improved.

(2) Additional uncertainties appear in both theory and experiment. The shock-wave position is
unsteady because of turbulent fluctuations in the boundary layer, and the largest measured
dPw/dX and dcf/dv are therefore at least slightly reduced. If even a very thin separation bubble
is present, the be, aning of the pressure rise will be moved somewhat upstream. In the theory,
some simplifying approximations have been introduced here in the expressions derived in
ref. 5 for X,(O) and for the second term in m. Moreover, omitted terms of still higher
order than retained in ref. 5 might be numerically important.

(3) The origin x = 0 has been placed at the intersection of the shock wave with the edge of the
boundary layer; the position estimated from numerical potential-flow solutions alone is
not sufficiently accurate. Perturbations in the external flow resulting from the local '
boundary-layer displacement effect must therefore be calculated, so that x can be measured
from the perturbed shock wave position. For the simplest correction method, Pw obtained
for the undisturbed shock wave can be used in the boundary-layer equations for calculation
of the displacement thickness as a function of X in the interaction region. Calculation of the
potential flow over the new equivalent body then gives the perturbed shock wave shape, and
the origin for Pw can then simply be shifted appropriately. In this calculation, the neglect
of Py is not justified; however, the error arises primarily for Xu < X < Xd, where the inter-
polation formula for Pw has been used. Isr a sense, then, this additional approximation can
be regarded instead as a kind of interpolation for the displacement thickness, and probably
introduces very little additional error.

(4) The theory was derived for unseparated flows with u. << c << 1, but the approximate ver-
sion, with the straight-line interpolation, is being proposed for use in a broader range.
For figure 3, as noted in ref. 6, it is believed that a very thin separation bubble was
present in the experiment. For figure 4, the Mach number is low enough that u./C x 0.4,
which is certainly not very small. More comparisons with experimental data are needed
to provide a better guide to the parameter ranges for which the approximation might remain
reasonable.

This work was supported by NASA Langley Research Center. Grant NSG 1326
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Figure 1. Sketch showing main part of interaction region (x O (A), y =0(6)),

thin upstream region containing upstream influence (x = 0(A*)9
y =0(8*)) and Reynolds stress sublayer and wall layer in each
region.
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Figure Z. Asymptotic representation of flow in outer inviscid flow layer.
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Figure 5. Pressure at upper wall in transonic channel flow. Ratio of static
pressure at exit to stagnation pressure at inlet is 0. 81. Me is I. 25,
Ree = 1. 70 X 104 = Reynolds number based on momcntum thickness.
Effects of interaction calculated using present method. (H = throat
height)
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Figure 6. Skin friction on wall of circular pipe; Me 1. 15, Re = 7 X 106. Here, X1/6 0
at Pwpte= 0. 5Z8.
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NORMAL SHOCK-TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION
AT A CURVED WALL

by

R. Bohning and J. Zierep

Institut fur Str~mungslehre und Strtmungsmaschinen
Universitat (TH) Karlsruhe

Kaiserstrasse 12, 7500 Karlsruhe

SUMMARY

A survey on our investigations of the interaction between a weak normal shock and a two-dimensional compressible turbulent

boundary layer is presented. The theoretical results are compared with some measurements.

In our analytical model we devide the flow into three domains: a thin viscous sublayer (, which is different from the laminar
sublayer,) adjacent to the wall, an inviscid shear layer and an inviscid transsonlc potential flow. With regional solutions in
closed form, which are coupled iteratively, we obtain the pressure and velocity distribution in the boundary layer. The
thickness of the viscous sublayer is an essential parameter of the whole interaction problem. A characteristic behaviour of
the gradient of the wall-shear-stress in flow direction is used to determine the thickness parameter. The result is confirmed
by another independent analytical solution which we have derived recently using the method of matched asymptotic expan-

sions. The theory includes the prediction of the incipient shock Induced separation as a limiting case. With the condition
of vanishing wall-shear-stress an analytical criterion follows from the explicit solution near the wall. VA present a diagram

which y;elds the combination of Much number and Reynolds number which will result in separation for a given wall curvature
and shape factor of the undisturbed velocity profile.

1. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between shock waves and boundary layers is of importance in many aerodynamic situations such as the
tramsonic flow around profiles. Often a shock causes flow separation and thereby produces global disturbances of the flow
field. After the basic publications of Ackeret, Feldmann and Rott (1946) and Llghthill (1953) recently the problem of shock- I.'
boundary layer interaction has been treated in some experimental [e.g. 3,4,5] and theoretical investigations [e.g. 6,7]
considering the flow along a plane wall as a rule. We include the wall curvature in the present survey on our investigations
of the interaction between a weak normal shock and a compressible turbulent boundary layer. The analytical results are
tested with a new independent solution and compared with measurements.

2. MODEL FOR FLUID FLOW, METHOD OF SOLUTION

Fig. I iliustrutes the model used. The turbulent, compressible boundary layer at a curved wall in transonic slightly super-

Shock
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sonic flow (Fig. I left) is disturbed by a weak normal shock (Fig. I middle). In the way as Lighthill 2] has done we divide
the fluid fVeld into three domains (Fig. I right). We distinguish between a frictionless, transsonic flow outside the boundary
layer (I), an outer compressible boundary layer (1l), in which the friction is considered to be due only to the prescribed

velocity profile and a very thin compressible boundary layer (111) in the immediate neighbourhood of the wall where friction

In the outer flow near the shock we use the solution for a shock at a curved wall of Oswatitsch and Zierep [8] in a genera-

lized form. For larger distances from the shock this solution is gi%*n in form of a Fourier-expansion of the transsonic equa-

tion [93. The flow in the outer boundary layer is given by a solution of a boundary value problem. For different classes of
the undisturbed, turbulent velocity profile (velocity-distribution that can be approximated by power law functions in the
outer boundary layer) we can give the solution in closed forr, by using confluent hypergeometric series [103. The solution of
the linearized Navier-Stokes-equations close to the wall giver on the one hand the thickness of the friction layer 5P and

on the other hand - in combination with a suitable low of wall for the u.disiurbed profile - the wall shear stress.

The solutions of the outer flow and those in the outer boundary layer are iteratively coupled in the following way. First we
state a pressure jump (pressure distribution 0th order) at the outer edge of the boundary layer and solve the boundary value

problem. As a result we get the vertical componcnt of the velocity v at the outer edge of the boundary layer. This value
v is used in the solution of the frictionless outer flow. The resulting pressure distribution (1st order) at the edge of the

boundary layer is quite different from the primary pressure jump. In particular behind the shock a pronounced deformation
of the pressure curve appears, the well known post-shock expansion, which is due to the displacement of the boundary layer
and the curvature of the wall; both effects are of comparable magnitude as a rule. This new pressure distribution is used
again as a new boundary condition for the outer boundary layer. In this way we solve the boundary value problem again.

In the boundary layer we get the pressure- and velocity distribution in closed form.

3. RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows a typical example of the pressure distribution for different wall distances; y = 0 means the wall, y = I the
outer edge of the boundary layer. The Reynolds number is based on the critical speed of sound and the boundary layer thick-
ness. The parameter e represents the exponent of the power law function of the undisturbed velocity profile. The wall
curvature is given by the nondimensional radius R/8. The influence of the shock reaches over 2-3 boundary layer thick-
nesses upstream. At the edge of the boundary layer both the curvature of the flow field and the displacing effect of the

boundary layer causes a post-shock expansion. This behaviour was first observed experimentally in [l and later found theo-

retically in the Inviscous case by Oswatitsch and Zierep [8, too.

The structure of the flow field is given In Fig. 3 by the lines of constant Mach number. The isolines are lifted already up-
stream of the shock and even more strongly behind according to the impressed pressure distribution. Accordingly the

boundary layer thickness increases and the wall shear stress decreases. Thus flow separation can occur if the Mach number
ahead of the shock is too large.

The consideration of the lines of constant density in the fluid field allows a comparison with interferometric measurements

(see chapter 7) and is therefore of special interest. Fig. 4a,b show two calculated isochoric fields, left for flow along a
plane wall, right for a curved wall. Accordingly the density ratio p/p 0  outside the boundary layer is constant in y-direc-
tion (Fig. 4a left) or dependent on y (Fig. 4b left). Immediately behind the shock (x.Z0) in both cases we register an
after expansion. Comparing the numerical values we see that this expansion is considerably stronger in the case of a curved

wall. This has an influence on the density distribution in the boundary layer. In Fig. 4b the isochoric lines run less steeply
to the wall than in Fig. Ao and end there tangentially. Near the wall these lines may abruptly chang, their direction (Fig.

4a, x > 0). In this case we have separation of fluid flow.

4. CRITERION FOR INCIPIENT SEPARATION

With the condition of vanishing wall shear stress an analytical criterion El] for the beginning shock induced separation
follows from the explicit solution in the nelghbourhood of the wall [101.. The result is 4hown in Fig. 5. The diagram yields
the combination of Mach number and Reynolds number which will result in separation for a given wall radius R/6 and

shape factor cL of the undisturbed velocity profile. We get different curves with (---) and without (-) post-shock
expansion. Below the solid curve we have no separation at all, above the dashed curves -belonging to different wall cur-

I, i
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vatures - the flow must separate. The plane wall (limit R/8-*oo) corresponds in good approximation to the curve

R/8 = 1000. The influence of the wall curvature is such that increasing curvature reduces the tendency to separation. The

reason for this behaviour is that the post-shock expansion becomes stronger with increasing wall curvature. Down through

the boundary layer the post-shock expansion influences the flow parameters at the wall and therefore counteracts a possible
separation.

The solution depends on the kind of the incoming velocity profil, that means, the upstream history of the flow must be given

as initial value in our theory. The diagram (Fig. 5) is valid only for a special combination of the Reynolds number, shape

factor cL and wall shear stress of the basic flow, which represents a fully developed turbulent flow. For other classes of the

undisturbed velocity profil we get different diagrams. Before comparing the diagram (Fig. 5) with experimental results one

has to make sure if the relation between the Reynolds number, shape factor and basic wall shear stress is really the same in

the experiment.

5. DETERMINATION OF THE VISCOUS SUBLAYER THICKNESS

The solutions in the three layers contain the thickness 81I of the viscous sublayer as a parameter. Therefore the exact

determination of 8 IL is of importance for the whole problem. An analytical relation between the dimensionless thickness

Y0 = 51.16 on the one hand and the Reynolds number Re8 and the shape factor a of the undisturbed velocity profile on

the other hand was derived as follows in [11]

(1 = 1. 1 ( Re8 ,- 24 5.103  j Re8 Z 5 • 10s

This relation differs from the one for the laminar sublayer. The thickness parameter y0 depends on the Reynolds number.

Hence the turbulent character of the flow is included in the disturbance equations, tro. In this way scaling effects due to

the turbulent Reynolds stresses are taken into account approximately. J
The determination of y0 is based on the fact that the gradient of the wall-shear-stress in x-direction at a fixed position x 0

shows a characteristic behaviour when y0 being varied. For a fixed y0 a minimum occurs. At this position the infl-ences

of the viscous sublayer and of the outer shear-layer counterbalance evidently. The condition

(2)

is regarded therefore as a defining eruotion for the parameter y0

6. MATCHED ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER

Using an independent way solutions in the outer and inner boundary layer were derived with matched asymptotic expansions

in order to confirm the described theory. The solution from [10] for the limiting case y - 0 is used as a first-order outer

expansion. A suitable inner expansion, which can be matched for Y = y,/4 0 --* oo to the outer expansions, follows from the

solution of the disturbance equations near the wall in terms of modified Bessel functions. The result for the velocity disturb-

ance us parallel to the wall is compared with the theory of Bohning and Zierep in Fig. 6. It is seen that the dashed curve

(---) calculated according to [10] and both first-order expansions (-) show good conformity in the asymptotic behaviour

neor the wall (y -* 0) as well as at the edge of the boundary layer (y -- 1). This means that the parameter y0 is deter-

mined correctly by the condition (2). The solution of Bohning and Zierep can be called a "composite expansion" in the sense

of asymptotic series expansions. An estimation of the order of magnitude in the disturbance equation to the wall written in

stretched coordinates (X = x; Y = y/Y 0 ) leads to a general analytic expression for the stretching factor Y0 in the form

where M0 is the distribution of the Mach number in the undisturbed boundary layer. This distribution is assumed to be a .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 17I-I
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linear function of 0 near the wall. Specially for the velocity profile used in [10, 111 as given with

= Y y 0Y -t

(4) M* (y) M0 (Yo  0 :S0 y -Y

it sallows from (3)

(5)1

This in in agreement with the relation (1) for the thickness of the viscous sublayer. *he stretching factor F. is therefore

essentially identical with the relation for the thickness of the friction layer [1].

If we use instead of the linear assumption (4) a more accurate for Mo*according to the logarithmic law for the velocity

and compare the result with (5), we get only minor differences in the domain Re 1.5 . 10'.

In order to get the thickness of the friction layer it is therefore sufficient to use (4'; only small errors in the velocity disturb-

ances will occur. Calculating the wall shear stress however we must proceed much more carefully. Here we use for the un-

disturbed flow a relation for

dy 1y.0

that results from the logarithmic law of the velocity.

7. COMPARISON WliH MEASUREMENTS

In the supersonic tunnels of our institute some measurements were done in order to proof our theoretical results. In a two-

dimensional test secti,)n a steady shock wave was studied at different curved walls.

Fig. 7o shows a schlierenpicture of one of these flows. A nearly normal shock at the end of a supersonic region (left) runs

in a turbulent boundary layer near the wall. The darkness behind the shock means an acceleration of the flow in horizontal a

direction. The structure of that field of acceleration agrees well with the theoretical result 193 (Fig. 7b) that is used as

boundary condition behind the shock for outer boundary layer. The influence of wall curvature and of displacement of the

boundary layer is of comparable magnitude according to experiments and theory. V

Fig. 8 shows a typical example for the measured wall pressure distribution. Because of the wall curvature the pressure dis-

tributions for the plane wall and the curve wall differ comiderahly.

The some behaviour is found theoretically, too. In Fig. 9 we see the calculated wall pressure 110] for a plane wall (-)

and for curved wall ( .. ). The second curve may be compared with the experimental result given by Ackeret, Feldmann

and Rott (---). The two curves agree basically. In the neighbourhood of the shock there is a small difference in the pressure

gradient. At some distance downstream the theoretical pressure distribution lies some what above the measured result. This

seems to be typical for those shock-boundary layer problems; we find them in other publications, too [e.g. 7, 12). The reason

for this is evidently the difference between theoretical assumptions and experimental realizations (e.g. nomteady shock

wave).

For quantitative studies we have made Mach-Zehnder-Differentialinterferograms of the flow field. The interferogranw Fig.

10a and b are the experimental analogies to the theoretical results Fig. 4a and b. By comparison we see that the fluid fields

agree very well even in details. Especially the bending of the isochoric lines In the neighbourhood of the wall is just the

same (Fig. 10a and Fig. 4a) in the experiment. That means that we have separation at the plane wall while we have no

separation at the curved wall at the same Mach number Ma (Fig. 10b).

Due to this different behaviour of the isochoric lines near the wall (bending or tangential) we got upper and lower limits for 1
the Mach number for starting of separation in other cases, too.

ii .. .. ..
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Some rusults are given in Fig. 11. The filled points (e) represent those measured values where separation was observed with

confidence, the open points (o) Indicate where no separation was observed at a given Reynolds number and wall curvature.

The lines between the paints show the theoretical values for beginning separation. Within the accuracy of tho measurements

the agreerent between the experimental and the theoretical results is good. The triangles represent a new measurement

published recently by Stanewsky E132. At a Mach number of 1.24 no separation has been found at all. At the Mach number

approximately 1.3 a very small separation bubble, visualized with colored oil, has Ix )n observed. The separation Mach

number must have been therefore slightly under this value. This is in very good agreement with our theoretical prediction.
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Fig. 9 Calculated surface pressure distribution for a plane (-)
and a curved (- .- ) wall. Comparison with the measure-
ment of Ackeret, Feldmann and Rott (---).
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"SOME FEATURES OF A SHOCK - TURBULENT BOUNDARY

LAYER INTERACTION THEORY IN TRANSONIC FLOW FIELDS"

G. R. Ingert
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blacksburg, Va. 24061

AGARD SYMPOSIUM ON "COMPUTATION OF
VISCOUS - INVISCID INTERACTIONS"
(Colorado Springs, Sept. 1980)

Abstract

Shock-boundary layer interaction can significantly influence not only the local transonic flow on
missiles, wings and turbine blades but its influence can also extend significantly downstream within the
boundary layer and thereby alter the global aerodynamic properties of lift, drag and pitching moment. It
is therefore important that shock-bo~ndary layer interactions and their Reynolds and Mach number scaling
be fundamentally understood and appropriate theoretical tools be developed for their prediction in engin-
eering applications. This paper describes the features of an approximate non-asymptotic triple deck theory
of shock-turbulent boundary layer interaction that accurately describes non-separating two dimensional
flows over a wide range of practical Reynolds numbers and its application as an element in the overall
viscous flow analysis of the body. Two main aspects of the problem are examined: (1) The local interac-
tive thickening and skin friction drop in the shock foot region, including the effects of the incoming
boundary layer shape factor, wall curvature, an improved "viscous ramp" model of the interaction and an
approximate prediction of incipient separation behavior; (2) The significant influence of such interac-
tion on the subsequent downstream turbulent boundary layer thickening, profile shape and skin friction• behavior. Comparisons with experimental data are given and applications presented for both supercritical

airfoils and transonic bodies of revolution.

Nomenclature

A Van Driest-Cebeci wall turbulence damping parameter

Cf skin friction coefficient, 2Tw/Peo Ue 2

Cp pressure coefficient, 2 p'/P o Ueo

H boundary layer shape factor, 6*l*
Hi  incompressible shape factor

M Mach number

p static pressure

p' interactive pressure perturbation, p-p 1

AP pressure jump across incident shock

Re ,Re6 Reynolds numbers based on length Z and boundary layer thickness, respectively

T absolute temperature

'1 basic interactive wall-turbulence parameter (see Eq. 23)

u',v' streamwlse and normal interactive disturbance velocity components, respectively

U0 undisturbed incoming boundary layer velocity in x-direction

x,y streamwise and normal distance coordinates (origin at the inviscid shock intersection
with the wall)

yw effective wall shift seen by interactive inviscid flow (see Fig. 3)

y specific nzat ratio

6 boundary layer thickness
S" boundary layPr displacement thickness

r6SL  inaer deck sublayer thickness

ET kinematic turbulent eddy viscosity
cT$ interactive perturbation of turbulent eddy viscosity

ordinary coefficient of viscosity

f- 1Professor of Aerospace and Ocean Engineering
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viscosity-temperature dependence exponent, p-TW
p density
04, boundary layer momentum thickness

Ttotal shear stress

' interactive perturbation of total shear stress

Supscripts
I undisturh, inviscid values ahead of incident shock

c condiLins A+ th: bc,;,idary layer edge
Inc inconpresslbl t vtl;e
i4v i',viscid dis+.,,nan,., -outlon value

undisturbed 'ncon; . bvundary layer properties

i. IN"ODUCTION

Shock-boundary l4yer intera',co :a,, sigificantly Iifluence the transoniF flowfield and aerodynamics
of miss' - wings and turbine blades. rhis influence is not only local but can also extend significantly
downstreasi within the hblndary layer and thereby alte- the global properties of lift, drag and pitching
moret. Some of the -.- .-rnt effects that .hese interactions may exert even in the non-separating case
a. : 'a the interac iv,:.-I-ickening sliqnt y .%te,'s the large-scale local inviscid pressure and both the
shock i 'jn and 0- 4,) (b) th- lnter.t,o, zoae itself may not scale with the local boundary layer
thic:,, ss, thereby introouc;ng a kind of vn*tR..'no , effect; (c) possible incipient local
se, ation at the snck %.t if toe loci .-ck slrea9z;, !c strong enough (and/or Reynolds number is low),
wh,:h then drast. "0lly ";l, ges thi: entire r4'k-t and extent of the interaction to a larger scale one involv-
it.; a hifu .atea - -hock interaction p~t--Yn: (0) an overall increase of the boundary layer displacement
-ld moukintum thickt!. s,!s d(.'tm tream; ('e) i(Jitiiral downstream distortion ftr some considerable distance

,,t til, ,,e detailed ,:nda,-y " propet-tie.. ;uct as the shape factor and skin friLtion.

:q vito 1 thest effecs, 6L is important that shock-boundary layer intera:tions and their Reynolds
r Hach .,.umber sc:aling bc fun'-mentally understood and appropriate theoretica tols be developed for

Lnt:r prediction in engineerin3, apnl'.:ations. This paper describes the feature., and applications of an
app-uximate non-a:ymptotic tripic-eck theory of transonic shock-turbulent boundary layer interaction which
provides such a Jol for non-separat 'ig two-dimensional flows over a wide range of practical Reynolds numbers.
Section 2 contains a brief duscription of the foundation and essential features of the theoretical model in-
cluding validating comparisons with experiment. It is shown how the theory is constructed to treat a wide
range of practical Reynolds numbers and incoming turbulent boundary layer profile shapes, and how it may
furth~er be extetidt te treat t.lode|'tely-curved as well as flat surfaces. Section 3 then describes the results
of a iomprehensive parametric study showing how the interact ve pressure, displacement thickness and local
skin friction distributions each depend on the shock strength, Reynolds number and shape factor. These re-
sjlts further provide an improved "viscous wedge" model of the local interaction which enibodies proper
scaiirg behavior as well as an approximate account of incipient separation that is in good agreement with
experimental trends. In Section 4 we examine the application of this theory as an element in gloLal viscous
flow field analyses of both sipercritical air-foils and transonic bodies of revolution. In such problems
it will be shown that even in non-separating cases the changes across the interaction may significantly
alter the subsequent turbulent bundary layer behavior for appreciable distances, especially when larger
downstream adverse pressure - are present.

2. OUTLINE OF THE NON-ASYMPTOTIC SMALL DISTURBANCE
INTERACTION THEORY

2.1) Rationale of Non-Asymptotic Triple Deck Approach

It is well-knownI that when separation occurs, the disturbance flow pattern associated with a nearly-
normal shock-boundary layer interaction is a very complicated one involving a bifurcated shock pattern,
whereas the unseparated case pertaining to turbulent boundary layers up to roughly Ml : 1.3 has instead
: much simpler type of interaction pattern which is more amenable to analytical treatmer.; (see Fig. 1).
With s'iri aiious simplifications, it is possible to construct a fundamentally-based approximate theory
,f the problem in the latter case, as documented in detail in ReiZ4,For purposes of orientation, a brief
out'.ine of this theory will be given here.

We consider small disturbances of an arbitrary incoming turbulent boundary layer due to a weak exter-
nal shock (Fig. 2) and examine the detailed perturbation field within the layer. We purposely employ a
non-asymptotic triple-deck flow model patterned in ;nany ways after Lighthill's approach5 bicause of its
essentia, soundness6 and adaptability to further improvement, because of its similarity to related types
of multiple-deck approaches that have proven highly sgccessful in treating turbulent boundary layer re-
sponse to strong known adverse pressure gradients 7, ), because of the large body of turbulent boundary
layer interaction data that supports the predicted results in a variety of specific problems, and finally
because of our belief (confirmed strongly a posteriori) that asymptotic theory results for extremely high
Reynolds numbers, although rigorous in this limit, do not extrapolate down to ordinary Reynolds numbers.

m91
At highi Reynolds numbers it has been established2'9'10 that the local interaction disturbance field

in the neighborhood of the impinging shock organizes itself into three basic layered-regions or "decks"
(Fig. 2): 1) an outer region of potential inviscid flow above he boundary layer, which contains the
incident shock and interactive wave systems; 2) an intermediate deck of frozen shear stress-rotational
inviscid disturbance flow occupying the outer 90% or more of the incoming boundary layer thickness; 3) an
inner shear-disturbance sublayer adjacent to the wall which accounts for the interactive skin friction
perturbations (and hence any possible incipient iparation) plus most of the upstream influence of the

~(
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interaction. The "forcing function" of the problem here is thus impressed by the outer deck upon the
boundary layer; the middle deck couples this to the response of the inner deck but in so doing can itself
modify the disturbance field to some extent, while the slow viscous flow in the thin inner deck reacts
very strongly to the pressure gradient disturbances imposed by these overlyingdecks. This triple dl k
structure also has been employed in the theoretical studies of Gaddll, Lighthill, Stratford7 , Honda" and
others, and has been verified by 0 large body of experimental evidence and recent numericel studies with
the full Navier-Stokes equations.13 The essential correctness of this model is further supported by its
success in related boundary layer perturbation problems involving viscous-inviscid interactionsl4-17 ,
turbulent boundary layer response to sudden chgl in surface roughness or pressure gradientl tl l and
flow past various kinds of surface distortions - Including skin friction measuring devices.

23 -'

While there is thus general agreement about the validity of the triple deck approach over a wide
range of Reynolds numbers and the well-known qualitative differences in interactive response between lami-
nar and turbulent flow (e.g., the much smaller upstream influence and larger separation-resistance of the
lated, questions have been raised concerning (a) the relative interactive importance of the inner shear-

.-. disturbance deck and (b) the accuracy of deliberately using a non-asymptotic treatment of the details
within the boundary layer. Regarding the first, we note that while asymptotic Ret +- .heory predicts an
exponentially-small thickness and displacement effect contribution of the inner deck9 ,lu, t i not
apparently true at ordinary Reynolds numbers, where many analytic and experimental studiesf l,  have
firmly established that this deck, although indeed very thin, still contributes quite significantly to the
overlying interaction and its displacement thickness growth. Bolstered by the§V facts, plus the unanious
conclusion reached in the detailed reviews by Green33 , Rose, Murphy and Watson " and Hankey and HoldenJ4
that the viscous sublayer is a very important component of turbulent interaction problems, we take the
point of view here that the inner deck is in fact significant at the Reynolds numbers of practical interest.
In this regard, we re-emphasize that this deck contp'ins virtually all of the skin friction and incipient
separation effects in any interaction, which alone are sufficient reasons to examine it in great detail.
Regarding (b), it is pointed out that application of Pei asymptotic theory results (no matter how rigor-
ous in this limit) to ordinary Reynolds numbers is in itself an approximation which may in fact be inaccurate,
indeed even more so than a physically well-constructed non-asymptotic theory. Direct extrapolated-
asymptotic vs. non-asymptotic theory comparisons have definitely shown this to be the case for laminar flows
(especially as regards the skin friction aspects35) and the situation may well be the same or worse in tur-
bulent flow. For example, the asymptotic first order theory formally excludes both the streamwise interac-
tive pressure gradient effect on the shear-disturbance deck and both the normal pressure gradient and so-
called "streamline divergence" effects on the middle deck however, physical considerations plus experimental
observations and recent comparative numerical studes36,37 suggest that these effects may in fact be signifi-
cant at practical Reynolds numbers and should not be neglected. Of course, second order asymptotic corrections
can be devised to redress this difficulty but, as Neyfeh and Regab;8 have shown, run the risk of breaking
down even worse when extrapolated to ordinary Reynolds numbers. In the present work, we seek to avoid these
problems by treating the triple deck using a deliberately non-asymptotic model appropriate to realistic Rey-
nolds numbers that includes the inner deck pressure gradient terms plus the middle dcck ap/sy and streamline
divergence effects, along with other simplifying approximations that render the resulting theory tractible
from an engineering standpoint.Vith this veiwpoint in mind, we now examine in more detail the nature of the
disturbance flow problem in each of the three basic decks.

2.2) Formulation of the Disturbance Problem in Each Deck

Outer Potential Flow Regton

Assuming that the incident shock and its reflection system are weak with isentropic non-hypersonic flow,
we have here a small disturbance potential tnviscid motion imposed upon the undisturbed uniform flow Uoe "'
outside the boundary 4ayer:

2 e
22 + (Y + 1) u'M'e au' ay'

LMoe U7e ax_ y (1)Uoe

av'/ax = au'/lay (2)

2  u 2, 2 a
y e a (3)

where the third term within the square brackets of Eqs. (1) and (3) is significant in the transonic case
I < Moe < 1.2 - 1.3 and automatically includes the supersonic-subsonic jump conditions to this order of
approximati Since a variety of efficient analytical or numerical methods are presently available to
solve this system in either transonic flow or in purely supersonic flow (in which case Eqs.' 1-3 further
reduce to an Ackert-type problem), we assume that such a solution may be carried out for all x on the upper
region y ? 6o subiect to the usual far-field conditions as y + =. The remaining disturbance boundary con-
dition that must be supplied along y = 6o then couples this solution to the underlying double-deck: it
requires that the outer disturbance flow pertain to an effective streamline shape (relative to the wall)
defined by the total interactive displacement effect of the inner decks. To insure physically-smooth
matching along this outer-inner interface, then, we require both v'/Uol and p' to be continuous with their

middle deck counterparts along y = 6o .

Middle Rotational-Disturbance Flow Deck

This layer contributes toand transmits the displacement effect, contains the boundary layer lateral
pressure gradient due to the interaction and carries the significant influence of the incoming boundary
layer profile shape. Our analysis of this layer rests on the key simplifying assumption tUat for non-
separating interactions the turbulent Reynolds shear stress changes are small enough to have a negligible
back effect on the mean flow properties along the interaction zone; hence this stress can be taken to be
"frozen" along each streamline at its appropriate value in the undisturbed incoming boundary layer. This

77
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approximation, likewise adopted by a number of earlier investigators with good rults, is supported not
only by asymptotic analysts4O but especially by the results of Rose's several32," detailed experimental
studies of a non-separating shock-turbulent boundary layer interaction which showed that over the short-
ranged interaction length straddling the shock the interactive pressure gradient and inertial forces outside
a thin layer near the wall are at least an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding changes in
Reynolds stress. Furthermore, there is a substantial body of related experimental results on turbulent
boundary layer response to various kinds of sudden perturbations and rapid pressure gradients which also
strongly support this view 18-21, 42-46; these studie: unanimously confirm that, at least for non-separating
flows, significant local Reynolds shear stress disturbances are essentially confined to a thin sublayer
within the Law of the Wall region (see below) where the turbulence rapidly adjusts to the local pressure
gradient, while outside in the Law of the Wake region the turbulent stresses respond very slowly and remain
nearly frozen at their initial values far out of local equilibrium with the wall stress.

Confining attention, then, to the short range local shock interaction zone where the aforementioned
"frozen turbulence" approximation is applicable, the disturbance field caused by a weak shock is one of
small rotational inviscid perturbation of the incoming non-uniform turbulent boundary layer profile MO(Y),
governed by the equations

l'M°2(Y) ax2) /P°) (4)Ty UoF YM (Y) ax

au' ap'/ax dU0  v'
ax= " po(y) dyUUo 0( (5)

V2 LLo WdMd 2° _ p' y + (l'Mo2 2 u'M 2  (6)

ay 2 M0 dy ay U 0 ax 2

where Eq. (4) is a result of the combined particle-isentropic continuity, x-momentum and energy equations.
It is noted here that, consistant with xhe assumed short range character of the interaction, the streamwise
variation of the undisturbed turbulent boundary layer properties that would occur over this range are neglect-
ed, taking U (y), Po(y) and M0(y) to be arbitrary functions of y only with s , 6 and Two as constants.
Now Eq. (6) 7; a slight generalization of Lighthill's well-known pressure perturSation equation for non-
uniform flows° which includes a non-linear correction term that accounts for possible transonic effects
within the boundary layer including the diffracted impinging shock above the sonic level of the incoming
boundary layer profile. Excluding the hypersonic regime, Eqs. (4)-(6) therefore apply to a wide range of
initially supersonic external flow conditions and the complete speed range across the boundary layer except
at the singular point Mo - 0 (which we avoid by consideration of the inner deck as shown below). In parti-
cular, use of Eq. (6) provides an account of any lateral pressure gradient that developes across the
interacting boundary layer.

As is the case with the outer deck, a variety of analytical or numerical methods may be used to solve
this middle deck disturbance problem (see, e.g., Refs. 2, 5, 31). Whate-,er the method chosen, we imagine
that it provides at each streamwise statien x an evaluation of the disturbance pressure distribution p' (x,y); A
then y-integration of Eq. (4) gives as

U-TY I [LJ' ( f -.(7)
0 x'Yweff ax o p e

=0 Weff

where Yw ff 0 is the effective wall shift or displacement height associated with the inner deck defined
such that the inviscid v' (x,Ywff) and hence ap'/ay(x,yweff) both vanish (see below).

Equation (7) thus provides the disturbance streamline slope distribution streamline slope distribution
across the boundary layer at any streamwise station, and its value at y = 6o yields the total streamline
displacement effect of the two inner decks (the lower limit on the integral being the inner deck contribu-
tion). We then may obtain the correspondin total displacement thickness growth along the interaction by
streamwise-quadrature of the perturbation boundary layer continuity equation integral; this yields to first
perturbation

V~ e-- d 'p(x) e(

-- o 0- MeI Pell

A6(xy + (d (6o1o*LX] (8)
Pel 0

weff(x)
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The Inner Shear-Disturbance Layer

This very thin inner deck contains the significant viscous and turbulent shear stress disturbances
due to the interaction, plus the small upstream influence and an important contribution to the viscous dis-
placement effect. In fact it lies well within the Law of the Wall region of the incoming turbulent bound-
ary layer profile and hence also (for the high Reynolds numbers of interest here) below the sonic level 5
of the profile47 ; our resulting theory indeed confirms this aposteriori. The original work of Lighthill
and others treated the problem by further neglecting the turbulent stresses altogether and considering only
the laminar sublayer effect; while this greatly simplifies the problem and yields an elegant analytical
solution, the results can be significantly in error at high Reynolds numbers and cannot explain (and in-
deed conflicts with) the ultimate asymptotic behavior that must pertain in the Ret + - limit. The present
theory remedies this by extending Lighthill's approach to include the entire Law of the Wall region turbu-
lent stress-effects; the resulting general shear-disturbance sublayer theory provides a non-asymptotic
treatment which encompasses the Lomplete range of Reynolds numbers. It is noted in this connection that
our consideration of the entire Law of the Wall combined with the use of effective invis~id wall concept
to treat the inner deck displacement effect eliminates the need for the "blending layer"v that is other-
wise required to match the disturbance field in the laminar sublayer region with the middle inviscid deck;
except for higher order derivative aspects of asymptotic matching,our inner solution for all practical
purposes automatically includes this blending function since it imposes a boundary condition of vanishing
total shear disturbance at the outer edge of the deck. In addition, our retention of the explicit dis-
turbance pressure gradient term for the inner deck not only provides the correct physics at practical
Reynolds numbers but also (not-withstanding the question of the turbulence model) correctly models
the situation near separation (Tw O) where this term becomes of dominant importance.

To facilitate a tractible theory, we retain only the main physical effects by introducing the
following simplifying assumptions. (a) The incoming boundary layer is free from any post-transitional
memory or low Reynolds number effects and its Law of the Wall region is characterized by a constant
total (laminar plus turbulent eddy) shear stress and a Van Driest-Cebeci type of damped eddy viscosity
model4 . This model is known to be a good one for a wide range of upstream non-separating boundary layer

flow histories. (b) For the weak incident shock strengths of present interest, the sublayer disturbance
flow is assumed to be a small perturbation upon the incoming boundary layer; in the resulting linearized
disturbance equations, however, all the physically-important effects of streamwise pressure gradient, both

streamwise and vertical acceleration, and both laminar and turbulent disturbance stresses are retained.
Although the resulting theory necessarily becomes inaccurate near separation, it provides a valuable physi-
cal insight to the interactive physics close to the wall for non-separating flow and a firm basis for sub-
sequent improvement. Moreover, it can be shown that the form of the particular set of linear equations
used here is in fact unaltered by non-linedr effects; hence even the quantitative accuracy of the present
theory is expected to be good until rather close to separation. (c) For adiabatic flows at low-to-moderate
external Mach numbers, the undisturbed and perturbation flow Mach numbers are both quite small within the
shear disturbance sublayer; consequently the treatment of compressibility effects therein can be greatly
simplified without any significant error. Thus, the influence of the density perturbations on the sublayer
disturbance flow may be neglected altogether49 , while the corresponding modest compressibility effect on
the Law of the Wal 1pgtion of the undisturbed profile is quite adqequately treated by the Eckert reference
temperature methodiou ' wherein incompressible relations are used based on wall recovery temperature
properties*. (d) The turbulent fluctuations and the small interactive disturbances are assumed uncorre-
lated in both the lower and middle decks. (e) The thinness of the inner deck allows the boundary layer-
type approximation of neglecting its lateral pressure gradient; tie wall pressure distribution pi,(x) is
taken equal to the overlaying pressure perturbation field along the bottom of the middle deck.

Under these assumptions, the disturbance field is governed by the following continuity and momentum
equations:

u + v. =a-- a = (9) V

au' 'd o  laPw B au u' + dVo
oax d+ p)"(

-+ao y w ax ay woay To a cT* o  (10)

ap'/ay 0 ; p, = p'(x) = p (x) (11)

where pio and vw are evaluated at the adiabatic wall recovery temperature and where it is noted that the
kinematic eddy viscosity perturbation cT' is being taken into account. The corresponding undisturbed tur- X
bulent boundary layer Law of the Wall profile Uo(y) is governed be 1

dU j
T0 (y) = const. =w = [PwO + Pwo cTo(Y)] d (12)

where according to the Van Driest-Cebeci eddy viscosity model with y* y lFwoPwo1/Vwo

01 0 0u(.lule (13a)

cT T[41y(lYY+/A)J
2

*Excluding hypersonic flow, this is eguivalent in accuracy to (but easier than) the use of -an Driest's
compressible Law of the Wall profile. 4
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which yields for non-separating flow disturbances that

e r1IY/+, dUo

To = [.4ly(I-e-y /A2 dU (13b)

T'  dUo-- y)CT (13C)

Here, A is the so-called Van Driest damping "c:nstant"; we used the commonly-accepted value A = 26 although
it is understood tbot a larger value may improve the experimental agreement in regions of shock-boundary
layer interaction.b4 Substituting (13c) into (10) we thus have the disturbance momentum equation

I dU °  ap
Uo - + v -" (w) - - = 2  WO(v + 2 a (14)0ax dy w0 ax ay wo cT o)ay

from which we see that inclusion of the eddy viscosity perturbation has exactly doubled the turbulent
shear stress disturbance term.

We see: -.. uive Eqs. '9) and (14) within the incoming flow Un(y) governed by Eqs. (12) and (13b) sub-
ject to the impermea1e wal io slip conditions U (0) = u'(x,o) = v9(x,o) = 0 plus an initial condition
u'(--,y) -. - 11t ,equires all interactive disturgances to vanish far upstream of the impinging shock.
Furthermo:. .t some distance 6qL sufficiently far from the wall, u' must pass over to the inviscid solu-
tion u n ain the bottom of the middle deck, this latter being governed by Eq. (9) plus

au dUo 1P (p)I (PwUo  -~n + - 0 (15)
0  ax Vinv dy wo ax

with 6SL defined as the height where the total shear disturbance (-au'/ay) of the inner solution vanishes
to a desired accuracy.

Following Lighthill5 , it now proves convenient to convert the foregoing problem into one involving the
normal disturbance velocity field v'(x,y). Thus, by differentiating Eq. 14 w.r.t. x, substituting Eq. 9
so as to eliminate u' and then differentiating the result w.r.t. y so as to eliminate p by virtue of Eq.
11, one obtains the following fourth-order equation for v':

a ( a, d2U 2 2

ax \o yd 2  y) = 0 E7- 2 CT a (6ay ~ay w 0a
This differential equation, which resembles a "turbulent" Orr-Sommerfeld equation without critical layer
terms, contains a three-fold influence of the turbulent flow: the profile Uo(Y), its curvature dZU /dy2
(non-zero outside the laminar sublayer) and, what is new here, an eddy disturbance stress term 2-cTt

Equation (16) is to be solved together with (11) and (13b) subject to the wall boundary conditions
v'(x,o) = av'/ay(x,o) = 0. A third condition involving v' is obtained by satisfying the x-momentum equa-tion (14) right at the wall; when this is differentiated w.r.t, x and Eq. (9) used together with the fact

that eT + 0 at v = 0 we obtain the non-homogeneous condition

a3 v' d2pw(x,o) = -(2 vw) (17)

The fourth boundary condition is the v' equivalent of the outer inviscid matching requirement (15), which
yields v'(x,6S) Vinv(x'6SL) with the inviscid solution governed by

a2Vln v  d2Uo ' !

X a ny Vinv- - 0

and SSL pertaining to a2VI/ay2  0 (i.e., vanishing total disturbance shear) somewhere within the Law of
the Wall region.12

Once this v'(x,y) field is obtained, the attendant streamwise velocity and disturbance shear stress
fields may be found from

x x
Uu' V'

t-x dx=- 1- dx (19)

e-- (12 ) au' -(1+ 2T0) Zv a o2y ( +xa' V dx (20)

wo ow ay
* O W V.o -

L rr
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An important and useful feature of this approach is the definition of an "effective inviscid wall"
position (or displacement thickness) that emerges from the asymptotic behavior of v' far from the wall 5 :
see Fig. 3. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 3a, this is defined by the value Yweff where the "back
projection" of the viny solution* vanishes; physicall Yw thus represents the tota1 mass defect height
due to tne shear strets perturbation field and her .he effective wall position seen by the overlying
inviscid niddle deck disturbance flow. As indicated in Fig. 3b, this concept serves to couple the inner
and middle deck solutions in a direct physicall -obvious way by providing the non-singular inner equivalent
slip-fit.'- boundary conditions apW/ay (Yeff) = vfnv(ywgff) = 0 at Uo(ywpff) > 0 for the middle deck solution
of Eq. (6).In practice, this approach has proven quite useful for Lreating a variety of interaction
problems ,20,55; a more detailed discussion of its application te the present problem is given in the
following section

2.3) Approximate Solution by Operational Methods

An analytical solution is Further achieved by assuming smal linearized disturbances ahead of, behind
and below the nonlinear shock Jump plus an approximate treatmentof the detailed shock structure within the
boundary layer ,whihgiqs reasonably accurate predictions for all the properties of engineering
interest when MI tl.05?As described in detail in Refs. 2 and 4, the resulting equations can be solved
by Fourier transform methods yielling the interactive pressure rise and displacement thickness growth inputs
to the above extended theory of the inner-disturbance sublayer. The resulting solution contains all the
essential physics of the mixed transonic viscous interaction field for non-separating flows including the
upstream influence, the lateral pressure gradIgnt near the shock and the onset of incipient separation;
numerous detailed comparisons with experimentOO have shown that it thus gives a good account of all the im-
portant engineering features of the interaction over a wide range of Mach-Reynolds number conditions.

The matching of the outer two decks with the inner shear-disturbance deck in connection with the
Fourier inversion process yields the determination of the upstream influence distance; typical numerical
results for it showing the important typical parametric effects of Reynolds number and shape factor are
presented in Fig. 4. The solution procedure (see Ref. 4 for details) further yields the inner deck
displacement thickness

60 "60 [~3 Kmtl p03/2dx1/32p
Y e f f w 7 E I + 2 -/ 3 m 1 / 3 3H ( r m i n [ 3 w d x 1 3(2 1 )

- [n Reo(Tw/T ] 3/260 o 0 2 w J
and the interactive skin friction relationship

K(x) - min 2/3 ,23 CI 3/ 2 P(2/3

WO [2 ep ff C ;w-3 (22
(V-- 1.3 "cminf. (C;w)3/2dI

with

r= (.41)2F.O Re6o/(TW/Te)l+2 w]l/ 3 mi (23a)

Re 5 /~ )W+1/2
, A60 = .7443(Cfo0 /2)5/ Reo/(rw0 /Te0  (23b)

where Ki n  Z -l is given in Fig. 4 while the functions H() and S(1) are given in Fig. 5 and represent
the walT turbulence effect on the interactive displacement effect and skin friction, respectively, of the
inner deck. Fig. 5, in fact, is a central result of the general non-asymptotic theory, providing a unified
account of the entire Reynolds number range in terms of the single new turbulent interaction parameter '1'
(Eq. 23a): it ranges from the limiting behavior of negligible wall turbulence effect pertaining to Light-
hill's theory at T 0 (lower Reynolds numbers) to the opposite extreme of wall turbulence-dominated behavior
at ' >> 1 pertaining to an asymptotic-type of theory at very large Reynolds numbers where the inner deck
thickness and its disturbance field become vanishingly small. The relationship between these two hereto-
fore-disparate theories has thus been explained and established: they belong at opposite extremes of a A
general non-asymptotic theory that describes the transition between them. Another important result emerging
from Fig. 5 is that the asymptotic trends occurring at very large Re cannot be extrapolated down to or-
dinary Re, values; doing so can yield appreciable error in the inner deck properties of practical interaction
problems. This would appear to explain the success of the Lighthill theory in correlcting lower Reynolds
number turbulent interactions in spite of the mathematical rigor of asymptotic theory- the former is simply
much closer to the actual physics and correctly predicts more significant interaction effects and scaling -

under the decidedly non-asymptotic conditions involved. By the same token, the extreme approximation in-
volved in the T = 0 limit significantly breaks down at larger Ret's pertaining toT>> 1, clearly warranting
the use of the present theory to account for the increasing role of the wall turbulence effect on the
interaction.

*i.e., the (generally non-linear) solution curve obtained by inwardly-integrating (18) and (12) in the
negative y direction starting at 6SL*
tAs far as the overal interaction proDerties 3re concerned, this non-linear shock jump provision plus the
various non-uniform viscous flow effects within the bouidary layer reduce the lower Mach number limit other-
wise pertaining to the linearized supersonic theory in purely inviscid pctential uniform flow.

4
.. o.. _ , ,
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An important and useful final consequence of the foregoing analysis is that it yields an explicit
analytical criterion for the onset of incipient separation due to an interactive pressure field; thus
setting w = Tw + Tw 

= 0, Eq. (22) predicts this to occur when

% C;%3/2;nn 2/3 vCf/ (~ )2324Cpw x _s-rF - (24)
L3/" (Cpw)3/idx

where it is re-emphasized that Cp' here is the local interactive distribution. Equation (56) bears a
general resemblance to a Stratforg-type7 of incipient separation relation for turbulent flow, except that
the present formula contains the integrated history effect along the interaction whereas Stratford's re-
sult involves purely local properties of Cr i dCp /dx. It is understood, of course, that the present
theory actually breaks dov'n approaching suc separation owing to the combination of its linearization
assumptions and the Van Driest/Cebeci wal-l - bulence model used; nevertheless, Eq. (2 ) does give at
least a roughly-correct indication of where flis will occur, and indeed does so without containing any ad-
justable empirical constants.

A computer program which is the outgrowth of Mason 2 and Panaras 57 earlier work has been constructed to
carry out the foregoing solution method; it involves the middle-deck disturbance pressure solution coupled
to the inner deck by means of the effective wall shift (Eq. 21) combined with an upstream influence solution
subroutine. The corresponding local total interactive displacement thickness growth and skin friction
are obtained from Eqs. (8) and (22), respectively. If desired the attendant boundary layer shape factor
change along the interaction may then also be calculated as H = [6*0 +46*(x)]/e*(x) with 6* given by an
x-wise integration of the overall momentum integral equation for the total local boundary layer since p(x),
6* and Cf are known. The incoming turbulent boundary layer is treated bv the compressible version of a
universal composite Law of the Wall - Law of the Wake model due to Walz 52 that not only has a convenient
analytical form (see Appendix) but also provides a very general fundamental description of this boundary
layer in terms of three arbitrary parameters: preshock Mach number, boundary layer displacement thick-
ness Reynolds number, and the incompressible shape factor Hli. This enables us to assess the important but
heretofore - neglected influence 'f the upstream flow history (pressure gradient, suction, etc.) on the
interaction.

2.4) Comparisons of the Theory wit.. Experiment

Numerous verification comparisons of the present theory with experimental data from both wind tunnel
and free flight experiments have alrcady been documented; a sample is presented i, Fig. 6 to illustrate
the predicted behavior and good agreement for the interactive pressure,displacement thickness and skin
friction distributions in a typical non-separating case. Note especially in Fig. 6b the important lateral
pressure gradient effect that occurs in the vicinity of the shock. Regarding the skin friction comparison
shown in Fig. 6d, we note that the "experimental" values were actually inferredl from measured velocity
profiles along the interaction (hence e* and 6*) by means of the 2-D momentum integral equation; considering
the well-known Jncertainties involved in their experimental set up and this method, combined witn the present
theory's own limitations, the agreement is considered good as regards both the magritude and shape of
the Cf curve.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the predicted local shape factor change along an interaction with some
ONERA measurements; it is seen that the theory nicely captures the characteristic local peaking of H near
the shock foot as well as the overall behavior.

A particularly interesting comparison with some very recent DFVLR-AVA (G) experiments59 is shown
in Fig. 8, where we compare with measurements along the non-separating interaction zones on two super-
critical airfoils. The experimental Cf values were inferred from various streamwise station boundary
layer profile surveys by means of the Ludwig-Tillman relationship

Cf .246(T*/Te)"796 Ree,-. 268 e"1 "561 Hi (25)

where His given by Eq.2I and T*/Te 1 + .14 for y = 1.40 as P 2 .7 on an adiabatic wall. Theoretical
predictions of the entire airfoil flow field were also made with a composite inviscid transconic - turbulent
boundary layer - shock interaction numerical scheme in which the present theory was used as a iocal interac-
tive module astride the inviscid shock location (see Ref. 59 for details). It is seen that the present
theory yields an excellent prediction of the local skin friction values upstream and slightly downstream of
the shock (including the minimum value) and a good qualitative account of the overall shape of the stream-
wise distribution. Well downstream of the shock, the theory clearly over estimates the post-shock Cf recovery
inferred by the Ludwig-Tillman relationship. Nevertheless, in view of the combined limitations of the
experimental Ludwig-Tillman method and the present small disturbance theory, the overall agreement with the
data here is regarded as quite good.

2.5) The Effects of Wall Curvature

The influence of local surface curvature is of particular interest since interactions often occur on
curved surfaces (especially in cascade/turbine-blade applications) and since a singularity is associated
with a normal shock in the purely inviscid limit of curved wall flow.60 The present theory has been extended
to enable treatment of the viscous interaction problem for such flows: the results show that the inviscid
singularity disappears (the external flow being now quite regular) when the boundary layer displacement
effect i:; takeh into account. Because of its importance in the interpretation and understanding of theory
and expe nent, we resent here a short overview of this analysis (see Ref. 61 for more details).

-A ~ I'
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Inviscid Outer Regjion

Oswatitsch and Zierep60 have shown that normal shock impingement on a curved wall in a purely in-
viscid flow introduces a logarithmic singularity in the wall pressure in the form of a sharp post-sE-hck
expaion (Fig. 9a) and this phenomenon has indeed been observed in inviscid numerical solutions.62 However,
in real flows even at high Reynolds numbers, viscous smearing and upstream influence effects arise due to
the thin boundary layer along the surface which are known to profoundly influence the physics of the local
interactive flow. In particular, whether the wall is flat or curved, the local outer inviscid flow "sees"
the overall viscous effects in the interaction as an effective thickening of the geometrical surface by the
interactive displacement thickness growth. In the vicinity of the shock, this is seen to involve both a
rapid growth in the effective body slope at the shock foot and an overall downstream increase of the effect-
ive body thickness; at the very least, these two features must be included in any realistic mathematical
model of the local outer inviscid flow in such interactions.

A detailed analysis of the local mixed transonic small perturbation field in the vicinity of the shock
has been made by Sobieczky6l in hodograph variables (Fig. 9b) in the case where this flow pertains to an
effective body consisting of the bare wall hw = hi = Cl.x

2 plus a slope jump C2 at the shock foot followed
by a further interactive displacement thickness growth, giving h2 = hw,eff = C2X+D2X

2 (Fig. 9c). The re-
sults yield two basically different types of physical behavior (one regular, the other singular) depending
on whether tlFeinteractive deflection effect is included (C2 > 0, 02 , Cl) or neglected a priori
(C2 = 0, D2 = Cl), as follows:

C2 > 0, D2 Cl: REGULAR SOLUTION with 6*

Shock Shape Xs = y + y2  (26a)

M2 - 1 = K + Lx

C2 =, 02 C1: SINGULAR SOLUTION without 6*

Shock Shape Xs = y2 (Q + Rk y) (26b)

M2 - 1 =- K ( - Lx - Fx £ x)

where K, L, ..., Q, P, R are constants. Now solution (2QOis in fact the aforementioned singular solution
for a "bare" curved wall. The result (264)showsat least for non-separating interactions, that the viscous
displacement effect does indeed eliminate the singularity (giving in fact a well-behaved external inviscid
disturbance flow). To be sure, wall curvature does have some influence, as shown below, but this is quite
regular and does not derive from any singular behavior in the inviscid part of the flow.

Inner Boundary Layer Regon

Here wall curvature influences the solution in two ways: (1) it alters the incoming undisturbed
turbulent boundary layer profile upon which the perturbation solution depends; (2) it introduces new ex-
plicit terms in the small disturbance equations. fgr the typical radii of curvature encountered in
practice (6o/RB < .01 - .02), detailed examination' has shown that (2) are all of order 6o/RB and hence
completely negligible*. Regarding (1), while the explicit new curvaturg terms again have a negligible
effect, there is a significant influence on the eddy viscosity relation63 which in turn manifests itself
as a slight skin friction reduction and shape factor increase, respectively, approximately described by

Cf - 10 (27a)
0 0 flat

Hi0 (27b)
1o- "I i flat

where to this first order accuracy the corresponding effect on a is much smaller and therefore neglected.
Note that the typical value B/RB= .01 yields a reduction and iRcrease in Cf and Hil of 10% and 5%,
respectively, which are an order of magnitude larger than the explicit new cu~vature terms in either the
mean or perturbation flow equations (including the outer inviscid disturbances). The use of Eqs. (27)
with ao/RB as an additional input parameter in the foregoing viscous interaction theory enables a straight-
forwar3 appraisal of the first order curvature effects on the non-separating normal shock-turbulent boundary
layer interaction oroblem. '

A systematic study of the wall curvature effect has been made based on the foregoing extended inter-
action theory. Typical results are presented in Fig. 10, where it is seen that the effect generally is a
small one and derives primarily from the curvature effect on the boundary layer shape factor. Since the
curvature tends to slightly spread out the interaction and thus reduce the pressure gradient, it slightly -

increases Cfm4 and hence delays incipient separation. The results for the interactive pressure distri-
bution along"tmie boundary layer edge bring out the farther fundamental point that a small subsonic ex-
pansion region occurs behind the disturbance shock regardless of the wall curvature: since this expansion
was shown to be an inherent feature of the mixed transoiciTscous interaction flow along a flat surface
by Inger and Mason2 and is further confirmed by detailed numerical solutions9 , we may conclude (contrary
to what is sometimes alleged), that wall curvature per se is not the cause of such expansion regions in
non-separating turbulent interactions.

* As regards the (regular) influence of curvature on the inviscid outer boundary conditions via the dis-
placement effect, the foregoing analysis shows that this is also of order 6o*/RB and hence very small in
the leading approximation. I.
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3. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF LOCAL INTERACTION EFFECTS

The foregoing theory provides a fundamental analytical tool for examining the influence of the
basic physical parameters on the local interactive properties of engineering interest. Such a study has
been carried out and its results will be described in this section.

3.1) Influence of Mach Number (Shock Strength)

The effects of increasing Mach number on the pressure, displacement thickness, skin friction and shape
factor distributions are shown in Figs. lla-d for fixed Reynolds iumber and shape factor values typical
of a practical flight condition for an aerodynamic body. As expected on the basis of earlier studies

2 , the
theory predicts that the interactive pressure gradient, displacement thickening, skin Friction drop and
local shape factor peak all increase with increasing pre-shock Mach number while the overall streamwise
scale contracts. In particular, owing to the increased interactive pressure gradient with increasing M1,
we see the tendency of incipient separation to occur (i.e., Cfmin + 0) as M1 z 1.30 -see below.I 3.2) Influence of Incoming Boundary Layer Profile Sh&pe

The predicted effects of the incoming boundary layer incompressible shape factor Hi , related to the
adiabatic compressible value to a good approximation by the expression 57

Ht = (H - .273 M 2) / (1.0 + .1145 M 2) , (28)

is shown for a typical Reynolds number case in Fig. 12. In general this effect is seen to be quite sig-
nificant: increasing Hli (which corresponds to reduced profile fullness typical of an adverse upstream
pressure gradient history and/or blowing history

64)causes the interaction pressure field to spread out
with a resulting large increase in its upstream influence distance (Fig. 12a) and displacement thickness
growth, especially downstream (Fig. 12b). This displacement thickness sensitivity to Hl. is of significant
practical importance since 6* can have a significant back-effect on the inviscid flow an shock position
on airfoils or in channel flows.

The shape factor influence on the interactive skin friction (Fig. 12c) is also significant but not
monotone in the vicinity of the shock foot; whereas increasing Hl4 yields a continual reduction of the down-
stream Cf level, its effect on Cfmin is much less and in fact revirses at larger Hli values > 1.5 (such

that turther Hl. increase slightly increases CfmIn) owing to the influence of the reduced interactive
pressure gradiet that al o occurs (Fig. 12a). These results are quite similar to the shape factor-effects
observed by Squire et al in purely-supersonic shock-boundary layer interactions.

3.3 Reynolds Number ( Scale ) Effect

The predicted Reynolds number effect on the interaction field along a typical M, = 1.20
shock-boundary layer interaction is shown in Fig. 13, where it is noted that the abscissa of these curves
has been normalized with respect to the undisturbed boundary layer thickness 

60 (which itself contains a
Reynolds number effect). We observe from Fig. 13a that there is little influence of Reynolds number (other
than that absorbed in 60) on the upstream pressure distribution; the upstream influence distance has the
expected small value (-1.0 to 1.5 6o) that scales essentially with 6o itself. In cortrast, the downstream
interaction reqion shows a Reynolds number effect involving a contraction of the non-dimensional -sr'--se.
scale with increasing Re,. These trends, including the tendency toward a very short range nearly step-
like pressure rise at very high Reynolds numbers, are in agreement with experimental observation ggd the
results of Navier-Stokes numerical simulation of turbulent boundary layer-shock wave interaction.

0 °

The corresponding displacement thickness predictions in Fig. 13b shows a similar behavior; only the
downstream thickening exhibits a significant Reynolds number effect when plotted as A6/6 * vs. x/6o.
Moreover, this effect evidently vanishes at higher Reynolds numbers for a given boundary Yayer shape
factor, implying that A6* becomes proportional to 60*. The local shape factor distribution shown in Fig. 13c
also exhibits this Re-independent limiting behavior at sufficiently layer Re6*.

The predicted influence of Reynolds number on the interactive skin friction is shcwn in Fig. 13d, where
it may be seen that both Cfmin (located slightly downstream of the shock foot) and the value well downstream
of the shock (which recovers quite slowly) decrease significantly with increasing Re6* at the larger
Reynolds numbers pertaining to full-scale flight vehicles. However, this trend does not persist at low
Reynolds numbers but in fact appears to reverse owing to the spreading out of the interaction and attendant
reduction of the interaction pressure gradient which ultimately causes the Cfmin to increase with reducing
Re. at the lower Reynolds numbers. At sufficiently low Reynolds number and large shock strength, the
present theory in fact predicts vanishing or slightly negative Cf in values and hence incipient separation
with a very small separation bubble slightly behind the shock fooT. Of course the present theory ceasos to

be valid for separated flow; nevertheless it does give a useful indication as to trends toward this situa-
tion and an approximate idea of when incipient separation occurs - see below for a more systematic examina-
tion of this behavior.

In conjunction with the foregoing results, we have also made some comparisons with predictions given
by the Ludwig-Tillman ("LT") skin friction formula 25 when applied along the interaction using the H and 9*
6*/H values given by the present theory; this is of interest since Eq. 25 is frequently used to empirically
find Cf values from velocity profile sourveys along such interaction (see Fig. 8 and Ref. 59). The typical
results are shown in Fig. 14, where it is seen that while the preshock and minimum L-T values agree fairly

well with the present theory for Re,- 15O the overall L-T prediction trends are at variance with the
present interaction theory. In particular, the L-T predictions differ in three important respects: (a)

in contract to the noticeable Cf /Cfo increase with Re6 predicted by the present theory, the L-T rela-
tionship for the same pressure fe'd predicts no such increase, hence indicating a higher min/Cfo ratio I
at the lower Reynolds numbers; (b) compared with the present prediction of a gradual but sign iicant C
rise well downstream, L-T predicts virtually no such recovery and hence notably lower downstream Cf values;

LAt
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(c) the L-T predicts rather weak Reynolds number effect trends on the downstream Cf behavior that are
opposite in sense to the much str nger Re-effect implied by the present theory. These interesting differ-
ences must be borne in mind when interpreting theoretical comparisons with experimental Cf values that have
been inferred from the L-T formulae applied along an interaction zone.P

Apropos the foregoing comparison, we also evaluated the accuracy of using a localized version of the
well-known Stratford analysis of turbulent boundary layer behavior in strong adverse pressure gradients' 3

As typically illustrated in Fig. 14, when based on the correct interactive pressure distribution, this
approach is unsatisfactory, drastically over-predicting the skin friction reduction and consequently the
appearance of incipient separation (indeed, it predhted incipient separation at Ml - 1.10 - 1.15 at the
lower Reynolds numbers).

3.4) Viscous Ramp Modeling of the Interaction

In certain engineering applications to global flow field analysis computer programs for wings or tur-
bine blades, it has proven expedient to model the interaction as a simple local inviscid 6 - "bump" or
"ramp". A serious deficiency of this approach is that it does not account for the dependence of the bump
shape and size on Reynolds number, shock strength and boundary layer shape factor, while the additional
interaction effects on the downstream boundary layer (such as Cf reduction) are ignored altogether. With
the aforementioned parametric study results in hand, however, the present theory can provide (If desired)
a much improved "viscous ramp" representation of the interaction whose key physical features have the
correct dependence on MlReatand Hi1 .

Results for these viscous wedge properties are presented in Figs. 15, where the upstream and down-
stream influence distances, the slope and overall height of the 6* - bump are plotted along with the
downstream Cf/Cfovalues that may be needed along with 6* to re-initialize a subsequent turbulent boundary
layer calculation downstream. We note in general that the overall scale of the interaction (which can be
a sensitive effect in both steady and unsteady applications where such viscous wedge models are employed)
does not scale according to the undisturbed boundary layer thickriss eveni in the non-separating case. It
is further noted that the viscous wedge slopes are in rough agreement with the maximum attached shock de-
flection value abserved empirically59 , although here of course there is a dependence on Re6 and Hil as well
as Mach number. Finally, in all of these curves we see a significant dependence on the incoming boundary
layer shape factor that would appear to be an important consideration in practical applications.

3.5) Incipient Separation

As mentioned above the present theory, although it breaks down at separation, does yield a useful
indication of incipient separation where Cfmin- 0, i.e., where Eq. 24 is satisfied. Since this occurence
is of great practical interest, a parametric study of incipient separation conditions inherent in the pres-
ent theory was carried out66 ; the results for a normal shock are presented in Fig. 16, where the shock
Mach number Mlinc s above which incipient separation occurs is plotted as a function of the Reynolds
number with the sn~e 96tor as a parameter; also shown in the Figure is the
approximate experimental boundary determined by a careful examination66 of a large number of transonic
interaction tests, besides Nussdorfers67 famous M -1.30 criterion for turbulent flow. It is seen that
the theoretical prediction of a gradual increase in the Mlincip se value with Reynolds number is in agree-
ment with the trend of the data; moreover, the theoretical predctybn of only a small influence of shape
factor on the incipient separation conditions is also bourne out by the lack of any consisteat H-effect for
the same Re discernable in the data (Squire has observed a similar insensitivity to Hli in purely super-
sonic flow interactions64). The absolute values of Mlincip.sep.predicted by the present interaction theory ''

are seen to be consistently slightly lower than the average experimental value; this is attributable to the
combined effects of the linearized inner deck theory (which overpredicts the pressure gradiet effect on
Cf and hence too small on incipient separation shock strength) and the assumption of a normal shock when
in fact most of the experiments likely entail some shock obliquity (which also delays separation to some-
what higher shock-strengths). As shown above, wall curvature effects are expected to play a neglibible
role since they lie well within the data scatter.

In conjunction with Fig. 16, it is interesting to note that Nfssdoritrs original incipient separation
criterionbased as it was on a very limited base, does roughly go through the average of the data although
it does not account for the proper Reynolds number effect.

4. GLOBAL INTERACTION EFFECTS

4.1) Downstream Effects of Interactions on Supercritical Wings

In addition to the increased displacement thickness, the foregoing discussion shows that the skin
friction level following the interaction is significantly reduced; combined with the attendant sensitivity
to the profile shape, this suggests that the subsequent downstream boundary layer development may retain
a memory of the interaction effects for a considerable distance (over and above a simple thickening), par-
ticularly as regards possible incipient separation in any adverse pressure gradients downstream. As indi-
cated in Fig. 17, this downstream "interaction after effect" in the boundary layer influences the sensitive
trailing edge region and thus may be important in the design and analysis of rear-loaded airfoils,
especially at higher lift coefficients with increasingly-aft shock locations; it likewise may be impcrtant
on three dimensional wing configurations where the shock Interaction zones are well aft.

The aforementioned "after-effect" question was therefore subjected to detailed study using the two-
layer turbulent boundary layer program of Moses68 as a model of the oownstream viscous flow; the program
is coupled to the present interaction theory by initializing it with the post-interactive flow properties
so as to account either fully (both Cf and 6*), partially (6* only) or not at all for the changes across
the interaction. Calculations were then made of the subsequent downstream turbulent boundary layer be-
havior (H, Cf, 0*, 6*) in various constant post-shock adverse pressure gradients typical of airfoils for
different assumed local interactive shock strengths and positions or Reynolds numbers. The results serve
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as a paradigmof the downst'-eam sensitivity question in real flows.
A variety of cases were studied 6 , typcial tesults of which are presented in Fig. 18 where we show the

predicted behavior of the boundary layer shape factor and skin friction in three increasingly-strong adverse
pressure gradients downstream of an interaction occurring at a typically rearward
positionJ the consequences of either fully, partially or negligently-treating the boundary
layer changes across the interaction are indicated. Generallyjit is seen that the downstream behavior of
the boundary layer is indeed sensitive to detailed modeling of the interactive effects and that this sensi-
tivity increases with the strength of the downstream adverse pressure gradient. The adverse pressure
gradient magnifies the subsequent influence of the skin friction (as well as the 6* rise) across the inter-
action so that downstream separation tends to occur earlier than would be predicted by either neglecting or
treating only the 6* effect of the upstream interaction. As shown in Fig. 19, these predictions as'e supported
by a comparison with boundary layer measurements downstream of a non-separating shock interaction zone on a
supercritical air-foil; both the skin friction and shape factor data are poorly predicted when the inter-
action is neglected but are reasonably well predicted when the complete interaction effects are taken into
account.

Examination of results for a wide variety of casesi leads to the further conclusion that such inter-
active after-effects extend at least 20-30% chord distances downstream on a typical air-foil or wing, and
increases (as expected) with either larger shock strength or decr'easing Reynolds number. If the trailing
edge region lies within this range of the shock, it is thus seen that a simple thickening effect alone is
not sufficient to account for the interaction and may result in an inaccurate prediction of the rearward
boundary layer shape factor, skin friction and incipient separation properties including their scaling.*
This is of practical importance for two major reasons: (1) in regions of sustained adverse pressure

gradient that often follow the short-scale interaction zone, the shape of the velocity profile and stream-
wise shear stress distribution (as well as thickness) are of considerable importance to the aerodynamic
design of an airfoil or wing3 3; (2) the altered boundary layer properties (especially possible incipient
separation) near the trailing edge and into the wake can further exert a powerful effect on the overall
aerodynamics via their influence of the Kutta condition

70 and on possible buffet onset. Consequently,
Nandanan et al have carried out an even more detailed study of interactions (using the present theory
as the local interactive module) on actual supercritical airfoils inc!jding experimental comparisons;
the results are reported in a companion paper (Ref. 59).

4.2) Multiple Interaction Effects on Transonic Bodies of Revolution

Another important application of interaction theory has been to the analysis of the flow field around
axi-symmetric bodies at supercritical transonic speeds. An interesting aspect of this problem for the
boat-tailed bodies found in practice is the occurrence of two interaction regions in sequence, as illustra-
ted in Fig. 20A. The problem has been treated by a composTte inviscid-boundary layer-shock interaction
flow field analysis utilizing the present non-asymptotic interaction theory.

Briefly, the approach consists of a global numerical inviscid flow region calculation based on the
transonic small dis rbance method of Reklis et alcoupled to the compressible turbulent boundary layer
code of Dwyer et al (which includes the influence of body spin, if present); the local transonic shock-
turbulent boundary layer interaction effects are treated by interposing astride the inviscid shock location
the axi-symmetric body extension of the above non-asymptotic theory, the ireuired inputs being the inviscid
shock location (about which the interactive solution is "centered"), the corresponding streamwise component
of the inviscid flow Mach number and the streamwise thickness Reynolds numoer plus the shape factor from
tne turbulent boundary layer code. The interactive solution is thus inserted as a local "module" at each
shock location to produce a general combined inviscid-boundary layer-interaction solution code that is
fully operational. In addition to the resultant rapid displacement thickness growth, the interactive
distortion of the boundary layer profile shape and skin friction are also thereby accounted for. Further-
more, the influence of these changes on the subsequent turbulent boundary layer development downstream is
included by appropriate post-interaction reinitializatlon using a composite Law of the Wall - Law of Wake
profile model.58

Typical results for a transonic boat-tailed body of revolution at a flight member of M = .940
and zero angle of attack are illustrated in Figs. 20 (b)-(d), where the predicted pressure,-displacement 71
and skin friction distributions are shown along with some supporting experimental data obtained by Danberg
Even though no separation occurs, the significant local interaction regions and their after-effect are
clearly evident in these distributions. Another interescing set of results Ts-presented in Fig. 21 for a
slightly lower flight Mach case (.908), where the predictionc of the compisitv theory are not only compared
favorably with data due to Danberg72 but also to predictions obtained by Nietubicz

72 using a
Navier-Stokes numerical code. The ability of the composite approach to resolve the physical behavior in
the smaller scale interaction zones is clearly evident.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of this study have shown that it is now possible to incorporate as an interactive module
within a global flow field analysis the correctly - modelled (and scaled' local shock-boundary layer inter-
action affects for the non-separating case. The non-asymptotic triple-deck interaction theory involved
covers a wide range of practical Reynolds numbers and turbulent boundary layer profile shape factors in-
cluding the effect of wall curvature; moreover, it gives an approximate indication of when incipient
separation occurs. It was further shown that such theory is generally desireable when accurate predictions
are desired in the important trailing edge region of rear-loaded supercritical air-foils (or approaching
the base of axi-symmnetric projectile bodies), because the detailed changes across an upstream interaction
can significantly alter the subsequent turbulent boundary layer behavior for appreciable distances downstream.

* In such cases, of course, it might be desirable to employ a more sophisticated finite-difference

turbulent boundary layer code with a relaxation-tya eddy viscosity model.
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Three areas of future application warranting further study appear to be of practical interest.
(1) Extension of the present interaction theory to the unsteady case (examining first the validity of the
quasi-steady approximation) in order to study unsteady air loads due to flutter at transonic speeds. (2)
Adaptation to three dimensional flow fields of finite-span wings, at least outside wing/fuselage juncture
or tip - influence regions. (3) More detailed study of the effects of shock-boundary layer interactions
on transonic internal flows within engine inlets and ducts and turbomachinery blade passages and cascades.
The influence of these interactions on the resulting losses and downstream effects, especially with incipientseparation, is important to understand and predict in practice.
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APPENDIX

COMPOSITE LAW OF THE WALL - LAW OF THE WAKE
TURBULENT VELOCITY PROFILE RELATIONSHIPS

Because of its convenient analytical form, accurate blended representation of the combined Law of the
hall - Law of the Wake behavior and genera ty, we have adopted Walz's model for the incoming turbulent
boundary layer upstream of the interaction. For the low Mach number adiabatic wall conditions appropriate
to transonic interactions, it may be satisfactorily corrected for compressibility effects by the Eckert
Reference Temperature method which under these conditions is,in fact comparable in accuracy to, but far
simpler to implement than, the Van Driest compressibility transformaiion approach

-Let v be Coles'(incompressible) Wake Function, n E y/6 and denote for convenience R E .41 Re6n*/
(1 + i) (Tw/Te)'J, Tti/Te 1 + .18 Ne2 (4 V .76 for a perfect gas; then the compressible form

of Walz's composite profile may be written

U0  + T~ 2l2
= 1 + _n2(l-) - 2n + 2n..n (3-2n)

e (A-1)

+1n - -(215+ .655 Rn)e-3Rn

subject to the following condition linkinglrto CF and Regg :

27 + .215 + in (I +R) .41 (A-2)

U
Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) have the following desirable properties: (a) For IZ.lO or so, 0 is dominated by a
Law ef the Wake behavior which correctly satisfies both the outer limit conditions Lo/Ug+ 1 an0 dUo/dy .
as n - 1; (b) on the otherhand, for very small n values, U0 assumes a Law of the Wall - type behavior con-,
sisting of a logarithmic term that is exponentially damped out extremely close to the wall into a lineav
laminar sublayer profile U/Ue = Rn as n * 0; (c) Eq. (A-l) may be differentiated W.R.T. n to yield an
analytical expression for dUo/dy also, which proves advantageous in solvipq the middle and lner deck inter-
action problems (see text) wher di4o/dy must be known and vanish at the boundary layer eugc

The use of the incompressible form of (-l) in the defining int- gral relations for 6j* and e6* yields
the following relationship that links the wake parameter to the resulting incompressible shape factor Hil =
(6i*/oi*)o:

Hl I f w f 4 . +.75 (A-3)

Equations (A-2) and (A-3 together with the defining relation for R enable a rather general and convenient
parameterization of the profile (and hence the interaction that depends on it) in terms of three important
physical quantities: the shock strength (Me) the displacement thickness Reynolds number Re6* and the shape
factor Hl that reflects the prior ,pstream history of the incoming boundary layer including possible pres-
sure grad ent and surface mass transfer effects. With these parameters prescribed, the a orementioned three
equations may be solved simultaneously for the attendant skin friction value Cfo, the value of R and, if
desired, the v value appropriate to these flow conditions.
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COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS AND RESULTS OF LOW SPEED 'ISCOUS FLOW ABOUT MULTICOMPONENT AIRFOILS*

by
B. Oskam

National Aerorpace Laboratory NLR
Anthony Fokkerweg 2
1059 CM AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands

SUMMARY

The viscous flow about multicomponent airfoils has been calculated solving incompressible potential
flow and boundary layer problems iteratively. The presence of the shear layers is modeled in the potential
flow by an outflow boundary condition on the airfoil surface and the wake cen erline. Example solutions
show that high accuracy of the potential flow solution is required to justify the correction for viscous
effects, especially near the wing trailing edge of a slotted configuration. A second element of the
present study is the phenomenon of leading edge stall. Turbulent boundary layer separation at 3 per cent
chord, downstream of a laminar separation bubble, is found on the nose of a NACA 63-009 airfoil at high
Reynolds number indicating the occurence of turbulent leading edge stall. This phenomenon, being difficult

to distinguish from laminar leading edge (short bubble) stall, occurs at such a small scale that it is
observed only if one obtains high resolution results. A third point being mde concerns the importance of
the wing wake of a slotted configuration. The experimental and computational results agrce reasonably well
at moderate angles of attack. At higher angles of attack it is found that the wing wake streaming along
the upper surface of the flap is subjecued to a large adverse pressure gradient. The associated extreme
growth of the displacement thickness of the wing wake is found to be the major item detei.-.ning the loss
of lift du., to viscous effects.

1 INTRODUCTI I

Traditionally, the design of high-lift systems has been accomplished mainly by wind tunnel testing
The actual steps taken in such a design process are heavily based on experimental data obtained previously.
At the same time Smith (Ref. 1) has pointed towards a more scientific approach to the aerodynamic design
of high-lift devices. One aspect of sucn an approach is the unification of theoretical models of various
physical :low phenomena, providing a computational tool to analyse for example the viscous flow about
multicomponent airfoils. The program of Stevens et al. (Rel. 2) represents one of the first attempts along
these lines. Since this initial effort continued usage of the program has resulted in improved versions,
see for example Morgan (Ref. 3) and Brune -t al. (Ref. 4).

At NLR this line of work towards the use of computers and wind tunnels as complementary aids to
design (Ref. 5) is also being pursued. The present research is a continuftion of earlier work by Labruj~re I
et al. (Ref. 6) studying the feasibility of using potential flow calculations in the development of high-
lift systems. More generally speaking there have been quite a number of studies concerning the viscous
flow around multicomponent airfoils. For examples Seebohm et al. (Refs 7 and 8) and Olsen et al. (Ref. 9)

have presented experimental data as well as numerical methods.

One of the problems of high-lift aerodynamics is the calculation of maximum lift. Since flows with
partial separation are encountered at angles of attack well below the maximum lift condition, one is essen-
tially facing the problem of modeling separated flow, e.g. see Maskew et al. (Ref. 10). Although separated I: -a
flow models are also being studied at NLR, in the present paper we will on.y consider viscous flows which
remain attached to the surface except possibly for some short laminar separation bubbles. These viscous . -
flows are ca2culated solving potential flow and boundary layer problems iteratively. The maii, ingredients,
such as the 2D panel method (Ref. 6) and a 2D turbulent boundary layer calculation method (Ref. 11), were
developed previously. Evaluation of these theoretical methods has exposed certain defects, requiring both
major and minor modifications, which is a similar situation as referred to above (Refs 3 and 4).

In the present method the prescact- of the boundary layer and wake is modeled in the inviscid flow by
an outflow boundary condition which has a>:;o been employed by Piers et al. (Ref. 12). The selection of a
"Kutta condition" to render this tloi unique i3 noL obvious. Melnik et al. (Ref. 13) have indicated that
one cannot obtain an asymptotically correct app,;oximation to the lift in viscous flow from the classical
(weak) interaction theory. To be consistent one should take norm,3. pressure gradients into account in case
of turbulent trailing edge flow, in contrast with laminar flow where norrtl pressu-e gradients result in a
higher order effect only, see Brown et al. (Ref. Wi). At NLR these asymp~otically correct formulations are e
being studied by Veldman (Ref. 15). However, this line of work has not been extended to turbulent flow as

yet. The present method, being formulated in 1977, incoroorates the Kutta condition of equal pressure at
the edge of upper and lower trailing edge boundary layer. Asymptotically speaking it is not a consistent
approximation, a3though it appears to yield a rather good prediction of the viscous correction to lift,
see reference 8. Giesing (Ref. 16),following the earlier work presented in the book by Thwaites (Ref. 17),
also employed this Kutta condition.

This paper starts with a brief description of the potential flou and boundary layer methods, sections
2 and 3. The viscous.--nviscid matching conditions and associated iterative technique to satisfy these con-
ditions are discussed in sectic. 4. Viscous flow solutions, including comparisons between experimental and
comuutational data, are given in the last section. A detailed description of the method of analysis can be
found in reference 18. -_

* Part of this investigation has been performed under contract with the Netherlands A,;ency for Aerospace
Programs (NIVR; contraet number 1738).
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2 POTENTIAL FLOW METHOD

2.1 Preview

The potential flow panel method utilizes swface source distributionit and internal doublet distribu-
tions. In the original version of this panel method (Ref. 6) the cho-dw;., variation of the internal
doublet strength is prescribed. For thin geometrieo it has been found .-.. the accuracy of the solution
depends critically on the particular form of the assumed doublet shape. Fr .owing a study of Rubbert et al.
(Ref. 19), and unpublished work by Piers at NLR, this disadvantage is overccte by applying boundary condi-
tions on the mean line and tolving for the internal, continuous doublet datributioni and surface source
distributions simultaneously.

A second point concerns the effects of compressiiit. Although even in low speed flow compressibil-
ity effects can be Auite important, the present study 1 ., with the potential flov of an incompressible
fluid only. A field panel method, see Piers et al. (Rel -D), to solve the full potential equation is
being studied at present. This approach may be particularly attractive for low speed flows involving small
pocketr of high subsonic or transonic spe,-as.

2.2 Mathematical formulation

We shall consider boundaries as sketched , ture 1. The inviscid, irrotational and incompressible
fluid flow in the external domain is given by a t.tal velocity potential $ satisfying Laplace's equation
and the following boundary conditions:

h + 1 at infinity, wake excluded (I)

p vn (P) P F TBT , position known (2)

p. I vn(P)

p 10- - -1 Vn(P) P C TCi , position unknown (3)

+(P) - -(P) = constant

Kutta condition component i (4)

The outflow distribution v0 is either zero or known fro- a preceding shexr layer nalcula..ion. The implemen-
tation of the Kutta condition, i.e. equal pressure u. il- Pge of upper and lower bounda.y at the trailing
edge, will be described in section 4.3.

To complete the boundary value problem we formula,% thp boundary conditions which are applied to the
nonphysical flow interior to each component i:

p qo+ p Vo- - vn(P) P E AT1  mean line (5)

0" z 0+(p) P E TBTi , contour (6)

These boundary conditions depend on the solution of the external problem. The normal velocity on the line
AT ;s defined as the difference of the normal velocity on the lower and upper surface divided by two, con-
stituting a mean ourface approximation of the external lift problem.

It may be shown, using Green's third identity and part of the boundary ionditions, that the solution
of the coupled, internal plus external, boundary value problems may be represented by the perturbation
potential induced by a distribution of sources a and doublets v on thc, appropriate boundaries, while the

undisturbed velocity potential is given by

.P)= U. [cos a x(P) + sin a y(P)] . (7)

Perturbatiun potential due to sources of component i:

(P f tn IFpQIdiQ + f W gn IFpQIdiQ(8

TBT1  TC

Perturbation potential due to doublets of component i: r

I. 2 1n 5 n d + f T a in 15 (9) !

A1  27 n Is IdQ Tr . !PQIdt QAT TC

Total potential: i

o sp) (p(p))] (10)
' : ) ( ) +i=1 +P (10

where c(Q) = n 1.p - RQ.V( - = Vn(Q) Q E TCi

w= () - (j(Q) 
= 

constant Q E TC 
i

i c  total number of components

ipQ = xQ - R x position vector.

Before differentiating the integral representations we will integrate equation (9) by parts. The integra-
tion yields:j ".
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i(P)"- . pQ dtQ+ (Al) ePA (11)

AT1

where epQ = atan L-x(Q) Ybi and - -t- (Q) y(Q) the vorticity.

To satisfy the velocity boundary conditions we differentiate equation (10) to obtain a linear integral
representation of the velocity in terms of the distribution of singularities. If the source distribution in
the wake vanishes, the boundary conditions reduce to a set of linear integral equations for the unknown
singularity distributions o and y. Once the lines problem is solved the wake position may be determined by
tracing the streamline from each trailing edge. The nonlinear problem, ow 0 0, may be solved by iteration.
A first approximation to the wake position is already known from the solution of the linear problem,
w  0. An improved approximation may be found by solving a linear problem with aw 0 0, but a known wake
poLition. The velocity components at the wake centerline may be found subsequently and be used to updateit. -)osition.

i 2. Panel method
The numerical solution of the linear boundary value problem is accomplished by applying a panel

discretization to the set of integral equations. The geometry is approximated by flat panels. The source
distribution on the contour and wake is taken to be constant on each panel. The vorticity distribution an
the mean line is continuous and varies linearly on each panel. Panel midpoiis are selected as control
points at which norms, velocity boundary conditions are required to be satisfied. Upon int~gralion one
obtains a system of m linear algebraic equations, where m is equal to the total of all contour and mean
line panels. The total number of unknown singularity parameters equals m+p, however, where p is the number
of components. To cloue the bystem of algebraic equations we have to add the Kutta conditions, whicit are
generally nonlinear, to the system of m linear algebraic equations. Linearization of the Kutta conditions
results in a ii by n system of linear algebraic equations, where n equals m+p. The matrix of cotffici.nts
cannot be factorized once and for -ll for a given geometry since the coefficients of the linear equations
relating to the Kutta conditions do change. The first m equations remain fixed, however, during the itera-
tion process and during changes in Reynolds number or angle of attack.

This computational effort may be formulated as a large number of linear systems of identical order n
which have the first m equations in common. Ater initial factorization of the first linear system every
subsequent solution of anoth,- linear system takes only a BiT fraction of 'he operational counts of the
initial solution. It may be shown (Ref. 13) that, if n- I and p/n << 1, the asymptotic behaviour of R/T is
given by

R =_ (12)
T 2 n + n

where p denotes the number of components. This result is plotted in figure 2 for a range of p and n. The
theoretical fraction of operational counts is compared to the corresponding ratio of the Central Processor
time on a CDC Cyber 72 computer, showing agreement. It is found that in the present range of application
every subsequent solution of a linear system only consumes 2 or 3 per cent of the Central Processor time
needed for the initial factorization.

Before sta-ting the discussion of the example solutions we note that the classical Kutta-Joukowski
condition of finite velocity at the trailing edge, pertaining to the first inviscid flow solution, cannot
be applied in a numerical procedure as it stands. The general approach in numerical procedures is to
deduce a flow property, close to the trailing edge, from exact solutions and implement this related prop- "

erty numerically, serving as a Kutta condition, see Hess (Ref. 21). One of the simplest related properties
requires the bisector of the trailing edge to be a streamline of the local flow. Example solutions pre-
sented in section 2.4 are based on this particular Kutta condition.

2.4 Example solutions

The first example, figure 3, illustrates the solution for an 0.2 per cent thick airfoil at an angle of
attack of 3 degrees using 64 contour panels, i.e. Nc = 64. The computational results and the corresponding
exact colution of a flat plate at 3 degrees incidence are indiscernible. The results of the method of
reference 6, the original panel method, clearly show that this method is not applicable to extremely thir.
geometries. It demonstrates the Lxtended capability of the revised panel method.

The second example involves the application of the present panel method to a two-element airfoil for
which an exact solution by Williams (Ref. 22) is available for comparison. This exact solution is compared
with the computed pressure distribution in figure 4, where the last 20 per cent of the main element is
displayed on an enlarged scale, The agreement with the exact solution is good. The lift and drag coeffi-
cients at zero and ten degrees incidence, including the exact values, are given in table 1. The differences
between computel and exact coefficients are found to be of the order of 10-2, which compares favourably
with other first order panel methods.

The final example is the NLR 7301 airfoil with single slotted flap. Special attention is being paid to
the slot area displayed in figure 5. Two potential flow pressure distributions, one obtained with the
original panel method (Ref. 6) an! '.he cther with the present method, are plotted. It is observed that the
original method overpredictr the :,dvers,, pressure gradient on the wing upper surface, which in viscous-
inviscid computation invarLizv led to 'he preuiction of early turbulent boundary layer separation. This
separation is not found expt ".. however, the false pitdiction being the result of errors in the
original panel method soluticn.

Reducing the number c t.els r, configuration, by a factor of 4, does not change the pressure
level on the wing, ai.L.hnurh the re- i rn ..oes questionable. The corresponding pressure distribution
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on the flap near the slot is shown in figure 6 as panel distribution A. Panel distribution B has the same
number c panels but distributed differently. The paneling of distribution B is more dense near wing and
flap leading edges and sparse near the trailing edges. The results using distribution A have less resolu-
tion, but show a more accurate pressure level. The errors in the pressure distribution on the flap using
paneling B with 48 source panels may be attributed to the coarse paneling near th, trailing edge oV the
main wing. This exercise shows that fine paneling is required to generata accurate potential flow solu-
tions. In the present study care was taken to generate such accurate potential flow pressure distributions
for use in detailed boundary layer analyses.

3 aYSCOUS FLOW ANALYSIS

3. 1 Boundary layer methods

The various viscous flow calculation procedures have been chosen with the aim of balancing the compu-
tational effort required against the overall accuracy obtained. For the present purposes it suffices to
mention the shear layer methods used in the cajculations.
- Laminar boundary layer is calculated by Thwaites' integral method (e.g. Ref. 23).
- Natural transition in the attached boundary layer is predicted by the Granville method (Ref. 24), making
use of correlations for the instability Reynolds number and for the Reynolds number increment from the
point of instability to the actual transition location.

- The treatment of laminar separation bubbles is based on a method proposed by Van Ingen (Ref. 25). The
laminar part of the bubble is calculated by an inverse boundary layer method of the integral type in

which the position of the separation streamline is prescribed by an empirical relation. The interaction
of the reattaching transitional shear layer with the inviscid flow is approximated by the Stratford zero
skin friction pressure distribution for turbulent boundary layers, which may be interpreted as the
result of an inverse boundary layer method with prescribed skin friction.

- The turbulent shear layer analysis is based on the model shear stress equation of Bradshaw et al.
(Ref. 26).

To start the turbulent shear layer calculation method we employ the Coles' wall-wake formula as a
two parameter family of velocity profiles. One parameter follows from the requirement of continuity of the
momentum defect thickness, which is known from the laminar boundary layer or Jeminar separaticn bubble
calculation. The secord parameter is obtained by assuming that the turbulent boundary layer is in equilib-
rium. The initial stress ,profile is assumed to follow from the mixing length formula. The effect of these
assumntior3, concerning the initial data, on the results will be discussed in section 5.

As a last point it needs to be recalled that the existing boundary layer method (Ref. 11) does not
coier turbulent wakes. To demonstrate the importance of a turbulent w'ike analysis method we have extended
the basic boundary layer method, on a tentative basis, to treat symmetric nalf wakes (Ref. 18).

3.2 Drag

The most promising method for predicting the drag is to 2ontinue the boundary layer calculation beyond
the trailing edge as a turbu2ent wake analysis up to some point for downstream and then appiy the Squire
and Young formula or Jones method (Ref. 27). The most important parameter of these two drag evajuation
methods is the level of the pressure coefficient at the last station where the turbulent shear layer is
calculated. If this pressure coefficient is positive, the wake downstream will only experienc.e favourable
pressure gradients. In this case the drag coelficients obtained by the Squire and Young formula slow
negligible differences with those obtained by the method of Jones. This particular equival. nce wms also
found in a comparative numerical study by Zwaaneveld (Ref. 28). This observatio,, applies directly to the
evaluation of the drag of single component airfoils with attached flow up tc the trailing edge. Adding an
intermediate turbulent wake calculation to the classical Squire and Young formula will change the d:ag
coefficient only slightly in these cases, whica means that the viscous losses in wake are not significent
as long as the pressure gradient remaine favourable.

In case of multicomponent airfoils the s-tuation is quite different, however. The turbulent wake from
a slat, or the main component of a slotted coifiguration, follows the components downstream and 's sub-
jected to a consideable adverse pressure gradient. The viscous losses incurred by the wake are no longer
negligible, such that the wake flow canuot bf treated as if it were inviscid as in the Jones method. The
Squire and Young formula is not useful either, also under predicting the viscous losses. The present
strategy in case of multicomponent airfoils is to calculate the turbulent wake flow, subjected to a known
pressure distribution, far enough downstream such that 1he pressure level at the last station of the tur-
bulent shear layer calculaion is fairly close to the pressure at infinity. 

4

4 VISCOUS-INVISCID COUPLING

4.I Matching conditions

Viscous-inviscid interaction for two-dimensional flows, including rational asymptotic methods as well
as numerical matching, has been discussed by Le Balleur (Ref. 29) recently. Let us consider the (s, z)
toundary layer coordinate system whire Cu, v) is the solution of the viscous flow and € the solution of
the inviscid flow. Matching the two solutions along their common boundary requires

u (a, z (s, z = s) (13a)

* (s, z = ) = (a, (= ) (13b)

These matching conditions (13) may be approximated by continuing the inviscid flow solution P into the
viscous flow domain. If this continuation is represented by a Taylor series expansion around the edge of
the inviscid flow domain, i.e. z - 6, we may approximate the normal velocity --omponent this way and
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rewrite the matching conditions (13) as

Ue (s) = (s, z = 6) (14a)

(s, z = 0) ( 6 + 62) (4b)

6(s)
where Ue (s) = u (s, z = 6) and 6*(s) = I - dz

0 e
Further approximation by also replacing condition (13a) introduces an lower order truncation error in the

matching condition for the tangential velocity component,

Ue (s) = u (s, z = 6) = L (s, z = 0) + 0 (6) (15a)

(s, z = 0) s(* Ue) + o (62) (1 5b)

U (s) is the boundary condition for the viscous flow and - (s, z = 0) the outflow boundary condi-tion moaeling the viscous effects in a inviscid flow problem. Smallness of the truncation errors in the

approximate conditions (15), if applied to the trailing edge region, is not obvious, see section 4.3.

4.2 Outflow boundary condition

The outflow boundary condition involves differentiation of the compuited displacement f~ux Ue 6*. This

displacement distribution is known from applying the viscous flow calculation procedures outlined .I

section 3. These discrete results are differentiated using an algorithm based on spline functions. A
detailed description and implementation of the algorithm used is given in reference 18.

At present the algorithm is applied successively to the upper surface boundary layer, lower surface
boundary layer and total wake of each component individually. For completeness it is recalled that the
strong interaction of the laminar separation bubble is treated heuristically. It is assumed that the
relatively short laminar separation bubbles have only a negligibly small effect upon the pressure distri-
bution except in the bubble itself where the pressure is assumed to follow from inverse boundary-layer
methods. For this reason the full displacement flux of this local phenomenon is not represented in the
potential flow. Instead we have taken the displacement flux ot' the separation bubble to be represented by
a linear variation between separation and reattachment.

4.3 Trailing edge region

To obtain an impression of the inv¢scid flow in the trailing edge region it is opportune to look at i.
realistic example. The NLR 7301 plus flap configuration, already discussed at some length in section 2.4,
is chosen. The aetailed pressure distribution in the trailing edge region is displayed in figure 7. .'he
boundary conditions applied tG obtain these numerical results conform with the first inviscid solution,
i.e. zero outflow plus classical Kutta-Joukowski condition implemented by requiring the bisector to be a
streamline (see section 2.3). Figure 7 clearly shows the singular behaviour of the first potential flow
solution near the trailing edge, leading to substantial differences between the inviscid flow solution at
the surface (z = 0) end at some distance off the surface. To preclude the occurrence of this type of
sin6ular behaviour in the boundary condition U. (s) of the viscous flow we use the matching conditions
(14) at and just upstream of the trailing edge. The boundary condition Ue (s) immediately downstrvam of
the trailing edge is taken as a linear variation between its trailing edge value and the calculated wake
centerline value at a boundary layer thickness downstream.

It should be empi-asized here that for the sake of computational efficiency one should rather use
matching conditions (15) than the conditions (14). The favourable aspect of conditions (15) is that they
apply at the surface which is fixed during the iteration between inviscid and viscous flow solutions, the
matrix of influence coefficients remaining unchanged as a result. At present the following compromise has
been made, i) apply conditions (15) outside the trailing edge region for computational efficiency,
i-.) apply ccnditions (14) at the trailing edge to preclude the occurrence of singularitiea in U,
iii) construct a smooth blending of (14a) and (15a) in the trailing edge regio,..

Subsequent potential flow solutions are obtained by applying the Kutta condition of equal pressure at
two points jnst outside the boundary layer. These points are located at a local boundary layer thickness
from the trailing edge measured along the normal to the bisector of the trailing edge angle. These boundary
conditions are effectively the same as those used by Seebohm et dl. (Ref. 8). Their results show a rpcher
good agreement between the predicted overall lift on a slotted eirfoil and experimental data. This agree-
ment is rather surprising in view of a more recent study by Me]nik et al. (Ref. 13) and asks for further
examinatio.i.

Figure 8 shows the details of the pressure distribution in the trailing edge region of the NLR 7301
airfoil. These computational results pertain to a potential flow in which the viscous effects have been
modeled by the outflow boundary condition and the Kutta condition of equal pressure outside the boundary
layers at the trt. ding edge, as set out previously. The important observation to be made is the variationof the pressure o -r a boundary layer thickness in the trailing edge region. It is found that the present
Kutta condition leads to a pressure jump at the trailing edge when the solution is continued analytically

to the surface.

To compare the results of Melnik et al. (Ref. 13) to the present 'e observe that in case of ;n-
rompressible potential flow "the homogeneous solution" of reference 1. solution to Laplace's equation
applying boundary conditions at the airfoil surface and wake centerlin us the "homogeneous solution"
of reference 13 is to some extent comparable with the present solution aisplayed in figure 8. Qualitative

*1,.
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agreement is found in the sense that both solutions have a pressure jump at the trailing edge and give a
rather good prediction of overall lift. However, the mechanism causing the pressure jump is widely differ-
ent. Further conclusions cannot be drawn because the normal static pressure gradients across the viscous
shear laye's have not be resolved in any detail as yet (Ref. 29).

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section summarizes some viscous flou resuts obtained by applying the method outlined in the pre-
vious sections. These results are compared with experimental data. For completeness it needs to be remarked
that these comparisons are based on experimental data limited to Reynolds numbers above approximately
2 million, more or less excluding the occurrence of large laminar separation bubbles and/or tripped boundary
layers

5.1 NACA 63-009

Figure 9 presents a comparison between predicted and measured characteristics (Ref. 30) of the NACA
63-009 airfoil at a Reynolds number of 5.8x10

6
. The pressure distributions show reasonable agreement.

Similar agreement has been found for lift and drag values. The theory does not predict a bubble bursting,
however. Although the independent experimental studies of references 31 and 32 clearly :how a maximum lift

coefficient of 1.1 and 1.06 respectively, the present results show no tendency towards bubble bursting at
120 incidence with a 1.26 lift coefficient. This failure of the theory to predict bubble bursting for the
NACA 63-009 airfoil has also been found by Vtn Ingen (Ref. 33).

A practical aspect of the problem is the characteristic short length of the laminar separation bubble,

typically o.4 per cent chord in the presei.t case. Therefore a large number of surface panels have been
employed to obtain high resolution potential flow pressure distributions near the airfoil nose, as dis-
played in figure 10. The length of the bubble decreases as the angle of attack increases while the Reynolds
number is fixed. This decrease of the bubble length is predicted mainly by the transition criterium and is
consistent with the detailed experimental observations by Gault (Ref. 32). At the same time Gault concluded
that abrupt stall resulted wher, the transitional shear layer near the leading edge was unable to reattach
to the surface, which is at variance with the present pr.dictions as noted before. Compressibility has been
considered in this context, but its inclusion does not resolve the discrepancy.

From a more detailed experimental study of the leading edge flow on a semi-ellipse nose section Ridder

(Ref. 34) concluded that at higher Reynolds numbers the reattachment process of the transitional shear
layer in the bubble need not be ,.itical. Above a certain Reynolds number the pressure load on the bubble
does not increase when the peas of minimum pressure increases, but levels off at a value well below the
critical level instead. For these conditions the main influence of the bubble is said to be on the initial
conditions of the downstream turbulent boundary layer flow. The mechanism that causes the abrupt stall i;
regarded to be turbulent boundary layer separation downstream. Closer examination of the turbulent boundary
layer predictions reveals the development of a critical condition at approx. 2 per cent downstream of the

reattachment point, see figure 11. However, quite a margin with respect to separation remains at 120
incidence. We may demonstrate the feasibility of the occurrence of turbulent leading edge stall by lowering
the Reynolds number from 5.8 to 5.0xI0

6 
to predict turbulent flcv separation between 110 and 120 incidence

at a location of 3 per cent airfoil chord. This type of flow mechanism is considered to be the most likely
candidate that causes the abrupt stall observed experimentally (Refs 31 and 32). It is noted that this con-
clusion is at variance with the notion that the abrupt stall of NACA 63-009 at a Reynolds number of about
6 million is caused by bubble burst*ng.

Before starting to discuss the results for other airfoils we will pay some attention to tht conver-
gence history of the iterative cycle between inviscid and viscous flow solutions for single component air-
foils. Experience with the method indicates that the numerical solutions converge after three inviscid

flo solutions, provided no turbulent flow separation occurs during the iterative process. In case of
turbulent flow separation during tie initial cycle of the iterdtive process, as found for the NACA 63-009
airfoil at 110 incidence and Re = 5xi0

G
, convergence is slowed down considerably. As much as 5 to 6 itera-

tions may be needed to obtain satisfactory numerical convergence, as may be observed from the results
plotted in figure 12.

5.2 NLR 7301 airfoil

The calculation results pertaining to the viscous flow around the NLR 7301 airfoil are presented in S
figures 13 and 14 and compared with experimental data obtained in he NLR-LST facility at a Reynolds number
of 2.6x10

6 
and a Mach number of 0.2 (Ref. 35). This airfoil designed for transonic speed&, incurs extensive

turbulent flow separation at higher angles of attack occurring in low speed flow operations. Since separated
turbulent boundary layers are outside the scope of the present study, the calculation results are only

expected to be accurate up to the incipient separation angle of about 60 incidence. The predictei lift and
drag at angles of attack above approx. 90 incidence are indicative of the failure to account for the turbu-
lent separated flow near the trailing edge. Inviscid modeling employing free streamline separation is

possibly one way to remedy the situation, as has been investigated concurrently at NLR.

One aspect of the comparisons of figure 14 which needs clarification is the apparent spread in the
experimental drag data. This spreadiig is observed as a spanwiso variation of the viscous drag as measured
downstream of a two-dimensional wind tunnel model by a total pressure rake. The calculation results agree

with the minima of the continuous spanwise surveys measured at one chord distance downstream of the
trailing edge.

Another aspect of the experimental data shown in figure 14 is tht, sudden loss cf lift from approx.
1.6 to 1.2 at 16 degrees incidence. On account of the initial revelation of the possibility of turbulent

leading edge stall for 14ACA 63-009 (Ref. 18) more detailed measurements (Ref. 36) were made for NLR 7301
to check whether the sudden loss of lift (Fig. 1h) is possibly associated with turbulent boundary layer

KI' 77 * - t
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separation just downstream of the laminar separation bubble. These recent measurements suggest that turbu-
lent leading edge stall does occur, but in the presence of a large turbulent separation in the rear leading
to a mix of turbulent leading-edge and trailing-edge stall for the NLR 7301 airfoil.

5.3 NLR 7301/flap

The NLR 7301 with a single 32 per cent chord trailing edge flap, already mentioned in section 2.4,
was designed such that no turbulent flow separations occur, serving as a test case for the evaluation of
the present method of analysis. Experimental data as well as calculation results have been presented in
reference 37. From the comparisons it was concluded that the calculation results showed satisfactory agree-
ment with the boundary layer data in many respects. In the light of these findings (Ref. 37) we shall
mainly be interested in Lhe viscous-inviscid interaction and the wing wake calculations. In addition we
shall pay some attention to the effect of the assumptions concerning the initial data of the turbulent

boundary layer analysis as mentioned in section 3.1.

Figure 15 shows calculation results pertaining to the inviscid/viscous flow solution for the wing
plus flap configuration at 6 degrees incidence and a Reynolds number of 2.5 million. The predicted pres-
sure distribution agrees with the experimental data, except for a slight deviation at the suction peak,
which presumably is du- to the fact that compressibility effects bave not been accounted for as mentioned
in sectio.i 2.1. The iterative process to obtain the solution given in figure 15 is found to converge in
about three iterations between the inviscid and viscous flow.

As already mentioned in section 5.1 the separation bubble determines the initial conditions of the
turbulent boundary layer downstream of it. A question associated with this statement is how sensitive the
results of the turbulent boundary layer calculation are with respect to these initial conditions. To study
this question in some detail we have determined the sonsitivity of the res.:lts to initial conditions for a
fixed pressure distribution by independently changing:
a) the shape of the velocity profile, i.e. H = 6*/0,
b) the magnitude of the shear stress profile,T ,

c) the momentum thickness.
For the wilig upper surface turbulent boundary layer, with a = 6 degrees and Re = 2.5x10 6, it is found that
the effect of the initial velocity profile and T-profile on the skin friction distribution vanishes after
some 10 per cent chord downstream of the laminar separation bubble, as may be seen in figure 16. These
changes a) and b) have no effect on the development of the momentum thickness, i.e. the drag of the confi-
guration. Changing the initial momentum thickness, however, does effect the entire turbulent boundary
layer at the wing upper surface significantly, as is well-known. Thus the main influence of the short
laminar separation bubble for these conditions is its effect on the initial momentum thickness of the
turbulent boundary layer behind the bubble. Thus it is important that the laminar separation bubble calcu-
lation predicts the viscous losses in the bubble correctly as in the case in the present example, see
reference 37.

Omitting the bubble calculation, by assuminv turbulent flow at the laminar separation location, is
certainly no alternative because one may not be able to calculate turbulent boundary layers at such low
Reynolds numbers reliably. If one does omit the bubble the experience learns that the momentum defect of
the downstream turbulent boundary layer is underestimated as shown by Ridder (Ref. 34) and also by Gleyzes
et al. (Ref. 38).

Results of the turbulent wake analysis are shown in figure 17 and compared with the experimental data
showing reasonable agreement at 6 degrees incidence. At higher angles of attack, a = 10.10 and 13.10, the
extreme growth of the disp-acement thickness inherent to the occurrence of flow reversal is detrimental to
the convergence of the present iteration procedure, such that no converge solutions would be obtained. In
order to assist the iteration scheme in arriving at a converged solution for the a = 10.10 and 13.10 inci-
dence configurations the shape factor H in the turbulent wake analysis method is artificially limited to a
maximum value Ha = 3.

The experimental and theoretical lift and drag characteristics at 6, 10.1 and 13.1 degree incidence
are shown in figure 18. The results indicate good agreement with experimental data at 6 degrees incidence.
This figure also presents results obtained with only the near wake of the wing taken intc account, i.e.
leaving out the increase in displacement thickness due to the far wake of the wing. It is seen that the
wing wake alongside the flap upper surface is the major item in determining the loss of lift due to vis-
cous effects above say 6 degrees incldence. At 13.1 dc:rees ncidence the predicted loss of lift depends
critically upon the displacement of the wing wake. The development of the wing wake is also important for
the drag. With the present tentative wake analysis the drag coefficient is underestimated by 100 counts
at a = 13.10. These findings directly lead to the conclusion that the present tentative wake analysis
method is inadequate. A turbulent wake analysis method handling asymmetric wakes in adverse pressure gra-
dient is needed to predict the drag characteristics of the NLR 7301 + flap configuration at higher angles
of attack.

6 CONCLUSIONS

(i) A method for making routine and economical compuL.ations of the viscous flow about multicomponent
airfoils has been developed. The method solves incompressible potential flow and boundary layer problems,
accounting for viscous-inviscid interaction through an iterative scheme.

(ii) The present potential flow method has been formulated such that good accuracy is obtained in
such critical areas as the shroud of slotted flap configurations. Also a high computational efficiency of
the present panel method is realized by using a special factorisation algorithm.

(iii) Matching the viscous and inviscid flow solutions near the trailing edge at the edge of the
boundary layer is found to be a workable concept. However, there clearly is a need for continued investi-
gation, both theoreticaliy as well as experimentally, in order to resolve the static pressure gradients
across the turbulent shear layers at the trailing edge.till'_ _ _ _
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(iv) The computational solutions for the viscous flow show satisfactory agreement with the experi-
mental data in may respects.

(v) Detailed analysis of the viscous flow near the leading edge of the NACA 63-009 airfoil at high
Reynolds number suggests the occurrence of turbulent leading edge stall; this observatio,. is at variance
with the notion that the abrupt stall is caused by bubble bursting. There are indications that turbulent
leading edge stall may occur frequently at high Reynolds numbers.

(vi) Further applications have indicated that future work to extend the range of applicability of the
underlying aerodynamic models should concentrate on
- the analysis of turbulent wakes, particularly asymmetric wakes in adverse pressure gradient,
- the modeling of extensive turbulent separation and
- the effect of compressibility in the potential flow.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients of Williams' two-element airfoil,
Configuration A (number of countour panels: Nc = 70 + 82 = 152)

Component Exact jPresent panel Exact Present panel i

index solutionI method Difference solution method Difference

a = 00 a = 100

C 1 2.906 2.918 +.012 I.376 4.393 +.017

C 2 0.830 .829 -.001 .762 .761 -.001

C 1+2 3.736 3.748 +.012 (.3 %) 5.138 5.154 +.016 (.3 %)

Od 1 -.3839 -.3817 +.0022 -.51o4 -.4981 +.0123
C 2 +.3838 +.3848 +.0010 +.5103 +.5113 +.0010
Cd
C. 1+2 .0 +.0031 +.0031 .0 .0132 +.0133
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Fig. 1 Sketch of potential flow boundaries
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SUMMARY

The paper is concerned with the calculation of the leading-edge separation which
occurs on tnin airfoils with increasing angle of attack. To develop a general method
and provide a basis fov its evaluation, the simplified problem of a parabola at
incidence is considered. The boundary-layer equations are solved, in finite-difference
form, with the Mechul method to allow the determination of the external velocity
distribution and a Hilbert integral to allow the modification of the external velocity
distribution by the displacement thickness. The results show that, if the separaticn is
laminar, reattachment occurs in a very limited range of the reduced angle of attack.
With prescribed transition, and an algebraic eddy-viscosity formulation, the trend of
the results are in line with experiment and help to confirm that the solution method is
appropriate for application to real airfoil geometries.

1. INTRODUCTION

Local regions of separated flow are common on thin airfoils at an angle of attack
and they are important because of their association with the phenomenon of stall. For
thin airfoils the laminar boundary layer grows from the stagnation point and is
subjected to an adverse pressure gradient when still near the leading edge, causing
separation and subsequent transition to turbulent flow. Reattachment occurs and a
turbulent boundary layer extends to the trailing edge. As the angle of attack is
increased, the separation region moves towards the leading edge, and eventually thebubble of the separated flow bursts. Reattachment does not occur and stall sets in. r

Here we examine a simple leading-edge separation problem as an initial step towards
the development of a method for calculating the properties of the flows described in the
previous paragraph. A parabola at incidence has been chosen because it requires only
two parameters in the formulation of the problem, namely the reduced angle of attack go
and the interactive parameter c and provides a pressure distribution which resembles
th3t found in practice. The numerical approach of reference 1, which involves the
Mechul method, is used to solve the boundary-layer equations and to determine the
variaticn of the freestrean velocity. In addition, the displacement thickness is
allowed to modify the freestream velocity through a Hilbert integral and is determined
by the procedure of Veldman (ref. 2), with some modifications. The results for laminar
flow show that reattachment occurs for a very limited range of Co. The prescription of
transition and the use of the algebraic eddy-viscosity formulation of Cebeci and Smith
(ref. 3) to remove the closure problem leads to results whir), show trends in qualitative I'

agreement with experiment.

Early investigations of separation bubbles have been reviewed by Tani (ref. 4) who
showed that the sequenve of events from the first appearance of upper-surface separation
to the bursting of the bubble depends on many factors but of particular importance are
the geometric properties of the airfoil and on the chord Reynolds number. More recent
experiments have been reported by Arena and Mueller (ref. 5) and computational
investigations by Briley and McDonald (ref. 6), Kwon end Pletcher (ref. 7), Van "ngen
(ref. 8) and Crimi and Reeves (ref. 9). The last two investigations made use of
integral methods and *he first combined solutions of the boundary-layee elsowhere. Kwon
and Fletcher, like the present contribution, combined use of tho, Lou2,dary-] 1yer
equations with a Hilbert integral. Their calculations were confined to mid.,;:rrd
separation situations where curvature effects are less important and the itet,P...n
procedure was carried out in a different way.

These btudJes have the disadvantage that a number of approximations of uncertain
validity are made in deriving the basic equations used and it is desirable that where
possible a more rational approach be used. Por this purpose we can take advantage of
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the significant advances in the theory of laminar flows at high Reynolds number that
have taken place in recent years using the concept of the triple-deck (see Stewartson
(ref. 10) for a recent review). Previously the existence of the Goldstein singularity
at separation when the pressure gradient is prescribed had effectively brought such
studies to an end at this point and prevented the development of a rational theory of
separated flows. The triple-deck enables the pressure gradient to be related to thedisplacement thickness and now the singularity must disappear. Indeed Dijkstra (ref.
11) and Smith (ref. 12) were able to carry out extensive integrations into the
reversed-flow region. In particular Smith (ref. 13) was able to analyze the laminar
flow around a circular cylinder at large values of the Reynolds number R using the
Kirchhoff-Sychev theory and obtained good agreement with observation when R " 100.

In this paper the procedure we have adopted is in general only quasi-rational i.e.
as in the earlier studies we make a number of approximations that cannot be fully
jutified. There is, however, one set of circumstances in which the theory can be
c,@)letely justified. This is when the angle of at'.ack of the parabola is very close to
that needed to )rovide separation and the Reynolds number based on the later section of
parabola is large. Then an application of the triple-deck theory leads to an
interactive problem of the type we shall discuss in the present paper. Thus by taking
c and F. - 4oc to be very small, where Eoc is the reduced angle of attack which
just provokes separation, we should obtain results close to those of this rational
theory.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

For two-dimensional steady incompressible flows, the boundary-layer equations are
well known and can be written in the following form:

au+ 3V. 0 (1)
as an

Uau + V ue 1 3 (2)

where
au

- pur(3

Usually the boundary-layer calculations for the above equations, with a model for
-Pur-r , are performed for prescribed boundary conditions given by

u(s,O) - 0, v(s,O) - 0, u(s,ne) - ue(s) (4)

For convenience we shall refer to this as the atandarblghlmA In Eq. (4), the
external velocity distribution ue(s) is given either from experiment or from inviscid
flow theory. In the latte case, it is often necessary to consider the effect of the
boundary-lyer on the calculated external velocity distribtition. This can be done in
several ways. One procedure is to write the edge boundary condition, with 11eO denoting
the inviscid velocity distribution, as

u(s,ne) Ue(s) - ueO(s) + uc(s) (5)

and compute uc from the so-called Hilbert integral,

u(s) = / f (Ue6*) do (6)

where d/dc (Ue*) is the blowing velocity induced by the boundary layer. Equation (6)
is valid only for straight walls. The effect of the boundary layer is accounted for by
solving the governing equations subject to the wall boundary conditions in Eq. (4) and
the edge boundary condition given by Eq. (5). Several sweeps over the flow field are
made until the solutions converge. There are several difficulties or questions which
arise in this procedure and require further study.

One question concerns the Hilbert integral. When computing its contribution toUe, w? must bear in mind that generally the blowing velocity is small and has little
effect. This i. not, however, the case in the interaction region eapectally when the
flow has separated, but the iteration process will be laborious and slow if at each
stage we have to compute anew the elfect of the blowing velocity over the entire
airfoil. It would be convenient and indeed in some practical problems necessary to
assume that the interaction region is limitid to a finite range sa < s < Ob of s. As
a result, numerical problems arise in evaluating Eq. (6) when a is Fear the limit of
integration but they may be reduced if a smooth function is subtreacted from the blowing
velocity. In other words we may rewrite Eq. (6) as
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f .F b (ue *) K(o) 1
Ue(S)= f - do + A (7)

a

where K(o) is a suitable function of a and A denotes the residue of the Hilbert
integral, namely

A a (ue6*)' -K(a) d(ue*)' - Ku)J s do + sd j (a) do (8)
-* sb --

Clearly the limits si, sb of a must be chosen so that (ue6*)' varies slowly
outside the range of integration and in addition we would like to choose K so that the
effect of A on ue(s) is negligible.

A second difficulty is that, as already pointed out, Eq. (6) is only valid for
straight walls. Modifications should be introduced when curvature effects are taken
into account and, once we have chosen appropriate values of sat 

sb, we must consider
whether these effects can be reduced to a simple multiplicative factor in Eq. (7) or are
more fundamental.

A third difficulty arises if the boundary-layer solutions contain regions of flow
reversal across the layer. Appropriate modifications must be made in the numerical
method to compute such flows. There are several inverse boundary-layer procedures that
can be used to cope with this difficulty (ref. 1, 7, 14-16) but all are limited to small
regions of separation of size which remains to be explored.

The turbulence model required to describe the Reynolds shear stress, pu71, in
terms of known properties, presents a fourth difficulty. As shown in (ref. 17), the CS
model is adequate for attached boundary-layer flows but greater uncertainty exists in
regions of separation, where the transport of tubulence properties may be important.
Even with existing "nigher turbulence models" the problem of wall functions remains. In
particular, existing wall functions are based on the law of the wall which, itelf, does
not allow scvere pressure gzadients and is deduced from the properties of attached
boundary l*>ers. In addition, and with the exception of the earlier attempt of Jones
(ref. 18), only the CS model has been tested in such comparatively low Reynolds number
flows as those found near the leading edge of airfoils.

Transition from laminar to turbulent flow introduces a further difficulty.
Although methods such as e9 have been used (ref. 8), and offer some promise, they must
be regarded as untested and need further exploration. Since the transitional region is
large at low Reynolds number flows, and is important, it is necessary to calculate the
onset of transition and modify the turbulence model for -pU-vT to represent the flow
through and downstream of the transition region.

3. MODEL PROBLEM

The study reported here is one phase of a larger effort on interactive flows. In
this paper we investigate the computational problems arising in leading-edge separation
and use the CS model to represent the Reynolds shear stress term.

Wi consider a thin ellipse of major axis 2a and minor axis 2at at an angle of
attack, 0, in a uniform stream of speed u . We take (x,y) axes to be at the center
of the ellipse and with 0 denoting a polar angle (see fig. 1), we represent the
ellipse by

x = -a cos6, y = at sine (9)

yx

Figure 1. Flow Configuration for the Model Problem.

In the classical inviscid flow theory of attached flow, the circulation is adjusted so
that the rear stagnation point occurs at e = n, and the velocity distribution can be
calculated from the expression given by Lamb (ref. 19),

uO = u. (1 + sin(e+a) + sina (10)1 e ( - 1 (/t2 1) sin el

We now assume that the interaction region is confined to a region near the nose in which

JV-"xn - 1_. M_ _
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e a 0(t). In this region Eq. (9) becomes

x a -a[l - 1/2 e2(l + 0(t2 )], y * atell + 0(t2 )1 (11)

so that both x and y are 0(at2). Thus neglecting terms where the relative error is
0(t2 ), we can approximate the ellipse locally by the "nose-fitting" parabola

x - -a(1 - 1/2 02), y - ate (12)

If we let

= e/t (13)

then the relations given by Eq. (12) can also be written as

x n -a(I - 1/2 2t2 ), y - at2 & (14)

Expanding Eq. (10), we have to leading order

Uc + to
e (1 + t) 2 1

u (+ (

where to = a/to

To find the surface distance s needed for the boundary-layer equations, we use
the relations given by Eq. (14) and write

s = at 2 f (1 + C2) df + const (16)

0

With Ra a 2au./v, we now introduce a dimensionless normal distance, y, defined by

y [R, 1 (17)y 2t 2(l 2

a dimensionless stream function, f(Z,y), defined by

- [(i+ t)2u.avt2o f(&,y) (18)

and the of eddy viscosity, defined by

-=V = PCun (19)

By means of Eqs. (16) to (19), the boundary-layer equations given by Eqs. (1) and (2)
can be written as

' ,2 2 - due f f -f af (0

(bf") + (f + (1 + 2 de . fi - fif (20)
1 + C 2dC F at a

where primes denote differentiation with respect to y. The boundary conditions
corresponding to Eq. (20) follow from Eq. (4),

f = f' = 0 at y = 0, f' (1 + C2 )h e(C) as y + (21)

Here '

u(1+ C)
Uee .E = e + (o2u)

_eT)= r/( + t) (1 + C2) + U_(2)

We now use parabolic coordinates (9,n) cho3en so that the nose fitting parabola is
= 1 and the fluid region is defined by n > 1. Then as is shown in reference 20,

2 1 A' () - A
-u -- - (' f dt (23)

U0 t1Kr(1+) C-C 1 &7
a-

Here the prime denotes differentiation with respect to , = 1.2168 and the
parameter (C) is defined by

-A(E) -Un ~YU.(E) (1 + C 2) 1 f (C,Y)J (24)
y

.... - Thus the "edge" boundary condition in Eq. (21) can be written as

'tiii __ '
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f E +- C + C./---- dF (25)

0i
CC!

where 
2

£ r (26)

in The eddy-viscosity (cm) formulation used here is the algebraic CS model described
inreference 3 and is given by two separate formulas. In the so-called inner region of

the boundary layer cm is defined as

4(C) L 2 12 i . c (27)m 3n

where

L. 0.4n1 -exp(-n/A)] A = max2.)

'i'ma'

F 1 3 (28)

~t expl-G(s - s) f ~!,G -= R 1 .3 4  1
Iatr ej V tr

In the outer :egionj em is defined by

fi

(m ) al u)dn (29)
0

where, with Zl R0/425 - 1,

1 55 0.298z (30)

The inner and outer regions are established by the continuity of the eddy-viscosity
formulas.

In terms of dimensionless parameters defined by Eq. (17) and (18), Eqs. (27) to
(30) can be written as

0.16y 2 / t/ +t [1- exp(-n/A)]2 'f"'jt (31)

(C M ~( a t

(C + 0 Y1 VRt -+t Tf'y ~~t (32)

where Cm c m/v and

_____(33)

4. ASYMPTOTIC STRUCTURE

In section 2 we discussed some of the difficulties associated with the use of the
Hilbert Integral in interaction boundary-layer studies. For one of these, namely the
estimate of A, Eq. (8) , the laminar studies are especially useful in giving us firm
information about the behavior of the displacement thickness when Cis large. We may
set up a consistent asymptotic expansion of the solution in the form4

ds + L-+a2+334

with a corresponding form

= 1 - - ) e' G - -E 2t
Io fheo ere iIs a constant to be found. Here B is the BlasiL. function
satisfying B'~ + fBfB" = 0 with the usual boundary conditions while fl, satisfy
linear equations of which the second can only be solved it

-0.499 - 4.329 2 - 1.204u 2 (36)

0

The corresponding form for A is

= -- . .tr
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A = A + A 1 + A ' logt + T' 2 + ... (37)

where A1 = 3.796to. We now see that the integral Eq. (23) converges for all C and the
error, by truncating at a large value of ,"pb1/C. It also follows from Eq. (23) that

02 = -1/2 (38)

and it may be shown that further terms in Eq. (34) are different according as " 0.

5. NUMERICAL METHOD

We use the Box method coupled with the Mechul function approach to solve the
boundary-layer equations given by Eqs. (20), ( 21) and (25). The application of this
method to the solution of inverse boundary-layer flows with prescribed displacement
thickness has been described in several references, see for example references 1 and 14,
so the present description is brief.

According to the Me:hul function method, we treat the pressure or, as in this case,
the "edge" velocity as a function of y as well as C and, by defining

f, = u (39a)

u' = G (39b)

w' = 0 (39c)

we write Eq. (20) as

(bG ' (U 2 -w )  U u - G L --- wu !f- (39d)
2 22 at at aw

Here

w = ue(l + 92)I/2 (40)

The wall boundary conditions in Eq. (21) become

f 0 u = ( (41a)

Similarly the "edge" boundary conditions, with f' at edge now denoted by fe, are

f; = we (416,

We = +to + e f (41c)

where D() = A(E) - AE. Except for the evaluation of the integral in Eq. (41c), the
system of equations given by Zqs. (39) and (41) are tailor-made for the Mechul function
method. We assume that the initial conditions which, in this case, correspond to thestagnation point solutions and are known at t = to and then, on El .1E'jN, 0 1 Y!Ye, we choose a possibly nonuniform net

i l - n+= n-+k 2 < r <N (42)

Yo =0 Y. yj-l 2 h 1 < YJ = Ye

Here Al is a large nember, which in our calculations was varied up to as much as 50.
More will be said of the net selection in Section 6.

If we tempurarily poztpone the evaluation of the inteqral in Eq. (41c), we can
proceed to write difference approximations to Eqs. (39) as described in reference 14.
The resulting nonlinear difference equations are then linearized by Newton's method.
For each fixed n in 2 < n < N the system with I < j < J contains 4J equations
and with the four equatlons resuiting fron the boundary cinditions, this yields 4J + 4
equations for as many unknowns 6fj, duj, 6vj and 6w and are solved by the
block-elimination method described in veference 21. The r6lution algorithm can be
arranged so that the solutions are obtained for standatd (specified external velocity
distribution) and inverse problems. For flows with separation, where regions of
negative velocity occux, it is necessary to overcome the stability problem in order to
continue the calculations past the separation point. In our scheme we use the
approximation first suggested by Reyhner and Fligge-Lotz (ref. 22). Thi approximation
neglects the uau/ax term in the region of negative u-velocity. If the separated
region is not extensive, this approximation is sati3faccory and there is no need toimprove the calculations by the DUIT procedure described in reference 23. All separatedflow calculations rep-fted here wece performed without the DUIT procedure.

In order to write Eq. (41c) in a form which relates to cur boundary-layer method,

we kse a procedure due to Veldman (ref. 2) with some changes in detail.V!
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As a first step the tails of the Hilbert integral, i.e. the contributions from the
ranges (-=,Cl) and (CN,=) were neglected. Some tests were carried out to check the
validity cf this approximation and it was concluded that errors in ue from this source
would be typically of order 10- 4, and negligible.

To evaluate the integral at C = Cn over (ClCN) we split it up as follows:

in= D'df = - C k D d n+l D +k Nd? (43)
&IC =2 klE- k=n+2 -

For the integrals in the two sums, i.e. over intervals outside the two enclosing En,
we take D' to be approximated in each interval by the constant value

D k - Dk- 1  (44)

Thus
D d =k - Dk- 1  I -

f T k k- 4n Ck E(Dk O- k 1 )

where 
1 -

i

En In -k - -1 (k n or n + 1)

k (Ek - k-1) in - tk

For the double interval containing Cn, because of the cancellation in the constant
term, we take account of the linear variation in D' and obtain

4nl+1f n D n-(D n -D ) + En+I(D -+ . D - D)(45
C n l n - I In-1 t

where

En Ln(n+1 - )+ 2 n n  n-

n n - n-l n+l 9 Cn+l - 4n

if
= -l IEn-n-l

Ln =In+l - Cn-- ln n

When n = 1 or N we need values for D at neighboring stations outside the range
(C1 , CN). These are obtained by quadratic extrapolation, which is consistent with the
assumption of linear behavior for D'.

Using these results the integral in (41c) may be expressed in the form

N

Sc k,nDk  (46)
k-1k

where the ck,n are coefficients which need calculating only once if the mesh is fixed.

They have the property that
Cn~ 0 cn~ n-e
cnn 0(C+ Cn 1)' ck,n 0 (k- gn)

We now set up a global iteration for coupling the "elliptic" boundary condition,
Eq. (41c) with the system given by Eqs. (39) and (41a,b) . After the ith iteration has
b ef completed we may suppose that we have estimates D(i) for the Dn and an estimate
Cti for the stagnation point where the current ue distribution is zero. We assume
that f = 0 for all y at this point and integrate awIfrom it, first along theupper surface [ > ) I]m and then along the lower 19 < C ;] Since the stagnation
point moves as the iterations proceed and also there is no profile to store, we do not
use it as a regular C-station; we essentially se its position to determine a profile
at the first C-station to the right of C , say where n = nl, then continue the
integration for n = nI + 1, ... , N-1. Similarly on the lower surface we start by
determining a profile at n = nI - 1, then continue the integration for n = nI - 2,

2.

At each g-station we take advantage of the key feature of Veldman's method, which
is to use an inverse boundary condition, derived from (41c), which prescribes neither 4

• ~il
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(ue)n nor Dn, but a linear combination of them. This is obtained by writing (41c) as

nW) l - n,nD = n + +Zck,nDk + Jck,nDk (47)
1 2

where the overbar denotes values that are computed during the current double sweep.
Fi denotes a sum over those c-stations that have already been updated and 2
denotes a sum over those E-stations that remain to be dealt with. Since

S (i+l) _ f(i+l) (48)T.=YeWn, j n,J

we can write Eq. (47) in the form

C f(i+l) + ( - c w(i+l) (49)
nn n,J n,nYe)wn,J =gn

where gn is the right-hand side of Eq. (47) and can be computed before the start of
the current Newton iterations.

Since we avoid computing 
N

for n = 1 and N by stopping the above calculations short of gl and 9N, wedetermine D1 and DN by quadratic extrapolation for interior values. The (i4l)thiteration is then completed by using overrelaxation to update the D(i :

D(i+l) = 1n + ,(1n - D(i)] (50)

n n
Thus our experience is similar to Veldman's in that we find overrelaxation to be
possible. Also we find that Veldman's preferred value of w = 1.5 is close to optimum
for the cases we have tested. However, since slightly higher values prevented
convergence and near optimum convergence could be obtained with values nearer unity, we
tended to use smaller values, mostly 1.1. As go approached a critical value (for
given c), this global iteration did ultimately fail to converge and no new choice of W
or the limits El, 9N appeared to be of any avail.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the numerical method discussed above we performed calculations for laminar
flows taking Ra = 2 x 106 and t = 0.1 i.e. e = e1 (= 0.003035) which are presented
in Figures 2 to 7. In addition some data was obtained for c = 0.03183 for checking
purposes. In these calculations the spacing in the 9-grid was uniform and equal to 0.2
while that in the y-grid was either uniform and equal to 0.1 or nonuniform, varying from
0.01 at the wall with a geometrical ratio of 1.14. The smoothness of the approach to
the limit u + we as Y " Ye was monitored at each C-station and the boundary-layer
edge Ye adjusted accordingly. The number of points used in the y-grid for these
calculations varied from 30 to 40.

It was pointed out in Cebeci, Khattab and Stewartson, reference 24, that if c = 0
and to < 1.155 = goc the boundary layer does not separate and we may then expect A
to take on moderate values. Hence with the small values of e chosen here the
converged values of ue, should be little different from those with c = 0. This proved
to be the case and so we shall concentrate on the flow properties when 9o > Eoc.

The variation of f" with g for various go is shown in fig. 2. Separation
first occurs when go = 1.205 the difference from toc being accounted for partly by
the mollifying effect of A on the pressure gradient but also by a slight loss of
accuracy due to the omission of an extrapolation procedure to the limit of zero step
size. There is no reason to believe that the addition of such a procedure would
materially alter our conclusions. Once separation occurs the Hilbert integral is of
central importance to the prevention of the Goldstein singularity and the skin friction
passes smoothly into negative values. Further, provided go - 1.205 is small,
reattachment is achieved. Outside the range of C in the graphs we note that the skin
friction is almost linear, the boundary layer taking on a Blasius form and showing
little dependence on go or c. The variation of displacement thickness with g is
displayed in fig. 3 and is seen to be more marked once separation has occurred.
However, the convergence of the iteration procedure now becomes much slower, fails
marginally at go = 1.219 and altogether when to = 1.220. Various tests were then
carried out to test the validity of this procedure but they made little impact on these
conclusions. In figures 4 and 5 we show the strong contrast between convergence of the
iterations when to = 1.218 and their divergence when go = 1.220.

This phenomenon, which we believe to be genuine, is associated with a nonexistence
of solution and is preceded by a rapid downstream motion of the reattachment point. We
can see from fig. 3 that A achieves a maximum near reattachment and so its effect on
ue reverses from that near separation. Instead of reducing the pressure gradient
increases it, inhibiting and ultimately preventing reattachment.
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The value oc = 1.155 of go is critical in the theory of laminar flows at high
Reynolds number as it marks the largest possible value of o for which attached flow
is possible according to classical rules, i.e. inviscid attached flow together with an
associated boundary layer as the leading term in the asymptotic expansion in descending
powers of R for the flow past a properly designed body with a parabolic nose whose
thickness ratio is proportional to the angle of attack and small. For go > &oc the
boundary-layer separated with a singularity. The only alternative which stands up
sufficiently -ell to study for it to be plausible is now the Kirchhoff-Sychev
free-streamline flow. However, in this theory the free streamline must spring off the
body at the pressure minimum. According to attached theory this occurs at C = gi
whereas separation takes place at C = 3.26 = gos and so an abrupt discontinuity must
occur in the limit flow as go passes through Coc. There are still some queries to be
answered about the free-streamline theory and the present study is useful in throwing
new light on its plausibility.

For when c - 0 and to goc our formulation is equivalent to that of a
triple-dO:K theory (Stewartson and Cebeci, ref. 20) which in turn may be interpreted as
part of the leading term in the asymptotic expansion of the solution of theNavier-Stokes equations in descendig powers of R. According to this theory solutions

can exist if go - 4 c is negative or sufficiently small in comparison with e, but
not for larger positive values of go - Coc. This conclusion is entirely in accord with
our present numerical results and reinforces previously held views (Stewartson, ref. 10)
that the onset of separation heralds an abrupt change from one class of flows to
another. It should be emphasized that in the present instance this change is not
strictly due to difficulties at separation - the displacement thickness effectively
presents them - but to the failure of the flow to reattach. In this connection Kraemer
(ref. 25) reports that at R = 42,000 laminar separation was not followed by
reattachment whereas at R = 75,000, reattachment did occur. It is possible that
transition occurred in the separated flow at the higher Reynolds number.

Besides these studies at R = 2 x 106 some additional studies were carried out at
the higher values of s. They confirmed that solutions can only be found for a limited
range (10.02) of values of go greater than that (1.210) at which separation occurred
and, reasonably enough, the mollifying effect of c is greater.

A number of tests designed to help choose the most convenient values of Sb, Sa, K
in Eq. (7) were also carried out. Figures 6 and 7 show the effect of limits of
integration on wall shear parameter, f" and displacement thickness a*, respectively
for to = 1.215. In the calculations A. "was not set equal to zero and the interaction
region was confined to a small region of the upper surface. It was found that varying
the lower limit of integration in the Hilbert integral somewhere between the stagnation
point and the separation point did not have much effect, so it was set at 9 = 0. It is
clear that the results in the interaction region are converging satisfactorily as the
upper limit increases, and that an upper limit of = 10 would be adequate for most
purposes. Possibly smaller limitts could be used if some smoothing procedure could beused to avoid the effects of the sl,:,l. jump at the end of the interaction region.

We have also investigated, tc ,jme xtent, the effects of ignoring the curvature at
the leading edge. Using the usu.dl boundary-layer variables, arc length and scaled
normal distance, and with the Hilbect integral expressed directly in terms of arc
length, we found, for example, that for go = 1.18 the effect on the skin friction
amounted to less than 2% over most of the region and rose to about 8% in the center of
the interaction.

We have also performed calculations for turbulent flows with the CS turbulence
model discussed previously. It should be noted that these calculations are of an
exploratory nature and are performed to test the numerical method for turbulent flows
with separation. Additional calculations are needed and will be performed to test the
tuLbulence model by comparing numerical calculations with available experimental data.
It is likely that the CS model will have to be modified or even replaced since, for
example: (1) the wall function in this formulation may not be satisfactory for flows
with separation, (2) the intermittency factor used for the transitional region is based
on flows where it occurs in entirely attached flows and, (3) in turbulent flows preceded
by laminar separation, the Reynolds number is rather low.

The calculations in figures 8 and 9 are for go = 1.22 and were obtained by
assuming laminar flow from the st.gnation point up to t = 4.4 at which point the
turbulent flow calculations were started. For comparison purposes, we also show the
distributions of the wall shear parameter f" and the displacement thickness for a
laminar flow with g = 1.21. As can be seen, 1here is a drastic change in the variation
of these parameters with slight increase in angle of attack. Laminar flow results could
not be obtained with go = 1.22 but were readily obtained with turbulent-flow
assumptions. The solutions, however, and in common with those for laminar flow with go
= 1.22, break down as go increases beyond 1.22.

The results shown in figures 10 and 11 are similar in nature to those in figures 8
and 9 except that the transition location has been moved forward to g = 3.2. This
enabled the calculations to be performed for larger angles of attack; with this
transition assumption, the solutions break down for go = 1.32.

. ..... .
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The numerical calculations for turbulent flow, as is evidenced by these results,
indicate the strong influence which the transition location plays in the solutions.
This may, however, be less important in practice since transition usually occurs very
soon after laminar separation. It is probably much more important to correctly model
the transition region in low Reynolds number turbulent flows. It is clear, however,
that the numerical procedure is satisfactory for the calculation of these flows and that
future investigations, with new turbulence assumptions, can proceed without further
numerical development.
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BULBE DE DECOLLEMENT LAMINAIRE AVEC TRANSITION

-Essai de prevision avec couplage locil

C. GLEYZES, J. COUSTEIX, J.L. BONNET

D~partement d'A~rothermodynamique
ONE RA/CERT

31055 - TOULOUSE CEDEX, FRANCE

REU n d~crit les r~sultats exp~rimentaux obtenus dans l'6tude du bulbs de S~collement de bard d'attaque

sur un profil de type peaky. Des mesures de cauche limite. vitesse moyennc et intensitg langitudinale de
turbulence, ant W effectu~es pour plusieurs valeurs du nombre de Reynolds (105 < Rc < 106).

On pr~sente 6galement uns 6tude du pracessus de transition dans un bulbs long. Deux m~thodes de cal-
cul applicables aux bulbes courts sont propos~es. Elles font toutes deux nppel A un schema simple de cau-
plags local. Leurs r~sultats sont compargs A ceux de nos exp~riences.

SUMMARY

The experimental -results of a study of a leading edge separation bubble on a pesky airfoil are presen-
ted. Boundary layer measurements, mean velacity and longitudinal turbulence intensity. were carried out
for several values of Reynolds number (105 < Rc < 106). We also present a study of the transition pro-
cess in a long bubble.

Two calculation methods for short bubble are proposed. They both use a simrls local viscid-inviscid
interaction scheme. These results are compared to our experimental ones.

NOTATIONS

.. cards du profil lA normale au prof il

Cf coefficient de frottement local UVX vitesses moyennes dans les directions

4~ coefficient U, I fluctuationsautour des vitesses mayennes

da. I - a-, I

H paramatre de forme H __itsealnfiamt

U're. vitesse de rUfrence pour les calculs

H paramktre de forms U vitesse potentielle

R_ nombre deRenld lobal form6 avec pisudelcoh imt
la cords du profil pisrdeacocelmt

U0, X_ S4 paisseur de d6 lacement

RX nombre de Reynolds form6 avec labscisse x

0.iseu deqatt d ovmn

R nombre de Reynolds local form6 avec l'~pais-
3 seur de quantit6 de mouvement au paint de Y J.(-!' q

d~collement Idcso

R ~ s F9 d~collement
1-, abscisse curviligne sur le profil comptde fidetasio

A partir du bard d'attaque g~om~triquefidetasio

SC. abscisse d'un point du profil comptg.e R. recollement
selon la cords A partir du bard d'attatque ~u etasto
g~om~triqueD iudetasio

putentiel

1. INTRODUCTION

lWsxtrapolation des r~sultats obtenus en soufflerie aux conditions r~elles de vol s'avare tras d~li-
rtate quand le nombre de Reynolds est assez faible pour modifier la configuration gfingrals de 1'6couls-
ment. Ainsi, 2ar exemple, dans l'6tude des profils de type pesky en subsonique, V existence d'une points
de survitesse importante, m~ine A faible incidence, donne naissance A un d~collement laminaire et un bulbs
transitionnel si Is nombre de Reynolds est trap faible ; en rsvanche, a grand nombre de Reynolds, la cou-
che limits rapidement turbulents ne subit pas de d~collement. Des Etudes ant~risures ant d~jA montrg

que 1'effet du bulbe sur le d~veloppoment de la couche limits est tras important, et qu'il faut en tenir

cotopte de maniare tras prficise pour 6tre capable, par exemple, de pr~voir Is d~collement gventuel de is
couche limits sur l'arriare du prufil.
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Le problame du buihe de bord d'attaque n'est pas cependant HE~ uniquement aux essais en soufflerie.
Enl effet, ii peut se rencontrer 6galement en vol, par exemple au voisinage du bord d'attaque d'entrdes
d'airou dans l'adrodynamique des turbomachines.

11 s'agit donc la d'une question d'un grand intdr~t qui avait deja justifig plusieurs 6tudes ant6-
rieures. Nous nous sommes proposEs en fait, de reprendre ce travail en essayant de pr~ciser certanes
donngei exp~rimentales manquantes ou difficilenent disponibles et de les rendre syst~matiques.

Une 6tude ddtaillde de la transition dans un bulbe de d~collement du type "long" nous a permis, au
mynde visualisations allides A une ananlyse spectrale du signal fluctus'it, de caractdriser ce proces-

sus de transition et d'6tudier son influence sur la couche limite turbulenre aval. Une 6tude syst~mati-
que en fonction du nombre de Reynolds nous a donng lea informations n~cessaires pour la confrontation
des mdthodes que nous proposona pour le calcul des bulbes de type "court".

-* La premiare mdthode fait appel a la resolution en mode direct des 6quations locales instationnaires

~1* de la couche linite, l'6limination de la singularitg au point de ddcollement 6tant r~alis~e a l'aide

La deuxiame mdthode reprend lea mimes hypothases de couplage, mais assochies a Ia resolution en mode
inverse des fiquations globales de la couche limite. Dans les deux cas, la repartition de vitesse en flui-
de parfait est une donnge du problame.

2. ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE

2.1. Dispositif expdrimental.

Nous avons choisi pour cette 6tude un profil ONERA LC 100 D de 200 =m de corde. Ce profil est montg
entre lea parois de la veine de 300 x 400 mm2 de section, d'une soufflerie subsonique de type Eiffel.
Des essais prdliminaires nous avaient conduit a retenir une incidence de 7.50 de fagon A pouvoir 6tudier
les diffdrentes configurations de bulbe par simple variaticn de la vitesse amont (entre 3 et 80 m~s).
Suivant le type de mesures rdalisges, un nombre plus ou momns important de vitesses d'essai a 6t6 retanu
nous pr~ciserons lea valeurs lora de Is description des rdsultats.

Le taux de turbulence de l'6coulement eat port-! , figure 1, en fonction de ia vitesse A l'infini
aniont. On constate qu'il diminue quand la vitesse augmente. Il est certain que ce paramatre peut agir sur
le processus de transition 6t effectivement certains critares (dont nous reparlerons au chapitre des ml-
thodes de calcul) le font intervenir. Cependant, on peut penser que dans le procesaus g~n~ral de tran-
sition le pararn~tre gradient de pression est dominant. Ngansnoins, l'fitude exp~rimentale de l'influence
du taux de turbulence eat a envisager.

Clobalement, l'Ecoulement a 6t caractgriog par la distribution de pression A ls paroi ; pour cell,
on disposait d'un profil tquipfi de prises de preasion.

Enl fait, Ia partie essentielle de l'Etude e:'pgrimentele a consixtg en une analyse dfitaillge du dfi-
veloppenent de ls couche limite et notamment du processus de transition et de son influence sur la tur-
bulence. Lea mesures r~alisges I ce jour sont Is d~termination du champ de vitesse moyenne et d'inten-
sit6 longitudinale de turbulence A l'aide d'un an~momatre A fil chaud. De cette fagon, on peut dflA avoir
une vue g~n~rale des ph~nomanes. Une fitude plus approfondie permettant de prfciser Ia nature de la tran-
sition a fitS effectuge par le biais de l'analyse spectrale du signal fil chaud. conjointement A une visua-
lisation de 1'Scoulemint par Ia technique du plan de lumiare.

2.2. Nesures de pression

rdpartition de vitease dana Is r~gion du bord d'attaque du profil

PourU.,. 8 m/ (sit e -106 le viualsatonsparbouillies ne semblent pas indiquer Is
prsnedu ~olmn.Cl veut probablement dire que Is transitionsa lieu avant le d~collement, ou

bienquele ulb es trp ptit ouratr d~ecti. ananorcalculs, mous utiliserons cette distribution

drede u0r le5 me sit a 39.8 e3. is (Rc > 0.45 106) apparaft une petite zone perturb~e de l'or-

drede 0 A15 m (oit5 A7.5X d Iscorde). On ne dispose malheureusement que de deux A trois prises
dpression dams cette r~gion, mais au vu des travaux antfirieurs (GASTER/9/ ), on peut penser qua ces

distributions devraient faire apparaitre un FIateau de pression conatante. Une diminution de Ia poine
dsurvitesse eat 6galement visible.

Entre 34.6 et 33.*2 m/s(Rc 5C 0.45 106), un changementassez brusque de configuration de ces dis-
tributions apparait. Certains auteurs (OWEN et KAN'FER 1151 , GASTER /9/ ) ont prfsenti ce phfinomnne
comae l'6clatement du bulbe court en un bolbe long ("Short bubble Bursting"). Nous dirons que ls zone
de perturbation a'eac brutalement Etendue et que Is maximum par rapport A Ia ripartition du fluide par-
fait marque 6galement une brusque diminution.7

Au dessousde 33.2 m/s (Rc < 0.45 106), cette zone continue son exctension vera l'aval. A Is per-
turbation locale due au d~collement, doit probablement se soperposer une modification globale de Is cir-
culation autoor du profil issocide au rppide d~placement du point d'arrit enregistrg so moment de l'6cia-
timent do bolbe. S

Le qualificatif de "buibe court" sera rfiserv6 sox zones de pertorbutiom do premier type, celui do
"Mulbe long" A i'autre type.
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2.3. blesures de couche limite

Des mesures de vitease mLuyenne et d'intensit6 longitudinale ae turbulence ont Sti r~alis~es pour cinq
vlusde I& vl~esse amunt :1,19.8 et 26.9 mls pour lea bulbes longs

38.7 et 53 rn/s pour lea bulbes courts

Il faur d'abord remarquer que lea profils sont repr~sent~s sous I& formeY/o,~ etrIY Du fait de la

courhure de paroi ina aen effet un gradient normal de la vitesse potentielle, et ii eat alors pr~f~rable
d'utiliser Isquantitfi UpWj , extrapolaticn A l'intfirieur de la couche limite de Is vitesse potentielle

mesrg A1'et~ier.L axtrapolatiop jusqu'l a paroi donne Isvtsepotenti:Il: Aelrroi Lip. lea

est en bon accord avec lea r~sultats des mesures ie pression. D'autre part, loraque la vitesse instantan-

avons donc ps reportfies.-F.Nous avona donc, cocpte-tenu de toutes ces remarques, reportC lesrfsultats obtenus dons le cas d'un
bulbe long A 13 m/s aur lea figures 3 et 4.

Aux stations x/c - 3.5, 5 et SZ, existent des vitesses ndgatives pras de Ia paroi. Au deassis do cette
zone de retour se dfiveloppe une couche de cisaillement tras fort. Celle-ci correspond A un pic tras marqu6
de l'intensitfi de turbulence, de niveau tzl glev6 (jusqu'A 25 % en x/c - 11 %) pour des profils de vi-
tes3e apparelmment laminaires. La forme co. ces profils d'intensitf de turbulence n'eat en efiet pas celle
que V'on trouverait en couche limite turbulente ; il faut la rapprocher de celle obtenue dana lea 6tudes
do transition avec gradients de pression aasez intenses (ARNAL, MUILLEN /I/ - COUSTEIX, PAILIIAS /8/ )
Les modifications dans Ia forme des profila de vitesae notfes pras do la paroi (xlc -3, 11 et 15%)
s'ftendent ensuite progresaivement A la partie aupgrieure de Ia couche limite, at Von tend sinai assez
lentement vera un profil Lurbulent. Dles observations analogues sont A faire quant aux profils d'intensit6
de turbulence. L'Acoulement n'atteint un caractare turbulent que Vera x/c - 65 X.

Dana le cas do bulbes courts, le ph~nowbnao observ6 eat analogue, quoi que plus rapide. Le bulbe eat
en effet do petite dimension, ct l'ficoulement de retour eat tras uifficile A caract~riser. On retrouve
cependant la mime fivolution au niveau dea profils de turbulence (le maximum eat cependant un peu plus
faible do Vodr de 15 %) ainsi quo des profila de vitesse moyenne. L'ficoulezaent attoint IA un caractare
turbulent da 15 % de la corde.

A partir dea proftls de vitesse moyenne, on a pu figalement dfiterminer lea difffirentes grndaurs intg-
grabes caractfriatiquea de la couche limite. Sur la planche 5 eat reportfie l'6volution du paramkct. de
forre H pour lea difffrentes valours de U08. On retrouvo en amont lea valeurs dlev~es de H correbpondant
A !a zone dcolige, en oval lea valeurs de H correapondant A une couche limito turbulento clpssique.
Entre 106 deux, I'6volution de ce paramatre eat d'autant plus lente quo la vitesse eat faible. Notons
cependant qua si pour lea bulbes courts lea fivolutions de H sont pratiquement indfipendantes de Is vitesso
il n'en eat plus de m~mepour lea bulbes longs ; en particulier, on ne retrceive plus la discontinuitg qui
apparaft our lea repartitiono de vitesse extg-rieure, lea r~sultats A 26,9 rn/a pr6sentant une 6volution
intermidiaire.

Cette remarque eat confirmfi' par la figure 6 cD eat report6e en fonccion de U.. l'dpaiaaeur do quan-
titg de mouvomont 0, menurfes a,; point x/c - 75 Z du profi). On a reportfi fgalement le rd3uitat d'un cal-
cul effectud en supposant une transition brutale au point de d'colkment, 1V 6cart entre lea deux courhes
correapondant A l'accroissoment de 9' provoqu6 par le bulbe. Celui-ci est foible et asaez peu d6pendant
do Ia vitr-zse pour lee bulbes courts (U.. > 34 m/s), hcauccup plu~s $levg pour lea bulbes longs en dessous
do 20 m/s, mais no pr~senra ps de discontinuitfi au niveaut do l'Eclatemenc ; la courbe 6volue asaez rapi-

dement, as r~guliarement, loraque !a vitesse diminue d) 35 A 20 rn/s.
Une autre fagon do mttre en 6vid~nce le aur-6pisissement dd au bulbe eat pr~sent~esur ls figure 7

aD on a reprisentd pour lea difffrantes vitesses choisies, l'Evolution du paramatre (NA, 0 fi le long

du profil. Cette quantit6 ent praLiquement inddpendante do Ia vitease amont loraque I'Scoulement eat sup-
posg turbulent depuis le point de dicollemont larsinaire. M'Ecart qui a:.pdraft sur lea courbes oxp~rimen-
tales eat donc significatif du soul sur- paississement dO au bulbe, et on peut faire lea mimes remsrquea
quo pr~c~demment.

2.4. Analyse spectrale et visualiations.

A ce niveau nous &vons essayt d'examiner plus en d~tail le processus de transition, et ceci au moyen,
d'une part d'une analyse spectrale du signal t!uctuant, ct d'autre part do visualisa~ ions par plan do lu-
miA-re. Nouzs n'avons malheurousemcnt pas pu, sur ce montage expIgrimentaql, nous pencher sur le problane du
bulbs court. Du fait do la petite tailie do ces bulbes, lea sondirges au fil chaud n'ftaie't possibles
qu'l paitir d'un point aitud au voisinage du recollement, Pt- no pouvaient donc nous donner aucune infor-
mation sur Ia transitia. elle-mime ; d'autre part, du fait des limites de Ia cam~ra que nous utilisions,
rnoua n' avona pu obtenir de visualisations exploitables quo j our des viteases foibles.

La suite de ce paragraphe no concerns donc que le procesaus do transition dans un bulbe long, l'6tude
de la configvration bulbs court 6tant actuellement en cours sur un uord d'attaque agrandi.

Le principe d'obteaition du plan vertical de 'umiare dans l'a~ce do la ac~ifflerie, A partir d'un Fais-
ctau laser do 18 W, eat expliquE sur le sch~ma do la figure 8. Une injection do fume d'encens rEilisge
en aval du point d'arr~t, tangentiellement A Ia psroi permet l'enaemencoment de la couche limite en amont
du dficollement. Une camfira rapide (maxi.mum 5000 images/a) nous a pormis d'oLtenir un ralenti suffisant
pour sopr~hender le phignomane.

Los photographies de Ia figure 8, bion quo correspondant A des vitesses do l'ordre do 3 m/s donnent
une image qualitaiv'sent en tras bon accord avec lea r~sultats do l'andmom~trie fil chaud roportfis sur

la figure 9.
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Examinons ces r6sultats en parallae

Sur lea lignes iso -10 tout conne Sur lea photographies, on retrouve Sur la gauche la couche 4
do cisaille'icnt et l'6couleinent de retour. Cette couche de cisaillement 6volue vera l'aval en se deata-

bilisant et en donnant naissance A des tourbillona r~guli~rement espac~s, ce,:i expliquera Ia pr~sence
d'une fr~quence privildgi6e aux stations I et 2 de la figure 9.

Si on suit le tourbillon repdrfi par une flche stir les deux images, on voit qu'il s'enroule Sur le
tourbillon fimis juste avant pour donner une structure plus importante (apparition du aous-harmonique aux
stations 3 et 4) ; cette structure vs persiater tin certain temps (stationa 5 et 6) puia finit par
se d~sagr~ger. Sur le spectre, on voit lea fr~quences privilggi~es disparaitre par une augmentation gZ-

n~rale du rniveau de l'ensemble du spectre. Remsrquona que si das !a station 8 'x/c. nl is%) le spectre I
du signal a une allure turbulente, lea profils de vitesse moyenne ne seront turbulents qu'A partir de
x/c - 65 A'.e

11 eat A noter que l'ensemble de ces constatations eat A rapprocher de celles effectu~es A propos du
processus de transition dana lea gradients de prension (ARNAL, JUILLEN /I/ , COUSTEIX, PAILHAS /8/).
En particulier, on n'observe A aucun moment la formation de spots bien d~finis comme dans le cas de tran-
sition avec gradient de pression nul.

3. ETUDE THEORIQUE

3.1. Essais d'applicstion de m~thodes simples

Nous avons tout d'abord essayd d'appliquer A nos exp~riences deux m~thodes simplesde calcul des bul-

Ces deux mfithodes (HORTON /11/ et VINCENT DE PAUL /18/) supposent connues A l'avance la r~partition
de vitesse en fluide parfait, Ia position du point de dficollement et Ia valeur de AD, en ce point.

On d~finit alors le point T dit de "fin de trar-sition" par la relation
M.,- C. Z k (14/Q%,)

oq k eat une constante Egale A 4.104 pour HORTON, une fonction de R 6 comprise entre 3 et 5.104
pour VINCENT DE PAUL. L'indice a correspcnd au point de d~colleient, l'indice t au point de fin de
transition.

Dana la zone ST, ia vitosse eat aupposge constante et Eigale A Ut (Ut - Us pour HORTON, Ut - U5/1.03
pour VINCENT DE PAUL), on d~termine slors lea quantit~s nifcessaires au calcul en T.

On suppose alors que le recollemert a lieu au point R que V'on cherche A d~terminer. Pour cela, on
utilise entre T et R des Equations int~grales (quantitf de mouvement et Energie cinfitique pour HORTON,
entrainement et Energie ein~tique pour VINCENT DR PAUL) et moyennant certaines hypothases simplificatrices
(vitesse d~croissant lindairement entr- T et R en particulier), on obtient une Equation du lieu (4 )I
des points possibles de recollement dana le plan (U, x). L'intersection de (o4 ) et de la courbe de r~par-
tition de vitease en fluide parfait donne le point de recollement R. "L'fclatement" du "bulbe coo'rt" en
"bulbe long" correspond A Is position limite oq Ia courbe (XV ) eat tangente a la courbe u(x).

Si on applique ces deux mfithodes A nos r~sultats exp~rimentaux, IS position du point de dficollewent
et lea valeurs des paramatres n~cessaires en ce poinlt Etant d~termin~s au pr~alable au moyen d'une m~thude
int~grale laminaire / 5 /, on obtient lea r~sultats pr~sent~s Sur Ia planche (10 ). La mfithode de HORTON prE-
voit que V'on ne peut avoir de bulbe court que pour des vitesses U.. supfirieures A 120 m/s. En revanche,
is mfithode VINCENT DE PAUL pr~voit un Eclatement du bulbe pour une vitesse voisine de 27 rn/a, is valeur
exp~rimentale Etant comprise entre 32 et 33 m/s. De plus, la valeur de 19 aui point R obtenue dana le
cas ou U0 - 40 m/s eat aasez voisine de Is valeur expfirimentale.

Cependant. cette m~thode pr~eente quelques inconv~nients ; en particulier le sch~ma proposE pour Is
r~partition de vitesse en pr~sence du bulbe eat assez simpliste pulsqu'il suppose dcs variation~s lin~sires
de is vitesse entreles diffC.ents points caract~ristiques ; de plus, elle est incapable de pr~voir l'fivo-

lution du bulbe au dela du Ant d'Eclatement du bulbe court ; enfin, l'int~gration des Equations intE-
grales fait appel A un certain nombre ti'hypoth~sea simplificatrices.

Il nous a donc sembld n~cessaire do mottre au point des m~thod de calcul qui soient capables de
dfiterminer avec plus de rigueur et de pr~cision l'Evolution des dif.-.rents paramatres de is couche limite
dana le bulbe court, et que V'on puisse Etendre au caicul des zones d~co~lges de plus granee dimension
moyennant l'utilisation de schfimas plus Elabor~s.

3.2. Position du problame.

Le but des m~thodes que nous avona d~velopp~es st de pormettre le calcul de l'6voluc!,-n d'une cou-
che limite au passage d'une zone dicoll~e de faibles dimenvions.

11 eant bion connu quo Ia pr~sence d'un bulbe de dficollement, m~me mince, amane une modification de
is r~partition de pression que V'on aurait Suir un profil en l'absence de bulbe ; en fait, si V'on intro-
duit comme conditions aux limites d'un calcul de coache limits la r~partition de vitesse ext~rieure obte-
nue par tin calcul de fluide parfait par exempie, or se heurte aui niveai du point Cf - 0 A tine aingularitE
de type GOLDSTEIN / 30/. Il n'est donc pas pessibse de calculer tine couche limits en aval du point de
d~collement au moyen d'une m~thode directe classique oil Von impose Ia r~partition de vitesse ext~rieure.
Il eat donc n~cessaire de faire intervenir tin couplage entre Is couche limite et 1'6coulement ext~rieir.

D'autie part, tin atutre problame pos6 par la coulements de cetour, eat liE au changement de direc-
tion de la vitesse longitudinale dana Is zone d~coll~e. Bien que los Equations de couche limite demeti-
rent paraboliques en x, nous ne nous trouvon-. Ins devant tin problame de conditions initiales, mais ii
faut, apr4s Ig point de d~collement, faire fenir lea cond~tions oval. Si de plus on fait intervenir
le Louplago, l'interaction a n~cessairement .ract~re elliptique.



Pour r~soudre ces problarnes, certains auteurs (CATHERAILet MANGLER 4/, KIFEBERG t STEGER /12/, 2-
CARTER /13/, LE BALLEUR /13/) ant d~velopp6 des rn~thodes de calcul dans lesquelles une distribution de
09ou St est sp~cififie, la vit.esse extgrieura dtant solution du problame de couche limite. La aingula-

ritO au point de dficollersent se manifestant dans lea m~thodes direct.s par des valeurs infinies des d6-rivfies suivant x de i'~paisseur de d~placement et du coefficient de frottement, ces mfithodes dites
"inverses" permettent de l'Siimincr. Ces mngthodes neuvent 6tre associges par exempie A une technique decalculiiversedu flide non virquaux. m btin lr ine ta oie du prl~e mtatd CStraIX ee dezones avec recirculation. na enaorun thd opltpeetntetaerrde

stationnaires turbulentes avec d6collenient, et ont montrd qu'une loi de coupiage simple (loi de section
pour un diffuseur mor.o-dimensionnai) permettait V'iliaiiner is singularitg. Hac DONALD et BRILEY / 2 /0 sesont int~ressgs au problaise du bulbe de d~collement iaminaire et r~solvent lea 4quations locales insta-tionnaires de Is couche limite en teanes de fonction de courant et de vorticitg. 'in cuupiage local leur'4. permet de franchir le point de dficoliemant.

Nous avons utlisfi lea deux approches potir d~terminer l'6volution de ia couche lirsite dana un bulbe
trans-tionnel. La premi~re a fttE misa en oeuvre en faisant appel A une m~thode de r~solution des Aquations
globales de is couche litnite. La seconde a 6t6 d~velopp~e en r~solvant lea 4quations locaiog de ia couche
limite. Nous dfcrirons d'abord cette technique.

3.3. Calcul dvoc lea Eqt'ations. locales de Is couche lirsite.

La m~thode employfie a 'inspire de celia d~velopp~e par BRILEY et MAC DONALD / 2/. La couche limite eat
cAlculge par ulue m~thoda instationnaire et A chaque pas en temps, ia distribution de ia vitesse extdrieureest rodififie suivzant un sch~ma satrionnaire.

3.3.1. Interaction fluide parfait-fluide visqueux.

La prise en compte du couplage antre ia coucha limite at le fluide non visqueux repose Bur lea
hypothases suivuntes de faihie interaction locale

- La r~partition de vitesse extieure ne diff~re de is r~partition de fluide parfait qua dans une
r~gion limitge au voisinage du bulbe.

-Catte perturbation par rapport A Is vitessa potentiella eat uniquement due A Ia distribution de
1' Epaisseur de d~placaisent.

On peut alors ficrire : U (x) -Ufp (x) + U. (x) nil Ufp eat la vitease qua l",n obtient par un
calcul de fluida parfait (c'est una donnlie du probliwe) at Ui eat ia virease induite par le couplage.

La r~solution de ca probl~me au moyan d'une fonction de GREEN nous dinne alora

qui moyennant lea hypothases faitas, permet d'ficrire en tout point M d'abscisse curviligne xM

Oal Ue vitease qua l'on a itu point d'abscissa x, at au tamps t.

EpaiSSeur de d~piacament au point d'sbscissa Yc, at au tampa t,
C&:abscissa du point d'arrdt,
ag:abacisse d'un poitpt an aval du buibe situE A una distance auffisante pour qua son influence an

tout point du dorsaine soit ndigligeabla.

Si rl at x2 sont lea bornes du domaine de caicul, on peut alors Ecrire

(4) (2 4 (a)
La pretaier Cerise de 1'int~grale est une fonction de M qui na d~pend qua de 1'Evoiution de is couche

limite laminaire an amont du domainse de caicul. Ii eat donc ind~pendant de i'Evolution du c-alcui at eat
d~terminE iors de liitiialisaion. La troisi~me terms eat caicuid en supposant A l'aval du domaine une
couche limite turbuleiite da plaque plane ayant pour Epaissur de ddpiacemant initials celia caiculfie en
x2, at ceci A chaque pas an tamps.

Enfin is deuxiama terme qui cut ie terme prgpondfirant, peut 9'gcrire-

T,. ULh N (3fU4 ) 12 + fx .4 VS,- z%
Lea daux Cannes extrimes sont d~finis at s'intagrent num~riqeent sans aucune difficultE. La Canine

central, moyannant un ddveloppemant au premier ordre de Is fenction (8&U)/ZL peut s'Ecrire sous is
forme:

a,,cc qul qen d~finitive se rdduit A *..2

az M a



efquations que noua avons Ar~soudre dans le casd'un 6coulement instationnaire incomnpressible

sont e uvne :

oDi Ui eat la moyenne d'ensenibls de la vitesse dans ia direction i, u'i 6tant la fluctuation turbulente
autour de cette moyenne.

c es hyqot~se .qu nous adoptons (couche lirnita bidimensionnelle) permettent de sim'plifier

(E ) LO J _ .4)u1  dua\~u1  <. ' < tL>

(E.5.) V _

T

De plus, si lVon suppose que lea corrdlations <'v"- et <'.%otd ~eo ed rner
1'dquation (E.5.) devient P P ~ < v. sn um oded rner

Enreoran ans ( E.4.) en, en n~gligeant is terms e jL~~~L on obtient
ars pour Is mouvement moyen les equations )

Ce systane d'6quationa ne diffare de celui d'un 6coulement stationnaire, que par le terms
Nous avons donc un syaatame de deux 6quations pour lea trois inconnues U, V et -<u'v". . Il eat donc
n~cessaire de d~finir un ach~ma de turbulence pour d6terminer le frottement tu.:bulent - <u'v'>

3.3.3. Critare de transition. Modale de turbulence.

Lorsque !a couche limits n'est pea dficollge, l'appel 5 ia th~orie de l'instabilit6 laninaire peut
permettre de determiner le debut de Ia r~gion de transition. Dana ce cas, on peut supposer que l'interac-
tion avec l'6coulement non visqueux: est n~gligeable et la distribution de vitesse extfirieure eat donc
fixfie. Grice A cette distribution, on calcule ia couche limite laminaire comie a 'il n'y avait pas de tranl-
sition. Lea profils de vitease de couche limits Sinai obtenus sont utilisfis comme profils de base moyens
dana la th~orie de l'instabilitg laininaire. Suivant cette th~orie, on calcule l'amplification d'une per-
turbation auperpcs~e A cea profils de base, et en utilisant un critare empirique formuld A partir d'un
taux d'arnplification de c15 pertubations, on eat en meaure de pr~voir le debut de la region de transition.
Cette technique devrai t s'appliquer aisgmnt quand la transition commence avant is point de d~collement.

Loraque le d~but de transition se situe apras Is point de d~collsment, le problame st beaucoup
plus d~licat. En effet, on doit alora s'attendre A une interaction non n~gligeable avec l*6coulement non
visqucutx. En particulier, la d~termination des prokils laminaires de base nficessite is recours A un calcul
coupl6 avec l'Ccoulecnent extgrieur. tMais is r~sultat de ce calcul d~pend de ce qui se passe A l'avai,
c'eat A dire de la position de la r~gion de transition. Ii faudrait donc imaginer un processus itfiratif
dana lequel on vfrifierait A chaque Etaps si is point de d~but de transition fixE pour le calcul de la
couche limits et de l'6coulsment ext~risur est en accord avec la thgorie de l'instabilit6. Un tel calcul,
tras lourd a priori eat tout A fait concevable, mais ii n'a pas encore Wt entrepris. Pour l'instant, on
so limits A utiliser un critars beaucoup inoins dlabor6 pour fixer la rfigion de transition.

Nous avons donc utilisE un sch~ma simple de longusur de mfilange dont la formulation eat tras di-
rectement d~duite de cells Etablie en stationnaire. Le frottement tutbulent eat donnE par la relation

.. <I'. Y I d 2 x ) oO e/F' est supposE fonction univerasile de 9

.-t :O085hr~~4,.Li et F est une fonction qui tient compte des effets de viscositg

F1-exp [ * T 1 et Y eat une fonction de la position du point de transition.
L .16.O.445 j Y

La m~thods employfie pour d~terminer suppose que la distance entre is point de d~collement
et le point de fin de transition T ebt une fonction de P0 . Le point de d~but de transition D st
a1r'-s d~terming de tells sorte que Is rapport Ray Qe ait une valeur donn~e. La fonction *' passe
aborade 0OA I entre Det T.

3.3.4. Mgthods numfirique

Afin de rendre lea Equations adimensionnelles, on utilisera lea variables r~duites suivantes

oi T et L soot lea cornatantes, h une fonction de x seulement, Ue et V5 des fonctions de x et t.

Lea Equations s'Ccrivent alors,

Continuite 7 -( ii~ .qj*. 4- JO dL -

Quantit6 de mouvement suivant X

L L~-

au___ ___ _____.
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L'9quation de quantit6 de mouvement peut s '6crire sous la forme

A)6+ u.C oa A, B, C, D, 9 et F sont des fonctions de' X, et t.

(In discratise alors cette 6quation en utilisant un schdma de diffdrences centr~es du przmier ordre.

Les ddrivdes et !ths quantit~s A, B, C, D, E, et F sont alors
* d6crites au point P' zeprdsentg Eur le schama ci- contre et dfifini
* ~~~par: ~ Pw~K (~~~

Pour simplifier las notatinns, nous 6crirons la variable
quelconque -ZY w),jI(1)TeJ4a)) sous la forms Z(N+1) .

Les d(!rivdss partielleg suivant e 'ciet TN1 K

alors : () - et )'dcrivnt.

avec P" 
('N,, ~

(. )Vy' ! (U,,K.0,4 - -t,~mJ/ 1k )

De mie pour les ddrivdes seconder en TWT K

Le problawe de iracoulement de retour pour lequel le
calcul doit atre fait en tenant corapte des conditions A l'aval T T IK1
a ameng de noabreux auteura A utiliser deux expressions diffig-
rsntsa pour Jes dgrivdes sul-ant x selon le sans de la vitesse X A )A I
locale u (BRILEY, Mc DONALD / 2/). Nous avons prgfgrg utiliser
ici un sch~rna un peu diffdrentcet qui permet de conserver is

maime discrfitisetion qusique soit le sens de ui

AU K 0 MKO/ . 1 )~

Ce schama permet alors, connaissant des conditons initiales dans le plan t =0 et les conditions aux
limites dans le plan X - 0, de calculer is soluticn au point Xm e~t au temps N + I A partir de !.a solution
en XH + Iau temps N et en XMjau temps N + 1.

Pour chaque point en X on eat donc en prasanca d'un systame tridiagonal de ia forme

Ao UNx~ I . 8* UH1, ' Co0 M.K4 I ' ,. qua V'on rdsout par une mfithode de chasse.

3.4.. Calcul avec lea aquations globales de la couche limits.

3.4.1. Principe. C~uplage.

La r~solution de3 Equations globales de is couche limits, effectude en mode inverse permet, en con-
siddrant l'dvolutioti suivant x: de l'Spaisseur de ddplacement comse une donn~e, de d~terminer l'fivolution
3uivant x de la vitesse Ue. Las mimas hypothdses qu'au paragraphs 3.3.1. permettant alors de d~finir une
vitesse induite Ui - Ue - IUjp otl Is rgoartition de vitesse en fluids parfait Ufp (x) est una donnds du
probime.hpohecdcopae tnttujusimasuauprgah 33.,o arrov dvnti

maims Llpe de problams mais ici, sous forme de r~soluti-ra inverse, A savoird~terminer l'6volution de F4
connaissant is vitesse induite Ui.

On r~sout 19 aussi le problame a l'aide d'uns nouvelle fonction de GREEN qji nous donna la vitessa

verticals VP (x) &ous Ia forms 0 j4
Moyannant nos hypothases at en gardant lea mimas notations qu'au paragraphs 3.3.1., on pant r~duire

carte intagriile a :r tJ() .. LJ -1)~ &d-

L'int~gration A chaqus itdration eat alors rialise suivant ie mima princips qu'au paragraphs 3.3.1..
Enfin la relation de couplage dcrite a is psroi nous donne

qul persist d'obtenir une nouvelle r~partition da 'Epaisseur de d~placemen.. Calle-ci eat alors rgintroduite
comma donn~e du calcul de coucha limits, moyennant une sous relaxation importante n~cassaireA ai stabilit6
des it~rations Z'LE BALLEUR /13/).

La sch~ma du calcul paut done atre pr~sentEi sous la forms suivante -

C14couche limits co(la) 1 ocal

invrs invercop sae locl __

rou reax 2i
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3.4.2. Equationls kle couche limitc

Lc syatm de deux fiquations globales que nous avons choisi se composc de l'~quation globale de
quantitg de mouvement et de l'6quation d'entrainement

3 %( +.1 ) du,

Clest tin systame de deux 6quations pour lea six inconnues suivantes

Le couplage fournissant tine 6quation suppl~mentaire, ii est donc n~cessaire d'obtenir trois rela-
tions compl~mentaires entre ces diff~rentes inconnues. V'est l'exploitation de solutions de similitude,
tant en laminaire qu'en turbulent qui les fournit,

a) Domaine tomninaix'e

Pour le regime laminaire, nous avons utilisg des bolutjons calcul~es A partir de l'hypothase de
FALKNER-SKAI. Pour- lea valeurs ndgatives du paramatre de gradient de pression, on sait que la solution de
l'6quation de similitude eat double :l'une correspond a Ia solution non d~collde, l'autre A la solution
dficollge. La prise en compte de cett. seconde solution nous perniet donc d'inclure des profils de vitesse
avec dcoulement de retour ndcessaires pour le calcul d'un bulbe.

Les rdsultats de cette solution sont constitu~s par une famille de profils U/Ue de y/x. 177 d6-
pendant d'un paramatre. Pour l'utilisation pratique de ces r~sultats, nous avons utilis6 le paramAtre de
forme H. L'analysa des propriftdis de ces profils permet alors d'exprimer les trois relations de ferteeture
manq-tantes sous la forme UL Sf R~ .j.)Q- C~~(W)4 O 4 W

ot) l'indice L correspond au rdgime laminaire.

Il est A remarquer que ce type de relations faisant intervenir le coefficient d'entrainement eat
asaez peti utilisg dana le cas de mfithodes intdgrales laminaires, at qu'en g~ndral l'fiquation que V'on
r~sout en plus de l'6quation de KARMAN eat l'6quation globala d'6nergie cin~tique. Nous avons en fait prg-
forg utiliser l'~quation d'entrainement pour conserver le mime systame en laminaire et en turbulent.

b) Domazine turbuZent

Nous avons utilisfi lea solutions de similitude proposdes par MIICHEL, QUEHARD, DURANT /14/ et
fitendues aux: fcou-1ements de retour Or<. 10) (COUSTEIX, LE BALLEUR, HOUDEVILLE / 7/).

De lamime manigre, nous diaposona d'une famille A deux paramatres (gradient de pression et nombre
de Reynolds) qui nous permet d'6tablir IA aussi lea relations

oD l'indice T correspond au regime turbulent.

C) Calcut de Za rdgion de tra~nsition

A ce niveau se pose un certain nombra de problames, et en particulier la determination de la
r~gion de transition. Nous verrons plus loin lea tentatives que nous envisageons de faire pour rfisoudre
ces problames. 6W aple"ocindtrniindtlaveu

On suppose donc connue une certaine fonction ~()aple"ocind rniindn avlu
passe de 0 A I dons la rfigion de transition. Nous verrons au paragraphe suivant la dfitertnination de cette
fonction.

En tout point d'abscisse XMon cont donc, en plus des inconnues du problama, la valeur '6 (XM).

On connait donc en particulier le rapport 0/*. On fait alors l'hypothase qu 'en ce point M on a deux:
couches limites fictives, laminair: et turbulent:, correspondant ati mgae paramatre 511S

syatame. On ficrit alors que dana la r~gion de transition, lea grandeurs int~grales dfifinissant la couche
limite transitionnella peuvant se dfiduire de la maniara suivante A partir des deux couches limites fictives

Cette hypothase a Wt v~rifi~e de fagon tras satisfaisante au DERAT pour le calcul de la transition

dans des ficoulaments non d~coll~s.

3.4.3. D~termination de la rfigion da transition.

Lea problames demeurent lea mimes que caux exposgs au paragraphe 3.3.3. Nous avons donc pout le mo-
ment utiliaE le mienutype de d~termination de Ia r~gion de transition :nous avons ici fait appal A un cri-
tare un peu momns empirique, proposEi par VAN INGEN / 17/ at partiellament dfiduit de Ia thgorie de l'ins-
tabilitEi laminaire (il suppose en particuliar que l'amplification des perturbations ne deviant significa-
tive qu'apras le point de d~collement). On d~finit alors tine conatante C0p fonction d'un taux de turbu-
lence effectif qui parmat de dfiterminer tin po~nt dea fin de transition A partir du point de d~collament par
Ia relation u (La

5-350 as$
o00X eat le point de fin de transition. X S eat le po'int de d~collement.

's eat l'6paisaeir de quantitE de mouvemant ati point de d~collement.
eat le nombre da Reynolds formEi avec Os.
*5-6.8 Log. jo (Tu)

Tu eat tri taux de ttirbulence effectif *
La fonction Y passe de 0 A I entra X~ a t X F.

4 *
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3.5. Comparaison avac l'expdrience

Du fait des hypothases utilisges concernant la m~thode de couplage, nous nous sommes pour le moment
limitds A des essais de calcul de couche limite en prdsence de bulbes courts. Le d~placement du point
d'arrit dans le cas des bulbes longs impose probablement l'utilisatjon d'un calcul du fluide parfait plus
complet.

Nous avons donc effectu6 une sdrie de calculs A diffdrentes valeurs de la viteasse Use. IDans les deux
mdthodes, ls domaine de calcul a W choisi de tells sorte qu'il comprenne une rfigion oil le gradient de
vitesse eat constant ; ceci permet l'introduction de conditions aux limites plus pr~cises :on a 'impose

en x - xo de partir d'une solution de point d'arrqt (donnge par exemple par les solutions de similitude).
Nous pr~sentons ici deux exemples de calcul effectugs avec nos mdthodes.

3.5.1. M~thode locale.

Sur la planche 11 eat pr~sentda une sdrie de rdsultats caractdristiques obtenus pour une vitease-Use - 40 m/s.
Dana la rdgion du bulbe, quelquas dcarts sont A noter :la correction de vitasse eat en effet assez

faible et ne aemble pas corres,)ondre aux r~sultats expdrimenraux d~duits des mesures de preesion. Ceci eat
probablemant dQ A Is reprdsentation de la rdgion de transition, qui a une grande influence aur 1'6volution
de C, ef 0- dana la rdgion du bulbe, et donc, qui influe de maniare importante sur la vitease induite.
Ces 6carts sont 6galement visibles sur l'6volution de X4 et 9- mais ?euvent 1A 6tra en partie imputa-
bles aux mesures, 6tant donnge la tras faible 6paisseur de la coucha limite dana catte region.

3.5.2. Mfithode globale.

Le critare de transition que nous avons amploy6 fait appal A un taux de turbulence effectif ; nos
expdriences nous fournissant un taux de fluctuation longi*tudinaL1 de la vitesse VRM/IU, , noua avons donc
introduit dana lea calculs un taux de turbulence Tu ddduit de*VL/u, en supposant une turbulence isotrope,
at nous avons adaptg la loi de 'r pour que nos calculs racoupent une s~rie de r~sultata exp~rimantaux
(pour uns valeur fixfes U.. - 40 m/s). Les calculs aux autres valeura du nombre de Reynolds ont fitf alora
effectu~s en prenant un taux effecfif de turbulence, et an conservant la mima loi de 16 .

La planche 12 montre un example de calcul pour Up - 53 m/s. Las r~sultats concernant l'Epaissur
de quantitd de mouvament sont en tras bon accord avac nos valeurs expdrimentales ; da mime, pour ia vitease
extdrisura, pour laqu~ll on peut vfirifier a posteriori la validitE des hypothases de couplage local. La
paramatre de forms H prisente par contra des Evolutions momns rapides qua dana noa expfiriences dana la
r~gion de dficollament. Ceci proviant probablement de la difficult6 qua nous avons eus A d~terminer une loi
de transition, du fait des nombraux paramatres entrant en jeu (d~but at fin de transition, forms de la
tonction );ca calcul y eat an effet axtrinement sensible at de petitas variations de cette loi ont
des cona&1 uences importantes au niveau de l'6volution des diff~rents paramatres.

Si on prolongs ca calcul avec uns mfithods int~grals turbulants classique;en pranant lea conditions
initialas A la fin du domaine de ,;alcul du bulbs, at an introduisant comma conditions extfirisures la vi-
tease en fluids parfait, lea r~sultata report~s sur la planche 33 montrent qua la prise en compta du bulbs
do d~collemant laminaire permet una reprfisentation tras corrects de la couche lim~.te A l'aval ; on voit
tras nettemant la progras par rapport A un calcul aupposant une couche limits turbulents depuis is point
de ddcollemant.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Nous avons prisentd ici une premie s~rie d'expdriences concarnant un profil de 200 mm de cords.
Noua avons pu, dana lea diff~rantes configurations fitudidses, prficiser l'fivolution de la couche limits an
aval d'un bulbs de d~collement laminaire avac transition, inais nous n avona oas pu, du fait de la taille
du profil, obtenir de rdsultats d~taill~s aur ls bulbs court lui-mims.

Une dauxiaein s~rie d'expgriences est actuellainant en cours afin d'Studisr en d~tail la procesaus de
transition dana un bulbs court. Ls montage utilisd oat un bord d'attaqua agrandi corraspondant A un profil
de 2500 am de cords. L'Epaisssur de is couche limits laminaira avant le dficollement ainsi qua Ia taille du
bulbs nous psrmsttront d'une part, d'obtanir par v~locim~trie laser des r~sultats d~taill~s sur la couche
limits dana le bulbs, at d'autre part, de r~aliser des visualisations par plan de lumiare.

Cas r~sultats d~taillds nous psrmettront d'n part, d'obtanir des donnfes expfirimantales dana la
bulbs lui-mgme, af in de misux validsr nos m~thodes de calcul ; at d'autro part, lea informations d~taillfes
aur la transition qua noua comptons obtenir nous psrmsttront d'amdliorer la reprfisentation de cette r~gion
dana nos mfithodes de calcul. Des am~liorations devraisnt Eigalament itra apportes A ce niveau par l'Etuds
qua nous avons antreprise concernant la arabilitf des profils de vitesse av.. CEcoulement de retour. Ella
ports sur lea profila de simiilitude de; solutions de FALKNER SKAN qua nous avona prdsentdes pr~cddemment,
at st deatinge A l'Elaboration d'un critere de transition dana lea zones ddcollges. Nos rdsuitats de calcul
nous ont en effet montrg qua l'Evolution de la couche limits au passage du bulbs Eitait tres fortamant ddpen-
dante de la inaniare dont Etait dfifinie la fonction de transition.

D'une fagon gfin~rals, on psut conclure que l'smploi d'uns hypothase simple de couplags local paut
parmsttra un calcul peu coiltaux d'una r~gion d~collge de faible dimension, lea hypotheses de faible per-
turbation dana une r~gion limitge au voisinage du bulbs Eitant bien vfirififes tant au nivsau expfrimental

qu'a posteriori au niveau des r~sultats de calcul.
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1980-81 AFOSR-HTTM-STANFORD CONFERENCE ON COMPLEX TURBULENT FLOWS:
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION AND EXPERIMENT*

by

S.J.Kline

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Stanford University

Stanford
California 9 4305

I. GOALS OF 1HI. CONFERENCE

The Conference has three related goals:

(1) To reach consensus in the research community on trustworthy data sets that can " used as input for modding
of turbulence in complex flows ard as the basis for standard "trials" for checking output of computations.

(2) The cration of a "d.., library" on magnetic tape. This library will hold the data selected as trustworthy in
standard normalized form. The data will be computer-readable and widely accessible at a moderate fee.

(3) Comparison of the ou'put of current mthods of computation for turbulent flows for a set of "basic test
cases" covering a broad range of flows.

The first objective is the result of the effort of nearly 200 workers during 1979-80 culminating in the 1980 meeting of
the Conference. The second objective is an ongoing project that is intended to continue for at weast some years. The
third o~jective will be the focus of the 1981 meeting of the Conferentx.

The word "conference" is somewhat misleading for this project, albeit no better term seems to be available. It is
more accurate to think of the project as a s,.veral-year-research effort by a considerable traction of the research
community aimed at establishing ) more solid data base and clarify og both the situation in the data and the state-of-the-
art in computation. Such a clarification should be of assistance to both users of computational methods and to the
-esearchl community in perceiving more clearly what can now be done, and profitable roads to further advances.

It has been my privilege lo coordinate these efforts as Chairman of the Organizing Committee. The experience has
been educational. The purpose of this introduction - to share some of that education with the readers of this and
subsequent volumes dealing with the Conference and the Data Library. It will perhaps be most useful to begin with a
brief history, This is followed by a discussion of come current difficulties in turbulence research and fluids engineering.
The tiiir,' ind final topic is a description of the Conference and how it plans to ameliorate some of the difficulties
described.

2. A BRIEF HISTORY

Fros,- .1, early years of this century until the late ! )60s the problem of computation of turbulent shear layers was
considered a classic unsoled problem. With the advent of wide accessibility to digital computers a number of individuals
began to construct codes for silution of shear-layer problems. By the late 1960s, 25 methods had been generated, but
there was ii con-nsus that any of them were trustworth;. This lack of tonsensus was evidenced by the continued
efforts to construct new methods, and by the funding .f such efforts by governments in several countries.

i,1 oider to clarify this situation, a number of individuals, including D.E.Coles, M.V.Morkovin, W.C.Reynolds,
G.Sovraii -ri' t'e writer, conceived uf the idea of holding a meeting at which as .any methods as possible would be
tested against carefully standardized and trustworthy data. D.E.Coles, with E.Hirst assumed the task of standardizing
the data. The remainder of the group with assistance from D.J.Cockrell and many others, organized the meeting and
coordi,.ated efforts am.ing the research groups. The results are recorded in the two-volume Proctedings of the 1968

* The sponsorship of the US Air Force Office of Scientihc Research under Contract F49620-80-C-0027 and 'he Industrial Affiliates of the
-tarford Thermosci.aazs Divisi.,nr is gratefully acknowledged. Suggestions by Gino Sovran, Brian Launder, Peter Bradshaw, Jim Johnston,
lirian Cantwell, Geoffrey Llley, and John Eaton on an earlier draf. led to significant improvep'ents and are also gratefully acknowledged

I..i
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AFOSR-IFP Stanford Conference on Computation of Turbulent Boundary Layers.* The conference was highly
structured and involved sone unique organizational features that are described by Kline, et al. (1969),

The most significant result of tile 1968 conference, from tile perspectve of this volume, is that the result radically
altered the common wisdom concerning the ability to compute turbulent shear layers. Before the 1968 Conference, tile
general belief was that no satisfactory method existed. The excellent report of the Evaluation Committeet in tile 1968
Conference showed that seven methods were quite satisfactory, within well-defined limits, and that nine more had useful
properties for some applications. Another nine were deemed inadequate, and have been for the most part abandoned.
As a direct result of the 1968 Conference, the bulk of work on d , aloping programs for attached, incompressible,

e ( turbulent boundary layers ceased, and the research community moved on to mcre complex problems.

Within a few years following 1968, NA"A (1969, 1972) organized similar conferences for compressible boundary
layers and for free-shear layers. These conferences demonstrated reasonable simulation for corpressible boundary layers
and the far zones of free-shear layers, but indicated a lack of both data and simulation for the near zone of wakes, jets
and mixing layers.

The 1968 Conference had also shown that available methods were successfl for attached zones, but generally failed
or required ad hoc "fixes" in regions of de(achment. All the methods presented in 1968 failed, qualitatively, in the
prediction of a reattached free-shear-layer. Subsequent experiments, particularly that of Kim et al. (1979), have shown
that such a reattached layer does not follow "ite type of vorrelation used by most methods in 1968. Moreover, all the
successful methods in the 1968 "trials" employed the "law" of the wall, indicating a heavy dependence en data correla-
tion and hence a lack of fundamental input in turbulence-closure modeling.

During the 1970s a considerable effort at improving numerical methods and turbulence-closure modeling has been
carried out in many research centers around the world. The resulting computaticoa' methods have moved beyond the
"postdiction" of thin shear layers to the computation of entire flow fields, in some cases involving unsteadiness,
appreciable zones of separated flow, and other complexities. By the la~e 1970s, we again find ourselves in a situation
where many methods exist, but there is no consensus on what problems they will succeed or which methods have
advantages for what flows. Since about 1976, in the words of the old clichl, we have been literally "confused on a
higher level". As a result, a number of workers** who had been involved in the 1968 Conference again began to discuh.
what needed to be done. The 1980 81 Conference grew from those discussions.

Because the 1980-81 Conference concerns "Complex Turbulent Flows", that is, complete flow fields with such
complications as shock/boundary-layer interactions, detachment, reattacnment of shear layers, large zone, of separation,
blowing/suction, strong wall-curvature anid other phenomena, the task is at once far more complex and iar larger than in
1968. In order to understand these tasks, and hence the motivations for the structure cf the Conference, it will be
useful to give a brief overview of some current difficulties in turbulent flow research, both technical and institutional.
One other historical remark is in order before discussion of these difficulties.

Preparatory work for the 1980-81 Conference during 1979 and 1980, has already shown that an important element
of the common wisdom does not stand up to detailed examination. At the beginning of the work, every member of the
Organizing Committee was concerned with the question, 'Are there enough trustworthy data sets of the needed type to
form a basis for a conference of the 1968 type on complex turbulent flows?" The Committee believed that if as many
as 10 or 15 such sets of data could be identified, a meeting would be well worthwhile. As data evaluations ha
accumulated, more than 50 casestt have been identified, and something like that many more exist but have n cn
fully evaluated. Moreover, as the work progeassed and evaluation reports were circulated for review, workers in .
parts of the world vol.nteered still further data sets; that process is still continuing.

This disclosure of data has obvious benefits, but has also overloaded the finite manpower available for entering the
data onto magnetic tape checking, and providing the needed descriptions for each magnetic tape file. As a result, it is
the intention of the writer, and Prof. B.J.Cantwell who is supervising the data library work, to continue inputs into the
library for at least a few years after 1980 until the backlog of ex.iting data is substantially "caught up". In this work
priority has gone to recording the "basic test cases" for the 1981 meeting (see below). After September 1980 priorities
will be assigned primarily so that the data collection is balanced and rounded out, and secondarily on a first-come, first-
served basis. Further details appear in the section on 0' ganization of the Conference below.

• Available for purchase from the Thermosciences Division of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford University, CA 94305,
USA. Price fo both volumes, including mailing, $17.50.
t Chaired by HI.W.Emmons; see 1968 Proceeding for detail.
•* Particularly, M.V.Morkovin, P.Bradshaw, HI.W Emmons, W.C.Reynolds, and the writer.
t In this volume a "flow" denotes a class of situations usually related to geometries. A "case" is one experimental realization of a flow, or
a synthesis of realizations, amalgamated into a single "trial" for computations.
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3. SOME DIFFICULTIES IN TURBULENT FLOW RESEARCH

A. Technical Difficulties

1. The Complexity and Variety of Flows

Thin shear layers form a relatively cohesive class of flows. Even when one restricts consideration to one-phase flow
of a single, pure Newtonian substance, the totality of complex turbulent flow fields known to exist is quite diverse and
far from cohesive. In early research, turbulence was implicitly considered as a single state or conition (hopefully)
describable by a few simple models. As data fr, in hot wires became widely available, largely after WW II, it became clear
that turbulence is not a single state, but a complex of behaviors that is affected by many parameters. This complexity is
well demonstrated by a list of the things that can, and sometimes do, affect the behavior of turbulence. Such a list,
collected over some time by the author, is given in Table I. All the effects of Table I are known to be appreciable in
some instances; however, there is "o guarantee the list is complete. (Every time the author has read the lis at a technical
meeting someone has commented on still another item - at least thus far.)

The complexity of turbulent flow fields is also exhibited by the variety of problems or cla-se if flows that have been
considered by the Organizing Committee for tie 1980-81 Conference. This list is exhibited as Ta' .; 2, which shows the
categorization of flow problems for the Conference. These categories are neither unique nor entirely ,.omplete. They
have been reorganized several times and updated as more information appeared. The version shown in Table 2 is the
status as of July 1980. Very probably further updating will occur as a result ie meeting on data for which this
volume will form the Proceedings.

Still a third indication of the complexity of turbulent flow fields is given by the variety of levels of modeling that
are currently employed for simulation of turbulent flows in computer models. One taxonomy by Kline et al (1978) is
given in Table 3. Most current modeling is at level three in this taxonomy. Level 3 contains a number of subcategories of
models from simple mean strain to "many-equation" models. Since both the mean flow and the turbulence can be
modeled locally (zone by zone) or globally (uniformly), four combinations of global and local modeling exist. An
excellent taxonomy of level 3 models is given by Reynolds (1968). However, the totality of modeling is not confined to
level 3; appreciable current efforts exist at all five levels for some problems.

A fourth taxonomy of turbulent flows has been suggested in several papers by Bradshaw (1975). This taxonomy

arranges flows according to the typt. of strains the flow undergoes; it is a very fruitful idea for organizing model assump-
tions for tubulence closure and suggesting experiments that will give needed model i.iformation. A number of such
experiments have becn provided by Prof. Bradshaw's group, and some are included in Table 2. However, examination of
Table I shows that categorization via strain type does not include all the effects that we shall ultimately have to be able
to model if wve are to say that we have adequate models for the computer simulation of all kinds of complex turbulent
flows. Table I provides a warning for those who would claim too much too early and thereby do disservice to the
insightful and continuing efforts of the turbulence research community as a whole.

In 1980, we still lack a viable method for relating the severa taxonomies just discussed. We do not know what
methods are best applied to a given flow configuration of Table 2, nor do we know what level of computation will
ultimately be needed to model various kinds of strains and e.-fects accurately,. As long as that remains the case, we shall
not have what is needed for engineering work in complex turbulent flow fields. It is hoped that the 1981 meeting of the
Conference will begin to clarify the situation. More discussion on this point appeals in the final section.

2. The Measurement Problem - Accuracy Control

Measurement of turbulence is inherently difficult. We have lacked instruments to measure some important
quantities, for example vorticity, pressure fluctuations, pressure-strain correlation, local temporary flow reversals,* ard
some components of the Reynolds stress tensor. Fixed hot-wire data taken at X/D < 5 behind bluff bodies and in the
edges of wakes and jets ar' far more uncertain than has been generally recognized owing to very large fluctuations (see for
example: evaluation by B.J.Cantwell, Flow 0410; Tutu and Chevray, 1975; Coles et al., 1978). Even where we have
instruments, the uncertainty in many quantities is high, for example: the rate of dissipation of turbulent energy,
Reynold& stresses and higher order correlationh. We have lacked adequate means for calibration of hot-wires for
fluctuations (see Young et al., 1976). As a result, what is called the Nth-order uncertainty in the paper that follows has
remained relatively high for turbulence data of nearly every kind. It is salutary in this connection to read the remarks of
J.B.Jones concerning comparisons of turbtlence data in the inlet zone of s.ooth, round pipe in turbulent Flow 0130,
and )f.I.H.Ferziger on strained homogeneous fields, Flow 0370.

The neophyte worker, moreover, is faced with a lack of unified literature describing instrument techniques. The east
attempt at complete coverage of fluid instrumentation seems to be that of R.C.Dean, Jr (1952). Dean's work was
excellent for its time, but is badly in need of updating. Publishers have been unwilling to underwrite or even undertake
this task. ana no institution seems to assume the responsibility for seeing that such needful technical tasks are carried out.

* This probkm is coming under control via laser anemometry and recent instrument innovations by Westphal et al. (198C) and Owen and
Johnston (1980), but there are as yet few data.

-V..'.
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Many engineering schools have never had, or have abandoned, advanced courses in thermal and flow measurements that
would provide the student with solid preparation for careful data-taking and reduction.* The result is that all too often
our data sets are generated by an untrained research-internee supervised solely by a single overworked and overcommitted
faculty person.

Tile only known method for reliable control of accuracy is via uncertainty analysis of experients.t However, the
results of the data evaluations show that uncertainty analysis is still not used by many workers The experienced worker,
in a known situation, can perhaps produce trustworthy data without formal uncertainty analysis. For a neophyte or a~person designing anl experiment of a really new type, however, it would seem L_, tical to the production of trustworthy
data. For this reason, a separate position paper on experimental uncertainty has been prepared by R.J.Moffat. Looking

to the future, we are fortunate that this paper is a major contribution to several long-standing conceptual problems and
also provides a means by which the formal delails of uncertainty analysis are made trivial for any experiment employing
data reduction in a computer. This paper is strongly recommended to any individual intending to produce data for
possible future "trials" of computation or input to turbulence modeling.

B. Institutional Difficulties

No one in the turbulence research community needs to be told that the number of papers has grown in recent years
%-d that with growth has come a compression of both presentation times in meetings and the length of papers acceptable

to many journals. This compression of presentation times and paper lengths has direct impact on the data base available
for "trials" of computations.

The length requirement of papers in most journals usually prevents discussion of experimental difficulties in
adequate detail and in most ca.-es suppresses f, ll publication of data. This means that data must often be read from too-
small graphs, and details are sometimes omitted. As a result, data evaluators for the Conference have often had to refer
to the originators of data to complete the necessary files. Such a task is not insuperable for a person focusing on
evaluation of q singk class of flows, but is normally not feasible for computors** who might want to test models against
a variety of flows. This need to resort to the originators of data is one reason why a collective effort of the research
community has been needed in order to bring the data base into usable form. Moreover, without such a system as the
data library now being established, the personal knowledge and files of thl. individual researchers would have been lost to
accurate recapture, over time.

The now-common ten-minute presentation time effectively prevents fully carrying through discussion on p'oints of
disagreement in technical meetings. Individual workers may carry out s:.1i discussions, but they are no longer part of the
publicly accessible record. As Ziman (1968) told us at book length some timc ,go, what one of us believes is not
"science". Information and hypotheses become "science" only when they are subjected to full public discussion and
become accepted by the large majority of workers in the relevant field.

Still another institutiona: difficulty has arisen from what one might characterize as the "ten-thousand-card program".
Such large programs have not been accessible to review in the older sense of "review" for publication. The typical
reviewer can devote a matter of hours, or perhaps days, to a given review. This is grossly insufficient to unravel a large
program, even if a printout of the code is provided. This problem compounds with the difficulties of the data base
already cited. The usual test for the output of computation has of necessity been comparison with cne or mcre sets of
data. Even this is sometimes foregone, but let us assume for this discussion that comparison with a few sets of data is
given in a paper that is sent to a reviewer. What is the position of this reviewer? About a" he (or she) can do in
"reviewing" is to examine the general statements provided about the code and see whather agreement with the data is
obtained. It is nearly impossible for the reviewer to p ,netrate to the implications of the inevitable assumptions made in
the turbulence closure and numerics. He (or she) cannot take the time to unravel the code. Moreover, the 1968
experience showed claarly that comparison with as few as three data sets has little meaning in erifying the utility of
codes.tt Even for the restricted class of flows studied in the 1968 meeting, it became clear that the 16 mandatory flows
constituted something like a "minimum" test of viability. Moreover, since the computer rarely has the time to assess data
sets, it is altogether possible that untrustworthy data will be employed; sea remarks of Owen and Johnson (1980).

This combination of difficulties was known to the Orgarizing Committee for the Conference in principle when the
planning began in 1978. Experience gained since tltat time h,.s tended in nearly every instance to reinforce the signifi-
cance of these problems. Data that evaluations showed were wrong by half an order of magnitude have been used as

* The writer is aware of only two sequences of such courses at the graduate level - both at Stanford. lie would welcome knowledge of

other-, and has several times so stated in public meetings.
" T. A riter is a biased observer on this topic, having wrtilen a base pltper in the field. Ilowever, any other approach leaves significant
questions unanswered and fails to provide numerical criteria by which comparisons between data sets or between data and computations can
be made quantitative. Similar remarks have been made independently by D.A .Humphreys and B. van den Berg in the evaluation of data for
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers, Flow 0250.
** The word "'computor" denotes a person doirg numerical fluid dynamics, as opposed to a "computer", which denotes hardware for doin,

numerical calculations.
tt This difficulty is also revealed and emphlasized by the questions of managing engineers responsible for utilizing computational codes. In a
nurnbei of instances, such managers have expressed to the writer perplexity concerning how to judge codes offered to them by consulting
firms which create numerical codes.

C
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input to models in some cases. Questions and requests for further information have had to be referred by data evaluators
to the originators of the data in many instances where the published record was not sufficient. Many deficiencies in both
planning and detailed execution of experiments have come to light that could have been avoided had the experience
available in the researh community on provision for accuracy and on the difficulties of laboratory control of fluid flow
been brought to bear in a timely manner.

The Conference was designed to ameliorate som:, of these difficulties, and thus hopefully to improve matters in the
future. The steps taken are described in the next section.

4. ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE

Some, but not all, of the difficulties recited in the previous section could be significantly reduced by three
accomplishments:

(I) Provision of a trustworthy data base backed by consensus of the research community on its reliability and on
its possible difficulties. To be fully effective, tnis data base needs to be computer-readable and widely
accessible.

(2) Clarification of data needs for constructing and checking computer models including: types of new or
improved data required; data standards; the methodology for quantitative comparison of data and computation
accounting for residual uncertainty in the data. To be fully effective, this knowledge needs to be implemented
via thorough review processes.

(3) The public romparison of the standard "trials" with at least a large number of different kinds of computer
simulations in order to test several questions:

(a) Does an adequate "closure" model exist that can be utilized in feasible running times, or, on the contrary,
will it be necessary for engineering computation to utilize distinct "fine-tuned" models that are "tailored"
to specific problems or to classes of problems in order to obtain reliable results of engineering accuracy?

(b) What kinds of turbulence-closure models and numerics are more/less successful, and in what classes of
flows?

(c) What are the limits, if any, for successful computer simulation of complex turbulent flows in one-phase
Newtonian substances in 1981 ?

Initially, the Organizing Committee, reasoning from the 1968 experience, thought that it might be possible to establish
the data base in a suitable closed form. As work progressed, it beiame clear that both improved data and data of new
kinds are still needed. As a result, the concept of a data library as a separate, ongoing function evolved. Agreements have
been made with two organizations in Europe and one in the United States to hold the tapes produced for the data library
to sell them for a fee not to exceed approximately $100. The addresses of these organizations are given in Appendix I.
Similar arrangements in other pairs of the world will be considered.

Procedures were instituted to insure against the inclusion of data on review by only one worker, that is, to create
consensus on the data base. Each data evaluation was reviewed by a committee of three to five other workers,* and in
most instances this resulted in significant revisions and improvements. In addition, as each final evaiuduen report and its
summary, plus a "specification for computations", was received at Stanford, it was sent to at least two other attendants
of the 1980 meeting for review and possible comment. As in the 1968 Conference, the attendants were asked in advance
to agree to assist with the work as a condition for attendance, and almost without exception that agreement has been
honored to the extent requested by the Organizing Committee. Also, as in 1968, procedures to drive discussion to full
completion will be employed; such completion need not imply agreement, disagreements will also be focused ana
recorded as the basis for further investigations. These meeting procedures have been recorded in an advice to Session
Chairmen, and are bound into this volume as Appendix II to this paper.

In addition to the procedures of the preceding paragraph, one member of the Organizing Committee acted as a
liaison person for each flow evaluation in o,der to coordinate information and assist in formation of standards. Initially,
the Organizing Committee was not able to provide detailed standards for th, data evaluators, since the character of the
various flows is so diverse. Only general guidance was given the data evaluators. The most critical task, that of
formulating a data base, is thus the result of the efforts of the data evaluators. Their task was made even more difficult
by the fact that the shape of the work process was evolved as information accumulated, and the evaluators were only later
asked to formulate summaries (for publication) and specifications (for trial computations). The field owes a considerable
debt to the arduous and insightful work of these experts on the various flow classes.

These procedures do not guarantee infallibility: science as a process is not infallible. When it comes to establishing
matters of truth, however, the full public discussion of science is much better than any other known method. The public
discussion of science is the best we have, and it is at least an order of magnitude better than the assessment by individual
data takers with respect to their own output. Evei. . cursory review of the full data evaluations for this Conference and
the comments on them sho, 's this clearly. For this reason and also to make them available to future "data takers", the

A few evaluations were received too late for prior review, and were instead discussed in the 1983 meeting.

IA
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full evaluation reports are being held in file at Stanford and can be obtained without charge by writing to the Thermo-
sciences Division, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford, CA, USA 94305. Some will be published in serials
accepting long articles or condensed for journals; one already has been (Eaton & Johnston, 1980); another (Launder &
Rodi) has been accepted for publication.

A different lesson also emerged from study of the data evaluations as they were formulated over time. Initialy, the
common wisdom suggested that tests of computations should be concerned with detailed comparison with single flow
fields of high complexity, for example the data of Cantwell and Coles (Flow 0410). However, it became clear from
discussions with computors and the results of the data evaluators that at least two other types of comparisons are
important. The first is limits on physical behavior, for example: the cessation of turbulence production when a flow

4 . passes through a lower critical Reynolds number (Flow 0280); or the reduction to similarity solutions for asymptotic
flows, as in a mixing layer or tube flow (Flows 0110, 0170, 0260). Finally, the use of composites of data on first-order
results over a wide range of parameters is an important check, for two i easons. First, testing over a range verifies
turbulence models independently from "tuning" processes inoived in setting up particular flows. Second, the use of
composite data insures estimates of nth-order uncertainty in the sense defined in the paper in this volume by R.J.Moffat,
and thus avoids the difficules of "one-lab" experiment.,. These three kinds of checks are all in addition to checks on
mathematical consistency as tmphasized by a number of workers, for example Coleman Donaldson and John Lumley

As in 1968, the Evaluation Committee for study of the comparison of the data with the computations will be
chaired by Prof. H.W.Emmons of Harvard University. After input from the 1980 meeting and the Organizing Committee,
the methods of assessment are the responsibility of Prof. Emmons and his committee. They are left so in order to provide
assessment independent from the -,Tganizers, data takers, and computors, and because they .annot be properly realized
until the results are themselves in V;nd.

A problem that wa,,. ;,;reseen but not initially understood was th .qu.stioo of how to review codes. In 1968 every
program utilized was checKed by graduate students at Stanford to in-,ure ,;ompleteness and repeatability. Given the size
of current codes and the time required to adapt them to specific problpns, such a procedure is not feasible. Moreovei,
the basic problem of how to "review" codes needed some form of arnswer. The Organizing Committee dealt with this
problem by designing a questionnaire thit w. hope will assist in this problem. The questionnaire will appear in the
Proceedings for the 1981 meeting. It is wortl. .toting that it took six rex : ions to create this questionnaire. It was only
after it was found that new language had to be invented to properly t-.-ribe the hierarchical structure often used in
computations that an apparently usable questionnaire wa, d %'-u I he Organizing Committee hopes that the
questionnaire will assist in reviews of codes by journals and :. . trial personnel, and will accordingly furnish copies on
request.

These steps wit: hopefully relieve some of the problems that currently exist in computational fluid dynamics.
However, several problems mentioned in the prior section lie outside the scope of work on the Conference and remain
unanswered. In particular, the lack of adequate description of experimental uncertainty and the lack of experimental
control it implies remain .oatinuitne problems. They are well evidenced by the data scatter in the evaluations.

Another problem that 'ix c.,'ond the scope of the Conference is the need for an adequate treatise on experimental
methods tnat will assist the datt-a-,.' in avoiding known pitfalls in mensuration.

Still another remaining problem is th matter of oversight in what are intended to te record experiments as the basis
for possible future "tnals" of,. .nputer output. The nature of data needed for this use is significantly different from the
needs for past uses of dat?.. These new needs have been little discussed and hence are the subject of a spearate paper in
this volume. These new needs, the lack of an up-to-date treatise and the paucity of formal courses in aerodynamic
measurements, all speak to tile need fcr increased oversight in planning experiments beyond faculty persons working
alone (or with untrained assistants) who are contractually obligated to produce results on a short time-table. How this
may be accomplished is not clear at this time. A start in this direction has recently been made by two sets of monitors
for government b!ireaus,* and these examples may serve as at least 'A partial model.

Finally, the 1980.-81 Conference will differ from the 1968 Conference in an important regard that needs to be
clearly stated. In 1968 the timing was fortunate. The state of the art was such that the 1968 Conference essentially
finished one stage of work and led to another by showing th:. the problem was esscntially solved. No such outcome can
be expected from the 1480-81 Conference. The data will not be coinpletc. M'doie flo's will need to be added to the
library. Data are needed on additional classes of flows; improved data are needed in many. Nor is it reasonable to expect
that computational methods will be finished. Computational fluid dynamics is a young and rapidly improving field, The
most that can be expected is the beginning of a broad, trustworthy data base and a snapshot of the state of the art that
will aid assessments of utility for industrial "consumers" of programs and provide us with a better guide to profitable
ave ues for further researches. Finally, it needs to be remembered that the class of flows covered in the current data
library, and hence the basic test cases for the 198 i meeting, are not yet universal, as a compariaon of Tabl,'s I and 2
shows. It must follow that even a successful model for a large number of basic test cases will not yet be verified as
"universal". Moreover, an almost unblemished record of past failures in extrapolation of turbulence models to new
classes of flows should warn us against easy assumptions concerning generality.

* M.Rubesin and I.Marvin of NASA-Ames and J.MeCroskey and LW.Carr of Air Mobility Command, Moffett Field, CA.

____________
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Editorial Note: Figures use in presentation on this conference are included as Appendix III.

TABEL 1

Some Effects that can Influence Characteristics of Turbulence

A. Nature of Fluid
I. Viscosity (i.e., Re)
2. Constitutive (e.g.. polymers)
3. Energy release (e.g.. chemical reactions)
4. Surface tension (e.g., oil-slick calming)
5. Cryogenic effects
6. Multiphase fluid (several subcascs)

B. Nature of Outer F:ow
7. ap/ax, ap/az

8. Free-stream fluctuations (noise, turbulence)
9. High Mach number (hypersonic)

C. Wall Effects

10. Blowing/suction
11. Roughness

12. Compliant walls
13. Moving wall

D. Body Forces
14. Coriolis
15. Centrifugal
16. Density gradients
17. EHD, MHD
18. Wall curvature: convex, concave (could be placed in type E)
19. Curvature in free-shear layers (could be placed in type E)

E. Strain and Interaction Effects
20. Shear rate and type
21. Dilatation; transverse str.tching/compression22. Turbulence-turbulence interactions

23. Downstream effects of transitions

TABLE 2

Flow Cases

The 1980-81 AFOSR-HTTM-Stanford Conference on Complex Turbulent Flows:
Comparison of Computation and Experiment

Group I - Basic Test Cases (see comments at end)

Group a. Numerical Checks
1. Potential flow in 90' corner
2. Howarth flow (solution by Briley)
3. Axisymmetric jet flow (solution in Rosenhead)
4. Flow in square c..vity with a moving lid

Group b. Simple Test Cases -
Flow*

Number Evaluator
5. Sheared homogeneous turbulence 0370 J.H.Ferziger
o. Attached boundary layer - Wieghardt from '68 Conf. 0620 D.E.Coles (68)
7. Attached boundary layer - Bradshaw Case C from '68 Conf. 0630 D.E.Coles (68)
8. Planar mixing layer (including SABIN-ABRAMOVITZ relation for

mixing parameter versus velocity ratio) 0310 S.Birch
9. Subsonic axisyanmetric wake 0360 V.C.Patel

(Con tinued)

"Flow'" denotes a geometry or class of related geometries; "case" denotes a recommended realization of a g:ven geometry.
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Flow*
Number Evaluator

Group c. Entry Test Cases - hicompressible
10. Boundary layer with blowing/suction 0240 L.Squire
11. Free shear layer with streamwise curvature 0330 P.Bradshaw

12. Boundary layer with streamwise wall curvature 0230 T.Simon/S.Honami
13. Wall jet - tangential blowing (plane case and curved cases including

rate of growth of layer width) 0260 B.Launder/W.Rodi
14. Pressure-driven (skewed) secondary flow (fully established flow in duct) 0510 R.B.Dean
15. Entry into rectangular duct - up to fully established flow 0110 F.Gessner
16. Predictive case o (fully established duct flow enters region with added

"internal" walls) Org. Committee
17. Backward-facing step (includes reattached boundary layer) 0420 J.Eaton/J.Johnston
18. Predictive case 03 (systematic variations in downstream geometry of a

backward-facing step) Grg. Committee
19. Separating diffuser: two-dimensional planar (may include overall

recovery as function of divergence angle for one non-dimensional
length: potential core flow) 0430 R.Simpson

20. Predictive case 7 (separated) planar diffuser with inviscid rotational
inlet flow Org. Committee

21. Axisymmetric boundary layer with strong streamwise and transverse
curvature 0390 V.C.Patel

Group d. Simple Test Cases - Compressible
22. Flat plate:

Variation in Cf/Cfo versus Mach number (insulated plate) 0810 M.Rubesin/C.Horstman
23. Variation in Cf/Cfo versus Tw/T o (fixed M) 0820 MR/CH
24. Variation in Cf/Cfo with blowing (fixed M, T, = Tf) 0830 L.Squire
25. Boundary layers in adverse pressure gradient:

Considering two or three cases from the following Fernholz-Finley
Collection (AGARD-AG-223):

Peake, Brakman, Romeskie (axisym.), Cat. 710-2 0840 MR/CH
Lewis, Gran, Kubota (axisym.m., Cat, 720 0841 MR/CH
Zwarts, F.J. (planar), Cat. 700-7 0842 MR/CH
Horstman and Kussoy (new data) 0843 MR/CH

26. Spreading parameter a as a function of M for mixing layer 0850 P.Bradshaw

Group e. Entry Test Cases - Compressible
27. Impinged normal shock wave, boundary layer interaction at transonic speeds 0860 MR/CH
28 Transonic flow over "bump", induced shock wave boundary layer

interaction 0861 MR/ClI
29. Transoric airfoils 0862 R.Melnik [
30. Two-dimensional compression corner (supersonic) 0863 MR/CH
31. Reattaching planar free shear layer (supersonic) 0864 MR/CH
32. Axisyminetric shock impingement (high supersonic) 0865 MR/CH
33. Three-dimensional shock impingement (supersonic) 0866 MR/CMI
34. Pointed axisymmetric bodies at angle of attack (supersonic) 0867 D.Peake
35. Axisymmetric, supersonic near-wake 0868 Favre
36. Non-lifting transonic airfoil, shock-separated 0869 MR/CH

Comments on Basic Test Cases

(1) The general form will be as shown and will include: (i) numerical checks; (ii) shear layers and other "simple" cases;
(iii) incompressible entry flows; (iv) predictive cases; and (v) compressible entry cases. The details may be altered
depending on results of data evaluations under way and other comments received.

(2) Most flow types will involve one specific flow; a few will involve two or more flows. For example, a "slow" and
"fast" shear rate for homogeneous flows may be called for; several wall jet flows will be included and four blowing/
suction cases will be rccommended to cover various aspects of modeling.

(3) Each flow case in Section c will have an associated numerical test case from flows 1-4 requested.

(4) Details of format; starting and ending sections; output variables requested, and specific stations for output will be
presented to the 1980 meeting and modified just after that meeting.

(Continued)

* "Flow" denotes a geometry or class of related geometries; "case" denotes a recommended realization of a given geometry.
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(5) ENTRY REQUIREMENTS: See also Appendix A, Part 3.c.
(a) ln-ompressible flows: one case from among flows 10-21, inclusive.
(b) Compressible flows: one case from among flows 27-36, inclusive.

Flow*
Number Evaluator

Group II - Other Cases tinder Ei~ahtation

I. Two-dimensional, planar channel with wave perturbation 0150 M.Acharya
2. Effect of free-stream turbulence on boundary layer 0210 P.Bradshaw
3. Circular cylinder and related bluff bodies 0410 B.Cantwell
4. Flow over the trailing edge of blades and airfoils 0470 P.Drescher
5. Three-dimesional boundary layers 0250 D.Humphreys/

B. van den Berg
6. Complex wakes (inadequate data found) 0350 V.C.Patel
7. Laminar-turbulent transition (inadequate data) 0290 E.Reshotko
8. Unseparated diffuser flows 0140 R.Simpson
9. Stalled airfoil 0440 A.Wadcock

10. Relaminarization, laminarescent and retransitional boundary layers 0280 K.R.Sreenivasan
11. Flows with buoyancy forces 0900 J.C.Wyngaard
12. Entry zone of rou'sd t'be 0130 J.B.Jones
13. Tillman ledge flow from '68 Cont. 0610 D.E.Coles

Group III - Some Cases Warranting Further Study

I. Full details of several blunt bodies including wakes: (ships, bvildings,
bumps,...)

2. Radial wall jet flows
3. Wall jets impinging at angles to surface
4. Unsteady mean flows (detailed report to be presented by L., arr at

1980 meeting)
5. "Momentum-less" wakes
6. Jets in cross and counter flow
7. Two-dimensional separated flows (airfoil flaps)
8. "Low" Reynolds number boundary layers
9. Rough wall cases
10. Laminar-turbulent transition
11. Airfoil cases other than transonic
12. Two-dimensional wakes
13. Flows with swirl

Comments on Group III Cases

(1) Data on several flows in this group were called to the attention of the Organizing Committee too late to provide
evaluation or a suitable "Evaluator" has not been found. Hence they remain for future possible "eval.ation" and
inclusion in the data library.

(2) Comments to the Organizing Committee will be appreciated on other cases, where data exist and need study, or
where important need for the data exists. Such cases will be included where appropriate in "Comments" in the
Proceedings of the 1980 Meeting.

"Flow" denotes a geometry or chss of related geometries; "case" denotes a recommended realization of a given geometry.

I- - ~ .;A~ -
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TABLE 3

(from JFE, 100, 1978)

Level Example Comments

I. Nondimensional correlation f versus Re for pipe flow; Cp* as a Slow, expensive, accretive; high
of data. function of geometry for straight- reliability within carefully defined

walled diffusers; CD versus Re for class of flow situation.
flow normal to cylinders, over spheres,
etc.

2. Zonal models. (a) Conventional boundary layer The major class cf engineering
theory for attached flows, solutions currently.
matched to external flow via V*.

(h) Hyper-boundary layer viscid- Advancing rapidly, good promise
inviscid zonal models, for strong for many more classes of practical
interactions such as detaching solutions and design tools by 1988.
flows. Computing costs well within

engineering feasibility. A number
of research groups currently active.

3. Numerical solutions for A number of codes now exist. Can be Also advancing rapidly. To date
Reynolds equations used for part of flow and matched to methods don't appear to extra-
(time-averaged Navier- external flow like 2b or over entire polate well; as in Class 2 need to be
Stokes equations). field, fitted to specific classes of flows.

4. Large eddy simulation Current research - few solutions yet Computing costs still relatively high.
with subgrid closure, available. Outcome highly dependent on

further advances in large computers.

5. Complete solut".ans to (a) Analytic. A dozen or so closed New solutions likely ' be scarce,
Navier-Stokes equations soutions (for very simple cases) slow; restricted to laminar flows.

exist as the results of 150 years'
work.

(b) Numerical. Onily the very simplest All but these simplest cases at very
cases, which have few applications, modest Reynolds numbers still too
so far accessible via numerical large for existing cniputers;
methods. progress dependent on rate of growth

of computers and decrease in
computing costs.
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Appendix I

SOURCES FOR DATA LIBRAkY ON TAPE

1. Harold G.Hale, Jr
COSMIC
112 Barrow Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602

2. DFVLR Bunsenstrasse 10, 340 G6ttingen, Germany
Forschungsbereich Str6mungsmechanik Institut flur Experimentelle Str6mungsmechanik
c/o H.U.Meier
Telefon (05 51) 70 91; Telex 096 839 (avagoe d)

3. Netherlands National Aerospace Laboratory
c/o Mr F.J.Heerema
P.O. Box 153
8300 AD Emmeloord
The Netherlands
Tel. 05274-2828
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Appendix II

THE OPERATION OF SESSIONS - THE ROLE OF EVALUATORS, SESSION CHAIRMEN
AND TECHNICAL RECORDERS: 1980 Meeting on Data

Goals of Sessions:

(1) Reach consensus on flows within the Basic Test Cases and as many other flows as time and available evaluations
allow.

(2) Complete discussions by the end of the Meeting.

Each flow case will be presented by the Data Evaluator. The Evaluator will be asked to cover the following points:

(i) Selection criteria
(ii) Flows selected
(iii) Specific computations (zones and output) for each selected flow
(iv) Advices for future data takers; Data needs, cautions, checks, etc.

A number of attendees, in addition to the review committee, will have been asked to study each evaluation and
prepare comments. These comments when offered will take priority in discussions. (Review Committee comments will
have already been taken into account by the Data Evaluators.)

Each session will be about 90 minutes in length and will typically cover three flows. All sessions will be recorded on
tape. Each session will have two "Technical Recorders" to assist the Chairman.

In the evening following a given session, a committee on that session will convene to complete the discussion and
clarify points under question. Normally this committee will include the Session Chairman, Evaluator, Review Committee
Chairman, Technical Recorders, and a few others. The task of this committee will be to produce a succinct, clear record
of the significant points of the session - in general, this will not be a verbatim transcript.

The tapes will not be transcribed; this is an enormous but seldom valuable task. Rather, the operators of the tape
machines will be instructed to create a footage log showing where various persons speak in order to provide access for
checking remarks where needed.

Given these resources, the Chairman's task will be to moderate the discussion and be sure that points are completed
and accurately reduced to writing by the Recorders. It is nearly always important in this process to keep asking questions
of the persons expressing positior until full clarity is reached, and then have the recorder read back the statement for
concurrence by the worker conc ied; the process should be iterated to closure. As noted above in this packet,
consensus as used herein implies iot only agreements, but also sharply focused disagreements with the name(s) of each
individual holding a given position stated. The iterative process just mentioned is particularly important in regsterinZ and
focusing disagreements about specific ideas or matters of fact.

The Conference will provide sufficient secretarial assistance so that the typed version of the output fiw.n the
committee on each session can be produced and posted by the end of lunch on the following day. Individttil% w.011 be
asked to approve (by initialling) or alternatively comment in writing to the Session Chairman by the evenineg of ",at day.
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Appendix III

FIGURES USED IN PRESENTATION OF
"AN OVERVIEW OF 1980-81 AFOSR-HTIM-STANFORD CONFERENCE ON

COMPLEX TURBULENT FLOW: COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION AND EXPERIMENT"

ORGANIZING COEMMITTEE

AN OVERVIEW OF THE STEPHEN KLINE, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, CHAIRMAN

1980-81 AFOSR-HTTM-STANFD CONFERENCE ON C(/PLEX TURBULENT
FLONS: CG'TARISON OF C@1PUTATION AND EXPERIMENT PETER BRADSHAW, IMPERIAL COLLEGE, LONDON

BRIAN CANTIELL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY

I. GOALS OF THE CONFERENCE BAIAN LAUNDER, UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
ELI RESHOTKO, CASE-WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
MORRIS RUBESIN, NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER

1. TO REACH CONSENSUS IN THE RESEARCH COMUNITY ON TRUST- GINO SOVRAN, GENERAL MOTORS RESEARCH LABORATORIES

WORTHY DATA SETS THAT CAN BE USED AS INPUT FOR hOBELING

OF TURBULENCE IN COIPLEX FLOWS AND AS THE BASIS FOR
STANDARD 'TRIALS' FOR CHECKING OUTPUT OF COPUTATIONS. EVALUATION COMITTEE, 1981 MEETING

H. W. EMMONS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CHAIRMAN

2. TO CREATE A "DATA LIBRARY" ON MAGNETIC TAPE. THIS
LIBRARY WILL HOLD THE DATA SELECTED AS TRUSTWORTHY IN D. R. CHAPMAN, NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER

STANDARD, NORMALIZED FORM. THE DATA WILL BE COPUTER- P. G. HILL, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA[
READABLE AND WIDELY ACCESSIBLE AT A MODERATE FEE. G. 1. tI LEY, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

MARVill LUBERT, GENERAL ELECTRIC, KAPL

M. V. MORKOVIN, ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

3. TO COMPARE THE OUTPUT OF CURRENT METHODS OF COMPUTATIN W. C. REYNOLDS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY

FOR TURBULENT FLOWS FOR A SET OF "BASIC TEST CASES" J. STEGER, STANFORD .rIVERSITY
COVERING A BROAD RANGE OF FLOWS. P. J. ROACHE, CONSULTANT

Figure 1 Figure 2

SOURCES OF CONFUSION, DIFFICULTIES IN TURBULENCE RESEARCH

(LATE 1970's)

TECHNICAL:

0 DIVERSITY, CONPLEXITY OF FLOWS
(DATA EVALUATION OF - 40 CLASSES)

. TURBULENCE NOT A SINGLE "STATE" "

23 KNOWN PHYSICAL EFFECTS MODIFY TURBULENCE

(TYPE OF STRAIN ONLY ONE)

HISTORY IN BRIEF MEASUREMENT DIFFICULTIES .

(LACK MEANS TO MEASURE * ill, FLOW REVERSALS)

BELIEF BEFORE 19bo. TURBULi.fT BOUNDARY LAYER AN UNSOLVED PROBLEN a UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS, CALIBRATION CHAINS, CLOSURE
CHECKS -- TOO SELDO USED

AFTER 1968 (1969. 1972): SHEAR LAYERS COMPUTABLE A NO COPLETE, UP-TO-DATE TEX'i MATERIALS OlN EXPERI-
(WIlH SOME EXCEPTIONS: DETACHENT, REATTACHED LAYERS, MENTAL METHODS.

NEAR-ZONE FREE-SHEAR LAYERS)

1972-1980: GREAT ADVANCES, NFW CONFUSIONS RESULTS: NO TRIST THY DATA BASE

Figure 3 Figure 4
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MORE SOURCES OF CONFUSION. DIFFICULTIES

INSTITUTIONAL

0 TEN-MINUTE PRESENTATIONS

0 TEN-PAGE PAPERS A._SPONSE:

* 10,o0 CARD PROGRAMS 1980-81 AFSR-HTIN-STANFORD CONFERENCE Oa LACK OF MEANS FOR REVIEW COMPLEX IURBULENT FLOWS:

COMPARISON OF CONPUTATION AND EXPERIMENT

RESUT: INADEOUATE EVALVATIONS, NO MEANS TO FORM
UNIFIED PICTURE OF FIELD,

CONCLUSI: TOTAL PROFLEMS TOO LARGE FOR INDIVIDUAL A COOPERATIVE LEARNING PROCESS INVOLVING A LARGERESEARCH GROUP. FRACTION OF RESEARCH CCMUtITY

Figure 5 Figure 6

CONTENTS OF PROCEEDINGS, VOL. I

COPLEX TURBULENT FLOWS: COIPARISON OF ECOIPUTATION AND EXPERIMENT-- CONTENTS OF PROCEEDINGS, VOL. IITHE 1980-81 AFSR-HTTH-STANFORD COFERENCETHE 0 T CFEENCECOMPLEX TURBULENT FLOWS: COPARISON OF COMUPUTATION AND EXPERIMENT'-
AUTHOAh. THE 1980-81 AFOSR-HTTM-STANFORD CONFERENCE

A. INTRODUCTION S. J. KLINE
B. TABLE OF FLOWS, INCLUDING ORGANIZATION, VOLUE If, COUTATION

RANGE OF PARAMETERS, ETC. S. HONAMI/S. KLINE A. INTRODUCTION S. J. KLINE
C. EXPERIMENTAL DATA NEEDS FOR P. BRADSHA/B.CANThELL/

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS J. FERZIGERIS. KLINE B. LEVELS OF COMPUTATION AND J. H. FERZIGER AND
J. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEORY OF UNCERTAINTY MORPHOLOGY OF TURBULENCE MODELS W. C. REYNOLDSANALYSIS FOR SINGLE-SAMPLE EXPERIMENTS R. J. MOFFAT C. COMPLEX STRAIN FIELDS P. BRADSHAW
E. THE DATA LIBRARY B. CANTHELLF. A 1-3 PAGE SUMARY OF EACH FLOW, DATA EVALUATORS 

G A USER'S VIEW G. SOYRAN, A.D. WELLIVERINCLUDING: (AND COMMITTEES), E. TABJLATIO (F RESULTS (F CCMPUTAT]ON1. VARIABLES AND THEIR RANGES, B. CANTWELL EA BIOR' RESULTS WL IN
2. LOCATIONS ON TAPE OF DATA, EACH COMPUTOR'S RESULTS WILL INCLUDE
3. MIN/IAX DATA, A COPLETED SET OF EXTENSIVE OUES-
4. PROVISOS ABOUT DATA SET, TIONS DESCRIBING ASSUMPTIONS, 

'
5. CAUTIONS FOR FUTURE DATA TAKERS, AND MODELS, NUIERICS, ETC.

QUESTIONS NEEDING RESOLUTION, F. REPORT OF EVALUATION CCMITTEE H. . EMMONS/COMMITTEE
6. COMMENTS FRON 1980 MEETING
H. REPORTS OF CO(;tITTEES G. CONMENTS FROM MEETING
I. CONCLUSIONS S. J. KLINE H. REPORTS FROM AD HOC COMITTEES

Figure 7 Figure 8

I
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SPECIFIC DECISIONS ROM 1980 MEETING

TEST CASES FMB 1981

ORGANIZATION - 30 INCOMPRESSIBLE
MEETING ON DATA BASE--SEPTEMBE 3-6, 1980 - 20 COPRESSIRE

USE STANDARD IN/MAX CHARTS
PR.9EDURES (THREE TYPES OF CASES: DETAILED, PARAIETRIC, LIMITS)

0 EVALUATIONS (INPUT FROM DATA TAKERS SOLICITED)
(THREE TYPES OF EXPER1,kdTS: ENGINEERING RESULTS; MODEL PLUS
BUILDING/TESTING COPUTATIONS: NEW KNOLEDGE)

PREDICTIVE CASES
, REVIEW, REVISE EVALUATIONS 8 UNDER WAY

3-4 PROBABLY USABLE
0 PREPARE:

a SUWARY

CHARACTER OF FLOW RESPONSE
CRITERIA OF SELECTION -45 COPUTOR GROUPS
ADVICES TO FUTURE DATA TAKERS - 16 INTEND TO DO 10 ON MORE FLOWS

A SPECIFICATIONS RESPONSE RELATIVELY FLAT
A PREPARE MAGNETIC TAPE: DESCRIPTION AND DATA

- MEETING: CENTRAL CASES -- REQUEST: i POSSIBLE DO
A PRESENTATION INCOMRESSIBLE [J* COMPRESSIBLE
A DISCUSSION a BACK-STEP + PREDICTIVE A TRANSONIC AIRFOIL
A CLOSURE VIA EVENING COMMITTEES CASE A COMPRESSION CORNER
A AD HOC COMITTEES A CURVED FREE-SHEAR LAYER

Figure 9 Figure 10

1980 DECISIONS (CONT.)

NUMERICAL CHECKS: SOE MAJOR CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PREPARATORY WORK
" ONE MESH-REFINEMENT, IF POSSIBLE ON CENTRAL CASE AND 1980 MEETING
" LAUNDER/RODI GROUP
" FERZIGER/STEGER/REYNOLDS GROUP

I. FAR MORE W&E CASES EXIST THAN WAS INITIALLY BELIEVED
-50 FOR 1981

STUDIES AND TAXONOY 20 MORE FOR LIBRARY
" RESULTS TO BE SENT IN AS FINISHED (PLUS OTHERS NOT YET EVALUATED)
" QUESTIONNAIRES: THE DISCLOSURE PROBLEM
* COPILATIONS/STUDIES -4 TAXONONY
" PRESENT BY METHOD (IN GROUPS) AND BY FLONS (IN GROUPS) II. IN MANY CLASSES OF FLOW, TWO KINDS OF ADVICES TO FUTURE DATA

TAKERS HAVE ARISEN rRON SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
SIMPROVED EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL

SCHEDULING * DATA NEEDS FOR CFD
30 NOVEMBER 1980 - 30 CASES
31 JANUARY 1981 - 20 CASES

Ill. SOME PROBLEMS CONCERNING APPROPRIATE SPECIFICATION OF TEST
CASES HAVE BEEN CLARIFIED:

RESULTS ON STANDARD LT.fL WALL FUNCTIONS, BLOCKAGE INTERACTIONS, DOWNSTREAM B.C.'S
< 15 JULY 1981 -- ALLOS STUDY, PREPARATION IN ELLIPTIC FLOWS, -, ON C.S. -- SEE DATA-NEEDS PAPER

Figure 1I Figure 12

4.j

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ v1
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IV. MORE REGULAR AND COMPLETE USE OF UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS. CALI-
BRATION CHAINS, CLOSURE CHECKS, AND MULTIPLE EXPERIMENTS
NEEDED TO:

* CLARIFY EXISTING UNCERTAINTY INTERVALS

. REDUCE MAGNITUDE OF UNCERTAINTY

(PARTICULARLY IN COMPRESSIBLE CASES)

0 GUARA TEE EXPERIMENTA! CONTROL VII. SfI*E FLOWS WITH NO (OR INSUFFICIENT) TEST CASES INCLUDE:

• THREE-DIMENSONAL CASES (OTHER THAN BOUNDARY LAYFDS)
V. INADEQUATE MEANS CURRENTLY EXIST FOR SEPARATING 04ERICAL

ERRORS FROI TURBULENCE MODELING ERRORS 0 COMPLEX WAKES

* TURBULENCE-TURBUL.ENCE INTERACTIONS

VI. A NEED EXISTS FOR INCREASED INTERACTION BETWEEN COMPUTORS

AND EXPERIMENTS TO: 0 STRONGLY NO EQUILIBRILM FLOWS
# CLOSE LOOP ITERATIVELY BETWEEN COMPUTATION AND

EXPERIMENT, AN THEREBY TO • LAMINAR-TURBULENT TRANSITION
. CREATE IMPROVED DATA FOR COPARISON WITH COMPUTATION:

* RELAMINARIZING AN, D RETRANSITIONAL FIS

. DECREASE USE OF REPRESENTATIONS (MODELS) LACKING BASES
IN MEASURABLE QUANTITIES. * FLOWS WITH DISTRIBUTED BUM-ANCY EFFECTS

Figure 13 Figure 14

CONCLUSIONS

THE 1980-81 MEETING

ALL."

f PROVIDE USABLE DATA BASE CLARIFYINF STATE OF THE ART -

0 IMPROVE COtIUNICATIONS BETWEEN EXPERIMENTALISTS AND
COPUTONS

0 FOCUS REAIANING EXPERIMENTAL, COHPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS

. SUGGEST IMPROVED EXPERIMENTS, METHODOLOGY

WILL NOT:

& FINiSH THE DATA BASE

OR

0 ]HE CONPUTATION METHODS

0 MANY NEEDFUL EXTENSIONS WILL REMAIN

Figure 15
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL

FLOWS WITH SEPARATED REGIONS OF FINITE LENGTH

K. Gersten, H. Herwig, P. Wauschkuhn

Instiotut fUr Thermo- und Fluiddynamik

Universit~t Bochum

4630 Bochum, Federal Republic of Germany

SUMMARY

Theoretical and experimental investigations of two-dimensional incompressible flows con-

taining separated regions of finite length have been carried out. Separation of both

laminar and turbulent boundary layeLs have been considered. However, in the case of

laminar separation it was assumed that the separated free shear layer remains laminar.

The separation bubbles were originated by backward facing steps with sharp or rounded

edges or by dents in a flat plate. The flow along a flat plate having a backward facing

step with sharp or rounded edges has been generalized to flows in channels with sudden
enlargements or to flows in diffusors, respectively.

In all cases considered the theoretical modelling of the flow fields has taken into
account the strong mutual viscous-inviscid interaction between outer flow and separated

flow region.

All flow problems considered depend essentially on two or more independent Reynolds
numbers. These Reynolds numbers are assumed very large (asymptotic theory). However, the

way the Reynolds numbers tend to infinity may be different and can be characterized by

the ratio of the thickness of the oncoming boundary layer and the step height (dent depth).

The two limiting cases when this ratio is very small or very large have been treated

theoretically.

1. INTRODUCTION

Flows are considered where a boundary layer separates followed by a separated region of
finite length. Examples of flows with those characteristics are shown in Fig. 1. They can

be found in many technical applications. In the following, two-dimensional incompressible

and stationary flow will be assumed. The oncoming boundary layer leading to separation

can be laminar or turbulent. However, i:n tne case of laminar separation it is assumed that

the flow will remain laminar even beyond the reattachment point. So-called t-ansitional
separation bubbles are explicitly excluded.

Fig. 2 shows the basic geometries which will be considerod in detail. In the laminar case

the separation bubble is originated by a dent in a flat plate at zero incidence (Fig. 2a),

whereas in the turbulent case backward facing steps with sharp edges (Fig. 2b) or round

edges (Fig. 2d) induce the separation. The latter cases could be generalized to flows in
channels with sudden enlargement (Fig. 2c) and to flows in diffusors (Fig. 2e). Cases 2b

and 2c can be considered as limiting cases 1 - 0 of cases 2d and 2e respectively.

When the form of the contoured walls in cases 2a, 2d and 2e are prescribed the flow A

characteristicsdepend on certain independent dimensionless parameters, for instance Rey-

nolds numbers based on the reference velocity (U. or UI ) and the various lengths given in

Fig. 2. Hence, case 2b depends on two, cases 2a, 2c and 2d on three and case 2e on four

Reynolus numbers. It is assumed that all Reynolds numbers involved are very large, in
other words, the asymptotic behaviour of the fUows in the limits Ro * will be considered.
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However, the way the Reynolds numbers tend to infinity may be different and can be

characterized by the ratio of the thickness of the oncoming boundary layer and the step

height (dent depth).

For the two limiting cases when this ratio is v3ry small or very large, theoretical in-

vestigations have been carried out, the results of which will be compared with experi-

ments where possible. 

U

U.
© l'\N\\\\\N 'lH\

Long Separatin Bubble L Bu--.
hin Aerofoil Sol" a t Sa l

Diflusor Nozzle

U-2

Separation Bubble at Sudde Enlrgeent Sud Contractin .
Slotted Flop

Figure 1. Flows with Closed Separated Regions "" \

Figure 2. Basic Geometries

2. LAMINAR SEPARATION BUBBLES

2.1. Classification

To produce separation bubbles of finite length a dent in a plane wall was chosen for the

model geometry. Its general shape is:

y = - 1 {cos 2n( - 1) 1 2 (1)
4 2

There are three geometric parameters as shown in Fig. 3a: 1 (length of the dent), H (depth

of the dent) and L (distance to the leading edge). Together with the Reynolds number of

the problem three dimensionless parameters appear:

(iM ( i (iii) Re L  = U __L
L V

Asymptotic theory is applied (ReL =) but nevertheless the Reynolds number is still an
essential parameter of the whole problem when viscous-inviscid interaction occurs.

To clarify this point Fig. 3b shows the plane H/1 = 0,003 of the three-dimensional para-

meter field. There are two limits which must be treated in quite a different manner:

(I) The oncoming boundary layer is large compared to H (depth of the dent); in Fig. 3a

beneath surface

(II) The oncoming boundary layer is small compared to H; in Fig. 3a above surface

These two regions also appear in Fig. 3b, each of them divided into attached and separated

areas.

Knowledge of the two limiting cases serves as a guide to understand the general case.
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Rej"12

T 10.3

H-66) - H ATTACHED

SEPARATED

-Zf H-

ATTACHED SEPARATED

1 2.5 5 10 L

Figure 3a. Three-Parameter Field Figure 3b. Plane H/1=O,OO3 of Fig. 3a
of Flow Past a Dent in a Plane Wall

2.2. Boundary Layer Thickness Large Compared to H; Case (I)

In this case the deformation of the wall and (if separation occurs) also the separation

bubble are imbedded in the lower region of the oncoming boundary layer. Conventional

boundary layer theory fails for two reasons:

1) When separation occurs the boundary layer exhibits a singularity at the separation

point, the well known "Goldstein singularity". This can be avoided by use of an in-

verse boundary layer method: The displacement thickness is prescribed as a regular

function which leads toa non-singular behaviour of the boundary layer as a whole even

through he point of separation.

2) The perturbation of the potentiaL outer flow by the dent is much stronger than second .*

order effects of the boundary iayer and this must be taken into account.

Therefore the usual hierarchy of inviscid outer flow and boundary layer calculation does

not work: both must be solved simultaneously by an iteration process.

In doing this, the Reynolds number is kept as an interaction parameter. In a more rigorous

asymptotic theory, the so-called triple deck theory (Stewartson, ref. 1), ReL drops out

of the problem thus reducing the three independent parameters by one. The scaling para-

meter of the triple deck is e = Re L 8  the substructure of the flow field is the

following, (ref. 1):

dimensions 7, independent variables

stream- acrosswise ars

UPPER DECK region outside the O( 3 0( 3 x '= Y 3
boundary layer Le Le3

continuation of the 4
MAIN DECK oncoming boundary O(e ) O(C4 ) X = X 3 = Y4

layer Lc3  L

region near the wall O(5) O(e) =  x X5/ 3/4
LOWER DECK viscous, rotational L_3

= 0,332 in this case

:1 -

qvp--------
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Dependent variables are correspondingly scaled. fhe boundary layer equations are solved
in the lower deck with an inverse method to avoid the Goldstein singularity; the boundary
conditions come from the upper deck as a consequence of the interaction process. The outer
potential flow in the upper deck can be treated by linearized theory (thin airfoil theory).
It should be pointed out that each triple deck solution covers an infinite number of so-
lutions in the three-parameter field of Fig. 3a. As a consequence of the triple deck
scaling the two parameters

(i) Re /4 (ii) L ReL3 8

IeL T. L

cover the whole field of solutions of region (I) in Fig. 3a.

In Fig. 4a the areas of attached and separated flow are marked. Fig. 4b shows the details
of one attached flow example (point A in Fig. 4a); Fig. 4c shows the example of separated
flow (point B in Fig. 4a). The broken lines in Fig. 4b apply to the same flow treated with
a conventional direct boundary layer method (pressure prescribed from potential flow)
without taking interaction into account. Separation occurs and the Goldstein singularity
marks the end of the calculation.

c ".Re.R

H- Ret

10 ~ B. LASJ- OARS

0 SEPARATED -t 1 .0as10t

T~~~A 
f, 

c'e
I

,o _--j.b _

A1 2 0 us

T~ T'

(Without kderaction) 10. 029 0a1,"05 5
Figure 4a. Boundary Between 101 aOIS 06
Attached and Separated Lami- .10, auog o607nar Flow Past a Dent ,iii

Fig. 4b. Attached Flow Fig. 4c. Separated Flow
Point A in Fig.4a Point B in Fig.4a

2.3. Boundary Layer Thickness Small Compared to H; Case (II)

In this case the small oncoming boundary layer will separate as a whole and will be con-
tinued as a free shear layer still small compared to H. Two main problems arise:

1) How to describe the flow near the point of separation?
2) What kind of interaction occurs between the separation bubble and the potential outer

flow?

The shear layer leaving the wall is thin in an asymptotic sense. Thus, as the Reynolds-
number goes to infinity, this free layer becomes a singular surface with a finite jump of
velocity across it. The shape of this singular surface which separates the bubble from
the outer potential flow must be known before the inviscid outer flow can be calculated.

To start a boundary layer calculation at some point upstream of the dent the inviscid
solution for the potential outer flow must be known. As soon as separation occurs this
solution is no longer unique as it is with attached flow because the shape of the dividing

- ..-.-- ,--.
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streamline is not known a priori.

It is obvious that information about the dividing streamline must come from modelling the

flow inside the separation bubble.

no pressure jump a2

As a fir3t term of an asymptotic expansion of the PI:P2 Tx2
flow field the approach of G.K. Batchelor (ref. 2)

seems quite promising. He suggests cunstant vor- Y
ticity inside the closed bubble. This model is R

physically reasonable and when adapted to the dent "2 _2

problem gives the flow picture in Fig. 5. a-2 ay? U

There are two inviscid flow regimes: One regime out-
side the separation bubble with zero vorticity free parometers
governd by the Laplace equation, and the separation 1) vorticity wo0
bubble itself governed by the Poisson equation with 2) location of point S
a constant but nonzero right hand side. A velocit Figure 5. Inviscid Flow Struc-

distribution is sketched with the jump across the ture After G.K. Batchelor

dividing streamline. Across this line the pressure

condition holds; that is the pressure is the same on both sides though it varies of course

along this zero-streamline.

Free parameters in the model are:

(1) the constant vorticity wo , (2) the location of the separation point S.

A detailed study of the flow in the region around the separation point S fixes one para-

meter. As suggested by V.V. Sychev (ref. 3) and worked out by F.T. Smith (ref. 4) triple

deck theory describes separation as a non-siagular process of strong viscous-inviscid

interaction. There is no adverse pressure gradient upstream of the separation point except

in a region of O(i:eL-1/16) . According to this the free streamline leaves the surface with

definite powers of x: x3/2 for Re -1 , 0 ; x5/2 for ReL-1 = 0. As a consequence of this,L L -1/2 1/2
the pressure gradient ahead of separation (for x - S-) is -(-x) and is -(-x) res-
pectively as Fig. 6 shows. From this a condition for the validity of the Batchelor model

as a first term of an asymptotic expansion arises: ,

UPPER DECK the pressure gradient at S must be zero; that is

y:o1(Re)x 312.02x
512 ... the free streamline must leave the surface with x

ima1:O Unfortunately no combination of the two parameters,

MAIN DECK Re- W and locatioi. of S, can be found that gives
y| / /dc p/dx= 0 at S-. Fig. 7 shows variations of both

LOWER DECK" parameters.

ivsi , smoofhed by viscous effects

SVariation of W0: S fixed
c cT(Re)

dx -- -% - ...
lrn c1,0
Re-a.,

Figure 6. Triple Deck Structure
Around the Separation Figure 7. Pressure Distribution Around the
Point S Separation Point

C2 rI#
dX 77X__ 30'

lim C1. _. .-
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A more detailed study shows that the zero-prescure gra-

dient condition can only be fulfilled if the pressure

at some point upstream of separation is at a higher level
G4- than cp at S-. In this sense the Batchelor model fails

at s" for the simple dent in the plane wall.

• X To form an example that works in this sense, a "pre-hump"
has been added to the simple dent as shown in Fig. 8.

s The effect of this is to retard the oncoming flow. This

pressure comes down from a higher level with dc p/dx = 0
ac S for a proper choice of w and location ot S. With-

in the separation bubble a vortex core with constant vor-

Figure 8. Pre-Hump and ticity Wo creates an internal circulating boundary layer
Pressure Distributioz which in the lower part follows the wall and above the

vortex core is part of the free shear layer. This cir-

culating boundary layer must be periodic, a condition which fixes the second parameter,

o for example. Here a contradiction arises:

(i) The Batchelor model leads to a finite vorticity within the separation bubble in the

limit ReL = 0 from physical arguments.

(ii) Finite vorticity inside the separation bubble always leads to secondary separations

of the internal circulating boundary layer. As a consequence of the two inner stag-

nation points (at S and R in Fig. 5) fluid in the inner boundary layer is brought
to rest which inevitably leads to (secondary) separation. This exempts the circulat-

ing boundary layer from a periodic behaviour. The constant vorticity w 0 therefore

should either be O(Reja), a > 0 or wo = 0 either of which contradicts (M).

Thus we conclude that the Batchelor model with Dent:
wo 0 at the limit ReL = 0 is inadequate as a first ___ Fre Samline

term of an asymptotic expansion of the flow field.

The way out of this dilemma is to set wo = 0 for

ReL = 0 and that is what we suggest: the first

term of an asymptotic expansion should be the dead-

surface with a power of x larger than 3/2, i.e. x 5/ 2 Cp

for the dent with a pre-hump. Fig. 9 shows the dead-

water region with constant pressure, the value of
which is simply cp = 0 for the dent alone, or the UX Fre Streamline

constant non-zero value comes out of the calculation

for the dent with a pre-hump. Nonzero flow velocities

inside the separation bubble are effects of higher

order in the asymptotic expansion. Figure 9. Deadwater Regions

3. TURBULENT SEPARATION BUBBLES WITH FIXED SEPARATION POINT (SHARD EDGE)

3.1. Backward Facing Step

As a typical example for a turbulent separated region of finite length the incompressible
turbulent flow past a backward facing step is considered. It is assumed that the thickness

62 of the oncoming boundary layer is small compared to the step height(62/H<1). For one
particular example (62 (O)/H = 0,11) the distributions of wall pressure and boundary layer

characteristics are shown in Fig. 10. Due to the step and the separation bubble the pres-

sure is not constant along the wall, but shows a decrease in front of the step and beyond
reattachment. The upstream effect of the separation region is not included in the
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classical boundary layer theory and hence follows

from a strong mutual interaction between the sepa-

ration bubble geometry and the outer flow. Devia- C

tions from flat plate occur in the region forty step
-76020 xIheights in front of the step to about fifty step 0

heights beyond the step. The additional drag of the

step compared to the flat plate friction drag is not Q_

a constant but dependent on the length of the plate . -------- _-_-r-

beyond the step. Only the pressure drag character- ---ized by the dimensionless base pressure coefficient _.------ 0.- .1

c is a constant. It should be noted that the dis- * 2

placement thickness far downstream of the step is I -

larger than the displacement thickness of the un---------------------------_

disturbed flat plate by a constant value A61 , which

can be interpreted as an effective reduction of the ----- 510

step height. As a consequence, the pressure distri- -ue i S 'ep
bution will be determined by the effective step -Meosuremenr it

height--- Curves whtt Step
---- Ficlitisjs Curves for

Extended teIodg Edge

e ()Figure 10. Wall Pressure and
Boundary Layer Characteristics

which again shows the strong mutual interaction at a Backward Facing Step

between the shear layers and the outer flow. (ReL = 2,0-10 ; ReH = 2,6.10

A prediction method for flows past backward facing steps has been developed by using the

following assumptions:

a) From the available experiments it could be concluded that there exists one universal

displacement line for all backward facing step flows when the x-coordinate is bases

on the reattachment length xR and the height based on the effective step height He

b) There are universal displacement line contours on

which the corresponding pressure distribution can I
be calculated by means of potential theory methods.

In particular, the pressure coefficients at sepa- 0.5
ration cpB and at reattachment cpR can be deter-

mined. In Fig. 11 these values are shown as func- P H

:ions of He/x R and H2e/Hle , where the latter 0.3 , /

parameter is the effective aspect ratio of an ,,1
equivalent two-dimensional channel with a sudden 0. 2
enlargement of ratio H2/H1 . The single backward 01 1.3
facing step correspondends to the limiting case

H2e/HTe 1 0 -- x4 -

c) Following a concept of J.F. Nash (ref. 5) it was 0.1 0.3 0.5
assumed that the free shear layer between sepa- CpB-c -Chrt
ration and reattachment behaves like a free shear - =
layer in constant pressure where the velocity HzH cons. Potential Theory
jumps from UB (outer flow velocity at station Helxe COost Pcetil Theory
x = 0) to zero (separated region). At the sepa- - 6... /= const. Reottochment

ration point the boundary-layer velocity profile Criterion

was replaced by a free shear-layer profile having Figure 11. c - cpR Chart

the same displacement and momentum thickness. The fe

further assumption was made that the pressure at the

reattachment point is equal to the total pressure
of the dividing streamline at that point. Due to
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these assumptions the momentum thickness 62(0) of the oncoming boundary layer at the
step is given by

62(0) 0,334 - cpR + 0,666 cPB
- = 0,027 cpR CPB (3)

In the cpB - cpR - chart (Fig. 11) the curves 62(0)/xR = const are straight lines as

shown in Fig. 11.

d) According to the characteristics of the free shear layer the increase of displacement

thickness is proportional D the separation bubble length:

61= 0,013 x (4)

where the numerical factor was found from experiments.

Combining Eqns.(2) and (4) leads to
xR

H = H0e 0 + 0,013 He) (5)

i.e. the ratio H/He can be determined in Fig. 11.

e) The ratio 62(0)/62s can be found by com-

paring two simple boundary layer calcula-

tions one with constant pressure and one
with the given pressure distribution. 0.3
Using a power law formula for the momentum " 27

thickness leads in a first approximation

to 02______

2 = 1 + 1,5 C (6)
62s 0.1

where 625 is the momentum thickness of the

oncoming boundary layer, which would exist 0 -"
at the location of the step in the absence 10 - -- r

of the step. X1 a.

The results of the prediction method de- I4

scribed have been compared with experi-

ments as shown in Fig. 12. The absolute .06

value ol the base pressure is reduced 02 0.4 0.6 2

whereas the reattachment length is in- H
creased due to boundary layer thickness.

Comparison with experiments of different Figure 12. Base Pressure and Rea4'tachment
Length for Backward Facing Step ' .

authors shows reasonable agreement.

3.2. Effect of Suction at the Step

The preceding analysis can be -asily extended to cases where there is a suction slot in

the corner of the step, Fig. 13. A certain layer of height h of the free stream will
finally be sucked into the slot. As a consequence the separation line and the dividing

streamline are different. Results of a modified analysis, where these facts are taken

into account, are shown Jn Fig. 13 for a particular value 62s/H. Comparison with experi-
merits by Arnold (ref. 6) are also made Jn Fig. 13.

I
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3.3. Sudden Enlargements

The analysis can also be extended to sudden enlarge-

ments of two-dimensional channels. When H12 = 6i/'2

is the shape parameter of the oncoming boundary 0...bh U
layer the area ratio of the sudden enlargement is .J-U.- 0
given by I ..... HI" us

H,11H(1.0) H P8

H12 H 12e H 2e xR H 12 6. 2s 0~d Pit*b
H H + - 1)(0,013 H - 2 H ) (7) YCUS )1 e le e 0-b I u-dy - U-.b.h

y(u.0.58 Ua)
From Fig. 11 it can be seen that the analysis leads p )zp=

to results only for area ratios up to about P2" Us

H 2/Hi = I ,3. For higher area ratios the flow might - .054 ,/-
become unsymmetrical (ref. 7), whereas in the ana- Q4- H

lysis presented bymmetrical flow was assumed. The

results of the analysis for 62s/H = 0,1 are shown TL-'--heory"' - -o-Meos Arnold
in Fig. 14.

G 01 0 02
; 

CO" U-" 'b H6U...1

H Figure 13. Backward Facing Step

0OZ with Suction

0.1
.CPO

00 Although no experimental data are available for

-01 direct comparison (the available experiments
10 1.1 IZ H show much higher ratios 62/H > 0,2) the follow-

12" ing tendencies can be found in agreement with

H 10 experiments. Increasing the area ratio leads to

longer separation bubbles (see ref. 8) and to "
8 decreasing absolute values of the base pressure.

6 The loss coefficient (dimensionless dissipation)

4_ _ as a function of area ratio is shown in Fig. 15
I0 II IZ .1.3 and compared with the classical Carnot formula

for sudden enlargements. It can be seen that the

Figure 14. Base Pressure and Carnot formula fails for HI/H 2 - 0 (single back-
Reattacunnt Length ward facing step) and that prediction could befor Sudden Enlarge- .

ment improved considerably by the present analysis.

1.0

H2 Free Jet

Figure 15. Friction Coefficientnrgeen 0
for Sudden Enlargemenc, 0 0,5 1.0

A2  2

A 2_ H2
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4. TURBULENT FLOW ON CONTINUOUS WALLS WITHOUT AND WITH SEPARATION

4.1 Rounded Backward Facing Step

Many flows exist where turbulent boundary layers are exposed to strong adverse pressure

gradients and in -.nich the flow remains attached only if the strong viscous-inviscid
interaction I.; t'-en i,,to account. Typical examples are the flows past rounded backward
fe-Ing steps as z.'.n In Fig. 16. The geometry is a flat plate of length L followed by

a rounded backwaid f4ting stop of height H and length 1. ThL contour is a polynomial of

fifth degree such that the curvature of the
wall contour is continuous everywhere. Poten-

tial flow theory would lead to a pressure di-
_ stribution shown by the dotted curve. The

turbulent boundary layer under such a pressure

distribution would separate, as can be seen
Cp ,/\ from the dotted shear stress curve. The
02 measurements show a pressure distribution

-. quite different from the one found by poten-

.-t l theory. In particular, the measured
pressure gradients are so much smaller that

-4[ ' the turbulent boundary does not separate. The

experimental pressure distribution can be

i ' .determined theoretically when the displacement

effect of the boundary layer is taken into

account. In this pazticular example, the fic-

rl.- titious contour (contour plus displacement

. thickness) is quite different from the geo-

metrical contour, and so are the corresponding

preisure distributions. The consequence is
o Measurement that one pressure distribution leads to bound-

---Theory Neglecting Interaction ary layer separation whereas the other one
does not. In order to get the correct results

the displacement effect has to be taker into
Figure 16. Viscous-Inviscid Inter- account by an iteration procedure. A boundary
iction of thp Turbulant Flow Past a
Rounded Backward F-:i'.g Ztep layer separation during the iteration does

L/1 5,3; H/l = 0,17; Re1 = 1,6-10; not mean necessarily that the final result I

ReH = 5"104 will show separation. The strategy of the
iteration procedure has to be chosen such that

-Re[ 03.2 10' in every iteration step separation is avoided
if possible. On the boundary between separation

4 and no separation (i.cipient separation), the

L__ ,_ I 77wall shear stress curve just touches the

0.3 abscissa.

Lomior OZ Alwoys Separoi In Fig. 17 this boundary of incipient separa-

Boundary / / tion is shown for flows past rounded backward
Loyer A With neraction facing steps. As can be seen the boundary of

incipient separation is shifted drastically

/without Interaction to larger step heights if viscous-inviscid
0.1 interaction is taken into account. By neglec-

ting the interaction, separation would be H
. ieprotion i

S a Se..a.ion , . - Figure 17. Boundary Between Attached and

16 2 7 3 ReL Separated Turbulent Flow Past
136 La Backward Facing Step
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predicted for almost half the step height to critical step height ratios. There is ob-

viously good agreement of the theoretical result with experiment, because measurements

of configuration k2) showed separation, whereas in configuration (D , which corresponds

to the example shown in Fig. 16, no separation occurs. According to Fig. 17 separation

may appear when the step height and/or the thickness of the oncoming boundary layer are

increased. The smaller the thickness of the oncoming boundary layer, the larger the cri-

tical step height of incipient separation.

4.2. Diffusors

The procedure described was applied to predict incipient separation in subsonic diffusors.

That is the flow reg.me was divided into boundary layer and rotational or irrotational

outer flow depending on whether the inlet velocity profile of the diffusor was rotational

or not. For 1/H1 >> 1 , see Fig. 2e, a simple formula was adapted to calculate the pres-

sure distribution of irrotational outer flow along the wall contour:

- H1 /2 2PK - P- =2-(/2 4 2 (8)pK  w ;;*2 = K YK YOK l 3 yk 9 K+ 8

p_. , w_. are pressure and velocity values a distance HI upstream of the diffusor en-
trance, YK(x) is the fictitious diffusor geometry where dashes refer to differentiation

with respect to x. Eq.(8) is based on a quadratic Ansatz for the presgure profile perpen-
dicular to the diffusor axis.

Interaction was taken into account as described in Section 4.1. By means of this procedure

critical values of H2/H1 could be calculated in very good agreement with experiment

(ref. 9). Line a-a in Fig. 18 marks the onset of incipient separation. In the theoretical
prediction of this line necessarily interaction has to be taken into account.Calculations of

this line without interaction gives noticeable deviations from lVne a-a, as Fig. 18 shows.

H2 Pressure Recovery H,

4Q8 K 0.8 0-0 Experimental line of
25 a incipient separation

2 0.7 - Th~eory without interaction
0.6 o Interaction token into

Figure 18. Pressure Recovery in 1.6 account
Diffusors; Effect of I
Viscous-Inviscid 1 2 4 B 15 30
Interaction IiH1

Further important results of these calculations are:

- Viscous-inviscid interaction obviously decreases the effect of expansion in diffusors

with free discharge. The diffusor can be continued in a pipe or channel which numeri-
cally is much easier to nandle than the case of free discharge.

- If interaction is not taken into account, wall curvature in the entrance region of the

diffusor has a strong influence, extremely small radii produce pressure peakes which

lead to early separation. Viscous-inviscid interaction smooths the effective wall con-
tour and thus effectively eliminates the influence of a change in the local wall contour.

- In accordance with experimental observations the influence of the Reynoldj number on

;4A
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the critical value of H 2/H1 for example is small.

It is intended to extend the theoretical approach including:

- inhomogeneous inlet velocity profiles

- small areas of separated flow

4.3. Turbulent Separation Bubbles of Finite Length

In principle, a prediction method for turbulent flows including separated regions would

work the same way as the method described in Section 4.1. The main additional difficulty
arises in the modelling of the separated region. One connection between the displacement

line and the pressure distribution is given, as before, by the inviscid potential theory.

The other connection is supplied by the "boundary layer" calculation of the viscous part

of the flow. In case of flows with

separated regions this "boundary- U_
layer calculation" is divided into
three parts, see Fig. 19, namely
the region in front of the separa- YO-61H
tion bubble, the region of the

separation bubble, and the region
boyond the separation bubble. The

1st and 3rd region can be covered by CP H

ordinary prediction methods for 0.1.

attached turbulent boundary layers. - .-,-----

The main problem left is a pre- 0 .C,

diction method for calculating the O LIM jow

displacement distribution within

the bubble region and the bubble %

length. Analogous to the separa- -04-

tion bubbles in Sectioi. 3 the Apom ol Rtlochwol Crikri

following assumptions are made Figure 19. Viscous-Inviscid Interaction for Turbulent
Flows with Separated Regions of Finite

that: Length (H/1 = 0,25)

a) The geometry of the bubble (dividing streamline) is universal if properly scaled. This

geometry is shown in Fig. 19, taken from experiment. The ratio of height to length of

the bubble is assumed to be a constant, namely 0,08. This is in agreement with the re-

sults in ref. 10

b) The free shear layer between the separated region and the inviscid outer flow is appro-
ximated by the simple shear layer solution of a free jet boundary where the displace-

ment thickness increases proportional to the coordinate, the gradient being approxi-
mately d6i/dx = 0,05.

c) The location of the reattachment point and, hence, the bubble length are determined
by uising the same reattachment criterion as in Eq.(3), in which it is assumed that the

total prcssure on the dividing streamline is constant near reattachment.

The final result of the iteration process is reached when the distributions of pressure
and displacement thickness generate each other, by inviscid theory as well as by "bound-

ary layer" calculation including modelling of the separated region. Application of the

reattachment criterion Eq.(3) gives the correct solution of the problem, which is shown

in the insert of Fig. 19 (example in Fig. 17).
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More sopnisticated models of the separated region are now under consideration. This pro-

cedure is being applied to diffusors in order to calculate optimal diffusors which have

optimum efficiency for a given ratio of length to inlet width or for a given area ratio.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL. SEPARATED FLOW:
EXPERIMENT AND DISCRETE VORTEX DYNAMICS SIMULATION

W. T. Ashurst
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA 94550, U.S.A.

F. Durst

C. Tropea
SFB8O, University of Karlsruhe

D-7500 Krlsruhe, FRG

.. Summar
This paper describes an experimental and theoretical investiga-
tion of turbulent flow over a two-dimensional backward-facing

step. A Ldser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) was used to measure the
time-averaced flow properties and their fluctuations in an open-
.: r han.-- test section. Experimental results include the
icw and nn-mal-direction velocities (mean and root mean square),

Reynolds st.ir stress, and separated-flow length. The variation
*, che reattachment location was also obtained as a function of
Reynolds number and flow expansion ratio. Flow visualization
, as employed to gain further understanding of the flow structure.
rhe paper also describes numerical results obtained with a method
known as discrete vortex dynamics. This method provides a
Lagrangian description of fluid flow In which the distribution
of vorticity is discretized and its time-dependent motion is
calculated. Thus, unsteady flow phenomena can be included with-
in this time-dependent computational method. From comparison of
the experimental and numerical results we conclude that, while
qualitative agreement has been obtained, for close quantitative
agreement with separated-flow data, a purely two-dimensional
calculation requires a dissipation model. This model must pro-
vide the dissipation caused by small-scale three-dimensional
vorticity.

Nomenclature

h = upstream water height

H = sl. p h,:ght (=40 mi,1)
L = numerical reference length

ReH = Reynolds number (= UoH/v)
Uo  = freestream reference velocity V

= root-mean-square velocity in longitudinal direction V
O = mean v. ocity in longitudinal direction

= root-ihuan-square velocity in normal direction

-v = Reynolds shear stress

V = mean velocity in normal direction

XR = mean reattachment location

x = longitudinal coordinate

y = normal coordinate

z = spanwise coordinate ,J

z = spanwise coordinate normalized to channel half-width

v = kinematic viscosity

p = density

a = standard deviation of random walk

W = vorticity

Introduction

Turbulent separated flows occur in nature and in many engineering flow situations.

They are generally caused by adverse pressure gradients generated by changes in the
geometry of the flow boundaries. Such changes result in highly turbulent, recirculating

flows with high pressure losses and augmented heat and mass-transfer rates. Many of
these properties of separated flows are extensively utilized in engineering equipment
irrespective of the fact that little is known about the details of the flow inside the
separation zone. The acquisition of such knowledge has so far been hampered by the lack
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of suitable measuring techniques, and it is only recently that advances in laser-Doppler
anemometry havw resulted in instruments suitable to study highly turbulent, recirculating
flows.

The first part of this paper describes an experimental investigation of the flow
ovpr a backward-facing 5tep in the flow regime designated as fully turbulent. The step
was located in a two-dimensional open-channel flow. Laser-Doppler measurements and flow
visualization studies were carried out to obtain insight into the physics of backward-
facing step flows. Accurate measurements of the mean and root-mean-square velocity com-
ponents, the Reynolds shear stress, and the reattachment location were obtained. Consid-
erable effort was spent to create a flow with nominally two-dimensional time-averaged pro-
perties in the mid-plane of the test section, and to insure that this two-dimensional flow
extended beyond the separated flow region. Two-dimensional behavior was also maintained

-at the upstream and downstream flow boundaries. Desoite all this experimental care, the
region directly behind the backward-facing ktep exhibited three-dimensional flow, as
observed in the dye injection experiments. However, the extensive measurements that have
been obtained will be saluable in developing and testing prediction methods for two-
dimensional, separated, turbulent flow.

The second part of this paper concerns the numerical simulation of the backward-
facing step flow using the method of discrete vortex dynamics. This method is a Lagrang-
ian description of fluid flow in which the governing equation of motion is obtained from
the vector curl of the Navier-Stokes equation. These calculations are purely two-
dimensional, and the lack of fluctuations in the third dimension appears to cause dis-
agreement between the calculations and experimental results. A previous simulation of
the planar mixing layer did show the ability of the vortex method to reproduce the coher-
ent flow structure experimentally found in turbulent mixing layers [1]. It was also1found that the measured Reynolds shear stress could be predicted if the vortex short-range
behavior includes diffusion due to molecular viscosity. Computations have now been
extended to the experimentally studied backward-facing step flow. The numerical results
are compared with the experimental data. Existing discrepancies are pointed out and
reasons for them are given. Conclusions are given with respect to the modification
required of the two-dimensional discrete vortex dynamics method for predicting turbulent
separated flows.

Experimental Investigation

The two-dimensional backward-facing step is a simple geometry which can produce a
complex turbulent flow. Therefore, a careful experimental investigation will provide a
basis for developing flow prediction methods. Such experiments have been done at the
University of Karlsruhe, and this section describes the experimental apparatus and mea-
suring technique. The experimental results and observations are also given.

The experiments were carried out in a 600-nim-wide open-water channel with major

dimensions given in Figure 1. The test section was situated near the downstream end of
the channel and consisted of a second floor with a leading edge for initiating a new
floor boundary layer. A raised backward-facing step 40 mm high was placed at a downstream
position from the leading edge such that the boundary layer at separation would be fully
turbulent for all Reynolds numbers investigated. Considerable effort was expended in
placing flow straighteners and screens upstream from the test section so that a nominally
two-dimensional approach flow in the mean properties was insured. The success of the
flow-straightening devices is shown in Figure 2, which presents spanwise profile of the
mean longitudinal velocity component and itc root-mean-square at five locations in the
test section. These data show that the freestream turbulence is approximately three
percent.

The wall boundary layer before the step edge also has spanwise uniformity and obeys
the law of the wall over at least the center half of the channel. Figure 3 shows the
boundary layer profile in normalized coordinates at three spanwise locations, all 2 mm
upstream from the step.

Velocity was measured with a one-component forward-scatter laser-Doppler anemometer
(LDA) equipped with frequency shifting. Several features of the LDA system make it one
of the few devices suitable for velocity measurement in recirculating flow: 1) nonintru-
siveness, 2) instantaneous velocity direction resolution, 3) single velocity component
measurement without contamination from other components, 4) high spatial and temporal
resolution, 5) accurate measurement in regions with very high turbulent levels, and 6)
no calibration necessary (especially advantageous in the presence of temperature fluctua-
tions.) The LDA was mounted, in the present experiment, on a cradle-type traversing
carriage which straddled the water channel on rails and thus permittad three-dimensional
movement of the measuring volume to almost any desired position within the flow. The
measuring volume is approximately 0.25 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm long. Further details
are given in reference [2].

Signals were processed with a digital processor based on a transient recorder that
was developed at the University of Karlsruhe and is described in detail in reference [3].
This processing system can accurately determine the frequencies of individual Doppler
bursts. Sampling procedures, as outlined by Tropea and Durst [4], ensured nonbiased esti-
mates of the velocity. Measurement times at each point varied froln one region of the
flow to another, but were generally 15-20 minutes inside the recirculating zone and about
5 minutes in the potential flow region.
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For a determination of the velocity component normal to the flow direction, it is
necessary to measure, at each measuring point, the mean Doppler frequency and root-mean-
square (RMS) values of the Doppler frequency fluctuations using three different orienta-
tion angles with respect to the flow direction (beam plane at i300 and 00 to the channel
floor). The normal direction mean and fluctuating velocities and the correlation of fluc-
tuating velocities and the correlation of fluctuations of the two velocity components,
i.e. the Reynolds shear stress, were calculated in a manner similar to that used for the
decomposition of time-averaged inclined hotwire signals. The laser beams were not paral-
lel to the channel floor, and thus it was not possible to traverse all the way to the
floor for all the turbulence quantities of interest.

Detailed measurements of the mean and fluctuations of the two velocity components
are given in reference [2]. Examples are presented in Figure 4 for flow conditions of
Reynolds number ReH = 12,000 (ReH = UoH/v) and an expansion ratio (H + h)/h equal to 1.14,
where Uo is the me3n free stream velocity, H the step height, and h is the upstream water
height. In the figures, velocities have been normalized by Uo and lengths by step-height
H. Figure 4a shows the distribution of the mean longitudinal velocity component at sev-
eral equally spaced stations downstream of the step. From the mean velocity data one can
deduce that the recirculation region extends over a distance of six step heights. From
the mean velocity component normal to the channel floor (Figure 4b) one can see that the
mean flow at the step edge is upward, indicating an upstream influence of the separating
flow.

The RMS profiles of the two velocity components (Figures 4c and 4d) have similar
distributions throughout the entire flow field, both in shape and magnitude. The maximum
values reached in these normal stress terms compare favorably with similar data taken by
independent workers [5] and [5].

The Reynolds shear stress, Figure 4e, reaches a maximum value about midway between
the step and mean reattachment location. Note that the locations of maximum Reynolds
shear stress and maximum mean velocity gradient do not coincide.

Data were also taken at several stations far downstream from the reattachment loca-
tion, and the mean velocity for the reattached boundary layer is presented in Figure 5
in "log-law" coordinates. Neer the y+ of 100 there is a small dip away from the log law
evident in all these profiles and indicates that the boundary layer has not yet recovered
to its unperturbed state, even after 35 step heights downstream of the step. This result
is in good agreement with the findings of Bradshaw and Wong [7]. The Reynolds shear
stress also shows a tendency to remain at high levels in this downstream region. rhe
boundary layer departure from the log law is thought to be caused by remnants of vortex
structures which were created upstream in the free shear layer. Evidence for this inter-
pretation comes from flow visualization studies.

Flow visualization was achieved by injecting small amounts of dye into the boundary
layer one step height upstream of the step edge. Photographs were taken from above and
from the side of the step to record the shear layer development after separation. T/pi-
cal results of these dye studies are shown in Figure 6 in which traces of the photographs
are given for several different Reynolds numbers. The size of the individual vortices at
first increases with Reynolds number and then decreases until, at the highest Reynolds
number, no particular large structure in the flow is recognizable. The changes in the .

sizes of the vortex structures are strongly coupled to changes in the measured separation
length. Figure 7 presents the measured variation of separation length with Reynolds num-
ber and expansion ratio.

The Reynolds number at which the minimum reattachment length occurs corresponds
closely to the largest observed vortex structure in the shear layer. As the structules
decrease in scale, the reattachment length approaches a fully turbulent value which, from
previous studies, is known to be Reynolds-number independent [8]. Because of the apparent
influence of large scale structures on this flow, the vortex dynamics method of computa-
tion, which can generate structures very similar to those observed, appears to be an
appropriate numerical technique for simulating this flow.

Finally, there were observations from the flow visualization study which suggested
that there was augmented three-dimensional activity in the flow region immediately down-

stream of the step. Viewed from above the step, a portion of the dye injected into the
shear layer was seen ,.o enter the region of the secondary vortex next to the step face
and then spread symm trically away from the centerline towards the wall boundaries. This
spreading, however, as confined to a zone within about one step height downstream of the
step, and the dye remained there, apparently mixing little with the primary separation
zone. It was also i:ound that only in this region did the velocity vector, as calculated
from the mean velocity components, deviate from the streamline tangent formed by inte-
grating the U velocity profile from the floor. It appears, therefore, that within thefirst downstream step height assuming tdo-dimensional behavior may not be appropriate.

Vortex Dynamics Method

For a discrete-vortex calculation, several numerical parameters must be selected:
discrete time-step size, maximum vortex strength. vortex short-raage behavior, and methodof vortex creation at flow boundaries. Some of these have been chosen by comparing numer-

ical simulation of a planar mixing layer with experimental results (I]. This study showed
that the vo-tex method can reproduce the coherent flow structure found experimentally in
turbulent , .ing lay!rs. Also, the measured Reynolds shear stress can be predicted if

. F
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the vortex short-range behavior includes diffusion due to molecular viscosity. Since the

application of the discrete vortex dynamics method is somewhat new, its computer imple-
mentation will be briefly described.

The discrete vortex dynamics method is a Lagrangian description of fluid flow. Vor-
ticity is kinematically defined as the vector curl of velocity, Z = V x U. In the vor-
tex dynamics method the distribution of vorticity is discretized and the trajectory of
each discrete vortex is calculated. The governing equation of motion is obtained by tak-
ing the vector curl of the Navier-Stokes equation, yielding

D V U. + v V 2 W

for ccnstant density p. The symbol D/Ot is the material, or Lagrangian, derivative. The
change in vorticity per unit mass is given by two terms: (a) vortex stretihing and rota-
tion, (!;/p) • V U, and (b) vcrticity diffusion by molecular viscosity, v V W. For two-
dimensional flow the vorticity vector is normal to the velocity vector and thus W V u
is always zero. For large-Reynolds-number flows (small v) Chorin [9] has suggested that
the diffusion effect be approximated by a random walk. Each discrete vortex is given a
random component of motion (at each time step) which is taken from a Gaussian distribu-
tion of random numbers. The standard deviation of the random numbers is specified by the
numerical time step At and the kinematic viscosity v (or Reynolds number):

a = V2 At v = L --(,,At) ow

To advance the vorticity to the next time step one requires the velocity of each dis-
crete vortex. There are two ways to determine the vdrtex velocity: direct vortex inter-
action or solution of the Poisson equation for the streamfunction. The direct interaction
method is given by the Biot-Savart law, which determines the velocity at a point from a
volume integral over all regions that have nonzero vorticity. Because only the discrete
vortices have nonzero vorticity, each vortex velocity is given by direct interaction of
all the other vortices. The calculational cost will be proportional to the number of
vortex interactions, which is (N - 1) • N/2, or - NL, for N discrete vortices. Only the
vortex locations and strengths are needed to determine the velocity field. Thus spatial
resolqjtion of the flow field is automatically treated. There is no loss of resolution
due to finite mesh spacing. Of course, the core size of the discrete vortex is the lower
limit of spatial resolution and the finite time step is the upper limit to resolvable
frequencies.

The second Wdy to calculate the velocity field requires a solution of a Poisson equa-

tion. Since any vector field may be described in terms of a scalar potential 0 and a
vector potential T, the velocity field is written as u = V 0 + V x T. From the kinematic
relation of vorticity and velocity (- = V x U the vector potential Poisson equation is
obtained: V 2 - w; and, in 2 dimensions, V Az = - wz. Thus the velocity is given as
u= V x Az where Az is the stream function. Calculational cost of the Poisson solution
is proportional to M log M, where M is the number of mesh points. The cost of putt:ng
the discrete vorticity onto the mesh and finding the velocity from the streamfunction will
be proportional to N, the number of vortices. The cost of this method is M log M + N;
and for large N, this method will be faster than the direct method which cost N2 .

However, the discrete numerical approximation of V2 does not produce the point vor-
tex velocity field. Instead of an infinite velocity at the vortex location with a r-l

decay (where r is the distance from the vortex) the velocity is zero at the vortex loca-
tion, increases with r until a maximum is reached, and then decays. The r- l behavior is
achieved only when r is large compared with the mesh spacing. The short-range velocity
is also nonisotropic. These nonphysical, numerical effects are removed by artificially
expanding the vorticity to cover many mesh cells when the vorticit, distribution is deter-
mined for the Poisson equation [10). This spreading of vorticity results in an isotropic
velocity field which approaches the r-l behavior within a few mesh cells (three cells in
this work). The incorrect velocity behavior can be replaced w;th the desired behavior
for all interartions that occur within the short-range region. During the creation of r
each other must be examined for the velocity correction. If all the pairs were Ixamined,

the cost would becume the same as for the direct method, i.e., proportional to N .

The choice of which method to use for the velocity determination also depends on the
flow problem being considered. For exterior flows (e.g., a bluff body shedding vorticity
into a wake) the direct method allows easy treatment of the outer boundary conditions.
For interior flows (e.g., a channel with flow separation) the outer boundary conditions
can be included in the Poisson solution. In addition, the solid wall boundaries act as
sources and sinks of vorticity when the condition of zero relative velocity is enforced.
Thus for some exterior flows the direct method might be selected where as for interior
flows the Poisson method is faster.

A previous study treated both symmetric and asymmetric planar sudden expansion flows
[11). The numerical simulation reproduced the asymmetric flow which can occur within the
symmetric sudden-expansion geometry. The calculated time-average unequal separated flow
lengths also agreed well with experimental data. This study concentrates upon the single
backward-facing step flow and presents detailed comparisions with the velocity profiles
already presented in Figure 4. The geometry is a channel with a step increase in flow

* _I
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cross-sectional area, which ensures that flow separation occurs at a fixed location. The
boundary layer before the step is used as the calculation entrance boundary condition.
The boundary layer vorticity is discretized, and this flux of vorticity is added at each
time step. New discrete vorticity is also introduced along the channel side walls at
each time step so that a no-slip velocity boundary condition is maintained [12]. In a
calculation of flow over a backward facing step by Clements and Maull [133 the freestream
vorticity was removed when the vortices reached a certain dis ice from the wall. They
found that this artificial viscous wall had the most realistic comparison with experiment
when the removal distance was 0.125 step heights. Howvever, their wall model does not
entrain the wall boundary layer into the recirculating flow region.

For convenience at this time, the confined channel flow program has been used to
calculate the open water channel flow. The free-surface boundary condition has been
approximated as an inviscid rigid wall instead of the correct conditioi of constant pres-sure with variable height. In an open channel, as the velocity decreases because of the

expanding flow area, the surface rises in order to consdrve energy at constant pressure.
An estimate of the surface height change can be obtained by analysis of an inviscid flow
over a smooth step. Assume a smooth bottom shape with slope db such that over a long dis-
tance the change in bottom elevation equals the step height. 1Tn order to conserve energy
at constant pressure and flow rate (q), the free surface slope must be

dh db// g~q._--

Z, T \u (x)

where u(x) is the local average velocity and g is the acceleration of g-avity. For the
expansion ratios of interest the free surface will rise about 3 to 6 percent of the stepheight. Thus, with a constant height, the calculated flow will have a freestream veloc-
ity that will be a few percent greater than the experimental results downstream of the
separated region. It is possible to incorporate a free surface with the vortex method,

and preliminary work has been done by Zaroodny and Greenberg [14) for the time-dependentS motion of a water wave.

Discussion of Vortex Dynamics Results

This discussion focus on how the numerical results depend upon the modelling of
different sections of the flow field. It will be shown that, in a pure two-dimensional
calculation, the inlet model affects the separated flow length and the Reynolds shear
stress while the longitudinal normal stress iq sensitive to the magnitude of the vorticity
created at the viscous wall boundary. To illustrate these effects, results from many
different calculations are described and some typical examples presented. The first
numerical result was a computer-generated flow visualization of the vorticity motion.
These movies, having qualitative agreement with experiment, showed that Lagrangian track-
ing of the upstream wall boundary layer vorticity combined with a vortex viscous-wall
model did produce a separated recirculating flow behind the step. Observation of these
movies does not reveal a precise reattachment location but indicates its inherent unsteady
nature. This unsteady flow is caused by creation of large vortex structures formed in
the separated free shear layer.

For quantitative comparison with experimental data, velocity mean and fluctuation
values were calculated at various locations in the flow region. Figure 8 presents the
calculated mean and fluctuation velocity profiles for a flow with expansion ratio of 1.33
and a Reynolds number of 12,500 ( UoH/v). For comparision, the experimental data at
the same Reynolds number are also shown (dotted lines). The computational averaging time
corresponds to about one minute of real time in the water channel and used 80 minutes of
CDC 6600 time. The time-average profiles of the longitudinal velocity component, Figure
8a, show the recirculation regicn to be about nine step-heights long. A calculation at a
small expansion ratio of 1.14 did not indicate any significant change in reattachment
location. Thus, the experimental variation with expansion ratio, as shown in Figure 7,
is not obtained numerically.

Both of these calculations were done with the inlet vorticity distributed over the
experimental boundary layer thickness, which is 1.5 step heights. Previous calculations r

[113 with a single inlet vortex, corresponding to a very thin boundary layer, produced a
reattachment length of approximately 7 step heights (expansion ratio of 1.33) and a reverse
flow behind the step comparable to experimental values (u - - 0.2). In this calculation
the formation of vortex structures was enhanced and the flow structure was similar to the
experimental results at an ReH of 4,000 (Figure 6). In this situation the reattachment
location appears to be determined by the two or three large vortex structures which form
down stream of separation. Another possible cause for the reattachment disagreement with .
experiment is the lack of spanwise velocity fluctuations in these purely two-dimensional
calculations. It is known that spanwise fluctuations are produced in wall boundary layers
by the bending of the transverse vorticity into the streamwise vorticity component. There-
fore, the separated shear layer contains a streamwise vorticity component from the upstream
wall boundary layer which is not included in the two-dimensional vortex dynamics method.
In order to assess the effects of streamwise vorticity an earlier calculation [11) was
done which included dissipation of the transverse vorticity. The dissipation was Incor-
porated in a uniform manner (i.e. non-physical) by reducing the circulation of each vor-
tex by five percent per unit time. This dissipation changed the reattachment location
from ten to 7 step heights downstream of the step. Hence the vortex dynamics results
can produce a variation in reattachment location comparable to the experimental shift;
but, as expected, the calculated results are sensitive to the inlet vorticity distribution
and might require a modeling of the effect of streamwise vorticity.
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The normal velocity profiles (Figure 8b) in the first 6 step heights downstream of
the step do not agree with the experimental data. After 6 step heights the profile shape
and magnitude do have reasonable agreement. Previous calculations at larger expansion
ratios did produce a secondary vortex directly behind the step face. It is possible that
at this low exoansion ratio, the secondary vortex depends upon the three-dimensional
motion that is experimentally observed near the step face.

The root-mean-square (RMS) flow direction velocity component (Figure 8c) follows the
trend of the experimental data, with the exception of the near-wall region. The experi-
mental data indicate a slight decrease in value as the wall is approached while the dis-
crete vortex dynamics result show an increase in RMS value. The peak wall value depends
upon the maximum allowed discrete vortex strength that is created at the wall. In this
calculation the maximum strength is 0.1 UoH and the peak RMS vilue is 0.2. A previous
calculation with twice the maximum strength produced near-wall RMS peaks that are twice
the current results. The RMS normal-direction velocity component (Figure 8d) has reason-
able agreement with the experimental data. Since the normal velocity goes to zero at the
wall, the fluctuations are also zero at the wall and the increase of RMS values seen in
the flow direction component is not found in the normal component.

The calculated Reynolds shear stress (Figure 8e) is generally smaller than the experi-
mental results. The previous numerical calculation of the free mixing layer showed that
the Reynolds shear stress depended upon the discrete vortex core shape. With all the vor-
tices having the same core shape and size, the shear stress was approximately twice the
experimental value. Changing the calculational procedure, so that the core size would
grow with time and approximate the viscous diffusion of vorticity, produced results in
agreement with experiment. A choice can also be made as to the exact short-range velocity
behavior that is to be used. For a single isolated line vortex, the exact result has an
exponential behavior. A reasonable approximation to this shape is achieved by adding a
small, but growing, distance to the interaction distance r. Thus instead of
(u ;) a xr -  , one sh ul %s Iu v " x

nsoudus.I- , where r2  5tv. This model pro-
Sr c or e core

duced a free mixing layer shear stress which was 70% of the experimental value and has
been used in these back-step calculations.

In the sudden-expansion work [11] it was found that the calculated shear stress
depended upon the distribution of inlet discrete vortices. Figure 9 presents results of
calculated Reynolds shear stress with the inlet shear layer one-fourth of the previous
thickness. Six step heights down stream of the step the calculated shear stress matches
or exceeds the experimental values. Near the step edge the calculated shear stress still
does not agree well with the real three-dimensional wall boundary layer that has become
separated and which contains streamwise vorticity.

Conclusions

This paper has shown that is possible to simulate unsteady separated flow with the
discrete vortex dynamics method. Like experimental flow visualization, the computer-
generated time-dependent vorticity motion provides further understanding of this inher-ently unsteady-flow problem. The qualitative features of separated flow are predicted

by this numerical method, but close quantitative agreement with experiment will require
extension of the method. To improve the vortex dynamics results, a model of dissipation
caused by small-scale three-dimensional vorticity should be added to the two-dimensional
calculation or a full three-dimensional discrete vortex dynamics calculation should be
done. An example of the latter approach has been provided by Leonard's simulation of a
turbulent spot in a laminar boundary layer [15]. The experimental investigation of this
paper has shown that the laser Doppler anemometer can be used in highly turbulent recir-
culating flow. The comprehensive data set that has been obtained will be useful in the
development of any numerical technique that is applied to separated flows.
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Figure 3. Profile of the wall boundary layer 2 mm upstream of the step, showing full
turbulence and good spanwise uniformity (the spanwise coordinate i is normalized by the
channel half-width,300 mm, and the origin is at the channel mid-plane). I
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THE DEVEIOPMD AND APPLICATION OF A METHOD FOR CALCULATING

THE VISCOUS PLOW ABOUT HIGH-LIFT AEROFOILS

by

D. J. Butter and B. R. Williams
British Aerospace Royal Aircraft Establishment
Manchester Division Farnborough
Stookport Hampshire GU14 6TD
Cheshire SK7 1Q1

SUMMARY

The preliminary stages in the design of a high-lift wing usually involves the extensive testing of
simplified models in wind tunnels; this is both time-consuming and expensive. Development of a Multiple
Aerofoil Viscous Iterative System (MAVIS), a method for calculating the flow about two-dimensional high-
lift sections, will give great economies at the initial design stage provided that the design method can
predict not only the maximum lift coefficient and the profile drag but is also very fast and easy to use.
However, this appears difficult as the nature of the flow is complex; the flow region is multiply-
connected; wakes from upstream elements interact with the boundary layers on downstream elements; there
are regions of separated flow on the lower surfaces of the slat and wing and the possibility of separated
flow on the upper surface of the flap throughout the incidence range.

In the UK we have developed methods for calculating each region of the flow and the methods are
combined by an iterative procedure. This modular approach means that improved approximations in a
particular region can be easily inserted into the system. The method has been programed so that the
calculationn can be made in a wind tunnel and predictions compare well with the measurement of two-
dimensional flow on high-lift wings.

Applications of this method can permit the effective design of the leading edge slat, slat/wing out
profiles, wing upper surface shrouds and trailing edge flaps. It can be further used in the design of a
flap system to optimise the gap and overlap of the -iarioue elements and also their deflection angles.

NOTATION

OD drag coefficient Ym position of maximum velocity

Cf skin friction t angle of incidence

CL lift coefficient (1.1o o$

Op pressure coefficient 6 boundary layer thickness
S aerofoil chord 6 bour~lary layer displacement

I shape ;nrameter, a 6/0 thickness

M Mach number 6 boundary layer thickness

p mean static pressure parameter (see Eq. (3))

R& Reypolds number e boundary layer momentum

U x-component of mean velocity thickness

u x-component of fluctuating e boundary layer thickness parameter (see Eq. (5))
velocity

1 y-component of mean velocity k curvature

v y-component of fluctuating p fluid density

velocit:" velocity potential

Vn component ot eincity normal w relaxation factor
to surface

Subscripts

i solution of the Inviscid equations for the equivalent inviscid flow

e conditiona at the body surface

t oor.dittons at the trailing edge

w conditions ou the wake centre line
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1. T E NATURE OF THE FLOW

The flow about a multi-component aerofoil at high lift Is one of the most complex flows to be
modolled by theoretical methods. It contains many features, such as superoritical flow on the slat,
separated flow on the flap and a complex interaction of shear layers, all of which would be difficult to
compute in isolation the combination of these features compounds the difficulty of modelling the 'low.
This complexity also means that it is difficult to perform simple and useful wind-tunnel tests. For
example, individual elements of the high-lift aerofoil cen be quite small and are consequently very
susceptible to scale effects. The difficulty of providing the correct scale for the experiment is
compounded by the existence of the supercritical flow on the slat. Useful wind-tunnel tests can however
be performed in press.,."'.-' low-speed tunnels (e.g. RAE 5m. tunnel), which allow the Mach and Reynolds
numbers to be varied independently thus providing a firm basis for extending the results to full scale.
The nature of the problem is indicated in Figure 1. which shows the variation in maximum lift with
indwpendertly varying Reynolds and Mach number obtained from some tests on a high-lift wing in the RAE
5m.tunnel. As the Reynolds number decreases there is a marked decrease in the maximum lift, which is
probably a result of low Reynolds numbers on the nlat. At higher free stream Mach numbers the maximum
lift again decreases as a result of the appearance of superoritical flow on the slat end a possible

i" interaction between a shock wave and the slat boundary layer.

Flow about a high-lift aerofoil is indicated schematically in Figure 2 and some of the features of
the flow aret-

a) the region of flow is multiply-connected with the wakes from upstream elements interacting with the
boundary layers of downstream elements.

b) the shear layers over the flap are very thick and the curvature of the flow gives rise to a static
pressure variation across the shear layer.

c) the slat and the flap must fit snugly back to form the cruise aerofoil with the result that there
are cavities beneath the slat and shroud in which separation bubbles are formed.

d) if the angle of deflection of the flap is sufficiently large then the flow will separate from the
flap. Although the drag is markedly inoreasd the complete aerofoil will not necessaril r stall
and, in fact, the separated flow on the flap can exist throughout the incidence range.

e) at the leading edge of the aerofoil the auctions on the slat can be high enough to indicate that the
superoritical flow has developed even though the freestream Mach number is only about 0.2.

The fluid mechanics underlying the efficient operation of high-lift aerofoils can be explained by
examining, in Figure 3, the pressure distributions at two angles of incidence for a four element high-
lift aerofoil. Here the load is shared between the elements so that the peak suctions on each element
are greatly reduced. The flap and vane are almost totally protected by the rest of the aerofoil from
the effects of changing incidence and the interaction between the elements raises the suction at the
trailing edge of the slat, wing and vane, which also has the effect of reducing the pressure rise on each
element.

As the slat is moved closer to the wing, the load on the slat is increased whilst the lcd on the
wing is reduced. It follows that the pressure rise on the wing is reduced and the flow is less likely
to separate from the wing. If the slat is brought too close to the wing then either the increased
pressure rise on the slat will cause the flow to separate from the slat or the interaction of the slat
wake with the wing boundary layer will provoke a flow separation on the wing. Poster et al., Reference
1, found that the maximum lift on a slatted wing with a flap initially increased with decreasing gap
until, as shown in Figure 4 there was a marked decrease in maximum lift below a slat gap of 1.5% chord.
In iAre 5 it can be soen that the slat wake interacts strongly with the wing boundary layer for slat
gaps larger than the optimum and the stall is provoked by the interaction of these viscous layers.
Although this mechanism may not always define the optimum slat gap, it is important to represent it in
the theoretical method.

We have indicated the aspects of the flow which ought to be included in a satisfactory treatment of
the problem and these suggest that the theoretical model should be as comprehensive as possible.

However, the method should also be fast and easy to uso, so that an aircraft designer will be able
to replace the costly and time consuming tests of simplified wind-tunnel models, which currently form the
initial stage in the design of a high-lift wing. The designer will require that the method predicts the
maximum lift coefficient of the aerofoil, the profile drag and should also be sufficiently sensitive to
provide a sensible optimisation of the devices. A reasonably fast method is provided by matching a
solution of the external flow with a solution for the shear layers around the aerofoil. However, it
must be borne in mind that the thickness of the shear layers, especially above the flap, may invalidate
the basic assumptions of the matching procedure.

Sections 2, 3 and 4 of the paper describe the methods of calculating the inner tnd outer flows and
the process used to match the inner and outer solutions. We also consider the representation of
separated flows the prediction of profile drag, the constraint of the flow due to a wind tunnel and the
allowance for the effects of compressibility. Finally the method is compared with wind-tunnel data for
single and multi-aerofoils and applied to the design of a flexible shroud.

K
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2. INVISCID SOLUTION

For the external flow we have seen that we need solutions of the potential equations of compressible
flow. But at take-off and landing it is very unlikely that the shock wave on the slat will be strong
enough to require a solution of the Euler equations and a solution of the compressible potential
equations will be sufficient. However, the solution of the compressible potential equations is compli-
cated by the multiply connected nature of the flow region. Grossman and Melnik, Reference 2, have trans-
formed the region external to two aerofoils to the annulus between two eircles, each of which represents
one of the original aerofoile. This annulus provides a suitable computing plane for a field method.
However, this approach appears to be practically limited to considering two aerofoils. An alternative
approach is to consider the unmodified external flow field or its transformation to a region of finite
extent. Either an aligned grid, numerically generated by the method of Thompson et al., Reference 3, or
a non aligned grid system could be used.

But none of these methods has been sufficiently developed for use in a routine calculation, so we
have solved the incompressible potential equations by a panel method and used a compressibility
correctiont obviously we are unable to represent shock waves by this method. However, even for a panel
method, the geometry of the high-lift aerofoil can still present difficulties and, for some methods, poor
accuracy is obtAined over the shroud and other thin regions of the aerofoil. We use a method which is
particularly sait.d to calculating the potential flow over high-lift aerofoils.

This method was developed by Newling at RAe Manchester in 1976, Reference 4, and solves Laplace's
equation by using the external Neumann boundary conditions with a mix of source and vortex singularities
placed on the surface of the aerofoil. However, instead of arbitrarily chosing either the source or
vortex distribution, the method solves for both as unknowns. Obviously, if an unknown source strength
and an unknown vortex strength are associated with each panel then there will be twice the number of
unknowns as equations for the normal velocity. To reduce the number of unknowns to be the same as that
of the equations, the source and vortex density on opposite panels on the upper and lower surface are
prescribed to be equal.

Normally in panel methods it is argued that the order of the singularity distributions should be
chosen to be the same for both the source and the vorticity. However, it is well known that when
solving the analysis problem with normal velocity boundary conditions at the panel mid-points then,
unless some extra constraints are introduced, the source distribution will be stable only if it is of
an even order, such as piecewise constant, pieoewise quadratic etc., and the vorticity distribution will
only be stable if it is of an old order, such as discrete vortices, pieoewise linear etc. For reason-
able accuracy at reasonable cu.-ting costs, this leads us to a model with a piecewise constant source
distribution, defined at the panel mid-points, and a piecewise linear vorticity distribution, defined at

the panel edges.

Fortunately, the equal upper and lower formulation for the two dimensional flows tends to minimise
the source gradients and consequently reduce the leakage errors of the constant source panels. Also the
resulting large gradients in vorticity, particularly at the leading edge, are adequately treated with the
continuous linear distribution. Hence, using the notation of Figure 6, the velocity at the jth point
for a body with N panels is giver by:-

Nt =I! +1

%V U2 t+ A~ 3 j 1 + (B 2 UP + B i )inj = upperj + Ajower 1 upper lower

which gives N+1 unknowns and N equations. The additional condition is provided by the Kutta condition,
which requires smooth flow at the trailing edge. In this method, this can be implicitly satisfied
precisely at the trailing edge by equating the vortex strength on the upper and lower trailing edges to
zero.

Now we have a system of N equations and N unknowns which can be solved by normal matrix algebra.
For multi-aerofoile, to reduce the computer storage and time requirements, the equations are solved with
a block iterative technique. Here each individual body's self influence matrix is inverted using a
direct algorithm, (and stored for future use in the viscous iterations) and a solution to the equations
is iterated, block by block, with the standard Jacobi technique.

This method is inherently more accurate than that of Hess and Smith because of its lower leakage,
reduced vorticity in the trailing edge region and the implicit Kutta condition. 7 illustrates
the improved accuracy by a comparison between the two methods and an exact solution for a cambered
Karman aerofoil. The figure also demonstrates that the accuracy of the method does not depend on the
opposite panels on both surfaces being of equal length. Comparisons for other configurations by our-
sel-es and other workers have shown similar agreement for other configurations, particularly for theexact solution of the two element aerofoil of Williams, Reference 5.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between this method and that of Hess and Smith for a three element
aerofoil. This comparison clearly shows the differences between the two methods and the improvements
offered by our method. It can also be seen how an erroneous boundary layer development and slot zlow
would be predicted with the Hess and Smith method.

KV
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3. CALCULATION OF SHEAR LAYES

In this method the development of all the shear layers is calculated by integral methods rather than
finite difference methods: we are prepared co accept a small loss in accuracy in order to obtain a method
which is sufficiently fast for the aircraft designer. The laminar portion of the boundary layer is cal-
culated by the method due to Thwaites, Reference 6, with allowance for compressibility by the Stewartson-
Illingworth transformation, Reference 7. 'ransition from laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer
is predicted by the empirical correlation of Granville, Reference 8. If laminar separation occurs
upstream of natural transition then the development of the laminar separation bubble is predicted by the
semi-empirical method of Horton, Reference 9. Williams, Reference 10, has shown that Horton's method,
with a slight modification, can predict the growth and bursting of a laminar separation bubble on the slat
of a high-lift aerofoil. We can also specify transition at a fixed position corresponding to the
artificial fixing of transition in a wind-tunnel experiment.

Over portions of the acrofoil, where the turbulent boundary layer is unaffected by the wake of the
preceding element, the development is calculated by the lag entrainment method of Green, Reference 11.
Downstream of the trailing edge of the slat, wing and vane, the pressure changes are much greator than
those associated with a single aerofoil. In these regions the lag-entrainment method is also used to
calculate the development of the wake. The interaction between the wake and boundary layer is calculated
by the integral method due to Irwin, Reference 12, in which a reasonably simple algebraic expression,
containing six unknown quantities, is used to describe the velocity profile of the boundary layer and a
single wake. An integration of the boundary layer equations across the combined layer yields six
ordinary differcntial equations, which are integrated in the streamwise direction. The performance of
the method is illustrated in Figure 9 by a comparison with experimental measurements, taken from tests of
Foster et al., Reference 1, for an aerofoil at an angle of incidence of 150 with the slat deflected 250
and the flap deflected 100. This method can only model a single wake, but it is a reasonable approxi-
mation to add the slat wake and the wing wake to form a single wake to interact with the flap boundary
layer.

4. MATCHING OF THE INNER AND OUTER SOLUTIONS

The effect of the shear layers about the aerofoil is represented by defining an equivalent inviscid
flow which is identical to the real flow outside the shear layers. There are at least two methods of
defining the equivalent inviscid flow: the displacement surface method and the surface transpiration
method. In the first method the surface of the aerofoil is replaced by the displacement surface, which
is extended into the wake, and the mass flow between the displacement body and the edge of the shear
layer in the equivalent inviscid flow is equal to the mass flow in the boundary layer. In the second
method the inviscid flow is continued analytically through the shear layer on to the surface of the
aerofoil or the centre line of the wake and identity of the flows outside the shear layers is obtained by
applying an appropriate transpiration velocity at the surface of the aerofoil or discontinuity in normal
velocity along the centre line of the wake in the equivalent inviscid flow. The required transpiration
velocity, Vis, is obtained by applying the continuity equation to the shear layer and the equivalent
inviscid flow and integrating the difference across the shear layer; then

Via - IL d (pi~i - JU) dy (2)
?is

where the suffix i refers to the inviscid quantities and a to quantities evaluated either at the aerofoil
surface or on the wake streamline. This can be written as

Vie= .1. (3)
gig dx

where 1-

hisUis

and 6 is the quantity that naturally arises in a general formulation of the momentum integral equation over
a curved surface. It can be easily demonstrated that 6 is not equal to the displacement thickness 60for
flows in which the component of velocity Ui parallel to the surface, cannot be regarded as constant out from
surface. However, Dr. Lock has indicated in an earlier paper at this conference that for single aerofoils
the difference between 3 and 65ia generally small.

East, Reference 13, has obtained the momentum integral equation for a general flow over a curved our
face by taking differences of the appropriate equations for the equivalent inviscid and the viscous flows
and integrating the difference across the shear layer. This gives the X-momentum equation as
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do+(H+2-MI) dU~l -Cf
dx -is ---

d d (ri -p) dy - k6 J(ivi-eUV)dy

2 dx 2~~i

where 6= 1 ((PiU2 - PU2) - Uis(Piai - ?U)) dy (5)

pisUis

and ks is the curvature of the surface.

The terms on the right hand side of Equation (4) represent the effects due to flow curvature and
normal stresses. These terms are generally of second order and in the present analysis have not been
included in the integration of the shear layer equations. It should be noted that in this formulation
the equivalent inviscid pressure distribution, rather than the viscous pressure distribution, is used in
the calculation of the development of the shear layers this will only have a noticeable effect when the
curvature of the flow is sufficiently large and the surface pressures in the two flows are not equal.

For the representation of the wake, Lock, Reference 1h, has argued that the curvature of the wake
close to the trailing edge is sufficiently large to warrant the use of a higher order approximation to
lake account of the pressure change across the wake in the equivalent inviscid flow, a vortex sheet is
atroduced along the dividing streamline from the trailing edge, such that there is a Jump in tangential

velocity given by

-k Uw (Xw +

where k is the mean curvature of the wake, and the suffix w refers to the quantities in the wake.

To this order of approximation the pressure changes across the boundary layer in the real flow and
the equivalent inviscid flow are different and a small correction kgisuis(04) must be subtracted from the
calculated inviscid pressures. As noted earlier, this correction should only be applied in comparisons
with experimental pressure distributions and for the development of the shear layer the equivalent
inviscid velocity is used.

To represent the effect of the shear layers on the flow about a high-lift aerofoil, we have adopted
the transpiration model for the following reasons:-

a) the boundary condition is applied on the surface of the aerofoil in the panel method is
inverted only once on the first iteration. For the displacement surface model the body
geometry changes on each iteration so that the influence matrix must be recomputed and
re-inverted at each iteration.

b) the wakes from the slat and wing are more easily represented by the transpiration method,
although the derivation of the transpiration velocity needs more careful consideration.
First we look at the case in which the wake and boundary layer have not merged, Figure 10a.
The differences between the continuity equation applied to each of the flows could be
integrated across the whole shear layer giving an expression for the transpiration velocity
on the surface in the equivalent inviscid flow. However, it is preferable to integrate
the difference across the boundary layer and then across each half of the wake to give a
transpiration velocity at the surface and a distribution of sinks placed along the dividing
streamline of the wake in the viscous flow. In practice, we place the sinks on the dividing
streamlinn in the inviscid flow.

In the second case, Figure lob, the wake and boundary layer have merged forming a single shear

layer and it Is not posvible to evaluate the transpiration velocity for a portion of the shear
layer corresponding to thq boundary layer. If the difference is integrated from the surface
to the first velocity maxi.um in the viscous flow at ym we obtain
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i s 
t  
(piUi VU)dy+ + kym)(piY'ViY p- V.mYM (6)

Now in contrast to the non-merged case, we no longer have equality of the normal velocities in
the two flows and the second term on the right hand side is not zero. It follows that, for
the merged case, the transpiration velocity should be applied at the surface and derived by
integration across the whole shear layer. However in practice it is found that the displace-
ment effect of the portion of the flow predominantly derived from the wakes is quite small.

c) if there are significant variations of pressure across the shear layer, the displacement
surface does not represent the true displacement of the external layer. However, if the term
S is calculated from the boundary layer equation, Equation (3), including terms of the approp-
riate order, then the normal velocity given by Equation (3) will give a true representation of
the equivalent inviscid flow.

The effect of the shear layers are repres.'nted in the panel method either by adding discrete singu-
larities to the flow or by altering the boundary conditions; both these only change the right hand side
of the influence matrix equations so that the first inversion of the matrix can always be used. The
transpiration velocities on the aerofoil are modelled by modifying the Neumann boundary condition from
zero to

-I- L (?isUis6Ol (7)

whilst a piecewise constant distribution of sinks along the wake centre line up to the point of merging
of the wake and boundary layers is used to approximate the jump in normal velocity. The vorter sheet
along the wake is approximated by a piecewise linear distribution of vorticity on the centre line; the
mean curvature of the displacement surfaces on either side of the wake, calculated by numerical differ-
entiation, is used as an approximation to the curvature of the flow. The curvature of the displacement
surface is also used to calculate the pressure correction on the aerofoil.

We have only been able to obtain convergent solutions for the viscous flow if under-relaxation is
used in calculating the correction terms. In calculating the transpiration velocity the under-
relaxation is applied to the quantity 6 so that for the n th iteration, we take

W) (1 ~ + w 6 (8)

where the value w = 0.25 has been found to produce convergent results. For the vortex sheet in the wake, -
the relaxation has been applied to the vorticity and the singularity distributions are repositioned along
the streamline from the trailing edge at every fifth iteration.

5. SEPARATED FLOW

There can be two distinct areas of separated flow on the upper surface of a multi-aerofoil. At
large flap deflection angles, the flow can be separated over a significant part of the flap without
causing the complete aerofoil to stall and still giving an increase in the overall lift with increasing
flap angle or incidence. To calculate the flow over an Lerofoil in this condition the method is being
extended to include the separated flow model of Maskew and Dvorak, Reference 15, where the separated wake
is modelled as a free shear layer. When completed it will permit sensible calculations to be made with
larger flap deflection angles and for the optimum flap angle to be computed.

The second problem of separated flow is to compute the maximum lift coefficient of the coMTwlete

configuration. Here the major flow breakdown is usually a separation from the upper surface of the
shroud of the main element ahead of the flap and in some cases there will be distinct separated flows
on the main element and the flap. It is not obvious whether the model of Haskew and Dvorak is directly

applicable to this case or whether some more complicated model is required. However, the results of
Henderson, Reference 16, would indicate that the concept of a free shear layer emanating from each body
is valid for the multiple separations.
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6. PREDICTION OF PROFILE DRAG

The profile drag on a single aerofoil can be calculated from the momentum thickness at the trailing
edge by the Squire and Young formula.

"/ U + 5 (9)
CD =2(t)

U

where Ut is the inviscid velocity and Ht is the shape parameter at the trailing edge. The Squire and
Young formula can be derived by integrating the momentum equation along the length of the wake with the
assumption that the shape parameter takes the constant value 1/2(H t +H ). There appears to be nothing
in the derivation of the formula which would prevent it being applied to multi-aerofoils with the same
degree of success as for single aerofoils. We have used the momentum thickness calculated at the
trailing edge of the last element, but the pressure distribution through which the total wake develops
is more closely represented by a value of Ut at the centre of the total wake rather than from a value
calculated at the trailing edge of the last element.

Williams, Reference 17, has compared measured values of the profile drag, measured by the wake
traverse technique, for a range of high-lift devices with predictions by the modified Squire and Young
formula using values of the momentum thickness measured at the trailing edge of the aerofoil. The
results are given in Table 1 and demonstrate that the profile drag can be predicted with an accuracy of
1% provided reliable values for the momentum thickness are used.

Because of the difficulty of predicting the effects of a wind tunnel for a high-lift wing, whose
effective chord can be very large compared with the tunnel height, the progra has been written to allow

the tunnel to be modelled. We have chosen to model the tunnel by representing the walls as a solid
boundary with picewiee constant source panels. Checks are made to ensure that the tunnel is sufficient-
ly well panelled and that the leakage through the walls is minimised by computing the velocities upstream
and doptrea of the aerofoil. This approach, rather than the popular transformation technique, has
been adopted so that at a later date the effect of the tunnel wall boundary layer can be included and
also because it can be extended to three dimensions.

Unfortunately, largely because of the shortage of suitable data, it has not been possible to
conduct an exhaustive comparison with experimental results. Those which are available tend to be for
large values of tunnel height to chord ratio for which the corrections would be expected to be small,
and in these cases the method agrees well with the simpler traditional methods.

However, the increase in computing time for modelling the tunnel is small and it allows comparis.,ns
with experiment to be routinely computed with tunnel effects, thus removing one area of uncertainty.

8. COMPESSIBILITY EFFECTS

A suitable method of solution of the fully compressible potential flow equations for multiple bodies
is not yet available and consequently the panel method has been extended to predict subcritical flows by
using the Prandtl-Clauert transformation in the Gothert Rule 2 form of Reference 18. In this form the
flow equations are solved about the affine body but s "tisfying the boundary conditions along the real
normal. This ensures that the real velocities, when transformed from the affine plane are normal to the
real body. The method is further advanced by a semi-empirical higher order correction developed at BAe
Warton. Here the longitudinal perturbation velocity in modified retrospectively after the Prandtl-
Glauert solution has been achieved. The correction is developed from the second order accurate field
equation.

2 % - (i& M co2o ) 0 2 2 in()1)
dx 2 y y

by using the previously calculated flow quantities to yield a new value of 0. This has been shown to
work vell for single aerofoils at high free stream Mach numbers with the loil velocities close to their
critical value.

Although this method cannot handle shock waves, it does nevertheless predict the subcritical effects
of compressibility and show where the boundaries of superoritical flow are likely to occur. Figure 11
shown the pressure distribution on a three body aerofoil at 0.30 Mach number compared with the incompress-
ible result.

- ~ 1- - . -
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9. COMPARISON WITH EXPERINT

We have compared the theoretical method with the experimental results for a single aerofoil and a
three element aerofoil. For the single aerofoil we have taken the tests on a 12.2% thick RAE 100 section
reported by Woodward in Reference 19. The experimental results have been corrected for tunnel constraint
and the pressure distribution at an angle of incidence of 5.860 is compared with the theoretical predict-
ion in Figure 12. Agreement between experiment and theory is good except at the trailing edge where the
theoretical method does not predict sufficient load. In Figure 13 the rate of convergence of the lift
coefficient for two angles of incidence is illustrated and the method can be seen to have effectively
converged after 15 iterations. Unfortunately the profile drag was not measured in the experiment, bait
we would expect the Squire and Young formula to give a reasonably accurate result. Figure 1h shows the
re'ults of a calculation which does not include the effect of wake curvature. In this case the predicted
lift coefficient is slightly higher than the experimental value and in particular the method under
predicts the suction on the lower surface of the aerofoil.

A three element aerofoil with the flap deflected to a typical take-off setting of 200, with optimum
lap and gap settings, represents an interesting test case. Here the actual pressure gradients on the
flap upper surface are high and tne flow is close to separation. As can be seen from Figure 15 the
agreement of the pressure distributions reveals that the agreement in CL is somewhat fortuitous. On the
flap, MAVIS predicts a separation about three quarters of the chord back from the leading edge and this
persists throughout the iterative procedure. The empirical fixes to estimate the boundary layer param-
eters after separation are not good enough to reduce the calculated pressure gradients and to allow the
separation to move rearwards.

This difficulty also explains the discrepancy in predicted CD, particularly at high lift coefficients,
because the fixes used to produce a converged solution do not allow the correct development of the
boundary layer and wakes over the flap and consequently the trailing edge parameters are in error.

10. FLEXIBLE SHROUD DESIGN

Most multi-aerofoils stall from the wing shroud and by increasing the curvature in this region, over
what would normally be expected from the clean aerofoil profile, the boundary layer growth is suppressed
and the maximum lift increased by both the increased camber and by being able to achieve higher incidences,
However, the likely optimum shape of the shroud for maximum lift at low speed would almost certainly
compromise the high speed clean aerofoil design. So, in order to optimise the maximum lift at take-off
and still retain good high speed characteristics, a study was made of a flexible shroud which deflected as
the flap was deployed.

This optimisation is obviously highly dependent on the effects of viscoiity, not only on the
boundary layer development on the shroud but also on the effects of the slat wake and flow through the
slots. Therefore to avoid a protracted experimental design study and to be able to complete the process
theoretically, it is essential that a method is used which models all the required features. In our
study we used the current MAVIS method and by predicting the maximum lift by examining the boundary layer
development on the main element, it was possible to achieve an increase in CLmax of 0.25 as shown in
Figre 16.
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TABLE 1

PREDICTION OF PROFILE DRAG BY SQUIRE AND YOUNG FORMULA

No. of Angle of Profile drag Profile drag
elements incidence Wake traverse Squire and Young

2 0 0.0135 0.0145
2 4 0.0178 0.0189

2 9 0.0310 0.0299

4 17 0.0747 0.0761

4 17 0.0747 0.0725

4 18.5 0.0812 0.0798

5 15 0.0849 0.0810

5 17 0.0922 0.0991

'-'
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A DIRECT-INVERSE TECHNIQUE FOR LOW SPEEDHIGH LIFT AIRFOIL FLOWFIELD ANALYSIS

Leland A. Carlson
Professor, Aerospace Engineering Department

Texas A&M UniversityCollege Station, Texas 77843

SUMMARY

A direct-inverse method is presented for computing the flow about low speed airfoils
u..ler high lift massive separation conditions. On the lower surface the flowfield is
determined using an iterative inviscid relaxation technique coupled to a laminar-turbulent
momentum integral boundary layer scheme using direct (airfoil specified) boundary condi-
tions. On the upper surface, the flowfield is also computed directly with viscous inter-
action up to the separation point, with the separation point and separated pressure level
determined as part of the solution. Downstream of separation, inverse bounda y conditions
(pressure specified) are utilized; and the flowfield and displacement surface are calcu-
lated. Typical results and comparisons with experimental data for GA(W)-2 and NACA 4412
airfoils are presented, including pressure distributions, lift, and drag coefficients
versus angle of attack. It is believed that the method can yield accurate engineering
estimates of aerodynamic properties at moderate Reynolds numbers and that, thus, it is
applicable to general aviation and helicopter aerodynamics.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, the finite-difference direct-inverse approach has been
successfully used for the design and analysis of subsonic and transonic airfoils (Ref. 1).
This method can be used in either the direct (analysis) mode in which the airfoil shape
is prescribed and the flowfield, surface pressures, and aerodynamic coefficients are
determined, or in the direct-inverse (design) mode in which cn initial nose shape is given
along with the pressure distribution on the remainder of the airfoil. In the latter case,
the flowfield and actual airfoil shape are computed. This method and others (Ref. 2) have
been found to yield accurate predictions of transonic airfoil behavior at design and near
design conditions.

However, in the analysis of high performance airfoils, aerodynamicists would also
like to be able to predict airfoil pressure distributions at high lift, high angle of
attack conditions. Since such situations are characterized by large regions of separated
flow and are dominated by strong viscous interaction effects, inviscid methods are defi-
nitely not applicable. Furthermore, subsonic-transonic analysis and design methods (Refs.
1-2) typically only include the effects of weak viscous interaction and fail to give
acceptable answers whenever the length of the separated zone exceeds a few percent of the
airfoil chord.

Fortunately, Barnwell (Ref. 3) demonstrated a few years ago that t..e direct-inverse
technique could be successfully applied to the low speed high lift case. By specifying
the separation point, he was able to obtain excellent agreement with experimental data by
solving the small perturbation inviscid flow equation with direct boundary conditions
(airfoil ordinates specified) upstream of separation and inverse boundary conditions
(pressure specified) downstream of separation. Since Barnwell did not include a boundary
layer calculation or coupling, the questions arose--Could similar results be obtained
using the full potential equation coupled with viscous interaction and letting the sepa-
ration point and pressure level be determined as part of the solution?

The purpose of this paper is to describe a model which can be used to determine the
flowfield about a low speed single element airfoil at high angle of attack high lift
conditions and to present typical results obtained with the model. This model has been
incorporated into a computer progrc:m (Ref. 4), called TRANSEP, which is a modification of
the basic TRANDES code (Ref. 1). Thus, it can also be used for subsonic-transonic air-
foil analysis and design, including the effects of weak viscous interaction.

FLOW MODEL AhD SOLUTION METHOD

As indicated above, the present technique is based upon the previously developed
transonic direct-inverse method and its ability to use either the displacement surface
(airfoil ordinate plus displacement thickness) or pressure as the airfoil boundary con-
dition. For the low speed high angle of attack ca:ie, the airfoil lower surface only
experiences weak viscous interaction (i.e., no extensive separation). The lower surface
boundary layer, however, frequently has a long laminar run before transitioning to fully
turbulent flow. Thus, the model needs to include an initial laminar boundary layer in
its viscous interaction section. On the upper surface the boundary layer is also initi-
ally laminar, but it quickly ecomes turbulent in character followed by boundary layer
separation and a separatic one sometimes extending over as much as three-fourths of the
airfoil upper surface. Fortunately, the separated region at low freestream velocities is
characterized by an approximately constant pressure level.
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Consequently, the low speed massive separation problem has been modeled as shown on
Figure 1. To obtain the inviscid portion of the flowfteld, the complete second order
partial differential perturbation potential equation is represented by a system of second
order accurate firite difference equations. These difference equations are then solved
iteratively by column relaxation, which in order to obtain rapid convergence is usually
done on several grids. Normally, these equations are first solved on a vezy coarse grid
which is then interpolated and used as an initial condition for a coarse grid (typically
25 x 13). This procedure is normally repeated twice more to obtain a solution on a medium
grid (49 x 25) and, if desired, on a fine grid (97 x 49). The latter has 130 points on
the airfoil; however, acceptable results are usually obtained on the medium grid, particu-
larly considering the computer time involved.

To include viscous effects the basic approach is to calculate for weak interaction
regions a boundary layer displacement thickness and to use it to zorrect the location cf
the displacement surface (i.e., airfoil ordinate plus displacement thickness, 6*). For
the strongly interacting separated zone, the pressure is specified and the location of
the displacement surface is computed by integrating the surface tangency conditions, with

the initial conditions specified by the displacement surface slope and ordinate at the
interface between the two regions. Normally, the displacement surface of the entire air-
foil is updated every ten relaxation cycles.

Thus, on the lower surface the flow is computed using direct boundary conditions
(airfoil specified) including the effects of weak viscous interaction. On the upper
surface, the flowfield is also computed directly with viscous interaction up to the
separation point, which is determined as part of the solution. Downstream of separation,
inverse boundary conditions are utilizea, and the pressure is assumed to be constant in
the separated zone. Studies with this model have shown that the separated zone pressure,
which has to be computed as part of the solution, must be determined by conditions at both
the separation point and at the trailing edge and not just on conditions in the vicinity
of separation. This result is in agreement with the conclusion of Gross (Ref. 5) that
conditions at the downstream end of the separation bubble determine bubble pressure.

Hence, in the present formulation, the pressure coefficient for the constant pressure
separated zone is computed by:

-2CPeep -X hTE - sep) (1)

XITE - Xsep

e.!re, as shown on Figure 2, IT and 0 are the nondimensional perturbation potentials
at the displacement surface "trailing eae" and the turbulent boundary layer separation
point. Note that Eq. (1) is a small perturbation approximation for Cpsep; and while this
form introduces some error into the problem, its usage ha' been found to be simple, accu-
rate, and reliable.

In principle, the separated region and wake should be accurately modeled with respect
to physical phenomena and details, and this approach has been taken by other investiga-
tors (Refs. 5-7). In the present model, however, the wake region contains very few
computational points since the coordinate system rapidly stretches to infinity. Thus,
the wake is assumed to be inviscid with a constant pressure trailing edge formed by the
upper and lower displacement surfaces. Fortunately, extensive numerical experiments W h
the present model indicate that the results for the pressure distribution and aerodynamic
coefficients are primarily dependent upon obtaining accurate predictions for the location
of the separation point and the magnitude of the separated pressure. Apparently, the
details of the wake region are of secondary importance.

In the present method, the laminar portion of the boundary layer is computed using a
compressible Thwaites method and the turbulent boundary layer is computed using the
Nash-Macdonald (Ref. 9) method. These integral methods are efficient and reliable and
yield excellent predictions for displacement thicknesses (Ref. 10). Internally, the
transition point is determined from a Granville type correlation (Ref. 11) baseo upon the
difference between the local momentum thickness Reynolds number and the value at the S
laminar instability point combined with the pressure gradient history. Sometimes, particu-
larly on the upper surface at high angles of attack, laminar separation is predicted up-
stream of the transition point. In these cases, the local momentum thickness Reynolds
number is compared to an empirical correlation in order to determine if the laminar bubble
is long or short. If the bubble is short, its length is assumed to be one horizontal AX
grid width and the turbulent flow computation is initiated at the next downstream grid
point. No attempt is made to handle long bubbles.

As indicated, the theoretical results are primarily dependent upon accurate predic-
tion of the upper surface separation point location. In the Nash-Macdonald integral
method, separation is assumed to occur when the value of (-o/q)dq/ds exceeds a specific
value, SP. Here 0 is the local momentum thickness and q is the local boundar layer edge
velocity. Obviously, accurate predictions require an appropriate selection of the value
of SP in order to obtain the correct separation point. Extensive studies with the present
method indicate that accurate results can only be obtained at high angles of attack by
making SP a function oi angle of attack, Reynolds number, and the low angle of attack lift
curve slope; and an empirical correlation has been developed for this purpose.
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Now the solution scheme for the present method is iterative with respect to not only
the flowfield but also the separation point and separated pressure level. A convergence
history for a typical case is shown on Figure 3. Initially, some oscillation occurs on
each grid, but, as can be secn, the values quickly converge. Normally 400 iterative
cycles are performed on both medium and fine grids. Also, the location of the separation
point on the fine grid (97 x 49, 130 airfoil points) is held fixed at the chordwise loca-
tion computed on the medium grid (49 x 25). Typical run times for a medium grid result
on an Amdahl 470/V6 are about one minute.

TYPICAL RESULTS

In the development of the present model, the NAC4 4412 and GA(W)-2 airfoils were
primarily used as test cases due to the excellent experimental pressure distributionsavailable for these airfoils (Refs. 12-13). The importance of including strong inter-

action for such airfoils even at relatively low angles of attack is shown on Figure 4,
which compaies the strong interaction model (IMASS-I) with a calculation using only weak
viscous interaction (IMASS=0). Notice that the present model predicts a significantly
different upper surface pressure distribution, and a separated zone on the last ten per-
cent of the airfoil. As a result of the latter, the lower surface and trailing edge
pressures are also different. While the results (i.e., CL = 1.0768) shown on Figure 4
were obtained with an early version of the model, the present version predicts for this
case a CL of 1.15, which is very close to the experimentally measured value of 1.18 and
significantly lower than the weak interaction result.

A typical result for the GA(W)-2 airfoil is portrayed on Figure 5, which compares
the predicted pressure distribution with results obtained from experimental measurements
(Ref. 12). This case, which is near CTx, has an extensive upper surface separated
region from about 60% chord to the traIYfng edge. On the lower surface the boundary
layer remained entirely laminar, although results with an all turbulent lower surface
showed no significant difference. On the upper surface, transition with a short separa-
tion bubble occurred near the leading edge. As can be seen, the agreement with experiment,
particularly for the C distribution, is excellent. Other results for the GA(W)-2 have
been previously reportEd in Reference 14.

The flow about a NACA 4412 airfoil, which is a typical conventional airfoil, has also
been investigated for Reynolds numbers from 105 to 6.3 x 101 and angles of attack from
-0.54 degrees up to about 20 degrees. Some typical results are shown on Figures 6-8, and
additional results are presented in Reference 15. As can be seen, the lower surface
pressure distributions are in excellent agreement with the experimental data (Ref. 13);
and the upper surface results and lift coefficients are sufficiently accurate for engi-
neering usage. The only obvious discrepancy is near the turbulent separation point where
the predicted pressures appear to be usually slightly high. However, the average separated
pressure level is quite representative of the measured data.

Figures 9 and 10 present a comparison of the theoretical and experimental aerodynamic
coefficients at the higher angles of attack. Here the drag coefficients have been com-
puted using an empirically modified form (Ref. 14) of the classical Squire-Young formula-
tion (Ref. 16). Also, it should be noted that the present results above CLma are
sensitive to the method of determining upper surface separation. This sensitvity indi-
cates that the present method could probably be improved by using a more accurate turbulent
boundary layer calculation scheme. In addition, experimental data (Refs. 13, 17-18) in
the vicinity of CLmax disagrees by as much as 0.3 in lift coefficient and three degrees
in angle of attac, even at the same Reynolds numbers. Nevertheless, the present method
should lead to reasonable results for the flow about low speed airfoils up to CLmax, and
sometimes even beyond CLmax*

Finally, some comment should be made concerning the accuracy and applicability of
the present method. Based upon experimental comparisons, it should yield accurate pres-
sure distributions and aerodynamic coefficients for airfoils at low speeds at Reynolds
numbers above 1 x 10' and for angles of attack above six degrees. For lower angles, the
non-massive separation model (IMASS-0) is recommended. Such results can be obtained on
either the medium or the fine grid. However, due to the finite mesh size used in the
finite difference formulation, the separation point may only be accurate to three percent
chord. Consequently, at very high lift coefficients the overall accuracy of the method
will be somewhat less. Currently, the method is being extended into the medium and low
transonic Mach number range.
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A SECOND ORDER ACCURATE NUMERICAL METHOD FOR SUPERSONIC INTER-
ACTING BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW PAST A COMPRESSION CORNER.
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SUMMARY

The supersonic interacting boundary layer equations are solved for laminar flow past

a configuration with an interior (concave) compression corner region. The approach em-

ploys conformal coordinates to map the body geometry into stagnation point flow and uses

the boundary layer scale laws to identify the principal terms of the compressible counter-

part of the Navier-Stokes equations. A Levy-Lees type transformation is used in these

coordinates to simplify the governing equations. The viscous-inviscid interaction law is
given by evaluating the small perturbation theory inviscid flow past the displacement bo-

dy obtained as the sum of the body surface plus the viscous displacement thickness. A fic-

titious time dependent term is introduced in the governing equations, that are then re-
laxed using an alternating direction implicit (A.D.I.) technique. The numerical scheme

is second order accurate in both the longitudinal and normal directions.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A inviscid parameter 6 semiangle of the wedge trailing
B geometry flow variable the compression corner
CR Crank- Nicolson parameter A step size
0 specific heat at constant pres- V nondimensional "del" operator

sure Levy-Lees variable
F nondimensional boundary layer T1 nondimensional normal conformal

longitudinal velocity coordinate
g nondimensional total enthalpy shifted normal conformal coord.
h,h1 ,h2  scale factors nondimensional boundary layer

conductivity of the gas temperature
0 viscosity function inviscid flow deflection angle

t. characteristic length of the flat local inclination angle of sur-
plate preceding the compression s face
corner p nondimensional viscosity

M Mach number
N stretched normal coordinate Rphysical viscsity evaluated atPr Prandtl number the reference temperature
p nondimensional pressure 9 nondimensional longitudinal
R universal constant of gas conformal coordinate
Re Reynolds number p nondimensional density
s nondimensional longitudinal sur- shear stress

face distance
t time Subscripts
T nondimensional temperature b body surface
U undisturbed reference velocity c center location between two lon-

gitudinal stations
u nondimensional longitudinal velo- e upper edge of the boundary layer

city in the boundary layer i-l,i,i+1,j grid point location
V nondimensional boundary layer l,C,,r partial derivetive with respect

normal volocity to the indicated variable
nondimensional velocity vector w wallco upstream undisturbed location

v nondimensional normal velocity R reference
in the boundary layer

v stretched normal velocity Superscripts
x nondimensional Cartesian coord. dimensional quantity
y nondimensional Cartesian coord. time level t:
aLevy-Lees variable n time level tn
0.. pressure gradient parameter n+1 time level tn+1

Os compressible pressure gradient
parameters
specific heat ratio

6 displacement thickness

I.I _ _ _ _ ___-__ __
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I INTRODUCTION

The design of high performance turbomachineries requires a good knowledge of the
cascade flow field; reliable algorithms must therefore be developed for solving complex

flow fields including separation effects.
The aim of present work is the dvelopment of a second order accurate numerical sche-

me for the solution of the interacting boundary layer equations applied to supersonic
flow past a family of flat plate/wedge type configurations. The interacting boundary

layer equations are particularly suitable for studying flow problems where strong invi-

scid-viscous flow interaction occurs, due to rapid boundary layer growth and to the
failure of the classical boundary layer theory whenever flow separation is present.

The approach here used first employs conformal coordinates to map the body geometry to
a flat wall and uses boundary layer scale laws to identify the principal terms of the
compressible counterpart of the Navier-Stokes equations in primary variable form. Levy-
Lees type variables are used for capturing self-similar solution, wherever it might
occur and a coordinate transformation is made to reduce the infinity flow region to a
unit square. The inviscid flow is supposed to be an isentropic one over the displace-
ment body, that is, over the surface obtained adding to the original geometry the

displacement thickness, with the local properties obtained from linear theory. The
nature of the problem is no more an initial value one /1/, as for the classical boundary
layer equations, because the momentum equations assumes the form /2/

Fxx dy + F = G (, y)
xx yy

These equations, very similar to the classical elliptic partial differential equa-
tion, require, therefore, also a downstream boundary condition. In order to solve the
governing equations a fictitious time derivative of the displacement thickness is intro-
duced in the momentum equation. The relaxation technique used to solve this equation
is very similar to the alternating direction implicit method (A.D.I.) proposed by Werle

and Vatsa /2/. Results of non separating flow over the compression corner family repre-
sented in figure 1, are presented for M. = 3, for adiabatic and cold wall conditions
and compared with those obtained with classical boundary layer equations.

All the calculations have been performed by an I.B.M. 370/158 computer.

II GOVERNING EQUATIONS

11.1 Geometry

The flow past a compression corner is transformed into a stagnation point flow
using the following conformal transformation /3,4,5/:

z = ( / B + 1) (1 - 8, / 2) (1)

where z = y + ix (physical plane) (1a)

= n + it (conformal plane) (Ib)

where x, y and z have been nondimensionalized by the characteristic length Z of the
flat plate preceding the compression corner (see figure 1).0. is the incompressible
Falkner Skan pressure gradient parameter /6/, related to the semivertex angle of the
compression wedge 6 trough the relation

8. 26/ 1 (2)

74
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The parameter B is defined as:

( 2 - ®)2/(2 - 0m) (3)

The scale factors for trasformation (1) are the same for both the and r coordi-

nates and are given /4,5/ as:

h = h = h2 = ___+_n2(4)1{ 2 2+n2)2+2B (n2_&2) +B2 } 2

The use of and n variables allows the study of flow past any of the family of

bodies formed by any line of constant n, denoted as nb (see figure 1).

11.2 Conservation laws: the Navier-Stokes equations.

The nondimensional goVerning steady flow equations of a viscous, compressible,

heat conducting fluid are /7/:

Continuity:

V'(P ) 0 (5)

Momentum:

i Vp + 1 VT(6)
p Re p

Energy:

p(VV) T - (V.V)p = - _ V(I VT) + r(T:VV) (7)

In these equations the velocities have been nondimensionalised by Ui' =U-' the
lengths by L.. = , the pressure by p := the density by j = ', the temperature

by T "= /c,.the viscosity by, which is the viscosity evaluated at the reference
temperature T"'And finally the stress tensor components by tj ' = C . The Reynolds

number Re and the Prandtl number Pr are defined as:

Re= R Pr = R:c / p

The gaL is assumed to be air with constaht specific heats and constant Prandtl num-
ber, with the perfect gas law:

State equation:

p = p R T (8)

The last equation iz the vi.cosity law:
Viscosity law:

= p(T) (9)

11.3 The boundary layer approximation.

Boundary layer like equations similar to the classical ones of Prandtl and Van
Dyke /8/ are still valid in case of separated supersonic flow, as shown by Stewartson
and Williams /9/; no new viscous terms over those included in the classical boundary

layor equations are therefore contained in the interacting ones. To obain these equa-
tions the followings boundary layer scaling laws are introduced in the conformal plane
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/10/:
c 1/Re 12  n= nb + cn v = e (10a,b~c)

The scale factor h becomes:
rlb  B~q3 + B,"b + 2rl

h = b n B(nb nO( 2 (11)
hb +[ 2~ 2 '4 4 2 2 2 2 2-1+ ~ }(1

T+b C +?Ib +2  rb+2Bn b 
2B +B

where h b is the scale factor at the surface (n :n b ) .The application of the scaling

laws to the governing equations gives:

Continuity:

a(h + 2- (hbP ) (12)
.C_ (bpu) an = 0

Longitudinal Momentum:

uu +u =-- + (PCu ) (13)
P Phb an

Normal Momentum:

= (14)

nEnergy:

puT + pvT- up ~ -(aT) + I. UZ 15
~-p= Phb an h b n

Equation (14) shows that the pressure p is only function of , and therefore equal

to the inviscid pressure pe' evaluated along the surface of the displacement body /2,11/.

The expression of p is obtained from the inviscid nondimensional longitudinal momentum

equation:
P = e Ue u (16):& Pe e

Boundary conditions

At n = Tb the classical no slip and zero injection conditions are used:

u = 0 ; v = 0 (17a,b)

and the wall temperature is imposed:

T = Tw () (17c)

The asymptotic boundary condition for n 4c= are:

u P ue ; T + Te (17d,e)

11.4 Boundary layer equations in transformed variables.

The boundary layer equations given before are here recast using the Levy-Lees

variables /12/. Thus defining:

F u/ue ; 6 = T/Te  ; g = (2e+ A F2)/(2 + A) (18abc)

h g a = ue hb io p d,//2 (18d,e)

1 1 a4 V i aa F (18f)pb vlr4 ac
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the governing equations (12) through (15) become:

Continuity

F + Va + 2 F = 0 (19)

Longitudinal momentum

ora (tF) - VFa + 0(e.-F') - 24FP = 0 
(20a)

(IF + 2 - VF - 2CFF; = 0 (20b)

Static temperature energy equation

2

0 ( 6 ) - Ve + F -2 = 0 (21a)

or

Total temperature energy_equatio

(92A a {( -1) FF }_ Vg - 2 Fg4 = 0 (21b)
T~ Pr a 2+ a Pr '1 a

where A,O and 81are obtained from the local inviscid flow as:

r ; e ==- (22a,b,c)
Te Ue d ; 1 2

The viscosity parameter £is defined by:

I = up_ (23a)

Ie Pe

If V is expressed by the Sutherland law /13/,k becomes:

£ -'C e1/2  where c = 19 8 .6/Te  (23b,c)

Te beeing the dimensional inviscid temperature.
The assumption of linear theory for U=P(T) give3:

I__ _ _ (23d)

Boundary conditions Tw

At a = 0 F 0 ; V = 0 ; ew T T or g =gw or g = 2- (24E,b,c,d,e)

As a F I ; e - I or g -1 (24f,g)

The introduction of the total energy g in the governing equations is convenient because,

for the particular case with Pr=1, k=1 and gw=l, g is identically unity everywhere (adia-

batic flow) and the governing equations are reduced to the simpler incompressible ones.

11.5 Inviscid-viscous interaction model
For present purposes the inviscid properties ue ,Tee, Pe are obtained using the

earized theory applied to the displacement body. According to this theory the inviscid

,elocity parallel ti the body is given by /5/: !

u 1 I where + CL-- (25a,b)e VI _1s ds

The expression of the slope of the body 19 is given in Reference 5.
S

The displacement thickness appearing in equation (25b) has the following expression:
6 = $ (1- Ou ) dN (26)

o Peue

which using the Levy-Lees variables becomes:

6 = Uh o{(2+A)g - AF2 - 2F) h d (27)2u e hbPeO
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Using equations (25a,b) the driving function becomes:

1 K + d (1 d ) ) where Kp = (2+A)_ I (28a,b)

~Kp~d de e - /M-T_

The interaction law introduc9s in the governing equations, tLrough the driving function

$ ,a term proportional to V6 proportional to! -i d ) that changes the paral-olic

nature of the boundary layeequations in elliptic. Pisides the upstream condition at

the leading edge is therefore required also a downstream boundary condition.

III NUMERICAL METHOD

III.1 General statement

The numerical technique used to solve the governing equations is very similar to

the alternating direction implicit (A.D.I.) /14/ proposed by Werle and Watsa /2,4/. Ac-

cording to them a fictitious time dependent derivative for the dislacement thickness 3
-

it
is added to the momentum equation, which is relaxed in time until a steady state solution
is obtained. The numerical technique used consists of two time steps (0: and n+1 sweeps).

111.2 Solution of the :sweep equations

a) Governing equations

The governing equations written at time t =tn+At/2 are:

Continuity

F + V + 2 F'= 0 (29)

Longitudinal momentum

a; n. 2 nnS(::F:) - ::F:: + (F. _g K +C +n  2 n -n dIF"F- =0
aa a- cc P + hb 2- (30)

Energy equation

g "  2An  {yI:(l -I) F:F -V N - 2 F gt = 0 (31)
DaP 2+An 3ai-- FFr a

The second order accuracy in theg direction is achieved by writing the equations at the
central longitudinal station /5/ (see figure 2), according to the Crank Nicolson techni-

que. Finite difference representation of the governing equations are obtained as follows:

Longitudinal momentum
The equation is written at point Pci (see figure 2). Central differences are used to

represent a derivatives. The non linear terms are quasilinearized according to the scheme:

Ac Bc = Ai_1 Bc + Ac Bi_1 - Ai_1 BiI + O(A 
2) (32a)

where Ac and Bc at the center of the interval are expressed as the average of the two

extreme values. The non linear terms of the momentum equation become therefore:

(V c,j = CR (Vij F:: + Vi11 ,j F ) - (2CR-i) Vi_1, j Fai (32b) ra ai-l_,j ai,j _i-,j

F 2 CR FiN F (2CR-I) Fi.2 (32c)

F F= (F + F: ) (j(32d)
Fi1,j A

having expressed the longitudinal derivative F with a central difference about point

P For the self similar solution (solution a ' he 'tarting longitudinal station)the
Crank Nicolson parameter CR is set to I and the the term F"FUis dropped; for all the
other stations on the surface CR =1/2 . The terms a2 n/3&2 'an/a& and p (that contains

derivatives) can be expressed as central differences with the known values of the old

time tin. Backward difference is used to represent 3(03t. The final finite difference form
of the momentum equation is:

F + 2W F + W F + W V: (33)
I Fi,j 2 3V iJ+1 4 " i j W

!.
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where 12 1 2 ( 6 ) and (5 =W 5 ( 6 ) (33a,b)

Continuity equation

The continuity equation is written at point Qcj-1 (see figure 2) as:
F~ , 1~- -1 ' ) + (34)

ijl 6j j F i, j- i7j

In this way it is possible to couple directly this equation to the momentum one and sol-

ve d'. .ctly the set of equations by the Davis coupled scheme /12,5/, i.e.:

F::j =R Fji~_ jIS :: + (35)

with the following boundary conditions:

F (CIO) = 0 ; F::(C,=) = I ; V::(C,0) = 0 (35a,b,c)

Energy equation

This equation, written at point Pc'j is considered already linearized because it is sol-
'j I ,°~ n : y xrsigec

ved using the most currently estimated values of Fi. i and .By expressing each

variable at the center of two longitudinal stations as seen before for the momentum equa-

tion, the energy equation assumes the form:

W8j gi,j-1 +  9j gi,j + W10j gij+l = WIll (36)

with the boundary conditions
g9 (C ,O ) 2= g- .9g " ,- ) = (37a ,b )

This is again a set of tridiagonal equations which are then solved by means of the Thomas

algorithm:

= R g",j-1 + Tj (38)

b) Solution technique

The complete solution algorithm in each longitudinal station at the ::sweep is iterative

and follows this scheme:

bl - is guessed.

b2 - V , I F, and Z': are guessed.

b3 - The energy equation is solved.

b4 - The continuity and momentum equations are solved together.

The steps b3 and b4 are repeated until the required convergence is achieved.

b5 - 67 is calculated and compared with the value guessed at step bl; if the convergen-

ce has not been reached all the algorithm is repeated using the Regula Falsi method

/14/ for guessing the new value of 6:.

111.3 Solution of the n+1 sweep equations 3:In order to proceed with the solution technique from t to t n=t+At/2 the mo-

mentum equation is written at the wall by expressing the term a6h+1/at as backward dF.-

rivative,in the following way:

Sde n I 26n+ 8 .
n +
l d I n1_6

(F )-g' K g{ +  ( )} + g  6n0 (39)
3c OL p 'p - 9K w hbUg3h b w A

Rearranging:

2 326n+I + 6n+1 d ( + 6n+I (39a)
hb B 2  H b 12 w33

where

w 12  2 (39b)12 =  At Kn

p(£:F) n dO s

3a p =A 2n 6tK (39c)
13 eKnEKn Aten

Kp 9WP
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In equation (39) the coefficient K is evalueted at time n instead of :: /2/ in order toP
obtain a simpler expression for the coefficient w,3 In fact frorm equation (30) evalue-

ted at the wall it is possible to obtain:

2 n n
6 d 1l , 2 (6n-26) (40)

1 hb t h b + At Ks n

p

Note that at convergence Kn=kC and the results will obviously concide.
Cetrl ifeenes pp 2.n+1 2 n+1

Central differences approximations are used for a 6 /E and for 96 /at in equation

(39a) . The final difference equation has the following tridiagonal form:

n+1 n+1 n+1 (41)
14 i  0i_ + 15i  

6 i 16 6 +1 = 17i

that can be solved with the Thomas algorithm seen before.

An upstream andadownstream boundary condition must be applied to equation (41). At the

first station of integration the self similar solution must be imposed and therefore che

upstream boundary condition is the value of the displacement thickness corresponding to

the self similar solution. Downstream the boundary layer should asymptotically approach

the constant pressure gradient self similar state, analytically expressed by setting:

n+1
= 0 at =max(42)

IV RESULTS

The compression corner of figure 1 characterized by different wedge angles(from

0 to 6) , by nb=0.02 and nb=0 .06 , has been considered in the present numerical study

for supersonic flow at M.=3. The coordinate transformations in the eand directions are

taken as a=10a for a from 0 to 1 and start+ "(max-start ) f c from 0 to 1,
Estart beeing the conformal coordinate of the first station and max that of the last one.

tstart cannot be taken at the leading edge of the compression corner because the small

perturbation theory is not valid near the stagnation point.Estart has been taken in a

quasi-flat plate region so that the local similarity concept could be used to obtain a

reliable and accurate starting solution. The corrisponding value of the driving function

haz been taken from the pressure gradient distribution calculated along the displacement

body, that is along the body obtained as the sum of the physical surface and the displa-

cement thickness( computed with the classical boundary layer equations). This distribu-

tion, as already shown by Fortunato and Werle /5/ for the non interacting case, has a lo-

calized region of rapid drop near the leading edge and then a quasi-flat Xegion around

=0.7, that has been taken therefore as starting longitudinal coordinate value.gmax has

been taken equal to 2.7.

Figures 3,4 and 5 refer to the adiabatic wall compression corner, characterized by

nb=0.02 and 6.-0. Figure 3 shows the influence of the initial guessed profile of the dis-

placement thickness 6: the broken line refers to an initial non interacting boundary lay-

er profile, while the solid line to the 6 distribution proportional to the longitudinal

conformal coordinate . It is evident in figure 3 that both the displacements converge

to the final interacting solution in a few iterations, thus indicating that the initil

solution does not influence sensibly the number of iterations. Figure 4 shows the time

behaviour of 6 and 6n+1; it is clear that only 5 or 6 iterations are necessary for the

convergence of both the displacement thicknesses and that this number is practically in-

dipendent of the longitudinal station. In figure 5 the displacement thickness values for

different time steps are plotted versus the iterations number; the figure shows that, at

least in the time step range analyzed here, the time step does not influence the number

of iterations necessary to reach the convergence; in fact the results are practically

identical already after 4 iterations. The influence of the downstream boundary position

has been assessed changing the last station coordinate from 2.7 to 3.7; no difference has

. - - been noted in the solution and in the number of time iterations necessary to reach the
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convergence.

Figures 6,7 and 8 show the inviscid pressure and pressure gradient and the wall shear

stress distributions for the non interacting boundary layer case respectively, for adia-
batic wall with .b=0 .06 and various semivertex angles. Figures 9.10 and 11 show the same
parameters calculated with the interacting boundary layer equations for the same geome-

tries. It is interesting to note that for the cases in which the classical boundary lay-
er equations do not encounter the separation singularity the results are very close to

those found by solving the interacting equations. For greater angles the classical boun-
dary layer equations encounter the separation singularity near the wedge of the compres-
sion corner ( =1.4), whilst the interacting boundary layer equations indicate that in-

teraction smoothes the pressure gradient so that the flow is still attached.
All the adiabatic cases considered so far require less computation time than the cor-

responding cold wall cases; in fact for adiabatic flow conditions, with t=1 and Pr=1,

the energy equation can be totally eliminated. The computer time required for solving

the adiabatic interacting boundary layer equations with 81x26 grid points( 13 iterations
in time) is about 4 C.P.U. minuts of an I.B.M. 370/158 computer.

The last case studied here is the cold wall (Tw/ToW=0.5) compression corner with the

same geometry as before. Only two inner iterations in the iterative solution of the sy-

stem of continuity, momentum and energy equations are necessary to achieve the second
order accuracy in space, as shown by Fortunato and Werle /5/. Therefore the present re-

sults have been given in figures 12 ,13 ,14 • It is possible to note that the cold wall
condition allows greater angles without the occurrence of separation. The computer ti-

me required for solving one cold wall case (9 iterations in time) with 41x26 grid points

is about 10 C.P.U. minuts.

V Conclusion and recomandations

A second order accurate numerical method for solving the interacting boundary layer

equations has been presented and results for non separating cases (adiabatic and cold

wall) have been obtained. 1
Interaction effects have been shown to eliminate separation for cases in which clas-

sical boundary layer theory fails.
A logical extension of the present work is the study of separation; the solution al-

gorithm is the same with some small modifications, as the upwind derivative concept.

A refinement of the algorithm could finally be sought in order to improve the effi-

ciency and reduce computer time.
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CALCUL DE L'INTERACTION DE CHOC/COUCHE LIMITE
& AVEC DEUOLLEMENT

COMPUTATION OF THE SHOCK-WAVE BOUNVARY LAYER
INTERACTION WITH FLOWA SEPARATION

Ardonceau P. ,Aiziary Th. Aymer D.

Centre d'Etudes A6rodynamiques et Thermniques
43Red iA6rodrome

86000 Poitiers, France

RESMC eqainetuiidP1 ~rr 'cue~tipri 'olmn Iel

Une nouvelle m~thode de calcul de i'interaction onde de choc-couche limite est prdsentde. Le

Les6qatinsde couche limite sont rfisolues en diffdrences finies et is question de 1'exis-
tence et. de l'unicitg de ld solution est envisag~e pour le problame direct (pression impos~e) ou inverse

rations relatives au couplage visqueux-non viscque'ix, is quantit.6 peueS est choisie conmme variable de
raccordement.

L'algorithme de couplage prisent6 traite implicitement !a condition limite aval n~cessaire
pour 'rmer correctement le problame de ia couche limite en interaction. L'algorithme utilise une tech-
nique de lingarisation de Newton qui permet une convergence rapide. Un exemple d'appiication eat donng.

A new me}tod to compute the 4woc waue-boundwty taya' -inte'utction ;,6 p'ae~ented. The boundoAy
Ieayek concep~t i6 u~ed to de6cibe the vizcou6 6tow nevA the waU and the outeh. in-L~cd 6tow i6 caecutaWed
by a pu6wte-twtnintg tetaion (tangent wedge o& tinea,%ized -supeAuonZc) 6o'%. '3,.mpicdy.

The boundaky tayeA equatina eAe zotved iZn djnde d.Ldde.~ence do~m and the queztion o6 the
ex-Ltence and un~ecity o6 the 4oton i6 examined 6o,% the diu~c~t (p'Le6,une iunpohed) o,% invue~~e (dizptce-
ment thickne~z, A'uktion coedd.cent... .bnpozed) p'wbeem. F~om the adoa~ementioned ano.ty,6zs togethe4 with
v~=-nv~i matching con 4emiw.ton a pa~tZcuta& choice i,6 made 6oL the matching vapiiabte (peuS*).

An atgo&Zthm i.6 p~e~ented to conve~ge the moatched 6otution which i&ptcitety -Lnc~ude.6 the
downtAeam condition necezzaty to cto.6e the inte'uncting bounda~y .a yeA puwbtem. The atgotithm nzake.6 u.6e
o6 a Newton £ neavz.Zzatin technique which iL6 6hown to p'tovide a 6a~t conv'e/gence. A typicaC exampte i.6
ptueented.

NOTATIONS

Cf p coefficient de frottement
~PU

D fonction d'amortissement

F fonction de m6iange amont/aval

K coefficient d'expansi,n du mailiage

P pression externe

P, nombre de Prandti - C/

PrT no-ibre de Prandtl titrbuient
R densiti externe

Re nombre de Reynolds - p.UXc/lj.
S fonction de sensibilii (couplage)

U vitesse longitudinale externe ou discr~tis~e

V vitesse verticale externe ou discrfitis~e

X coordonn6e discrgtisge

Y ctoordonn~e Lransformie y,'e ou discr~tisfie

* Attachg de Recherches, Centre National de is Recherche Scientifique
** Professetir, Universit6 de Poitiers

**Attachgd ie Recherches, Direction des Recherches Etudes et Techniques i
f _____ S -
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h enthalpie statique 1
z. longueur de m~lange
p pression interne

u vitesse longitudinale interne

v vitesse verticale interne

X coordonnEes
y

Y Ce/C, ou fonction d'intermittence
6 6paisseur de couche limitet

*1' -. * Epaisseur de d~placement

Re ou viscositEi turbulente

T coe'Aicient de frottement V T
O angle des lignes de courant

11 viszositd dynamique

w coe.ficient de relaxation

ABCDE coefficients matriciels

cay6 £

Indices

I num~rotation verticale du maillage
3 numg,-otation longitudinale du maillage
T tota~e
c charni~re
e variable externe
i variable interne ou incompressible
k indice d'jtfiration
0 valeur externe

w valeur A la paroi
valeur A l'infini

1. INTRODUCTION

Diverses m~thodes ont ErE proposges pour le calcul de l'interaction onde de choc/couche limite.
Les plus anciennes basdes sur la r~solution des Equations intdgrales de couche limite sont encare couram-
ment utilis~es, maigrfi leur caractare approximatif, du fait de leur rapiditS {1, 2, 3). Plus r~ceuiment
sont apparues des m~thodes toujours basfies sur la notion de couche limite mais rfisolues cette fois en
diff~rences finies (4, 5), puis une solution des Equations de Navier Stokes complate est devenue pos"'ile
grace A l'utilisatjon ie moyens de calculs puissants et d'algorithmes efficaces {6, 7).

La m~thode de calcul pr~sent~e o'ns cet article a pour objectif princii.-l d'6tudier l'influ-
ence des mod~les de turbulence sur la qualitE des prfivisions. Son application A des 6coulements tridi-
mensionnels est aussi envisagge. Ces deux objectifs paraissent pour 11ntn difficilement compatibias
avec une r~solution directe des fiquations de Navier-Stokes qui semble a la limite des moyens actuels de
calcul, au momns pour des maillages assez serr~s. D'autre part, les mfithodes int~grales, dont l'effica-
citE eat bien ddmontr~e, nicessitent un apport semi-empirique en plus de la modglisation de Ia turbulence
et par cons~quent il est difficile de tirer des conclusions sur la modglisation de la turbulence elle-mgne.
La m~thode choisie est de type couche limite mais r~solue par diff~rences finies, le caractare approchE
r~sident alors seulement dans l'approximation de couche limite elle-meme.

L'fitude de la modglisation de Ia turbulence dans l'interaction onde de choc/couche limite a
fait l'objet d'un travail exp~rimental (8) mais le calcul pr~sentg est pour l'instant limit6 a un modgle
de turbulence alg~brique classique, un effort important ayant fit6 accordE A l'optimisation du calcul de
couche limite et de l'algorithme de couplage.

Dans le premier paragraphe on rappelle brigvement le Principe de Ilapproche couche limite qui
d~coule du comportement des Equations de Naviet -Stokes aux grands nombres de Reynolds. Les divers modes
de raccordement entre Ia couche limite et l'Scoulement externe sont envisaggs (A la paroi, en 6* en 6).

Le second paragraphe est consacrE au calcul de la couche limite et en premier lieu au choix
du mode de calcul, "direct" ou "inverse", et donc de Ia condition limite imposge a la couche limite. Cette
Etude, purement numfirique, montre l'importance du choix de cette condition sur l'existence et l'unicitS

de la solution locale des Equations de couche limits, en particulier au d~collement.
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L'analyse num6rique du programme de calcul de couche limite est pr6sentce dans le paragraphe
suivant. La m6thode d'int6gration de la r6gion d6coll6e est 6galement d6crite ainsi que le mod~le de

turbulence alg6brique utilise.

Le quatriame paragraphe est enti~rement consacrd A l'algorithme de couplage entre la couche
limite et l'6coulement ext~rieur. Une m6thode originale a 6t6 d~velopp6e. 11 a 6t d6montrd {9) que
pour 6tre "bien pose" le problame de couche limite en intgraction forte nficessite une condition limite
aval. L'aigoritbme d~vtlopp6 traite implicitement cette condition aval et optimise en m~ne cemps le
processus it~ratif de couplage.

dcoulement suesoiu es rsng e opri avec les r6sultats ex~ietu eLAW {10) en de
divers calcuis publigs a ce jour {5, 6, 7). La prevision des distributions de pression parigtale et de
Cf pr6sente des divergences sensibles avec des r6suitats obtenus par m~thode de Navier-Stokes, en parti-
culier au niveau de la pression "plateau". 11 no semble pas encore possible d'attribuer ces divergences
au mod~le de turbulence utilisd, a l'amdlioration du maillage par rapport aux m6thodes de Navier-Stokts,
ou a l'approximation de couche limite.

II. CONlDITIONS DE RACCORDEMENT ENTRE LA COUCHE LIZIITE ET L'ECOULEMENT EXTERNE

La m6thode de calcul pr6sentge dans cet article est de type couche limite, c'est-A-dire que,
V'on admet implicitement que les effets visqueux contenus dans lea 6quations de Navier-Stokes sont confi-
n6s dans une petite rigion proche de la paroi a l'ext~rieur de laquelle le fluide peut 6tre correctement
d~icrit par lea iquations d'Euler. Cette structure des couches visqueuses A des nombres de Reynolds 6lev~s
est observ~e exp~rimentalement depuis tr~s longtemps mais une fotmulation math~matique rationneile du
comportement des 6quations de Navier-Stokes lorsque Re +n's 6t6 pubi~e que beaucoup plus tardivement
(11, 12).

La m~thode des d6veloppements asymptotiques raccordis consiste A chercher une, solution r~gu-
liare au voisinage de e - 0, e - R-112  carsct6risant les effets visqueux. On recherche donc une solution
interne valide au voisinage de la paro)i et une solution externe valide partout ailleurs. Les d6veloppe-
ments asymptotiques externes:I

U(X,y,C) - Ul(X,Y) + CU2(X:y) + 0(W)
V(XIYIC) = VI(X,y) + CV2(X Y) + 0(C 2)()
R(x,y,t) - RI(x,y) + cR2(X,y) + 0(C 2)
P(XIyIC) - P1(X,y) + CP2(X,Y) + 0(C 2)

sont introduits dans les 6quations de Navier-Stokes et fournissent au premier ordre les 6quations d'Euler,
et au deuxi~me ordre une forme de petites perturbations des 6quations d'Euler.

Les d6veloppements limitis valides au voisinage de y - 0 sont introduits de la meme msniare
spras une transformation de ls variable normale A la paroi !Gfinie par

= y/e (2)

u(x,y,C) -u 1(x,Y) + cu2 (x,Y) + OWe)

p(x,y,c) - p1 j(x,Y) + C p2 (X,Y) + 0(C) u.
p(x,y,e) - pj(x,Y) + ep2(x,Y) + 0(t2 )

(!a farme particuliare du d~veloppement de v est imposfie par i'~quation de continuit6).

L'injection de ces d6veloppements dans les 6quations de Navier-Stokes fait apparattre au pre-
mier ordre les 6quat ions de couche limite de Prandtl qui apparaissent donc comme une approximation A
l'ordre I des 6quations de Navier-Stokes et au deuxiame ordre une forme de petite perturbation des fiqua-
tions de Prandtl (en l'absence de courbure).

11.2. Relations de couplage

Les conditions de raccordement entre is solution interne et la solution externe fournissent
lea relations de couplage aux divers ordres d'approximation {12, 13). Lorsqu'il s'agit d'une interaction
"faible" la solution externe d'ordre I peut itre calculge en utilisant la condition de glissement a la
paroi (V(x,O) - 0). La solution interne est ensuite calcul~e puis Ia solution externe d'ordre 2 et ainsi
de suite suivant le principe de la higrarchie de la solution externe (fig. 1).

Ce processus tombe en d~faut lorsque des chocs apparaissent dens la solution externe d'ordre I
(dP/dx + -o) ou un dicollement dans la couche limite d'ordre 1 (d26*/dx2 _ ). Ce Lype de singularitg

peut 6tre 6vitfi en considgrant simultangment les effets d'ordre 1 et 2 a 1'extfirieur avec la couchej
limite d'ordre I (fig. 2). Cette m~thode de coupisge relative aux interactions "fortes" fournit la
relation de raccordement sur V

V*(x,O) - hint (v1(x,Y) - Y 2V*(x,O)) + 0(e2) (4)

oaVd~signe ha solution externe d'ordre I et 2 d~finie per V =V 1+eV2

connue En utilisant 1l'Equation de continuitfi a relation (3) peut are icrite sous la forme bien131

RV(x,O) L (RU(x,O) *6)R - densitfi dans l'6coulement externe()dx 4 -
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Si V'on cherche a icrire cette relation A y =6* par tin d6veloppement limite au voisinage de y a0

RV(x,6*) RV(x,O) + 6 * aRV (x,O) +..

et en appliquant 1'6quation de continuit6 Is relation de coupage s'gcrit
RV(x,6* -RU(x,O) * d6*

soit en approximant RU(x,6 )par RU(x,O)

RV(x,6)- RU(x,*)* d6*

ou( )y=5 d6 TX 
(6)

On petit de la mgme maniare obtenir une relation de couplage en y -6 {14}.

ligne de courant pour l'6coulement extfirieur. Par contre dans le couplage en paroi, is couche limite
joue le r6le d'une distribution de sources placdes A Ia surface {12} et ii y a par consdquent fichange de
fluide entre is couche limite et l'gcoulement ext~rieur (fig. 3). Cette perm6Pabilit6 de is .ouche limite
pose un probime de raccordement lorsque le fluide externe ne vfirifie pas la condition isentropique vala-
ble A l'ext~rieur de ia couche limite. Cette incohfirence ne semble pas cependant remettre en cause Is
procddure puisque des conditions de raccordement suppi~mentaires peuvent Etre fournies par l'Stude du
raccordement de la couche limite du second ordre (26).

Une difficuitSi associ~e A la notion de surface de d~piacement et donc aui couplage en 6* est
le comportement supersonique de is couche limit: ati-delA d'un nombre de~ Mach de l'ordre de 1.4 pour une
couche limite turbuiente (15). La couche limits raccordfie A i'Sicoulement externe en 6* ne permet pas alors
Is naissance du ph6nomane d'atito-induction et les solutions de branchesient correspondant a l'interaction
forte n'apparaissent pas. La technique courashnent utilisge consiste A appliquer A l~a couche limite tine
discontinuitg (jump supercritique-subczitique) pour dfivelopper des solutions d'interactio' forte. Le
caractare empirique de cette mfithodc peut 9tre fivitg en prolongeant i'6couiement externe A la paroi.
LE BALLEUR {16) a montrfi que le couplage en paroi, qui d6coule directement de la mfithode des dfiveloppe-
ments asymptotiques raccord~s, garantit, au momns dans tine plage 6tendue de nombres de Mach, 1e compor-
tement subcritique de is couche limite en interaction. Maigrfi ies difficult~s lies A ia perm~abilit6
de Is couche limite, ce type de couplage a 6tg pr~fdr6 pour Aviter le recours A ia technique du "jiump".

111. CALCIJL DE LA COUCIE LIMITE

111.I. Introduction

Parmi les probi~mes ligs aui calcul de ia couche linite soumise A de forts gradients, on pet
citer ceiui de is mod~lisation de "a turbulence d'une part et d'autre part le caicul du dficoilement qui
implique tine modification du mode d'intfigration, is couch: limite n'ayant pius dans ce cas le caractare
purement parabolique d'une couche linite attachfie.

Par opposition aux m~thodes de calcul dites "directes" dans lesquelies le gradient de pression
est inposfi ai couche limite {17) sont apparues des m~thodes "inverses" (18, 19) le gradient de pression
6tant siors le r~sultvt de i'int~gration des 6quations avec tine condition limite externe telie que i'Epais-
seur de d~piacement 6' oti le coefficient de frottement parifital Cf. Le choix de is condition externe a
prescrire est important et is questio'n de i'existence et de i'tiniciti a: la solution du probiame de couche
limite doit Ztre envisagge pour les difffirents modes d'int~gration.

111.2. Choix de is condition linite

Lors des it~rations dc coupiage entre ia couche limite, on eat amen6 A imposer des conditions
"1non physiques" A is couche limite et le probiame se pose de savoir si A une abscisse donn~e Xj+I le pro-
bl~me de Is couche linite a tine ;tune seule solution pour to'ite valeur de Is condition imposfie. Af in de
r~pondre A cette question is proc~dure suivante a 6t6 mise en oeuvre isl couche limite est calculge jus-
qu'A i'abscisse Xj et aui point Xj. 1 on fait varier ia condition imposfie {10}. L16tat de is couche limit:
au point J conditionne en partie le r~suitat et le calcul a kt6 reproduit pour difffirentes situations
(couche unmite accElfir~e, ralentie oti a gradient de pression nul jusqu'l Xj). Pour conna~tre le compor-
tement de ia solution, dficoilement inclus, le calcul cat effectug soit en mfithode inverse (6* prescrit)
iorsque i'6couiemenc est dficoliE soit en m~tbode directe loraque i'Eicoulement ast attachE.

Les termes de convectig Pu du/ax et Pu Whax sont n~gliggs iorsque is couche unmite est
dicoile af in de prfiserver Is stab . _V6 du caicul. (Approximation suggfirge par Fiugge Lotz et Reyhner
(21)). Le r~sultat prfisentE fig. 4 eat relatif A tine couche limite turbulente "supercritique" (M - 2.96).
La proc~dure de calcul est Id mime que ceile dficrite aui paragraphe 111.3.

En abscisse E't port6 le rapport p(Xj+,)/P(Xi) et en fonction de cette variable eat repr~sen-
t~e la variation du Cf, de 6* et Peue 6 , et de Peve c'est 5 dire le flux de masse qui entre oti sort de5
la couche linite.

La premigre constatation eat i'existence d'un rapport de pression maximal entre lea points J

ment naissant d~passi, Is prigion-diinue lfigarement lor,;qoe Is couche limite est pius dficollde. Ce

ritatIerf qe i::immcrr:po:a trossti~r~ntal dcem is couch : iie qaiiaient du ois et d one{ _ __ __ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___K
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1:/ le problame direct (grad p imposfi) n'a pas toujours de solution
2 / au voisinage du dicollement il existe une solution double

Ainsi le problime de Ia singularit6 au dicollement peut itre facilement relifi A un problame
d'existence et d'unicit6 de la solution et l'utilisation de mfithodes directes pour calculer des couches
linites d~coliges paralt assez dangereuse.

Si V'on consid~re maintenant le Cf comme variable imposge a la couche limite on observe que
le Cf dicrot de maniare monotone jusqu'au d~collement et qu'en ce point La d~riv~e dCf(J+I)/dp(J+1) est
infinie. Dans le domaine d~collfi le Cf pr~sente une d6croissance monotone jusquIA une valeur limite in-

f~rieure et ensuite augmente ligarement. Notons que, rechercher une solution par m~thode inverse consiate

lement eat facilement franchissable A Cf prescrit mais que la encore un problame d'existence et d'unicit6
se pose pour de forts d~collements.

La variable Peve est indiqufie mais vu l'allure de la courbe Peve(J+1) -f(p(J+l)) qui pr~sente
Presque un point de rebroussement, l'emploi de Peve corme variable eat a proscrire absolument.

Reatent lea deux variables bas~eq sur l'6paisseur de d~placement 6* et le produit Peue 6*. (Fig.
4). La pente nfigative de Ia courbe 6*(J+I) -f(p(J+I)) eat symptomatique d'un 6coulement supercritique.

En effet, une couche limite supercritique est caractgris~e par son inaptitude 5 g~n6rer son
propre gradient dexpession (22). Si une perturbation externe entraine unc augmentation de l'Spaisseur de
dlacement soit d6 /dx > 0, le gradient de pression correspondant eat n~gatif (grad p<O). Ceci conduit a
dnamrispmn de la pression initiale et la solution couplde ne se branche pas sur des solutions de

forte interaction {22).

Notons n~anmoina qu'au-dela d'une certaine compression la dfirivge d6 *(J+I)/dp(J+I) redevient
positive et lea techniques de "jump" consistent a passer artificiellement de la branche aupercritique A
Ia branche aubcritique (11.2).

En ce qui concerne le calcul de couche limite proprement dit il n'a pas fit6 possible de cal-
culer la couche limite A 6* preacrit dana la branche subcritique et de plus un tel calcul serait sujet A
caution gtant donn6 l'existence d'une solution double. Par contre dans Ia branche plus verticale (d~col-
lement naissant et dficollement franc) le calcul A 6* prescrit ne pose pas de problame, la solution existe
et eat unique meme pour de tres forts d~collements.

* tiiato de PeueX conmme variable e8L V1. av-ee car la branche aupercritique n'exiate
pas d~eue6 *+I)/dp(J+I) eat toujours positif et dana le dficollement la solution eat bien d~finie, coimme pour

Le couplage en paroi faisant intervenir (peue6*)eno6*euasiqelbenedbrch

aupercritique dana La solution locale du probl~me de couche limite, conduisent donc naturellement A utiliser
Peue6* comme quantitg A imposer A la couche limite.

111.3. Int~gration numfirique des Equations de couche limite

Le systeme d'equations A reisoudre eat le suivant

apu +aPVIpv

ayu

b/a u + -Vau a U - L a u)
ax ay a x ay Re ay

Lh +u uI a e a 3,~ h + Bu -a2
ax u v Ty ueue ax a T R eP r -a) Re B

d/I2 . 0o (7)ay

e/ f (p u -u)dy p u 6 f(x) donng
0 e e e e

P Yr-1

avec lea conditions aux limites suivantes
u(x:,O) - v(x,O) - 0 adh~rence

g/ Dy(x,O) - 0 paroi adiabatique

he + 2 hT enthalpie totale conatante A l'extgrieur I

Le modgle de turbulence Z,t est du type algi~brique et sera discutfi ulterieurement (111.5).

Les fiquations sont icrites sous forme adimensionnelle mais en variables non transformees af in
de se priter facilement A l'emploi de modales de turbuljence plus complexes que lea modalas algfibriques.
Lea variables principalas choisies sont u et h et lea term.es contenant soit p soit p sont exprimis en
fonction de h at he (enthalpia A l'extfirieur de la couche Limite). Lea fiquations sont ensuita complitoement
lindarisles et 6crites sous forme de difffirences finies du second ordre en x et y. Une formulation imphi-
cite est fividemment adoptge pour as stabiLitSi.
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La conditiort intigrale f(Peue-Pu)dy =f(x) eat traitge simultanfiment avec les 6quations de
quantit6 de mouvement aelon x et d inergie. Contrairement aux mfithodes directes Ia pression et par consfi-
quent ue sont traitdies cormme des inconnues. L'intfigration simultande des fiquations de quantit6 de mauve-

ment et d'6nergie eat imposde par Ia prfisence de p et u dana l'expression eS-

Une int~gration successive de l'fiquation de quantitE de mouvement et d'6nergie imposerait une
solution it~rative de l'Equation

a/f(Peue-pu)dy- f(x) du type (8)

bj f(Pk-Iu k- k-luk)dy - f(x) oil k dfisigne l'indice d'itgration sur lea
e e termes non lingaires

Cette proc~dure qui consiate A int~grer l'6quation de quantit6 de mouvement avec la relation
intdigrale 8b/ ne permet pas le calcul de r~gions ddcolides A des nombres de Mach 6levds car le aigne de
df(x)/dp~x,y) d~pend du nombre de Mach local M(x,y) alora que df(x)/du(x,y) eat toujours n~gatif.

La relation (8.a) eat donc risolue avec lea termes faisant intervenir u et p (donc h et be)
anus forme explicite et lindarisge compl~tement suivant le principe ((AB)' - AB+(A+-A)B+A(B+ -B)).

La structure g~n~rale de la macrice pour un prof ii donn6 eat repr~sent~e fig.5. Chaque terme
reprdaente une matrice 2*2. Le vecteur reprisentant la solution eat 6crit sous la forme

U(I)HI)~
U(2D)
H(2~)

eat tils~ep~u Ecirela eai onMtgae7/aosqe) oonerp~et 'noneUNI)=U
et H(NDIM) h

Chaque ligne est donc de la forme

(HI-1 (HI) (D(I))~ (10)I

la derniare ligne s'6crsivant

NPMIE(LIx ((lg)) (D(NDIM)) (11)

La resolution eat effectuie par un algorithme de substitution d~riv6 de l'algorithme de
THOMAS {23). Dans un premier temps, la macrice eat mise sous Ia forme pr~sentfie fig.6, ott III eat is

matrice unitEi et lea coefficients Ial IyI et (6) sont donnis par lea relationa de substitution

IyI~ - (12)

La derniare ligne eat elle-mgme r~duite par une relation de stubstitution.

NDIM
Ic(NDIM)I - IECNDIM)I - Ie(I)I*(6(I)) (13)

NDIM
(6(NDIM)) - (DCNDIM))- X Ic)*(I)

Dana un second tempa le vecteur Ieat calculi par r~solution de la matrice en conusengant par
Ia derniare ligne et en remontant. Lea termes non lingaires sont risolus pour chaque profil avant de
calculer le suivant en itfirant jusqu'a convergence. Une sous-relaxation eat n~ceasaire au momns pour lea
profils d~collfis et is valeur relaxie du vecteur X I l'itfiration k eat donnfie par

I _ k.+ ,j-

Le coefficient de relaxatiou eat choisi Egal A 0.5 ce qui correspond A une optimisation pour
l'int~jt-ation d'une couche limite comportant des profils dficollfis. La valeur de w peut 9tre priase Egale

A 0.8 ou Ct1,9 si Ia couche limita eat complAtement attachfie. Le teat de convergence eat effectul aur lea
11-..(D1) tVtiain r~~ osu
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4 k (I k M < .0001 pour tous lea I

L~e nombre moyen d'itfirations par prof ii est do Vodr de 25 pour le cas de calcul prisent6.
Ce nombre doit pouvoir 9tre nettement r~duit par l'utjljsatjon de modg1es de turbulence ne comportant pas
de termes du genre Iau/ayj ou basis sur Tce qui n' est pas sans poser des problanies lorsque rw*O (Cf.
111.5).

111.4. Integration dans Ia region d~collie

En l'absence de d~collement l'intfigration de ls couche limite dont lea quations sont de type
parabolique s'effectue dans le sens de x croissant, le rfisultat 6tant entiarenient fonction des valeurs
initiales et des conditions aux limites. Le caractare parabolique en +x est perdu dana le dicollement car

lea termes pu Wuax et Pu Whax changent de signe ce qui sutorise line influence de Ilaval vers l'amont.
Los 6quations son. encore de type parabolique dana la rgions d~collies mais dans le sens des x dicrois-
santa.

Trois solutions sont possibles pour traiter cette influence de l'aval vera l'amont

l/ l'approximation propos~e par Flugge Lotz et Reyhner
2/ 1' changement du sans d'int~gration dans la region d~collge
3! Lea balayages succeasifa de to-ate ls coucha linite en modifiant lea mol~cules de difffirences finies

dana lea rigions d~collies

a) Approximation de Flugge Lotz et Reyhner {211

Cette approximation conaiste simplement A n~gliger lea tarmes convectifa en xc loraque la vi-
tease longitudinala devient nigative. Ceci pmet de pr~aerver le caractare parabolique en +x et d'intg-
grer is couche linite en un seul balayaga en x. Lea tairnes

pu 1-u t pu 2- sont transform~s en

P(u+IuI) du
2 dx (4

P(u+Iui) dh
2 x

qui s'annulent donc loraque u<0. Cette r.fithode, tris utile pout initialiser line distribution de vitesse
dana la couche linite ou pour calculer de faiblas dficollements, pose nfianmoins des problames de convergence
pour de forts d~collements. Elle nts de plus qu'un caractare approximatif, asaez raisonnable en 6coulersent

laminaire o5 lea viteases de retour sont faiblas, besuc-oup plus contestable en turbulent ot) des viteass
de retour de NvO.2 ue sont rencon'tries.

b) Changenient du sena d'intigration dana is r~gion dicollge

La solution adopt~e par CEBECI {24) d'int~grer 1'extgrieur du bulba de V'amont vera l'aval et
le bulbe de l'avsl vera l'amont eL a'itgrer jusqu'A convergence du champ global eat certainentant is plus
efficacc sur le plan du temps de calcul. Cependant~ lalgorithne eat relativeient conpiexe. De plus, dana
un calcul couplEi couche limite/fluide parfait, des it~rations de couplage sont imposies et cette propri~tE
peut itre utilis~e pour converger A Is fois le bulbe de dicollement at is solution couplge.

c) Balsyagas succesaifsa siont-aval

L'unfluence de l'aval vera l'anont eat dana ce cas rendue possible par Is modification du type
de difffirenciation ("backward" si u(x,y)0O,"forward" si u(x,y)<0) des dfriv~es partiellas au/ax et ah/ax.
Pour stabiliser is frontiare u(x,y) - 0 une diff~renciation centrfie eat appliquge loraque Iu(x,y)j<un
La rernontie des perturbations de l'aval vera l'amont n'axcada ps slora 2 msillas par iteration pour un
sch~ma du second ordre et un nombre d'tiain important doit itre effectug (1'ordre de grandeur eat
donng par le nombre de profits d~coll~s). Cet inconvinient par rapport A is deuximen nfithode n'aat ps
critique loraque des itgrations de couplage sont A envisager. Le mode de diffirenciation adoptE eat le
suivant

au .F+I auI + F- 8 (15)
ax 2 axb 2 Oxf

avec

au =3U(J,I)-4U(J-1,1)+U(J-2,I)

37xb 2bx

au = 3U(K,I)+4U(J+I,I)-U(J+2,I)
axif 2tax

La fonction F asaurant le milange aisont aval Etant d~finie par

P(J,I) O I *I (I-exp (IU(J4I)I) (16)IU(J,)1 uI
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La vitesse de r~f6rence u M eat 6gale A

ur - .02 u

ligne l~~)-0a orsdsigain ea oes des temsnon lingaires. Lavtsed rfifrence
eat hoiie uffsamentpette our6viter de prendre en compte des dfirivies aval pour des profils bien

attachis.

111.5. Modile de turbulence

Le modale alg6brique de turbulence est un moda1e A deux couches classiques. Lea termes c et c

apparaissant dans 7b et c sont donnia par

-. I (17)

oil £ d6signe la viscosit6 turbulente, le nombre de Prandtl eat pris 6gal a 0.721, et le rapport au nombre
de Prandtl turbulent eat de Pr/Prt -0.80.

Le modae externe e0eat donn6 par

c -. 0168 u 6!' (18)

6eat 1'6paisseur de d~placement incompressible compt~e a partir de l'ordonnfie y oil Ia vitease s'annuleI u

6* (1 -- u) dy (1 9)
fy ue

y(u=0) e

La fonction d'intermittence y eat repr6sent6e par y - (1+5.5(y/6)6)- 6 fitant 1'6paisseur de couche limite
A 0.99 Ue. Contrairement aux calculs effectu6s avec les 6quations de Navier-Stokes complates oil la vitease
vanie A l'ext6rieur de la couche limite (7) et oil des chocs prennent naissance au voisinage de y 6, la
frontiire 6 eat bien d6finie.

Le mod~le interne eat de type longueur de m6lange

avec 9 - 0.4 y D

Oil D eat le facteur d'amortisaement de Van Driest donng par l~expression

1-e S 5 epaisseur de la sous couche "laminaire"

26u

Le modale de turbulence sinai d6fini ne pas fait l'objet de tentative d'optimiaation. 11 eat qualifig
de modile "d'gquilibre" suivant Ia terminologie de SHANG et HANKEY et de MAC CORMACK (6, 7).

IV.* ALGORITH4E DIE COUPLAGE

IV.1. Calcul de 1'gcoulement externe

Bien que Ie mode de calcul de couche limite soit de type inverse, ls relation de couplage
pc~met d~tlie indiff~remment une m~thode directe ou inverse pour le calcul de 1'gcoulement externe.
11 est pr6vu de coupler le prfisent calcul de couche limite a un calcul externe en m6thode des caractfiris-
tiques. On utilise actuellement une relation pression dfiviation donnfie par

P - P.(I+Ae+Be2+CO2) (22)

oil e eat l'angle de 116coulement externe prolongg gn parol et d~duit de Ia x'lation de couplage (17)

g R d6 * 6 * d
RU~ (x,0) -x RU-(x,0 T RU(x,0)

std6* 6* dP eu 
(23

TdX ~Pu dx (3

Ces coefficients dana le dfiveloppement limits (22) sont respectivcment 6gaux a
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A '

M, (24)

IV.2. Mfithode de couplage

L'algorithme de couplage a pour fonction de peirntre de calculer la distribution de pression
qui satisfait simultandment les Equations de la couche limite et celles de 1'culmn externe, les dew:1~ 6coulements 6tant relies par la relation de couplage (17).

De nombreuses proc6dures existent mais lea mithodes paraissent assez laborieuses. Bien que
la couche limite soit de nature parabolique et que dans le cas d'un 6coulement externe supersonique lea
Equations d'Euler soient hyperboliquer, le problame coup16 nficeasite une condition a Ia limite aval pour
itre correctement posg (9, 13). Cette constatation rappelle le caractare initialement elliptique des
Equations de Navier-Stokes. Le couplage entre lea deux r6gions externe et interne autorise en effet la
remont6e de l'inforraation ce gui implique l'existence d'une condition a Ia limite aval pour fermer comn-
plitement le probl~me.

L'algorithme propos6 par VERLE et VATSA (4) qui prend automatiquement en compte cette condi-

am6lioration sensible par rapport aux rnithodes de "tir" pr~c6deraient utilis6es. La mithode para-it mal
adaptie au calcul de couches limites dficoll6es (calcul direct de la couche limite) et son application A
une couche lirnite aupercritique avec couplage en 6 a jetg un doute aur Ia validitg des m~thodes de cou-
che liznite en interaction (5).

La pr~sente mithode comme celle de WERLE et VATSA traite implicitsruent la condition a la
jimite aval et optimise~ le nombre d'itfirations de couplage. Ella eat applicable aux calculs directs ou
inverses, et est prfisentie ici sous la formulation "mixte" (CL inverse, ext direct).

Soit k l'indice d'it6ration de couplage. line estimation du gradient de pression en un point
dana Ia couche limite a l'it6ration k+I en fonction de l'angle 0 de couplage peut itre fournie par la
relation:I

grad p k - grad p k+ a rdp( 0 k+1_6) (25)

De a mme anireon peut relie: la pression externe P k+I A 1 'angle 0 k+I en linfiarisant la relation

P P AP.O k~~e k(26)

Lea angles 0 ainsi que lea gradients de pressicn dana la couche limite itant calcul6s entre lea mailles
(d6rivation en deux points) la preasion externe p doit elle-te~me itre dfifinie a la demi-maille soit

~k+I k+Ik+I I P (J)+P (1+1) ecp (j +~ 2et...

Les distributions de pression externes et internes devant atre identiques A l'itfiration k+I, on doit donc
virifier pk+I(j) . pk+I(j).

Lea relations (25) et (26) peuvent itre combinfies en 61iminant e ce gui donne sous forme discrfitisie

Ax * 3gadP~ p )p 2 AP,

ou en notant S le rapport

Ax grad p
S 2ae L (27)

la pric6dente relation a'icrit

pk+I(J 1I) .- ~k(J)(...)..(pk(J). k (J-.1))+2 S*(Pk(J).Pk(J-1)) (28)
S+l

Cette relation permet d'estimet A is maille J7-1 I& pression p k qui doit satiafaire lea Equations de
couche limite et de l'6coul1ement ext6rieur. Sachaut que de plus on impose que I& pression aval soit fgale
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aune certaine valeur P.+ la relation (28) intfgrdo de l'aval vers l'amont fournit une nouvelle distribu-

tion de pression pk+I(J-l ... JHAX).

Dana le pr~sent calcul, la couche limite eat calculge an mfithode inverse at done, connaissant
PkI) il est facile de recalculer Ok+I a partir d'une des relations (25) ou (26). La nouville distri-
bution de Peue6 est red~finie par l'int~gration de l'miont vera l'aval de la distribution

(u *+()- P u 6* (x ) + X ek+I (x)dx (29)

xok+1 
e* anLe profil initial eat perturb6i , sa preasion dovant itre 6gale a p 11) mais le produit PeuodeStan

tenu constant.m On retrouve ainsi Ia solution de foiblo intgraction, dans la meaure oOt la forme du profil
in itial eat comatible avec cette solution. En tout fitat de cause, un profil de type plaque plane four-1' nit une bonne approximation.

La pr~sente m~thode se rfivale extramement rapids pour lea interactions no conduisant pas au
d~cnllement de la coucho limite (15 A 20 itgrations) (fig.7). tine sous relaxation eat Me ssaire pour des
calculs incluant des dficollements du fpit d'n part de Ia non Liiaritl des courbes PeueS t/p au voisinago
du d~collement (fig.4) ot d'autre port parce qua e bulbe do dficollement eat intigri par des balayages
auccessifsato que done lea distributions de peua0 ^ no doivont pas varier crop d'une ittration A l'autre.
Le nombre d'itfration nficessairo os. alorR do 30 A 40.

IV.3. Calcul do I& ddrivge S - d grad p
dO

La linfarisation de la relaxation du comportement local de la couche limite utilisao pour
l'accdl6ration do 1* convergence do la in~taqde do couplage nZ ,.ssite la connaissance du torme S(x)
d grad p/dO (Cf relation (281).

Notons quo pour uno couche limaits do caract~re atrictewiant Varabolique (attachfeo) la solution
en un point donnfi x - Xj dfipend, outro des co~ditiona initialea, ue la distribution en x do la condition
A la liitie, soic en m~thode inverae do .~u6 do x - XIa x - X

p(X J) -(Pu5* (XL), L J ,., 3 (30)

L'optimisation idgale du procossus it~ratif de couplage imposerait is. connaissance des d~rivges (Jacobion)

ce qui conduirait au calcul do Y termes. La lir.arisation do le' relation grad p(j)/6(J) roviont donc it

no considfirer quo lea deux diagonaloa principalos do 13 relation (31). Si k oat l'indice do l'itgration
do couplage Ia pression en J A l'itfration k+1 eat eutimle par

Pk+I WJ - k+I (J-1) + SIC (j)(0 k+I (3) -8 kJW) (32)

80)don deOn obs Irve pratiquesent q-.4, Ia conve~rgence eat assurge sans relexation aur la distribution do
0(3)don doPeue6" (J) lorsque la couche limite eat attachfie. Par crontre loraque le dficollement so produit

Ia dfrivfie S(J) chango do signo dona les rIgions ddicollges et une sous relaxation paratt alors nficessaire.
On doit en plus considfirer que l'infltuence do l'aval alir l'amont remot, au momns on th~orie, la validitfi
d, la relation (31) en cause puisque la prossion en J d~pend alors aussi do la distribution de Peue6*(XL)
pour L>J.

Cependant, pour le cas du calcul pr~sent6 en (V) lea d~rivges grad p (IC3) ont Etg fivalufies en
nfigligeant lea points en aval, soit

grad P(X3) - p(X31 I)
gcdp3 1 12 ax

63J1/2 -f(pud(X)- pue6(Xjd

La mfithodo la plus dirocto pour obtonir Ia ddirivfe d grad p/dO consiace A faire deux calculs
*rte.cossifs au poin*v. IC4 en porturbant Ia valour do p0ue6* au point 3. Cocce mfithode ndcessite alors deux

calctuls de couche limite par it~ration de couplage.

L'fitude do la relation do comportement (111.2) a montrS quo le torme do sonsibilitEi S (pence
eo Isa ncormale A la courbo Peue6*/P) changosit do signo lora du dicollomont. Il eat alors intfirossant do
relier S au Cf pour fiviter le double calcul do coucho limite

C k(J) (33)

Le coefficient do proportionnalit6 eat calculE en divers points du champ par up double calcul
de la couche limite iommo indiqui prec~desenc ot Ia relation (33) fournit uno bonne approxiration pour
lea autres points.
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V. RESULTATS ET D)ISCUSSIONS

V.I. R.6sultata

Le calcul prfisentfi eat relatif au cas expCrimental Etudifi par LAW (101 et qui a servi de

standard pour divers calculs d'interaction soit en mfithode de couche limite {5, 221 soit par rfisolution
des Eiquations de Navier-Stokes (6, 7). Le maillage utilisfi est de 60x60, Ia pas en x eat constant, le
pas en y variable avec un coefficient d'expansion de K - 1.120

AY(I+l) - K tAY(I)

La question du maillage au voisinaga Je la charr ,%re n'a pas 6tC abord~e. Le calcul est affec-
tuE sur paroi plane, 1a d~viation intarviant simplement au .civeu de l'ficoulement externe, z'est-1-dire

e qua le cas de calcul eat relatif A l'interaction par choa incident et non pas par d~viation de la paroi.
L'Squivalenci entre lea deux modes de comparaison eat bien fitablie en laminaire car l'interaction a etend
sur un domaine relativemenL grand par rapp--t A l'6paisseur de couche limits at donc par rapport A la
mail.e en X. Dana la cas pr~sent l'fiquivalenca n'eat pas asaur~e, come en t~moigne le calcul de SHIANG
at HANKEY {271 effectu6 pour lea deux modes de compression.

Lea donn~es du calcul sont H,. - 2.96, le nombra de Reynolds A la charni~re de Re 107o, Is
nombra de Prandtl Pr - 0,725. Le domains de calcul s'6tend de XoIXc - 0,88 a Xra /X c 1,124 et
Y mx/X c- 0,07.

La viscositf dynamiqLe eat approximie par une loi ent puissance

0.76

(34)

Lea deux profils initisux sont donn~s par un calcul de couche limite direct (25). Le calcul
d'interaction eat initialisE par une pramiare it~ration effectuge en m~thoZ- directe A gradient de pres-
sion nul. La pression imposge dana lea itfirations de couplage eat imposge an X-X.ax at 6gale A la. pres-
sion A l'infini aval fournie par la relation (22). Compte tenu de la sous 7elaxation app,1iqufea dana Ia
relation de couplage la preasion infini aval n'eat Lttteinte qu au bout !e 7 it~rations. La valaur
imposfie eat ensuita Oipass~e puis converge lentement (fig.8). L'Eivolution de p at du Cf avec le nombre
d'itfirations eat pr~sant~e sur la figure suivante (fig.9). :,a preamion pari~tale finale eat pr~santge
aur la figure 10 en comparaison avec lea r~sultats axpfirimantaux et ceux obtenus par divers auteurs
{5, 6, 7). Le Cf final est prfisentfi figure 11.

La temps de calcul n~cessaire pour obtenir une convcrgonco de 0,5Z cur la pression finale eat

de 12 minutes sur IBM 370/168 ce qui correspond a 40 itfirations de couplage.

V.2. Discussion

L'abservation des r~sultats que ce soit la preasion parigtale ou le Cf (fig. 10, 11) montre
des Eicarts importants entre lea divers r~su.ltats obtanus. L'approximation de coucha limits, dont la
validitEi aemblait douteuse A la suite des travaux de WERLE at BERTK.1, ne somble pas devoir atr~ remise an
cause. Il aemble qua dans le cis citE l'algorithme de couplage (m~tliode directa/couplage en 6v) so2.t plus

',raisa'blablement A l'origine du. r~sultat tras d~cevant.

Le modale de turbulence employ6 dana le prfisent calcul as rapproche tras nettement de celui
de HUNG at MAC CORMACK, la diff~rence se situant au nivaau du modala interne

21au1  pr~sent calcul

a + (3) )1/ HUNG t MAC CORMACK (7)

Cette difffirence samble aa--z minaure at lea diff~rences antre lea calcula de HUNG et MAC
CORMACK at le prisent calcul pauvant avoir plusieurs origines:

I/ Ia cause Ia plus probable ear. lige a la r~solution numfirique faite sur paroi plane, c'est-A-dire qua Ie
cas traitfi eat celu: de l'interaction par choc incident. Le calcul comparatif d'una interaction par
choc incident et par d~viation de la paroi (27) montre qiie dens le premier cas la distribution de pres-
sion paridtale eat dficalde vera l'amont, ca qui correspond bien au rasultat, at qua kc minimum du Cf
avant le recollament eat lui momns protioncg ce qui eat Egalamant observE.

On peut aussi citer

2/ des questions relatives au maillage (60 pas an y dana le pr~sent calcul, 31 seulemant dalls Ia calcul de
HUNG at MAC CORMACK pour la coucha dissipative at una part de l'Ecoulement non visqueux).

3/ Ia d~finition des grandeurs tells nue ue , ]a valeur 3 Is fvontiare de Ia coucha limits, en mfithode de
Naviar-Stokes, (SHANG at HAI4KEY utilisant umax qui semble se hituer en dehora de la couche limite).

4/ l'approxiaation dp/dy - 0 de coucha limite.

L'obtantion des r~aultats prfsentfis eat assez rficante at il n'a pas encoie 6t6 effectuEi de
tests comparatifs,an particulier l'Evaluation des tarry's n~gligga dans Vfiquatioa do quantiti de mouvement
normale A la paroi. Cea contr8les ainsi qu'un effort sor la modglisation des teimes turbulenta seront
entrepris ult~rieurement. La rapidit6 du calcul autorisea effet una Etude plus syst~matique des mod~eles
de turbulence dont l'importance eat 6vidente pour Ie traitement des Ecoulainents d~coll~s.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Une mfithole de calcul de l'interaction onde de choc/couche limite a fit6 d~veloppee. Ella uti-
lise le concept de couche limite formul~e en m~thode inverse, la condition A Is limite imposge eat le pro-
duit Peue6*. Cette condition limite semble constituer le meilleur choix, maigri is, relative complexitg
qu'elle entratne au nivoao de l'intfigration de la. couche limite, car d'une part le couplage conserve un
caractEre subcritique A des nombrea de Mach 6lev~s en 6coulement turbulent, et d'ur part l'exisLence et
l'unicitg de Ia relation parait asaurde dans lea r~gions do forts Cradients, d~collement inclus.

L'algoritbme ds couplage bas6 sur le comportement local de la couche limite prend implicite-

ment en compte wac condition imposge l'Vaval pour le problime LOUPlE. Lea durfies de calcul sont extr6-
mement con.p~titives, par rapport A une risolution des 6quations de Navier-Stcces complates ce qui autorise
l'emploi d'un maillage serit' (60x60) aur un mini-calculateur.e

Des divergences apparaissent par rapport aux mithodes exacte,, (NS) mais it nWest pas pnssible1! d'en tirer de conclusion difiitiiva, le mode de production de 1'intgraction OC/CL n'Etant pas le mime
(choc incident/d~vintion de is paroi).

Plusieors applications sent prfivues ou en cours actuellenent. En Pr' or lieu, le raccorde-
ment A one m~thode exacte de l'ficoulemaent externe (caract~ristiques). Une extens.,,1- & des 6coulements
tridimen,;ionnela eat figalement prfivio. Enfin on gros effort doit 5tre consenti ezvv-cs Is modfilisation de
la turbulence dont l'imporcance paratt pfimordiale pour one privision "raisonnable" do 1'6coulement.
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TOWARD A SPLINE TECHNIQUE FOR THE HIGH

REYNOLDS NUMBER INTERACTION (TRIPLE DECK) PROBLEM

BY

M. Napolitano and G. Vacca

ISTITUTO DI MACCHINE, VIA RE DAVID 200,

70125 BARI ITALY

SUMMARY

The present paper is concerned with the high Reynolds number viscous-inviscid inter-

action problem. The numerical solution of the asymptotic triple deck equations for super-

sonic as well as subsonic flow conditions is-considered. The experience gained by the 1st

author on the continuous development of an efficient triple deck solver is briefly out-

lined and some results worthy of attention are presented. The need for higher order numer

ical accuracy is pointed out and the fundamental steps necessary for developing a high-or

der numerical method for the triple deck equations are followed thru. A fourth-order-accu

rate spline Cauchy integral solver is presented and an interesting matrix singularity

problem connected with such a problem is analyzed in some detail. The intrinsic instabili

ty of spline techniques, as applied to the time-like variable for the case of parabolic

partial differential equations, is removed and a stable procedure, particularly suitable

for the triple deck (or interacting boundary layer) equations,is presented and verified

for a simple model problem. The logical steps,necessary for combining all the above into

a fourth-order-accurate spline triple deck solver, are finally indicated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of high Reynolds number viscous-inviscid interaction, including flow sep

aration, has attracted the attention of many engineers and scientisto for quite a long

time. Whereas, due to Prandtl boundary layer theory (see, e.g., Ref. 1), high Reynolds

number attached flows have been thoroughly understood for more than half a century and

the skin friction and heat transfer coefficients at the surface of a body can he routinely

evaluated by solving the compressible flow boundary layer equations, the phenomena of vis

cous-inviscid interaction and laminar separation have challenged for a long time the theo

reticians and the experimentalists as well. In particular, for the classical problem of

the shock-induced separation of a laminar (or turbulent) boundary layer, it has been quite

a challenge to understand how the interaction of an inviscid snpersonic flow (for which

the governing equations are hyperbolic) with a boundary layer (for which the governing e-

quations are parabolic) produces upstream propagation insofar as the boundary layer sep-

arates before the shock inpingement point. Without neglecting the contribution of many

other researchers to the understanding of this phenomenon, see for example Crocco (Ref.2),

Goldstein (Ref. 3), Lees and Reeves (Ref. 4), a complete and rational explanation of the

laminar separation phenomenon has been obtained only with the triple deck theory of

Stewartson and Williams (Ref. 5), Stewartson (Ref. 6), Sychev (Ref. 7), Neiland (Ref. 8)

and Messister (Rei. 9). For the case of high Reynolds number laminar separation the asym

totic triple deck theory shows that, around the separation point, the flow field is made

up of three regions, the inner, middle and outer deck, characterized by viscous, invidcid

rotational and inviscid irrotational flows, respectively. These three regions have charac-

teristic nondimensional length of order Re-3/ and height of order Re5/8, Re-/ 2 and Re3/

respectively, Re being the Reynolds number of the flow.

To first order in the perturbation parameter c (c= Re"1 /8)the inviscid flow in the

outer deck is described by the thin airfoil theory, whe-e the thin airfoil profile isthe

. d i ' -' ' ' " " . . .
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total displacement function, sum of the body surface profile and of the viscous displace-

ment thickness, the flow in the inner deck is governed by boundary-layer-like equations

with the pressure gradient and the total displacement thickness related by the inviscid

thin airfoil interaction law and the middle deck is a displaced Blasius boundary layer

flow,which has the passive role of transmitting the pressure interaction between the out-

er inviscid and the inner viscous flows.
The theoretical significance of the triple deck equations goes beyond its numerous

practical applications, see for example Stewartson (Ref. 6), insofar as this rational as-

ymptotic theory has finally explained the mechanism of upstream propagation in high

Reynolds number interacting fl -s. Moreover, they provide a theoretical basis for most of
the approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations commonly known as interacting boundary
layer or parabolized Navier-Stokes equations and clearly indicate the scale laws which all

numerical techniques have to honor in order to accurately resolve high Reynolds number sep

arated flows, see Davis and Werle (Ref. 10) and Davis and Rubin (Ref. 11) for a more de-
tailed discussion of this point. Recent comparisons between interacting boundary layer and

triple deck equations Zor the problem of supersonic flow past a compression corner, see

Burggraf et al. (Ref. 12), and for the problem of laminar separation by strong slot injec

tion, see Napolitano (Ref. 13), have indicated that the triple deck equations become real

istic only for extremely high values of the Reynolds number.

This would apparently reduce the practical interest of this set of equations. Howev-

er, all efficient numerical techniques, developed for the triple deck equations, can be

easily extended to the interacting boundary layer equations and used for the solution of

practical problems.

In addition, for the case of subsonic flow it has been shown, by Jobe and Burggraf

(Ref. 14), and by Chow and Melnik (Ref. 15) independently, that higher order triple deck

theory predicts the drag of a finite flat plate quite accurately even at moderate values

of the Reynolds number.

Furthermore, it has been postulated by Sychev (Ref. 7), and iecently verified by

Smith (Ref. 16), that also for the case of catastrophic separation, e.g. for flow past a

circular cylinder, the flow field takes on a triple deck structure around the separation

point. In conclusion,it is now generally aknowledged that for properly modeling the high

Reynolds number viscous-inviscii interaction phenomenon, including separation effects,

the full set of Navier-Stokes equations is not necessary and it is sufficient to combine

a set of boundary-layer-like equations with a thin airfoil inviscid interaction law,which

provides a connection between the inviscid pressure gradient and the viscous displacement

thickness.

In spite of the great theoretical and practical significance of the interacting bound

ary layer and triple deck equations, the number of numerical methods available for their

solution Is by no means comparable with that of the Navier-Stokes solvers, and plenty can

still be done with respect to their efficiency and accuracy as well. For example, some nu

merical techniques (see Ref. 5 and 17) are not capable of properly assessing separated

flows, due to ineffective imposition of the required downstream boundary condition. Other

techniques (e.g., Ref. 14, 15 and 18 ) use a true unsteady time dependent approach which con-

verges ver:, slowly and, especially for the subsonic flow case (Ref. 14 and 15), requires

a lengt*'y iteration procedure for satisfying the interaction law at every time step.

Werle and Vatsa (Ref. 19) have developed an ADI (Alternating Direction Implicit) nu-

merical procedure for the supersonic flow interacting boundary layer equations, which ef-

fectively accounts for the boundary value nature of the interaction phenomenon. Napolita-

no, Werle and Davis (Ref. 20) have then generalized such a numerical technique to the su-

personic and subsonic triple deck equations. Napolitano (Ref. 13) and Napolitano and

Messick (Ref. 21) have further improved that approach for the case of supersonic and sub-

sonic flows, respectively. However, numerical accuracy, particularly in the streamwise di-

rection,is still an issue. In this respect,the use of spllne interpolating polynomials

or high order compact (Hermitian) finite difference schemes (see, e.g., Ref. 22 and 23)

could produce a significant improvement of the ADI approach. Unfortunately, most Hermitian
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and spline procedures (see, e.g., Ref. 22 and 23) have been applied successfully for the

case of boundary-layer-like equations only in the direction normal to the flow. This is

probably due to the fact that a direct applicatio. of a cubic spline to the solution of a

parabolic partial differential equation, leads to an unconditionally unstable algorithm.
Aim of the present work is to remove such a difficulty and develop a high order nu-

merical procedure for the triple deck (or interacting boundary layer) equations which suc-

cessfully introduces interpolating spline polynomials in both streamwise and normal direc
tions.

In section 2,the ADI technique of Napolitano et al. (Ref. 20) will be briefly out-
lined together with its improvements, necessary for solving the difficult problems, of su-

personic (Ref. 13) and subsonic (Ref. 21) strong slot injection within a reasonable carput

er time. In section 3,the development of a spline numerical procedure for the viscous-in-
viscid (pressure-displacement thickness) interaction law is considered. For the superson-

ic flow case, such an interaction law is a two-point boundary value problem with the addi

tional difficulty of having the first and second derivatives possibly discontinuous atone
or more points (see, e.g., Ref. 13,20 and 21), and the method developed by Napolitano and

Vacca (Ref. 24) is directly applicable. For the subsonic flow case, the interaction law

contai;.s a Cauchy integral, for which Napolitano et al. have developed a fourth-order-ac-

curate spline numerical procedure (Ref. 25). However, such a technique is somewhat awkward

to use, coupled to a triple deck equations solver, insofar as it requires the integrand

and the integral (in the Cauchy integral relation) to be evaluated at the gridpoints and

at the midpoints of the computational grid, respectively. Therefore, its formulation capa

ble of evaluating both the integral and the integrand at the nodal points is derived and

a very intere~ting natrix singularity problem is explained in detail.

In section '..a stable spline procedure for a parabolic partial differen-ial equation,

particularly suitable for the boundary-layer-like interacting boundary layer and triple

deck equations,is developed and verified for a model problem.

Finally, the logical steps for combining the two techniques of sections 3 and 4 into

a high order accurate spline supersonic and subsonic triple deck (or interacting boundary

layer) equations holver are briefly outlined. The authors are presently completing the de

velopment of the supersonic flow code and hope to present at least preliminary results

at the meeting.

2. THE TRIPLE DECK EQUATIONS AND THE ADI NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE

The problem of interest is that of high Reynolds number laminar (supersonic or sub-

sonic) flow of a Newtonian fluid past a flat plate (Ref. 6). (It is noteworthy to specify

that the theory is valid also for more complex geometries, e.g., a circular cylinder (Ref.

16).). At a distance L from the leading edge of the flat plate a disturbance region is

produced by any of several causes (see Ref. 6). In order to accurately describe the flow

field around the disturbance region, according to the triple deck theory, independent and

dependent variables are nondimensionalized according to the following scalings:

C31 8 (TT) 312

x*= + L ;x , (1)

A51 4 (M-1 ) 3/8

,s/8 T*,3/2
y* =L e ( ~) cY ,(2)

A3/4 (M2_ 11/8
A 1/4 C1/ 8 T *T) 1/2

u* =U* T;/ - (3)
(M-)1/8

* * 3/4 M2_1 1/8 3/8 3T"T' 4V* Uj* A kCm 1~,) 1 2(;*/ V (4)
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and

F;*= pt+ p* UT 2 X1/2(M2-1) - 1 / 4 C1/4 E2 . (5)

In equations (1) - (5), x, y, u and v are the longitudinal and normal coordinates and

velocity components respectively; p is the pressure, P the density, M the Mach number, T
the temperature, V the viscosity coefficient, C = w Tt/p* Tw is the Chapman constant, and
= 0.332 is the Blasius skin friction coefficient. Subscripts - and w indicate free

stream and wall conditions respectively. Equations (1) through (5) are then substituted

into the Navier-Stokes equations and to first order in the perturbation parameter e the
following triple deck equations are obtained:

ux + vy = 0 (6a)

uu + vuy = - kx + U (6b)

with boundary conditions

u(x,F) = 0 (7)

v(x,F) = Vw (8)

u(x,y-) -* y - 6 - F (9)

and the initial condition

u(x---,y) - y , (10)
where F(F=F(x)) is the profile of a physical disturbance on the plate (i.e., a hump, a

compression corner, etc.), Vw is the value of the velocity with which a secondary fluid

is eventually injected into the boundary layer, and 6 is the perturbation viscous displace
ment thicknes's.

In the momentum equation (6b) the pressure gradient dp/dx is related to the total

displacement thickness, D (D = 6 + F), by the following interaction law:

d d2D (11)
dx _77dx

or

2 D = -2P"d (12)dx 2  W -- x-

where the integral is a Cauchy principal value one, for supersonic and subsonic flow, re-

spectively.

Because of equation (11), or (12),the triple deck fundamental problem is of the bound
ary value tipe and a boundary condition is required for p (or D equivalently) at upstream

as well as downstream infinity. The key of the success of any numerical technique for this

problem is the correct imposition of such a downstream boundary condition.

This has been accomplished by Werle and Vatsa for the supersonic interacting boundary

layer equations (Ref. 19) and by Napolitano, Werle and Davis (Ref. 20) for both the super-
sonic and subsonic triple deck equations. Their idea is quite simple: a relaxation-like

time derivative for the total displacement, D, is added to the right hand side of the mo-
mentum equation (6b), to give:

uu x + vuy = - + Uyy +-; (13)

then, a two sweep Alternating D~rection Implicit (ADI) procedure is used to relax the e-

quations in time until convergence is achieved. In the two sweeps, the solution is advanced
from time tn to time t*= tn + At/2 and then from t* to tn+ 1 = t* + At/2 by writing the mo-

mentum equation as:

(uu+ vu -y )* = (X)n + A(D* - Dn) (14a)

y yy
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and

(uu +vu -u U)* =()n+ +X (Dn+ 1  D*), (14b)
x y yy dx

respectively; (X = 2/At). In practice, the numerical algorithm proceeds as follows. In the

first sweep, the pressure gradient (dp/dx) is a known function and equation (14a) is

* solved numericallycoupled to continuity equation (6a),to provide u*, v*, D*. In the sec-

ond sweep,the right hand sides of equations.(14a) and (14b) are combined to give:

(d.n+1 = +(D - 2D + Dn (15)

The expression of (R)n+ , given by equation (15),is then introduced Jin the superson

ic or subsonic interaction law, respectively to give

d2 Dn1 n dnnd2n+1 _ XDn+I = (d.)n - I(2D* Dn) (16)
dx aX

and
(.2)uu +1 I dE. n + ( n+1 - D n )

A(Dn~ 2D*
d ~) Dn)dx2 n+ d . (17)

dx-

After evaluating the Dn+ 1 distribution by means of equation (16) or (17), equation

(15) allows to evaluate the n+1 time level pressure gradient and the whole process is

repeated until a satisfactory convergence criterion is met. Equations (6a) and (6b) are

solved by standard finite difference methods (see, e.g., Ref. 19, 20 and 13). In order to

evaluate D*, Werle and Vatsa iterate at every location x (Ref. 19), whereas Napolitano,

Werle and Davis use a more efficient linear superposition technique (Ref. 20 and 13). The

nonlinear terms in the momentum equation (6b) were first linearized in space (Ref. 20) and

later in time, in order to allow for a simpler accomodation of windward differencing (for

reverse flow regions) and of local discontinuities (Ref. 13 and 21). Variable grid in the

x direction has been successfully used by Napolitano (Ref. 13) and Napolitano and Messick

(Ref. 21),in order to properly resolve flow properties (e.g., pressure and wall shear),

which change very rapidly near the separation point and decay very slowly far upstream

and downstream. Some interesting results have been obtained by Nzpolitano (Ref. 13) for

the problem of strong slot injection into a supersonic laminar boundary layer. The wall

shear, pressure and displacement thickness profiles, for various values of the injection

velocity Vware presented in figures 1, 2 and 3. The major points of interest are thatthe

discontinuous pressuire gradients at the two slot edyes are properly captured (see Ref. 13

for details) and that separation first occurrs ahead of the slot (see figure 1),as ex-

pected by Smith and Stewartson (Ref. 17) on the base of linear theory and already veri-

fied by Werle for a finite value of the Reynolds number (Ref. 29). A step size study for

the pressure at the leading edge of the slot is also presented in figure 4, which clearly

indicates that accuracy in the streamwise direction is quite a problem. It is true that

three different finite difference representations of the pressure at the slot leading edgr.,

indicated as I, II and III, produce the same extrapolated (to zero step size) value. How-

ever, for finite values of the step size Ax, the truncation errors are seen to be quite

significant (all results in figures 1 to 3 are extrapolated to zero step size for the sake

of accuracy).

The technique of Napolitano, Werle and Davis (Ref. 20) used originally a Crank Nicol

son approach for the star (*) sweep finite difference equations and was second-order-accu

rate also in the streamwise direction,x. With such an approach Werle has obtained second-

order-accurate results for supersonic flow past a compression corner. In figure 5 the
shear and pressure profile obtained with . rather -oarse step size, Ax = 0.6, are pre-

sented for the case of a normalized ramp angle, a, .. 'al to 2.5 and are favorably compared

with the extrapolated results of References 19 and 26. However, such an approach presenteO

the typical oscillations of the Crank Nicolson scheme for small values of the step sizes

ratio Ax/Ay, and it was therefore ill suited for solving the triple deck problem for flow

past a small rarabolic hump (see Ref. 20). For this reason, the first-order-accurate

U'. . .. . , , , - - - , . , . ' '• " - ..
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scheme was preferred and the results of figure 5 have never been published before.

Another point worthy of attention is the solution of the second sweep equation (17),

for the case of subsonic flow. The Cauchy integral is evaluated with second order accuracy,

by integrating the term a- analytically over every mesh of the integration domain after
extracting the node point values of the remaining regular terms of the integrand (see Ref.

20, 27 and 28 for more details). In this way,equation (17) is reduced to a system of line-

ar algebraic equations of the type

AijD j+1 = b (18)

whose solution prciides the sought Dn+1 vector. In the original approach (Ref. 20), an iter
ative procedure was used to solve the system (18). This was first written as

[Tij + (Ale - Tie)] 0+ = bi (19)

where Tij is the tridiagonal matrix whose main, upper and lower diagonals, coincide with

the corresponding ones of Aij. The system was then solved as

Ti n1 b (aij - Tij) n+1 (20)
i c: : u w fsn

by Gaussian tridiagonal reduction until the new and the previous iteration values D. and
Dnpi converged.

In order to obtain convergence, underrelaxation was found necessary as in previous

studies (Ref. 14 and 15) and the overall convergence rate for the eubsonic flow code was

about an order of magnitude slower than that of the supersonic flow code. Later (Ref. 21),

since the matrix Aij is the same at every new n+1 time level, the inverse A- was calcu-
lated once and for all and the solution to the second sweep equation was obtained directly

as:

Dn+1 -I (21)i ij b

With such a technique, also employing the variable grid spacing of Ref. 13, Napolitano

and Messick (Ref. 21) were able to solve the very difficult problem of strong slot injec-
tion into a subsonic laminar boundary layer, with a computational effort comparable to that

required for the corresponding supersonic flow problem. The wall shear profiles,for various

values of the slot injection velocity V w , are presented in figure 6, where it is seen that,

for the case of subsonic mainstream, separation first occurrs after the slot.

Again,it is important to realize that accuracy in the x direction is the major diffi-
culty of the ADI technique discussed in this section. A spline approach, fourth-order-accu

rate in the y direction has been derived by the present authors. However, they have decided

that it was much re important to improve the accuracy in the streamwise direction. This

required a much longer effort, whose results, todate, are presented in the next two sec-

tions.

3. A SPLINE CAUCHY INTEGRAL SOLVER

It has been seen that, for the case of subsonic flow, an integral equation of the
Fredholm type has to be solved at each second sweep of the ADI solution procedure. In or-

dek to obtain a spline numerical technique for the triple deck equations, it is then nec-

essary to be able to apply a spline technique to the numerical solution of such an inte-

gral equation. Napolitano et al. (Ref. 25) have developed a cubic spline procedure for the

numerical solution of a Cauchy integral of the type:

I(x) = a - , a<x<b . (22)

They have considered both the direct and inverse problem, i.e. either the numerical e

valuation of I(x), for a given f(), or that of f(g), for a known I(x). The integration do

main (a,b) is divided into an arbitrary number of meshes of constant length h and a compu-

tational grid is formed with xi (J=1,2,...,N; x1 -a; xnmb) being its gridpoints and (ki
=x i + , i=1,2,...,N-1) being its midpoints.
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In equation (22) the integrand is replaced by its cubic spline interpolating polyno-
mial S( ) on each mesh, to give

N-I xj+l S E dt
I i) = £ R C , (23)

j=1 X

where
(x,_ ) 3 ( x)3

S() =k + k -. + (f2-kjh 2 / 6 )  h

+ (fj+-kj+lh 2/6) h , (24)

(see, e.g., Ref. 22) and f. and k. are the spline approximations of f() and its second

derivative d f(g)/d;.2 at the nodal point x. All these fj and kj values, which are con-
start over each mesh, are then brought out of the integrals, see equation (23), and all
the terms containing are integrated analytically. After some lengthy algebra, the fol-

lowing final equation is obtained

N-i ( _j 3 -3

I ( j=T k 18h 12h Ln 4h

x )2 - ixj) 2] + i +l 2 2+ ( :rx[(- j , -i (j-k )x6
3 _3Xi-ICjlN-1(SE -xj+l)3 -R i-x )3

(+1 - i~2h Ln)I + Z [jc1  18h

(£i.[(i~j+x2 (R 2])3J

2h Ln - A [(-xj+ 1 )2 -(2ixi)2] _x (xiJ)2

12 h2  xx Ln)](

+ (fj+l-kj+1 -- W-1 + 2h ,n (25)

with

,Ln = n ( Xixi) 2

Equation (25), after that all the k. have been determined by the known values of fj,
allows to evaluate I (R i) at all midpoints with fourth order numerical accuracy (see Ref.

25). For the case of the inverse (Cauchy integral) problem, after eliminating all the k.

unknowns in terms of the f. unk.iowns, equation (25) provides a system of N-i linear equa-
tions, which,together with a closure equation,is solved to provide all the fj (j=1,2,...,N)

unknowns. Such a closure equation was needed because the Cauchy integral was evaluated at
the midpoints of the integration domain , in order to avoid the singularity at the two ex
tremes, a and b, where I(x) diverges if f(E) does not vanish. It is clear that in the

triple deck problem,where the integration domain is infinite and the integrand vanishes
as x-,.±, such a problem does not arise. Moreover, it is extremely important "o be able
to evaluate the integral I(xi) and the integrand f(xj) at the same nodal points. Therefore,
the method of Ref. 25 has been generalized to the case in which Ri=xi. A straightforward

application of equation (25), with Ri=xi, is seen to produce 4 singular logarithmic terms,
due to the integration over the two meshes immediately adjacent to the point xj ixil where
the argument of the integral diverges. However, such a difficulty can be easily removed
and the Cauchy inte.gral can be properly evaluated at the nodal points, as follows. Equa-
tion (23) is rewritten as:x x1-2 Xj+l x i+l N-I Xj+1

IL z(x i  Z it € t + 0 S(&)dg + E 91 Sc d (26)
j= 1 x . xi 'C x i _ x i-& J=i+ 1 x j xi-C

The first and last terms in the right hand side of equation (26) lead to two equa-

[ - i..4 - --
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tions formally identical to equation (25), without any singular term. Moreover, a correct

evaluation of the middle term gives

X = h2  2 h2  h2

9!i11 xi_ d = ki_ h- + (f_1ki~-- h ki+ h- _ (f+1ki+ h ) (27)

It is noteworthy that the same correct value for T(xi) is obtained by using equation
(25) and setting all the logarithmic terms equal to zero, if either the numerator or the

denominator of the argument of the logarithm is zero. A final difficulty arises when the

Cauchy integral is evaluated at either extreme of the integration domain (where f must be

zero in order for I to exist). For this case, e.g., for I(a), it is convenient to write
a+hb

I(a) = a - + ib S()d (28)a - a+ha-

The second term of the right hand side of equation (28) is evaluated by means of e-

quation (25) by replacing I with 2 as the lower index of the summation signs and the first

term can be easily shown to provide

a+hh2 (k2-kl)h
2

a = -f2 + k4- + (29)

Again, the same result is obtained by using equation (25) and setting to zero the

singular logarithmic terms.

It is noteworthy that, for the case of the subsonic interaction law,the integration 4

domain is infinite and the far upstream and downstream contributions are accounted for, an
alytically. For this case,f I does not need to be zero and I(a) is evaluated by combining

the contributions from a-h to a and from a to a+h, as in equation (27). Also, the present
approach provides the nodal points extension of the second-order-accurate Cauchy integral

solver of Napolitano (Ref. 27) by simply replacing the cubic spline S( ) of equation (24)

with its linear counterpart, obtained by dropping all k terms.

In order to verify the present procedure, the following two model problems, for which

the analytical qolution is available (Ref. 30), have been considered
1C l+x-2)+(0

11 (x) = 1 x_(- ) d = (1-x 2)(x lnT- 2)-3. (30) ,

-1 2 -
i2(x) 9) 2 (1+X 2)

2  2 dx = x(-x 2 ) (x ln r- 2) + (31)

for which f(a) = f(b) = 0, so that I(a) and I(b) are finite. 11Ix) has been chosen because

the present fourth-order-accurate cubic spline method should provide the exact solution

for any step size, h; I2 (x), as a general model problem. Equation (25), with the previous-

ly outlined special treatments for the otherwise singular logarithmic terms, has been used

to evaluate Ii(xi) and 12 (xi). The exait values of f have been used and, according to

Ref. 25, the k values have been evaluated as

SfJ-1-2f1 +fJ+ 1  (32)h2

at all the internal gridpoints and as their linear extrapolation from the two neighboring

points at the two extremes of the integration domain, i.e.,

kI = 2k2 - k3 , kN = 2kN I - kN_ 2  (33a,b)

The same computer program has been used to evaluate Ii(x) and I2 (x) according to

both the fourth-order-accurate and the second-order-accurate methods (by setting all kj

values identically to zero in the seccnd case). The results for 12(0.2) are plotted in fig-
ure 7 as the truncation errors, e (difference between analytical and numerical values) ver

sus the step size, h and are seen to verify the expected order of accuracy of the present "!

nodal points Cauchy integral evaluation technique. Moreover, the fourth-order-accurate cu

bic spline procedure has evaluated I(x) exactly, as expected.

In the subsonic flow interaction law, the unknown displacoment thickness appears also I
inside the Cauchy integral. It is therefore extremely important to be able to solve for

the unknowns fj, given the values of I(xi). For this Cauchy integral inverse problem, the

.41 4w IN
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use of equation (25), after that all the kj have been eliminated in favor of the f un-

knowns,by means of equations (32) and (33a,b), provides a system of N linear algebraic e-

quations for the N unknowns,fj.

For simplicity, since fl and fN must be zero in order for I(x1) and I(xN ) to be fi-

nite, equation (25) is written only at all internal gridpoints and provides a system of

N-2 linear algebraic equations,
Aijfj = Ii  (i = 2,...,N-1; j = 2,...,N-1) (34)

It is noteworthy that, by evaluating both I i and fji at the same nodal points, the
closure equation required in Ref. 25 becomes unnecessary. However, the present approach

has produced a new difficulty, due to a particular symmetry property of the matrix Aij.

For both the cubic and linear spline methods, the elements aij of matrix A are such

that

ai, j  a (N-1 i),(N_1_J )  (35)

and, therefore, Aij is singular for all odd values of N, whereas it is invertible for all

even values of N. This result is extremely important insofar as it indicates that the sya

tem(34) has a unique solution vector fj, only for values of the step size h associated

with even values of the order of the matrix Aij. This is obviously a numerical difficulty,

due to the discretization of the Cauchy integral problem,and requires a full explanation.

It can be seen that the singularity of the matrix Aij is due to the row corresponding to

Xi =0. This row is clearly antisymmetxic (see equation (35)) as it can be e.sily understood
by noting that every function f(),which is even with respect to the midpoint of the inte

gration domain (a,b),produces a Cauchy integral I(x) which vanishes at such a point. There-

fore, it is the coincidence of a gridpoint with the center of the numerical integration

domain, which causes the matrix Au to be singular and allows for -1 spurious solution vec

tors,f Each of thsevectors is symmetric and its elements fj change sign at every succes

sive gridpoint. It is therefore clear that they are a nonphysical solution, since, for

N-*-,the only regular function which changes its sign infinite times is the null function.

At this point, it is also clear why, when the Cauchy integral values are given at the mid

points of each mesh (Ref. 25), no singularity is encountered. For this case, in fact, if

the integral I(Ri) happens to be evaluated exactly at the middle of the integration domain

the spurious solution vectors should have two successive elements (adjacent to Ki) equal

and with opposite sign. .,

The function f( ), corresponding to the model problem of equation (31), has been eval

uated for several even values of N, using both the cubic and the linear spline approxima-

tions. The numerical results, presented in figure 8, again as the truncation errors ver-

sus the step size h, clearly demonstrate the correctness of the approach.

The relevance of the present study to the solution of the interacting boundary layer

and triple deck equations is quite evident. Every numerical technique, for evaluating the

argument of the Cauchy integral in the subsonic interaction law, is liable to produce a

matrix Aij which is singular for odd values of N. Since most of these numerical techniques

are iterative in nature (see, e.g., Ref. 14, 15 and 20), such a singularity (of Ai) would

invariably produce a divergent solution. It is probably due to this reason that, before
Napolitano et al. (Ref. 20) have successfully used an inverse technique for the subsonic
interaction law, only direct methods were considered feasible.

4. A SPLINE TECHNIQUE FOR A PARABOLIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

In section 2, it has been seen that for the ADI technique, as applied to the triple
deck equations, the accuracy in the direction normal to the body surface is much higher

than the accuracy in the streamwise direction. Therefore, it would be extremely benefi-
cial to introduce a high-order-accurate method, based on spline polynomials, at least in
the x direction. However, most numerical procedures, applied to parabolic partial differ-

ential equations (PDE) use high order spline and Hermitian concepts only for the nomarching

J'
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direction (see, e.g., Ref. 22 and 23), whereas first-order-accurate backward or second-
order-accurate central (Crank Nicolson) finite difference approximations are used in the

marching (time-like) variable.
In the present section a high-order-accurate spline technique (in both directions)

for a parabolic PDE is developed and verified for the following linear model problem:

f = f (0O x 1; 0! y:1) (36)

with initial and boundary conditions su'h that the exact solution is:

f :,y) = e - 2x sin i y (37)

For the problem given in equation (36), a fourth-order-accurate (in y) spline proce-
dure using a fifth order interpolation polynomial is given by Rubin and Khosla (Ref. 22).
A block tridiagonal system of equations is solved at every location xi to provide the

spline approximations to f and fyy, i.e., fiiand Lij (i=1,2,...,I; j=1,2,...,J). In order

for the fij values to be fourth-order-accurate also in the time-like x variable, it is
sufficient to introduce a cubic spline, S(x), formally identical to S( ), given in equa-

tion (24), with fij and kij being the cubic spline approximations to the function f(xi,yi)
and its second (partial) derivative fxx(xi,Yi). For such a cubic spline S(x), fourth-

order-accurate forward and backward approximations to the first order derivative, fx' are

given in terms of the f ij and kij values (Ref. L2) as

AxX"3i-1 j' y (ki 1 ,j + 0"5ki) + Ax (38)

_ x f -f
f (xiy) (ki 0.5ki_1, j ) + j (39)

These, together with the fourth-order-accurate spline approximations of fyy, given

by Rubin and Khosla (Ref. 22), provide the f-llowing fourth-order-accurate approximations

to the governing equation (36)

Ax + 0.5ki) + fij-_i-1'J = M (40)_ ( i Ax i-!i

(k + + fi,-fi-1 ,j
3 i,j 05ki-I) Ax Mi, 9  (41)

with

Mi, j = (Li,j+I Li, j + Li,j_I) / 12 (42)

If the initial conditions fIl , kIli and Li, j are known for all j values,equation (41)

written at all x2,j nodal points provides a set of two by two block tridiagonal equations

in the unknowns f2 ,j' L2,j' k2,j (j=!,2,...,J).

Moreover, equation (40), written at all x2 ,j locations, allows to eliminate all k2, j

in favor of the f2 ,j and L2,j unknowns which can then be straightforwardly solved by block

tridiagonal Gaussian reduction (Ref. 31). The solution is then advanced to the next sta-

tions x3 ,j by wri~ing equations (40) and (41) at the x3, j locations and so on. Unfortunate

ly, this very simple high-order-accurate numerical procedure is unconditionally unstable,

as a rather complex Von Neumann stability analysis clearly indicates (Ref. 32) and numeri-

cal experiments inevitably verify. This instability is basically due to the intrinsic i
stiffness of spline interpolating polynomials, which are extremely sensitive t9 branching

phenomena, w henever the boundary conditions are given on the same side of the integration

domain. It is therefore clear that such an instability would certainly be eliminated if

one could provide a downstream boundary condition, e.g., fIl or kIli . However, the prob-

lem given in equation (36) is parabolic in nature and does not require any downstream (in

the x direction) boundary condition. At tals point, it is necessary to recall that the
triple deck (or interacting boundary layer) equations are of the boundary value nature

because of the interaction law. Ther6fore, for this case of extreme practical interest,
k li can be either taken to be zero or evaluated by an asymptotic theory and an itrative

stable procedure can be easily constructed: equetions (40) and (41) are solved by consid-

ering an old iteration value of ki,j and evaluating the new iteration values of ki_,j , '
fi,j an3 Ti~j for all gridpoints x , yj. The final ki, j values are fixed boundai'y condi- A

L - °
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tions, whereas all the other ki,j values are updated at every iteration. A fictitious time

derivative ft can be eventually added to equation (37) in order to optimize the conver-

gence of the algorithm.

It is obvious that this high-order-accurate method is expected to be very efficient

for the triple deck problem,where an iteration procedure is already required because of

the interaction law. For the case of a simple parabolic equation, the gain in accuracy iq

offset by the increased computational effort and by the lack of the required downstream

boundary condition. However, this last difficulty is easily removed by using a simple back

ward finite difference representation for fx in the first sweep of the solution procedure.

In this way a first order accurate initial solution for filj is obtained together with the

following boundary conditions for k i,:

kil j = (2fil j - 5fi_1, j , + 
4 fi-2,j - fi_3,j) / AX2  (43)

Two points are of particular interest: first, the use of a first-order-accurate solu-

tion as the initial guess for the iterative procedure accelerates its convergence (the

method is unconditionally stable); second, the local first order accuracy of kIli does not

reduce the overall order of accuracy of the method (see, e.g., Ref. 24). The algorithm, as

described above, has been applied to the model problem of equation (36). The results for

fi,j' Mi,j and kili at the center of the integration domain (xij yi 
= 0.5), are provided

as the logarithms of the truncation errors versus the logarithms of the step size h (Ax-

Ay =h), in figure 9, where the fourth order accuracy of fili and Milj and the second order

accuracy of kil i are clearly verified.

For the sake of completeness, it is pointed out that an improvement in the conver-

gence rate of the present algorithm can be obtained Dy updating all the kij values after

each iteration by enforcing the continuity of the spline first derivative on each maesh of

the integration domain, i.e., by evaluating all kij i from the following tridiagonal system

of equations

6 (fi-1,j - 2fi,j + f = ki-l,j + 4ki,j + ki+1,j " (44)

CONCLUSIONS

The numerical procedures developed in sections 3 and 4 can be combined together, to

provide a fourth-order-accurate spline ADI procedure for the triple deck (or interacting

boundary layer) equations, on the lines of References 20, 13 and 21. The authors are pre-

sently working at this problem and hope to present preliminary results at the conference.

However, sections 3 and 4 present two novel approauhes,which are of considerable interest

per se, for their relevance to computational fluid dynamics.
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A THEORY OF THE S!PARATED FLOW PAST A SLENDER ELLIPTIC CONE AT INCIDENCE

S. P. Fiddes
Aerodynamics Department

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hampshire, UK

SUMMARY

A method has been developed for calculating the laterally symmetric separated flow
past a slender elliptic cone at incidence, including the calculation of the position of
the separation line when the bound&,y layer is laminar. The method falls into two parts;
a vortex sheet model for the outer, invisci2l separated flow, and a triple-deck model of
the viscous-inviscJd interaction of this external flow with a laminar boundary layer on
the cone.

A uniformly valid representatLon of the vortex sheet is adopted, which represents a
considerable advance on previous techniques for calculating vortex sheets using slender
body theory. The method is capable of calculating the shape of the vortex sheet, its
vorticity distribution, the pressure distribution over the cone, etc, for an elliptic
cone of arbitrary cross-sectional eccentricity at incidence with specified, symmetric,
separation positions.

These pressure distributions have been used to 'drive' a conventional laminar
boundary-layer calculation in an attempt to predict the separation position in an
iterative manner. It is shown that this approach is unsatisfactory and that a triple-
deck is needed to describe the interaction. Results are presented for the predicted
separation positions, which show good agreement with experiment.

LIST OF SYMBOLS 3

a length of semi-major axis

A coefficient in equation for sheet shape (Fig 1)

A1 coefficient in equation for sheet shape (Fig 16)
A' coefficient in equation for pressure gradient (Fig 14)
b length of semi-minor axis
c numerical constant (Eq.(6))

Cp pressure coefficient
g vortex sheet strength (Eq.(4))

h height above cone surface

j integer index 
-J

k slenderness parameter

p static pressure

q dynamic pressure
r radius
Re., Reynolds number

t cone thickness ratio (b/a)

x, y? z Cartesian body axis coordinates

local axis system near separation (Fig 1)
W complex potential

Z complex coordinate

a incidence

r circulation of isolated vortex
o angular coordinate

U arc length along vortex sheet
T skin friction
I velocity potential

* perturbation velocity potential

*vortex sheet angle

'vortex sheet tangent angle
subscript s separation

e external (to boundary layer)
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft aerodynamicists have been predominantly concerned with the flow over wings
for many years. This is hardly surprising, as the tunction of a wing is to generate a
large aerodynamic force which makes up nearly all of the lift and a large part of the
drag acting upon an aircraft in flight. However, within the last thirty years it has been
realised that various body-like shapes can produce appreciable forces that must be con-
sidered in the design of an aerospace vehicle. In part.cular, attention has recently been
focussed on the problem of forebody separation from the noses of aircraft and missiles
being flown at high incidences. These separations produce lifting and side forces that
are important when considering the stability and control of flight under such extreme
conditions.

The cone may be regarded as the simplest forebody shape that exhibits the important
features of such flows, ie the separations, and study of the flow about a-cone at inci-
dence will help in the understanding of the fundamental fluid mechanics involved in such
flows. As such, the cone holds a position with respect to flows about the wider class of
slender bodies similar to that held by the plane delta wing with respect to flows about
slender wings. In either case, the main feature of the flow at moderate to high inci-
dences is the presence of separations in the form of rolled-up spiral shear layers lying
above the wing or body. In the case of the wing, these separations spring from the
(usually sharp) leading edges, as the boundary layers from the upper and lower surfaces
flow off the wing and merge to form a free shear layer. The vorticity contained in the
shear layer causes it to roll up and ultimately convect into a vortex core which lies in
a predominantly streamwise direction. Because of the geometric simplicity of the plane
delta wing, and because the separation position is fixed by the sharp leading edges, it
has attracted many attempts to model this flow, leading, notably, to the development of
uhe vortex sheet modell.

When a slender body of smooth cross section, such as a cone, is placed at a large
incidence in a flow, separations that are of a fundamentally similar nature to those seen
on the delta wing are observed (Fig 1). However, there are now no sharp (salient) edges
to fix the separation position, which appears as a line running along the body. This
separation is the result of a rather more subtle interaction between the boundary layer
and the external flow than is the case with the wing. Since it is hoped to model this
interaction mathematically, great care must be takan in the representation of the vortex
sheet in the vicinity of the sepazation line, as this local behaviour is found to
dominate the interaction. An analysis of the inviscid flow in the vicinity of the
separation line on a smooth, slender body has been carried out by Smith2 , who, using the
vortex sheet model within the framework of slender body theory, obtained two important
results:

(i) if vorticity is being shed from the body and convected into the vortex sheet, the
sheet leaves the surface of the body tangentially;

(ii) the curvature of the sheet, measured in the plane normal to the separation line, is
generally infinite at its base ('singular' separation) or has a curvature locally equal
to that of the body ('smooth' separation).

These results are of particular importance when considering the development of a vortex 4
sheet model to describe flows over slender bodies, and an important part of the work .3-
reported here is the incorporation of this local behaviour of the sheet into a global
model of the flow.

Having obtained a mcdel of the inviscid flow that properly represents the vortex
sheets, the boundary layer must be considered, so that the separation position may be
found and thus complete the theory. Cooke3 calculated the developmen- of a laminar
boundary layer on a cone at incidence, without representing the vortex sheets in the
inviscid flow, ie he considered only attached flow. It is a straightforward extension of
his work to replace the attached flow pressure distributions used by him with pressure
distributions from the vortex sheet model This suggests an iterative procedure for
m.atching viscous and inviscid separation positions, as first outlined by Smithq, but
results presented here show that this is an unsatisfactory approach, as the viscous-
inviscid interactior cannot be described by conventional laminar boundary layer theory
alone.

A closer examination of the problem in the vicinity of the separation reveals that
a triple-deck is required to d~ scribe the interaction. An analysis of this problem has
been carried out by F.T. Smith= as an extension of his earlier two-dimensional work based
on the ideas of Sychov6 . The results of this analysis show that the triple-deck intro-
duces a Reynolds number effect on the position of the separation line, which, wnen
included, givis separation line positions that agree well with experimental values.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE FLOW

The complete problem is of course one of solution of the full Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, but various simplifying assumptions can be made to bring the problem closet to the
classical aerodynamic one of matching viscous and inviscid flows, but in a rational

7

rather than an empirical way. These assumptions are summarised below.

U1) The flow is steady and laminar. Disturbances of large time scale (sheet motion,
sheet tearing and unsteady shedding) are not described.

- -I
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(ii) The Reynolds number of the flow is high. A consequence of this is that the effects
of viscosity are confined to thin shear layers on the body and in the flow. Vorticity is
generated in the boundary layers and convected into free shear layers. In the limit of
infinite Reynolds number, when the flow is inviscid, these layers become infinitesimally
thin, and the free shear layers are represented by surfaces of discontinuity in the
velocity field, or vortex sheets, and there is no viscous diffusion of vorticity.

(iii) The body is slender. The cross-sectional extent of the body is small compared with
its length. It is also assumed that the meridional slope of the body is sufficiently
smooth in some sense (see Ward8 for details, and Lighthill9 ). An immediate consequence
of this assumption is that at moderate Mach numbers, any shocks present (eg bow shocks)
will be weak. This, combined vith the high Reynolds number assumption from above, means
that any vorticity not contained in the shear layers will be weak, and the flow outside
the layers may be approximated by an irrotational one. As such, the flow velocity may be
written as:

-I. "" U = V

j ie a velocity potential exists. The governing equation for i is the so-called full-1" potential equation, which is a nonlinear partial differential equation. However, the
assumption of slenderness yields a further simplification. Because of the difference in
longitudinal and transverse length scales,variation in flow quantities, including the

potential, are greater in the transverse 'cross-flow' planes than along the length of the

body. Consequently,. terms like 20 are regarded as small in comparison with and
ao ax 3y
- and dropped from the full potential equation. This is an incomplete argument, as

far from the body the longitudinal perturbations are as great as the cross-flow perturba-
tions, which have decayed, and the near-field or 'inner' approximation of slenderness is
no longer valid in this outer region. The inner problem, to leading order, is when the
body is approached so closely that only the cross-sectional extent of the body is 'seen'
by the flow, the body appearing to be of infinite length. In the outer region, the
finite !xtent of the body is realised. A more detailed analysis may be found in Ref 10.
It emerges that the outer solution is only needed to determine an overall pressure level
at each iross-flow station and is not considered further.

The inner problem is the main concern of this paper, and may be expressed in
general terms as follows. Within a region close to the body, where y and % are 0(k),
where k is some slenderness parameter (see Fig 2), we assume that if F(x,y,z) is some

function, then = 0(k kF , k g) and write the potential as:
ax ay' 3z

wst = Ux + k2

where 0 is 00) .Inserting these into the full potential equation yields:

- y 1+2# + k2( 2 2' = 2)

2  2
ay az ax

2Or, to 0(k) :

2 a20a + a* = 0 (1)

ay az

So, a consequence of the slenderness assumptions is that thE flow appears two-dimensional,
at least in terms of its governing equation. However, careful study will show that the
ghost of three-dimensionality still haunts the boundary conditions. For example, consider
the body boundary condition of flow tangency at the body surface. If the equation of the
body surface is S(x,y,z) = 0 , then this condition is:

VS V0 = 0 (2)

on introducing the slenderness assumptions, this becomes:

as 3las a4s o -

The last two terms will be recognised as a velocity component normal to the body surface
in the cross-flow plane, so the body cross-section is not a streamline of the two-
dimensional cross flow.

The outer boundary condition ir, in terms of the body axes used here:

# - az + 0(log(z 2 + y2)) . (3)

We note that, strictly, we require a - 0(k) .
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Along with the body surface, the vortex sheets are also boundaries of the potential
flow region, and boundary conditions must be specified on them. These boundary conditions
reflect the requirements that the vortex sheets are stream surfaces of the three-
dimensional flow, and that they sustain no pressure difference. The slender body versions
of these two conditions are well knownl, Il. In principle, the vortex sheets are each of
infinite extent, but for computational convenience only a finite part of the sheet is
represented, the nany turns representing the core being replaced by a concentrated vortex,

joined to the free end of the finite part of the sheet by a cut. This cut renders the
potential single-valued, and represents the vestiges of the sheet feeding the core. Thp
isolated line vortex will not in general be aligned with the flow, and so will experience
a force. This force is balanced by an equal and opposite force on the cut, so the fluid
is globally force free. The two components (in the cross-flow plane) of this vector
force condition are sufficient to determine the position of the isolated vortex, but a
further condition is required to determine its circulation. For separation from a sharp
edged wing, the Kutta condition of smooth flow off the leading edge is invoked1 to remove
the singularity that is present in attached flow. For flow past a body, there is no
singularity in the attached flow that is 'relieved' by separation and so the Kutta
condition has to be redefined. At the separation line we have already enforced that the

sheet be tangential to the body, but this is not sufficient to prevent flow from crossing
the sheet there, as it may effectively 'slide' between the sheet and the body. To prevent
this, we constrain the velocity vector on the inside of the sheet, between it and the
body, to lie along the separation line at the base of the sheet2.

A limiting case of the vortex sheet model is when the finite part of the vortex
sheet is omitted, and the entire separation represented by an isolated vortex and cut.
A model of this type has been used by Bryson12 for the flow past cones. It emerges from
his study that solutions could not be obtained for all combinations of incidence and
separation line location.

The greatest failing of slender body theory is that it does not allow for upstream
and downstream influence (except via convected vorticity) between one cross-flow plane
and another. Apart from the case of supersonic flow (which has not been excluded from
the inviscid model), there will always be an upstream influence of the base of the body
which has a marked effect on pressures, etc. This is in general due to some Kutta
condition at the trailing edge. For a real, finite body in subsonic flow, slender body
theory is only relevant some way upstream of the base. In supersonic flow no information
can be transmitted upstream, and slender body theory is a uniformly valid approximation.
However, as we are concerned with forebodies, there re no trailing edges.

To complete the assumptions used in deriving the inviscid model, we note:

(iv) the flow is assumed to be conical with separation in the form of symmetrical vortex
sheets. Seuondary separations are ignored. The assumption of conical flow simplifies

the specification of the boundary conditions, as terms like 2-1 may be replaced by I .

Conical flow is a similarity solution in which the configuration of the vortex sheets,
etc, need only be found in one cross-flow plane, the solution in other planes following
by simple scaling of the appropriate quantities.

The conical form of the vortex sheet boundary conditions, and conditions on the
isolated vortex, are shown in Fig 3. Here, and in all subsequent sections, the
variables have been non-dimensionalised; lengths with respect to the local length, a ,
of the semi-major axis of the cone cross section, and velocities with respect to kU
where k , the slenderness paramneter, is chosen to be the tangent of the cone semi-apexangle as measured in the horizontal plane (= a/x), and U is the velocity of the free
stream. i

The inviscid problem has now been reduced to finding the solution of Eq.(1) subject
to boundary conditions (2) and (3), and boundary conditions on the sheet and isolated I
vortex summarisEd in Fig 3, along with the Kutta condition at the base of the sheet.

3 SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

Writing 0 as the real part of a complex analytic function W(Z) , where

Z = y + iz , then 0 automatically satisfies Eq.(1), and the problem is now to con-
dW i

struct a complex potential (or more usually, its derivative - = v - iw , the conjugate

comple , velocity) that satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions. In part.cular,
W(Z) can be written as a sum of terms representing various component.; of the flow, ie
body thickness, incidence, vortex sheets, etc and, by using appropriate singularities,
the boundary condition (3) can Le readily satisfied. As we are dealing with the two-
dimensional Laplace equation, the use of conformal mapping techniques is possible, and
thit. greatly simplifies the construction of the complex potential. The use of image
systems also ensurea that boundary coniftion (2) is satisfied. A series o! conformal
transformations is used, as it is simpler to specify different terms of the potential in
different complex planes, and a special transformation is used to regularize the
behaviour of the sheet shape near its base. Th3 sequence of transformations is shown in
Fig 4. The first transformation maps the elliptic cross section of the cone onro a
circular contour. In this plane, it is a simple matter to write the terms that represent
the incidence of the cone, its downstream growth (the tangential flow condition on the
cone surface), and the terms representing tho isolated line vortices (the cores). For the
vortex sheet, we have the usual integral representation, so we write:
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dW dZ2  ia r + + +dZ-- - 2 +r --

d22 22 2v

0. . 2( 2 2s Z 2 _-_(7+)

Z2s( r

.. .......(4)

w:e.:e r is tha i:,ci~encu cf 'he cone,

t i the cross-sec io.-a^ tt, vt.ness r' cio of the cone ( )
a+b a

is equal o -.- anI1 r-lts rom the mapping (transformed cone radius),

Z 2v is the transf, "-e, o4Lex positicn of the isolated lkne vortex,

r is the circulation ot rho isolated line vortex,

g(P) is the rength of the vo:tex sheet,

2 (a) is the r-irsormed sheet 1'osj tJan,
is the ar- Length aicnq the leat:

0 max is the k'%jth of the Li.to p'rt of L.ie sheet.

An o,erbar ;cnotes :-npex 'onju~ala ',oa Zhat this expression is non-dimensionalised

acL.',dlr to the cop it_'ir ienticaef' ea-ier.

A numerical ar:rox., i,. to the integral in Eq.(4) must be mac'-e, but this approxi-
mition .s froujht wi~h dJffi-:ulti 0 peculiar to the separation from , smooth surface.
Corpi'..:tinal intetgration fori.alae -as used in previous vortex sheet studies (eg Simpson's
or trpuzoidal rule) have ez. ,r- hich are unbounded as the vortex sheet is approached
closely. This ir because then integration formulae effectively replace the continuous
distribution of vorticity ever the sheet by point-vortex like terms, whose position ana
strength depend upon the particular integration rule used. As the sheet is approached,
this 'lumped', discrete nature of the vorticity is apparent, and the sheet is not
represented satiefactorily, An 14.age of the vortex sheet lies on the other side of the
cone surface, and it. put there to satisfy the flow ta:igency condition on the body surface.
At the base of the sheet, this image runs into tangential (cusped) contact with the sheet.
As boundary conditions are to be applied on the sheet, and details of the solution in the
region of the sheet base are required for modelling thu interaction, a different integra-
tion process has to be used, as the tangential contact of sheet and image makes the
problem one of close approach there. In contrast, for the case of the wing, the image is
effectively a continu&.tion of the main sheet with continuous tangent, and this close
approach problem does not arise.

What is needed is a repr..sentation of the integral that preserveU the continuously
distributed vorticity on the sheet, and this is achieved by use of a 'panel' method. The
finite part of the sheet is discretised into a series of contiguous segments of specified
arc lencths. Values of the sheet strength and sheet tangent angle, g and ' , at the
panel junctions are produced during the course of the iteration process to be described
later, but the variation of these quantities over the length of the segment is left to be
chosen (freely). So, the integral is written as:

max 3max aF (a)do = J fQ()do (5)S z - Z() z 9- z() (5)

0 ii-j

The choice of assumed variation of panel shape and vorticity over the panel is
guided hy the wish that each part of the sum (5) be expressed in closed form. This is
not possible directly, as again the requirement for a good representation of the vortex
sheet near its base means we should be prepared to deal with infinite curvature there.
So, before the sheet integral is evaluated, some further transformations are applied. The
circular contour representing the cone cross section is first collapsed onto a vertical
31it, then the origin is translated to the transformed separation position. The vertical
axis is then folded into the lines bounding the upper right-hand quadrant of the final
transformed plane. It may readily be shown that as a result of this last folding trans-
formation, the ctirvature at the sheet base of the form shown in Fig 1 is made finite. In
fact, the image of the sheet in the final transformed plane has everywhere finite curva-
ture, and its shape may be approximated by a set of contiguous circular arcs having
common tangents at their junctions. This may be seen if we consider the intrinsic
equation of the transform of the vortex sheet (Fig 5). The slope of this curve is the
curvature of the sheet, and a circular arc appears as a straight line. By patching
together circular arcs, we obtain a 'trapezoidal' approximation to the variation of
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.ith a . An assumed variation of sheet strength over the panel is adopted that matches
at the end points, so the sheet strength is continuous. The choice of distribution of
sheet strength is governed by the desire to express the components of the sum (5) in
closed form. Following Mangler and Smith13 , we select a distribution of the form
g(o) = g, cos 0 + g2 sin 0 over the arc, where 0 is an intrinsic angle for the segment

(see Fig 6). The integral representing the velocity induced by a circular arc having
this distribution of vorticity is evaluated in closed form. Because of the continuity of
sheet tangent and strength, this velocity is continuous along the entire length of the
sheet, except at the free end, and consequently we may specify boundary conditions at the
panel junctions. If we have n panels, then we have 2n unknowns, namely the sheet
tangent angle and strength at one end of each panel. The sheet strength and tangent
angle at the other end are identical with the values for the abutting panel. The base
segment end, at the separation position, has its sheet angle fixed by the requirement of
tangency to the body, and its strength set to zero, so as to obtain a finite "ialue in the
physical plane, through the singularity in the mapping derivative there. Tk. solve for
these 2n unknowns, the pressure condition and normal velocity condition are applied at
the panel junctions and midway along the length of the last panel, which has a free end,
so we obtain 2n equations. The distribution of panel lengths is arbitrary, but it may
be chosen to give fine detail near the separation position. Here, the folding trans-
formation helps, as it tends to concentrate points in the vicinity of the separation line
when they are mapped back to the physical plane. It is useful to reduce panel size in
the core, where the radius of curvature of the sheet again becom.es small.

With this construction of the complex potential, we can take a guessed configura-
tion of the vortex sheets, separating from a specified position on a cone of elliptic
cross section at given incidence, automatically satisfying the boundary conditions on the
body and at infinity, and evaluate the errors in the boundary conditions on the sheets
and at the isolated vortices. It remains to obtain a configuration for the vortex sheets
and isolated vortices that will satisfy the boundary conditions to within an acceptably
small tolerance of error. This is done in an iterative fashion.

4 ITERATIVE SOLUTION PROCEDURE

14
The technique used is a scheme similar to that developed by Barsby . In this

method, an initial approximation to the solution (a guessed sheet shape, etc) is
successively improved by a multi-dimensional Newton iteration scheme. The solution is
regarded as having converged when the sum of the squares of the difference between the
velocities required to satisfy hhe boundary conditions and those actually achieved is
typically less than 10-6 to 10- . This scheme requires a 'good' starting approximation
to the solution, and so a thin, wing-like cone was first taken, with one of Smith's1 wing
solutions as the ita~ing guess for the sheet shape, etc. When convergence had been
attained for this thin ellipse, the thickness of the cone cross siction was increased,
and that solution used as a starting guess. In this way, the thickness of the cone was
successively increased between iterations, until a right circ-lar cone solution was
obtained. It was also possible to vary the incidence and separation position in a
similar way between iterations.

5 INVISCID RESULTS

An example of the type of solution found by the iniiscid model is shown in Fig 7.
This is for a circular cone at an incidence equal to three times its semi-apex angle,
(ie a relative incidence of 3), with separation occurring 1130 around from the windward
generator. This separation position was taken from the experimental results of Rainbird
et aZ15 . Their experiments were carried out in a water tunnel, and the boundary layers
were laminar. The observed core position is marked by a cross on the figure, and the
location of the computed core corresponds to a shift outboard of the order of 10% of the
cone radius. A similar discrepancy has been found with vortex sheet solutions for wings
when the secondary separation is laminar. It may partly be accounted for in this case by
the presence of a large secondary separation that was visible in the experiments, but not
accounted for in the calculation. This was seen to lie under the main core, and could
displace this core inboard. It is of note that for the cone incideny and separation
position found in this experiment, no solution exists using Bryson's model. Another X
set of experiments were carried out by Rainblrd1 6, for a cone in a supersonic flow at
high Reynolds number, with turbulent boundary layers. One of the effects of a turbulent
boundary layer, indeed the only one from the point of view of the inviscid model, is to
move the se aration position further around the cone from the windward generator. One of
Rainbird'si? cases has been computed, corresponding to a circular cone at a relative
incidence of 2.52, with separation occurring 1320 from the windward generator, and the
result for the sheet shape shown in Fig 8. Again, a small error in core location is
evident. Rainbird1  also carried out a total-head survey for this case, and the results
of this, with the calculated vortex sheet overlaid, is shown in Fig 9. The discrepancy
in the apparent location of the early part of the sheet as indicated by this survey is
attributed to the displacement effect of the boundary layer.

In Ref 17, Zaaharov presents results for the calculation of the separated flow past
a slender, circular cone using a time evolution method based upon the equivalence of
three-dimensional conical steady flow and two-dimensional unsteady flow. His result for
the sheet shape for this case is also shown in Fig 9. It is seen that his solution gives
a rather more flattened core than has been obtained by the present method. The total-head
survey would tend to indicate that his sheet intrudes into the secondary separation, the
main core appearing to be more circular. The position of the isolated vortex in the two

A methods is very close, having almost the same error in location with respect to the
.. observed core location.
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One of the solutions for a 10% thick ellipse is shown in Fig 10. This is for an
elliptic cone at an incidence equal to three times the semi-apex angle of the cone as
measured in the horizontal plane. This is close to a wing-like solution, with a large
core. The core position is practically indistinguishable from that for a wing of the
same semi-apex angle at the same incidence.

The effect of cone thickness on nonlinear lift is illustrated in Fig 11. This shows
the variation of the nonlinear component of the normal force with separation position for
different cone thicknesses, all at a relative incidence of 3. The separation angle is a
parametric one, so that the coordinates of the separation position in the cross-flow
plane are given by

Ys = cos 0s

z = t sin 0s s

A lower limit to the separation angle was found during the course of the calculations,
curresponding to the sheet just making regular contact with the cone surface at separa-
tion (ie smooth separation). A lower value for 0s would have the sheet turning into the

cone after separation. Thus, smooth separation marks one end of the plots shown in
Fig 11, the other end of the plot being arbitrarily truncated at the 900 separation
position, ie the end of the semi-major axis. The effect of thickness is to reduce the
amount of nonlinear lift, the maximum value being found for the case of the wing. Por a
given thickness, the maximum nonlinear lift occurs at smooth separation. It should be
noted that the amount of linear lift is independent of separation position and cone
thickness.

The circumferential pressure distribution corresponding to the first solution shown
(Fig 7) is shown in Fig 12. Also shown for comparison are the pressure distributions for
attached flow (no vortex sheets), and the pressures as measured in Ref 14. The suction
peak due to the vortex core is well marked. The attached flow pressure distribution was
used by Cooke3 to calculate the development of a laminar boundary layer on the cone, and
a natural extension of his work is to repeat his calculations using the pressures from
the vortex sheet model. This is discussed below.

6 BOUNDARY-LAYER CALCULATION

The pressure in conical flow is constant along rays passing downstream from the
apex of the cone. As the elliptic cone has a developable surface, it may be 'unwrapped'
into a plane circular sector, where these rays forin a radial ordinate. The normal to the
cone surface, and the circumferential direction, complete a cylindrical polar coordinate
system. If the laminar boundary layer equations are written down in this coordinate
system, and the result that pressure is constant along rays is used, then a similarity
solution for the radial development of the boundary layer is possible, and the calcula-
tion of the three-dimensional boundary layer reduces to solving for the radial and circum-
ferential velocity profiles at one cross-flow station (constant radial position), the o
solutions at other stations following from a simple scalingp Unlike the inviscid flow,
this scaling is not a linear one but a parabolic one for such quantities as the boundary-
layer thickness. A computer program based on a Keller box technique for solving the,8
laminar boundary-layer equations in a plane circular sector has been written by Boyd'-
and used here in conjunction with the circumferential pressure distribution found by the
vortex sheet model.

7 PREDICTION OF SEPARATION POSITION

Cooke3 calculated the dtvelopment of the boundary layer up to separation (defined
for this conical flow, as the vanishing of the circumferential component of skin friction),
subject to the external inviscid flow being attached. This is inconsistent, becau e as
soon as separation occurs the external flow is modified by that separation. Smithl
suggested improving upon this by using the vortex sheet model to provide a consistent
pressure distribution and obtaining the separation position in an iterative way. First, I
for a cone at given incidence, a separation position is guessed, and the vortex sheet
solution is found. The pressure distribution from this solution is used in the boundary-
layer calculation, which will prelict a (generally) different separation ponition to that
assumed. The inviscid calculati(n is repeated, with the assumed separation position
moved nearer to that given by the boundary-layer calculation, and the process repeated.
The inviscid separation position thus 'chases' the viscous separation until the two agree.
The results of the first cycle of such an iteration are shown on Fig 12, where 'A' marks
the inviscid separation position, and 'B' the position of the laminar separation with
this pressure distriLution, which is well before tue assumed position. Moving the
inviscid separation position nearer to the windward generator eventually leadr to a con-
verged result as shown in Fig 13, with viscous and inviscid separation positions agreeing.
This occurred with separation some 760 from the windward generator, a position well
removed from any experimental results. Of note is that this position corresponds to
smooth separation, ie A = 0 in Fig 1.

These results are in fact predicted by Smith's2 local analysis of the vortex sheet
in the vicinity of the separation line. He was able to obtain the behaviour of the

../.9.
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circumferential pressure gradient just upstream of the separation (Fig 14). In the
figure, A' > 0 , so there is an i..$inite adverse pressure gradient at separation,
unless A' vanishes, when the pressure gradient is finite, but not locally determined.
Now A' is related to A in Fig 1, such that both vanish simultaneously, that is when
the curvature of the vortex sheet at separation becomes finite (smooth separation) so
does the pressure gradient. It seems unlikely that a laminar boundary layer could with-
stand approaching an infinite adverse pressure gradient, and indeed no solutions have
been found for boundary layers separating at such a point, they always separate upstream
of it. (See also Ref 19.) So the converged viscous-inviscid match using conventional
laminar boundary-layer theory gives a separation position for which the curvature of the
vortex sheet is finite, ie smooth separation - a position which can be found by a purely
inviscid calculation.

Further analysis of the viscous problem in the vicinity of the separation line by
Riley19 and F.T. Smith5 , along lines proposed by Sychev 6, has shown that conventional
laminar boundary-layer theory is insufficient when attempting to describe the viscous-
inviscid interaction and a triple-deck is needed in the neighbourhood of the separation
line to describe the interaction (Fig 15). The triple-deck effectively 'smears out' the
infinite pressure gradient over a finite length, which is Reynolds number dependent. An
immediate result of the analysis is that the converged solution described above, smooth
separation, is the infinite Reynolds number limit, and at finite Reynolds number a
correction is applied to it. This correction is found by matching the pressure rise
across the triple-deck to that given by the inviscid flow, this resulting in an expres-
sion that relates the 'strength' of the singularity in the pressure gradient, A' , to
the Reynolds number. A quantity called A is shown in Fig 16, which is a simple

multiple of A' , and is calculated by the vortex sheet program. When this quantity
vanishes, we have smooth separation - the infinite Reynolds number limit. As the
Reynolds number decreases, the triple-deck can 'smear out' a larger amount of singularity
and the separation position moves further around the cone. Finding this correction
requires that the scale of the triple-deck be determined. The Reynolds number dependence
of this scaling is readily found (Fig 15), but the explicit term for the scale of the
triple-deck involves the skin friction of the boundary layer as it enters the triple-deck.
This is found by performing a laminar boundary calculation with the pressure distribution
corresponding to smooth separation. The results of such a boundary-layer calculation are
shown in Fig 17.

The calculation is terminated at the dotted line, where the sheet leaves the body.
The procedure for calculating the separation position using the triple-deck results is as
follows. Having decided on the parameters of the problem, ie the relative incidence of
the cone and its thickness ratio, a series of inviscid calculations is performed with
varying separation position, 0s , givLng the variation of the coefficient A1 . This

leads to a plot like Fig 16. The posil',n of smooth separation is identified, (A, = 0)
and a pressure distribution obtained fo this case, which is then used in the
boundary-layer program. The circumferential component of skin friction at smooth separa-
tion (r) is then usd to determine the position of tle separation line at finite
Reynolds number via.

1 =cf~- 1 (k Re xf (6)

where c = 0.44;

Rex = the Reynolds number based on cone length;

Ue = component of external velocity tangential to the smooth separation line;

Ve = the external velocity normal to the smooth separation line;

k the tangent of the semi-apex angle of the cone planform;

T = - where V is the circumferential velocity in the
e e z=0 boundary layer;

z the scaled normal coordinate in the boundary layer. h
The value of 0s corresponding to this value of A is the separation position corres-

ponding to that Reynolds number Rex . So, we may write:

0 0smooth + f(I ' t) (k 2 Se)RX

This result for the case of a circular cone at a relative incidence of 3 is shown in
Fig 18, which is a plot of predicted separation position against what is effectively a
cr053-flow Reynolds number k2Rex . Also shown are the position of smooth separation,
and the results for he separation position using attached external flow, ie no sheets,
as obtained by Cooke . The three crosses show experimental results reported in Ref 14.
Note that the result with attached external flow is independent of Reynoll number, but
the triple-deck gives a separation position moving nearer to the windward generator withincreasing Reynolds number. This trend is confirwed by the experimental points. Aninteresting feature of this result is that the Reynolds number used is strictly a local
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one, which increases with distance along the cone. Consequently, the theory pred'cts that
the separation line on a given cone is slightly curved, moving closer to the windward
generator as we go downstream. However, because of the very small exponent in the
Reynolds number dependence shown in Eq.(6) the curve is only a very slight departure from
a straight line over most of the cone. The theory predicts a separation position about
100 too far around the cone, and possible causes for this are:

(i) the Reynolds number may not be high enough for the triple-dcck perturbation para-
meter to be regarded as small. In principle this would mean taking more terms in the
expansion that gives the triple-deck correction, and not just the first term as used here;

(ii) no account is taken of the secondary separation in these calculations;

(iii) the coefficient c in Eq.(6) has been determined numerically, and may have a small
error.

8 DISCUSSION

As the method has successfully produced solutions for the title problem, it is use-
ful to consider its development for application to less restricted cases. The assumption
of conical flow may easily be relaxed for the inviscid model, the only change being in the
boundary condittr)- or. the ?'rtex sheet, where derivatives are reintroduced. The problem
of inviscid f! . , . - nos.-.;onical slender body could then be solved by a downstream
marching integzia on/it.raf -,, technique, similar to that developed by Clark 20 . However,
this would ha- to ,e used in1 conjunction with a full three-dimensional boundary-layer
calculation dict the separation position. Another problem with non-conical bodies
is how to stat. the downstream marching. Unless the nose is pointed, and separation
starts from tneet., the starting solution is currently not known. Indeed, for some cases,
such as an ogive-cylinder combination, it appears that the upstream origin of separation
may be non-slender, and the removal of the slenderness requirement would then be
necessary.

The restriction to lateral symmetry may be removed from the inviscid model by using
a different set of conformal mappings to regularise the sheet shape, the assumption of
symmetry being implicit in the mappings used here. The flow past yawed cones could then
be calculated, although there is some doubt over how to start the boundary-layer
calculation at the attachment line for this case.

The restriction to laminar boundary layers is, at present, the one that seems most
difficult to overcome, Although some asymptotic analyses of the behaviour of turbulent
boundary layers are available for cases such as shock-wave boundary-layer interaction, no
work has yet been done on the interaction of a turbulent boundary layer with a large
scale separation such as a vortex sheet. Indeed, only incipient separation has so far
been tackled as far as the author is aware. So, results akin to a separating 'turbulent
triple-deck' are not yet available, but appear to be necessary before further progress is
made with this case.

9 CONCLUSION

A method has been developed that successfully represents the separated flow about a
slender elliptic cone and its interaction with a laminar boundary layer via a triple-deck,
demonstrating a rational approach to the predictionof separated flows on pointed noses.

Comparisc.- with the limited experimental data available tend to confirm the
applicability o. the vortex sheet model to open separation from smooth surfaces and the
relevance of the triple-deck model of viscous-inviscid separation to three-dimensional
laminar separation.
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PREDICTION OF AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
FOR WINGS WITH EXTENSIVE SEPARATIONS

B. Maskew, B.M. Rao and F.A. Dvorak
Analytical Methods, Inc.
100 - 116th Avenue S.E.

Bellevue, Washington 98004
U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The development of a simple yet effective technique for modelling the effects of
trailing-edge separation is discussed. The model encloses the low energy region with
free vortex sheets coupled with a potential flow panel method. The technique includes
an iteration cycle between viscous and potential flow routines, and its development from

the potential flow panel method, which is based on an internal Dirichlet boundary con-
dition, is included.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A,B,W,O Regions of the idealized model, Figure 8

C Pressure coefficient
p

CL Lift coefficient

i,i,k Orthogonal unit vector system defining the axes of the Cartesian coordinate
system,

n Unit normal vector to a surface

S Surface

s Distance

V Velocity vector, modulus

x,ypz Cartesian coordinates, Figure 9

a Incidence

6* Boundary layer displacement thickness

V Graientoperator

0 Total velocity potential

Perturbation velocity potential

Subscripts

A,B,W,O Pertaining to regions A, B, W, and 0, xespectively

OA, etc. Pertaining to the comuon boundary between regions 0 and A, etc., and facing
region 0

e Outer edge of boundary layer

p Conditions at a point, P

U,L Upper, lower surface, respectively

SEP Conditions at separation

Conditions in the undisturbed onset flow

1 .0 INTRODUCTION

The loss of flight path control that often follows the condition of extensive
separation on wings is a serious problem influencing the safety of all aircraft operations
and the combat effectiveness of fighter aircraft. Recent investiqations of a "controlled
separation" concept (see, for example, (1) and (2)) have demonstrated the possibility of

4 maintaining control through the condition of maximum lift. If such a concept is to be
fully exploited, it needs to be considered early in the design process of new aircraft.
Theoretical methods capable of predicting the aerodynamic characteristics under the
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conditions of extensive separation are, therefore, needed.

Considerable effort has been applied to calculation of flow characteristics for
well defined vortex separation (2). The present paper is concerned with the modelling
of viscous separation starting from the wing trailing edge. The work is part of a multi-
phase program aimed at predicting aerodynamic characteristics of combat aircraft at highangle of attack with leading-edge and side-edge vortex separations modelled as well as

trailing-edge separations.

2.0 BACKGROUND

The pressure distribution in a trailing-edge separation region is usually character-
ized by a constant pressure region extending back to the trailing edge followed by a short
recompression region (e.g., (3)). A simplification of this characteristic is modelled in
the two-dimensional CLMAX program (4), (5) using a pair of constant strength vortex sheets
to enclose the separated region, Figure 1. The length of the sheets required a semi-
empirical approach and the condition that the sheets be force free is satisfied in an
iterative cycle in which segments of the sheet are aligned with local flow directions.
The method combines boundary layer and potential flow codes in an 1"ter iteration cycle.
The potential flow pressure distribution--which includes the influence of the free vortex
sheets--is passed to the boundary layer routine which then supplies the separation points
and the boundary layer displacement thickness distribution for the next iteration. The
boundary layer displacement effect in the attached flow region is modelled by transpira-
tion (i.e., source distribution) rather than by a displacement surface. The main advantage
of the transpiration approach is that the matrix of influence coefficients in the panel
method remains essentially the same from one iteration to the next; only the wake condition
changes.

The thin vortex sheet model of the upper separated shear layer was demonstrated by
Young and Hoad (6) to be a reasonable representation of the flow as far back as the
trailing edge. For example, a comparison from (6) of a laser-velocimeter flow survey,
and a CLMAX program calculation is shown here in Figure 2. Downstream of the trailing
edge the vortex sheet model becomes less representative of the flow; however, a later
evaluation of a graded vorticity model over the recompression zone had little effect on
the airfoil solution. Closer modelling of the recompression zone (such as, for example,
the approaches used by Gross (7) or Zumwalt (8)) would be desirable in cases where the
wake interacts closely with a downstream component.

A particular feature of the vortex sheet model enclosing the region of low energy is
that pressures can be calculated directly in the separated zone (4). This is an additional
advantage ovttr the displacement surface approach of Henderson (9) and over the source out-
flow model of Jacob (10). The CLMAX method generally gives very close agreement with
experimental pressure distributions. For example, Figure 3 shows the post-stall pressure
distribution for a GA(W)-l airfoil at 200 incidence. Calculations have been performed over
a wide range of conditions, and the variations of lift coefficient on a NACA 0012 section
over a range of incidence from 00 to 900 is shown in Figure 4. Expe.imental values are
taken from Hoerner (11). The CLMAX model has been extended to the case of transonic (12)
and also unsteady (5) flows in two dimensions.

An early extension of the CLMAX method to the three-dimensional non-lifting case of
bluff-body separation was formulated with a surface source panel method (13). Although
the procedure gave reasonable correlation with experimental base pressure when the experi-
mental separation line was used, the mcdel gave an "overshoot" in the calculated pressure
just ahead of separation, see Figure 5. This caused the boundary layer calculation to
predict an earlier sepdration at every iteration.

An improvement of the three-dimensional model was developed using distributed vor-
ticity (14) on the surface panels rather than source singularities. On each panel, the
vorticity was constant spanwise and varied linearly chordwise, and the Neumann boundary
condition was satisfied at a control point on each panel. The basic method was the VIP3D
code (15) which already had a viscous/potential iteration procedure. Again, the boundary
layer displacement effect was modelled by the transpiration technique. A typical example
of its application at low angle of attack is shown in Figure 6 for the Kolbe and Boltz (16)
wing. This spanwise lift distribution (previously presented in (15)) was recalculated
recently after correcting a program error uncovered in VIP3D during the extension to seFa-
rated flow. The separated flow model was first assembled in a stripwise manner, Figure
7(a), to expedite development of the procedure. A calculated pressure distribution for a
rectangular wing at 190 is shown in Figure 7(b), compared with experimental measurements
(17). The calculations were performed with and without a simple model of tip-edge sepa-
ration.

Although the model illustrated in Figure 7(a) is a reasonable one for rLctangular
wings, it is not suitable for more general planfor.s. In developing the method further,
the complete model was reviewed and reformulated.
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3.0 BASIC FORMULATION

In Figure 8, we have taken a streamwise cut through the wing and its wake and, based
on the earlier work, (4) and (14), have formed an idealized model using four closed
regions; airfoil (A), bubble (B), wake (W) and outer flow (0). The latter region is
closed by an outer boundary, S., at a large distance from the wing and its wake where the
disturbances to a uniform onset flow, V., have essentially disappeared.

We assume the existence of velocity potential fields, tA, 4', 4w, 4O, that satisfy
Laplace's equation throughout the regions A, B, W and 0, respectively. By applying
Green's theorem to each of these regions and combining the resulting contributions, the
velocity potential at a point, P, situated within any of these regions can be written:

_P (00 fA) !0 - V P - vl )IdS
S OA

+41 ff POo V Vo 0 w~ VP ow
SOW

+44 B D V O (VO VB )dSOB

SOB

-~ nB OW) d
0 'WLj.j (( 1) 1 RB -O W V BW

S BW

+ (1)

where SOA, SOB, etc., are the common boundaries, respectively, between regions 0 and A, I
and between 0 and B, etc. Vectors no, pg are unit normals to the surface directed into
the regions 0 and B, respectively. The quantity, r, is the distance between an element
of surface and the point, P.

Equation (1) is an extension of the two-region case given by Lamb (18)., ART 58.
The present equation includes an additional term, 0., which is the contribution from
the boundary S. due to a uniform onset flow, whereas Lamb assumed the flow at infinity
to be at rest.

If the point, P, lies on one of the surfaces, say the SOA facing region 0, then
the local contribution to Op is obtained by a limiting process using a saall hemispheri-
cal distortion of the surface centered on P. The local contribution (from the first
term in the integral) is

-'i
Alp= (2)

2

This is half the jump in potential across the surface at point P. The surface integral
over SOA in Eqn. (1) would exclude point P in this case. A similar treatment is performed
if P lies on any of the surfaces. Note that the first potential appearing in the ex-
pression for Aip is the one in the region that point P is "facing". e

Each of the integral expressions in Eqn. (1) represents the perturbation potential due
to distributions of doublets and sources over the respective boundaries. For example, the
first integral is the perturbation potential for a doublet distribution of strength

---'
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( o - A) on the boundary, SOA, and w~th axes _no, plus the perturbation potential for a
source distribution of strength I_ • (V$ O - V A).

4.0 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

For a given region there exists ai infinite number of comb3.ned doublet and source
distributions over the boundary of that region giving the same velocity potential field
within the region but produc3ng different solutions in other regions. Thus a unique
solution for the idealized model in Figure 8 exists only if appropriate boundary condi-tions are imposed on both sides of each boundary surface. (Some of these conditions
can be implied by suitable choice of model.) In the present case a set of boundary con-
ditions has been assembled based on the earlier work (4), %?.4), but with an im oved
basic model tor the three-dimensional potential flow. Summarizing the main Lxu.adary

condition:

(i) Inside the wing we specify an internal Dirichlet boundary condition:

(A = D

(ii) On the exterior surface of the wing we specify the Neumann boundary coniition:

(a) in the attached flow region on boundary SOA, we set

•V0o =- - (ve6*);

i.e., the transpiration model of the boundary layer displacement
effect;

(b) in the separated zone on boundary SBA, we set

(iii) On boundary SOB (free-shear layers), we apply the condition of zero entrain-
ment. (Later this condition could be changed in order to model the recompres-
sion zone.) With zero entrainment, the source terms disappear on this boundary
in Eqn. (1). In addition, we satisfy the condition that the shear layer be
a streamline of the flow, but this is not applied directly: the shear layer
geometry is first p-escribed then the streamline condition is satisfied in a
wake shape iteration cycle. '
The shear layer model used earlier (4), (14), is represented here by a dcub)et
distribution -ith a linear variati.on along streamlines in SOB:

(s= SEP " s EP

where s is measured along each streamline starting at a point on the separation "

line. The potential gradient is taken from the wing surface immediately up-
stream of the separation point. Note that at each spanwise station, SOB
has both an upper and a lower part corresponding to two separation points,
Figure 8. The two resulting potential gradients must be related as follows.

(iv) Kutta Condition. a

At each spanwise station the velocity potential surface gradients, as

at the upper and lower separation points are set equal. This is equivalent
to the Kutta condition used in the earlier work (4), (14).

v) The downstream wake region, W, is reduced to zero thickness with zero entrain-ment for the time being. (This is an adequate model for wing-alone cases;
however, a thick downstream wake model with appropriate conditions in region W
is being considered for the case of multiple components.) With the assumption
of small thic:ness, the contribution from corresponding upper and lower parts
of boundary SOW in Eqn. (1) can be combined, leaving a constant doublet value
with strength equal to the jump in potential at the downstram end of eegion B.

Finally, with the appropriate boundary conditions applied in the idealized model,
Eqn. (1) is applied at points P on the inside surface of the wing:

A

' /'

-f
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where O = O- .is the perturbation potential. The integral over SOA and SO excluds
the point, P, when it lies on that part of the boundary. The quantities, SEPU and 4SEPL'

SU, SL and IOj E are all functions of spanwise location. SU, SL are the streamline
SEP

lengths from the separation line to the downstream end of the upper and lower parts, SOBU
and SOBL, respectively, of the boundary, SOB-

5.0 NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The general arrangement of the configuration is shown in Figure 9 relative to the
coordinate axes. The x-axis is normally taken downstream with z upwards and y spanwise.
The z-x plane is reqarded as a plane of synmetry in unyawed flight.

The complete surface of the wing, including the tip-edge surface is represented by a
-umber of flat quadrilateral panel over each of which the doublet and source distribution
are assund consfant. The surfaces, SOB and SOW, also are represented by flat quadrilateral
panels but with constant doublet distributions only; i.e., for the zero entrainment case.
Over SOB, the linear doublet variation is therefore represented in a stepwise manner at
this time. (This appears to be a satisfactory model but a linear streamwise doublet
variation over each panel would be a straightforward extension.)

Using this model the boundary condition equation, Eqn. (4), is satisfied simultane-
ously at a control point underneath each surface panel on the wing. If there are N panels
on the winq, then we have N simultaneous equations in N unknown doublet (or perturbation $
velocity potential) values. On each chordwise set of panels involving a separation zone,
one Dirichlet boundary cordition equation is replaced by the explicit Kutta condition.
This treatment is not necossary where a regular wake is shed from the trailing edge.

Following the solution of the surface doublet distribution, the surface velocity
ver ors are obtained from the gradient of the potential using a second-order distribution
through the panel control point values. Forces and moments are obtained by pressure inte-
gration. Pressures in the separated zone are obtained as in (4):

Cp 1 + AHCp v=/ ~ q*

where q.- is the free-stream dynamic head and AH is the change in total pressure in the
separated zoiIc relative to the value in the undisturbed onset flow. In the present case

I00 1

PV SEP
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and is calculated for each spanwise station. V is the average velocity in the shear
layer.

For the initial solution the wake geometry is prescribed starting at the separation
line geometry. Iterative routines are installed in the code to relax the wake geometry
and, hence, satisfy the force-free condition. So far this has only been applied to the
tip-edge separation (e.g., (19)), and has not been tried for the bubble region. Also,at this time the complete viscous/potential iteration cycle has not been activated with
the modified code.

It should be pointed cnt that without the separation model, the basic equation used
here is the same as that givin by Morino (20), who applied Green's theorem directly to
the exterior flow field. The attached flow formulation is also similar to that used by
Johnson and Rubbert (21) and also Bristow (22), except that they used higher-order singu-
larity distributions. Earlier evaluation of higher-order distributions in the work lead-
ing to the present program had indicated a severe cost penalty when running the three-
dimensional code because of data storage and retrieval of the interpolation coefficients
for each panel. Also, the conditions at an arbitrary separation line become very cum-
bersome with the higher-order dietributions. The piecewise constant model, on the other
hand, offers a much simpler formulation and has proven to be very cost effective. In
fact, comparisons against higher-order methods have shown essentially the same accuracy
for a given density of control points. For example, Figure 10 shows the chordwise di3-
tribution of Vy at stations on either side of the planform kink on a wing with strake at
= 51. The wing, which has a NACA 0002 section, is one of the test cases in (23). The

Vy calculation is particularly difficult in this region and several methods gave several
different solutions. The present solution is very close to the second-order Panair
method (21). The present computation involving 946 panels took ten minutes of CDC Cyber
175 CPU time (approximately 2h minutes of CDC 7600). Most of the panels were concentrated
in the leading-edge region because of the high curvature there and the tip surface was
closed b-, a half body of revolution. With more regular thickness/chord ratios, adequate
results are obtained using considerably lower panel densities.

6.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The separated flow model was tested on a 100 swept wing at 210 incidence. The
constant chord wing had an aspect ratio of 6. The number of panels representing the wing
was 260, arranged in a 40 (chordwise) by 5 (spanwise) array on the main surface and a
3 x 20 array on the tip surface. The latter was a half body of revolution based on the
NACA 0012 profile of the wing. Calculations were performed using a prescribed separation
line corresponding to experimental measurements (17); the x location of this line was
approximately .06 of the chord back from the leading edge. For these calculations,
region B of the wake (Figure 8) extended about 5 chord lengths beyond the T.E. (Prelim-
inary calculations had confirmed earlier findings (13) that unlike the two-dimensional
case (4), the solution in three dimensions is relatively insensitive to the length of the
vortex sheet modelling the shear layer.) In the present calculations 18 panels were used
to represent the linear doublet distribution on each streamwise strip of wake panels.
The wake geometry was prescribed, leaving the surface at approximately a/2, based on
earlier experience (4), (5). The wake was shed continuously along the upper surface
separation line to the tip, down the tip edge to the trailing edge and back along the
lower side of the trailing edge.

Figure 11 shows calculated pressure distributions compared with experimental reasure-
ments (17) at two spanwise stations, n = .6 and .9 of the semispan approximately. The
calculations include the case of fully attached as well as separated flows and indicate
the large influence of the separated flow model. (Note that the attached flow pressures
at the n = .9 station are perhaps shifted too much in the negative direction over the
downstream half of the chord. This is because this station is at the last column of
panels before the tip edge and so the spanwiso acceleration of the flow as it passes
round the tip surface (19) is calculated prematurely. This problem is less severe for
the separated flow case because of the influence of the tip-edge separation model. In
aiy event, more columns of panels would normally be used in the tip region.)

The results from the separated flow model compare very favorably with the experimen-

tal data. In particular, the pressure in the separated region is in very good agreement
and should lead to a good prediction of the drag force. Differences in the peak suction
area may be caused by incorrect location of the separation line; i.e., a small forward
movement at the inboard station and a small rearward movement at the outboard station
would improve the pred±otions.

It is clear from the experimental results in Figure 11 that the separation was un-
steady and it is interesting to observe that some of the apparently "bad" values are, in
fact, very close to the attached flow calculation. This is particularly so at the n = .6
station.

The computation time for the separated flcw case was 96 seconds of CDC Cyber 175
time, which is approximately equivalent to 24 seconds on the CDC 7600. It should be
emphasized, however, that this calculation represents just the first pass through a
complete solution. Even so, such a computation time is a good basis for practical com-
puting costs for a complete iterative procedure. Before the iteration loops for wake
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relaxation and boundary layer calculations are switched on, sensitivity studies will be
conducted to examine the effect of panel density, wake location and Lqparation line path
through the panels. This will lead to a better understanding of the calculation model
and will help to ensure good convergence characteristics of the overall procedure.

).0 CONCLUSIONS

Initial results from a three-dimensional potential flow code with simple separated
wake modelling and internal Dirichlet boundary conditions are in very favorable agree-
ment with experimental measurements for the case o. extensive upper-surface separation
on a wing. The simple basic panel method using piecewise constant source and doublet
distributions is justified not only from the favorable comparisons of its performance
against higher-order methods and experimental results, but also on its low computing
costs. The latter is especially important as a basis for a practical iterative prc-
cedure for separated flow predictions.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Pressure Distributions on a GA(W)-l
Airfoil (Re 6.3 x 106; a = 20.050).
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Lift Characteristics for a NACA 0012
Airfoil (Re = 6.0 x 106? M = 0.2).
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Fig. 7(a). Earlier Separated Flow Model (14).
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Fig. 8. Idealized Flow Model--Section through the Wing and Its Wake.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE FLOW ON A SWEPT WING IN FLIGHT

A.Bertelrud

F.F.A., The Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden
Box 11021, S-161 I i Bromma, Sweden

A short resum6 will be given concerning a series of flight tests presently being per-
formed in Sweden on a swept wing aircraft. A large amount of wind tunnel data on the wing
of the aircraft has been obtained earlier, 2 

, making the complete data set a promising
case for correlation of wind tunnel and free flight tests. Freliminary tests in flight
have also been reported earlier 3 .

Figure 1 sh-ws the aircraft, a SAAB 32 ALansen, and the main region of experimental
investigation. The coordinates given refer to the system used in one of the wind tunnel

v tests. :ne aircraft is equipped with accelerometers, rate gyros, indicators for control
surface deflection angles and other reference information. Time averages of all reference
information as well as the aerodynamic probes are scanned with a frequency of 40 Hz. This
enables an extensive description of aircraft rigid body motion, wing flexibility and flight
reference data together with the corresponding aerodynamic flow conditions.

The aerodynamic flow is investigated using surface static pressure taps, modified
Preston tubes and boundary layer rakes as well as different types of heated films for the
measurement of local skin friction and boundary layer turbulence. The time average values
are recorded via a digital system whereas the turbulence data is also recorded directly on
six analog channels.

Figure 2 exemplifies the stationary flight conditions investigated, ranging from
M = 0.27 to 0.9. In addition a rather varied program of manoeuvres is flown to investigate
flow properties during instationary conditions. In the flight envelope examples are found
of laminar and turbulent attachment line flow, natural and bubble transition, shock-free
flow as well as flow with shocks and even in some cases shock induced separation. Exten-
sive flow visualization is performed.

Figure 3 exemplifies some static pressure distribution results at yb =0.6 for a
Mach number of 0.8. The open symbols are from the flight tests (a= 2.45 ), in this case
at Rec = 20.10 6 , the closed symbols from the wind tunnel tests2 , at Rec =16.106 and an angle
of attack of 2.9 degrees. The line indicates results obtained with the Jameson-Caughey
FLOW 22 code4 , which is used as a production code to obtain rapid comparisons.

Figure 4 shows a detail of the pressure distributions at M = 0.5 obtainable in the
leading edge region. Flights performed at various altitudes yield a variation in angle
of attack, and in the figure three different angles of attack are shown. At 3.20 there is
natural transition, at 4.70 there are indications of a closed separation bubble occurring
roughly between 22 and 32 mm from the leading edge. At 5.90 there are indications of
either a shock, a bubble or both in combination. Note that a total of 10 pressure taps
are located within 1% of the chord on the suction side, which is better than the detail
obtainable on most wind tunnel mgdels. Also indicated in the figure is computations with
a three-dimensional panel method= developed at the FFA.

At present 25 flight hours have been flown in a program of approximately 50 hours.
The static pressure and skin friction distributions on the wing have been determined and "'
presently the test is focussed at completing the boundary layer measurements as well as
improving the determination of for example shock position and shock unsteadiness on the
wing. f "

CONCLUSIONS

The results frow the present flight test program may be of value in the areas of
- wind tunnel/flight correlation of viscous flow on swept wings
- inviscid and viscous code development
- transition prediction
- shock/boundary layer interaction
- testing techniques
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FLUID DYNMICS PANEL SYMPOSIUM
"COMPUTATION OF VISCOUS-INVISCID INTERACTIONS"

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Dr. Quinn

The idea behind the last three days has been to share with each other the different ideas and concepts
that are being used to design surfaces over which there are flows with strong viscous and inviscid
interactions. We have heard a number of them. All have agreed with some experimental data, and that
itself, might be an issue we would care to discuss. I presume tnat every'ody is to some extent content
with what he has seen with respect to the different techniques used to calct:iate such flows. Maybe you
would care to discuss some of the shortcomings, whether or not you are, in fact, content with them; what
are the limitations in the different procedures?

To jog our ,emories on the different calculation techniques that have been prescnted over the last three
days, I have asked M. Le Balleur, Dr. Kline, and Dr. Melnik to take no more than about 5 minutes each in
reviewing or giving their impressions of the three sessions in which each of tnem presented remaiks. We
will start with the first, M. Le Balleur, Session 1.

M. Le Balleur

If we look back at the beginning of our session, the theme was that of unseparatod flows, using the
thin-layer concept, and all of the presentations dealt essentially with wing profiles or airfoils. You
will recall that we heard Dr. Lock's paper, presented by Dr. Green, on a review cf methods fer
predicting ;iscous effects on airfoils and wings at transonic speeds. We then ha,. a paper by Messrs
Nebeck, Sobieczky and Seebass which defined nethuds taking into account the viscous effects for the
generation of shock-free airfoils. Then we had a paper by Messrs Stanewsky, Nandanan and Inger that
showed the importance ot the problems of the boundary layer and shock wave interaction. Then we had a
paper by Messrs t)rsopper and Grenon which showed the possibility of carrying out coupled computations
for viscous unsteady flows. Then we had a paper by Dr. Leicher on high-lift airfoils, one by Messrs
Rosch and Klevenhusan on multi-element airfoils in transonic flow. Then Dr. Fimin talked to us about
the difficult three-dimensional problem of wings with a coupling where you have a transonic small
disturbance inviscid calculation and a wake calculation. Finally, Dr. Wai and Dr. Yoshihara spoke of
the problem of two-dimensional airfoils and this particularly included the separation problems, as well
as a specific treatment for the shockwaves interactions, using the viscous ramp model.

So my comments in regard to that particular session are tnat we heard about a number of different
methods concentrating to some extent on the two-dimensional problems, or the problems of multi-element
airfoils, both or, the three-dimensional and two-dimensional unsteady problems, and concluding with the
calculation of separation by a method which goes oeyond the stage of a separation modelling limited to
isobars, as is often .he case in nulti-elemenc airfoils. The characteristic of all of these
computations is th~t they used integral methods for calculating the viscous effects, and I think that
this is an important point. A second point is that, except for the techniques that include the
separation oroblems, they used a simple successive iteration coupling technique, with possibly dn
under-relaxation to ensure convergence. It would appear, offhand, that there is now a great deal of
precision in computing the two-oimensional profiles, and I think that it would be interesting for us to
evaluate and discuss this point.

The major elements that are common to all of these computations are the necessity to take into accountthe displacement effects, and particularly the thickness effects (or displacement) of the wake.
Reference was also made to the need, in order to take good estimates of the wake, to take the curv.-ture
effects into account. It seems to me worthwhile to stress one particular point, mentioned by Dr. Green,
which was the possibility ot choosing for the wake curvature either its mean curvature, or the curvature
induced in the inviscid flow which was indicated as K* curvature or displacement surface curvature. One
last point is that of taking into account the wake geometry. This therefore represents the points of
agreerent among all of the papers.

However, it would appear that a certain number of controversies in the different techniques have
emerged. First of all, although all of the computations used potential programs, you will note that
some of thece use non-conservative versicns, some that are fully conservative, and others that are ,
partially-canservative. It appears to ,ne therefore that a first question that would be very worthwhile
to look dt would be to see whether there is a weighting in the two types of .he schemes that might
produce with universality an approximate solution for the Euler e 4uations, or are these Euler equations
indeed necessary to be solved. Another point that wasn't brought up very much, but one that we ouoht to
discuss, is that of the question of the wall corrections in the transonic range. All of the comparisons
were given with such corrections. It would seem very important to me to see whether we can make
comparisons with experiment that might be derived from this limitation. If we leave aside the
three-dimensional problems, for which the first results indicate the importance of the leading edge I-.
area, the problem that gave rise to the greatest controversy is the question of the interaction between
the shock wave and the boundary layer and the problem of the trailing edge; I noted it was said in Dr.
Lock's presentation that the treatment of the shock-boundary layer interaction as well as the trailing
edge treatment in terms or a strong local interaction were not essential, but I think that Dr. Melnik
will co#Tent on that point. During the second day, Dr. Melnik said that on the contrary the problem of
the trailing edge was essential, particularly for drag problems. For the shock-boundary layer
interaction, it seems to d that there a.^e two major Jirections that emerge from this, if you don't
adopt the position that consists. o saying that one shouldn't bt concerned with this. The first concern
will be connectea to the problem of the inviscid flow and tied to the intenslty of recompression under
shock. The viscous techiniques essentially are intended to offset the over-recompression at the wall due
to a fully conservative code. The second point involves the calculation of the viscous flow and was
brought out by Dr. Stanewsky's paper, which shows that, beyond the intensity of the after-shock
recompression, you have the problem of whether one can predict with accuracy the thicknesses of the
boundary layer downstream of the shock, in order that the trailing edge area can be properly predicted.
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This raises the problem of the validity of the boundary layer eqrations. and particularly of their
resolution with a distribution of pressure which results from a nLerical spreading of the shock wave.
In some cases, there is then a question of inaccurate prediction or the downstream boundary layer, which
may depend on the numerical thickening of the shock wave,

Dr. Melnik )

There was a great deal of overlap between the second session and the first i d third sessions. In this
session there were a number of papers involving flows that were not separated including my review paper
and a couple of papers that did address flows with seuaration. The separation iones in these papers
looked to be reasonably extensive and so overlapped somewhat with the third session. Most of Le
Balleur's comments on the papers in the first session apply equally well to the second session. Rather
than trying to sumarize each paper, I will try to ideni- , the areas where there is general agreement
and the areas where there is still some contention on t .nese problems should be approached.

I think, in agreement with Dr. Le Balleur. it now seems clear now that the effects of the wake can be
important. Techniques have been developec to include them in airfoil calculations and also in wing
calculations so there seems to be little reason not to include them in the theoretical model. There is
a related point in the paper dealing with mixing of jets with external flows. In this paper the authors
used a set of matching conditions to couple a m4 .ing layer with a set that seems not to be related to
przvious analyses of matching and I think tnat . is some question in my mind, and perhaps in others,
concerning the correctness of these matching con. &ions. The results presented look good, and the
conditions are probably correct, but I think that some further work should be done to better justify the
matchit|g conditions employed and to relate them to the standard matching conditions for this problem
previously derived by, say, Viviand.

On the question of shock wive boundary layer interactions there were a variety of methods developed to
treat the local solution near a shock wave when the shock waves are weak. However, this is an area of
contention between two groups, myself, Adamson and Messiter, on the basis of rational asymptotic
analysis, feel that the sublayer is nnt important; on the other side, Inger and his students feel that
the interacting sublayer is an important element in the determination of the pressure. I think that
this is a topic worthy of discussion in this roundtable discussion.

As far as the trailing edge interaction goes, I think that there is a minor area of contention between
us and the British. I have computed cases with and without the trailing edge correction, and
generally, the effects are not large. However, there ;re cases, which I did show in my talk, where you
can underpredict the drag by about 20 - 25% if you don't include trailing edge interaction effects.
That theory applies just to cusped trailing edge, and there is a need to extend it to more general
airfoils with non-zero trailing edge angles. Results in the written version of my paper, that I did not
have a chance to discuss, showed significant discrepancies in drag when the trailing edge angle was
larger than 150. This indicates a need to do more work on those types of airfoils, and maybe we can
talk about that in the roundtahle discussion.

What came out loud and clear in the meeting was that integral entrainment methods seem to work very well
for airfoil flows. I think we are very lucky since viscid-inviscid interactions would take a great deal
of computer time, if we had to do fithite difference methods. I think the availability of integral
entrainment methods makes the prospects of doing efficient numerical calculations with these methods
very likely in 3D.

The papers on separated flows demonstrated that we have at least two or three workable iterative methods
for iterating between the inviscid and viscid flows wnen separation is present, provided the separation
zone is not too large. The main remaining issue, which has been with us for a long time, is the physics
of :eparated flows for which not much progress was demonstrated at this meeting. The turbulence models
that are beirg used are not adequate. It is not clear whether entrainment methods or integral type
methods will be adequate, although there have been some promising results obtained with integral methods
shown in this meeting. I think, ali in all, our understanding of how to model turbulence and how to
close turbulence, particulary for small separation bubbles with substantial pressure gradients across
the bubble, is still rather poor. This should also provide an interesting subject for discussion.

One of the issues addressed in the Symposium was the question of normal pressure gradients in
two-dimensional flows. Dr. Le Balleur (and Prof. Bradshaw) have been developing procedures based on a
generalized set of shear layer equations that include an approximation to the normal momentum equation,
while I and others have concentrated on the use of local asymptotic solutions in regions where normal
pressure gradients are important. Although calculations have not yet been presented with Le Balleur's
method, his approach could prove to be a flexible and accurate method for including normal pressure
gradient effects in strong viscid/inviscid interactions. Perhaps the relative merits of these two
approaches could be discussed later in this session.

Finally, as an introduction to what I am sure Prof. Kline is going to talk about, I heard in the
co-versations during the coffee breaks that this audience seems to appreciate the fact that we really
don't know how well these COD codes are performing. We compare them to experiment, and every originator
of a code shows extremely good agreement, even in situations where I feel the agreement should not be
good. For airfoil flows, the problem seems to be that the xperimentalist generating wind tunnel data
have not been able to adequately pin down the free stream Mach number and angle of attack, due mainly to
wind tunel wall interference and, perhaps, also to side wall boundary layer effects. Consequently,
theoreticians have felt free to adjust both angle of attack and Mach number in their calculations to
n.inimizu disagreements with data. I think that we are now at the point where, if we are to make
progress, we must have good wind tunnel data with accurate estimates 0f the experimental values of M
ande( . In the future we must strive to eliminate this source of uncertainty in correlations of theory
and experiment. I feel the question of code validation is also an important subject for discussion in
Lhis session.

? I _ [- +
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Dr. Kline

Dr. Quinn has suggested that we suncarize, add on. or clarify. M. Le Balleur and Bob Melnik have done
an excellent job of summarizing. I would like to clarify some earlier semantic problems concerning flow
detachment of a turbulent boundary layer from a faired surface, add on a bit about the physics of that
phenomenon, and discuss what this physics implies concerning appropriate modeling of detachment in
viscid-inviscid interactions.

Regarding clarification, a question was asked me earlier in the meeting concerning what I meant by
"detachment" (or separation). Upon reflection, it became clear that we were using the term from three
different viewpoints. These three might be called: (i) computational/parametric; (ii) analytical; (iiil
currelative/physical/computational.

In viEdpoint (i), Bob Melnik, R.E. Green, and others were considering detachment as a function of
parameters, particularly shock incidence, Mach number, and Reynolds number, for a given computational
pr,:edure. In viewpoint (ii), several authors, particularly Houdeville, Ardonceau, and Veldman, were
anaiyzing where computations become "stiff" owing to the approach to singular points and discussing
means for avoiding these difficulties. In viewpoint (iii), I was discussing an improved physical
correl.-ion for detachment in what might be called "shape-factor space", the relation of that
correlation to flow structure, and the implications of both the currelation and the flow physics for
viscid-inviscid interaction models in computations. I would now like to add to viewpoints (ii) and
(iii). Let ae begin by saying a little about the improved correlation.

In research at Stanford, for about two years we have been using an improved correlatin plane hv vs.A;
where: h = (H-1)/H andA = S */J. This plane has several useful properties. The range of both h
and-At is 0-1. One can show from the "wall-wake" correlation, say in the form given by D.. Coles
(1956), that the function h = h(A) is at most only weakly dependent on Re, and, more important, in a
zone of either detachment or reattachment h = h(A.) is linear and independent of Re.

Figure 1 is an h-Aplane with the Coles wall-wake function (curve W-W) and the Sanborn-Kline correlation
for incipient detachment (curve I-D) shown. All known points for detachment recorded in the literature
are also shown. When we eliminate f7-ws with boundary layers far from equilibrium, we see that all the
data center on the intersertlon of curve W-W and curve I-D, but considerable scatter exists. To
understand the scatter, we need to understand something about the physics, i.e., the flow structure.

The important thing for our present purpose is to remember that the detachment of a turbulent boundary
layer from a faired surface 's a zone -- not a line. Detachment occurs as the result of an increasing
number of small bits of unsteady, three-dimensional backflow. Cf = 0 occurs at, or extremely close
to, the point where, on average, the flow goes forward 50% of the time and backward 50% of the time.
Turbulent detachment is thus essentially unsteady and three-dimensional, unlike the textbook pictures
that desc,-ibe the laminar case.

For about two years, we have also been using a r.ew instrument called a "thermal tuft". The thermal tuft
is comprised of three wires very close to the wall. The center wire is heated, and the outer wires are
used as thermometers. (See Eaton, et. al. 1979.) With this instrument, we can obtain quite accurate
measurements of the time-average fraction of forward flow (denoted Yp). Thus we can delineate where
Cf = 0 with good accuracy. We also obtain a "metric" of boundary layer state (or"stall margin"). We
call the location whereY p = 50% and Cf = 0 full detachment.

One point from a themal tuft with 5% average backflow (95% forward flow) owing to Ashjaee (1980) isshown in Fig. 1 as Ashiaee's point lies essentially at the intersection of the curves W-W and I-D0

in Fig. 1; it thus verifies the location of incipient separation using the new, more accurate technique.

In many early computing methods, full detachment was taken to be somewhere in the range 1.84 H! 2.6.
Howev-r, Fig. 1 shows that full detachment occurs when H = 4. This was shown explicitly by Coles (1956)
in his seminal paper on the "Law of the Wake". Coles demonstrated that at detachment Cf =0, d *1d
=-A = 0.5, and this leads immediately to H = 4, a shown in Fig. 1. Hence both the early computation
methods and the data center on incipient detachment, although it is taken to be full detachment by
nearly all researchers. It is not difficult to explain why this is so.

In visual techniques, markers will move upstream until there is some small fraction of backflow; the
exact location of farthest upstream movement will depend on the type of marker used. Since a variety of
uncalibrated visual methods were employed, we must expect considerable scatter centering on incipient
detachment -- just what is observed in Fig. 1.

The reason why some theories have also mistaken incipient for full detachment leads directly tq the
connection between the physics and computation. If one thinks of the boundary layer blockage d*14 it
becomes clear that only a relatively small value of the time-average fraction of backflow will causej*
to increase rapidly, thus strongly increasing the interaction between the viscid and inviscid zones.
This increased interaction icplies the need for improved matching procedures, and this often is
displayed mathematically by "sxiff" matrices in a given solution algorithm. To put this differently,
the first appearance of singularities in the solution matrix is usually associated with incipient
detachment -- rather than full detcmnt. This can clearly be seen in the results of the 1968

AFOSR-IFP-Stanford Confere, P on Covmwatlon of Turbulent Boundary Layers. All 28 methods either
stopped or were continued - 'te )d hoc modification of the interaction procedure, up to full

detachment.
Since the appearance of ,,Jarit; highly "equation-dependent", the degree of difficulty will
depend on the pecise for, ct the , to ;;g equations ' ihe solution matrix, including the variable
chosen. the governing aquations t' . .nd the Jifferencing scheme employed. This conclusion is common
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mathematical knowledge, and is evident in the presentations of this meeting, particularly those of
Ardonceau, of lioudeville, and of Veldman. The 1968 experience suggests in addition, that any procedure
following the standard boundary layer algorithm of Prandtl is not likely to carry all the way to full
detachment, since the 28 methods in the '68 Conference embody a wide variety of equations and numerical
procedures.

Recognition that singularities can arise well ahead of full detachment is important, even though the
physical distance from incipient to full detachment is qc~te short in many flows. The knowledge advises
us when to be careful concerning possible singular behavior. It also advises when we need to shift our
modeling to account for effects of detachment and the presence of free shear layers.

In modeling passage flows at Stanford in the last few years, we have had considerable success with very
simple programs when we have followed these twin ideas of modifying matching and flow models at
incipient detachment. Baroina et al. (1981) sunmarize the results for two-dimensional, incompressible,
planar diffusers. They show success in computing three flow regimas (unstalled flow, transitory stall,
and full stall) with a ,ingle program running less than a second in a medium-sized computer. We use a
boundary layer program with conventional matching until we reach. = 0.42. At this point the models are
shifted to fit free shear layers and conditions derived from the physics of separated flnws introduced.

Initially, the nethod was found from physical reasoning. More recently, we have been routinely studying
the Jacobean of the coefficients of the solution matrix. When singularities occur, we then seek means
for removing the singularities from the domain of computation. This has led to a number of further
advances for internal flow cases. We expect to report in relatively short times (measured on
research-project time-constants) advances covering inverse procedures, other geometries, compressible
flows up to M = 0.9, and flows with forced unsteady mean streams. All these methods run in times one
or two orders of magnitude less than required for grid computations using the time-average Navier-Stokes
equations (even with simple closure models). Thus, we have several methods of considerable utility for
many engineering computations.

We have not yet seen methods of this sort applied to external flows, but we believe they may have
something to offer not only in rapid computation but also possibly in improving the modeling of some
cases of shock/boundary-layer interaction where one suspects the flow physics near the wall will be
similar to that described above.
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Dr. Quinn

Thank you gentlemen. Dr. Melnik brought up the question of witd tunnel data. Mr. Rosch has some
coimrents appropriate to that topic.

Mr. Rosch

Dr. Melnik and I were talking about this special problem during lunch. I want to make it very clear.
Everyone dealing with inviscid and viscous numerical schemes compared their results with measurements.
But, as it turns out, everyone has their own airfoil section together with some experiments from wind
tunnels to which they have access. I find that it is very difficult to compare one method with another
cne. On the other hand, a computer code has to be rompared with some sort of measurement. If you want
to compare your numerical experiment with measure'ments, yoL have to know at least the free stream Mach
number and the angle of attack. It turns out that the Mach number and the angle of attack you should
use in a numerical calculation are depending on ;he wind tunnel and the wind tunnel wall corrections, so
no one really knows which effect of misagreement depends on the Mach number and which one on the
mismatch of the angle of attack. The aim of this remark is only to make it very clear and to suggest
that in future worK for wind tunnels some details should be laid on wind tunnel wall corrections and
they should be stated *n the papers when they are published.

Dr. Quinn

Thank you Mr. Rosch. Let's keep on with this point, I would like to get some discussion. Is there
anyone in the wind tunnel community who would like to ,ddress this point?

Mr. King

I wanted to mention that rather than trying to make wind tunnel wall corrections, we have used a
pressure survey tube to measure the pressure distribution both above and below the airfoil inside the
wind tunnel. We have then used these measured pressures as boundary conditions on our numerical
calculations. These results we presented at the AIAA Snow',ass meeting and the effects of the pressure
boundary condition on the calculated results were quite significant.

Dr. Quinn

Quite significant - how much, 10%, 15%?
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Mr. King

We could get a movement of the shock on the airfoil in an essentially weak interaction case, in which
the boundary layer had little effect on shock position. The shock position on the airfoil would move by
15 to 20%.

Dr. Quinn

That is a lot. Who else would like to comment?

Mr. Finnin

I wish to agree with what has been said by Mr. King and support the view that the boundary conditions
near the wind tunnel walls must be known and taken into account in calculatins. I would like to remind
the audience that a recent AGARD report exists, AGARD-AR-138, where Winter and Ohman make
recoirendations about wind tunnel testing, both for two dimensional and three dimensional flows. They
recomend, in addition to the boundary layer and wake measurements that have normally been made, that
for aerofoil tests:

i. :he boundary conditions for the inviscid flow in the vicinity of the roof and floor be measured, and
2. The side wall boundary layer thicknesses are determined, and if possible, the sensitivity to end
walls conditions be determined by using sucticn to change the thicknesses. If these measurements are
made, then doubts ebout the effects of tunnel walls can largely be overcome.

Dr. Quinn

Any further comments?

Mr. Ohman

As a matter of cou-se we now maasure the wall boundary conditions on all two-dimensional tests done in
our wind tunnel. We use a method similar to the otie developed by M. Capelller and Chevallier at ONERA
to compute the wall corrections. That, in our case, seems to work quite well. Concerning the side-wall
boundary layer effect, that is still a very tricky problem, and I don't think that we have a final
solution to that one. We find that the application of side wall suction in the vicinity of tF? model
seens to work quite well in our case. I know that there are other situations where it apparently
doesn't w ork.

We have seen in most cases very good agreement between celculations and measurements in supercritical
flow. Nowhere has mention been made of the geometric accuracy of the model. I suspect that in most
cases the authors have used the theoretical coordinates of the airfoil section, rather than the measured
ones. If the model is accurately made, there may be no cause for concern. However, the sensitivity of
supercritical flow to model geometry is extremely high, so for a not-so-well made model, you can easily
get calculated res'lts that are quite different according to whether you use actual measured model
coordinates or theoretical design coordinates. Some of us, who have presented comparisons of

ti'eoretical and experimental results, should look into this point.

Mr. Rosch

Mr. Ohman, I disagwree with some of your ztatements and I won't put the blame on the mismatch between the
design airfoil coordinate and the coordinate that actually is manufactured. In our firm we make various
checks, and we see that we get different results between different wind tunnels. So it isn't really the
n.adel construction problem.

Mr. Oht-an

Just a very quick response. We have done comparisons of wind tunnels, in our case with NLR. NLR used a
slotted wall, we used a perforated wall wall tunnel, and we got the same results in supercritical flows.

Dr. Greer,

I would like to raise the importance of knowing the geometry in 3-D model telting. In this case
aeroelastic distortion comes in and the effects can be appreciable, though they can in principle be
incorporatcJ in viscous interaction codes. This brings up a question that I wanted to ask Dr. Drougge,
had time permitted, at the end of his presentation - are any aeroelastic measurements going to be made
tc define the shape of the aircraft in the FFA flight experiments?

Dr. Drougge

Yes.

Dr. Tydeman

I would like to nke a remark n the application of sl;ock-wave - boundary layer interaction models in
numerical schemes. fhere are a number of flow patterns in which the straight-forward appiication is
doubtful. I am thinking, for instance, on the double shock configuration of Mr. Stanewsky (Paper 4,
Fig. 13). The critical value of Cp is not indicated, but probably remaine below the first pressure
jump in his figure. It is questionable whether the first shock indeed the airfoil surface. This
implies that it is also questionable whether the shock-wave - boundarl model should be applied.

Some other flow patterns which may give rise to problems have been sket ' . in Figure 2. These patterns
were observed during experiments on an airfoil with flap.

-22K2 ___
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Dr. Quinn

Thank you Dr. Tydeman. This seems to be a point that we could continue discussing and perhaps even have

a symposium. I am going to halt discussion on this particular aspect, and if there is time later on, we

will come back to it. In closing the discussion, I want to try to give the flavor of what has been

said: If wall conditions or small errors in local incidence reposition a shock by as much as 10 or 15%,

the error in pressure may be considerably more. Consequently, when we see agreement between

calculations and not-very-well-discussed experimental data, we should keep in mind the liklihood of

errors in the experimental facility, in the model geometry, and in the analysis.

Dr. Tydeman

I would like to comment on the wall corrections and the displacement of the shock wLve. You must be

-i aware that it depends very much on the type of pressure distrib:tion. For instance, when you have a

flat pressure distribution ahead of the shock wave, you need only a few tenths of a degree to change the

shock position quite a lot. On the other hand, when there is a steep gradient ahead of the shock wave,

the shock is hardly willing to move. In other words, it is very dangerous to make a common statement.

Dr. Quinn

Let's end the discussion for the moment on shock waves and boundary layer interactions in wind tunnels

and move on to a point that received a lot of discussion on the first and second days. You recall that

authors provided calculations and contrasted them with experiments to show they were in reasonable

agreement. Dr. Melnik and others then asked if they had included wake effects; and the response would

provoke considerble discussion. I want to touch on the wake effects now. Mr. Slooff had some

questions on the trailing edge conditions, and I think that might relate to the wake problem.

Mr. Slooff

I would like to dwell briefly on a subject that was barely touched at this conference; Bob Melnik

mentioned it briefly. It is a subject I have a problem with and it has been a problem for several

years. I would like to share it with the community here. Maybe there is somebody here that has solved

it or perhaps it will trigger somebody to solve it in the future. It is in fact an inviscid problem

already. We may think of solutions of the Euler equations and in particular of solutions of the flow

over an airfoil with a finite trailing edge angle and with a shock on the upper surface, across which we

have a jump in total pressure and no shock on the lower surface (Fig. 3). Then it is quite easy to show

that the only possible type of flow at the trailing edge which will satisfy zero pressure jump across
the wake is one in which the flow leaves the trailing edge tangential to the lower surface. If there is

a shock only on the lower surface, the situation is just the other way around and in general one might

say that the flow will have to leave the surface in the direction towards the strongest shock, if there

are shocks on both surfaces. We can play the game in mind that the shock strength reduces to zero, and

what we end up with then is a potential flow. However, there is no reason to believe that something
sudden happens with that trailing edge flow at the mnment that the total pressure jump goes to zero. On

the other hand the classical picture of potential flow, as obtained for instance, from the theory of
conformal mapping, is that the flow leaves a trailing edge along the bisector. It seems that we have a
conflict here.

Another way to look at the problem is from the point of view of three-dimensional wing flow. It was
shown sometime in the late 60's, I think, by Mangler and Smith that, on a 3-d wing with a vortex sheet -"

leaving the trailing edge, depending on the sign of the shed vorticity and the angle between the
vorticity vector and the trailing edge, flow also has to leave the trailing edge parallel to either the

upper or the lower surface. Again we may play a game of limits and say that the 2-d case is obtained
when we let the aspect ratio go to infinity. Again we end up with a flow at the trailing edge which is

either parallel to the upper or the lower surface. The question now is, what is the relevant inviscid
trailing edge flow solution? I think that we might also put the question in this way: what is the limit
of trailing edge flow when the Reynolds number goes to infinity?

I also have a comment, which is that a good viscous-inviscid interaction method should contain the
proper limit for delta star going to zero at the trailing edge. It seems tu me that we are not sure

what that limit is in the 2-d case, but in the 3-d case it seems inevitable that it should be according
to the Mangler and Smith criterion. I would like to draw your attention to a formulation of viscous 3-d

trailing edge flow which was given by Piers and some colleagues in 1975*, which is a formulation which

satisfies the criteria that if the delta star goes to zero then we satisfy the Mangler-Smith criterion.
I don't think any method discussed at this symposium satisfied this.

NLR Report TR75076 U

Dr. Quinn

Dr. Green is anxious to speak to this point.

Dr. Green

Could we have the slide again please. I would like to have an argument with Mr. Slooff over this. The

upper picture which h! draws, I would support wholeheartedly. You don't need a shock wave in there,
what you need to draw in is the boundary layer and then argue that its behavior near the trailing edge
regiun is quasi inviscid - the important part of the boundary layer behaves inviscidly. The boundary

layer looks like a flow with slip velocity at the wall and, if the airfoil is generating much lift, the
bounoary layer on the upper surface will have a higher value of shape factor because of the adverse
pressure gradier,ts and will therefore have a lower slip velocity and a lower total head at the wall.
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The only solution in that case, for the trailing edge region modelled as a rotational inviscid region of
strong interaction, is as Mr. Slooff has drawn it on the top. made this point in 1971 in the paper I
gave in the AGARD meeting in Gottingen on high Reynolds number flow. In fact, the argument came from
Mangler and Smith; it is the argument that you ca.'t have two contigoijs corner flows separated by a
free stream line if the stagnation pressure on the dividing streamline differs in the two flows. So
when we come to the question of what is the relevant inviscid trailing edge flow solution in the limit
of Reynolds number going to infinity, I would say that the limit Reynolds number going to infinity is
not relevant. When we are looking for the equivalent inviscid flow that is part of our interactive
solution, what is said in Lock's paper is that we are seeking an inviscid flow which is identical to the
real flow outside the viscous region. This equivalent inviscid flow has in it at the trailing edge a
discontinuity in the axial distribution of the velocity components normal to the boundary. The sum of
the discontinuities in the upper and lower parts of the flow must match the trailing edge angle. The

solution for the inviscid flow must be such that, when it is matched with a model of the strong
interaction behavior in the trailing edge region, in the combined solution the boundary streamline on
the under surface is continuous through the trailing edge region whilst that on the upper surface is
turned sharply t.rough the trailing edge angle. It seems to me that, on the basis of what Lock has
said, one can put together an entirely self-consistent model for the inviscid flow which matches the
picture that Mr. Slooff has suggested for us here. The arguments carry over quite logically to three
dimensions, although in three dimensions there is the possibility of the vortex sheet changing direction
as it comes off the trailing edge in some strange lifting cases. I believe that the principles set down
in Lock's paper meet the point that has been raised here.

Mr. Slooff

I know and accept the heuristic argument based on the different total head in the mean part of the

boundary layers approaching the trailing edge. It already follows immediately from Dr. KUchemann's
inviscid shear flow trailing edge model. I think, if I understood you correctly, that you agree with me
that the proper picture of inviscid flow at the trailing edge might be the one in which the flow leaves
the trailing edge parallel to whatever surface is appropriate for the particular case. Not the
bisector. I think that we agree basically on that.

Dr. Melnik

I would like to comment on the points rdised by Drs. Slooff and Green. I thought that I wasn't going
to find anything to disagree with John Green about, but at the last minute he came through with
something that I think I disagree with. First let's get to the problem raised by Slooff. He did raise
a good point, and it is interesting that Jerry South raised it in a telephone conversation to me a
couple of months ago. It is the kind of question that people who do singular perturbation theory love
to get. It is a singular perturbation problem, and it is a question of non-uniform limits. If there is
a total pressure difference on the upper and lower sides of the airfoil, the argument is correct that
the streamline must come off tangent to the lower surface, (i.e., tangent to the surface that has the
higher total pressure). If the total pressure difference is exactly zero, it is also true that the
streamline must go along the bisector. Both statements are true. So, the question to ask is, how does
thiq difference in behavior get resolved in the limnt as the difference in total pressure vanishes?
What happens is that if, for example, you have an infinitesmally weak shock on the upper surface, the
streamline will come off tangent to the lower surface and soon turn in a direction to approach the
bisector. As the shock strength gets weaker and weaker, the region of turning, where you go from
tangent to the lower surface to tangent to the bisector, shrinks. This question gets resolved in the
non-uniform approach to the limit as the total pressure difference goes to zero. As the total pressure
loss across the shock wave goes to zero, the streamline at the limit is exactly along the bisector, but
for any small but non-zero total pressure loss there is an infinitesmal region that shrinks to zero
where the streamline direction transitions from the direction of the lower surfasce to the direction of
the bisector. Now, with regard to what John Green said about Robin Lock's statement about the
displacement thickness forming a corner that just cancels the geometric corner, so that you have a
smooth equivalent displacement surface and no stagnation point. That is true, and it is a situation
where interacting boundary layer theory can eliminate a singularity to get a smooth solution. The
problem is that although the solution is now regular, it is incorrect. The streamwise length scale
over which the displacement thickness exactly conceals the geometric corner turns out to be t e order of
the displacement thickness, which is very narrow. In the terms that I use, that would be O(e4)
(where F is the dimensionless friction velocity). Bernie Grossman and I nave extended my cusped
trailing edge theory to precisely this problem, that is, an airfoil with finite trailing edge angle.
From the resulting theory you fin6 that if you take into account normal pressure gradients through the
boundary layer, the interaction spreads over the order of the boundary layer thickness which is O( a
and much larger than the displacement thickness. With the theory you treat the flow as inviscid and
rotational over most of the boundary layer. Of course, in that theory, there is then no requirement
that the streamline comes along the bisector. You solve the rotational flow and the streamline at the
bottom of the boundary layer, the one with the higher total pressure, will leave tangent to the lower
surface. As the Reynolds number goes to infinity, and the non-uniformity in the boundary layer goes to
zero, that region where it transitions to the direction of the bisector will again shrink to zero as the
boundary layer thickness goes to zero, and you will be left with the streamline along the bisector in
the limit. So, to summarize, Lock is right, in that solution of the interacting boundary layer
equations without normal pressure gradients will elimin a the singularity, but it is an improper
solution. If you take into account normal pressure graeients, you get a self-consistent solution and a
different, but theoretically correct, resolution of what happens in the limit.

Dr. Green

With regard to interest in the flow at infinite Reynolds number, I would repeat that the inviscid
solution that we are concerned with in our computation of real flows is always one to which we have
applied the appropriate boundary conditions so as to match it to a viscous flow. Therefore, it is an
inviscid flow which has to match the conditions at the trailing edge that are enforced by there being a
region of strong viscous interaction at the trailing edge. With reference to Lock's analysis, I should
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like to make it clear that this can embrace normal nressure gradients. It is a misconception to think
that it depends on the assumption of constant pressure across the boundary layer. It is a question of
how you Define your boundary layer quantities. This point is dealt with in Lock's paper, and I believc
Dr. Melnik will find the analysis to be self-consistent.

Mr. Melmuth

I was concerned about this finite railing edge. We studied this to some extent on our upper-surface
blowing paper presented in January at AIAA and we were concerned with similar kinds of questions
regarding the orientation of the stagnation streamline. I think that what has been said her. iP correct
regarding total heads, and the impdct of that with respect to the tangency of the dividing stre.mline.
One concern that I have on the finite trailing edge angle is that you just can't use Prandtl-Glauert
theory in the vicinity of the trailing edge. fou have to include the non-linear effects associated with
the stagnation.

Dr. Quinn

I am afraid our time has run out. I would like to be able to say that the Round Table Discussionsumm~arized our present ability to compute flows with meaningful viscous and inviscid interactions, and

to some extent it has. But equally important, through your discussion, you have all brought attention
to situations that were discussed either incompletely or not at all. Perhaps this symposium should be
followed up oy another to treat the unresolved issues. M. Monnerie and I have each heard favorable
remarks concerning the technical content of this symposium. We hope you all share those sentiments and
we take this opportunity to thank the authors for their excellent presentations of new research. We
particularly thank M. Le Balleur, Dr. Lock by way of Dr. Green, Dr. Melnik and Prof. Kline for sharing
their perspectives of specific areas. We also thank all of you for your participation and your
interesting comments. Good conferences just don't happen, they are the result of hard work and in this
regard, M. Monnerie and I express our very ;pecial gratitude to our colleagues who served on the program
committee; Dr. Green, Prof. Hindelang, Prof. Gersten, Prof. von Ingen, Prof. Mattioli, Dr. Panaras, and
seeking expertise beyond that which we have on the panel, we co-opted two members: Prof. Kline and M.
Serieix. At this time I take great pleasure in introducing the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel Dr.
Orlik-RUckemann.

Dr. Orlik-Rickemann

We have come to the end of this ;ong, but very informative, sometimes controversial arid on the whole
very thought-provoking meeting. I am sure that we have all greatly enjoyed the last three days. We are
very much in debt to the Air Force Academy and to the U.S. Air Force for providing these fine
facilities. I hope that we now will all go home reeling a little bit richer, not only Dy virtue of
hdving acquired additional pieces of knowledge, but also in the sense of having established personal
contacts of lasting value, or maybe just having cultivated and strengthened some of the old ones.

I have heard several positive comments about this symposium. Of course, the fact that we all have
enjoyed it so much is Due to the combined efforts of a whole team of dedicateu people. Some of those
were already mentioned. It is now my very pleasant duty to recognize these people, so that we can all
express our appreciation and our sincere thanks for their efforts and for a job very well done.

Firstly, Mr. Monnerie and Dr. Qui.an and the members of their committee for putting together such a fine
technical program, chairing the various sessions, and leading and stimulating the discussion. Then the
U.S. panel coordinator, Dr. Keith Richey, for selecting such a beautiful site, making the necessary
arrangements, and performing an outstanding job in personally supervising the administrative and
logistic functions during this meeting. In this effort, Dr. Richey was ably and tirelessly assisted by
our most efficient Panel staff from Paris, Mr. Bob Rollins, the Panel Executive and Mademoiselle
Anne-Marie Rivault. On behalf of the Academy, the local arrangements were graciously handled by Mrs.
Janet Shea. The audio and visual equipment, respectively, was expertly operated by Mr. Art Young of the
State Department and Staff Sargent Cary Harpley of the Academy. Their performance certainly equalled
the very best I have ever seen.

Last, but not least, the translation. We have been very fortunate indeed in having with us a truly
efficient team of interpreters, who in most cases performed smoothly and seemingly without effort,
despite the isual difficulties associated with speakers who talk too fast or with a foreign accent such
as mine. Our interpreters were Mrs. Sophia Porson, Mrs. Margaret Mark, and Miss Doris Kirsch.

Now a few words about our future plans. Next year there will be tw' Symposia. The first in Toulouse,
France, on the 11-14 of May, on the "Aerodynamics of Powerplant Installation" and the second in Lisbon,
Portugal, on the 2-5 of November on the "Fluid Dynamics of Jets with Applications to V/STOL". The Panel
will also sponsor a Lecture Series on "Dynamic Stability Parameters" to be given on the 2-5 of March at
NASA Aaes, USA, and on the 16-19 of March at VKI, Belgium. We hope to see as many of you as possible on
those occasions. If you cannot participate yourself, please pass the word on to your colleagues. With
that, I would like to thank you all for your participation and to wish you a pleasant trip home. This
meeting is now adjourned.
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